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CITIZEN PETITION

The Committee for Truth in Psychiatry submits this petition pursuant to 21 CFR
10.30 to request the Commissioner of Food and Drugs to maintain the electroconvulsive
therapy device (882.5849) in Class III for all indications.

Part A. SPECIFIC ACTION REQUESTED

The FDA is charged with the responsibility of categorizing medical devices
according to the degree ofrisk they pose and the degree of oversight they require. The
electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) device is a pre-amendments device which has never
been tested for safety or efficacy; for which manufacturers have never presented any
evidence of safety or efficacy although ordered to do so by the FDA on August 14, 1995
(FR 60: 41984); and for which no Premarket Application has been called for or
submitted.

On September 4, 1979, the FDA classified the ECT device into Class III under the
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FR 44:51777), identifying eight risks to health
including brain damage and memory loss.

FDA's original classification was correct. Since that time, more valid scientific
evidence has accumulated as to the risks of the device. Since that time, the manufacturers
have not conducted a single study nor submitted any evidence showing that the original
classification was incorrect. Under Section 515(i) (21 U.S.C. 360e(i» of the Safe Medical
Devices Act of 1990 (SMDA), manufacturers ofECT devices were required to submit all
safety and effectiveness information known to them by August 14, 1997. No
manufacturer ever submitted anything in response to the order.

We are asking FDA not to take an action: we are asking that it not reclassifY the
Device to Class II. We ask that it maintain the device as Class III under Section 515(i) of
the SMDA. This petition is necessary because FDA has begun the process leading to
reclassification.

Another way of stating our request is that we are asking that the ECT device be
regulated in the same manner as other medical devices. Currently, this is not the case.



Part B. STATEMENT OF GROUNDS

The Committee for Truth in Psychiatry, founded in 1984, is the only national
organization ofpatients who have been treated with the ECT device. We all had ECT
without being truthfully informed of the risks of the device, and as a result we all suffered
permanent hann to varying degrees (including memory loss, cognitive disability, and
brain damage). The majority of our members lost our ability to work and to contribute to
society due to ECT. We are fully familiar with the nature and history of FDA's regulatory
proceedings regarding the ECT device. Obviously, we have a vital interest in protecting
future patients from the preventable hann we experience.

On September 5, 1990, FDA published a proposed rule to reclassifY the ECT device
to Class II for depression. However, this proposed rule was never acted upon and was
withdrawn by FDA on Apri121, 2003.

We are aware that FDA is currently considering acting unilaterally, in the absence of
any evidence or petition from the manufacturers or any other parties, to reclassifY the
ECT device based on a selective "literature review". An internal committee has been
convened for this purpose. We are aware that reclassifying a device in the absence ofany
evidence from manufacturers is highly unusual ifnot totally unprecedented. FDA has
never before reclassified a Class ill device based solely on its own selective review of
some of the literature on the device.

(N.B: For examples ofwhat a rigorous systematic literature review looks like, see
Source Documents #32 and #35.)

Section 513(3) (21 U.S.C. 360(e» of the Act provides that device classifications may
be changed by regulation only when there is "new information" supporting the change.
Any reclassification is required to consist of "valid scientific evidence" as defIDed in
section 513(a)(3)ofthe act (21 U.S.C. 360c(a)(3)) and 21 CFR 860.7(c)(2). This valid
scientific evidence must be publicly available.

According to 21 CFR Ch 1 860.7 (c)(2), FDA recognizes five forms ofvalid scientific
evidence:

(1) Well-controlled investigations
(2) Partially controlled studies
(3) Studies and objective trials without matched controls
(4) Well-documented case histories conducted by qualified experts
(5) Reports of significant human experience with a marketed device.

A selective literature review does not constitute valid scientific evidence.
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FDA has specified no criteria for inclusion of studies and has no plans to identify and
make publicly accessible those studies not selected for inclusion. By its very nature, such
a review can be tailored to any position. At all times since the American Psychiatric
Association (the lobby for the device users) began its campaign to change the
classification of the ECT device in the early 1980s, FDA has stated its intention to
reclassify the device to Class II. There is no reason to think the agency has changed its
position, and thus every reason to believe the "literature" can and will be selected to
support that position.

Valid scientific evidence---now even more than in 1979 when the FDA correctly
classified the device in Class ill---shows that the device, when manufactured correctly
and used as directed for any indication, presents an unreasonable risk of injury or harm.
Further, its risks far outweigh its benefits, which are less than previously thought.

We have diligently searched for new evidence unfavorable to our petition. Our
criteria were as follows:

I) Studies conducted by researchers free of fmancial, career, or other conflict of
interest

2) Valid scientific evidence as defined above
3) Studies not previously considered by FDA
4) Studies documenting ECT's safety and efficacy:

a) Brain-imaging studies settling the question ofwhether ECT causes brain
pathology or damage in the negative; or

b) Studies documenting the full return of memory, memory ability, and cognitive
function to normal after treatment with the ECT device; or

c) Studies documenting long term (i.e. lasting more than one month) benefit
from ECT, or its ameliorative effect on suicide risk or rate.

We found no such evidence.

We submit some of the new, valid scientific evidence supporting our petition in an
appendix. The evidence is of the following nature:

The Manufacturers' Silence. This speaks for itself.

FDA's Own Files. More than 40 volumes of evidence is contained in the FDA's own flles,
Docket #82P-0316. We do not believe that anyone on the current FDA staffhas read the
entire file. Much of the material postdates the FDA's last evaluation of the device in
1990. A representative of our organization has read all the volumes and reports that more
than 90% ofthe comments oppose the reclassification of the ECT device to Class II.
Almost all who support reclassification are psychiatrists who use ECT. There are
hundreds of reports of significant human experience with the device in the flle. 97% of
persons who identify as former ECT patients oppose reclassification, most of them on the
grounds that it caused them permanent memory loss and/or disability.



A representative sample of these documents is included herein: Source Documents 10,
38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50

New Evidence/or Permanent Memory Loss: Source Documents Nos. 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16,
18,19,20,21,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,31,32,37

New Evidence/or Permanent Memory or Cognitive Disability: Source Documents Nos.
1,7,8,9,11,12,13,15, 16, 18, 19,20,21,24,25,26,27,28,29,32.37

New Evidence/or Brain Damage: Source Documents Nos. 8,9,11,14,16,22,33,34,37

New Evidence o/Lack o/Efficacy: Source Documents Nos. 3, 6, 17,25,29,30,32,35,
36,37

New Evidence 0/Mortality and Morbidity: Source Documents Nos. 2, 4, 5, 29, 37

Sections 50l(f), 513, and 5l5(b) ofthe act (21 U.S.C. 35I(f), 360c, and 3603(b»,
taken together, establish as a general requirement that a preamendments device that FDA
has classified into Class III is subject, in accordance with Section 515 of the Act, to
premarket approval. Premarket approval is appropriate for a device that has never been
subjected to safety testing by the manufacturers nor subjected to any independent safety
evaluation. It is crucial where there is decades of scientific evidence documenting
permanent, serious adverse effects including death, and no evidence for longterm efficacy
ofthe device in question.

We realize it may be awkward and challenging for the FDA to have to call for
Premarket Approval Applications from manufacturers who have thus far been
unresponsive to the agency, and who have successfully evaded the regulatory process for
decades. However, this is exactly the reason why the United States government created
the FDA: to regulate the drug and device manufacturers in the interest ofprotecting the
public health. We realize that the device users' lobby, the American Psychiatric
Association, has successfully pressured the FDA for over 20 years to prevent a call for
PMAs. We believe that together, these factors help account for FDA's unwillingness to
regulate the ECT device as all other medical devices. However, the agency has a legal
duty and responsibility to ensure the safety of the American public. The ECT device must
not be treated any differently from other medical devices because it has a well-fmanced
and influential user lobby behind it.

Part C. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Not applicable.
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Part D. CERTIFICATION

The undersigned, in her capacity as Director of the Committee for Truth in
Psychiatry, certifies that, to the best ofher knowledge and belief, this petition includes all
data, information, and views on which the petition relies, and that it includes
representative data and information known to the petition which are unfavorable to the
petition.

Respectfully submitted,

Linda Andre
Director, Committee for

Truth in Psychiatry
P.O. Box 1214
New York, NY 10003

(212) 665-6587
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ABSTRACT

Background. Objective data regarding adverse cognitive deficits associated with maintenance elec
troconvulsive therapy (M-Ecr) are lacking. This study examinc,d the cognitive state of depressive
pa tients during M-ECT.

Method. A cross-sectional study was carried out in 11 depressive patients in remission, all with a
DSM-IV diagnosis of major depressive disorder. The mean number o(previous ECT sessions was
36,1, and the mean intersession interval was 52·7 days. A group of 11 patients who had not received
Ecr was selected for comparison and matched for diagnosis, sex, age and years of schooling. All
subjects were assessed using a complete neuropsychological battery including memory, alten tion and
frontal function tests.

Results. Groups did not present differences in long delay verbal recall. Encoding of new information
and results on the frontal function tests were significantly lower in the M-ECT patients.

Conclusion. Depressed patients preserve long-term memory, but suffer short-term memory im
pairment and frontal function alteration during M-Ecr. Further longitudinal studies are necessary
to determine the influence of M-ECT on non-memory functions and differe~i.~emory subtypes.
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INTRODUCTION

Maintenance electroconvulsive therapy (M
ECT) is an effective treatment for the prevention
of relapse and recurrence in patients with major
psychiatric disorders, especially mood disorders
(petrides 'I 01:-1994; APA, 2001; Sackeim ,I al.
2001). It has proved to be a safe option particu
larly useful in drug-resistant patients (Rabheru &
Persad, 1997; Tew ,I al. 1999) and in medically
compromised subjects who are sensitive to the
toxic effects of medication (Sackeim ,I aJ. 2(01).
M-ECT does not present any adverse physical
effects other than those found in acute courses

l Address ror correspondence: Dr Miqud Bemardo, Servicio
de PsiquLalria. HospilaJ Clinic. VillarroeJ. 170. 08015 - Ban::elooa.
Spain.

of ECT (Jaffe ,I al. 1990;' F'i~k ,I 01. 1996), but
the risk of cognitive dysfunction associated
with the treatment remains unknown. Previous
data are based on case reports (Grunhaus ,I 01.
1990; Devanand ,I 01. 1991; Barnes ,I 01. 1997),
retrospective studies without a control group
(Brodaty 'I al. 2000), subjective evaluations of
cognitive dysfunction after treatment (Vanelle
,I al. 1994) or studies based on global cognitive
screens such as the Mini-Mental State Examin
ation (Thienhaus ,I al. 1990). Information has
also been extrapolated from acute ECT cases:
most reports have shown a transient memory
dysfunction that disappears 3 to 6 months after
the completion of treatment (Rami-Gonzalez
el al. 2001). Other cognitive functions such as
attention or frontal functions have not been

1
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METHOD

Eleven consecutive drug-resistant patients par
ticipating in the M-EeT programme were sel
ected for mclusion in the study by the Institute
of Psychiatry and Psychology at the Hospital
Clinic, Barcelona. Nine patients met DSM-IV
criteria for recurrent major depressive disorder,
and two for a single episode of major depressive
disorder with melancholic features. The mean
duration of illness was 12·8 years (S.D. = 9'2)
and the mean number of depressive episodes
was 3'1 (S.D. =2'4). Mini-Mental State Examin
a tion scores were between 25 and 29 in all cases.
The frequency of sessions was adapted to each
patient's needs. The mean intersession interval
in the sample was 52·7 days (S.D. = 16·8; range
30--90 days). Patients receiving more than one
session per month were not included in the pres
ent study. The mean' of total previous ECT
sessions was 36,1, and the mean time ofM-ECT
was 27·2 months. N"IDe of the II finished
their acute ECT course 6 months before assess
ment; in the two remaining patients 5 months
had passed since the ECT course. Patients were
treated with the standard bilateral fronto
temporal electrode placement with a customized
MECTA spectrum device. Anesthesia consisted
of atropine (0'4 mg), succinylcholine and thio
barbital.

Eleven depressive subjects who had never
received EeT were used as a control group,
rna tehed wi th the M-EeT patients regarding sex,
age and years of schooling. A difference in age
of ± 3 years was accepted. Six of these patients
met criteria for recurrent major depressive dis
order and five for a single episode of major
depressive disorder with melancholic features.
The mean duration of illness was I H years
(S.D. = 7·3) and the mean number of depressive

widely studied, though they appear to be less af- episodes was 1·7 (S.D. =0'8). Most patients were
fected than memory after an EeT course (Calev treated with psychotropic medications and the
et al. 1995). Consequently, no objective data are drug type used in both groups was similar. In the
available on the adverse cognitive effects during M-EeT group three subjects were treated with
continuation EeT sessions. Since the time be- selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI),
tween treatments is much longer during M-ECT. three with selective noradrenaline reuptake in
fewer cognitive side effects would be expected hibitors (SNRI), and three with tricyclic anti
than during an acute course of EeT. The aim . depressants. In addition, one patient was taking
of this study was to determine the profile of benzodiazepines, and one neuroleptics. In the
cognitive deficits in depressive patients during an control group, four patients were treated with
M-ECT protocol. SSRI, three with SNRI, two with tricyclics and

two subjects were taking benzodiazepines.
Written informed consent was obtained from

all patients and controls after the procedures
had been fully explained. Clinical and cognitive
assessment was administered to all subjects.
EeT patients were assessed the day of the ECT
session, in order to guarantee maximum inter
session time. Clinical state was measured with
the Hamilton Depression Ra ting Scale (HDRS)
(Hamilton, 1967). All patients had been in re
mission (HDRS < 8) for at least 3 months before
neuropsychological assessment. The cogni tive
battery included an assessment of global cogni-
tive function by Mini Mental State (MMSE)
(Folstein e, al. 1975). Memory subtypes were
evaluated with the Logical Memory test of the
Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS) (Wechsler,
1945) and the Auditory Verbal Learning Test
(RAVLT) (Rey, 1964). To assess the encoding of
new verbal information or short-term memory
we used Logical Memory part I and total learn-
ing of the RAVLT. Information relenlion or
long-term memory was assessed by deta yed recall
at 20 min of the logical memory story and the
words in the AVLT memory list. The Digits
Forward test on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Adults (Wechsler, 1955) was used to assess
sel< ;tive attention and the Trail Making Test 
part A (Army Individual Test Battery, 1964)
assessed simple motor velocity in addition to
attention. The Digit-Symbol Coding test from
the WAIS was used to determine visuomolor
speed. Frontal functions were assessed by the
Trial Making Test (part B) (Army Individual
Test Battery, 1964), the Tower of Hanoi (Gold- '2
berg el al. 1990) and the Digits Backward test, ..
measuring mental flexibility, planning, and
working memory respectively. Verbal fluency, ?
measured by the FAS-test (Borkowski el al. .,
1967), was also used as an indication of frontal
function.

2



Cognitive dy.ifJDIction during M-ECT

Table I. Characterislics and case-cantrol comparisons using Wi/COXOII Rallk tesl

M-ECT l'Oup Comparison group Wilcoxon Rank lesl

Mean (s.D.) !deaD (S.D.) Z P

Characteristic
Age (Jean) 63'9 (8'8) 63-8 (9'1) -0'1 0·92
Education (years) 8-0 . (2-4) 9·3 (2-9) -H 017
HDRS 3-S (H) H (2'1) -1'6 0'17
MMSE 2B (H) 2H (1'7) -0'9 0-32
Total ECT,. N 3&1 (11'1)
Time: in ECT IlQtmeot (months) 27-2 (17-7)

Neuropsycbological baUery
Memory

RAVI..T Total Learning 1403 (..,) 1&3 (4-2) -0·8 0·406
RAVLT ('Y. Verbal Rr.ca1I in delay) 74-7 (21'9) n·2 (20'4) -0'3 CH21
Logical Memory (LM I) 5'2 (2'6) 8'l (1-9) -2'7 0·01
(LM I-delayed LM) (raw score) 1'3 (1l-9) H (1'6) -1'8 0066

FronlallcslS
TraU Making 'B' (,) 219·0 (88'4) ISH (66'8) 2·4 O·03S
FAS-lest (Iolal words) 20·6 (7-0) 21'9 (8-6) -2-3 (}O29
Digits Backward --304 - .- (IH) - -- 4·3 (1'2)- --" -2-8 0-020
Digit Symbol Codina 19-4 (B) 31'" (14-4) -2'7 cron
Tower or Hanoi 13-8 (5-9) 10-6 (3-7) -1'2 O<!:33

AllcntioD
TraU Making 'A' (,j 9H (77'1) 67-4 (42-7) -1·5 0·12
Digiu Forward s-o (I-I) S·I (H) -0,1 0-914

3~7

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
for Windows V 9.0. The Wilcoxon Rank test was
used for case---<:ontrol comparison of cognitive
measures. Non-parametric Spearman correla
tions were used to assess association within
M-ECT group. Two-sided P values are given.

RESULTS

The mean age of the sample was 63·8 years
(S.D. = 8'7; age range: 44-77). There were eight
females and three males in each group. No dif
ferences in years of illness duration (2 = -0'2,
P = 0'84) or number of depressive episodes
(2 =- 1,6, P =0'11) were found between groups,
nor regarding age, sex or years of schooling.

The M-ECT group scored lower on the en
coding of new information, as expressed by raw
scores on the Logical Memory (LM) I and Total
Learning tests on the AVLT (Mitrushina el al.
1999). Only the LM I score was significantly
lower. However, the M-ECT group obtained
higher long-term memory scores than controls,
bu t the two groups did not differ significantly
in terms of variation in the direct scores between
LM I and delayed LM or in percentage retention
on the AVLT. The two groups also showed
similar scores 'on Trial Making A and Digits
Forward tests. With the exception of the Tower

3

of Hanoi, all frontal test scores were significanlly
lower in the M-ECT group. Results are presented
in Table 1.

There was no significant correlation between
cognitive measures and number of total ECT
sessions, total time in M-ECT, or time between
treatments, or between cognitive measures and
age, years of schooling, number of episodes or
years of evolution of illness. The small sample
size may have limited the power to find signifi
cant correlations. The dispersion graph was ana
lysed visually, and no signilicant outliers were
found.

DISCUSSION

No differences were observed in long-term mem
ory or in attention function between depressed
patients undergoing M-ECT and matched com
parison subjects. However, encoding of new in
formation and performance on most tests of
frontal function was significantly impaired in
our M-ECf patients. Compared with controls,
M-ECT patients showed alternations in verbal
fluency, mental flexibility, working memory and
visuomotor speed.

Memory impairment is the main neuropsycho
logical problem associated with acute ECT, but
the specific subtypes of memory dysfunction
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associated with M-ECT remain unknown. The research in general. The design of experimental
ability to consolidate information and recall it studies in this area is difficult, since M-ECT is
after a delay is clearly deficient after an ECT a specific continuation treatment for certain
course (Frith el al. 1983; Hasse-Sander el al. patients. All patients were in remission and
1988) and it is significantly affected for 3 to 6 there was no difference in their clinical symp
months after an acute treatment. Long-term tomatology at the moment of cognitive assess
memory dysfunction is associated with the me- ment. The small sample size probably prevented
dial temporal lobe, though its precise mechanism the emergence of statistical differences between
remains unclear. Several explanations have been certain relevant clinical variables, such as num- I
proposed: an abnormal long-term potentiation ber of episodes. The fact that the M-ECT group i)."j 1,;1';;., ;
mechanism, excessive release ofexcitatory amino were seriously ill and drug-resistant may have , ~S' .,. ~',
acids and the activation of their receptors such influenced the cognitive differences between the ~'Ii-{:r:.u<' r-:
as N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), decreased groups. A frontal lobe dysfunction is clearly im- " /ftl' i C'.·
cholinergic transmission, increased cerebral plicated in depressive patients>~higher num-
blood pressure and reductions of regional cer- ber of episodes and the more serious-depression
ebral blood may contribute to this transient in the M-ECT subjects may partly explain the
memory dysfunction after an acute course of differences between the groups in frontal fune-
continuous ECT (Rami-Gonzalez el al_ 2001). tions. However, all patients were in remission
Although any or all of these phenomena may be when neuropsychological assessment was maJe,
present in M-ECT, the absence of long-term The cognitive profile of depressive palieljts in
memory dysfunction in our sample may be ex- remission is not clear'(Austln e'i'al.JiOOl). Somc
plained by the long interval between sessions studies have found that seriously depressed
during continuation ECT. Perhaps this long patients show global memory dysfunction during ~

period between ECTs helps the recovery of the remission (Abas el al. 1990; Marcos el al. 1994 l. " ,0

neurobiological bases involved in memory dys- but some found no residual deficits (Calev e! rl.
function. Interestingly, the M-ECT group ob- 1986; Bazin-'ei 'al: 1994); 'others 'have ev,en- re- r

Lained better scores than the matched group in ported i-mp[o..ed.Junctions'ijrterr~cov,;v from
long-term memory. Absence of an information Cieprcssiyesymptoms(Pesefow'el'ai.'19'9iY How
retention dysfunction may improve the lifestyle- ever, few studies' have found altered fronlal
of patients during M-ECT treatment and may functions in addition to memory dysfunction
aid their functional adaptation. It is well estab- (Beats el al. 1996; Paradiso el al_ 1997) in de-
lished that shon-term memory is less affected pressive patients in remission. ' ;
than long-term memory after acute ECT. Within One of the major difficulties in the design of
a few weeks of treatment, patients recover the ECT cognitive studies is the influence of many
ability to encode new information (Steif el al. factors that contribute to an individual's cog- I - '
1986; Sackeim el al. 2000; Zervas el al. 1993). nitive impairment.JThese factors include the ef- ,',-.
Taking evidence-based knowledge from previous fect of age, the interference of symptomatology.
ECT course studies as our starting point, we and the use of concurrent medications. In our
predicted that this memory subtype would not study, all patients had been in remission for
be disturbed as a consequence of M-ECT, since; the 3 months prior to cognitive assessment to
the mean intersession period was sufficient for ensure that the influence of mood disorder on

'- short-term memory recovery. One possibility is cognitive functions would be minimal. Medi
tha t the encoding information dysfunction in our cation and age were also similar in the two
sample was influenced by the patients' inability groups. The effects of the small differences be
Lo make associations in encoding, which may be tween groups in tricyclic antidepressants used
influenced by frontal dysfunction (Shimamura would only have contributed to memory dys
'e/ al. 1991). function in M-ECT patients (Parde. 1994;

Contrary to our expectations, the frontal Healy, 2001) but do not seem to explain frontal
functions of M-ECT patients were significantly function differences. Therefore, none of the con- .
impaired during treatment. These results must trolled factors described above seem able to ex-
be considered in the context of the limitations plain the frontal function discrepancy between
of our study, which are common to M-ECT groups.
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o modem psychiatric treatments
help prevent premature deaths?
Do modem psychiatric treatments
help prevent suicide? These pro·
vocative questions have been
asked repeatedly since effective

treatments for the major psychiatric illnesses were
developed beginning with electroconvulsive ther
apy (EO). Few answers have been provided. Al
though several early studies on convulsive therapies
(EO' or metrazol) were encouraging [1-3J, other
reports were not [4, 5), More recently, two studies l
found lower death rates in depressives [61 and
schizoaffectives [7) treated with EO', but suicide
rates were unchanged. Three additional studies \
since 1976 have not shown EO' to reduce suicide
rates in depressives, either [8-10].

Confounding the effect of somatic treatm'ent on
death rates has been the independent trend in
general mortality and suicide rates. In the past, both
natural and unnatural causes of death were highly
excessive [11, 12. 14], but now death from suicides
and accidents is primarily responsible for the excess
[13, 14], Death from natural causes in psychiatric
patients has been declining, however, most likely
due to improvements in the availability and efficacy
of general medical care, and deinstitutionalization,
and may no longer be excessivel11, 13, 15J. Because
natural causes of death may no longer be excessive,
any protective effect that EO' may have had in the
past in preventing these deaths may now be unim
portant. Any effect that EO' might have on pre
venting suicide could still be critical, however, Also
of concern is whether antidepressants. particularly
tricyclics, might actually increase death rates, due
either to their demonstrated effects on vasculature
and cardiac conduction at both therapeutic and
supratherapeutic dpJ;ages [16, 17J or to their Ie-

7 ~j~ £ C1?~ ~, ~',~fh'~ ~~1
.. ",1' p.1g, CiJ~ ,~~ '

kEY WORDS: Depression, electroconvulsive
therapy, antidepressant medication,
mortality, and suicide.
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Does Treatment Influence Mortality
in ~ressiveS?
A Fo ow-up of 1076 Patients with
Major Affective Disorders
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ThiS:~~'~~~;tports momlily risk .mongC fYZ:6 !€w~ns 't!' major affective disof(f~rs
~ unlJ'olttr, 219 secondary um-

1 : '1 polo<, .nd 152 bipolar depressives) com'
i pared to that of the general population.

,f (/ Y Patients were divided into four treatment
\. 1.~ u . groups depending on primary mode Df

I y~ thenpy during the index admission; the
t/...... ~\...> groups included electroconvulsive therapy-:. ~.,\ ,- .J (ECT), adequate antidepressants, inade-
'. oW )q1Ute antidepressants, and neither treat-
",~-f,t.'-.. riM ment. All patients in the S.1mple had an

,;{.-IA I- '\. I inae.sed risk for .n early de.th. A high
V... risk for suicide was found for patients

within each individu.J.1 treatment group
during the follow·up, especi.lly the first 2
ye.rs when 69.4'" In = 251 of tot.1 sui·

I cides occurred. There were no significant
,/ 1/ differences in the risk for suicides, or

r)" . deaths from all causes combined, among
1~1 patients in the four treatment groups. Fur-

I Ii1 (.. ~ thennore, mortality did not differ between
\. t ' patients hOlving a fifetime history of ECT

and patients never having had ECT. We
I I conclude from a short·tenn follow-up of
! depressives that mode of therapy received
I in the hospital has minimal influence on

j j subsequent mortality, including suicide.
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thality in overdose. Certainly, patients with easy
access to them may be at increased risk for over
doses. There are conflicting data as to whether
antidepressants cause sudden death (18, 19], but no
data indicating that antidepressantS'mcrease suicide
rates. One study failed to find evidence of increased
mortality associated with the use of psychotropic
drugs, including antidepressant medication, but did
not look specifically at suicide (20).

We undertook this study to thoroughly evaluate
the possible influence of treatment on mortality. We
wondered whether it is still possible to demonstrate
that EeT-treated patients have lower mortality than
patients receiving other treatments. We were able to
address these questions through review of the case
notes of 2054 patients admitted to our hospital who
had an affective disorder. Because different affective
disorders may be associated with different suicide
rates, we chose to look at a subset of depressed
patients demonstrated to have similar suicide rates
(21) so that diagnosis would not confound the
results. Further, we chose to focus on death rates
during the fIrSt 2 years after hospital discharge as
this portion of follow-up has been shown to be the
period of greatest risk for premature death, espe
cially suicide [22, 23].

METHODS

Between January 1, 1970, and December 31, 1981,
2054 patients with an affective disorder were ad
mitted to the University of Iowa Psychiatric Hosp;-_

~Theircharts were carelUlly reviewed by a mas
ter's level psychologist (A.N.) for demographic,
diagnostic, treatment, and outcome data. Patients
were rediagnosed by applying DSM'IIl criteria to
the case notes. Only patients from Iowa (n = 1167)
satisfying DSM-III criteria for major depressive dis
order or bipolar affective disorder, depressed type,
were included in this study. To eliminate the possi
bility that physical illness could further confound
the results, we excluded 91 patients who had con
comitant organic mental disorders or serious medi
cal illnesses that were potentially life-threatening.
Serious medical illnesses would have included, for
example, cancer or chronic obstructive lung disease,
but not well-controlled hypertension or dysfunc
tional uterine bleeding. This left a final sample of
1076 subjects: 705 primary unipolar, 219 secondary
unipolar, and 152 bipolar depressives.
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The patients were subdivided into four mutually
exclusive treatment groups depending upon pri
mary mode of therapy during index hospitalization.
(1) patients ~~eived EeT during index hospi
talization ('"= 372.}l (2) patients who received an
adequate mar-ot"anti~epressants (n = 180); (3)
patients who received air-~dequate trial of ""tide
pressants (n = 317); and (4)--of a group rc·:eiving
neither EeT nor antidepressaniS(", 207). Treat
ment assignment was left to the ward />tiychiatrists.
Patients receiving EeT had, on average, 9.0 modi
fied treatments using either sinusoidal wave or bnet
pulse stimulation. Typically, patients had no other
therapy during the course of EeT but practice varied
among clinicians. An adequate mal of antidepres
sants was defined as a minimum of 4 weeks or
antidepressant therapy with at least 2 weekS of
imipramine 150 mg/day or its equivalent. All pa
tients receiving antidepressants at a lower dose Or
for less time were defined as having had an inade
quate bial of antidepressants. The last treatment
group included patients who received neither anti
depressants nor EeT during the index hospitaliza
tion. These patients, however, may have received
other treatments, including other somatic (e.g.,
anxiolytics, lithium carbonate) or psychosocial inter
ventions (i.e., individual or family therapy). A mi·
nority of patients in aU treatment groups received
antipsychotic medication and, although this treat
ment was noted, the amount of antipsychotics given
was not quantified. The ECf treatment group in
cluded only those who had ECf during the index
hospitalization, although antidepressants may have
been administered before or after EeT. Patients in
the antidepressant treatment groups received anti
depressants in the hospital and may have received
them prior to hospitalization as well. They did not
receive ECf, however. Further details of the study
are available elsewhere [24).

We then matched the list of 1076 patients with
Iowa death certificates issued between January L
1970, and December 31, 1983. Multiple identifiers
(i.e., name, age, sex, date of birth, etc.) were u"d
to facilitate the electronic matching process. We
learned that 103 patients had died during the iol
low-up. De~ths were classified as either suic~

(ICD-9 E950 to £969) or nonsuidde (all other dC.lth
codes) (251.

Expected numbers of death were calculated using
mortality tables adjusted for age, sex, and follow.uP
time among the patients. These tables were de-
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episodes of illness. The group of patients receiving
neither treatment differed from the other groups.
These patients were younger, were less likely to be
married, nearly two thirds had reported factors
precipitating their depressions, nearly one-half had
prior suicide attempts, and few were reported as
receiving drug prophylaxis. At hospital discharge,
patients receiving ECf were more likely to have
recovered than patients in the other treatment
groups.

Thirty-six suicides were identified in the record
linkage and comprise 3.3% of the study sample
(Table 1). The following percentage of the total
sample size for each diagnostic group committed
suicide: ECf 3.2, adequate antidepressant 2.8, inad
equate antidepressant 3.5, and neither treatment
3.9. There were no significant differences for the
unadjusted (crude) suicide rates among the treat
ment groups ex' = 0.944, df = 3). Suicides as a
percentage of the total deceased were ECf 23.5,
adequate antidepressant 33.3, inadequate antide
pressant 50.0, and neither treatment 53.3.

Table 2 shows the distribution of the 103 deaths
by treatment group and portion of follow-up. Forty
(38.8%) deaths occurred during the f1rst 2 years of
the follow-up. During this portion of the follow-up,
general (all cause) mortality was significantly exces
sive compared with expectation for the groups
receiving ECf and inadequate antidepressants. For
the entire follow-up period, the mortality is exces
sive for the groups receiving ECf or neither treat
ment. There are no significant differences between
SMRs among the four treatment groups, as demon
strated by overlapping confid'ence intervals.'

Twenty-five (69.4%) suicides occurred during the
first 2 years of follow-up (Table 3). This was particu
larly obvious in the inadequate antidepressant
group; 10 of 11 suicides occurred during this phase
of follow-up. SMRs in each treatment category are

Observed Deaths

.--JL-. N~eatment Group

ECT
Adequate antidepressant

Inadequate antidepressant

Neither treatment
lOlal

veloped using vital statistics and census data for
Iowa. We adjusted for length of follow-up because
study subjects were not all followed for the same
amount of time. For example, a person followed 10
years would have a greater cumulative risk for
mortality than someone followed 1 year. This
method is more fully described elsewhere [22].

Expected and observed numbers of deaths were
compared using the Freeman-Tukey-corrected chi
square. The Freeman-Tukey correction was used
because it is more conservative than the regular chi
square and many of our expected numbers were so
small. Standardized mortality ratios (SMRs) were
calculated and represent the ratio of observed to
expected mortality. An SMR greater than 1 means
that observed death exceeds expectation. Ninety
five percent confidence limits were calculated for
the SMRs using Byars method [26].

Of 1076 patients, 3n (34.6%) received ECf, 180
(16.7%) received adequate antidepressants, 317
(29.5%) received inadequate antidepressants, and
207 (19.2%) received neither ECf nor antidepres
sants during the index hospitalization. Using a
four-way chi square, there were significant differ
ences among the groups on age, marital status,
prior episodes, prior suicide attempts, precipitating
factors, delusions, and recovery at discharge. There
were no differences in sex or suicidal ideations.

jIPatients receiving ECf were older than the others,
were more likely to be married (probably because of
their advanced age), tended to have more delu-

II sions, and were less likely to have attempted sui
cide. Patients within the two antidepressant groups
were similar except that patients receiving adequate
antidepressants were more likely to have had prior
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first 2 Years Alter Hospital Discharge

ECf 372 18 .8.22 7.73 <0.01 2.19 (1.30-3.46)
Adequate antidepressant ISO 5 2.27 2.28 NS 2.20 (0.71-5.13)
Inadequate antidepressant 317 13 4.42 9.18 <0.005 2.94 (1.56-5.03)
Neidler treatment 207 4 2.14 1.30 NS 1.87 (0.50-4.79)

Total Follow-up Interval

ECf 51 33.81 7.18 <0.01 1.51 (1.12-1.99)
Adequate antidepressant IS 10.82 1.49 NS 1.39 (0.78-2.29)
Inadequate antideprnsant 22 20.21 0.19 NS 1.09 (0.6S-1.65)
Neither tnatment IS 7.99 4.54 <0.05 1.88 (1.05-3.10)

DISCUSSION

1The data demonstrate that affective disorders are
I associated with high risk for mortali!?,. More than
one third of all deaths reported in this study are

!suicides. Although the proportion of patients with
! Imajor affective disorders who commit suicide is

tional hazards models were also considered for
these statistical analyses. HOweVer, we believe that
the limited number of deaths would ;,O( suppo;t the
use of such sophisticated models. Sample sizes
were judged to be adequate for controlling one or
two stratification variables. The number of suicides
is particularly small, and even in the comparisons
among treatments exact, rather than chi-square,
tests were required for analysis.

5

Table 2. Obsmltd and Ezptdtd Numbtr at Dtaths During f":low-up

Observed Expected OU-.quare
Treabnent Group N Deaths Deaths Test (d! - 1)

significantly greater than expectation and during
the follow-up. Although the SMRs for the inade
quate antidepressant and the neither treatment
groups were greater than the SMRs for those receiv
ing ECf or adequate antidepressan\s, the 95% con
fidence intervals overlapped considerably.

Four-way comparisons of the treatment groups
with respect to six important and potentially con
founding variables (sex, age, marital status, dura
tion of hospitalization, duration of illness, delu
sions) were performed using a statistical procedure
called "exact test for 2 x 4 contingency table"
developed by Freeman and Halton [27]. We used
this analysis since the number of deaths (or sui
cides) was small. For the first 2 years after hospital
discharge, none of the variables show an association
with treatment groups either for suicide or for
general mortality. Logistic regression and propor-

Table 3. Obseroed and Erp~ted Number of Suicides During Follow-up
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Observed Expected Chi-square
Treatment Groups N Deaths Deaths Test (dl == 1) p Value

Standardized 95'ro Confidence
Mortality Ratio Limits

First 2 Years Alter Hospital Discharge rable 4.-ECT 372 8 0.10 21.53 ';0.001 SO.OO (34.45-157.f>l)

Adequate antidepressant ISO 3 0.04 7.02 <0.01 75.00 (15.07-219.08)

Inadequate antidepressant 317 .10 0.05 29.05 <0.001 200.00 (95.74-367.80) -
Neither treatment 207 4 0.04 9.99 <0.005 100.00 (26.90-256.02)

Total Follow.up

ECT 12 0.32 30.91 <0.001 37.50 (19.35-65.51)

Adequ.ltt' .lntidepresS.1nt 5 0.14 t 1.49 <0.001 35.71 (11.51-83.31)

Inadequate antidepressant II 0.23 29.05 <0.001 47.83 (23.84-85.57)

Neither treatment 8 0.16 20.70 <0.001 SO.OO (21:53-98.531
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Iabout 15'70 in long-term follow-ups, the percentage
i of suicides is much higher in a short-term study 123,
128J, Further, the study shows no significant differ
~ences in death rates among four treatment groups.

Literature Survey

The purpose of this study was to determine whether
, specific treatment categories were associated with a
differential risk for suicide, which had been sug
gested by early studies. Ziskind and colleagues
followed 197 patients with affective psychoses,
mostly manic-depression, for a mean of 40 months.
Eighty-eight had received convulsive therapy (ECT
or metrazol); 109 had refused convulsive therapy,
had symptoms too mild to warrant the treatment, or
had a contraindication to ECT. There were 13 deaths
in the control patients, with 9 by suicide compared
with 3 deaths with 1 suicide in the convulsive
therapy patients. Huston and Locher [2) compared
patients with involutional psychosis treated with
ECT with those receiving conservative therapies.
None of the patients in the convulsive therapy
groups committed suicide but 13% of those receiv
ing conservative therapies did. Unfortunately, the
follow-up periods differed for the different groups
complicaling subsequent data interpretation. In a
later report on manic-depressive illness (3), these
same authors found that ECT-treated patients fol
lowed for a mean of 36 months had a 1% suicide rate
while the control patients followed for a mean of 82
months had a 7% suicide rate. Milstein and co
workers POj recently'reexamined these studies and
noted that although they are suggestive of a benefi
cial effect,' only the data from Ziskind and col
leagues (1] yielded a statistically significant finding
with a Fisher's exact probability of 0.029. The results
of the current study are different from the results of

Treatment a"d Mtlrlality ;11 Deprcssion 0 169

Ziskind and colleagues [1) and Huston and Locher
[2], but are consistent with the conclusions of East
wood and Peacocke (8), Babigian and Guttmacher
[9J, and Milstein and colleagues [10). We found
significant, but similar risk for suicide among pa
tients in all treatment categories. Suicide as a per
centage of the total number of patients who died
differs between groups but this is easily explained
on the basis of age. Patients in the ECT group were
older than the patients in other groups and wouid
be more likely to ·die from natural causes. SMRs in
the differenttreatrnent groups (Table 3) might sug
gest that ECT and adequate antidepressants might
carry a lower risk for suicide, but this could not be
demonstrated statistically. However, expected val
ues as small as those reported in Table 3 make any
conclusions tentative. Oearly, one must be cautious
in basing interpretations on such small numbers.

Since there was no difference in suicide rates
during the first 2 years after hospital discharge. was
it possible that a shorter follow-up might reveal a
difference between groups? Perhaps the protective
effect of a treatment is shorter lived. We looked at 
this possibility (Table 4), but found no discernible
trend in the pattern of suicides. There was also no
apparent association between treatment group and
follow-up interval.

Avery and Winokur Data.

The Avery and Winokur [6J report merits further
discussion. This paper has been widely cited as
demonstrating that adequate somatic treatment re
duces death rates in depressives. In fact. these
investigators found that among five treatment
groups. patients receiving ECT had lower total
mortality than patients receiving inadequate antide
pressant therapy, or patients receiving neither ECT

Tablr 4. Distribution of Suicides in the Four TrtQtmmt Groups During Follow-up

Adequate Inadequate Neither
ECT Antidepressant Antidepressant Treatment

~l1ow.up Interval' (n = 3n) (n • 180) (n = 317) (n = 207)

0-6 rna 6 I 5 3
~6 mo <I yr 0 I 3 0
~I yr<18mo 0 0 2 0
~18 mon <2 yr 2 I 0 1
~2 yr 4 2 I 4
Total 12 5 II 8-
• 'lnl.'t~_ i!" nil 5igni(jnnl d,fkr\'nce w,lh Ih~' 2 x ~ CUt; It'St. wh~'n thl' fullnw-up mll·tv.11 i.~ dlViJl..J inhl do .....·rhtd tlf . 2 yr and a 1'..... noo ;..2 yr. I' =1I.2Jh.
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Table 5. Suicide Among DeuaRd at Fotlmu·up: Patients WUIJ Q Ufl!timr History of ECT Vl'rSus Patients Nn.'er Receiving £CT_

Treatment Gruup N N rt.'rc~nt of TOlal N Perrent of Total Percent of Dt..>(L'.lSL'J

----'----------:...:..:.:;-------------.:........:-------~=----~ECT 566 70 12.4 19]A 27.1
Non-ECT 510 33 6.5 17 3.) 5\.5_----------------------------------------
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Long-term Effect of ECf

II there is no significant difference in mortality rates
between treatment groups during a 2-year follow
up, might ECf exert a long-term protective effect?
·This is what the data of Tsuang and colleagues (7]
suggested for schizoaffective illness. To test this
possibility, we compared mortality in all patients
who had received ECf at any time during their lives
(n = 566) with those who had never received EO
(n = 510). The results are presented in Tables 5 and
6. There are no differences in the percentage of
patients who committed suicide. There is a differ
ence in proportion of deceased but this may be the
result of the older age of the ECf patients, increas
ing the number of deaths from natural causes. There
are also no significant differences in SMRs among
treated and untreated patients from suicide. One
implication drawn from these data is that EG.
although .effective in terminating an episade af
depreSSion [241, has little effecl on long-term conse
quences of the illness, including mortality. There
fore. the effect of ECf is probably shart-lived.

with medical illnesses who are predisposed to an
early death by virtue of their physical condition
would probably receive inadequate treatment Or no
somatic treatment. The result is to spuriously inflate
mortality in those treatment groups. In our own
sample, we excluded 91 persons with organic men
ta! conditions or serious physical illnesses. We ex
cluded patients with organic mental disorders be
cause these conditions, along with physical
illnesses, are associated with high risk of premature
death from natural causes (31). Had these 91 pa
tients been included, 59 (64.8%) would have been
assigned to our inadequate antidepressant group or
to the group receiving neither treatment. Of the
remaining 1076 patients, only 524 (48.7%) were
assigned to these two treatment groups yielding a
highly significant difference (xl = 8.74, df = 1, P =

-0.(03). .

Total Deceased

nor antidepressants, but not than patients receiving
adequate antidepressants, or ECf in addition to
antidepressants. Avery and Winokur also found
that death from natural causes, particularly myocar
dial infarction, was significantly more frequent in a
group of patients receiving inadequate antidepres
sants or neither ECf nor antidepressants, compared
with an adequately treated group (Le., patients
receiving ECf or adequate antidepressants). No
differences were found for suicide rates among the
five treatment groups.

Several methodological problems complicate the
interpretation of the Avery and Winokur report.
First, the authors looked at mortality in a diagnos
tically heterogeneous group including manic
depressives, involutional melancholies, psychotic
depressives, schizoa(fectives, and neurotic depres
sives according to classifications in OSM-I or -II.
Thtis, the diagnostic composition of the five treat
ment groups differed substantially. For example,
the ECf group was heavily weighted towards
manic-depressives, involutional melancholies, and
psychotic depressives (a group we would now con
sider as primary or endogenous depressives); and
the group receiving neither treatment was heavily
skewed towards neurotic depressives (a group we
would now consider as secondary or nonendoge
nous depressives). Because mortality may be diag
nosis-specific, combining such widely divergent
groups may lead to improper comparisons.
However, as we have previously reported, within
the major affective disorders suicide rates may not
be diagnosis specific [21].

Next, there was no direct control for the presence
of medical illness. It is well known that many
psychiatric patients suffer from serious medical ill
nesses [29, 301 and that the combination of a physi
cal and mental illness leads to referral bias [11, 131.
Further, patients who are physically ill may be less
likely to receive aggressive somatic treatment from
clinicians worried about potential medical compli
cations or drug interactions. As a result, patients
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Table 6_ ObsmJed and E.rp«tal Number of Deaths and Suicides During the Total Fallaw-up: Palients With a Ufdime History of
Eer Versus Patients Neuer Receiving EeT

,- Total Mortality

ECT 566 70 51.10 6.10 <0.025 1.37 (1.07-1.73)

Non-ECT 510 33 21.70 4.86 <0.05 1.52 (1.05-2.13)

Suicides

ECT 19 0.47 SO.1l4 <0.001 4D.43 (24.33-63.11)

Non-Ecr 17 0.38 45.83 <0.001 44.74 (26.04--71.63)

13

95% Confidence
umits

Standardized
Mortality Ratiop Value

appropriate statistical safeguards, the groups reo
main unequal, that patients receiving EO are
simply "sicker'.:Jhan patients receiving antidepres
sants, or no somatic treatment, arid that such pa
tients may_.hav~. !!!gher sUicide..J:~.!!'s: It is curious
that the Eer group had fewer prior suicide at
tempts. Review of the literature, however, shows
that suicide in depressed persons has not been
clearly associated with clinical symptoms [35, 36],
diagnostic subtype [21, 36], or psychosis [37, 38J.
According to our results, suicide may also be unre
lated to treatment.

We must emphasize that the results pertain to a
highly select sample-depressives hospitalized at a
tertiary care facility, The results should not be
generalized to other groups, inclucling outpatients.
Indeed, most psychiatric patients are not hospital-.
ized [39]. In particular, the results should not be
generalized to never-treated outpatients. By virtue
of entering the hospital, all our patients received
"treatment," although some may not have had an
active biologic therapy. Other treatments are pro- '
vided in hospitals, including individual or group
psychotherapy, milieu therapy, and activities and
occupational therapies, whose effect on mortality
cannot easily be assessed. Unfortunately, we also
had no way to control for prophylactic treatments.
This important variable may well affect mortality
rates. Future studies will need to address this issue,
as it is clear that drug prophylaxis affects relapse
rates among the mood disorders.

In the past, lack of somatic treatment may have
had dire consequences. A patient hospitalized in
1940 suffering a depressive stupor and not receiving
a convulsive therapy (Eer or metrazol) may have
developed fluid and electrolyte imbalance, stasis
ukersl or tendon contractu res or may have aspi
rated and contracted pneumonia. These problems

Chi·square
Tesl (d! = 1)

Observed Expected
De.olhs DeathsNTreatment Groups

Concerns and Caveats

Because EO and antidepressants are efficacious
[32, 33], we might expect them to lower suicide

. rates, at least in a short-term follow-up. However,
during a relatively short follow-up we found no
statistically significant difference in general mortal
ity or suicide rates among treatment groups, nor did
a lifetime history of EO appear to have any influ
ence on mortality. One would like to believe that
effective treatments would decrease the likelihood
of an early death. Possibly, suicide rates would have
been much higher had somatic treatments not been
used at all. We cannot state categorically that Eer or
antidepressants failed to prevent suicides; our
methods may not be sensitive enough to measure
the effect of adequate treatment on individual pa
tients. As Murphy has observed, "a saved life is a
statistical non-<!vent" [34, p. 573J. It is reassuring,
however, that death Tates are not higher in the
antidepressant groups because antidepressants are
associated with carcliovascular disturbances, are re
ported to lead to sudden death, and can be lethal in
overdose.

A potential criticism of the analysis is that the
Ireatment groups are inherently unequal, so that it
may be inappropriate to draw comparisons among
them. As treatment selection was left to the cli
nician, group assignment was nonrandom and, as
we noted earlier, the four groups differ substantially
in many respects, including age, age of onset,
pSYchosis, suicide attempts, and aftercare. We have
attempted to correct for some of these inequalities.
First, we restricted our sample to diagnostic groups
shown to have similar suicide rates. We deleted
from our sample medically ill persons. We also used
SMRs to correct for age, sex, and duration of follow-'
up. Regardless, some may argue that even with
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may have been difficult to manage in an insti
tutional setting. Furthennore, intravenous rehy
dration was uncommon and antibiotics were
unavailable. Nowadays, if a psychiatric patient were
to present with severe psychiatric symptoms such
as stupor, and have no biologic therapy, it is less
likely that the condition would be life. threatening.
Good nursing care, careful maintenance of fluid and
electrolyte balance, and prompt treatment of inter
current infections would be routine. In most cases,
the patient would improve spontaneously. There
fore, active biologic treatments, such as Ecr, may
not be deemed as "lifesaving" now as in the past.

Another limiting factor in this study is the sample
size, particularly the small number of suiddes. Since
there were only 25 suiddes during the first 2 years
of follow-up, the power to detect even modest
differerices between the' four treatment groups is
quite limited: hence the failure to claim a difference
must be stated with some reservation.

Finally, it is important to realize that although
Ecr and antidepressants may not reduce death
rates, their value is not diminished. They are effee-

\

tive treatments that can shorten, abort, or prevent
depressions. As coronary artery bypass grafts

I
(CABG) can reduce severe anginal pain and im
prove exerdse tolerance [40], Ecr or antidepres-
sants can reduce the mental anguish and somatic
discomfort associated with depression. And as

ICABG may not increase survival in the cardiac
: patient (except for certain groups of patients with
; three-vessel disease, and for patients with left main
I coronary artery disease) [41], Ecr or antide~
~may no.t increase survival in patients wit .
unipP!il! ~r bipolar depression.!'Ionetheless, tlirii
treatments may impro\'e the quality of life.

') CONCLUSIONS

;IWe were unable to conCinn earlier reports that

I treatment with ECT or adequate amounts of antide
i pressants are associated with lower mortality in

Ii depressed persons. In fact, neither general (an
I cause) mortCllity rates nor suicide rates varied

: i significantly among trealment groups. Therefore.
we conclude that. among hospitalized depressives.
mode of therapy during the index hospitalization
has little relationship to subsequent mortality. After
50 years of experience with ECT and 30 years with
antidepressants, we still have inadequate infonna-

ANNALS OF CUNiCAL PSYCHiATRY

tion regarding the impact of these treatments on
death rates. Studies designed to address these is
sues would probably be impossible to implement.
Ideally, such a study would involve a prospective
follow-up of large numbers of patients, randomly
assigned to different treatment groups, inclUding
placebo. The data analysis would need to take other
treatments into account, including drug prophylaXis
and psychosocial interventions. The legal, social,
and ethical problems associated with such a project
make it highly unlikely that it could ever be carried
out. Nevertheless, studies of suidde and other
causes of mortality will continue to be important
because prevention of an untimely death is the
ultimate goal of treatment.
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"

Continuation-Pharmacotherapy
in' the Pr~vention of Relapse
Following Electroconvulsive Therapy
A Randomized Controlled Trial

Context Electroconvulsive therapy (EeT) is highly effective for treatment of major
depression, but naturalistic studies show a high rate of relapse after discontinuation of
ECT.

Objedive To determine the efficacy of continuation pharmacotherapy with nor
triptyline hydrochloride or combination nortriptyline and lithium carbonate in prevent
ing post-ECT relapse.

Design Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial conducted from 1993 to
. 1998, ,tratified by medication resistance or presence of psychotic depression in the
index episode.

Setting Two university-based hospitals and 1 private psychiatric hospital.

Patients Of 290 patients with unipo.lar major depressioo recruited through clinical
referral who completed an open ECT treatment phase, 159 patients met remitter cri
teria; 84 remitting patients were eligible and agreed to participate in the continuation
study.

Interventions Patients were randomly assigned to receive continuation treatment
for 24 weeks with placebo (n; 29), nortriptyline (target steady-state level, 75-125 ngt
mL) (n; 27). or combination nortriptyline and lithium (target steady-state level, 0.5-
0.9 mEqtll (0;28). .

Main Outcome Measure Relapse of major depressive episode. compared among
the 3 continuation groups. -

Results Nortriptyline-lithium combination therapy had a marked advantage in time
to relapse, superior to both placebo and nortriptyline alone, Over the 24-week trial,
the relapse rate for placebo was 84% (95% confidence interval [(n, 70%-99%); for
nortriptyline, 60% (95% cr, 41 %-79%); and for nortriptyline-lithium, 39% (95% (I,
19%-59%). All but 1 instance of relapse with nortriptyline-lithium occurred within 5
weeks of ECT termination, while reiapse continued throughout treatme~t with pla
cebo or nortriptyline alone. Medication-resistant patients, female patients, and those
with more severe depressive symptoms following ECT had more rapid relapse.

Conclusions Our study indicates thaTwithout active treabnent, virtually all remit
ted patients relapse within 6 months of stopping ECT. Monotherapy with nortripty
line has limited efficacy. The combination of nortriptyline and lithium is more effec
tive, but the relapse rate is still high, particularly during the first month afcontinuatioo
therapy.
JAMA. 2001:285:1299·1307 www.jama.com
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E
LECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY

(ECT) is usually administered
to patients with severe and
medication-resistant major de-

pression.' The number of ECT proce
dures performed in the United States
exceeds coronary bypass. appendec
tomy. or hernia repair.1 While the re~

sponse rate to ECT in major depres
sion is high, I.l relapse is a key problem:
Naturalistic studies show that the re
lapse rate dUring the 6 to 12 months fol
lowing ECT exceeds 50%""

Electroconvulsive therapy is the only
somatic treatment in psychiatry that is
typically discontinued following re
sponse, yet patients untreated follow
ing ECT response have high rates of re
Iapse.'~19 Studies in the 1960s suggested
that continuation therapy wilh a tricy
clic antidepressant (TCA) or mono
amine oxidase inhibitor markedly re
duced the 6-month post-ECT relapse

See also p 1346 and Patient Page.

rale. 1f>-18 Post-ECT monotherapy with
antidepressant medication is now stan·
darcl.9.20. U However, the evidence sup~

porting this practice is nawed, and the
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PHARMACOTHERAPY FOLLOWING ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY

recent naturalistic studies document
high relapse rales.

Posl-ECT continuation pharmaco
therapy has been based on 3 studies con
ducted in the 1960s.'"'' A primary goal
of those studies was to determine
whether concurrent treatment with
TeAs or monoamine oxidase inhibi
tors reduced the number· of ECT treat
ments needed. Following ECT, pa
tients continued taking active medication
or placebo or no subsequent treatment.
Using 6-month follow-up periods, the
findings were eonsistem. Patients who
received a TCA or monoamine oxidase
inhibitor during and follOwing ECT had
a relapse ratc of approximately 20%,
compared with 50% in the control
groups. There are major concerns about
this resc:lrch."U-f At thallime, ECT was
a treatment of first cho'ice.2'Ull Rel
evance for continuation Lherapy in medi
cation-resistant Eel responders is un
certain. Second, some patients likely
benefited from the concurrent antide
pressant during ECT, and continued
to beneri( from the medication as con
tinuation ther.1py. Since use orECT now
centers on medication-resistant pa
tients,·'.!!.!: the relevance of this early re
search is questionable.

We conducted a randomized, double
blind, placebo-controlled trial of con
tinuation pharmacotherapy following
ECT response. The treatments were a
TCA (nonripryline hydrochloride), com
bination treatment with nonripryline and
lithium carbanalC, or placebo: A placebo
controlled trial follOwing ECT had never
been conducted in the Uniled States. This
trial was justified since the relapse rates
in recenl follow-up sludies,,"15 often ex
ceeded those seen with placebo in the
conrrolled investigations from an ear
lier era."" A placebo-controlled Dial was
also justilied by our hypothesis that TCA
monotherapy', the best documented treat

.ment in post-Eer relapse preven
tion, It,. III has limited efficacy. Mono
therapy with nortriptyline was tested
since (I) early research suggested that
TCA continuation therapy was effec
tive in relapse prevention1b-18; (2) con
cern that newer agents. such as selec
tive serotonin reuptake inhibitors

1300 JAMA, March H, lOOI-VollB5. No. 10

(SSRls), may be less eITective than TCAs
in treatment of the ~ ~vere episodes char
acteristic of ECT patients"'-"; and (3)
given the widespread use of SSRls and
other newer agents as first-line treat·
ments, a low probability that ECT re
sponders would have received an ad
equate TCA trial during the episode."
We hypothesized, however, that the nor-'
triptyline-lithium combination would be
most efficacious, given the evidence that
combined TCA-lithium treatment is par
ticularly errective in medication
resislanl major depression,l5--11 and the
supposition tharregimens eITective in the
acute treatment of medication-resistant
major depression exert protective ef
fects as continuation treatment Nonrip
tyline-Iithium was also selected since few
ECT remitters would have received this
lreaunent during the episode.HH.

METHODS

Study Site and Study Participation

The study wos conducted at the Carrier
Foundation (Belle Meade, NJ), a pri
vate psychiatric hospilal. and at univer·
sity-based psychiatric facilities of the Uni
versity o[]owa (Iowa City) and Western
Psychiatric Institute and Clinic (WPIC;
Pittsburgh, Pal. The New York State Psy
chiatric Instilute (NYSPl: New York) wos
the coordinating and monitoring cen
ter. Using the Schedule fOT Affeclive Dis
orders and 5c11izophrcnia.-fl patients met
the research diagnostic criteria+! for rna·
jor depressive disorder. They had a pre
treatment score of 21 or higher on the
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
(HRSD; 24-ilem scale)." Patients were
excluded if they had a history of bipolar
disorder, schizophrenia, schizoaHec
tive disorder. nonmood disorder psy·
chosis, neurological illness, alcohol or
drug abuse within the past year, ECT
within the past 6 months, or severe medi
cal illness that markedly increased the
risks of ECT (eg, utlStable or severe car
diovascular conditions, aneurysm or
vascular malfonnation susceptible to
rupture. severe chronic obslrUctive pul-
monary disease). .

PanicipanlS were recruited from those
clinically referred for ECT. Overa 6-year
period (1993-1998), 349 patients con-
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sented and participated in the pre-ECT
screening (FIGURE I). Patients who met
inclusion/exclusion criteria for the open
ECT phase were completers if they re
ceived at least 5 treatments or ended
ECT earlier due to respOllse and did, not
receive any psychotropic medication
during the ECT course other than lor
azepam (,;3 mi!ld). Of the 59 patients
who did not contribute lo ECT out
come data, 17 patients were dropped be
fore ECT due to diagnostic exclusions;
14 patients could nOl be withdrawn from
psychotropics before (n= 7) or during
(n= 7) ECT; 12 patients terminated ECT
against medical advice prior to the fifth
treatment; 9 developed an intercurrent
illness so ECT was not iniliated (n =2)
or was intenupted (n= 7) (all before the
fifth treatment); 6 patients withdrew
consent before ECT: and 1 dropped be
low the inclusion threshold (HRSD score
of21) before starting ECT. Only 20f59
dropouts (prohibited medications)
should have contribllled to EeT effi
cacy analyses, but end point evalua
tions were not obtained_

To enter the continuation trial. pa
tients had to achieve at least a 60% re
duction in HRSD scores relative to pre
ECT baseline, with a maximum score of
10 bOlh at an assessment within 2 days
of Eel discontinuation and reassess
ment 4 to 8 days follOwing ECT termi
nation, while free of psychotropic medi
cation. Since the extent of residn.al
symptoms is predictive of relapse fol

. lowing antidepressant treaunent,~''';the
remitter criteria were particularly sllin
gent. These criteria required both a sub
stantial symptomatic reduction and a low
absolute score both immediately and 4
to 8 days following ECT. Patients with
medical contraindications to nonripty
line or lithium were excluded. Patients
provided separate informed consent for
participation in the Eer and continua
tion pharmacotherapy phases, and ca
pacity to consent was assessed at each
time point. The institutional re.view
boards at each enrollment site and the
NYSPI approved the study. Assuming a
relapse rale of 50% with placebo, the goal
was to enroll at least 25 patients in each
randomized treaunent condition to have
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at least an 80% probability of detecting
a signiHc<lnt advantage in relapse time for
an active treatment in a primary. intent
to-treat, parametric survival analysis.

Study Design
Patients were withdrawn from psycho
tropic medications, other than IOT3ze
pam (up to 3 mgfd) as needed, before
starting ECT. Methohexital (0.75-1.0
mgfkg) and succinylcholine chloride
(0.75-1.0 mglkg) were the anesthetic
medications, with prearlministration of
an anticholinergic agent (0.4-6 mg of
atropine orO.2-of mg ofglycopyrrolate).
Based on clinical judgment, patients re
ceived either right unilateral or bilat
eral ECT, using the d'Elia" or bifron
totemporal!l placements. respectively.
Electroconvulsive therapy was given 3
times per week with a customized
MECTA SRI device (MECTA Corp,
l:lke Oswego, Ore), which had double
the maximal charge output of commer
cial devices in the United States. Sei
zure threshold was quantified at the first
treatment using empirical titration.-f9
For right unilateral ECT. dosage at sub
sequent lrealments exceeded initial
threshold by at least 150%. Patients who
did not show substantial improve
ment to right unilateral ECT within 5
to 8 tre::ltments were switched to bilm
eral ECT. To be considered adequate,
minimal seizure duration was 20 sec
onds of mOlar or 25 seconds of elec
troencephalogram manifestation. 11

Length of the ECT course was deter-·.
mined on clinical grounds.

The ECT remiuers were randomized
to 3 continuation pharmacotherapy
groups, stratified by classification of the
index episode as psychotic depression;
medication-resistant non psychotic
depression; and nonpsychotic depres
sion without medication resistance.
Medication resistance was rated using the
Antidepressant Treatment History
Forrn. IlJ-4.:KJ Medication-resistant nonpsy
chotic patients had to have received at
least 1adequate antidepressant mal plior
to ECT. Patients with psychotic depres
sion were not further stratified by resis
tance classification since only 4 (4.3%)
of92 such patients received an adequate

combination antidepressant-antipsy
chotic trial during the episode:+Z

Using a randomly permuted block
procedure con:.isting oCblocks of 6 pa
tients (within site and the 3 strata), each
treatment condition was equally rep
resented. The study psychiatrist who
completed the Antidepressant Treat
ment History Form communicated the
patient Classification to the phanna
cist who assigned the next available pa
tient number within the stratum. Only
(he site pharmacist, the study coordi
nator at NYSPl, and the NYSPllabora
tory conducting plasma level assays had
access to th_e randomization code. The
randomization code was generated by
the study coordinator at NYSPI based
on the randomization tables provided
by Fleiss. 51 Treatment teams, outcome
assessors, and data analysIS were blind
to treatment assignment.

Medication was administered in
sealed capsules containing 25 mg of
nortriptyline, 300 mg of lithium, ormi-

Figure 1. Participant Flow

crocrystalline cellulose (placebo). The
capsules containing nortriptyline or
lithium were distinct in appearance, and
each was matched with placebo cap
sules identical in size, weight, appear
ance, and taste. Each patient was given
2 sets of pills. On the first study day,
SO mg of nortriptyline or its placebo and
600 mg of lithium or its placebo were
administered. Blood samples were ob
tained 24 hours later and estimates were
determined Cor the oral dose needed to
produce steadY-Slare levels of 100
ngfmL oCnortriptyline and 0.7 mEqIL
oC Iithium'2->I On days 3 and 4. de
pending on the estimate, oral doses
were adjusted and maintained until
plasma levels were again taken on days
9 through 11. The goal was to main
tain nortriptyline levels between 75 and
125 ngfmL and lithium levels between
0.5 and 0.9 mEqlL.. During the 24
week trial, plasma levels were deter
mined on 10 occasions. A yoked
control procedure was used, with a

JANIA. MOIrch l"l. 200l-Vol 285. NQ. 10 1301
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psychiatrist at NYSPI reporting simu
lated nortriptyline and lithium values
for patients receiving placebo, based on
matching by sex, age, and weight with
patients who were receiving active
medication.

Patients were evaluated at weekly in
tervals for the first 4 weeks, at 2-week
intervals for the next 8 weeks, and at
4-week intervals for the remaining 12
weeks. They were contacted by tele
phone at weekly intervals between vis
its. Clinical ratings during the continu
ation phase were obtained by the same
blinded evaluator (continuous rater)
who evaluated patients throughout the
EeT course. During the continuation
trial, a blinded study psychiatrist as
sessed adverse effects and vital signs,
adjusted medication or placebo dos
age (based on plasma levels reponed by
NYSPI and adverse effects), and com
pleted clinical ratings. To evaluate the
adequacy of the blinding, patients
guessed their treatment assignment as
placebo, nonriptyline, or nonriptyline
lithium at study exit. Patients who
dropped out of the study or relapsed
were offered clinical care by a psychia
trist at the research site not affiliated
with the study or the follow-up evalu
ation oC the panicular patient.

Time to relapse was the main out
cotlle measure. The criteria for relapse
were a mean HRSD score (continuous
rater and study psychiatrist) of at least
16 that was maintained for at least 1
week (over 2 consecutive visits) and a
mean absolute increase of at least 10
points at 2 consecutive visits relative [0.

continuation trial baseline. These cri
teria reflected a clinical worsening for
which most clinicians would abandon
the current treatment in favor of an al
ternative.

At the pre-ECT evaluation, a re
search nurse completed ratings on the
Cumulative Illness Rating Scale" to as
sess medical comorbidity. At all major
lime points (pre-ECT. pOSl-ECT, start
of continuation triallday 01. week 12,
week 24, and relapse), the HRSD, Clini
cal Global Impression,56 and Global As
sessment Scale~J scores were com
pleted by the continuous rater and the

1302 JAMA. March 14. 100 I-Vol 185. No. 10

study psychiatrisL At each site, intra
class correlation (,efficients for the 2
raters exceeded 0.97, 0.93, and 0_90 for
HRSD, Clinical Global Impression. and
Global Assessment Scale scores, respec
tively. A site-independent, time-blind
clinician at NYSPI rated 239 video
tapes of continuous rater interviews
conducted at random intervals during
the ECT and continuation phases. The
intraclass correlation coefficients were
0.97,0.96, and 0.95 for HRSD, Clini
cal Global Impression, and Global As
sessmentScalescores, respectively. The
HRSD, ClirticarGloballmpression, and
Global Assessment Scale scores re
poned below are the continuous rater'
evaluations.

At each visit in the continuation
phase, a blinded srudy psychiatrist com
pleted the Treatment Emergent Symp
tom Scale." Forty-eight possible ad
verse effects were rated for severity.
relationship to study medication, and
action taken. Clinically significant ad
verse effects were defined as those rated
as moderate in severity, possibly re
lated to study medication, and. at mini
mum, those requiring increased sur
veillance.

Statistical MethDds
PatientS who met remiuer criteria fol
lowing ECT and who did or did not par
ticipate in lhe continuation trial were
compared in demographic. clirtical, and
previous tteattnent features with t tests
for continuous measures and X:! analy
ses for dichotomous variables. The ran
domized continuation pharmaco
therapy groups were compared on
baseline variables using analyses of vari
ance or Xl analyses.

The primary analysis of the continu
ation rnal used survival analysis for right
censored fanore-time data. A simulta
neous regression model was fit to the
relapse-time data using the Weibull dis
tribution. lo.n Covariates in the regres
sion model were the randomized treat
ment condition (3 levels), strata (3
levels), sex, and HRSD score at the stan
of the trial. In a secondary analysis, ECT
treatment modality (right unilateral only
vs right unilateral and bilateral ECT vs
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bilateral ECT only) and number ofECT
treatments were added as additional co
variates. To confinn the findings &om the
parametric analysis regarding treat
ment group differences, nonparametric
estimates of the survival distribution
function for each group were com·
puted, using the Kaplan-Meier method"
and contrasted with the log-rank test
(Mantel·Cox).'"

Early in the study, I site (Carrier
Foundation) was closed when the hos
pital discontinued its research divi
sion, so another site (University of
Iowa) was added late. These 2 siles en
tered 21 patients in the continuation
trial compared with 63 patients at
WPIC. To detennine whether the ef
fects were not unique to WPIC, the Car
rier Foundation and the University of
Iowa were pooled for analysis. A site
tenn (WPIC vs. Carrier Foundation and
University of Iowa) was entered into
both secondary parametric and non
parametric survival analyses.

To assess the adequacy of phanna
cotherapy, separate analyses of vari
ances were conducted on the last
plasma levels for nortriptyline and
lithium obtained in compieters (24
week or time of relapse), using the as
sayed values for active medication and
the simulated values for placebo, and
treatment group (3 levels) and relapse
status as between-subject faclors. A lo
gistic regression was conduqed on the
patie:nts' guess of trcaunent condition
with relapse status and actual treat
ment assignment as predictors. .

RESULTS
Of the 290 patients who completed the
ECT phase, 159 (54.8%) patients were
remitters (TABLE 1 and Figure 1). There
was no difference among the sites in re
miller rate (X',=3.75, P=.15). Imme
diately follOWing ECT, 17 patients
(5.9%) met initial remitter criteria, but
not at the 4- to 8-day reassessment. The
remitter rate may have been nega
tively influenced by the stringency of
the remission criteria and the fact that
262 patients (90.3%) started with right
unilateral ECT, with the minimum dos
age only 150% above seizure thresh-
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Table 1. Number of Patients at Each Site Who Completed Electroconvulsive Therapy (Een,
Remitted With ECT, and Entered and Completed the Continuation Trial

·ecT ir'O'cales electrocorMJlsive therapy.
tAdeQuaCy 01 each medicatia"l trial giYs1 dlJing the i"ldex episode befon!l ECT was evaJualBd with the AntIdeprBSSlll"lt

Treatment History Form. Each biaJ was ratBd a'l a $C2IB rangi'1g from a to 5, wi11la scorB of 3 the ItnshoId for
dassifcalDl as medicam resistanl. To be considered .-adeQuala trial.lhe ItYesId:l for sufficient dosagecorr&
socncIed 10 a nwwrun of 200 mgfd mpramne eQUivaJem fa' trtydc 8l1tidep assants end 20 mgld fa" fkJoxetne.
The tl'w$lold tor suffic:JEnl ouratm was a rrnrrun 014 weeks al 01 above the lhreshott lor 5l.IIfids'n dosage. To be
c!asSlr.ed as resi:s1ant. pabenlS with psyd"o!ic depression had to receive an adeQuate anti:iepressarr lriaI and B!
Ieasl 3 weeks of COl'Cl.J'Tel1l treatment with an antip:sydloti: medication. oMth 8 dosage 01 II! I8asl 400 I'f'9Id dior
promazi"le 9QUVaienls.

iAn I.Q)tlr irnl of 10 eplsodes was used.
§Measl.Jr9d at day z:ern. wnen was !he stan of the CD'1lhJation lriaL

2

35
45

8

I
Relapse

73.2 (8.5)

o

1.8 (0.6)

38.0(17.4)

18.5

6.0 (3.')

6.314.6)

11.1

10.7 (3.5)

6.8(2.9)

o

42.9

50.0
37.0

2.8 (2.2)

34.9 (8.5)

46.4

80.7

25.0

3

8
o

11

. 59.2118.3)

Continuation Trial

Nortriptyline and
Lithium Carbonate

(n = 28)

I
Dropout

5
63
54

16

1.7(0.6)

2.412.0)

24.0

7.4(3.4)

5.6(3.1)

4Il.1

33.3

44.4

o

o

37.0

14.8

70.4

11.1

7.3(4.4)

732 (7.1)

10.8 (5.2)

38.1 (17.3)

57.2 ('9.8)

38.1(8.2)

Nortriptyline
and Placebo

(n = 27)

'59

12

'04

Entered
ECT Continuation

Remitter Trial

41.4

31.0

17.2

48.3

31.0

69.0

44.8

3.4

10.3

6.9

7.7 (3.0)

5.0 (2.7)

1.8 (U.6)

2.312.6)

perior to placebo in survival time, and
nortriptyline·lithium was superior to
nortriptyline alone (P=.04).

The Kaplan.Meier survival function
was computed for each treatment group
(FIGURE 2). Across the sample. 45
(61.6%) of 73 compleleTS relapsed. This
confirmatory nonparametric analysis
yielded a log-rank X', of 9.12 (P=.Ol).

4.813.4)

74.8(8.1)

10.2(2.9)

55.8 (13.6)

34.918.4)

Placebo Only
(n =29)

58

290

202

22

ECT
Completer

Episode duration. median, wk

Total Eel treatments, mean (SO)

-"'Y 01 prev'ous ECT. %

Other an"jepressanl

Tricydic antidepressant

Tncyclic antidepressant tilhium carbonate

GlincaJ Global ImpresSIOn severity, mean
15Dl§

No. 1%) of ","",OUS episodest

}-I.am~lon Ranng Scale lor Depression. mean
(SOl§

Variable

Total nght lSliiaterai ECT treatments,
mean (SO)

Global Assessment Scale. mean (SO)§

Monoamine oxidase If"Itibitor

Age al onseL rrean ISOI. y

CUlTUiative IDness Rating Scale. mean (SO)
lolal

Psyctolic. %

Medication resastant. %t
Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor

Women, %

Pre-ECT HamJllon Rating ScaJe
fOf Oepfession, mean (SOl

Age. mean (501. y

Table 2. Patient Characteristics for Continuation Treatment Groups·

Site

Westem Psychiatric Clinic and Institute

Total

Carrier Foundation

treatment groups (4 placebo. 2 nonrip-'
tyline. and 5 nortriptyline-lithium).

The overall mode(in the' parametric
analysis on st.rvival time was signifi
cant (likelihood ratio. X',=27.3;
P<.OOI) (TA8LE 3). The treatment
groups differed markedly (P<.OOI).
Both nortriptyline alone (P=.Ol) and
nortriptyline-lithium (P<.OOll were su-

old. Subsequent research has shown
that the efficacy of right unilateral ECT
improves at a higher dosage relative to
seizure threshold. 1'.3'1

Of the 159 remitters. 84 (52.8%) pa
tients entered the randomized continu-

. ation trial. Of the 75 remitters who did
not participme. 22.7% had medical ex
clusions for nortriptyline or lithium;
26.7% had travel Iimimtions; and 50.7%
preferred treatment by their referring
physician. were receiving other medi
cations or ECT. or were unwilling to

receive placebo.
Comparisons of remitters who did or

did not enter the continuation trial
yielded no differences in pre- or post
ECT HRsD. Clinical Global Impres
sion. or Global Assessment Scale scores.
number of episodes. duration of cur
renl episode. number of ECT treat
menlS. strength of the most potent an
tidepressant trial during the index
episode. sum or average potency of all
trials. number of trials. or number of ad
equate trials. The groups also did not dif
fer in sex, race, history of previous ECT,
use of right uniloteral or bilateral ECT.
or classification of medication resis
tance. Trial participants were younger
(mean [sD J. 57.4 117.21 years) lhan
nonparticipants (64.2 {16.3j years)
(1",=2.54; P=.OI); had more previous
psychiatric hospimlizations (2.412.6J)
than nonparticipants (1.5 [1.6J)
(e",= 2.82; P = .005); a higher rolle of psy
chotic depression (41.7% vs 16.0%)
(X'I= 12.54. P <.00l); and·less total
medical burden (Cumulative Illness Rat
ing Scale score. 6.1 [4.21 vs 8.0 [3.91)
(1",= 2.91; P= .004). The medical exclu
sions for Lhe continuation trial aod t:r.1vel
limitations likely accounted for the
higher age and grealer medical burden
of nonparticipanL~.

The continuiltion treatment groups
were compared in demographic and
clinical features (TA8LE 2). There were
no Significant differences.

Eleven (13.1 %) of the 84 patients
dropped out of the trial before com
pleting 24 weeks or meeting relapse cri
teria. The reasons for noncompletion
are described in Figure 1. Dropout rates
were evenly distributed among the 3
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Mecfteation resistancelpsychosis
Psychotic depression 0.79 (O.3n 1 4.57 .03

Nonpsychotic nonresistant 0.34 (0.56) 1 0.37 .54

Iotal 2 4.59 .10
Sext -0.98 (0.43) 1 5,23 .02

HamiI10n Rab'g ScaJe for Depression; -0,' 5 (0.06) , 5.40 .02
·WHhI"llho treatment gyoups. the statistical comparisons fa" lhe nortnptyfne alone and combined nortriptyline-ithi.Jm

treatment cooditions are agans1 the placebo conQtion. WI\hIn the subgroup slrata, the lests for psychotic depres
sion and l"IOf1)sycholic depression. ronresistanl stbgrO\JPS are agai'lsl the~tic. medicaliorHesislant!Jl.b.
group. .

tvalues are 1 lor rTe"\ and 2 for women.
iMeasured at day zero.

Table 3. Parametric Survival Analysis on Time to Relapse·

"

The high rate of relapse aero,s the
treatments could have been due to ex
cessively.sensitive relapse criteria. Clini
cal ratings at continuation trial entry

.and end point were compared as a func
tion of relapse status (TABLE 4), Re
lapsed patients show~d marked symp
tomatic worsening. Fifteen (33%) of the
45 relapsed patients were hospitalized
and received ECT, 6 patients (13%) re
ceived outpatient ECT, and all otherre
lapsed patients (53%) were switched to
olher phannacmherapies. The sever
ity of relapse did not differ among the
continuation treaanents.

No effects approached significance in
the analyses of variances of nortripty
line and lithium levels on final visiL At
final visit, the mean (SO) nortripty
line level was 89.9 (38.2) nwmL for the
nortriptyline group, 89.2 (32.2) nwmL
for the nortriptyline-lithium group, and
the simulated levels reported for the pla
cebo group averaged 93.0 (27.5) nw
mL. For lithium, the levels were 0.59
(0.2) mEqlL for 'he nortriptyline
lithium group. with simulated levels of
0.54 (0.2) mEqlLand 0.62 (0.2) mEqIL
for the nortriptyline and placebo
groups, respectively. Relapse was not
associated with nonriptyline or lithium
plasma levels.

A I-way analysis of variance indi
cated that the treatment groups did not
differ in the average number of clini
cally significant adverse effects
(FlJ<=O.13; P=.88). For the placebo, nor
triptyline, and nortriptyline-lithium
groups, the mean (SO) number of sig
nificant adverse effects per patient was
1.24 (1.8), 1.42 (1.7), and 1.21 (1.3), re
spectively. An analysis ofvariance in the
completer sample (with treatment group
and relapse status as between-subject fac
tors) yielded no ,ignificant effects. The
mean (50) number of significant ad
verse effects among patients who re
lapsed (1.48 l1.7ll did not differ from
nonrelapsed patients (1.32 11.6])
«(,,=0.39; P=.70). TABLE 5 presents the
clinically significant adverse effects ex
perienced by at least 3 patients. .

At study exit, 63 of the 73 compl
eters guessed their lreatment assign
ment. The logistic regression analysis

<.001
<.001

.01

P Valuex'

6.18

14.74

13.67

2

elf

significant effect for nortriptyline
lithium (X't=8.52; P=.004), but only a
trend fornortriptyline (x', =333; P= .07).

The parametric survival analysis in~

dicaled that across the LTeaunent condi
tions, medicalion~resistanlnonpsy
chotic patients had a higher relapse rate
than patients with psychotic depres
sion. The relapse rates were 50.0% for
psychotic patients (n=28), 55.6% for
nonpsychotic patientS without medica
tion resistance (n=9), and 72.2% for
nonpsychotic medication-resistant pa
tients (n=36). The significant effect of
sex was due to a higher relapse rate
among women (77 .8%) than men
(53.6%). Patients who relapsed had
higher mean (SO) HRSO scores at trial
entry (6.0 13.11) than patients who did
not relapse (5.0 (281). There were no ad
ditional significant effects in the para- '
metric survival analysis when trea't
ment with right unilateral, right unilateral
and bilateral, or bilateral ECT (P=.89),
and numberofECT tre:ltments (P=.96)
were entered as additional terms.

Study 'ite (WPIC vs combined Car
rier Foundation and University oflowa)
was entered as a term in both the para
metric and nonparametric survival
analyses. There were no site effects. The
relapse rates at WPIC for placebo, nor
triptyline, and nortriptyline-lithium
were 88.9%, 60.0%. and 41.2%, respec
tively. and for the combined Carrier
Foundation and University oflowa they
were 71.4%, 60.0%. and 33.3%, respec
tively.

0.96 (0.39)

1.75 (0.47)

Coefficient 15E)

, .
11 10
14 14

20 ,.8 12 16

Tme.wk

13 9 6
15 13 12
15 15 15

0'-------_
o •

~
~ 0,8.5c NcnnptyWle-Uttwt.m •.~

'" 0.'<;

'" .....:g, •D 0.'
"';':''';£

• :'L~~.•
" 0.2.,
§
u

Nortriptyline and lithium carbonate

Total

No. at Risk
P'IaceOO 29 14
/'btro!yhl-P\al::eOO 21 20
~~28 18

Treatment group
Nortriptytine

Proportion of patients who remained well during the
continuation trial. fat patients randamiz~ to treat·
ment with placebo (n= 29), nortriptyline alone {n or 27},
and combination nortriptyline and lithium carbonate
(n=28).

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier Estimates

The relapse rates for completers were
84.0% (21/25) for placebo (95% confi·
dence interval IClI, 70%-99%); 60.0%
(15125) for noroiptyline (95% a. 41%
79%); and 39.1% (9123) fornoroiptyline-

. lithium (95% CI, 19%-59%). Only 1 pa
tient relapsed while taking noroiptyline
lithium after 5 weeks, while relapse
steadily continued with placebo and nor·
triptyline throughout the 24-week trial
(Figure 2). Nonparametric survival
analyses comparing each acti~e treat
ment condition with placebo yielded a
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Diarrtlea 313.6) 1 (3.4) 1 13.7) 1 (J.61

No.(%)

Hypotension 4 (4.B) 1 (3.4) 0 (0) 3 (10.7)

Depressive affeci 6 (7.1) 2(6.9) 3 (1 1.1) 1 (J.6)

Mean (SD) Relapse
(n =45)

Mean (SD) Nonrelapse
(n = 2B)

Total Placebo Nortriptyline Nortriptyline
Sample Only and Placebo and Lithium Carbonate

Adverse Effect (N = 84) (n = 29) (0 = 27) (n =2B)

Headache 3(3.6) 1 (3.4) 1 (3.7) 1 (J.6)

Derma'ologic 3 (3.6) 1 (3.4) 1 f3.7) 1 (J.61

Nausealvomiling 516.0) 2 (6.9) 1 (3.7) 2 (7.1)

SyncopeJdizzV1ess 6(7.1) 2(6.9) 3(11.1) 1 (J.6)

Anorexia/decreased appetne 6 (7.1) 4 (13.B) 0 (01 2 (7.1)

Dry mouth 5 (6.0) 2(6.9) 3(1 1.1) 0 (0)

Constipation 7 (B.3) 0 (0) 5 (1B.5] 2.(7.11

Insomn;" 10(11.9) 5(17.2} 3(11.1) 2(7.1)

(Xowsinessltiredness 19 (22.6) 5 (17.2) B (29.6) 6 (21.')

Table 5. Clinically Significant,Adverse EHects for the Continuation Treatment Groups·

i i i I
Baseline End Point Baseline End Point

Hamilton RaIng Scale for Depression 5.0 (2.B) 4.8 f3.8) 6.0 (3.1) 24.1 (6.B)

Clinical Global Impfession 1.6(0.5) 1.4 10.7) 1.7 (0.6) 4.1 (0.6)

Global Assessment Sea'e 74.5 (6.3) 77.9 (8.7) 73.3 (6.4) 49.3 (9.2)

Table 4. Clinical Ratings as a Function of Relapse Status
yielded a modest association between
the treatment assignment and the pa
tients' guesses (X'.=9.68; P=.05) and
a more robust association with rel<lpse
statuS (X',=8.17; P=.02). Only I (-l%)
of the 25 patients who did not relapse
believed he/she was treated with pla
cebo. while this was true of 16 (42.1%)
of the 38 patients who did relapse. Of
the patients treated with placebo. 50%
believed they received only placebo,
while 31.8% and 18.2% believed that
they had received nortriptyline and nor
triptyline-lithium, respectively. For the
nortriptyline group. the guesses were:
29.-1% for placebo, n.8% for nortrip
tyline, and 52.4% for nortriptyline
lithium. For nortriptyline-lithium, these
guesses were 5.0%, 30.0%, and 65.0%,
respectively. While the patient blind
ing was imperfect. relapse status was a
more powerful determinant of the
guesses. The distributions overlapped
considerably among patients tTcaled
with nortriptyline and nonriptyline
lithium.

Nasal con9estion 3(3.6) 0 (D) 3(11.1) 0 {OJ

Peria""''' edema . 3 (3.6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (10.7)

"Clncalty SIQI"lificant adverse eHects were defined as lhose rated by the Sluc:ty psyc.Iiatrisl (Jl the Treatment Emergent
Symotoms Scale as al!easl moderate 11"1 severity, at k!ast possbly related \0 study medicatic:ns. and as rea:LUin9 at
mnl'TllXll gular ~.anc::ea a dosage c:t'Iat-ge. Data are presented fer the dr1caIy SlgI"Ib'1( a.dvetsa effects
l!:Jtpenenced by at least 3 ollhe 84 patients.

COMMENT

Early research, based on first-choice use
of ECT for major depression, indicated
that half of the patients remain well in
the 6 months following response with
out continuation therapy. let-1M We found
that the relapse rate for placebo-treated
patients was 84%. This suggests that the
prognosis following ECT is more
guarded today. Given the shift in use of
Eer for severe, recurrent, :It:ld mcdica
lion-res\suml patients ~ilh higher risk
of relapse,"·l'\.nu almost universal re

lapse should be expected without effec
tive continuation therapy.

The early research suggested that
conrinU3tion monOlherapy with a TCA
reduced the relapse rate [0 approxi
mately 20%.'"'' We found that the re
lapse r.He with nortriptyline continu
.uion monotherapy was 60%. above the
original projections for placebo. While
TCAs are believed to be among the most
effective antidepressant agents.17Jl1

·J3 our
fmdings indicate that the efficacy of
posl-ECT TeA continuation mono
therapy is not acceptable. Similarly, in
a naturalistic slUdy. Flint and Rif3ttol

found that cominuation monothetapy
with a TCA was ineffective in prevent
ing relapse in psychotically depressed
patients who responded to ECT.

The relapse raLe for the combina
tion of nortriptyline-lithium was 39.1%,
which was superior to placebo and nor
triptyline monotherapy. Similar re
sults were reported in a naturalistic
study at NYSPI, in which relapse rates
over 1 year were markedly lower among
Eel remitters who received TCA
lithium continuation therapy (35.3%)
compared with patients who received
continuation treatment with otherphar
macological regimens (67.9%).1' It was
noteworthy that the lithium levels in the
present study were at the low end of
what is considered the therapeutic range
for acme or maintenance treatment
(0.5-1.2 mEqIL).02·6J This suggests that
in combination with nortriptyline,

lithium levels may only need to .be
greater than 0.5 mEqIL to prevent-post
ECT relapse.

This study could not determine
whether the advantage of the TCA
lithium combination was due to lithium
alone or the synergism of lithium with
the TCA. The only placebo-controlled
trial of lithium following ECT in uni
polar patients found that lithium did not
have protective effects during the first
6 months following ECI.....' Thus, it is
likely that the advantage ofnortriptyline
lithium was due to additive or synergis
tic effects and not lithium alone. Our
fmdings encourage the use of norTrip
tyline-lithium as post-ECT continua
tion therapy. It is unknown whether
similar protective effects would be ob
tained with a mood stabilizerother than
HUllum or antidepressants other than
nortriptyline (in combination with
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lithium). This issue is important since
SSRls and other newer antidepressant
agems have better tolerability than TCAs
and are now more commonly used.

Patients with higher HRSD scores at
the start of the continuation [rial had
shoner survival time. This is consis·
tent with several studies of relapse dur
ing continuation pharmacotherapy fol
lowing response to antidepressan'l
medications-t6..n or Eer.8 Thus, con
certed attempts should be made to maxi
mize symptomatic improvement in pa
tients receiving ECT. Women were more
prone to relapse during the continua~

tion phase. There is inconsistent evi
dence from naturalistic studies of a
higher relapse/recurrence rate among
women. H.M-70 Studies of patients with
psychotic depression suggested a high.
post·ECT relapse rate. f1

•
1 However, re

gardless of the treatment producing re
mission, no previous controlled study
has compared relapse rates in psy
chotic and nonpsychotic depressed pa
tients. We found that psychotically de
pressed patients had a lower relapse rate
than medication-resistant nonpsy
chotic patients. Several studies have
shown that medication resistance is
especially predictive of post-ECT re
lapse""'" It is also possible that com
pared with medication-resistant non
psychotic patients, patients with
psychotic depression had less Axis II
(personality disorder) pathology and
bener interepisode function. There. is evi
dence that the post-ECT course is poorer
in patients with significant Axis II pa-
thologyn.n

The major finding was that treat
ment with the nortriptyline-lithium
combination produced a substantially
lower relapse rate than ueatment with
placebo or nortriptyline alone. None
theless, the relapse with nortriptyline
lithium was high (39.1%). Two alter
native strategies, which are not murually
exclusive, should be te5ted.4 Bothstrat
egles are suggested by the observations
that relapse is heavily skewed to the pe
riod immediately following ECT. Dur
ing the acute treatment phase, there is
a se.veral week delay before antidepres
sant and mood stabilizing agents exert

1306 lAMA. March 14, 2001-VoI28S, No. 10

therapeutic effectsn Further, the abrupt
discontinuation Jf effective somatic
treaonent is associated with potentia
tion of relapse,74-76 which is standard in
tenninating an EO course. One strat
egy is to taper ECT over a few weeks,
as is commonly done with phannaco
logical treatments, providing symptom
suppression during the most vulner
able period. Second, the antidepres
sant medication used in continuation
therapy may be started during the course
of ECT, followed by post-ECT addi
tion oflithium. All controlled studies in
which ECT was combined with an an
tidepressant medication focused on
whether response to ECT was im
proved,l6-l9 and not whether this strat
egy reduced post-ECT relapse. None
theless, a low post-ECT relapse rate was
seen in studies in which patients began
taking an antidepressant at the start of
the ECT course l

"" Thus, these 2 ad
junctive strategies raise the possibility
that the advantage seen with the nor
triptyline-lithium therapy may be fur
ther improved and that the problem of
the high rate of early relapse with con
tinuation phannacotherapy following
ECT could be resolved.
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Morbidity .in electroconvulsive therapy

E. TeCQutt&N. Nathan
Background and objadive To assess retrospectively the complications and morbidity of elljlCtroconvulsive therapy.
Methods Complications occurring in 75 patients during 612 electroconvulsive therapy procedures under propofol anaesthesia were reviewed by
dala analysis. .
Results IV. least one complication occurred In 51 patients (68'*') during the course ofthelr treatment Among these complications. 12 were
potentially lite-threatening: one patient devetoped angina pectoris, another aspiration pneumopathy, there were two'incidences of broncho:;pasm,
three hypoxic episodes (Sp02< 92%-with Fi02=1) and five severe episodes or laryngospasm which caused hypoxla. Twenty-rive patients (33'%)
were co""used for more than 2 h after the eleetroc:onvulsive thIQ.Py, Confusion recurred in 10 patients (13%) after several sessions of
electroconvulsive treatmenl Six patients had I traumatic complication, with one roqulring surgery.
Conclusion Our results, compared with other stlJdies, suggest that etectroconvulsive therapy is not a lOIN-risk procedure, with a particularly high
rate of respiratory complications that may have been previously overlooked. -rhere1ore. ambulatory anaesthesia may not be appropriate on a
regular basis for most of these patients.
Introduction Go to:

Although general anaesthesia has been used sJnce 1963 to provide humane conditions for electroconV\Jlsive therapy (ECl) (1J, there are few
studies about its complications and their impllartfons for the analKthesiologist (2~~ Moreover, some authors have suggested that anaesthesia
for ECT is associated with lower standards ot care than tor other non-surviealaneesthetic proc:edUre5 [7,8). Anaesthesia for ECT is associated
with specific problems such as repeated lXposur8& and attendant risks. It Is performed outside the operating room and pharmacological
interactions between anaesthetic drugs, psychiatric medications and conV\Jlslons are numerous (1~ Finally. the patients are often elderly and
unable to relate their medical problems coherently.
Over the past few years, some autholli have suggested tNt ECT had alawer morbldtty I'lIte then antidepressant drugs (4,91 and have suggested
that this practice is unsuitable on an outpatient basil [10~ It II estimated that 1% of ttl. general population is suffering from bipolar disorders
111], one of the most common pathologies treated wtth ECT. It hal allO been suggested thet EeT can be e useful treatment for some forms of
neurological disease, e.g. epilepsy and Parkinsons cfisease [12~ All thillmpli81 that potentially • conliderab1e number of patienb might receive
ECT. Thus, it is useful to r&-eValuate its safety. However,lUlpriaingly ffNlatudiea have tried to quantify its risks. Most .bJdies have focussed on a
class of patients with 8 specific risk factor such as Ige or cardiopathy, The aim of the present study was to examine the rate end type of
complications observed during and after ECT in an unae!ected group of psych~bicpatients, in order to aneu the feasibility of EeT on an
outpatient basis.
Method. Go to:

The 612 Eel lreatments performed in our institution on 75 patients between October 1st 1996 end September 30th 1997 were retrospectively
reviewed. The median number of EcT treatments per patient was eight (1·23), wtth four patients receiving two 'eries 01 eight treatments and 10
receiVing a mamtenance EeT ~ach month after an Initial cau"e of b'eetmenl

1I:11/U:1
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Anaesthesia for EeT was provided. according to the French legal standards and the ntCOmmendetions of the French Society of Anaestheslology
and Critical Care. A preanaesthetic evaluation was performed at least 3 days before the firlit EeT, and 8 standard evaluation form completed by
the anaesthesiologiSt. Additionally a full blood count, blood electrolytes, blood urea and activated partial thromboplastin time were determined for
all patients. An electrocardiograph, a chest radiograph and a cardiological evaluation were undertaken for patients older than 40 years or those
with known cardiovascular pathology. A dental examination was made by a stomatologist and a dental cast was taken to provide a dental
prolector specific for each patienl
None of the ECT courses was conducted on an outpatient basil or those for maintenance ECT, except in five patients and for 25 ECT
treatments. The patients fasted from midnight Although no premedlc:ation was given regular cardiac medications were given. ECT sessions were
conducted from 08:00 to 12:00 hours, twice a week.. Patient monitoring was performed with an electrocardioscope, an electroencephalogram, a
pUlse oll:imeter and a non-invasive blood pressure device, and dental protect~were inserted into the palients mouths. After preoxygenalion,
anaesthesia was induced with propofoJ (1-1.5 mg kg1) and B Guede1 oral air-Nay waa inserted If required. In fIVe patients, with 58\1ere
osteoporosis or prosthetic joints, succinylcholine (1 mg kg1) I.v. was 81so administered. Then, the patient was finnly held by the nursing slaff to
prevent any trauma and the bilateral ECT stimulation (Thymathron 00, Somatk:s) was applied by the psychiatrist. After the end of the perIOd of
convulsions, manual ventilation of the lungs with oxygen 6-8 L min1 was perfonned until spontaneous respiration was resumed. After the patienl
had opened hisJher eyes, helshe was taken to the recoYef)' room, giVen oxygen 3 L mln1 and monjtored using pulse oximetry and an automatic
blood pressure device unUi the aneesthesloJogtst authorized discharge. A Standard!Zed record was then completed by the anaesthesiologist.
Blood pressure, pulse rate and mood were monitored fN8f'f 1 to 3 h for the nmet B h by the nursing staff In the psychiatric department The
anaesthesia and dinal records of EeT were retrospectively analysed by an Indepeudeht observer. Complications were considered as severe
when they were life threatening (such as laryngospaslil, bronchospasm, lnhatation pneumonitis, severe angina pectoris or hypoxaemie despite
an enriched oxygen supply) or they patentialfy Impede discharge on the same day. No files were mrssing.
Rellula Go to:

There were 17 men and 58 women. The median age for men was 47 y881"& (38-88 years), and their median weight was 87 kg (6()"100 kg). The
median age for women was 62 years (25-76 years), and the median weight was 58 kg (43-90 kg). Amongst the patients. 22 (29%) were class
ASA I, 43 (57%) ASA II, oevon w.,e (Il'llo) ASA III end threo wece (4%) ASA IV; 34 petlenls (45%) w.,e older lhan 60 years, and 25 (33%) had
previously received one or more courses of ECT. The psychiatric diegnosis was depression resistant to medication In 56 patients, unipolar and
bipolar disorders for rive and eight patients, respectively, schlzophrenla for three patients and undetermined ror three patients. Patients also
received various psychiatric medications (lithium, tricyclic antideprasanb, neuroJeptics, paroxetine and benzodiazepines) which changed several
times during the course of the study period. The past medical history of the patients Is summarized in Table ,.
One hundred and twenty-sill: complications (20.6% of the ECT procedures) occurred in 51 patients (681M1 of the patients) (Table:l Some palients
experienced the same type of complication .n81 several dIfferent ECT &eSSions: 11 patients had the same complication twice, seven patients,
three Urnes. one patient, four times and five patients, five times (Table 3). Fourteen patients suffered from two different complications, and six
from three (Table 4). Twelve potentially lite-threatening complications (2% of ell the ECT procedures) occurred in seven patienls (g% of Ihe
patients) (Table 4).

NeuropaychJatrk: compUcat1onl

Eight patienls (10%) complained of headaches and in three patients, headaches reappeared aner several (three or more) ECT episodes. Three
patients had nausea, one patient suffering from this aner severel ECTs. Twenty-flve patients (33%) surrered from contusion for more than 2 h
aner ECT. In 10 of them (13%) the confusion recurred after subsequent ECT. Nine patients (12%) were agitated for more than an hour alter ECT
and in three the agitation reappeared after the next ECT. One patient was agitated after a maintenance ECT session and was confused after
another. One patient recovered consclousness only 15 min after ECT.

Traumatic compUcatJons

In six patients (8%) traumatic compfications occtJJ1'15d; stt of them hact pnrviotmyhactECT. Three patients had dental damage despite the use at
dental prutBCtion in Bit and &uccinytd1oline in ons afthsm. Poord8ntBt condition had prvviOllSty been nated on the anaesthesia evaluation fonn
tor all these patients. One patient had a spltt lip and another a lacerated tongue. One patient with rheumatoid arthritis suffered a fractured
humerus which requJr&d surgical repair.

Respiratory complication.

Respiratory prahfems occwred in six patients (8%) but none during U1.e Uvea fics.l ECTs. They were considered as IHe UueaLening In five patienls
(Table 5). Patient no. 1 was carefully watched on the nights before ECT to prevent hIm from smoking end eating end no adverse respiralory
event occwred. The COUIS8 oJ ECT wu. initiaUy int.elruptad in pEjents nos.. 2 and s.. but becau.sa medica1 treatment of depression was inefficient
it was decided to attempt eCT again. In addition to their us.ua1en' i·

I.k>g"e medication., they were given meloclopramide, cimetidine and sodium
citrate es premedication. ECT was perlormed in the seated position end cricoid pressure was maintained during the procedure These patients -
did not suffer from any other respiratory Incident Patient nos. 3, .. end 6, did not receive any other ECT.

CaldlovuculAr comptlca:t.lon.

EleYen patients (15%} had hyperterl&+on after ECT and required treetment (three of theso patients more than 2 h after the ECT) and two patIents
atter two or more ECTs. Among them, eight had not liuffered preYiousty from hypertension. Four patients developed severe bradycardIa - 20
beats min1- immediately after the conwlslons: this rl!5olved elter atropine !.v. administration. One patient had a sinus dysrhythmia, which
terminated spontaneously. One- patient. • 42-yeer~, with PffMouiJy untreeted- hypertension, deWtloped ST segment changes and chest pain
after his fourth EeT. He was transferrecf to- the cardiology department and- the·Eel coutu was dlseonUnued. He reported later having previously
had chest pain during exercise, although he had not mentioned ;t during the preBnlllesthesia assessment
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One.patieAt.suffered lTom.a.skin.rash..a~..$b:1A..ECT.p.ropotc1.was.~~ to"etomidate. for .Mura sessions... .. '. ~--:;: .• ,.

MIt.cellaneoul c:.ompllcatJoM

One patUtnt aged 42 years, died- at~ from pneumoAIa-4 days. after EeT. SM had pnwiously had several bowel obstructions due to the large
amount of antipsychotic medication she was taking. Unfortunately. we hsve no Information to judge whether the pneumonia was related to ECT
or not 1ft five.patieAt5 ceAtral·venoul-acceM-wetr requtlee.1of perentereJ.feelMt (cache.ia}as peripheJal.venous- access was KnpractJcabte. On8
of these patients suffered from 8 pneumothofllX and another one from i:atheter-hlduced septicaemia.
Dlscu••ion Go to:

In this series ofECT under generat-anaesthesfa-, 51- patients (68%)-'N'el"ItIffected-bya complication and- among them, seven (9%) had one or
more potentillily-life-threalening events. The- generahllorbldity of ECT had-beertprevioustyestimated between 0.3% and 0.4% L1}. but confusion"
and headaches were not considered as significant complications by lome luthOrs [2,4,13~ On the contrary, studies rating confusion and
agitation as complications reported morbidity rates up to 54%, which.!, slmiiarto our morbidity rate [14~ Other authors consider psychiatric
compttcations-andlTlemoryimpaii uNilt .rpe.rt1JhI"TlOrrrr.t Eel'ca~(15~ TheJr-oc:wrrence" is-Incrand"by thlJ use' oft)ijateral stimulation'and
simutt8neoul psychiatric medication (15,16] such .1 in the present: study axplaining the high confusion rate. Older patients are also prone 10
develop confusion after ECT. Out of 136 patients, Burke and hll colleagues (2) observed 18% and 35% complication rates in patients,
respectively,. under.and.sbO'al OO~eaa.Lllage,witb.highl!ll".CQQf1aJo..n...mtes.1n..Dlder..patient:s.'13% YS_18~ Casey, and his colleagues (5) found_
22.7% ccmpli.cations when patients were over 75 Y88~ of .ge. In paUents 0Y8f 65 years, Cattan and his colleagues {3] noted that repeated
confusion was the most frequent complication.
In cases of olilpatienl ECT, confusion and agftatjon are "rioua problema, la confu&ed patients have e risK of fans (14% of iteralive falls in
patients between 65 and 80 years and~ above 80 years) 13J. woundl and frac:lures, escape from 'their femily, al wen as violence 12).
Confusion can also mask somatic problems such as bladder distenslon as welles more serious events such 85 cardiac ischaemia 1: 'l ThUS,
confusion precludes any ambulatory ECT. Moraover, all the serious complications including confusion, occurred after three or more uneventful
ECT procedures. Burke and his colleagues [2) have reported tha .bsence of correlation between the number of ECTs and the occurrence of
complications. They suggest that If e patiem had previously receivec:l an ECT without eny complications, this does not imply that subsequent
ECT remains at low risk. In the present study, the orgentzstion of ECT courses on 8n outpatient basis 'WOuld heve thus been possible only in a
very limited number of patients.

'Cardiovascular complication.

Other studies suggest that cardiovMeuh!tfeompUcatlons erfl the mafn components of the morbidity nlte and ere favoured by pre--ECT
cardiovascular status (J 81 In the 5tud:t by Rice .nd hll colleagues l5L 19.2% of malor complications occurred In patients with a cardiovascular
risk factor whereas in only 1.04.&% wtIhout. In -another ~tudy, out of.cO patients with 'Pf"8Vfous eardtovaseular drs8ase, 22 had a cardiovascular
complication, elllhi of which were potentially life threatenin~(chest pain,: ECG modification~as~tolel L41 A threerold increase in cardiovascular
complications was ~Iso found In~ 0V1IT 60 year> oh~ (3ll%l [31,
HOWfN'fIf, Tn this study cardtovascutar compticationtii"W0f8 not1he maTn factor amtributing.to morbidity and only one patient suffered from a
serious cardiovascular complication,. maInly becau$8 he failed to report his prvvious cardiac symptoms. This case ouUines the specific difficulties·
of the assessment of psychiatric patierrtswho might forget important parts af1heir past medical history.

Respiratory complications·

ContradldJng previous epidemiologicat studies, a high rate of respiratory events was obsflfVed in this study. Respiratory complications are,
amongst tha most .common comp.IlcatIQD.I of general anaMlbl!ll1a and·saiZUr81 {19J BUlb and h15 colleagues £21 found two instances of
aspiralion pneumonia among T38"ECT paOents. Canan and hi. coneagues £3r reviewed the medica' racords of 81 older palienls (65 years of age.
snd over), who u.ndarwent ECT.at. wWSBity..tIllia1ed~ g.erfatric hospiW, to eva!uate the sarety .and eftlcacy or this treatment (Of
depression", lhoy~(65'80)'N£I'~wilhlho (.,..8O y__~ Thoy fOundtholpaliants 0,,",80 y.... had
significantly mora eardrov:ascuCar.compications andfiIQs {G5IJlteon4denct~ and tended to have a WOfWASA·seale rating and a
somewhat Jess successful outcome. Because all patients with pulmonary .splrwtion do not show clinical symptoms [20], the incidence may be
underestimated, especially In contused patienb. ThuI, Wayne.nd his colleagues [21] compared chest radiographs before and after ECT in 12
patients. They found abnormaJiti.es in three patients: two had l!IeJscta"'~of the kJwer ten lobe end one had pulmonary oedema. None of the
patients had dyspnoea. ThUS, it seems that respiratory compliC8tions oc:aJt' quite often after ECT and perhaps were unnoticed In some previous·
studies beatuMl of the ~aokof appropri&te monftocing. The we of p.uK.e oxkMtry is not mentioned in some stud+es although patients received
oxygen before and during the ECT procedures 12,4~ _ end 5aunde<s 161 found a deo<.... 1n Sp02< 90% an., ECT in 17% 0' the
patients breathing .Ir during the recovery period, which Is limn.,. to the pr.ent ltudy. However, the Incidence of laryngOfipasm is- far hIgher than
the 5.6% and 8.9% rat. already obHrwd during g..eral ana8ltheltl L221 Out of the six patients with a r_p'lllItory complication, five were
recorded probablY. because of IpecfflC rtak factors such as a broI<an preoperative fast (patient 1), hiatus hernia (patients 2 and 5) and gastro
oesophageal renux. Benios and SaQ..e [2:31noted that among,76 patients, 21 broke the preanaesthetic fast and most often during the 3 h before
ECT. However, the reiationshlR between hiatus hernia and ~haQ."l'8ftux151ti1l de~ted, In our seMas of patients, one of the patients
with hiatus hernia did not develop any: adver5e resplrulory 8Y8nt. The Incidence of gastro-oesophageal renux has been estimated between 14.8%
ond 15,11% durin~ ~on_ 8Oo_with a focemalk, and _16,1,% and 11,1% duringtha racovery period [24,25), studies of
anaesthesia uling.• facemask for other procedur85 do not report auch • high incidence of IaryngDspasm or coughing 125]. However, the depth of
anaesthesia for ECT is onty light YAllch II e known factor ccntributing. to lncreuad reactivity of the larynx.. Combined psychiatric medications
may also enhance the risk of ga5trlc ftuld regurgitation. The upp« and lower oesophageal sphlnder pressures ere decreased by benzodiazepines
[25,26). Tricyclic antidepresunts reduce gastric aecretion t27L but can Induce hlatul hemla [28]. AJthough neuroleptic drugs increase the lower
oesophageal prenure [29], they may induce laryngopharyngeal dyakinesla and death aner food inhBlation In conscious patients has been
raported [30]. Thus, the laryngospasm, coughing or pneumopathy observed in paUents 3, 4 and e could have also been nnked to inhalation of
salh"iI 1311-
The managBment or ECT in patients with hiatus hernia, or at risk or Inhallltion, 1s controversial. The sole use of succinylcholine may not prevent
pulmonary aspiration, as it increases Ihelntragastric pressure and decreases the upper oesophageal pressure 131,32). The mosl effective way to
prevent pulmonary aspiration Is endotracheal intubation with cricoid pressure, but, to our knowledge, there have been no studies on elective
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tracheal intubation for EeT except an anecdotal case report of ECT for B pregnant patient [33]. Elective tracheal intubatIon is unlikely to be
considered in patients with difficult intubation•. for example patient no. 5 in our series. Antacid end antiemetic premedication. the application of
cricoid pressure and administration of ECT In the sming.posttion were simple methods with (1M side-.errects that could be applied to any patient
but deserves evaluation.

Traumatic; complications

Traumatic complications dUring ECT can be prevented" with short-acting muscle relaxants although one of our patients had a tooth broken
despite the USB orsuccinyfcholine. Since me pUblli:atfon arUia French NaUonar Guidelfnes for Electroconvulsive Therapy. succinylcholIne 1 mg
kg' is now given to.aU patlen1s un!ass contralh.d1Cated:
In conclusion, the motbfcDty associat 9'f witJl ECTmay have been undere.stimated. This..study addresses the specific problem or pulmonary
aspiration and respiratory complications during ECT, although the effects of most psychiatric drugs on gastric emptying and oesophageal lone
are well known. Because of the high incidence of post-ECT confulion {and pot~ auoclatad complication), or the risk of broken preoperative
fasting, anaesthesia should not be performed regularly on an outpatient basis. The occurrence of complicatJons despite previous uneventful Eel
must be kept in mind to inform patients of the risk of unanticipated edminion efter an EeT scheduled on en outpattent baSIS.
Acknowledgments Go to:
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80-year-old inpatients treated for major de
pression with ECf with patients who reo
ceived non·Ecr treatment.

A precondition for recovery from any
illness is survival. When considering the
prognosis of depression in patients over SO,
one must keep in mind that 6.6% of the
general population over age 80 will nol
reach the age of 81. By..comparison. expec
tation of death in an average person be
tween ages 50 and 51 is only 0.5%.'

Recovery is also related to the intrinsic
moltality of lhe primary illness, in addition
to th~ mortality of any coexisting illness.
Major depression is a common disorder

Electroconvulsive Therapy for
Major Depression in the Oldest Old

Effects ofMedical Comorbidity on
Post-Treatment Survival

33

This study was designed to examine the
long-tenn outcome of individuals with

major depression who were over age 80 at
the time of psychiatric inpatient hospitaliza
tion. After we reviewed the clinical and
epidemiologic Iirer.lture on depression in
the elderly. it became clear lhat there is a
lack of available infonnation on the mortal
iry and survival of lhis ·old-old" group fol
lowing hospir.a1i7.:lrion for major depression.
Our primary objective was to add to the
clinical knowl~dge of the outcome of ECf
ttealment in the very old and to help to
enable predictions on th~ likelihood of re
covt:ry. We compart:c..I the survival roue of

This Is a longitudinal study 0/65 patients who were 80 yea",
old or older at the time they were hospitalized for depression.

II Thirty-seven were treated with EeT and 28 with~.
S.uroival after 1, 2, ana 3 yea", in the Eetgroup,
54.196, and 51.496, respecti';/g' ;roival after I, 2, and3 yea",
in the non-EeTgroup was .4 90.596, and 75.096, respec
tively. The relatively high mortality rate in the EeTgroup in this
studysuggests thatpatients over80 who unde7Eo EeThave more
severephysical illness than those who can be treatedsuccessfully
with medication. Medical comorbidity Is a major determinant
oflong-term outcome 0/depression in the oldest old.

David Kroessler, M.D.

Barry S. Fogel, M.D.
I
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among the elderly and results in a signifi
cant amount •.1f . . 'rl;tlity if left untreated.
Roth' found a mUlulity rate of 14.8% al
6-mDnth follow-up in a group of 54 de
pressed patients, all of whom were over age
60. More recently, Avery and Winokur'
compared the mortality of patients with
depression, age 60 or older, who had been
treated with ECf with those who had been
treated with neither ECf nor antidepres
sants and found 3-year mDrtality rates of
5.1% and 21.1%, respectively.

The association between affective dis
order and mortality in the general popula
tion has been a major focus Df a 16-year
investigation by Murphy et a!.' A summary
Df Dutcome that combined mDrtality from
any cause with psychiatric mDrbidity re
vealed that 75% (n - 41) of the inclividuals
60 years Did Dr Dlder whD had depressiDn,
anxiety, and/Dr affective disorder at base
line had a poor DutCDme at fDIIDw-up. Over
all. 82% Df the sample with depressiDn at
baseline had a poor DutcDme 16 years later.

In an effoIt to measure mortality in a
psychiatric populatiDn, Martin et a!.' estab
lished the mDrtality starns fDr 494 subjects
during fDIIDw-up. A significant excess in
mDrtality was Dbserved amDng patients with
diagnoses Df antisocial personality cIisorder,
alcoholism, schizophrenia, drug addictiDn,
Drganic brain syndrDme, hDmDsexuality,
and secDndary affective disorder. Excess
monality was not Dbserved amDng patients
with piirrulry· affective disDrder,' using the
distinction Ihat secDndary affective disDrder
was preceded Dr accompanied by a Iife
threatening, serious, or incapacitating med
ical illness. It is of interest that an excess of
mortality was nm found in any psychiatric
categDry in thc twD Dldest age grDups, 65
74 years and 75-84 years.

Nevertheless, when considering the
mortality of patienlS who have major de
pression and who are over the age of BO.
one must 12ke into account the statistically
diminished expectation of survival because
of the high ratc Df cnmorbid. age-associated
medical illness. This fader alene contrib-

n IE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF GERIATRIC PSYCIUADV

Kroessler and Fogel

utes to Ihe unique aspects of depressive
di.orders in this age group and has a likely
effect on prol,'llDsis.

This nDnexperimental study was part Df
a historic..1cohDrt study of hospitalized pa
tients with mood disDrder. Roughly 120/0 Df
admissions tD our Psychiatric-Medicallnpa
tient Unit at Rhode Island Hospital are Dver
age 80. This contrasts with the 5.20/0 Df the
general population whD are over age 80.
Rhode Island has the fourth highest per
centage Df residents over age 65 (14.7%),
after Florida (17.8%), Pennsylvania (14.8%),
and. Iowa (14.8%).'

METIIODS

We included in a chart review all patients
hospitalized between 1974 and 1983 at the
Rhode Island HDspital who were over the
age of 80 when admitted and who had a
discharge diagnDsis of any of the fDnowing:
rruljor affective disorders (from DSM-n':>,
involutional melanchDlia (from DSM-Il), af
fective psychosis (from ICD~'), depressive
disorder (from ICD-9'). majDr depressiDn
(from OSM-nr"), or atypical depressiDn
(from OSM-nl). Patient charts that had dear
historical Dr clinical criteria fDr OSM-l1l-R'O

definition of major depression were in
cluded and labeled as the index admission.

A sample of 10 records, 5 with and 5
without criteria fDr rruljDr depression, was
·reviewed separately by twD independent
raters to establish the reliability of the
method of subject selection; raters agreed
Dn all 10 charts. Treatment modalities were
then ascenained. Patients receiving Ecr
were initially evaluated separately (n - 37).
This includes 9 patients who were intolerant
Df medicatiDns. The nthers received ECf .
because of severity of symptoms, treatment
refi.lCloriness, psychotic features, or a good ~

past re::spon", ID ECf.
To observe and quantify the:: survival Df

all patients Dver age 80 foliDwing inpalicot
treatment for major depres.'iion. we identi
fied a comparison group of patients who
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Table 1 provides a summary of (he demo
gr.:J.phic data for the two comparison groups.
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were also hospitalized for major depression d=sed, !he date and cause of death were
but did not receive ECf (n - 28). This group obtained lhrough the Rhode Island State
consisted of 12 patients from Rhode Island Department of Vital Statistics. There were
Hospital and, as a way to increase !he three patients in !he non-ECf group on whom
number in !his reference group, 16 patients follow-up information was riot available.

. from Fuller Memorial Hospital, an 52-bed Survival experience for all patients was
private psychiatric hospital in southern Mas- then compiled for analysis. For !his study,
sachusetts. survival was measured from !he index ad-

Hospitalizations for clear and/or estab- mission date to ei!her!he time of telephone
lished organic brain syndromes (DSM-JI), interview or to !he time ofdeath. Estimation
depressive neurosis (DSM-I1), dysthymia of !he survival curve was calculated by
(DSM-III), or organic affective disorder analysis of !he survival data as described by
(DSM-III) were excluded in both groups. Kaplan and Meier.\1 .The essential concept
Leng!h of stay (in days) in hospital was of this "actuarial" survival curve involves !he
determined from the charts as was the'" 'reCording of survival times for n individUals
length of follow·up, which was calculated and rof these times exceed a specified time,
from !he date of index admission. I, where r refers to the number of surviving

Information pertaining to next of kin individuals at risk. The natural estimate of
and/or relatives, subsequent admissions, the probability of surviving more !han 1
and residence status was collected from !he units would be r1n. The Kaplan-Meier
chart. Letters were addressed and sent to !he me!hodology produces a nonparametric es-
patient with reference to our intended study timate of survival when all !he survival times
and purpose. Interview was via telephone are not exactly known. For instance, ifdeath
survey <by D.K.) using the following hierar- has not occurred by I, !hen survival time
chy of interviewees: patient, spouse, child, must exCeed 1 and !he resulting survival
sibling, physician, friend, other professional curve reflects this probability.
caretaker. If a person on !he list was un- Comparison of !he Kaplan-Meier curves
available, deceased, or unable to give com- for both treatment groups was calculated by
plete information, the next person on !he the log-rank or Mantel.Haenszel test, 12."
hierarchy was invited to contribute informa- which is designed to detect differences be-
tion. Inlerviews were stopped when the tween survival curves from (wo groups.
slandardized semistructured interview was This test is especially useful when the 5ur-
complete, when [he list of interviewees was vival rate in one group is consistently higher
exhausted, or when there was a lack of than the corresponding survival of another
cooperation. Attempts were made to ascer- group and the ratio is conslant over time.
tain the following information: pre- and The log-rank test was chosen as the test for
posthospitaliz.:uion residence stams, recur- survival comparison bee-duse it gives equal
rence of depressive features. the need for imponance to·all deaths within comparison
rehospiCJlizatjon (psychiatric and/or medi- groups, as opposed to the genernlizcd
cal), medicatinns (inhospital. posthospital, Wilcoxon test, which attaches greater im-
currem), condition on discharge. additional penance to earlier i.uher than later deaths.
courses of Ecr, and a subjedivc report on The goal of this study was to view longim-
present function:J.1 status. Recurrence idtes dinal survival with different points of entry.
were detennined by suhjct.1ive report dur-
ing the follow·up inlerview. Patients or
imcrviewees were asked if (he depression
recurred.

If a patient \Vas dt."l:CasL.oU. the date and
cause of death was determined. In six·of the
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TAB[:£ 2. TrcalII1cnl and outcome of patient'!
OY'tt 80 given Ecr and non·ECT treat·
ment fol"' depression

NOIe: For a descripl:ion of outcome me:uut'l::$, see
text. Patients who had :I recurrence are incorporated
in rehospiuliz:u..ion category.

III
I

III

II

BI
j
III

III
\

/111

i

il

III

Iii

};:I,
3.6
33.3

na
na
na

3
4
t

23
6

17

85.0
85.9
lH.6

19/H
30/15
tlll'J

96.4

7 (25.0%)

20 (71.4%)
1<3.6%)

9
11

8.

6
23
8

8
2
6

87.5
84.5
88.5

27.0
48.6

73.0

Ecr Non·ECT

32120
32120

20 (54.1%)

8 (21.6%)
9 (24,3%)

Residence 2Iter hospiutiz:uion
Nursing home 18 8
Own home: 17 15
Unknown 1 5

Mo.o age, living, years

Mal.
Fem21e

anyone patient was not significantly COITe.

lated with the likelihood of recurrence.
We found an overall recurrence rate of

41.5%, with 54.1% in the ECf group and
25.0% in the non-ECf group. The me:Jn age
at index admission of those who had recur
rence of depression was 83.0 years, com
pared with a mean age of 82.8 at admission
for those who did not have recurrence.
Lasting recovery was achieved in 43% ofour
patient population (22% in the ECf and 71%

Recurrence
Yo - 27 (41.5%)
No· 28(43.1%)

Unknown - 10 05.4%)

Rehospiulization
Yo
No
Unknown

Addiliorul Ecr
Yo
No
Unknown

Mean length of stay, days
Medi:m/iruoqU2nile r.ange
At Rhode Island Hospiul
At FuUer Mem. Hospital

Uving at 1 year, %

Moculiry,%
At 1 yor
AI 3 yeo"

Number living :It endpoint
d ..uely (n - 31)

Mal. (25.8%)

Female (70%)

82.5
82.1
82.6

28 (43.1%)
8 (26.1%1

20(73.9%)

83.0
83.0
83.0

37 (56.9%)

9
28

Length of follow-up, months

medianlinlerql.l2niJe I'2nge 34143 30135

Mean age. ye-ar5,
at index admission

Mal.
F=ule

We found a total of 65 patients who were
80 years old or older when they were hos
pitalized for depressive illness. Thirty-seven
were treated with ECf and 28 were tr""ted
primarily with medication. Treatment of the
non-ECf group comprised tricyclic antide
pressants (n - 20), benzodiazepines (n

15), lrazodone (n - 6), neuroleptics (n - 5),
chloral hydrate (n - 2),lithium carbonate (n
- 2), maprotiline (n - 0, carbamazepine (n
- n, and nomifensine (n - O.

Table 2 summarizes treatments and out
comes. At the endpoint of the study there
were 31 individuals (47.7%) alive. The fe
male 10 male ratio of those living at the
endpoint (2.9;1) was similar in the ECf (3:1)
and non-ECf (2.8:1) groups and corre
sponds 10 the baseline rate (2.8:1). The
cause of death in the 34 individuals in
cluded cancer (n - 8), "failure to thrive,"
(i.e., pneumonia, septicemia, dehydration,
aspiration, or urosepsis; n - 8), cardia.c ar
rest or congestive hean failure (CHF; n - 7),
intestinal obstruction (n - 2), renal failure
(n - I), cerebral vascular accident (n - I),

suicide (n - I), and unknown (n - 6).
The mean number of ECfs was 7.9 ±

2.9. Two patients had only 2 ECfs; on~

patient withdrew consent, and the other
developed CHF and died before ECf could
be continued. The median value for the
interval between ECf and death was 20
months with an interquanile rang~ of 45 I
months. The number of Ecr treatments for ;

Toad (N- 65)
Male (n· 17)

Fcn:l1e (n - 48)

TABLE 1. Characteristics of patients over 80
given ECT and non-ECf I.rcltmc:OI
for depression

'S
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treated with ECI" (n - 39) in the srudy of
Avery and Winokur,' who found a 97.4%
l-year survival rate and a 94.9% 3-year sur
vival rate.

It can be seen from. Table 3 that the
survival of the ECf group had a higher rate
of decline between the first and second year
than between the second and third year.
This suggests that monality from combined
depression and unstable medical illness is
highes< in the first 2 year.; following treat
ment, after which survival parallels the
aged-matched general population. ECf did
not appear to interfere with the normal
propensity for survival in our elderly sam
ple,·a.-nC! thiS CorresPonds to the fmdings of
Gaspar and Samarasinghe'· and the conclu
sion of Benbow" that ECf is safe in the
medically compromised elderly.

5'4.1 51.•

90.5 75.0

73.0

96.•

1 year

TABlE 3- sumvaJ ...... or pallcn.. over 80
p.a. ECT and noo-ECT 1rcUmcn.

Cot deJ'ftSS1oo

ECT

Non-ECT

HCF in the Oldest Old

in the non-ECf group), which is consider
ably greater than the study of Baldwin and
Jolley" (21.9%) and the two studies by
Post"'" GO.8% and 26.1%, respectively). If

\

recurrence was measured by the rehospital
ization rate, then the difference between the
two groups would be less significant (41%

, for the ECf group and 15% for the non-ECf
! group). "Recurrence yet not hospitalized"
could be considered 10 be a "soft" relapse,
the significance of which should be ques
tioned. The rehospitalization rate from this
study coincided with the rehospitalization
rate for geriatric depression in the study by
Colenda et aL" The findings of this study suggest Ihat pa-

The estimated survival curves for the ( [ tierits over 80 year.; old who receive ECf for
ECf group, the non-ECf group, and the major depression are at increased risk for
normal population (from U.S. Census data) J death over the 2 year.; following treatment.
are shown in Figure I. As can be seen, the I' The monality rates for these patients exceed
"curve" is derived from horizontal sectiOns, the rates for patients of comparable age
which represent the intervals of time that treated in a hospital without ECf, and both
deaths were not observed, and vertical I exceed published rntes for monality follow
steps, which represent the number of i ing depression in younger patients."'" The
deaths recorded at I months. The analysis of l variance was not, however, due (0 the use
survival differences for the two treatment; of ECf and had more to do with patient
populations revealed constant differences characteristics.
across time. The significance level using the Although it was not the ultimate intent
Mantel-Haensze! calculation is 0.005 > P<X' of this study to measure treatment efficacy,
> 14.20) > 0.001; this supports the conelu- allention was paid (0 the possibility for
sinn that there are (rue differences in the sd~ion and {re-.umenl-l1l.onitoring biascs.
survival of the twO groups. The selection of suhjects was solely by age,

Tahle 3 gives the 1-, 2-, and 3-year illness. and hospitalization SGIlUS and, while
survival r..lles after discharge from hospital. there were a few subjects who could not be
Al I year we established a 73.0% surviv:tl reached during follow-up, our ability to
rate for the ECf group and a 96.4% survival recruit participanL.'i was glXx.J to excellent.
rolle for the non-ECf group. At 3 years, lhe Acc-urJcy and reliability of hi,"oric':Il infor-
survival rate of the ECf group was 51.4% mation was likely subject to IXlth inler-
compared with 75.0% for the non-ECf viewer bias and rCl.":l1l hias, an inherent
group. 111t.'SC' survival r•.Ites are lower than Iimil:.ltion of this and most mhcr hislO[ical .
those of the group age 60 ye::ars or older cohort stmJies. Undern:pnrting or over-
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FIGURE 1. Kaplan-Meier aetu2rla1survivaJ. curve
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reporting of clinical information by the re
spondent is also a source of potential bias
in this type of study design. The validity of
the comparison in this study can be
strengthened by the fact that none of the
subjects refused to participate and the
courses of illness for both groups were
similarly monitored, as was the follow-up
procedure. In addition, all subjects were
hospitalized and treated during roughly the
same time period, thereby keeping treat-
ment practices stindam. '

The pretreaunent clinical charaderistics
of both groups were more important than
any of the other measured variables. The
most obvious covariates were the presence
of medical illness, the need for close ancil
lary medical 3uenlion, and severiry or
depression. The ECf group was both mc-d
ically debilitated and mentally more ill,
which was supported hy the increased
length of hospital stay, the higher recur
rence rate, and the increased need for ex
tended care in a nursing home. The patient
populations in both hospitals differed, re
lIecting the clinical function of each hospi
tal. The Medical-Psychiatry Unit at Rhode
Island Hospi!al focuses on patients with

comorbidity, whereas Fuller Memorial Hos
pital has a lower threshold for medicaVpsy
chiatric comorbidity.

For this reason the mortality and sur
vival of the non-ECf group cannot be com
pared with the ECf group with statistical
significance, yet these rates should be com
pared as a measure of the effect of physical
illness on outcome. One way to strengthen
this and other similar studies would be to
recom the number of medical diagnoses or
the number of total medications and then
make adjustments in the analysis. Neverthe
less, our finding that those depressed pa
tients with diminished survival were more
likely to be suffering from chronic physical
illness coincides with the study of Murphy,"
who found that of 124 elderly depressed
patients, 49% of the "poor outcome" group
had major chronic physical health problems
compared with 29% in the "good outcome"
group.

I- The group of elderly patients who re-
ceived ECf could be considered to be at a

i relatively higher risk because of their ad
- vanced age and physical illness, yet we did

not find an increase of ECf-reiated mortality
or morbidity in these very old individuals.

'j.

:!,

I.
j
I
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This is in contrast to Alexopoulos et 21.,21
who found medial problems arising during
ECf to be signiflC3ndy more common in
those over age 65. We conclude that ECf is
effective 2nd useful in patients over age 80
with the same margin of safety as in youn
ger populations, as long as attention is
given to the optimal management of com
orbid medical illness. People over age BO

1
can be treated successfully and safely with
ECf.

In 2ddition, 2nd contr2ry to Babigian
and Guttmacher," who found th2t women
2ged 75 years treated with ECf had substan
tially decreased moJUlity comp2red with

.age-ffi2tched' non-ECf-treated groups, we
found increased mortality in the ECf
treated group. The increased mortality in

r

our slUdy can be viewed as 2 reflection of
the prevalence of severe physical illness in
the group of patients who received ECf.
The small number of patients in this study
did nOl allow for calculation and comp2ri
son of cause-specific deaths in proportion
to the standard, nondepressed population.
All deaths, rather than cause-specific deaths,
were included for estimation of relative sur
vival. It would be important to establish
whether treattnent of depression with ECf
has a positive effect on the mortality from
and comorbidity of medical diseases.

The number of patients suffering from
"first episode of depression" at the index
admission Y5. a history of "recurrent depres
sive episodes" was not ascertained, and this
may identify pa'ients with more refractory
depressive disorders. It is also unclear how
many of the index admissions and re-..ldmis
sions were preceded by apparent or occult
medical illness. In some cases,lhe physic.!1
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illness was manifest, but in others, an un
derlying problem, such as an occult cancer,
may have increased the severity and refrac
toriness of depression before the medical
illness was app2lenL

In this slUdy the survival characteristics
varied with the type of treatment, which is
not to say that the treatment direcdy af
fected survival. The variance is a function of
the clinical heterogeneity of our patient
population and it appeared that the non
ECf group had the same survival rates as
the general population. The psychiatric fol·
low-up data, while limited, show that those
patients 'who did not die had a reasonable
chance of '"I"""ining in the community 2nd
avoiding rdiospil2li.z2tion for recurrent de
pression.

It became clear during the initial dal2
col1ection of the non-Eer group that the
survival characteristics of both groups could
not be reliably compared because the ECf
group was, in general, a sicker group. The
high mortality rate in the ECf group sug
gests that patients over 80 who are referred
for ECf have more physical illness and
depressive symptomatology caused by
physical distress than those who can be
successfully treated with medication. These
patients deserve particularly close follow--Iup because they are at a higher risk for

. life-threatening physical illness. In addition,
further Eer outcome studies in this age

i group must give meticulous anention to

, medical comorb~ry as a prognostic factor.
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1(1):3-6 e 1986 A.aven ~ss. New York

Does Electroconvulsive Therapy Prevent
Suicide?

Victor Milstein, Ph.D., Joyce G. Small, M.D., Iver F. Small, M.D., and
Grace E. Green, B.A.

Lorut D. Carur Mtmoriol Hospital and lndiofUl Unb'usiry School ofMtdicine.
Indianapolis. Indiana. US.A.

Summar)': To examine the issue of whether or not electroconvulsive therapy
IECT) prOlecls .gainS! suicid.1 de..h. we followed. complele popul..ion of 1.494
:ldulr hospitalized psychiatriC' patients for 5-7 years. During thal time there were
76 deaths. of which 16 or 21% were by suicide:. Cause of death was not significancly
related to age. gender. or research diagnosis. Patients who committed suicide
were more apt to have received ECT than Ihosc'who-dicdfrorn o(he~l:.:WSeSI but
this difference was nol significant. A control group of living patienLS matebed for
age. sex. and diagnosis had very simiJarexposuTC'S to ECT. which further indicates

-thal ECT does not influence )ong.(erm survival. These: findings combined with a
close examination of the literature do not support the commonly held belief that
ECT exerts )ong.range protective crrects againsl suicide, ~

Key Words: Elcclroconvulsive therapy-Suicide.

At the recent Consensus Developmenl Conference on Eleclroconvulsive Therapy
(ECT) sponsored by the National Institutes of Health and Mental Health, there was
much argument concerning whelher ECT does or does not reduce the risk of suicide.
Al first, this concern would appear 10 be superfluous as ECT is known 10 be an
effeclive form of Ireatment for severe depression and other illnesses that are associaled
wilh a significantly elevated risk of suicide. The conference report (Consensus De
velopment Conference, 1985) Slales th.t "the immediate risk of suicide (when nOl'
man.ge.ble by olher means) is a clear indicalion for consideralion of ECT.... However.
factual dala in support of Ihis conlention are not re.dily obtain.ble.

Studies by Tsuang et al. (1979) and Avery Boo. Winokur (1976) often are quoted
as showing that ECT is associated with lower mon.lilY rales than is drug therapy or
institulional care in lhe tre.tmenl of patients with schizoaffective disorder or depres
sion. However, their dala show reduced mortality from all causes bUI no significant
reduction in suicidal death per se. Avery and Winokur (1976) found that death from
suicide was nOI differenl in palients receiving ECT compared wilh those receiving

Address correspondence :and reprinl requests 10 Dr. V. Milslein al L:aruc: D. Carter Memori:al Hospil:aJ.
1315 We~1 10lh Street. Indi:mapolis. IN 46202. U.S.A.
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other treatment modalities. Later, these same autbors (1978) demonstrated that pa
tients who were treated with ECT made significantly fewer suicide attempts over a
6-lIlonth follow-up period than did patients who did not receive ECT. However,
B,bigian and Guttmacher (1984) failed to demonstrate that ECT exerts a protective
inlluence against suicidal death. Eastwood and Peacocke (1976) did not find an
interrelationship between suicide, hospital admissions for depressive illness, and ECT.

Review of the early literature also reveals conflicting findings. Ziskind et al. (1945)
reported that treatment with ECT or pentylenetetrazol (Metrazol) reduces death from
su':ide. Huston and Locher (19480) found that none of their patients with involutional
m.lancholia trealed with ECT commined suicide, whereas 13% of untreated patients
did, The same authors reported a lower rate of suicide in manic depressive patients
m,:ed with ECT than in untreated patients (l948b). However, two subsequent studies
([lund. 1954; Bond and Morris, 1954) found no significant protective effect of ECT
3~:~:nSI suicide in patients with either involutional psychosis or manic depressive
ii::l:"SS.

FOLLOW·UP STUDIE"
:" an effort to cast light on this slill unresolved queslion, we report our findings

from follow-up studies of a series of 1,494 patients. They consisted of all consecutive
.d~1t admissions to Larue D. Carter Memorial Hospital during the years 1965-72.
Fc"her details concerning the fa6ility and patient sample appear elsewhere (Small et
.! . 1984). From contacts with families and anending physicians and cross·referencing
or' ratients' names listed on Indiana death certificates, we a~certained that 76 patients
h:,,; died during the 5- to 7.year follow-up period. Thus. 5. i% of the total sample
e,:, , died by the time of follow-up. and of these. 16 or 21'70 were the result of suicide.
C::.;scs of death were ex.amined in relation to 3ge, sex. retrospective research diagnosis
(~":ghner et aI., 1972), and whether or not the patient had received ECT during the
ir.dox hospitalization or at any time in the past. These data are summarized in Table
I

:<either age nor gender was significantly related to suicidal versuS nonsuicidal
:;.: :,;:hs. There were no significam associations with research diagnoses grouped in
'~"ns of affective disorder, schizophrenia. or other conditions. Forty-four percent of
tr,~ patients who committed suicide had been treated with ECT during the index
h. "pital admission. whereas 32% of parients who died from other causes had received
:: .:'T. These differences were not statistically significant.

:n view of these negative findings. we next evaluated a control group of parients
." co were still alive at follow-up. The patients comprisi.ng rhis group were individually
"J exactly matched for sex and research diagnosis (Feighner et aI., 1972) with those
'.', "J had died. They also were matched for age as· closely as possible and for date of
":Jmission to the hospital. When we examined the ECT experience of these living
n:"tched control patienls and compared them with those of the patients who had died,
'.' < found no statistically reliable differences ITable J).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The reSults of this retrospective srudy do not suppor! the contenlion thaI ECT exerts
,""g·term prolective effects against suicide. Although not statistically significant, more

~ r.II/J1l1" Thtr, Vol. J. Nu. J. /986
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DOES ECT PREVENT SUICIDE 5

TABLE 1. Patient characteristics .by outcome

lJYln& r:oDuols malChcd
PatieDts who died 10 du1h

Suic;idc Othu Suicide Other

n 16 60 - 16 -60
Male.slfe:males

n 6:10 23:37
% 38:63 38:62

Researeh diagnosis (nI'ilI)
Affective 42.1 2135
Schizophrenic 42.1 1220
O1her 850 2745

Mean .age (yl'1) 32 43 31 44
ECT during index admission fnl~)

Y" 744 1932 850 2135
No 956 31 68 850 3965

ECT: index plus hislOry (nlCkl
Yes 850 2440 956 2948
No 850 3660 744 3152

of the patients whose death was ascribed to suici~e had received ECf during theif
index hospital admission than those who died from other caus~ (44 vs. 32%). Sim
ilarly, when their previous ECf experience was added, more patients who died as a
result of suicide had received ECT (50 vs. 40%). The matched control group revealed
very similar percentages, suggesting that ECf has minirilaI impact on long-range
survival.

To consider the early studies demonstrating that ECf exerts a proteclive effect
against suicidal death, the published data must be reworlced to determine whether
differences were significant. Ziskind et aI. (1945) followed - 200 patients for a
mean of 40 months (range ~9 months). Eighty-eight patients were lreated with
either Melrazol or ECT. The remaining 109 patients either refused convulsive therapy
(n = 43), had symptoms too mild to warnnt this treatment (n = 50), or had a
condition contraindicating ECf (n = 16). There were 13 deaths in the control patients
with 9 by suicide, compared with 3 deaths with 1 suicide in the convulsive therapy
patients. These data yield a Fisher's exact probability of 0.029, indicating a significant
association between treatrnentlnontreatment and suicide/other causes of death. How
ever. the conditions of the 16 patients with contraindications to ECf and whether
they contributed disproportionately to the suicides.are unknown.

Huslon and Locher (19480) compared palients with involutional psychosis untrealed
and trealed wilh ECf. They found that none of the patients in the convulsive therapy
group committed suicide, whereas 13% of those untreated did. Inlerpretation of this
study is complicated by the fact that they followed the ECf-treated patients for a
mean of 36 months (range 1-48 months) and the untreated patients for 77 months
(range 2 days to 180 months). In a subsequeni report on manic depressive psychosis
Ireated with ECT or not, the same aUlhors (1948b) found that the ECf-trealed palients,
followed for a mean of 36 months, had a 1% suicide rate, while the control patients,
followed for a mean of 82 months, had a 7% suicide rate. Examining the association
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of ECT/no ECT and death from suicide/other causes yielded a nonsignificant prob
ability using Fisher's exact method. In studies of patients with involutional psychosis
rBond, 1954) and manic depressive illness (Bond and Morris, 1954) examined 5 years
ofler treatment with ECT or no treatment, analysis of these data does not reveal a
;ignificam 'protective effect against suicide of ECT compared with nontreatment.

Thus, we are able to point to only one study, the very early report of Ziskind et
al. (1945), which 'indicates a significant protective effect of ECT against suicide. The
remainder of the evidence is overwhelmingly negative. It appears to us that the
!ndeniable efficacy of ECT to dissipate depression and EyrnptOms of suicidal thinking
'nd behavior has generalized to the belief that it has long-range protective effects. In
.'ne sense, it is reassuring that this very effective somatic therapy does not exert long
reaching influences on future behavior; in another, it is disappointing that it does not.

Acknowledgment: This work was supported in pan by a grant from lhe Associa1ion for
. ~.:: Ad ....ancement of Mental Heallh Research and Education. Inc., Indianapolis. IN 46202.

S.A.
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Is it safe? Does it work? A personal encounter with electric shock treatm~nt
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Have you ever seen me before?
In November, jusi weeks afler her
lasl .hock Ireatm.enl, Tale's plans
suddenly changed when she gOI a
phone call al home. She didn'l rec·
ognize Ihe caller;s voice, bUI the
woman talked as if Ihey knew each
olher. Politely pl:\ying illoog, lille
wondered, f.. Ihi, ;"nm,bndy f ..h'/11ld
,tmtmb"' Later sfie mentioned Ihe
puzzling ennvers.tion 10 her lius
band. He looked ':ll her oddly and
explained thai Iht stranger on Ihe
phone bad been! Ihe secrelary al
'late's law office;· a wuman ,he'd>
workcd with for several months.

After Ihat Tale ,discovered other
holes in her memory. Her hosband
.howed her phOlOS of a varation
they had taken lUgether the previ
ous year. bUI she·recalled nothing
about it. He remirtded her thaI she
had brnkcn her ankle; Tate asked
how it had hilppe~ed.He described

amriesia is a common side erfect' of
ECT, bUI experls'disagree on how
extensivc the amnesia can be ex
pecled 10 be. ECt experts, in facI,
fall into tWo conlentious camps:
lhose who say thai the Iherapy', ef..
reelS on memory arc neither exlen
sive nor permanent and Ihose who
believe Ihal large chunks of a pa
lient'. pasl can be irreversibly wiped
nUl-a risk l1ue c:Iaims her p!iychia
Irisl Imdn't mcnlinned. 'Iwo weeks

. arter her lastlreatinenl, she felllhc
disurientation bckin 10 lif.. Even
more encouragin~, her depression
had also di,appeared. She looked
rorward 10 returnIng 10 the career
she loved as soon ·as the remaininJt
fuzziness cleared up.,-

-

-

10 fixing a loose cooneelion in your
TV by smacking the set with your
fist. Whatever Ihe reason, it's known
Ihal a tf.auma to Ihe brain, whelher
!nduced by an electric currenl ur a
12·car pileup, can leave Ihe recip
ienl feeling remarkably relaxed and
comfortable. That'. why nurse. and
orderlies have longjoked Ihat al aoy
hospitallhe h.ead-injury ward ranks
wilh Ihe malernity ward in having
some of Ihe m"st cheerful palienls
around.

What kind of place i. thi.?
On her first visil for Irealmenl, Tale
lay strelched OUI on a hospilal bed
as an aneslhrsiologisl slipped a nee
dle into her ann. Moments laler .he
was unconsciou., her body as flaccid
as an empty laundry bag, and a psy
c~ialri5t and' a nurse went to work.
The nurse held Iwo electrodes
.haped like miniature barbell.
againsl Tale's head; the psychiatrisl .
adju.ted the dials on a piece ofe1ec
Ironic equipment about the .ize·ofa
Slereo receiver. Then he pu.hed a
bUllon on its face, and for one .ec.
ond the amount of e1ectricilY il
take. 10 lurn on a 100·watt light
bulb pulsed Ihrough Tate's brain,

-
Why did you come here?
Tale matched Ihe lexlbook descrip
tion ofan ECT candidate in two key
respects, First, .he was experienc
ing prolonged suicidal depression;
notjusl a lransilory filoflow .pirit.;
second, she'd gone through a medi
cine cabinet'. worlh of antidepres.
sanl drug. wilhout success. In the Whal'month i. thi.?

• view or some psychiatrisls, ECT i. Tale .penl Ihe four weeks of lreal·
Ihe nextlogical'Slep when pharma- ment and several weeks afterward
ceuticals fail. In fact, proponents of in a thick cloud nfmentaleonfu.ion,
ECT claim a success rate of roughly. unable to Ihink clearly or recall re
80 percent, Ihough no one can real~ cent evenis-including Ihe facllhal
Iy explain why il works. The .im-· .he had been .hocked. "Trying lu
plesl Iheory i. Ihat flooding Ihe remember Ihings was like lookinll
brain's 10 billion neurons with elec- . inlo muddy waler." she says. Parlial
lrlelty 1. phyalolos1eally eo_parable

Ernest Hemingway, Jacqueline
Onassis (iryou bdieve the Kitty Kel
ley biography or her), and rormer
Mi5Souri senatorThomas Eagleton,
whos~ well-publicized history or,
mental illness led 10 his resignation
as a 1972 vice-presidential candi
dale. Over lime Ihe procedure has
become so lechnically routine Ihat
many people, like Tale, gel the
treatments as oUlpatienu. with not
much more russ than ir they were
going in for a tooth extraction. Even

<dved eighl e1eclric .hocks in an al~ so, ECT maintains a low profile a.
lempt to end her three-year bout medical procedures go, since mosl
wilh depression-the same malady people who have it-rearing the '0
Ihal had plagued her mOlher for cial sligma of being labeled shock
many years. In December, a "curn· patients-aren't exactly eager to ;
psychologist asked '(;ue a series of advertise Ihe faci. Tale, a corporate
simple, largely biographical Irial ,morney who graduated from
qllcsliul15-indud inK man)' of law school with honors in 198~, had
those Ihal,li,liow-a. pari of a bal- . a relalively easy lime keeping her
lery of leSIS adminislered 10 gaoge appointments secret. She lold her
her overall menial condilion. The office colleagoes Ibal she'd be out
news wasn't guod. In his rcpnn the sick for a munth or ~() ~cause of a
psychologi51 Slaled thai '(;ue had thyroid condilion.
performed "below expec(iuiullS for
someone of her educational and oc
cllpillimHlI Huainmenl."

What'. your trouble?
Tale lirsl became depressed in 1987.
No mere case oflhe blahs. Ihe sense
"I' hopelessness Ihal afflicled her
grew so all-encompassing dlCll sui
cide seemed prcfe'''ble lU Ihe bleak
cr prospeci of livin~ in pcrmanclll
gloom. She was reildy lei do any-'
Ihing 10 e.cape whill she Ihoughl of
as "a dark hole wilh no way out."
Finally, in Seplember 1990, .he de
cided lu follow her psychialrist's ad.
vice and Iry EGli:

Shock Irealmont was developed
more than 50 years aK'0 and ha!i
hccl1 IIsed un surh famous folk as

AST FALL A 34-YEAR-OLD EAST COAST

attorney we'll call Colleen 'D.lte became

one oC the estimated 100,000

Americans a year who undergo

modern ",edicine's most radical method oC

treating the severely depressed: electrocon

vulsive therapy, or ECf. During a Cour-week

period beginning in late' September, Thte reo
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Her husband showed her photos of a vacation they had taken'

together, but she recalled nothing about it. He reminded her that

she had broken her ankle; Tate asked how it had happened.

JO....,

lhe suicidal depr<ssion she had bat
tled back from; she rememb<r<d lil
tl< of it. Even wors', the memory
loss was like a fir< lhat had nOl only
decimated the contents or her men
Ial warehouse but also wiped out the.
inventory list. Once, thinking it
would be safe to see someone she
knew well from work, Tate wenl'to
lunch with a law colleague who had
Inst a lut of weight a few months
earlier. She told him how good
he looked, and in surprise he reo
mindcd her lhat he had b<en thin
for months. Didn't she rememb<r?
"Oh. I guess I forgot," Tate an
swered and quickly changed the
suhj<ct. Episod<s like thaI one made
her stop going anywhere on week
ends without her husband, out of
dread thai she'd run into Someone
she knew hUI couldn't recall.-Who are you?
Her worst moment came when she
leSled her legal knowledge, only 10

discover that it 100 had been
shredded. Law bookS she'd read
meant .nothing 10 her. The cases
she'd worked on since 1989 were a
hlur. SI", had even furgouen how to

perform sume of the most basic
court procedures. Her legal mind
was so muddled thai her ability 10

praclice law, and lhe self-esleem
lhat went Wilh it, were io shamhles.

for an assembly-line worker or a
toll·booth operalor, such memory
loss mighl well b< a price worth pay
ing to banish depression. BUI for
Tate, losing the power to rememb<r
b<came lhe cerebral equivaleril of
an opera singer's losing her Yoke.
"Mayb< il's the lawyer's ego in me
speaking," says Tate, "but every
thing I was is now gone."-
Have rou ever been here beCore?
Tate went back 10 her psychiatrist'
and told him aboullhe huge gaps in
her memory. His response was to
hlame lhe depression, not the Eer.
The reason she couldn't rememb<r
some events in the past, He told her,
was that she didn't want to remem
ber them; her emotional despair
had been'th"t painful. Tale refused
to accepl this argumenl, parlicular.
Iy since' ;he hid hail no' memory
problems before lhe lrealments.
Evenlually she contacled other peo
ple who'd undergone shock therapy

and found lhal many of them 100

had forgollen large swalhs of Iheir
lives-the people they'd met, lhe
jobs they'd performed, the skills
lhey'd mastered, She also learned
one other faclthat slruck her like a
two-by-four: although thdr losl
memories somelimes didn't return.
their depression often did.-
If you could have one wi.h, whai
would il be?
Eighl months afler undergoing
ECT, Tate has mixed feelings aboul
Ihe fUlure. She refers 10 herself as a

Jorm.. trial allorney but clings 10

the hope lhat one day her memory
will relUrn atalevellhat will permit
her to represent c1ienls in court
again. For now, she's considering a
career in legal research, ~ field in
which memory and rtOiction lime
don't make the difference b<lween
winning and losing a case. "h's easi
er for me to write and research than
to take depositions and ask ques··
tions, because I can'l think thaI
quickly:' she says. She has already
stepped down from herjob as a cor·
porate trial allorney; she lold her
colleagues that she'd suffered se·

.vere memory loss as· a resuh of
treatment for tht thyroid condition
she had told Ihem about earlier.

Tale has also b<gun taking anti
depressants again. She takes Ihem
in hopes Ihat they, alung with the
lingering effects of last year's ECT,
will keep her old gloom at bay.
"Whenever I notice I'm unhappy
just normally unhappy-I'm on full
alerl 10 monitor myself," she says.
She has also lhollghl through her
options in case lhe depression docs
return. Colleen Tate, once ~ woman
who would do anything to escape
her emolional dark hole, ",ake' a
differenl vow loday. "I would never
have Eer again:' she says.i"l know
Ihal it was b<neficial in s.iJme reo
specl" I'm no longer depressed: I
can have fun now. BUI I'm 'a totally
different person," ;

Few things in life are worse than
losing your ability 10 reco~er from
depression. But one of th~m, Tate
now believes, is losing your~clf. *

DA V IDS H A R P, a con"tributing
editor of this magazine, livtJ{in Non1.J,
Trnnt.fJu. [:
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Does EeT hurt the brain?
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Donald T. Templer and David M. Veleber
Clinical Neuropsychology (i982) 4(2): 62-66 -;: :..' .. '. I ii J

Literature' relevant' to the question ofwhetherECt..permanently"injillestlre Drain was:;'· r..
I .. reviewed:-Similar histological findings of epileptics and patients who had reci'Hved'ECT ' ;'

were.discussed-.Experimental.research With,animals seems to' have demonstrated bothl! \ - ,
reversible and nomeversible·,pathology. Psychological test-fmdings; even wherl,attempting··,,·/;
to'control-.fiJr.possible pre-EC'!' differences, seem to ,suggest some,permanent cognitive .';'" .
deficit. Reports of spontaneous seizures'long after ECT would appeal"to point to ,.' "," '.'.'.
permanent brain changes. Human brain autopsies sometimes indicate and sometimes do
not indicate lasting efJ;ects. It was conc1uded:1hat vast ,individual ,differences are...salii;:nt;", 'J"'!
that massive damage in the typical ECT patientcis unlikely; and that-irreversible.changes',,' .,',
probably:do occur..in somepatiehts.. ", ".1 .. ; Vi ,? ',' ., ,. ',::' ., . '"

. ,', ', .. : ;';nu !,,: '"""""1' i::'·" .,' , . .:; ; ,". ' ;. ,.:::' .:,' .' .. ",. :. " .. ' . . '; 'i:' .; .-: I

·fhis,review:centerscaround five areasigermane to the' qiJestion,ofiwhether'! ::" ,;::; ';,<I:i·. ,.,.;
elec;troconVUlsive 'therapy .(ECT) causes permanent'brain pathology, Relatively indir.ect·; r, c" ..;:
.eyipence is:prollided.by two ofthese'liTeas, the brain condition.ofepi1eptics~a.ndthe'" --:0[;:_::

examination of animal brains after experimental ECT. The other three areas are . ,I'.,

psychological testing fmdings with history of many ECTs, spontaneous seizures, and
autopsY findil)gs, The review does,not concern the extensive literature that shows.that.' ,\.
ECT temporarily impai~scognitivefUDctioning".such literature eventuaUyshows. , .. ( ,\ "., '.'
imp~irrnent',.beginningwith the first ECT and ~comingprogressively worse ·with, " ,~, " , , .
..suc.c.e.eding·treatroents. Irilprovement occurs foll.ow\ng ,the <;our~ .oo:;,c:r, sometimes,With. .~

the tested functioning actually being higher. thpn t1)e pretre;ltmen~\lev~I' Which is "'".'''J'''

presumed to have been impaired by psychopathology such as thought disorder and
,4epressipn:,R~vjewsof this liter~.can be found elsewh~fe (~~riCl\l};li'sychiatric .i:,j", ." ' .
As~(;iilti9~.I9,7~; c;ampbell, \9.~I;.Dombush., 1972;.pomp~sp.c'\DdWilli~s,J974; . ,br,:

Harpeq~nd$i~,197;;). as can reviewsindicatmg thi!t the unijateral,ECT.(applies! to ,the., \i:
"riJPlt siA~).in ~creasins usage illrecc:nt.years ca1¥s less i~~ent than»jlateral,J;\CT" '0;

[J\¥\~ricfln,p,syqhiatric.Associf\!!()n,.. )9.7~jA~lia, 1974; Huf\Yitz, 1974;~1I1!!Ofa an!i :', ,; .: .. , .,"
Kaelbin~ 19,65J..V*,l.i.teratu,{e is really:,09.t very.rel~yant t9 th~ <;c;ntral jssl;l~ of P,ur,:".; .::!' "

review. It has never been disputed that cognitive impairment occurs after E;CT.. ~VllP.,~lj '''eiL

most fervent and excathedra defenders acknowledge that "temporary" impairment occurs.
IUs th.e issue ofpermanency that has been. controversial. .. .

• , 0 o' 0 0

THE B~INSOF;.EPTLEPTICS . . -:. ,~ "I 0 I;

, Ii, J' . . r O

j 'I' ! '.'.\ ( '.1 .~\:.'

It 'would seem that 'if an epileptic grand mal seizure produces permanent brain changes,
then an electrically induced convulsion should also do so. In fact, inspecting the evidence

http://ect.orgleUectsitempter.htrot 41710 I
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with respect to epileptics may provide us with a conservative perspective in regard to Eet
since the latter could produce damage from the externally applied electrical current as
well as from the seizure. Experimental research with animals has shown that the electric
shocks (not to the head) produce more deleterious effects in the central nervous system
than any other locality or system of the body. More pertinent are the studies of Small
(1974) and ofLaureII (1970) that found less memory impairment after inhalant induced
convulsions than ECT. And, Levy, Serota and Grinker (1942) reported less EEG
abnormality and intellectual impairment with pharmacologically induced convulsions.
Further argument provided by Friedberg' (1977) is the case (Larsen and Vraa-Jensen, 1953)
of a man who had been given four ECTs, but did not convulse. When he died three dayS
later, a subarachnoid hemorrhage was found in the upper part of the left motor region at
the site where an electrode had been applied.

A number of post-mortem reports on epileptics, as reviewed by Meldrum, Horton, and
Brierley (1974) have indicated neuronal loss and gliosis, especially in the hippocampus
and temporal lobe. However, as Meldrum et al. pointed out, on the basis of these post
mortem reports, one does not know whether the damage was caused by the seizures or
whether both were caused by a third factor intrinsic to the epilepsy. To clarify this issue,
Meldrum et al. pharmacologically induced seizures in baboons and found cell changes
that corresponded to those in human epileptics.

Gastaut and Gastaut (1976) demonstrated through brain scans that in seven of20 cases
status epilepticus produced brain atrophy. They reasoned that "Since the edema and the
atrophy were unilateral or bilateral and related to the localization of the convulsions
(unilateral or bilateral chronic seizures), the conclusion can be drawn that the atrophic
process depends upon the epileptic process and not on the cause of the status."

A common finding in epileptics and ECT patients is noteworthy. Norman (1964) stated
that it is not uncommon to find at autopsy both old and recent lesions in the brains of
epileptics. Alpers and Hughes (1942) reported old and recent brain lesions associated with
different series ofECT.

ANIMAL BRAINS

There are a number of articles concerning the application ofECT and subsequent brain
examination in animals. In the 15 study review ofHartelius (1952), J3 of the 15 reported
pathological findings that were vascular, glial or neurocytological, or (as was generally the
case) in two or three of these domains. However, as Hartelius pointed out. inferences of
these studies tended to be conflicting because of different methods used and because of
deficient controls. The research that HarteliuShimself carried out was unquestionably the
outstanding study in the area with respect to methodological sophistication and rigor.
Harteliusemployed 47 cats; 31 receiving ECT. and 16 being control animals. To prevent
artifacts associated with the sacrificing of the animals, the cerebrums were removed under
anesthesia while the animals were still alive. Brain examinations were conducted blindly
with respect to ECT vs. control of subject. On a number ofdifferent vascular, glial, and
neuronal variables, the ECT animals were significantly differentiated from the controls.
The animals that had 11-16 ECTs had significantly greater pathology than the animals that
had received four ECTs. Most of the significant differences with respect to reversible type
changes. However, some of the significant differences pertained to clearly irreversible
chanl!es such as shadow cells and neuronophaJria

http://ect.oiglettectsltempler.htrnl - . 4/7/UI
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There have been several studies regarding the administration of psychological tests to
patients with a history of many ECTs. Unfortunately. all were not well controlled. Rabin
(f948) administered the Rorschach to six. chronic schizophrenics with a history of from
110 to 234 ECTs. Three patients had 6. two had 4. and one had 2 Piotrowski signs.
(piotrowski regards five or more as indicating organicity.) However, control subjects were
not emploved. Perlson (1945) reported the case ofa 27-year-old schizophrenic with a
Iiistory'0r"152 ECTs and 94 Metrozol convulsions. At age 12 he received an IQ of 130 on
the Stanford Achievement Test: at age 14 an 10 of 110 on an unspecified general
mtelligence test. At the time of the case study, he scored at the 71st percentile on the Otis,
at the 65th percentile on the American Council on Educational Psychological
Examination, at the 77th percentile on the Ohio State Psychological Examination, at the
95th percentile for engineering freshman on the Bennett Test ofMechanical
Comprehension, at the 20th percentile on engineering senior norms and at the 55th
percentile on liberal arts students' norm on a special perception test. These facts led
PerIson to conclude that convulsive therapy does not lead to intellectual deterioration. A
more appropriate inference would be that.. because of the different tests of different tvoes
and levels IDd norms given at different ages in one patient, no inference whatsoever is
justified.

There are two studies thai provide more methodological sophistication than the above
described articles. Goldman. Gomer. and Templer (1972) administered the Bender-Gestalt
and the Benton Visual Retention Test to schizophrenics in a VA hospital. Twenty had a
past history of from 50 to 219 ECTs and 20 had no history ofECT. The ECT patients did
significantly worse on both instruments. Furthermore, within the EeT groups 'there were
significant inverse correlations between performance on these tests and number of ECTs
received. However, the authors acknowledged that ECT-caused brain damage could not be
conclusively inferred because of the possibility that the ECT patients were more
psychiatrically disturbed and for this reason received the treatment. (Schizophrenics tend
to do poorly on tests of organicity.) In a subsequent study aimed at ~ing.out this
possibility, Templer, Ruff, and Armstrong (1973) administered the Bender-Gestalt, the
Benton. and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale to 22 state hospital schizophrenics who
Dad a past history of from 40 to 263 ECTs and to 22 control schizophrenics. The ECT
patients were significantly inferior on all three tests. However. the ECT patients were
found to be more psychotic. Nevertheless, with degree of psychosis controlled for, the
performance of the ECT patients was still significantly inferior on the Bender-Gestalt.
although not significantly so on the other two tests.

SPONTANEOUS SEIZURES

[t would appear that if seizures that were not previously evidenced appeared after ECT
and persisted. permanent brain pathology must be inferred. There have been numerous
cases ofpost-ECT spontaneous seizures reported in the literature and briefly reviewed by
Blumenthal (1955. Pacella and Barrera (1945). and Karliner (1956). It appears that in the .
majority ofcases the seizures do not persist indefinitely, although an exact perspective is
difficult to obtain because of anticonvulsant medication employed and the limited follow
up information. another difficulty is, in all cases, definitively tracing the etiology to the
ECT. since spontaneous seizures develop in only a very small proportion of patients given

Iittp://ect.orgietlectSltempler.htmJ _.. _. - . 4mUI
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this treatment. Nevertheless, the composite of relevant literature does indicate that, at
least in some patients. no evidence of seizure potential existed before treatment and post
ECT seizures persist for years.

An article that is one of the most systematic and representative in terms offindings is that
ofBlumenthal (1955) who reported on 12 schizophrenic patients in one hospital who
developed post-ECT convulsions. Six of the patients had previous BEGs with four ofthem
beinl! normal. one clearlv abnormal. and one mildlv abnormal. The patients averal!ed 72
ECTs and 12 spontaneoUs seizures. The time from last treatment to first spontaneous
seizure ranged from 12 hours to 11 months with an·average of2 and 1/2 months. The total
duration ofspontaneous seizures in the study period ranged from 1 day to 3 and 1/2 years
with an average of 1 vear. Following the onset of seizures. 8 of the 12 patients were found
to have a clearly abnormal, and 1 a mildly abnormal BEG. -

Mosovich and Katzenelbogen (1948) reported that 20 of their 82 patients had convulsive
pattern cerebral dysrhvthmia 10 months pOst ECT. None had such in their pre-treatment
BEG. Nine (15%) ofthe 60 patients who had 3 to 15 treatments, and 11(50%) ofthe 22
patients who had from 16 to 42 treatments had this 10 month posttreatment dysrhvthmia.

HUMAN BRAIN AUTOPSY REPORTS

In the 1940s and 1950s there were a large number ofrepons concerning the examination
ofbrains of persons who had died followinl! ECT. Madow (1956) reviewed 38 such cases.
In 31 ofthe 38 cases there was vascular pathology. However, much ofthis could have
been of a pOtentially reversible nature. Such reversibility was much less with the 12
patients who had neuronal and/or glial pathology. The following are the comments
pertaining to the neuronal and glial pathology and the amount of time between last
treatment and death: "Gliosis and fibrosis" (5 months); "Small areas of cortical
devastation, diffuse degeneration of nerve cells". "Astrocytic proliferation" (1 hour. 35
minutes); "Small areas ofrecent necrosis in cortex, hippocampus and medulla",
"Astrocytic proliferation" (immediate); "Central chromatolysis. pyknosis. shadow cells (15
to 20 minutes); "Shrinking and swelling. ghost cells", "Satellitosis and neuronophagia" (7
days); "Chromatolysis. cell shrinkage". ''Diffuse gliosis. glial nodules beneath the
ependyma ofthe third ventricle" (15 days); "Increased Astrocytes" (13 days); "Schemic
and pyknotic ganglion cells" (48 hours); "Pigmentation and fatty degeneration. sclerotic
and ghost cells", "Perivascular and pericellular gliosis" (10 minutes); ''Decrease in
ganglion cells in frontal lobes. lipoid pigment in globus pallidus and medical nucleus of
thalamus", "Moderate glial proliferation" (36 hours); "Glial fibrosis in marginal layer of
cortex. gliosis around ventricles and in marginal areas ofbrain stem.. perivascular gliosis
in white matter" (immediate); "Marginal proliferation ofastrocytes, glial fibrosis around
blood vessels of white matter. gliosis of thalamus. brain stem and medulla" (immediate).
In one case the author (Riese, 1948), in addition to giving the neuronal and glial changes,
repOrted numerous slits and rents similar to that seen after execution. Needless to say.
p3'tients who died following ECT are not representative ofpatients receiving ECT. They
tended to be in inferior physical health. Madow concluded.. on the basis of these 38 cases
and 5 of his own, "If the individual being treated is well physically, most of the
neuropathological changes are reversible. if. on the other hand.. the patient has cardiac.
vascular, or renal disease, the cerebral changes, chiefly vascular, may be permanent."

CONCLUSION
http://ect.orgtettectsltempier.html
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A wide array of research and clinical based facts that provide suggestive to impressive
evidence in isolation.. provide compelling evidence when viewed in a composite fashion.
Some human and animal autopsies reveal permanent brain pathology. Some patients have
persistinl1: spontaneous seizures after havinl1: received ECT. Patients havinl1: received many
BeTs score lower than control patients on Psychological tests of organicitY. even when .
degree ofpsychosis is controlled for.

A convergence ofevidence indicates the importance of number ofECTs. We have
previously referred to the significant inverse correlations between number ofECTs and
scores on psychological tests. It is conceivable that this could be a function ofthe more
disturbed patients receiving more ECTs and doing more poorly on tests. However. it
would be'much more difficult to explain away the relationship between number ofECTs
received and EEG convulsive pattern dysrhvthmia (Mosovich and Katzenelbol1:en. 1948).
No patients had dysrhythmia prior to ECTs: Also difficult to explain away is that in Table
I ofMeldrum. Honon and Brierley (1974). the nine baboons who suffered brain damage
from experimentally administrated convulsions tended to have received more convulsions
than the five that did not incur damage. (According to our calculations. U=9. p < .05)
And, as already stated, Hartelius found greater damage, both reversible and irreversible, in
cats that were given II to 16 than in those given 4 ECTs.

Throughout this review the vast individual differences are striking.. In the animal and
human autopsy studies there is typically a range of fmdings from no lasting effect to
considerable lasting damage with the latter being more of the exception. Most ECT
patients don't have spontaneous seizures but some do. The subjective reports of patients
fikewise differ from-those of no lasting effect to appreciable, although Usually not
devastating impairment. The fact that many patients and subjects suffer no demonstrable
permanent effects has provided rationale for some authorities to commit the non-sequitur
that ECT causes no permanent harm.

There is evidence to suggest that pre-ECT physical condition accounts in pan for the vast
individual differences. Jacobs (1944) determined the cerebrospinal fluid protein and cell
content before, during, and after a course ofECT with 21 patients. The one person who
developed abnormal protein and cell elevations was a 57-year-old diabetic. hypenensive.
aneriosclerotic wom~. Jacobs recommended that CSF piotein and cell counts be
ascenained before and after ECT in patients with sil1:nificant deme of arteriosclerotic or
hypenensive disease. Alpers (1946) ~eponed, "AutoPsied cases suggest that brain damage
is likely to occur in conditions with pre-existing brain damage. as in cerebral
aneriosclerosis." Wilcox (1944) offered the clinical impression that, in older patients,
ECT memory changes continue for a longer time than for younger patients. Hartelius
(1952) found significantly more reversible and irreversible brain changes following ECT
in older cats than younger cats. Mosovich and Katzenelbogen (1948) found that patients
with pretreatment EEG abnormalities are more likely to show marked post-ECT cerebral
dysrhvtlunia and to generally show EEGs more adversely affected by treatment.

fn spite of the abundance of evidence that ECT sometimes causes brain damage, the
Repon ofThe Task Force on Electroconvulsive Therapy of the American Psychiatric
Association (1978) makes a legitimate point in stating that the preponderance of human
and animal autopsy studies were carried out prior to the modem era ofECT
administration that included anesthesia, muscle relaxants, and hyperoxygenation. In fact,

http://ect.orgiefiectsltempler.htrnJ 4n/U I
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animals which were paralyzed and artificially ventilated on oxygen had brain damage of
somewhat lesser magnitude than. although similar patterns as. animals not convulsed
without special measures. (Meldrum and Brierley, 1973; Meldrum, Vigourocex, Brierley,
1973). And it could further be maintained that the vast individual differences stressed
above argue for the possibility of making ECT very safe for the brain through refinement
of procedures and selection of patients. Regardless of such optimistic possibilities. our
position remains that ECT has caused and can cause permanent pathoiogy.

http://ect.orglefiects/templer.html
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ECT: Sham Statistics, ·.the Myth of Convulsive Therapy,

and the Case for Consumer Misinformation

Douglas G. C3meron

World A<socio!ian of EIeClToshock $UTVilJOTS

This paper emph:un~ lh.n. cnnu~ry ICllhc etOllims ol ELi cXfCru and .he ECT Indus·
try, • mOlljorit,. not "a &nul" minoril'," of ECT rcdpicnrs IU5C1in pcmIOinem memory
dys(unction each Yelr ;u 2. reuh o( ECT. The paper expnsc:3 Ihe convulsion hypothellu.
upon which ECT i,I allqcdly based. zs mfthol~c::al. Finally, IhrOU,n hldJm .nd com
par.nlvc electrical paramncn.. il nroscs rhe CXlfcme dC"StTUCtlvc~ of ,"day'l -new
.nd Imrroved" ECT dc"ic~

The purpose o( this paper is rhreefold: ro identify mi,;leading or faise lnfor.
Ja~ion on memory damage disseminmed by e1ectroconvulsive/clectroshodc
~Cr3PY (ECT/EST) device manufacturers as well as by [he Americ2n
sychiatric Association (ArA); to rrovide hr."orical and mathemalical proof
l.at convulsive therOJpy is a myth; and (0 show thou modern ECf/EST
:vices are much mort powerful. nor less powerful. than ECT/EST devices
'the past•.
ECT is the passage (for 0.1 tip to 6 secontls), usually (rom temple to temple

Ifough the f'foma! Inhe:'i. of decuic currenr, {or the purpo.o;e of inducing
hef7lipeutic" ~r:md n1:11 cnnvul:'iion5. Follnw.ur ~rudics :thou( the errrcts of
:r in which recipicnt~ tht'm~l....es c\'a!wut the procruure art both rare
ld emba-rra~:. ..;ing to the ECT irnlu~rry.Thr uutcomes of thesr. srudie~ dircctly
,mradict propa~nd;t re2ardin2 perm:mcnr memnry INS put fort~ by the
ur manufacturers of ECT dc\'ices in ,he United SUnt:s (Som;'l[ics. MECTA.
e('I[. and Medcr.l{r), upon whom phy"ic:i<lflS ;md Ihe puhlic rely fur inform;t

m. much ;tS the puhlic reliC's IIpn£": rharnmcc.-utki.! ctllIIpaniC's for il1fonn;t·

m can drugs.

que,"" lu, rc:ptinu JllI,,,I,1 he '("01 , .. l),"'l!b~ (;. C;tUlN"'I. W",I!1 .'\".., 1:1111'11 u(
clJclIhuc1c. Survjvon. r.t).l\cn H I. ~n ).blc..... "~n~ iWoj
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~~''',II' .Ii, ... , lallu' PH" SluJ\·. ~llIlIlYI1 Rice: (jCC below) c.unl.:lcceJ Irvin, J.nil. lind in I per
' .."a I Irltl'hlln~ IIlIrl\·ll:w. hnu ''''rhllneJ IUlw. une yclI' I"ter. he h.J (ollownJ up his 19'0
~, ..tlv \uIIl'ubl"l,eJ) :onJ I.ow 'u ICiulu IIprCllJeJ n:liable,

:0,,1, S.I.... Il". Sill Ie" ;onJ ~hller «PHil. p. 9H havc rcpc::ttcJ thl!: hniJ prulpeciivc J!uJy, Even
.IIlU 'Wll p:.IIS. amLc\'en wuh reminder Cues. ~o'lb uf ,he Ecr r~dph:nu In Ihls Hudy Hill
(tllIl,1 nnl n:c:'ill SJ1eC'{le OIulobie~nphlclil evenn Jponram:uuJly re:e:tlled bcfmc, ECT. This
,I"", " .. I 1',1:...1,,,11: 1111: rnu,llIlily Ih;ll :ullubluRr;lphlCOII eycncs which coulJ be. "'u:membe.e.J"
.1I1l" , ..." Vt'":'iU. 1I11~hl 'i1nplr havc he:en re·learned r31hef (hun recalleJ,

W(' "'eft ''''rfl'l.·J l,., lh~ bll~e numhcr who cOTnplolncJ 1)( memlJry impllrnu:nl 11-4%1,
I'olany til 1I11:1lI Jill ... , '[l\.lnlOlntulIily, wi,h.1UI belnlC Jllllmplcl.l, lind a Ilrilcinl JO puunl
Irll lIw. '''(11 ",.. "II",":, h..uJ ",""" ,,<ntwnt"l/, CJ({tclcd. (19HO. p, Ifl. ilallcs OlJJCJ)

I
III rim SI\hly. shllt.:k sun·lvors were "invited" back to the same hospital where:
Ihey Iwd hcen ~hllckcJ ;lOll many were interviewed by the nme Joctor who
h:hl ~IHlI..:kcd Ihem, Sume u( thes!: persnns, when aslc.eu if they were afraid of
Ih~ !rcalmenr, mit;l\( have hcen rFtice:m to aJmit the treatment was indeed
IrlJ.:hlel\in~. Even rhe authors ackowledge this intimidation factor: "It 15
.,lwil)\lsly going 10 be Jifflcult to come back to :l hospital where you have:
heen lIealCtJ anJ cririci:e the trCiJtmc:nt that you were: given in iJ (ace~to-fBce

11lt:t:(in~ \Viall :l Jocrur .... Whar is less certain is whether there was a signi(~

iCUll rlUl1ll\L'r of peuple in the miJgrounJ who (elc more upset by ECT than
lilt·\, wcre 1'1l':I':ncJ ILl r~1I us" (19tJO. p, 16). In any case, almost a full third
~I.d (~llllpl;lI11 Ilf permanent memury 1055: ~n i1stonishinij number conslJering
lilt: 'HC\lmS"'I\t':c~.

One or the fiut and ~St prospective follaw-up swdies on ECT reciplcnu
was cunJucled uver 40 years ago by Irving Janis (1950). He merely a,ked ECT
recipients permo.d, mainly biographical quc5.tions before they underwent'
ECi, then Dgilin several wee.ks and momhs !;iHcr. In all cases, whether or not
1I11~ recipienfs rhcnl5d\'es recogntu:cj. memory los!!, they had forgotten much
or Iheir p~rson:ll hinory. Unpublished convcrsaclom with many of Janis'
piHlenu SIX munths t)f one year lau~r (Davies, Dctre, and Egger. 1971) led
hlln til ~lIl\L1\lJc Ih~ memory loss Win lon&-tcrm, perhaps permam:nr,I.l Thb
is IllS{ as lhe majurhy o( patit:nu have c1a\med since ECT's inception In 19)8

(Il",dl'. 19H; Il",nschwig. Sera in. and Bidder. 1971: Squire and Slater. 198J).
Few orlll~r similiJr Huuics wer"e performed until Freeman and Kendell's

(19AOl il\vesti~~lilln. In dte meantime, doctors (not patlenu) concluded that
ECT ,,",'jJS "iIlcnssful" anJ provided "marked improvement" wid" "minimal
~lIlc·elfccts" (BenJer, 19Hi Chabasinski, 1918), Freeman and Kendell's study
w:15 j1fl1l1\pfcd b\' parients who, on BBC raJio, described ECT as the most
fl':lIllll ,lIld tCrrlfying ~:<pcricl\ce uf their lives, Freem:m anJ Kendell :iet out
hi prove IhOlt patients were "unafrald" of the treatment. They recounted the
fllllllwing:

'ThAl Sllulrc and Slater setecleJ the pctmanenl a~p lO be rhe smaller 1211': 10:10\' InJic:lll:' hl;U,
,"'hll, ;J{rcr rhree ye:JfS, cht; hUler ,3rl lJriRlnllllly repuned ma¥ tmly hAvc ;lrre;u.:J leJuccJ
(t.H•• [12 dJ;hl lind 10.9 months), 5\1ulre and Slater'J ..:oncluJi\:m Ih:u 100% 1)( Il,,:., tUhjCCIS Jul·
fuo:d ,tn ECT anJucaJ :\vcr:ave l:lIilhl mtmlh rl:rmlln~nl 113P In mcmury II Ilnquo:,Ii'lJ\OIhl~' 1110:
Inilif Cl1nll:rvnljvc cuncluiion one maY dmw fmm lhelr Jllta, In any c:ue, bOlh Itudiu inJlc::llc
Ihal patienu unJer·repun tlIlhcr lhan o)y~r·rer"rl ueDlment InJuceJ permanl:nl McnUlty Ill.."

4L;arry S"lulre him.elr lIdmlnhrcreJ Marilyn Rlcc iI battery ..,,. ClJinlllvr le:m .\:1 r:,H( IIi .. m;lI·
pnlcllcc sull Jhe brourh(. In which she characJ Ihat yUII or her memeJry wo:re perm:mcndr
l;:mseu hy ECf CSl.luite \lr,IJ hlreJ by (hc Je{enlc). In I pcnun"IIOlervlcw Wlln Ittl:: "ulhur, ,hc
rcl31eJ ,hI! .he p..scJ .11 n( SlJulre'l lUIS CilJlly ant.I In {aci. rCi:uJeJ them aJ ;)hsutJ.
11u'Jul:huut ht:r lifetime:. MatUrn cuntenJeJ IhOll eight Iheek tro.~OItmenu h;,J c1imin:ucJ, In

"JJitiun tu uC31urcJ perlllOOll m~morlt:J. all Ihe mlJchemallcal anJ eumu[allvc knnloYleJ~c or
her lwency yun wilh the Dep;)nmcnl u{ Cummerce. In WluhlnVlUn D.C.• wlh:fC shc ~u·u,Ji.
nllied \'inl SIDtiscks lind :Icllvhlc:s cuncerhlna Ihe Nnllunal 6uJlfcl (Funk. 11)1;8). In JrllC "I'
hel dallN. Ihc .CluJU u{ Squire'J (UU were success{ully uled in cuurt II) pru\'c her ,"cnlllry
"in':Icc" :InJ the IIul her m.lprlcllce lull. R.lce. whu dlcd In 199!.lubhlctllhe FuuJ :JI'IJ Dfu~

i79ECT; SHAM STATISTICS

Squire and hi; colleagues conducted whar are perh'aps the best k00wn
studies on ECT and memory loss. Squire and Slarer (198J) report ,hat "11%
(cit that their memories .were not as gc;>od as those o( ocher people of the
same age and that this was related to their having received ECT" (p. I). The
average reponed memoi'y t05S was 27 months' duration (or the entire group.
and for the 55% who felt they had ,ustained Injury. ir was 60 month,. U,ing
variou5 cognitive tesu, Squire and Slater could not "find" evidence for che
latter figure, but they estimated an "authentic" average eight month gap in
memory even after three years. Squire (1986, p. JIZl also conceJed that his
tests may not have been ser\5ltive enough.

Both Janis and Squire concluded thar 100% of ECT recipients they tested
su5tained ac least some herrnanent memoty loss. even though mme patients
denied such I~S5. Squlr~'5 ·'auche.ntic eight month gap" afrer three rears was
that reported by. rhe 51% inthelr study who felt ECT had domaged their
memory. Interestingly, after' three years, the 41% who felt ECT had not
injured their memories ~eptJrtt:d an even larger average penisteru g<lp. of 10,9
month, (S4uire and Slater. 198J). A control group uf depressed patients
reported a nve month gap as a result or depression a'lon~. None \V;\s adrnini~·

tereJ ECT, and no one In the group reponed any gap in m<:mory three years
I .'

larer (In fact, control subjects' memories had cleared only a few months into
rhe e:tpcrlmcnt). Cnn'sequently, St.{uire anJ Slater concluJt:d thilt there
existed some actual permanent memory gap 3S a result or ECT, ~"'en fm ECT
rt!dpients Jenying such an effect.'

Th. CommitTee Fo~ Truth In Psychlorry. founded by /vliitilyn I\i« in 1984.
incluucs approximately 500 ECT ;survivors In· the United States. ",hI) sutTer
(rom permanent memory loss as a direct result o( ECT. The Comrr.irree has
the sole aim o( convincing or forcing mental health authorities ro (live truth

(ul informed c.o,nsent regarding ECT.4
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An imidiulU slIurce ll( misinformarlon al)(,)u( ECT's effects un memory arc'
v ilJt:lll II pc.• nmrketed by sume or [h~ ECT device manu(acrurcu (Somatics,
MEeT.." I "oJ ",oJe "vailahle (0 pu[ien", romily members, and ,hock facility
I'rlllc5~ltln:lh In Ihe L'nitcd'Sriincs and Cannl!;t. There afC no disclosures In
111 ..·~C \ .dell:" i\lcnlirlln~ either St>marks l1T MECTA 3S manufacturers 01 ECT
,I~\·kc.~ (Fink. I~li/l: Grunh:H15, ly88).

~tE(:TA'j (\lllii l \'iJCll for rml'euil"ln,lls, Health '"formalino Ntrumrk. reil~

lUll'" .1 Iland III' ··C~r<rt5." Rit.::h:ud Wc'incr "f DlIkc UniVCTsit\,. HarolJ
SiI(khclIll ,II Nl.'W York St.lte Ps'}'chiaHic InHirurc, ami Charles Welch of
II.Ul";ud ~h:t1il.:al St:hlllll. ~;u.:h inlcrvicwcJ in rurn. Welch says: '" tell my
r';l1l\'I\IS 11'1'\' In:,\" cxr(rlcnt.:( ;l (cmrt1r;\1)' loss of memmy Juring the: time
dlt:r're ha\'illl: the Ut::Hmenu nnd for sever,,1 weeks after that," In another
~IEl :r.'\ \'"Iell dcsil.:neJ tnr in"iyiJtlal~ anJ (amily mcmhcrs, the nnrrutur is
.. lIdllll "'nre Ihlnesl: "'\'(llt: lUIlu; Ih:u gO In 'J0 rt:rcenl n( th~ p<lticnu whu
1\ I 1'1\",1 h,l.lh:':l1 Et:T Will rCl'of( 1":11 lheir lIlCl1hlry hilS rt:cllyen:J within}
III II Illlllllh:l alll:r the n~;lIrnent, while 10 (U 20 rer ccnt ml\Y rerun a chllo)(c
In Ihe 'lll:lllly III ,he lIlellhlr)'" (Grunhalls, l'JHti),

:\1\1\1I1l:r ~dllc\ljltnal \'j,lett I'rcr:,reJ by S,lmntics features Max Fink
t 1'1""1), IC:hlllll: rrlll',m':nl \If El.I in (he UniteJ SUites. Fink SUiteS:

Til\.' 1I~lIal 111I1l1.! ,h,lI r:t'l.:nl:\ cllmrl:un ,IholUI :mJ ,h. (limit, cumrillini lahuulllJ the
1':111.:111 J..t~.1 I"", 10' ",crntUY nnJ Ih:u lICCUU in cvery ruuieRl. Every r"llenl hili D Im.~

"I 11\('111"/\' 10.1 Ihe lIl,':I11U('R1 i1scH , , .. ~II\" when "'( "h'( II pnrl(nt Irucmcm ~1V('r

duce "1 I,,,., \Il'~'d;~ 111.:\' IcnJ III h:\\'c il Iii::'" iJlell .I( wh.1( hIlPflcn~.J In ,he hu'rhnl.
nlll 1,'lhl.'l 111:llIllhl:' lfl.':lImCI1IS Ihclnsclvcs. ,he rnrlcnll In nlll (tlrJICI whnl hnrrcmJ
'II dicit (':ul\' 1IIc. Ih~'\' .'Itn'l I~Ul!el wlun hllr('1:neJ In ,heir chilJhnl.J. they ..Jlln', 11If#
':1'1 lilt' h:IL'I,II"IIl·. Ihl'~· J'ln', 1;lIucr Ihc n.-mc. ~lllhclr chilJren, Ihey Jun', (IHUCI their
1\".k, ... ,,1 .hL'~' h,I\'\' nil Jj(lkllh\' In Icarnln\t Ihle.e thln!:s n(ter ,he Ifallmcnl is Iw«!r
,\lh'n rlu.o\ 'Il' h:t1er , .. , >lIIW i,IlIU! ,JtM:hIlS unJ .ume (lcl1r1e h:lVe sRIJ "Well. etc,,:
", ..I",L ,',.I·e~ Ihe I1lmJ .1I\J II') Irl;~ ~rn'tn"''' hl:llckhu:lrJ." nUll', numen..:, "Ihere II
,lin I"'l~.."" II ,- I~'I Ihl.' ~\'l!nlS durlnq Ihe hllSphlll. In mnny WIlY' we're very I:mtc(uJ
1":11 r,lIl1'nl' I,,,ecl Ih:n. :'Iler 1111, h's 'nlll "rlelfosnm lime uf l'llut l1(e. Fllr n Jepte:s~t>J

,':IIIL'''' I" "'~' In r1IL·I"hr",a1, ii" nOli rlt:lsllnl ,mJ if lhey (mile I ,hlu, (hilt', (IIlC.

·\.Il1lll11(II;llIlIn IITI:\I,m.1 mile !lilli.lutur!:1 hi mltnJl1Ic wllrnlngs ll(perml\nCnC mc~ury luis
'11.1 1'1:1111 ,l.uml\te, tI(', Influence un uun le ••slrIlUlti mny h:IIVe been Jemunsr~ceJ by the
II'Ll'111 liN' TCll," 1l:l!hl:fllllR. 5.A. 205....·hlch InlolnJulC1II lrbh .lllnnfu,e hy che puflenlllnJ II
1It',h ,1i\('lI~Sll\n Wit II Ihe r'lIi.:nt ,In Ihe "puuihililY II( permnnent Irrevucable me-mury Ius."
/'C""'" \'a..:h Imlh'iJuaJ Ife:lltnenl (nlll ,uie,) h('c Climefon, 19941,

-~

In \990, t~e APA publl,hed lecommendation, from an ECT Ta,k Force
aimed. at ,peclfylng the "llandatd of caie" tegatdlng the admlnimatian of
ECT [hmughout the United Stale! (APA Ta,k Force, 1990). Weiner, Fink,
and Sackheifu, who appear on the previously mentioned MECTA anu
SomatiC! video" are three of the ,Ix membe" of the Ta,k Force. Fink ha,
oJmiw:J In a court deposition [0 rcceivlng royalties (rain vid~os creatltd and
morketeJ by Soma[Ic' (Au"'., v, Johm HopkiN HOlpilDl, 19911. P,ychiatriH
Richard .Abram" the mall frequently referenced au[hur in [he Ta,k Force
Repori, oUlm Somatic, lBreggin, 1992, p. 13). P,ychlatrl![ Borry Maleuky,
One of the amho" cited io the' Reporf,' i, viewed In ooe MECTA video
"pitching" that company', devIce to potential. purchale" (Malet:ky, 1987).
Numerous videos, books and brochures created or tnalkcteu by these campa
nits nre mcntionltd in thl! appendix o( the rask Force Report. The names
and adt.lre1.'1es uf all rtlUr ECT Jevice milnu(uCturen are uls'l lbH:J, The ,~PA
T'lSk Force Report on ECT might more approprilut:ly bit JCl!mltJ The
MonufoCluTw' Twk FOTc, R,paTl on ECT.1 .

In iI slll1\ple infunnltJ consent form,appenued to tnt: TiukftJrce Repurt, th-=
ft,lIuwinK lSt:ltement (which has ;tPl1e:JreJ in numero\l5' icienlific omd rrl'{~"
siunal articles) appears: "A small minority of patients. perh:ap~ I in 200,
report severe ·problems in memory that remain for months or e\'en years;'
(APA, 1990, p. 158: Faderaro, 1991,· p. AI6). The numbeT, howeveT, II.;
unclear origins. This author located only twO "one In lOO" estim,l\cs in the:
ECT IiteTature, One mendon com.. fTom .·book by Fink (1979, r· ill. who

states:

S["1R1Rl\CUU' ,lchute. Dre n nre manl(euation ami may be cllnslJercJ c\'iJr..,~e '" per
SIStent nhereJ hmln iUlien"n. Frum II review ur variuuI repmu. I ellim:ule Illal ru:u
ECT mRtlnlc .syndmm('. IncluJ1na: Imnc.la ~nJ tardive JCI:ure! IU ru.ISl in IlllC to H,'\'

C!1.e,.

Fi~k providc.s no sptcific references or data ror hi" eHimuu:.o Even su. the
figun: again uppe:Hs in [he appendix o( his bOlJk, in a samrlc or inflJrmcJ
consent (p. 221). The other "one In 200" estimate this author locatt:J curnes
rrtlm an Impastatl1 (19S7\ study, hut T3ther than dting cnscs ur rC:lIlmnt:nc

m~mory loss. Impastato iJ citing the Jeath rate: fur EeT recipit-nts o\'t:~ 60

\TI\C,AP." nrrA,encly VAchc~eJ mUI( ,,( ICJ (leu (rum Ihe JC\'h:c m:lnul'"o,,:tU'':fll'' th"J(, elIU"
ly connccu:J with ,the proJucu: in lurn, che FDA obt:lined mut! (II" lu iniUfIl\:uiun lrum Ih('

.~PA (ArA. 1990: FDA 1.00).

"Flnk'. unsubsrantloteJ ~1~lhtlC: \Ala. brou,ht hl my ;ttlentluh by shl,dt Jur\'j\:ur LinJ:1 .A,nJre.

DlreGcor &)( Commhcf!f! For Truth In P.ychhnry,
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h ha~ Ill)\\' hC(l)lne fashionable: to Jeclare brain Jamage: from ECT a ching
Ilf Ihc IlU:l1 bec:lusc or "new rdinements" in the prucedure and In the
mad\ll\es (CllI"rCY, 19Y1; Qimicl. Weiner, anJ Crovln, 19BJ: Foueraro. 199J;
Kellmr. 19~i: Weiner, Roge". and'Davidson, 1986a). Breggln (1979. 1991)
hou dehunked these "new and improved" c1illms. yet it appears that the

j!TlH\l!Cst i1Ti,:umellU in favor or ECT :ue the "new and improved" brief pulse
lI\aclllllCS. The implication thilt the sine W:;Ive device or old h:;ls been

ler1a«d by Ihc hrief pulsc dcvlce of present lurk, behind much of the con
'"",eJ u.e uf ECT. The remainder of rhls paper ,hall examine the "new and
ill1pulVeJ" b,i~f pulse Jcvicc in "light of the original aim 001.1 purpo:le of ECT:

Von Mcdunn inrmJm:eJ rhe concepr of co~vulslve therapy in the 19305
(sec von Mcduna. IYlHi Mowhray, 1959). He helieveJ that a "therapeutic" or

",1I111':o",hiltllllllcnic" drcci cll\llc..l he obtnined from rhe chemical inJuclion uf

Y~3rs of tlce. Another in3c~ura'te: statement in the Task Force Report was
",,1«1 hy Ilre~Rin (1991, p. 14). Citing the Freeman and Kendell (1980) "udy.
the Hc:pon Slates d13l ";] smtlll minority of p,uients't report persistent deficits.
Unless 10% is 01 slllall minurity, the APA is misinforming the public.

L)ne finding "and, ou[ from follow-up "udie" Including those without
conspicuuus intimidation facton (Brunschwig, Sualn, and Bidder. 1971j
Jani" 1910; Small. 1974: Squire, 1986: Squire and Chace, 197\: Squire and
Slitter. 19ft)}: a rnfljllrilY o( subjects cominue to believe: they were perm2.
nendy illjuretllillc to ECT. The "small mln,orilY" statistic pUt OUl by the Ecr
IIldll:Hf'V, by dlt~ APA. and further emulated by {he FDA, has no (aGual basis.

I'aticnu' c1;4ims of years of permanent memory erasure as a resuh of ECT,
111t:1I. ,He invalidiHed hy "cognitive tests." Squire and Slater's (19B) estimate

Ilf an "'1Urhenlic" eight munth memory gap is uanosformed by manufacturers

illlli "mcmory ch:m~es or a:vents prior (0, Juring, ;\nJ Immediately following

,he "<:Hmen," (MECTA Corr"'ation. 1993. p. B4). Unfortunately, phrase,
m"i1ar (Il dll~st: 11\, the 'm~nllf:lc(urers.which SUj:;gcS( (hut memory 10:16 is nur
rtJ\uly rt:51rkfcd. have cume ro be n:giHlJeJ as suUiciem hy numerous stDte

:-"1 cd u.::1 I lJ15dll~urC Panels. CUl1.Sc4uentiy. poremi.d patients dearly receive

lI\illlcqu:lIt: Infurmatlun regarding memory loss and ECT as pan of inrurmed
(;,II1Senl bet'. ror e:<ample. Te~.n Department, 1993, p. Zi Texas Medical

DisdllSllTe Panel. 199), p. 1<1). As has been shown. more persons (the majuri

IV IJr ECT recirien(5) :dre ctmvinced they .HI: surrering permanent memory

Jysrum:.tiun as il result or ECT. and the memory gap is much wider (at lean 8

I1ltlnth.5) than is currently rtpoHcd or implied within their various informed

(OllSen! prOiocols by the manuracturen or ECT devices. the APA, and vari
tlll~ lllelHal IU:<llth authurities. Past anJ potential ECT recipients were <Iod

arlO heim~ grussl\' misinformed.

a
U>

Th. Myth of Convulsive TI,enpy

~

grand mal seizure;, In 1938, Cerletti and ,Bini introd~ced e1ectTo.5hock treat

ment (EST). or convul'lons Induoed without chemical,. The convul,ion
appeared to be eHcltlng what later came to be descrlbed as an "anti-depres.
sant effee<" (Alexander. 19\3, p. 61). While "parlents" were at fI", ·intlmidat
ed anJ terrified, aft~r a series of ECT they appeared more co-operative,

docile, apathetic, or in some cases even cheerier toward their phy~ii:li)n.
These "Improvements" (as short-lived then as now), appeilreJ °to \'alidate

von Meduna's convulsion theory. .
From the onset, the treatment also produced .5eVere mt:mur.,. prohlems,

openly acknowledged as br~in damaging effects by any of a myriad of pu~.
Iished papers during that era (Brody, 19·H: Ebaugh. Barnacle, and Neuburger.

1942: Sakel. 1956: Salzman: 1947). At the ',ime, both the ".",i-Jepressant"
effect and the m~mory dysfunction were attributed to the convulsion.

Gninin~ :llmost in:smnt populority aml1ng European psychiiurisB, the

machine was soon introduced into the United States, and by 1950 as many :dS

Iis ,000 people :mnui,lIy m:\y hi\YC he~n adminiMcred ent'orccJ ECT (Cl''lhen.

1988: Ruhie. 1951).
A hanJful ur professionals rejected the idea or brain uilm:Jgt: ~s tre:Hment

(Delma,-Ma".Ie<. 1942: Libe"on, 1946: Wilcox, 1916: Will. Rehfeld" anJ
Newmann. 194B). One of them was Paul H. Wilcox, who by 19; I h.J cun
c1uucd thou (he "therapeutic" effecr of EST could be succt's!iifulty serClrilrcd

frum Its hraln damaging effects (Alexander. 1~;3, pp; 61-6:: Friedman,
Wilcox, and Reiter, 19<12, pp. 56-63). Wilcox's own theory ur ..:Iecrrostimula

tiun challenged Meduna, theory. According to Wllcux (1946, 19;2\, rerh.p,
it was simply electric stimulation of the brain which created the rlnri·Jepres·
sant effect, Providing the correct dosage or non-convulsivt: decrric;d stimu

lation to [he brain mlgh[ elicit the therapeutic, effects withuut Ih-: brain

damaging convulsion..
Thi, "nun-convublve therapy" failed [Q elicit the "ther,peuric" eflett

(lmpa3[oto, 19'2), Howev!=r, in his q",est to dctermin~ [he IJt:al t:lectrictll

JoslJ~e. Wilcox discovered that the strength of an electrically inJuceJ granJ
mal seizure did nOt depend upon any mtJre electricity thiln the" rC4uirt:J to

induce the seizure (AI,xander, 1953, p. 64; Sul:bach, Tillotson. Gllrllt:min.
and Sutherland. 1943, p. 521). This me~n[ that .ladt:4U[UC" CtlO\'lllsillns cU\lIJ

be induced with much lower dO.5ages of electricity than had prt:\'i\'\I~ly heen

u:led, and that the Cerletti-Bini dtvlcts wtre utill:lne much nwre clectrlcil\'
then nce:JeJ to induce such :onvubiOlis (frtt:dman. 1912. p. ! 13). Ctrl~{(i

anJ Bini', device, then. wall not lin clccrrocom"'wl.,i\.'c devicc, bur nn clec·

trushoclc. device.
\Vilcox reasuned that even ir convulsions were: nec:essarr (ur rhe "anri·

derressam" effect. by.inducin,q convulsions with rhe le.1S[ elecrricilY Jll!':lJ,!e

possible. siJe effects might be rcJuceJ or eliminaleJ (Frieumill\ cr ;,1., I'HZ;
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11H1':nIOW, Frush, arid Robenie:llo. 1951). Wilcox set out [0 build die nrH

""ue:' ECT m.d,ine. which he complered in 1912 (see Friedman. 1912). By
E<:1' Wikox meant electrically Induced "adclIuate" grand mal convulsions;
llflli:ing, dcc.:rric;11 Jo,n,:c minimally Bb\)yc selIurc threshold.

'Til huilJ hi, mnchint:, Wilcux cnlloboroccu with an electrical engineer
named RCllhcn Reiter. Following Wilcox's instructions. Reitcr fint opera·
1l1111t.li:cd \ViktJ:"'i mlnimill JCJ:'m~c concept inlO ;) Jirecr current (DC)
l.levu.:c, ~I:j "pposed tu the: C~rletti-Bini altcrmnlng currc:nt (AC) devitt:. Th~
I'"\\"cr 01 lht: new Wiku:<-Reiu:r machi~ was thus immediately rcJl.J~cd by
hair. \'(/lkll~ \\"a.~ "hIe CCl induc;e equal or "O\dcquatc" grnnd mal convulsions
(l1f :11 le,lst li scconJs' Juration) with his new machine, showing the
(.~crh~lll-Bini EST ilpparalUS culpable or t:lccnical overkill (Friedman. 19.'12.
I' ~IH). The Wilcnx-Rei«r macbine approached·the challenge of threshold
\.tl!l\'UISIIIIH ,Iiflerently than oll\er devices; from below rather than above
IIm,hllld (Impa";llll. Berg. anJ Gabriel, 1957). The machine deponJed upon
lhc. '.""Illarin: d(ct.:t \.,; tht: dccrriciry in order to induce a convulsl~n, at the
IIr" Ill.I.t:;llilm" uf which the c;:urrelH \VOU immedhuc:ly abated. Wilcux.
Fflc,lmal\. illlLl Itett~r rurned [he switch on and off manually as fase as possi·
hI\.· ,hlfll\~ .1Il .lpr1ic;uinn.1 whlc.::h furrher reduced the current (Friedman,
PH!. p. 11Y; Welncr. IQHH. p. ;;, FiH'\lre J). Finally, In 19-12. Wilcox and
Friedman ,lc.'\"c!lIpcu unilrueral ECT (Alexander, 1953, p. 62j Fric:dmun, 19"2,

0\ p. ~ 1::\1, .11l1cdHld to reuuce sciiure threshohJ, allowing even more reductions
Q\ in dct.:tric:11 tlll~;4I(C. Thllt usually consists nf pladnR one electrode on the

1.1ll!,1,,: ,Ilhl IIII.' .lllIl.'r ,Ul rl1r ",f thl.' heuJ ~u [hut lJ single frontal lobe ur the
hr:lll1 I~ "hlH:kl.'u. Unilat.:rnl ECT is tlfr.:n touted today u a "new noJ
iI111'1I1\'ed" me.hlldulogy (Weiner, 1988, p. 59).

Tht.'~~ 1I1Clh\l\.b nnJ refinements grc:nly reduced the dmage of electricity
It:quir~J to induce no "aJeqUiue" convulsion, Wilcox now attributed memory
loss imJ hmin I.hHna~c: to such excess e\ectrlclty (Alexander. 195J, p, 62). The
Cerlelli-l\i1\i EST Jevice utilized up to 125 volts of electricity anJ up to 625
milliilmpcre:s 01 current, compared to between 20 and 40 volts and an averaRc
,II ,II.' 11lllli:Ul1l'l·rl.':'i for the Wilcux-Reher ECT Jev1ce (Alexander, 1953, p,
n:; Illlra~t:ll"C( :11., 1\); I, p. i).

{ :IIHt'\I'II11din~ll', Ihl' Wilc.:llx JRd[l.'r tll·\lke J,lrcl1dv rcuuccJ, hut diJ nut
t'limin;H~, :'lillc eHccB, This wen shown In EEG Hullies comparing rhe
WiIc.:Oll:-Il.l;ilcr \\'hh rhe Ctr1cni-Binl. Fur cXilmpl~. Wilcox (1946) and uthers

in".., .11'1:' AIl1U1C;lnJ Wllc:OI _",.I Fnetlmno, nUl the hillliJns Ccrlcut amI Dlnl. prOlJucctf (he
",..,1,1', 'II" !:\":T Jc"·~r:. The e:tperlllu:OI \l'uh rcJucecJ c1ecuil::li1 Currene w;" repealeJ in
F':mcc= rlml i:Ulle ,C", tOclrn:lI-M:malel, 19411,

~In ,hal 'cnu~. Ihe Wilcm,-F\chcr EeT Je"lcc sh""IJ 111m he crwhed whh hclnR lhe nUl

hlld .... bc dcne!:' hct' 1~1'1"").

r- L

(Liber3on, 1919: PrOCtor and Goodwin. ,i~1J) found a po,itive relatinnship
between electrical dosage and Bb~ormol or slow brain wave activity and
memory dysfunction, Brain damage and memory dysfunction did Indeed
appear to he more a product of electricity than or convulsion.

Weiner (1988) criticize, the early comparative EEG studie< a, compro
miseJ hy the p,,,,ihle u,e of unlla«ral ECT and other variations. Still, the
relOJthlnshlp between memory Impairment, brain-Jamage anJ electrical
dos:'IRe hns been corroborated by various early anJ more recent 'Hudies
(AI.,under anJ Lilwenhach, 1911: Cronholm and Ottosson. 196): Dunn,
Giuditta. WiI,nn, ·and Glassman, 1971: E~hlin. 1942; Es,man. 1968; Gordon.
1982: Libemm. 19150: Mallt:. Sackhelm. and Declna. '1979: McGaugh and
Alpern. ,1966: ReeJ. 1988; Squire an·J Zouzounls, 1986). Many of these studies
compared the effeclS of electricity to· th~se of other convul,ive stimuli on
brain tissue.. The results (mplicared the elc:ctric:ity much more than the con·
vulslon. Specific 'observatlons :u a result of applying even sub·convulsivc:
J«ungc:s of t:lectriclty to the brain Include recrogade amnesia in animals
(McGaugh nnJ Alpern; 1966); conmlctlun of arteries. arteriole<. and eapil
lnries passing through th'e meninges of the brain (Echlln. 19H): metabo·lic
ch;m~es in .he hrain chemistry of animals (Dunn et 01., 191A): permeability
uf Ihe hlnnd brain hnrrler lAird: Strait, and Pace, 1956):' anJ other ."idence
"f hroln damage or Its e,ffeclS. According to. an APA Fac[ Sheet 11992 I on
ECT, spontaneo\Js seitures. even lasting up to 90 mlnuresj do not calIse brain
dnmaRe. BregRln, (1979. p, 118) .Iso notes, In ·his review on electrical damage
tu the hmln. thin "although convulsions of all \clnJs cnn causc biot:hcmical
JisturhnnCI:5 in the bfilln. experienced researchers in the (j~IJ helie'\'c t,hnr a
case ha. been mode for the electrical cuirem as rhe main culprit,"

Fim Bri.f Pulsi

AI,o In the early 1940,. another psychiatrist. W.T. Liberson. who aeeepted
von ,Meduna's theory, 'was inspired by the Wilcox discoverielJ (0 Jcvi~e 'yet
an,,,her methoJ by which to reduce electrical dosage. L1berson 119450. 1946.

1'. 755) Is creJiteJ With producing the first "brief pul,." lBPI ECT J.vJce.
usin~ ;'l sysremndcnlly nnd contlnuuusly interrupteJ currenr. Oc.;all.-e of the
i~lerrlll')(illns. ellch pulse llf electricity hecomcs hrit:rer [hOJn 'Sf;llld:HJ !iinc

WAVe (SW) or relatively non.. lntc:rrupred "wall" current. A sinl.!.le ·,[andard
SW Is B.ll milliseeond. (m.ee) long, compared [0 1.0 m'e< for a ,in~1e mn
dnrd BP. The Wilcox-Reiter DC d.vic. cut the number of waves In half
compared In [he Cerl,"l-Bini AC Jevice. Liberson adopted Wilcox'. pte V ;'

ou, modifications and Inrroduced electronically systematic continuous inter·
ruptlons In the current 35 well (not merely (he less efflclen( manual
interruptions introduced by Wilcox), $0 [hat c:ach individual pulse now

became briefer.
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Pm n time, liher.50n', BP device was the one using the least electrical
tlosngc anJ chlls causing the Ie:a:n amount of memory damage (Alexander,
195J. p. 61; Libman. 1945b. 1946. p. )55; Libe"on and Wilcox, 1945). Both:
\Vilcux's :mJ lihcrson's devices ·were ECT machines, in that thtdr purpose
,41111 sllccessful funcriun was to i~Jucc conStanf .strength Braml mal '.envul ..
\IOns with minim,,1 Jnsagc; of electricity (Alcxnndcr, 1953, p. 64). He.weyer,
could the:o;c nc:w machines proJJce the same therapeutic or ami..dc:prcssan[

elfccr ;15 rhe Cerlclti-l3ini devices! Did adequate convuhions withom the
"i~htr dc(triGII Jusages still "work"! WoulJ \/on Mct.luml', convulsion theory
pruve correct!

Hn,f P"iJ, Fail,

Despite the advamages of the Libersun ECT device, physicians in clinical
pracricc did nm U!C It widely. Brie:( pube device! may have been slighdy
more cxpcnsive (0 build. Also, [he eDdieS[ BP device emlued such low elec·
nical dosnge thar unconsciousness was 50metimcs induced by the convu'sion
rather thnll by the: electricity_ In these Instances the ECT recipient remained
cOllSchll1S until Ihe convul.sion. resulting In even more apprehension [han In
unnHlJi(ieJ (wichuut anaesthesia) hi~h d05age SW EST (Libenon. 19'18.
p. JO). The prohlem was corrected by a ,light increase In the pulse width or
hy the u(Hilaci~n of sodium pemO[hal or both (Libersonl 1918:. pp. lO, J5).Q
Sume psychiatrists believed fear to be a necessary dimension of the procedure

~ and Sll incre<Jsed apprehension may nO[ have been a negQtive factor for
physicians in u.sing the device (Cook, 1910i L1berson, 19'18, p. )7). However,
lIlost dinkiam complained that the same ami·depressant erfet[ auain<Jble
wilh high Ilosage EST device.s could not be achieved with Libersonls low·cur·
ren' BP ECT de"ice (Impastato .. aI., 1957, p. J81). Many p.ychlaui'" were
nm convinced the treatment work~d without the higher dosage of clecuicity
and its accompanying side effects. In fact, since the treatment appeared less
dfecli\'e ""illl reduced side effecu. many praclitionen hl;ld side erfecu to be
dcsirilblc:, nn in{e~ral rart of the tn:atmem Itself (Alexanderl 1955).

Although Liherson c1aimeJ complete Iherapeuli<; success wIth his lie-vice.
he ~Ill)n beJ:i1n prnpu.sing more treatments p~r series - in fact, as many as
dlitty (Lihcrslln. 1918, p_ JR). RlUlonnlizin~, Liherson proposed "a rel:Hivclv
great numlter 01 nST (brier stimulus) treill!nt:nu in un.le'r to 'consulidate' tht:
dll:r:ll'cutk resulrs .. __ As IBPI trc:ntmc:nu ure not followeJ by \IS much
1Hl!anit.: di~llIrh:lOCC :lIi with rhe dilssk:ll Iln~!i, t>n~ .shoulJ he rrlr~icularly

·'Evl·llIu;,lIy....·1111 II,.: inlllliluoinn Il( in(lltlf'll'.1 (ImoWn!. allunmlllJifleJ EST {wirli'llli I.'xt:cp
1""1 II.'Illll'11I1! I" fI:":II',,:n,,1 wn. ,e:rllll,:l:d Willi nnUlhe:u:e:u EST. Fc:u ;auuclIllcJ t:\'e:n wuh
HII .. l.li....1E!'T ':UlUllnll'lI lul'OlIffle: rracllli"no:n h ...lay (Fila. IYQt). '.'

~

. ,
eager nOt to stop the treatments ,too early" (Llberson, 1948, p. )6). Llber.son
failed to explain whYI if the Ilantl·dep.r.essantll effect was a produc[ of the ade·
quate convulsion, a greater number of individual treacmt!nts \a.·ould be
rt!quired. .

As early as 19'18 then, it was known that, even wilh porcnt 3ei:urcs. [he
"anti·Jepressant" effect at low dectrical dosages was simply nor :mds(acror)·.IO
Libc:rson (19~6, p. 155) ~ust have unJerstooJ that dectridt)' \Va~ the true
"therapeutic" a~~nt. but rather than publish findings showing von ~lc\luna's

cunvulsion theory weakened con.slderablYI he focused in;StcaJ on making hi.s
BP ECT d'evice IIwork." After ca,lIlng for more and more tfeatments. he ree·
ommended longer dose. of BP ECT (Libmon, 1915b), <veniualll' marketin~
il machine 'which allowed the curreht to (.low b~[ween the temples ((lr a full
iive secnnds'(campareu to be~we~n O.S and one se':llnJ pre\'l"lusly) Isee
Weiner, 1988, p. 59, Flgu.. 61. The Liberson doviee could no long., be coiled
nn ECT, but was now a~ EST device. Next, although Libmon had already
incrensed the wave length duradon from D.l to between D'; anJ "ne milli·
second ll (\Veiner. 198B, p. 57), .hls newer BP moJel offered aJju$table wave
lengths from between 1.5 to tWO mmlsc:canJs. The curr~nt \Vns ~\'entwltly

"epped up to between 100 and JOO milliamp. and, finally, Liherson return.d
to AC - Joubling the original power.

All the.e modifications, of course, defeated the original purro;. of ,he IlP
expc:riment: [0 induce adequate seizures at juse above thresholJ elecrrical
Josage. But even as Liberson continued 'Increaslng the "anti·Jepres.sant"
effect of hi. BP machine. by augmehtlng the dosage of .!ec<rid,\, in various
way., the machine. still lacked [l1e power of ,he original or n.wer,C.rlwi
Bini .style EST devices. Physicians everyw~cre .seemed (Q prefer the higher
Jusage machincs for t~elr greater effectiveness (Cronholm anJ O[[o~:wn,

196J; Page and Ru"ell. 1948). Even[ually, Libers~n "opped incrc.,in~ ,h.
power of hi. own device any further. .

Nn one, including Libcr,on, mentloncd thae the convulsion th~ury mighl
huve b~en shown false l rhat adequate convulsiaiu by them.sdvcs diJ nm
ilpp~ar to produce a "therapeutic" effect. Nor did anyone .suggC:St thut it WllS

el~ctroshod:: [hAt psychiatrists preferred, nllt minimal Jmagc dc(rh)(vnvul·
slon.1t all. By th~ miJ.195IJs, the Liber.son BP ECT .serie:! Jis3ppe<ln:d lurt: .... cr
from rht m:uke:tph.:c.

h'OIl~ lIlil(hl nrl(ue: lhnl hIHI,iIUIIUC' rr"mrre:J llhcUI'1l rll 1:111","..: ... dct:lfl..:al o.;,·nl!'lIl\1:nt.; :I~
'I:II\UI: dHe:~h"lo.J Incrc.m:1 with oal'h,'tur:ul: u.st. Whlh: lI11S lOll(lu urla," ~,lIl1C ,.,..:rClI, ... J ill
dCl:lrlcnl pnmml:ICu. it Juu "Ill e:crl::ain increased numhc:n ..1" He:allllt:nl II'" J ...:~ It t::'lrl:lin
rill: C'IlCnlll:llllhamlunmenl III minllnal Jlilllulu~ JCVlt:C:t t1l1,h hete allJ a"II';11I hn' 1'1.'11''''' I.

11Th .. intll:" InC'ClUI: In .,.oliVe: [e:nl(lh WiU JO:\'o:!lIreu III inJut:e UI'C'llUCIO"I~nl.'h in the
M('llllcllI",hUlllllh dccuh:hy r:lIher ,hlln cllnyulsiltn (Lil'CullI\. 1..~It. r. 10).
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TIll! \t-'ikux-R~un Dl!l'ice

JUSI ;IS Ldll'rSlJn Ilril:lil\idly adl11'IcJ (he Wilcux-Reher moJificuciun uf DC
III lieu Ill' .-\C. Wilcu:'( anJ Reher soun incmpnroHed Liberson's c.Ie:ctronic BP

"rllH:ll'lc IIl(U their IIwn Jc\'kc. Wikux i1nJ Reher hdJ 'une ~JJilil)nal

.hlnlIHill-!t:: :1 I.:llmuI:Hi\·c ~uh·t.:I)nvul.sin~ Ic:chniquc culminudng in juSt abovc
dHl:~hllld wl:urcs. This alluwt:J rhe \'Uilcox-Reiter deviccs to surpuss evcn
I.lhcf~"I\·S np in ahilhy tll inJuce l:r.Jnd mal \:onvulsions with (h~ I~asl elec~

Irll.:IIY rlls:-.ihk. The Rcuh.... n Reilcr Cllmrlln\' (prn..!uccr llf (he WikllX
1~""llcr Ill;ll:hin .... ) (1ll1linllcJ III pmJUl.:c -stl~h ECT de .... lcc~ inm the 195(l~.

E\'en so. h~' I'l-;). it was ilPl'ah:~l1t l1'il( the Wilcux-Reiter ECT "e1ecuo~

'llIl\ul:lltlrs" al"ill heg:lO tn decline in rorularity ilOJ coulJ not cumpeu~ with
dll' rntlrc I'\l\\'crful Cerlcui-Bini style ."merit::ln EST machines (LI:!:., R<1Jha,
l.\·":U:1. ,m.1 Med(filfl L In Decctnher 19ih. :'1( (he SeconJ Divi!iona\ Meeting
"1 lh~ .-\1'.-\ 11\ 1'vh\nlrc~l. Canflda. r.5ychinuin DaviJ ImpastatOll ilml his col~

lcaCI1~s ma.l .... thl5 anllllUI1Cem~n(:

llw.e ':III,ell" lunal.lItl:,1 (urll:nn lIr tht p,c\'illus Rl:itcr muchlncsl evoke cun\·ul·
II"lH .111," lIu ... t "I iii ot ,I, more le(IJnJ, Ilr slimulllTllln. In vicw IIr thIS, we muy call
•u..:11 ."".ul~ .. 'n. ,11,"-:,hl,loI CllCl'·ultlllns....The Ir;ll:ture rate Is moJcflll(ely reJuceJ
.. IIell lll\'~.· ';1I1I,·I\I"\.lfe II".,J. IoUI "rnea. rHSI'Cluwulslve (nnrusion .oJ uwiulllun ,mJ
IUI' ....IIII ...1II mClOur\, (hall!.!!:s :l'C i!,carly reJu(cJ. In i(Hlt IIf these adVDntaMc5. the use
"I Ulllillle!:I .. '"al currenu Imt nUl (lIunJ flWIU In 11I11 t!.ul'lrlCU hccause 11 numhe' .Ir

,,1.''''1'''''\ led Ihal wilh Ihcsc (lItll:OU mllfc UClIlmcnu Ihan with AC (urn:nu lire
m·.·.!,·,1 I.. dh",,;lual\' .1 fellHui!ll\ ,Ir tIl ,\uickly l'rlnK under cUn1wl such u\lntlJnml
I,cl..""",, .I~ untll,mlll/c:,!>1c ill:hllll.ln :InJ JuiclJil1 J,h·ts. The psychhltrlsr II( Ihls faith
IIn·,el",,' ... "'''IIIUlII<1 III ulot thc 111.1 AC ':llrrcnf mnchlnes ROJ mRke, lin: hell 'I'lhe
"lhle~"i1I,le ulil' .1(lhll1l. (Imp;UIlUl1 CI :II., lYH. r. UU I

Tllh a"I\\lUIu.:CIO~n( WilS, in r!ffecI, the unprt:ceJented concessiun thaI (he
\'(/iko:oc-Itcilcr e:ocrcrimem whh ECT had faileJ; that adequDte clJnvul~il1n

.lltlnc 1m..! nllt. ;It':cuhlin~ Hl clinicians everywhere, created the JesireJ O1n[l~

.1r!rrl·:,:ml\l t:1(~ct Wile, IX, Fric:Jmiln. Reiter, ::Iod Liberson h;td hoped fur. IS
\'car'i c~ulkr. ECT hilJ f:1i1cJ aod EST h,lJ emerged vlctor·lous. Alml;~t nil

lI\;lI"ll"~l\U":(S III Ihe .'uru1m SW Jc"ices u~c\l~ni~eJ (he: "uJcquate Jnsl.'':c''
pre..:!:!,!. Th~ In'lfC rll\\·!,..,!111 rhcir nt:Khh,cs hecarne. thc mure n~ffr!..:d,,~."

'lIhll.:l1ll1l1ll·fl"I;II1\· :H1l.:l.:es~ful. "
"h~rc w:u ,It this (imc nu FOA. nn physician :lJ .... ersc effect repl1uil1 't ~y:,~ .

ICIll. I1Il 1''i\'(hlillriC ~ur ... hmr lell t.:ivil ri~hu muvcment, nn infmmc::J cunselll
requircmcnts. In :ihl.lrl. ,here W:15 11\.1. Im~ but thc ECT investigator him/hl..'r.
"df In anlll)lln(C (hm ECT had filil~d .IOJ rhilt EST'was rruJucin~ che
IIt::-irt'd dlt:t:l:i" It rCII1:1inl'lJ tlnll' fur the invcstiJ::Itl1r to' rerun diu( chcrt! was

1!lmr.hl;'hl h ...1 illlf\lJU~ ..J ,1;\'CI:1ll1f the I;:ulk" Wilcll:,,-Rciu:r m,lI.ltls and w;u prIlNIt-h' ,m
un.l..:d.lIo,:.1 rlll.1 ':OIlh..h:1I11 III l\cIlCJ.

- l

no possibili[y of administ.ring EST wi[l1du[ [h. damaging .ff.c[S, as both [h.
damaRe and (he "thenpeutic" effect appeared to be the resuh of suprilrhre:lh·
ulJ Josages of e1~ctridty. .aut n~ither Wilcox, Friedman, nor Reiter made any
such announcement. Rather than challenge colleagues who were damaging
(he: br:ains uf (huusanJs uf peuons yearly, Wilcox and Reiter, aftcr ,'oiting
"half·hidden resentml!O( through lmpa:sr3to's announcemcnt anJ publication
(lmpasmo., aI., 1957) I.... foumo,. III against tho•• who foiled to u•• ,h.
sufcr uniJirectional minimal current ECT devices, (hen' alluwed Impasta(o
anJ <olleagu," to introduce ,h. newest Wllcox-Rei[er machine, ,hl' Mala,
11,;1 Cefle:ni-Bini'stylt: SW AC device, capable of admini$[ering con"~lsilJns

many times liver selture threshol9. This was, in ef(ect~ the C1ut deliberately
Jesi~neJ Wilcox-Reiter EST ilppar.uus, .

Tht: Molac 1I was announced as ha~ing a supe;lor feature over "oIJ"
Ccrl~ui-Bini nyle machines, a millisecond of high \'oltage cu"cnt (around
190 volts) in ",rcler to render the person unconscious before" del I.... ering tWO (0

(hree seconds of AC current at around 100 Initi~l volts, lronicall~, I~pastato
anJ coll.agues, juSt beCor. [he announcement oi [h. new Molac II, haJ
raileJ against ,h••Ide df.cts of [he "classic C.detti-Binl EST machi~.,"
uttributing them 10 uexcesslve current used" (.Impasqlto e( aI., 1957. p. J81) .
There was no reason to believe the current .Intensity Df the new Jevicc: was
any lower and whereas the original Cerletti-Bini machine coulJ admini:llcr
current up to five (enths of a second, the new Motae II 'haJ nu timer at all.
The recommenued duration o( each (ceai:ment. was bl:twej:n lWO anJ duec::
s.conJs, but this was I.f[ completely Ul> to [h. Joctor's Jlscr.,i"n. Th. black
bulton could b. held downlnd.nnitely!

After Jeslgning (he least dangerous machine in hi.nory, WiI!=ux anJ R.eiter
haJ now d••lgn.d [he maS[ dangerous EST machin. in hl"or\" completely
Jiscarding their mlnimal donge, adequate con .... ulsion precept u(ECT.
Ironically, [h. ImpaS[",o et al.. (1957> pap.r .tideJ by c1aimin~ thar Mol~c II
rccipientS rested on (he "Proteus Mate" did no worse than (hose whll h~d

been treoted with previous minimal dosage machines, a contradiction ll!
e"e~'[hing Wilcox, Friedman, anJ Rel'er "ood for anJ haJ ",ainr:lineJ (or
rh~ previous I~ years. Since December. 1956, th.erc: have neen ml ECT
Je\'kes pruJuc.~J in Americ.::J. The: same t::<p~~imt:nt ~nJeJ ,.imilarlr in
Eumre (see footnme 7).

The·Case for Consumer Mi.sinformation, .

In 1976, L1u~ (0 th~ actluns o( tl C3li(urni::l g~nup uf psychiiJrric sur.... ivurs.
No,work A~ainS[ Psychiatric Assaul[ (NAPA). [h. p.ychlatric ,urvivor
muvem.nt scor.d a major .icwry (Hud,on, 1978. p. 146). NAPA haJ a"aineJ
fur the state of Cullfornia thl:!: first semblance of in(ormeJ ClJnsent fnr EST in

.......
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lhe Unilcd Stare, (perhaps th~ flrse semblance of Informed consent any·
where (or persons labeled "mcr1Cally ill"). At lease 30· other ,5[3tCs enacted

similar nile changes within the nc:H few yean. Psychiatrists In state ins~itu·

tion.5 had 10 begin asking patients if they wamcd EST. In thesc institutlom,
where EST haJ becn predomina~t1'tadmini~terc:d up to this time. shock was,
for a r~riml :H least, largely aban~ont=d. At about thh rime [00, shock devices
C::Jl111: unJer the scrutiny of (he FDA. It was time for the shock industry to
(ilkc II tltl(t:rcnl :Ipptl)~t.:h.

.A.hll in 1976. psychiatrist P:lUl Blachlcy helped launch an attempt to make
shuck re~pcctablc again in America. A major part of a campaign to alter and
improve ,he now very negative l,mage or shock came in the form of "new imd
il1lprovel'" EST Jevices, specifically the resurgence of Libcuon's BP machine.
nl;u:hley'~ new ,umpany. Monitbreu Electro Convulsive Therapy Apparatus
(tv! ELlA), w., soon' followed by Somalic" Elcol, and Medcrafl in produclng
,he "s;tfer wave form," or BP ECT. devices. I) With these newer devices, hos~

pit~1s began, as standard proced~re, to anaesthctlze: patl~ms. the great major
ity of whum were now private hospital patients with Insurance.

A recenl Ntw York Timts IIrticie lauded the IImodcrn" brief pulse models 85

"improvcd," ami having modifications "Iikc reduced doses of electricityl'
(Foderaro, 199), p. A 16). Recently, ,he «levl5lon ,how 4B Hours featured
psychiatrist Charles Kelln.er of 'the Medical University of South Carolina,

~ who regularly administers electric sho!=k, Kellner (1994) stated: IIWell, It's
such 0 difft:rell( treatmcnt now'that there's almost no comparison .... It
rcally b a Ili((crent trc:atmen( now, .... Having (he seizure Is the (herapeutic

1'"" of Eel': probably aboul one fifth of the elecrriclty lhal w.. used in ,he old
dnrs, , .." Such claims are false or misleading: the new BP devices :are neither
lower slimulus nor lower current devices than the older. or even [he newer,
SW models, ,

.1\11 other t:lt:ctric31 components being equal, simple unmitigated BP (sys
rcmade interruptions of SW currene). does in fact lead (0 reduced electrical
dtlSilgCS. Huwc\lcr. aware that convulsions alone, Induced by simple BPI are
indft:clivc, l11:tnufacrurers of modern BP devices amplify all othcr electrical
(omplIncnu in mdt:r tu cCJnlPcn;ate for the interrup~ion5.Therdore, modt:rn
"~Clllrcd up" AP ~rr;mHU:lC:S re-equ,,1 the cumulDtive electric:!1 charRes of the

IITwlI cumpanlC:$ (McJcnh :md Elc:nc)'cnnlinue. 10 manufaclure che nlder Ccrlelli-Binl 'lyle
";\1..' ,Ie~·,,;u. l.tI'I, mUle ruwerf"l than Cerlelti ilml Rlnl'J urllClnill SW device rcnol'lOcJ for
'11:1111 ,Iamalitt' :InJ mCnlllry Inss Ilrnp:UlilfCI el .. I.. 19\i) ilnd upnn which Wil~lIx lind Libenun
auclnfllt'd lit IInplIl\"e. Ccrlt'ltl and 811\I'J oli""n.1 dev,ce Ir.miueJ a maximum 120 voln (or a
m:tlllllllm III" ~ ~tConJI, Mcdcnh's ooltwJCfn°O 5W devitt, unchanged ,lnce lIS 19U model.
.he 85 14 (n,,,•• the 65 HilI). hilS a mil:umum polenllal of 170 volts and cmlts a CUHent for
"p III nnc full ,ccum] (Weiner, l'ilIHI. p, 56: Medcnft Corpo~tlon. 1984). Tod:ay'l SW devlccs.
;n ....ell :al moJcrn J:al" BP JcvicCJ. ~re EST Jev\ccJ, 1

Cerletrl-Blni _style SWin every respec;t: For Instance, 100 percent power of
"andard SW will emil the same 500 millicoulomb,'of electrical charge .. 100
percent power of, a modern UP machine such as Somatic's Thymauon 00.
While one would expect r~duced charges with BP, In 'fact, the: old .Handard
SW, I.e., Medcrafl', 1950"model, emi" ,lightly Ie" charge ,han the modern
day BP Thym~tron 00, This would not be possible: without electrical com
pensation of'BP devices.

This compensation is accomplishe::tI in the following ways:
(a) Tht {rtqur:nC'J is incTtQJtd. Frcquenq is (he number of pulses "f elecuic

Ity per second flowing past a givcn palm. 'AI(hough sine waves ':Ire IO w iuer"
than brief pulses, they are emitted a( a constant rate of t20 p~r sc:conJ. In
comparison. modern BP devices can emit' up to 160 pulses per second u( el~c·

triclty (e.g., MECTA's'SR-l and JR-l), or up to 100 'pu!>e, (e.g .. Elcot',
MF-looo).

(b) The cUTTcm'iJ; inCTeas,ed. Current can be defined :lS c"cctrun t't,)W per
'econd .nd is'mea>urcd In ampe,res or milliamperes (rnA). The "old" SW
devices Jelivc.r between ;00 and 600 mA of current. The "new" BP Thrma.
tron DO by Somaria d~livm 900 rnA con".nr current, the MECTA SR/jR
device" BOO rnA, and'the Mederaf, 8-15 8P'up to 1000;mA or nne lull

ampere. . ,
(c) Duradan is incrtaSed. Duration Is (he amount of (Ime:: rhe current f1uws

through the brain. Maxi~um duration of modern BP machin~s is four to six
'tim~, [he maximum dura[Ion o( the older-SW model,.

(d) Wave leng,h, can be inmOJ<d in mU51 modern BP device,. The EIe"t
MF-lOOO I ror hutance.. has 9djusrable brief pulses fiom n rrricalune nlsec up
to an a<ypic.1 ;wo m,ec. A nandard SW I, e.)} m'ec.

(e) Ahtmadng CUTTEn[ is ·ustd. In spite uf the (act tha( both Libt:rson anJ
Wilcox uttlilcd DC successfully to inJuce adequate grand m:ll coO\'u!.5ium,
modern 8P device' ulili,e·AC. .

Thus modern BP devices a're made to c!qual the charRel~ uf SW Je\'ices in
every consiJera-tion with respect to perccnt of energy utill:eJ, In aJJition,
[h~y .5UrpalS [he "oilier" SW machines in energy OUtrut (juules). or iH:w:J1

power emlncd." The following electrical features account fllr thi:! inCreil::it::

1~8y ch:a,!te i. meAnt lhe cumula(lvc ;amUunt ,{dectrlclH' which has f1'I\I:t:J ra~l ;l !tl\'o:n
poin! 3( lhe: end I)r an decwm muu:acrilln,,

' ItUsln\( ~ ur.\lllhl·fnrwl'ud malhltmllllleni ("rmvhl, Iho: rUI"o:r OIr lhc IH:W hfll.:1 r""~ J-l."IC"" ~'arl

he vltllfilr.J to.,. colculntlnx j"ules 1m (he mure f"mlliar oow;uu M

J,S in ;I hWluhullol. Ih~ nll:11_iun:

uf OI.;IUII .. nt:ri(Y em!ucJ (\OuhalCe Is fllllcnll;,\1 .:nt:rlty llr ruwcr), All fuur ':11mr:lnll:S (c,lI ..
MECTA. 199J, r, J') dn liS! lheir Jcvic:es III Il\l JI1ulc m;lximunu in :til ~ hOlchurcs. PUI Ihe
manufaclurers' calculallllnJ arc blUed Iln 11 tyr1CllI rcsismnCe uf !!o uhms tllhlnS ;Ire Illl: m~a·

sure uf reslnailcc, here. or rhe Jkull and brain, III current (1,1110'). Hllwcver. the Irue mllXimum
JuuJu ur..-am for :all modern Jay BP JcviceJ II much hhtht'l lhan Ihe CIl;m:lIr reruneJ hv
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la) MUl.:h hi~ht:r volttlges are utili:ed. For example, the Thymatron DO
ulIli,oo up '" ;00 volts; the MECTA SRIJR, up to 111 volrs; the new
tvloJc",h up to )25 vohs: and the Elclll MF-IOOO up to 500 volts. Compar.
Ihis If) he(ween 110 volu maximum ror the oldest .sine wave moJeb and 110
\"I,llS Il1i1XimUIIl for moJern SW Jevin.s.

(h) C.)ll~':lm ..:urrelH :1nd conrinual!y i",:re:'l:'iin~ voltG~e.s are properties o(

;111 IIllnlern 1\1' Jcvices. COt15lilnt l:urrent menns [hat thc current nevc'r f1uc#
IU.Ht::-; Ilr dC:iI.:cl1d~. Thi~ unique. (calure o( BP uevices is accomplished bv
Illchcr :11,,1 ilH.:rc;l:;in.a; \'tllwl:cs, ;I Chllril,-:tcristk nut found in SW Jevlc·es.
Th~ (11110;,':1111 I"wcr \'I)Ir~~C in the lartcr'resuhs In gradually JecrerJsin~ cur
ll'ntS. JU~I liS lilt: n:sisl,mce uf a'wuoden wall can eventually slow down anu

'1\·~tpll\\'er all c1cclfic Jril!. 50 the !tumlin skull gradually slows down currcnt,
~ll1dl'I" I\P devices maintain a constant current o( obout une ampere
dHnll~htllH I he full ruur h) six sectlOJs it is cmltteJ, milking these Jevlces the
I1lIlH I"l\\'~rrul in ECT/EST histury. .

Tile Irclllcndlllis cncrl!\' IIUTpUl uf rnnJc.:tn BP Jc.:vice.s (see (notnute IS),
lhl.: I'cst 11\t':~l5\ue u( II,,: machine', rotcntitll t.lestructiveness. Is a well.kept
rn;lllllt"lIllllrCr·... iccret. The rn"Jern Jay BP devices rue more than four times
.1:> I'llwcrllll :I:' Ih..: "IJer S\V t.I~\'ices. ~nJ nhu\U tWO und a half times <IS pnw#
I.·rflll as 1ll1l11l'f11 ~I;l\' S\'(J JCI.·ic~s. In'iacr, [11JI\y I

S "new und ImproveJ" BP
,Ic",..:c i~ .'V~t ("11!hl ClInes ml.1rC ruwerful (h~n rhe uri~inrJl Cerletth-Bini
,It:",..:c rCI\IIU'ncII 1m pt:rmanent rnt:mnry loss :JnJ upon which Wilcox unJ
Liht:rsnn :llICm("lreJ to improvq, Modern day BP devices hi!lve not been
~hl1WIl It' h: (ounitit.'cly :IJ\.';ml~~cuuS [0 SW Jevlces in any moJern"uudYI
:lIhl Ihl' IcU' ';llIt.lie~ v..'hieh ha\.'c claimed ctlgnhlvt advRntages with modern
.1.1\ I\P ":t1I1I,1 n'll b( u:plicau:t.I \'Iy I)ther researchers (.see Squir~ "nJ Zou
:1111111\. I'Hi(l: \Veint:r. R'H~en. :mJ Da\'iJson, 19863, 1986b).

Conclusion

CIlnrrlln' (II lhe dairns rll1 (IIrth hy the rnur manufacturers of EST Jt:vlces.
"II.' I.·ndcnt.'c rC\'ll.'\\"cJ In thi; parer df."nrly shuws that Ihe: ma.jurir1 o( EST

d,,· '",11I,,1;11 I'll",. F,lr S\V .Ie\·,~·e', IhI.' i",mula Ii: ,,,"l.:~ • VIII" X ("tumr x ,Iurnl,un, IIr

I""I.·~ •• U1":m ''11l:Irt.·,1 , ,U1I'I.·da"'....· !t: .luran"". fill 1\1' ,1~\'lCl:', lh~ ("tnlUlli l~ : i,.llIles •
·...11. , "H1enl , tll: , : I ( \\:1\'1: I.:nwrh It JUtlllllln. iiI iuul~, • current '4ullfeJ x Impw;ance:t
II,; , :1 " ":"1.' Il'll\l,h x .lulnl"ln.'AlI (,nn mlmu(ncluters ulillze che larrcr in lieu ,,( rhl: (Ilr·
..... , '"ltllul..... I'"'I>lIu: .h,' h\.' ,,,"ie 'lI:1XUllUm~ (ur thd,r 8P nmchtnCJ. UllliZlnM .he (mmrr
h"l1Iul,I,.lhl\\·I.·\CI. ,.'I\I,,;h UI\'I: Ul nnn.,hcnrellcailimllunu. WI: (lnJ ,hln .he Thymllfun 00
1\1' u c.:trllhle-.If em,IIlnll H" luulel "r """AIlI .,( e1eculc'fYI Ihe MEcr" SRlJR BP mutJeb, 156
I··,.I.,~: ,I,c :-'1 ...J'·I;,I' u-:\ or. ;i' Ilulle,: :tnJ Ihe ElcUI Jcvicc evcn murc, G1ml':lfC lhcu
0'11"'1:)' """"',,''' ....·1111 Ilw 11I1I......·'n!.! lyrlcalunnllll(Y: .he Sl"nJ;tuJ SW JevlI;c c:'In (hihl Ufln 60
W:tll ha:lll I· ll l!, hu ur I" unc M:c"nJ, IMuJe-rn SW Jevlces cnn IllIhl ur M100 walt lI~hc hulb
I", "T' '" ""l: -c.."".11 ~l".ll:"\ Ill' JI:.. ,,:ell .::m liwh. "r .he '_ml: 60 WfIll lI~hc hulh (IIr up III
I, ,,,, "\,1.,,,1\1,( '.

reclplcnu report' damage as a result: of EST. EST recipients - whether or not
they repan memory loss - do, In fact, sustain actual permanent memory
loss, averaging Bt I~B.lI[ eight month" as a resulr of the procedure.

Modern Jay BP Jcvices are noc ulower current" machines, OJ5 mnS[ propo
nents claim. Through electrical compensation, chey equal SW devices in
every respeCt, and emir: (ar gre~[er energy. The results of 5uuJics d;timing
cognitive advantages using modern day Bp over SW have: not b~cn replican:d.
Any adVant3Rc of the original ap device has been atten~:l[cJ in ml),).:rn day
devices.

Hund,.ds uf studies condu«ed between 1910 and 1965 (Cors.llis and
Meyer, 1951; Hamllus, 1952; Heilbrunn and Weil, 1912; McKegney and Pan·
,e"a, 196J; Quandt and Sommer, 1966) 'demonsrratlng brain damage haYe
been criticized as :lold." However, since that time. the machines have only
become more powerful.rThus few studies are "old" or Irrele\:'am.

MaS! experu agree that currenl, and nor convulsion (APA, 1992: Breggin.
1919, pp. 111,122: Dunn et al .. 1971; Sutherland et al.,.197;) is re,ponsible
for long#term memory lou and severe cognidve dysfunction. Von Medt.l"na '5

"therapeutic convulsion" is a'myth, convincingly dlsconflrmed by ~;lrly mini
mal stimulus convulsion experiments. Memory dy,funerlnQ and the "thera
peWit" effect - which appear to be products of electricity --:- may well be'
inextricably rebated,

AII'fuur inD~u(aCturers comlnLJe to claim their de\'ice~ are convulsive ther#
apy·devices. Nevertheless, because sari... of the Wllenxlan principles of the
pa" are being rediscovered today, and because the efficacy of ""eshold con·
vulsions isqueS!lonable (APA Ta.k Force, 1990, pp. 28,86,91), a few BP manu
facturers and researchers ~ho totlaborate with tht: manufacturers have
gained enough confidence to call (or cv~n more power(ul electrical devices
- under the unsubS{antiated claim that BP suprathreshold I.losages o{ e1.ec
triclty are safer than SW suprathreshold dosages (Olenn and Weiner, 198J,
pp. ))-J1' MECTA, 199J, pp. I), 1-1; Sackhelm, 1991). For Instance, Oordon
(1980) rediscovered the adequateness of grand mal convulsions administered
at low electrical dosages_ Gordon (1982) later reirerared that high do,e, o(
electricity cause irreversible brain damage, Unaware of the lost history,
Ooruun su~g~S[eu using minimal stimulus machint:s to imluce convulsions.
Deakin (198J) re,ponded that minimal stimulus machine, would be misguided,
alluding to Robin and De llssera',.( 1982) important Jouhle-blind Sludy
which demunstrated that current is the; (actor In ECf efficacy'- not convul
sions. 16 Sackhelm, Declna, Prahovnlk, Porrnoy, Kanzler, and Mali" (1986)

l"Ex.lubbyin Oltnn'lI loper, who JUfferi (rom severe cnnd m;al epilerlJY :11 .. reiult o( EST.
worked on t~~ puniC c( 5.8, ~o, In Texu Her neurololl'in John FriedberR c.. lled Di;ann'n',
'I:hures .he wnut he h;ad whneueJ. Even to, I noced Dillnn'a never su({clC:d extensive lon~,

term memory lou IS • 'result "r her sehur~s, but she: had side C((CClS exactly like those
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anJ Sackheim (1987) published studies corroborating the relevancy o( <lewi·
c<ll Josage to efficacy, aOnd Sackheim restated this theme in a lecture dcliv..
er.c:o in New York in 1992 {Sackhdm, 1992}. Today's manufacturers are
11lliedy leaning away from von Meduna', c:onvubion theory, away (rom th~

concept of mJequ:.tc convulsions at minimal dosage and toward an unobru ..

sive itUempl (0 legitimize. adequa(~ or suprathrc.shold electrical dosagcs,l7

These u:nJcndcs, coupled with the power of modern BP devices, should lead
(I) rc-nppraisill of the devices world-wide.

M;mu(aclurrrs may have paned (rom the convulsion theory exemJ:linc:d by
iliSI ilhnvc !chure t1ueshulJ Jcvjces u( tlie past, to what might be ju:- above
dillna"!!: thrcshulJ Jevices o( (he pr~scm, and if not forced to stop '!nu prove
tIll,: saf":IV Ilf Ih":lr lI..:vict:!i (:II1()win~ for even Inort: powe;rful m.lchint:s), rniJ4ht

b~ embarking upnn just:' above agn05ugnosic threshold appr.nuses of the (mUTe.
In sumlO:Jry, moJern electric shock !rnachin~ companies arc attempting to

rctlc(jl~C safety from the original con~ul5io,n concept of "just:' above seizure
ducslmld" III "s.dcr wave form." The Fuml and Drug Adminisrratlun must re,
scolli"iIc luJ;,y") SW lmJ BP J~vices, wid\llrawing th~ir "granJfarhered in"

Slaim under con .... ubive therapy devices'. BeCOluse they utlliIe an emirely Jif·
(erenl principle, and because they arc suprathrcshold devices rather than,
cllnvubill".depcnJem devices. all modcrn day BP and SW EST device man'
Ilfacrurcrs mllst ht: rt:quireJ to prove m::Jchlne safety ro tht: Food and £?rug
Atlmlnisllation, prior to fun her utilh:nion of new machines. All 'mooern day
SW ;"Iml or EST deviccs arc more powcrful than carly InStrumetHS. Modern
day Dr supr:uhresholJ devices have not provcd safcr than SW supra
ducsholtf devices. Sidc effects have been convincingly Identified 35 producu
lIe c:lel;rricity, Thcse facts warram the elimination of all EST machines from
the m,,,kelplact:.
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J12 California Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

408/426-0252

~eptrmber 6, 1991

To whom it may concern:

I was hospitalized, voluntarily, from January 30 to February
20, 1991, during whletl [ h~d eight electroshock treatments. The
second treatment W~5 wll.h bilaLeral electrode placement; the
others were all u,lil.or.,,,.,1 right-hemisphere electrode placement.

~..b.:L-~h 0 Qj;.~•...£,CT1.
Hy re,1son I.or wdllLlng electroconvulsive therapy was quite

simple: I was oul o( "ther alternatives. The antidepressant
drug that had wor~ed for me most of the time for over a year--the
only one of the varlouH drugs I had tried that did work--was no
longer wor~.ing, and 1 had reached the maximum dose that my body
could tolerate. Psycl,.,therapy had been very helpful In many
ways, hut even my ther.,pj"t, an excellent clinical psychologist,
agreed th.3t [ ne"d.-'d illull'-',Ii"tc medical Intervention at that
point, and support",,'j my c1,'ci"lon La get ECT. Various
"alternative" treilt.ments iJlld therapies had failed to provide any
reli et for me. 111111 eV"1I t.he best community support systems reach
their limits of effectlvelless when the source of the problem 15
nellrochemical malf"nc:LI"115 (regardless of etiology) that simply
do not respond to psycllosoclal care.

I certainly wish Lher" had been less risky and drastic
options available. nuL t'here Wdsdt anything else for me to do-
except kill myself, whi<:i, Ilt cnurse was an option I held in
reserve If it turnerl ,alit. tl",t the ECT didn't work. [t did work;
it unques t.i onabJ y ~hJVf:d my 1 i f c.

I want to state ai lhe outset, though, that I am not an
apologist for ECT or [or t:ho~e who provide it. I know that ECT
can be 03 safe and effect iv" tr.~atment for many people--and that
it can have very seriou~ ~dverse effecLs for some of us. Most
medical research conclude~ that prolonged or severe adverse
effects are very rare, I.ut for those of us who do experience
them~'-whether we represent one out of two or one out of two
million ECT recipient~--Lhey arc very real, debilitating, and
even life-threatening. I also see some critical problems with
current practices in Lhu usc of ECT, and I believe that some
reforms In those practices could significantly mitigate the harm
some of us suffer from t.llis treatment.

Effect i veness
The ECT got rid of my depression completely for three weeks:

After that, my depression began returning Intermittently, and by
six weeks post-treatment, it was constant again--and has been
ever since (i.e. for the last five months). In accordance with
current "received wisdom," I continued to take antidepressant
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medication during and after my ECT, and have continued
psychotherapy.

Somatic Effects
Various research has fail~d to find evidence of structural

damage to the nervous system from ECT. I think it is certainly
credible that there would be 'no such damage.

ECT does, hoi_ever, cr.eate changes in the central nervous
system--this, of course, 19 precisely why it is effective.
Hoods, feelings, memories and actions are, after all, the
expression of neurological and biochemical processes in the
central nervous system.

In addition to the therapeutic effect of eliminating my
depression, my ECT had a number of other effects, my subjective
experience of which seems to be clear evidence of changes in my
central nervous system. Some of these effects were positive, and
some were benign. For eXi.lmple, since my ECT, I now have a degree
of dexterity with my lefl hand that far surpasses my previous
ability. Interestingly, none of the clinIcians I've asked about
this has any idea of why this kind of change would result from
ECT. They are equ"lly b"m115cd by all ,the other post-ECT changes,
gains and losges j've experienced in my moods, aptitudes and
feelings.

Unfortunately. vpr y 1 I tlle is known about what changes In
the central nervous :;ysl.em do result from ECT, or why it has a
therapeutic effect whl,n It does.

~ort-term Effe~ts

While some of the: IInintended effects I experienced from ECT
were p"sitive, utllers We,e decidedly horrific--and far more
severe than the predleLd'!,- "confusion" and "memory loss."

Host people-" LIIC!"d i n'l the mentally healthy--get confused
from time to time. TIl<' I:onfll"ion I experienced ImmedIately after
each ECT treatment w;,,; oJl fferent enough from routIne confusion'
that it should probilbly ',ave a different name. I'm not talking
about not knowing whether it was morning or afternoon--I'm
talking about not even knowing what I was, let alone who or where
I was. But this ill effect usually passed within an hour or so
after the treatment.

The "confusion" I continued to experience for about six
weeks after my last treatment was another matter, I was unable
to organIze or contextu~lizc thoughts and feelIngs. I couldn't
discern any logic, either internal or externally imposed, in my
thoughts and perceptions. 1 was unable to perceive or create any
hierarchy among thouqhts, feelings, and physical sensations.
Everything I thought, said or wrote was an incoherent stream of
consciousness, with the result that I was utterly unable to
communicate appropriately or effectively. This amollnted to a
severe occupational and social disability.

I happened to have known before my ECT that the right and
left hemispheres of the brain have certain different specialized
functions. During one of my post-ECT vIsits with my regular
psychiatrist, I told him I was still experiencing the disablIng
"confusion." He made the observation that since the right
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hemisphere is where the functions of thought organization and
contextualization are controlled, these EUllctions could be
disrupted by right-hemisphere electroshock, and that this
potential disruption wasn't given adequate attention by
practitioners.

"Memory" isn't just a data bank of pieces of information
that we might or might not care to use at any given moment.
Memory pretty much covers everything we know and feel, and need
to know and feel, to function--on every level. I lost knowledge,
skills, abilities and feelings of all kinds, and these losses
made it impossible to function in work, ·routine activities, self
care, relationships, etc.

My memory loss included, at various times [or about six
weeks following my ECT, not knowing who people were, let alone
what their names were; not being able to figure out how to put on
my clothes; not having even the most basic job skills necessary
to perform my usual work, let alone any concept of what that work
was about; not being able to drive my car, let alone figure out
where I was going; not knowing where anything was in my home;
etc.

I found myself ..wonder ing things such at;: What is that thing
[the machine that I later recognized as my vacuum cleaner!, and
what is it for? I wonder if there's any way I can get my floor
clean? Is cleaning floors something that normal people do, or am
I being strange to want to clean my floor? Who lives in that
house across the street? Old I used to know who lives there? Am
I the kind of person who would have known who lived there? What
kind of person am I anyway? What did I used to believe, and
would I believe the same things now?

I am also having to re-learn how to remember--I lost the
process Itself of remembering and learnillq.

The most agonizing after-effects I had during those six
weeks were: sudden dramatic and unpredictable mood swings; loss
of superego; 105s of all feelings of love and affection for the
people and things I used to love, and of motivation for the work
I used to love doing; 1055 of certain kinds of aesthetIc pleasure
and of pleasure from physical movement; and, most agonizing of
all, an overwhelming sense that I had lost my self.

At least a couple times every day, I found myself screaming
and writhing uncontrollably. When there was verbal content to my
screams, it con:;1sted of such things as: "What have they done to
me?!" "They've destroyed mel" "My self is gone!" "I can't
feel!" "They've tur.ned me into a monster!" "They should have
killed me Instead!"

For me, many of these effects were a far worse agony than
the depression which was successfully treated. During this
period of time, on several occasions, I caIne much closer to
actually killing myself than I had come before. This was partly
because the intensity of the anguish was so overwhelming, and
also because the functIons of my superego and my feelings of
closeness to other people, which had previously acted as a brake
on my suicidal Lnclinatlons, were gone.
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However, I was progressively recovering from some of the ECT
effects, and I hadn't been recovering at all from the preceding
depression. otherwise, I'm sure I would have killed myself
during that immediate post-ECT period to escape the indescribable
horror that was more harrowing than anything I'd ever felt
before.

I took LSD once, over 20 years ago. My post-ECT experience
felt most analogous to a protracted real bummer of an acid trip,
interspersed with some periods of feeling very pleasantly "high."

aI-lateral shock
I had at the outset consented only to 6-8 unilateral shock

treatments. I specIfically did not want any shock treatments
with bilateral electrode placement because: 1) I had read that
there is a higher incidence and severity of adverse effects with
bilateral shock; 2) I had read that there was no evidence that
bilateral electrode placement produces any greater therapeutic
benefit than unilateral placement; and 3) I didn't want my left
(dominant) hemisphere exposed to direct shock at all.

The bilateral shock I had was administered not only without
my informed consent, but over my explicIt objection--and without
any other legal authorization, for that matter (i.e., I had been
found competent to consent, and no one else was legally
authorized to make treatment decIsIons for me).

"The immedIate aftermath of the bilateral shock included a
subjective anguish and depression that was worse than the
depression which had preceded my decision to get ECT In the first
place. This mood lasted for the next two days, until the next
(unIlateral) treatment. The afternoon Jfter the bilateral
treatment, I wrote in my journal, "I'm more depressed today than
I've been in a long time--If 1 weren't in the hospital, I'd
probably kill myself today."

It was also immediately after that bilateral treatment that
1 fIrst felt the lack of any pleasure in music that had
previously been very pleasurable to me, and the loss of feelIngs
of love, care and affection for people IlIad previously had those
feelings for. These two effects did not Dccur after the fIrst
(unilateral) shock, but they have persisted ever since that one
bilateral shock, even during the periods of time when I wasn't
depressed.

depr<::;sion and the
ECT. After the first six
recovering from the adverse
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SIx months later
I am now living with the deadly

debilitating residual effects of the
weeks post-treatment, my progress in
effects came to a standstIll.

In the six months since my ECT, 1 have been able to work
only a few days altogether. There are still signifIcant gaps in
my memory of the past, and I am still often unable to learn and
remember in the present. Since cognitive and memory Impairments
have always also been symptomatic of my depression, I know that

,. SOme of these difficulties may be attributable to the depressIon.
I However, I'm convinced that most of these dysfunctions are a
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result of the ECT, both because they are qualitatively different,
and because they are far worse now than they were before the ECT.

My biggest apprehension before getting ECT was that it might
impair my intellectual functioning. Well, obviously, it did--but
that seems relatively insignificant to me now. There are two
other losses which may be unimaginable to most people because
they involve feelings that are usually taken for granted as
inherent parts of the human experience.

The first is the inability to feel certain kinds of
aesthetic pleasure, in a way that is characteristically different
from the loss of pleasure that is usually symptomatic of major
depression. Interestingly, I can still feel pleasure from some
kinds of aesthetic stimuli. But I am utterly unable to feel
aesthetic pleasure from music that used to be very pleasing to me
and from static visual stimuli. When I hear music that I used to
love and see the beautiful sights in my environment that used to
evoke a feeling of perceiving that beauty, I have none of those
old feelings--I feel as though I am sucklng on a pinched straw
with my eyes and ears to try to extract from these stimuli the
responses they used to create.

By far the worst loss is the absence of feelings of love and
affection for the people in my life. This too is different from
the apathy, irritability, and social withdrawal that often
characterize depression. What I have lost now is all sense of
caring, concern, closeness and connection with the people.l used
to love, the people whose love for me used to be the last thing
keeping me alive when 1 was feeling most suicidal. 1'his is the
most profound loss of my self.

Informed Consent
1 am deeply perplexed and outraged by pervasive inadequacies

in both the processes of obtaining "informed consent" and the
content of information provided to prospective ECT recipients.
A psychiatrist who has been very active in fighting against
regulation of the use of ECT has lamented that California's legal
requirements on informed consent for ECT are the most restrictive
for any medical procedure anywhere in lhe U.S. In my own case,
those requirements were not even followed. But even if they had
been, they would still leave· a lot to be desired by way of
protecting consumers' rights. I shudder to think how unprotected
consumers must be in other states if California's reguirements
are the strongest.

The content of the information giv"" 10 me, on the basis of
whlch I was to consent to ECT, was woefully inade4uate. What I
already knew, and recall being Informed 01, was lhal memory loss
and confusion, usually of short duration, were common effects of
ECT, and that other more serious adverse ellecls--such as cardiac
arrythmia, hypotension and death--were possible, but very rare,
complications of this procedure. I wasn't informed that the
debilitating effects I have since experiellced from ECT were
possible outcomes.

I strongly believe that the informalion ahuut BCT which is
given to the client, and on which hls/her consent is to be based,
shOUld be as comnrehenslve as possible, and should let the client
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know that extreme psychological pain is one possible result.
There is, of course, a wide range of variation in individual
responses to ECT, and in the immediate and longer-term adverse
effects that different people experience. I have no idea how
typical or atypical my own experiences are, so the particulars of
the information I wish I'd had may be completely idiosyncratic.
The point is, though, that any of us who consider having ECT
should be informed that there is a wide range of possible adverse
effects, inclUding affective, as well as cognitive, impairments.

I especIally wish I had been forewarned that recuperation
from the treatment can be a very difficult and time~consuming

process. I wasn't prepared for the possibility that I might be
disabled for months by the residual effects of the ECT. It would
have helped me enormously to have had ahead of time the advice I
got only weeks later, from another psychiatrist, who suggested
that the best way for me to cope with my continuing disability
and the recovery process was ~o go very slowly, be very patient,
not expect much from myself, and ask for a lot of support.

I understand the psychology of minimizing information about
possible harmful effects, on the assumption that the "power of
suggestion" may have a negative influence on a client who
otherwise might not have a negative experience. However, I
believe it is a grave disservice to the client to withhold such
information. For those of us who do have agonizing after-effects
from ECT, it is a doubly horrific experience when not having been
forewarned.

In their efforts to defend the use of ECT--whether mO.tivated
by individual financial gain or the best"illlentioned altruistic
feeling for their patients--some psychiatrists fail utterly to
comprehend how psychologically crippling al,d em0tionally
devastating the after-effects of ECT can be.

It may well be the case that many physicians who administer
ECT might not even be aware of these effects, especially in the
absence of comprehensive and systematic documentation of their
occurrence, and in the absence of followtlp (,xamination by the
physician. For example, whenever I reported any of the adverse
effects to my attending physician in the hospital, his response
was to categorize all my experiences as mdtlifestations of the
predictable "memory loss and confusion," and to assure me that
they would be of short duration. However, the worst of these
effects didn't even become manifest until I left the hospital and
tried to return to my life. Since that physician never did any
followup on my progress after I left the )",,;pltal, he has no way
of knowing what the longer-term effects of my ECT h ..we been or
how severely they have disabled me.

Huch more specific information should be prOVided to clients
on things like the average length and range DE l:lme it takes to
recover memory; the percentage of people who never fully recover
memory or other cognitive functioning; the percentage of people
who experience affective impairments and the kinds and severity
of these impairments, etc. I know that some of this information
is not currently available, but it should be, and research should
be done to find it.
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There are certain qualities of subjective experience that
researchers can't quantify and that those who haven't felt them
really can't adequately describe. That's why one of the things
I'd like to see is a significant amount of input from ECT
recipients and survivors in the information that is provided to
people who are consIdering ECT.

The National Institute of Mental Health's Consensus
Development Conference statement on "Electroconvulsive Therapy"
(Vol. 5, No. 11, 1985) includes the recommendation that, for a
number of reasons, informed consent be an ongoing and repeated
process throughout the course of ECT treatment, and that such
periodic reviews should be initiated by the physician. I whole
heartedly concur wIth this recommendation. Because it was not
followed during my own treatment, my autonomy, and my rIght to
consent or withhold consent, were de facto taken away from me for
the duration of the process, after my initial conse'lt before the
first treatment.

One of the reasons this Is important is that a client may
decide, on the basis of initial adverse effects, th .. t the
potentIal benefits no longer outweigh the risks, and may decide
to withdraw consent for further treatments. Given the likely
memory loss and cognItive impairment, which .Ire especially acute
within hours or days of the electroshock, the client m~y not even
remember having given consent or being enl.ltJed to withdraw it.

My Conclusions
From what I've said, it may sound '-Il1 l.hoUI.lh J '/0 opposed to

ECT. I'm not. Even knOWing what I know now a~out /Oy own adverse
after-effe'cts, I still think it was probably the' right decision
for me to have ECT. That treatment did, u'nleniably, save me from
suicide. However, if I had known before I had FoC')' what I know
now, and if I had decided that death was ~[eferable, I would have
felt that being subjected to ECT without my <:onsent was a
profound and unforgiveable violation of my self.

With that in mind, I'm going to go out on a 11mb ... It is
my tentative opinion that, especially given the inllcrent
invasiveness and potential psychological l0xicity of ECT, no one,
under any circumstances, should ever be subjected to ECT without
his/her fully informed consent. I realize that not many people
would agree with me on this point, but I wouid go so far as to
argue that ECT should not be administered without one's consent
even if It is known with certainty that suicide will otherwise
result. Having been myself in the position of having suicide or
ECT as the only options available to me, I feel entitled to make
that argument. And if I were faced with the choice today, I
would unhesitati'Igly prefer death to ECT.

Hy opinion is also based on everythlll'.l I've heard and read
from people who were given ECT without their consent and have
resented it, often very bitterly, ever since. The reason this
opinion is tentative, though, is that there may be some people
who were given ECT without their consent and later appreciated
that that had happened. If this is the case, intensive research
should be done to find any possible variablc5 that might be
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•
helpful in predicting who is and who is not likely to consent
"after the fact," as it were--because it is unacceptable to
continue sacrificing those who are harmed by involuntary ECT, on
the basis of statistical probabilities or wishful thinking.

My hope is that the question will not continue to be whether
ECT should be permitted or banned, because for some people in
some circumstances, .it is truly the last means they have for
saving their lives. What I hope is that some essential questions
will be answered; that protocols for the use of ECT and related
processes will be improved, standardized and monitored; that
psychiatric patients' rights to self-determination and decision
making in their own treatment will be given the paramount status
they deserve; and that eventually, less toxic and more effective
treatments--and even cures or preventions··-will be found for the
devastating maladies which are currently treated so imperfectly
by ECT.

Sincerely,

Karen Rian, Ph.D.
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ABSTRACT

This review examines the evidence for the current use of electroconvulsive thera
py (ECT) in psychiatry. The history or ECT is discussed because ECT emerged
with no scientific evidence. and the absence or other suitable therapy ror psychi·
atric illness was decisive in its adoption as a treatment Evidence for the current
recommendation or ECT in psychiatry is reconsidered. We suggest that ECT is an
unscientific Ifealmenl nnd a symbol or authority or the oid psychiatry. ECT is nOl
necessary as a lfeatmenl modality in the modern practice of psychiatry.

Keywords: I electroconvulsive therapy: treatment uses and abuses

INTRODUCTION

Berrios' has thuroughly ducumented the histury of electroconvulsive
IheriJpy IECT). We suggest that in buth the 19th and 20th centuries the
sucial context in which ECT emerged. rdther than the quality uf the scien
lilk evidence. WaS decisive in determining its adoption as a treatment.

The medical literature is a virtual graveyard for inadequately tested
prepardtions that die ignominiously after a brief moment of glory. Egas
Moniz won a Nubel Prize in medicine for the prefrontal lobotomy. targct
ed al patienls in whum ECT had failed. Clearly. psychiatrists abanduned
all forms uf shuck Irealment except ECT because of the cmpiric nature uf
such therapy and the lack of a credible explanation why it should work.
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The prime b~ses ofv~lid~tion for ECT are v~gue st~tements ~bout "ciinic~1 experi
ence." Since the introduction of antipsychotics and antidepressants. the number of
people subjected to ECT h~s undoubtedly declined. yet it is still used by some psy
chiatrists as the ultim~te we~pon. The proponents of ECT h~ve to preserve the
integrity of its use by having more training and better technology and claiming that
ECT has proved its worth in clinical "experience." Thomas Szasz wrote that electrici
ty as ~ form of treatment is "b~sed on force and fraud'andjustified by 'medical neces
sity'." "The cost uf this fiction~liz~tion runs high,".. he continued. "'t requires the
s~crifice of the p~tienl ~s ~ person, of the psychiatrist ~s ~ c1inic~1 thinker ~nd mowl
~gent." Some people whu h~ve h~d ECT believe th~l they were cured by it; this f~ct

indic~tes that they h~ve SlJ little self-control over the conditions of their lives lh~t

they must be shocked by ~n electric current to disch~rge their responsibilities.
When ECT bec~me ~n emotional issue in psychi.ltry bec~use of pressure groups,

v~rious bills were introduced by legisl~tors in the United States. Professional soci
eties and colleges--the t~sk force of the Americ~n Psychiatric Associ~tionJ ~nd the
Roy~1 College of Psychi~lrists memor~nda··6-h~vetried to study the subject ~nd
survey ECT usc. Despite these efforts, ECT is ~nd will rem~in controversial.

SHOCK AND TERROR AS THERAPY

Terror as a lher~py for ins~nity h~s been used since antiquity. ~nd ~s I~le as the
19th centUlY. the ins~ne were submerged in cold w~ter to terrify them with the
prospect of inevit~blede~th.

While using insulin ~s ~ sed~tive in Viennese drug addicts, Sakel' observed that
accident~1 overdose resulted in com~ or epileptidits. In ~ burst of nonscientific the
orizing. he wrote: "I beg~n with the ~ddict. I observed improvements after severe
epileptic fits .... Those patients who h~d preViously been excited and irrit~ble sud
denly bec~me contenled ~nd quiet after this shock.... The success I h~d ~chieved in
tre~ting addicts ~nd neurotics encour~ged me to use it in the treatment of
schizophreni~or majm psychoses."
Medun~ used camphor-induced fils on psychi~tricp~tients in a Hung~ri~n st~le

mental hospital after unsuccessful attempls by Nyiro. his superior, to tre~t

schizuphrenia by injections of bllJod from epileptics. Medun~ I~ter employed
Cardiazul-induced shock. Nyin,s ~nd Medun~'s clJl1vulsive thewpies were b~sed

un the view thai a neurubiulogic uppusitiun existed between epilepsy ~nd

schizophreni~. Meduna ab~nduned his theory of schizophreni~ ~nd epilepsy ~nd

later wrute "We ~re undert~king ~ violent onsI~ughL.bec~useat present nuthing
less than a shock to the org~nism is powerful enough to break the ch~in of noxiuus
processes th~t le~d to schizophrenia."

Psychiatrists of that er~ who used this form of shock therapy believed that the
fear ~nd terror produced were therdpeutic because-the "feeling of horror" before
the onset of convulsion folluwing injection of camphor. pentetrazol. triazole, picro
toxin, ur ammonium chloride rendered the patients difTerent after the experience. 'u
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ELECTRICITY AS THERAPY

Extensive Iiter"ture is "vail"ble on the use of electricity as a therapy and the
induction of epilepsy by electric current." In ancient. Rome, Scriborus Largus tried
to cure the emperor's head"che with an electric eel. In the 16th century, a Catholic
missionary reported that the Abysslnians used a similar method to "cxpel devils
out of human body: Aldini treated two cases of !Tlelancholia in 1804 by passing
galv"nic current through the brain. In 1872, Clifford Allbutt in England applied
electric current to the head for treatment of manIa, dementia, and melancholi".

In 1938. Ugo Cerletti obtained permission to experiment with electricity on pigs in
a slaughterhouse. "Except for the fortuitous and fortunate circumstances of pigs'
pseudo-butchery: he wrote. electroshock would not have been born:" Cerletti did
not bother to obtain permission to experiment on the first human subject, "
schizophrenic who after the initial shock said "Non una secondal Mortifere: (not
again; it will kill me). Cerletti nevertheless proceeded to a higher level and a longer
time. and sO ECT was born. Cerletti admitted that he w"s frightened at first and
thought that ECT should be abolished, but later he started to use it indiscriminately.

Iri 1942, Cerletti and his colleague Bini advocated the method of "annihilation:
which consisted of" series of (unmodified) ECTs many times a day for many days.
They claimed good results in obsessive and paranoid states and in psychogeniC
depression. In fact. Cerletti had discovered nothing, as both electricity and fits were
already known. No scientist, he believed that he discovered a panacea, reporting
success with ECT in toxemia, progressive paralysis, parkinsonism, asthma, multi
ple sclerosis, itch, alopecia, and psoriasis." By the time of his death in 1963. neither
Cerletti nor his contemporaries had learned how ECT worked. The inheritors of
ECT continue the same lack of understanding today.

Insulin coma and pentetrdzol-induced fits, herctofore treatments of choice for
schizophrenia. arc not therapies any longer, and ECT is not a treatment for
schizophrenia. The fact of the matter is that the pioneers of all these shock treat
ments contributed nothing to the understanding of mental illness, which contem
porary psychiatrists are still trying to comprehend and treat on a scientific basis.

ELECTRICITY. CONVULSIONS. THE BODY. AND THE BRAIN

For its proponents. ECT is a relatively simple procedure. Electrodes are attached
to the subject's head, either at the temples (bilateral ECT) or at the front and back of
one side (unilateral ECT). When the current is turned on for I second. at 70 10
150 volts and 500 to 900 milliamperes, the power produced is roughly that re1luired
tu light a 1OO-watt bulb. In a human being, the consequence of this electricity is an
"rlificially induced epileptic fit. Modified ECT was introduced as a humane
improvement on.earller versions of convulsive therapy to eliminate the elements of
fear "nd terror. In modified ECT. muscle relaxant and generdl anesthesia arc sup
posed to make the patient less fearful and feel nothing. Nonetheless, 39% of
patients thought it was" frightening tre"tmenl" These induced fits arc associated
with many physiologic events. including electroencephalographic (EEG) changes.
increased cerebral blood flow. bradycardia followed by tachycardia and
hypertension, and throbbing head"che. Many patients report temponlry or pro
longed loss of lllelllOlY, a sign of acute brdin syndrome.

I\tty;l,a:L'" In Ihcropy-
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Since early in the history of ECT. we have known that insulin coma or pentetra
zol shock can cause brain damage" Bini reported severe and widespread brain
damage in experimental animals treated wilh electroshock." EEG sludies showed
generalized slowing following ECT that takes weeks to disappear and may persist
even longer in rare cases."; Calloway and Dolan rdised the issue of frontal lobe atro
phy in patients previously treated with ECT." The memory deficits after ECT may
persist in some patients."

Fink, an advocate of ECT. argues that the risks of.ECT amnesia and organic brain
syndrome arc "trivial"" and can be reduced by hypcroxygenation, unilateral ECT
over the nondominant hemisphere, and the use of minimal induction currents'·
Earlier, Fink had indicated that post-ECT amnesia and organic brain syndrome
were" not trivial." ECT advocates blame the modification for decreasing the effica
cy of the treatment."ln the United States. the issue of unilateral ECT renected class
differences. In Massachusetts in 1980. ECTwas bilateral in 90% of patients in public
hospitals and in only 39% of patients in private hospitals."

Templer compared the issue of ECT brdin damage to that of boxing. He wrote
that -ECT is not the only domain in which change to the human brain is denied or
dc-emphasised on the grounds that this damage is minor. occurs in a very small
percentage of cases or is primarily a matter of the past."'"

There has been less scientific investigation into the effect of ECT on other body
functions and morbidity. Various animal studies showed significant results that
may be important in psychoimmunology--an area of investigation that is more
neglected in psychiatry than in any other field of medicine. Although it is difficult
to move from an animal model to the human system. animal models .frequently
demonstrate the role of a range of variables in disease onset. Rats subjected to elec
trical stress showed significant diminution in the strength of their Iymphucyte
respunse thai could 11111 be explained by an elevation in adrenal cunieusteruids.
Even adrenalectomized rals had a similar decrease in Iymphocyle response after
electric shock": olher studies have confirmed immunologic chmlge following eb:
tric shock in C:tninwls.

USE AND ABUSE OF ECT IN SCHIZOPHRENIA

Initial claims that cardiazol convulsions and insulin coma were successful in the
treatment of schizophrenia were not universally shared. Some researchers found
that these interventions were worse than no treatment.'"

For more than 50 years. psychiatrists used ECT as therdpy for schizophrenia.
even though there is no evidence that ECT alters the schizophrenic process." In the
1950s. ECT was reported tu be no better than hospitalization alone" or anesthesia
alone.'" At the beginning of the J960s. the era of ECT In schizophrenia was fast
drawing to a close as ECT abuses were brought to light by patients and pressure
groups. In 1967, however. Cotter described symptomatic improvement in 130
schizophrenic Vietnamese men who refused to work In a psychiatric hospital and
received ECT Ilt a rdte of three shocks per week.'" Cotter concluded lI)at "the result
may simply be due to patients' dislike and fear of ECT," but he further claimed that
"the objective of motivating these patients 10 work was achieved."'"
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Finally. Gregory and cnileaguesU compared simulated ECTwith actual unilateral
or bilateral ECT. Real ECT produced faster improvement but no difference between
the treatments was apparent I. 3.. and 6 months after the trial. Only 64% of patients
completed this study: 16% uf the palients withdrew from bilateral ECT and 17%
from simulated ECT.

From the West and Ihe Northwick Park trials. it appears that only delusional
depression responded more to real ECT. and this view is 'held by ECT proponents
today. A study by Spiker et al. showed that in delusional depression amitriptyline
and perphenazine were at least·as good as ECT.- After a series of ECT for his
depressiun and just before committing suicide. Ernest Hemingway said:Weli.
what is the sense of ruining my head and erasing my memory. which is my r.apital.
and putting me out of business: His biographer remarked that "it was a brilliant
cure but we lost the patient.""

ECT AS AN ANTISUICIDAL

Despite the lack of an acceptable theory as to how it works. Avery and WinokUl-'"
regard ECT 1IS a suicide preventive. although Fernando and Storm" laler found no
significant difference in suicide rales between palients whu received ECT alld thuse
who did no!. Babigian and Gultmacher·1K found that the mortality risk after ECT
was higher soun after hospitalization than in patients who did nol receive ECT. Our
own study'" of 30 Irish suicides from 1980 to 1989 showed that 22 patients (73%)
had received " mean of 5.6 ECl's in the past. The explanation that" ECT induces a
transient form of death and thus perhaps satisfies an unconscious desire on the part
of the patient. but this has nu preventative effect on suicide: indeed it reinforces
suicide in the future:'''' Many psychiatrists today concur that ECT as a suicide pre
ventive does not hold up.

THE PSYCHIATRISTS DILEMMA: TO USE OR NOT USE ECT

Sume psychiatrists jusitify the use of ECT on "humanistic gruunds and as a
means of controlling behaviour" against the wishes of the patient and famiiy'"
Even Fink aelmits that the calalogue of ECT misuses is depressing but suggests that
the guilt lies with the abusers and not the instrument." The editor of the Brilisil
louma! ofPsychially considered it. "inhuman - to administer Eel' without asking the
patient or the relative. even though Pippard and Ellam showed that this was com
nllln practice in Britain. Not long ago, ECT administration in Great Britain was
elesrribed as "deeply dislurbing- by a Lallcel editorial writer, who commented that
"it is not ECT which brought psychiatry into disrepute: psychiatry has done just
Ihat fur ECr .~1 Despite efforts to preserve the integrity of the treatment. in Great
Britain and in mosl public hospitals worldwide consultant psychiatrists order ECT
and (J junior doclol' administers ;1. This .nainleJins Ihe belief of instituliunal psychiCJ
fry Ihill electricity is a form uf trCLJlIIH:111 and prevents the juniur psychicHrisl frulll
being a r1inir.allhinker.

Levenson and Willett" explain that to Ihe Iherapisl using ECT it may seem
unconsciously like an ovelwhelming assault, whir.h may resunate wirh rhe thera-
pisr's aggressive and libidinal conniet: .' ::
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Most contemporary psychiatrists consider the usc of ECT in schizophrenia as
inappropriate. but some believe that ECT is at least eC)u,al to other tl)erapies in this'
illness."' . '" ." ;,:~

ECT in Depression

In the 1960s. advocates of ECT w.efC not able to provide eViden.c~ ihat it is thera
peutic in schizophrenia but were neverthelpss conyfnced. that ~\e~tricity and fils arc
therapeutic in mental illness and vigorously defejided't!ie .u~e ',or EC;r in depres
sion. Their ralionale came from studies in the United Slates" and' Brituin."

In the US study." palients were p'ooll!cj' from threc'hospiiafs:'ln 'hospitals A and'
C. ECT was as good as imipramine: in hospitals Band··C. ECTCequaled placebo. The
results showed that ECT was universally effective in deprcsslbri;regardless of type:
70% to 80% of depressed patients Improved: The study also'showed. however. a
69% improvement rate after 8 weeks of plae,ebo, Im;ll1ed.: l,owing!i'r and Dobie"
reported that improvement rates as high as.70% to 80% cim be e'xPccted with place
bo alone.

In the British study.'" hospitalized patients separated into four treatment groups:
ECT. phenelzine. imip,-amine. andplacebos. No differences were observed in male
patients at the end of 5 weeks. and more .then who received placebo were d is
charged from the hospital than those treated with ECT. Skrabanek" commented'
about this most 'luoted study: 'One wonders how many psychiatrists read more
than the abstract of these studies."

The Royal College of Psychiatrists memorandum mentioned earlier was in
response to a report of ECT abuse In depression. The memorandum declared that
ECT is effective in depressive illness and that in "depressed patients" there is sugges
tive. if not yet uneqUivocal. evidence that the convulsion is a necessary clement of the
therapeutic effect. Crow.'" on the other hand. questioned this Widely held view.

In the late 1970s and in the 1980s. with uncertainty continuing ane! further work
needed. seven controlled trials were carried out in Britain.

Lambuurn and Gill" used unilateral simulated ECT and unilate...,1 real ECT in
depressed patients and found no signifiGlIlt difference between the twu.

Freeman and associates'" used ECT in 20 patients and achieved a satisfactory
response in 6; a control gwup of 20 palients received the first two of six ECT In:al
ments as simulated ECT. and 2 patiems n:sponded satisfactorily.'"

The Northwick Park Trial showed no difference between real and simulated ECT.'"
Gangadhar and coworkers" compared ECT and placebo with simulated ECT

and imipramine; both treatments produced "'jually significant impmvcments over
6 months follow-up.

In a double-blind controlled trial. West" showed that real ECT was superior to
simulated ECT. but it is not clear how a single author carried out a double-blinding
procedure.

Brandon et al" demonstrated significant improvements in depression with both
simu lated and real ECT. More important. at the end of 4 weeks of ECT. consultants
were unable to guess who received real or simulated treatment. The initial differ
ences with real ECT disappeared at 12 and 28 weeks.
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Studies thai examined alliludes of p'ychialrisls toward ECT found marked dis
agreement amung clinicians about the value uf this procedures'.... Thompsun et al"
repurted that ECT usc decreased 46% between 1975 to 1980 in the United States.
with nu significant changes belween 1980 tu 1986. Fewer than 8% of all US psychia
trists usc ECT. however." A very recent study" on the characteristics of psychia
trists who usc ECT fuund Ihat female prdctitioners were unly une-third as likely lu
adminisler it as were their male counterparts." The propurlion of female psychia
IrislS has been rising steadily and if the gender gap continues. this could hasten Ihe
end uf ECT.

CONCLUSION

When ECT was inlroduced in 1938. psychiatry was ripe for a new therapy.
Psychupharmacolugy uffered twu approaches to the pathogenesis of mental disor
ders: tu investigate the mechanism of aclion of drugs that ameliorate the disorder
and to examine the actiuns of drugs that reduce or mimic the' disorder. In the case
uf ECT. both approaches have been pursued without success. Chemically or electri
cally induced fits have profound but short-lived effects on brain fonction. ie. acute
organic brain syndrume. Shocking Ihe brain causes increases in levels of dopamine.
cortisol. and corticotropin fur I to 2 hours after the convulsiun. These findings are
pseudnscienrific. as Ihere is nn evidence that these biuchemical changes. specifically
ur fundamenwlly. affeci Ille underlying psychopathology uf depreSSion nr ulher
psychuses. Much of Ihe impmvel11enl allributed tu ECT is an effeci uf placebo or.
possibly. anesthesia.

From the earliesl uses uf convulsive Iherapy. it was recognized thaI the treatmenl
is unspecific and only shOrlens the duraliun of psychiatric illness ralher than
impruves Ihe oulcume.'" Cunvulsive therapy based on the old belief of shocking the
patient into sanity is primilive and unspecific. The claim that ECT has proved its
usefulness. despile the lack of an acceptable theory as to how it works. has also
been made fur all Ihe unplllven therapies of the pasl. such as bloodletting. which
ilH: rcporlt:d 10 produ[(: great rures until they arc abc.lOdoncd (.IS useless. Insulin
ClHl1c.1. cardiaz(J! shock. lJlld ECT were treatments or chuke in schizuphrenia, until
they, tou. wen: abandoned. For Eel' to fCfJlilin oS an uplion in olhel' psychoses tnJil
sccnds clinir.al and common sense.

When an eleclrical current is applied lu the budy by tyrannical rulers. we call
this electrical lurture; however. an electrical current applied to the brain in public
and private h{)spitals by pmfessional psychiatrists is called therapy. Modifying the
ECT machine to reduce memory luss and giving muscle relaxants and anesthesia to
make the fil less painful and more humane unly dehumanize' users of ECT.

Even if ECT were relatively safe. it is nut absolutely so. and it has not been
shown to be superior 10 drugs. This hist{)ry uf ECT. its abuse. and-resultant public
pressure are respunsible for its increasingly luwer usc_

Is ECT necessary as a treatment modality in psychiatry? The answer. is absolute
ly not. In Ihe United States. 92% of psychialrists do nut use it despile the existe",:e
of an established j{)urnal enlirely devuted IlJ the subject tu give il scientific
respeclabilily. ECT is and always will be a cunlroversialtreatment and an example
uf shameful science. Eve" though some 60 years have been spent defending Ihe
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treatment, ECT remains a revered symbol of authority in psychiatry. By promoting
ECT. the new psychiatry reveals its Lies to the old psychiatry and sanctiolls this
assault on the patient's brdin. Modern psychiatry has no need of an instrument that
allows the operator to zap a patient by pressing a bulton. Before inducing a fit in a
fellow human being. the psychiatrist as clinician and moral thinker needs to recall
the wrilings of a fellow psychiatrist. Frantz Fanon": "Have I not. because of what I
have done or failed to do. contributed to an impoverishment of human reality?"
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Memory Complaint AfJer Electroconvulsive
Therapy: Assessment with a New Self-Rating
Instrument

.Larry R. Squire,'",3 C. Douglas Wetzel,'· and
Pamela C. Slater'

R"t~'"cdAugust 10. 1978: ,~md Janwuy 10,1979

Memory complilints before bilateral ·e/ectrocoTlYUlsive therapy (ECJ'J, 1 week
after ECT, and 6 months after ECJ' were assessed in 35 patients using a newly
developed selfrating scale. Memory complilints that occurred 1 week after ECJ'
differed quantitatively. and qualitatively from memory compll1ints that occurred
before ECT. Six months II1ter, memory complaints qualitatively resembled the
complaints reported 1 week after ECJ'and differed sharply from those reported
before ECJ'. It was suggested that a patient's impression of his memory is
altered by bilateral ECJ' and that this altered impression persists in gradually
diminishing fonn for at least 6 months after a typical course of treatment.
Since the selfrating instrument used· here appeared to differentiote between
memory complaints associated with 'depression (before ECJ') and memory
complaints associated with amnesia (1 week after ECJ'J, this instrument may be
useful in a van'ely of settings where there is interest in human memory [unction.

INTRODUCTION

Complaints of poor memory are common in psychiatric and neurological
patients, but their significance is often difficult to determine. Self.reports of

ThiJ investigation was supported by the Medical Research Service of the Veterans AdmlrWtra·
lion, by Nationallnrtitute of Mental Health grant MH-24600, and by NIMH Mental Health
Qi.n.ical Research Center grant 1 PSO MH 30914 OJ.
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I All correspondence should be directcd to Larry R. Squire, Vctcrans Administration Hospital,
3350 La Jo112 Village Drive, San Diego, California 92161.
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Memory Compbint Alter ECT ~ ..Squire, Wetzel, and SLaltt792

The subjects of the prospective follow·up study were 46 depressed psych·
iatric inpatients at six hospitals who had been prescribed a course of bilateral
ECT. Of the 46 patients originally included in the study, II were lost to long'
term follow-up. Seven could not be located, two died. one declined to be inter
viewed, and one was subsequently prescribed a course of maintenance RCT.
For the remaining 35 patients (27 female) the specific diagnoses as recorded

METHOD

Subjects

memory function can be discrepant with the results of memory tests (Kahn
er 01., 1975; Cronholm and Ottosson, 1963). For example, in depressed elderly
patients memory complaints appeared to be related more to degree of depres_
sion than to performance on memory tests (Kahn er 01., 1975). Conversely,
patients receiving electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) who were clinically improved
often denied memory impairment despite the fact that memory impairment
could be documented by formal testing (Cronholm and Ottosson, 1963).

We recently reponed that memory complaints were common 6 to 9 months
after a course of bilateral ECT, being reported by 60% to 70% of patients in.
terviewed (Squire and Chace, 1975; Squire, 1977). Yet, fonnaltests have failed
to demonstrate persisting memory impairment after bilateral tIeatment (SqUirt
and Chace, 1975; Harper and Wiens, 1975). Since memory complaints are com.
mon in depressed patients (Ianzito er a1., 1974; Marsella er a1., 1973), it has
been difficult to know whether memory complaints after ECT are related to
recurring depressive symptoms, to a sense of impaired memory that was presem
even before treatment; or indeed, whether complaints are in any way related 10

or caused by ECT.
A method for distinguishing memory complaints that are related to depres.

sian from memory complaints related to the effects of ECT could help under·
stand the ECT process and could provide a tool for the assessment and inter
pretation of memory functions in a variety of conditions. It has been shown
previously that depression and the acute amnesia associated with ECT exert
qualitatively distinct effects on memory (Sternberg and Jarvik, 1976; Cronholm
and Ottosson, 1961). This fmding suggested that depression and amnesia might
also affect memory complaints differently. Here we describe a new self-rating
instrument which can differentiate memory complaints that occur before EeT,
when patients are presumably depressed, from memory complaints that occur
shortly after a course of ECT, when patients are amnesic. We have applied this
selr-rating instlument to the problem of understanding the memory complaints
that occur many months after ECT.



Tests and Procedure

Electroconvulsive Therapy

Bilateral treatment was administered three times a week on alternate days
(ollowing medication with atropine, methohexital sodium, and succinylcholine
(130-150 V for 0.6-1.0 sec). Eleeltode placement was temporaI·parietal_ In all
":;I~S the patient was described by his physician as having a modified grand mal
~izure. Decisions concerning the number of treatments were made by the indiv·
Idual psychiatrists. Persons in the first group (n = 35) received from 5 to 21
lIealments (mean = 11.1). Persons in the second group (n = 19) had received 6
\020 treatments (mean = 10.0).

/ r J,\.--
. /
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",n admission were primary affective disorder or severe depression (J 2), manic
Jtpressive I depressed (11), involutil?nal melancholia (7), depressive neurosis
,-I), schizo-affective disorder (I). Patients with neurological disorders, schizo·
phrenia, or depression secondary to alcoholism or drug~abuse were excluded.
Twenty·one of the 35 patients had not received ECT before, and none had
received ECT during the past year. Of the 14 patients who had received ECT
pleviously, 12 had received one course of ECT from I to 16 years previously
IInean = S years). The remaining two had received two and three courses of
ECT, respectively, during the same period. Patients were between the ages of
2; and 64 (mean = 41), with an average of 12.7 years of education.

An additional group of 19 subjects (15 female) was studied retrospectively.
These subjects had been psychiatric patients at the same six hospitals from 6
\0 10 months previously (median = 7 months), and had received a prescribed
..:ourse of bilateral ECT. Their diagnoses had been primary affective disorder
or severe depression (8), manic-depressive, depressed (4), neurotic depression
14), involutional melancholia (2), schizo-affective disorder (I). Four of these
subjects had received ECT prior to that time; 15 had never received ECTbefore.
These 19 subjects were between the ages of 26 and 64 (mean = 42), with an
Jverage of 13.1 years of education.

An IS-item self-rating scale of memory functions was constructed that
asked subjects to compare their memory now to their memory during the period
before hospitalization (Table I). For each item, subjects rated themselves on a
9·point scale from 4 (worse 'han ever before), though a (same as berore), to
t4 (better than ever before). Each item inquired about memory functions in a
somewhat different way. The wording of items was der.i~ed from remarks ~~..
had heard patients make "about their memory before and after 'ECT, and from
Inror~~~ut how depression and amnesia can differentially affect memory.-- -'-. .._-.
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The first group (n = 35) was given the self·rating scale I to 2 days before
the first treatment of the series, 1 week after the completion of the series, and
again about 6 months after the completion of treatment (range 5-9 months,
median = 6). For the )-week tcst, 8 patients were visited in the hospital; 27 had
been discharged and wefe visited in their homes. The location of testing did
not affect the results. The difference between the selr.rating scores of patients
tested at home and patients tested at the hospital did not approach significance

(F < 1.0). For the 6·month test, 34 of the 35 original patients were visiled in
their homes. The second group (n = 19) was given the self-rating scale on one

occasion 6 to iO months (median = 7) after their course of bilateral ECT.
Seventeen of the 19 subjects were visited in their homes. Two had been read·
mitted and were tested in the hospital.

I '
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Table J. Self.Raling Scale of Memory Function"

I. My ability to search through my mind and recall names or memories I know
are there is

2. I think my relatives :md acquaintances now judge my memory to be
3. My ability to rccall things when J really try is
4. My ability 10 hold in my memory things thai I have learned is
S. If I were asked about it a month from now, my ability to remember facts

about Ihis fonn J am filling out would be
6. The tendency for a past memory to be "on the lip of my tongue," but not

available 10 me is
7. My ability to recall things that happened a long time ago is
8. My ability to remember the names and faces of people I meet is
9. My ability to remember what J was doing after I have taken my"mind orfit

for a new minutes is
JO. My ability to remember things that have happened more than a year ago is
I L My ability now to remember what 1 read and what I watch on television is
J2. My ability to reca1lthings that happened during my childhood is
13. My ability (0 know when the things I am paying attention to are going to stick

in my memory is
14. My ability to make sense out of what people expl.. in to me is
15. My ability to re ..ch back in my memory and recall what happened a few

minutes ago is
16. My ability to pay attention to what goes on around me is
17. My general alertness to things happening around me is
18. My ability to follow what people are saying is

°Each item began with the statement "compared to before I began to feel bad and
went to the hospital. . :' Thus, both therefore ECT and after ECT patients were
asked to rate their memory now compared to before they began 10 feel bad. In
this way, the before-ECT test attempted to assess memory problems of recent on
set, presumably rel3ted 10 depression. After-ECT tests attempted to assess residual
effects of depression and the effects of ECf on memory. For each item, patients
fated themselves on a 9·point scale ranging from -4 (worse than ever before),
through a (same 3S before) to +4 (beller than ever before. Here the items have
been ordered according to the magnitude of the difference in score obtained
before EeT and I week after ECT (Fig. I). Item I produced Ihe largest difference,
and hem 18 produced the smallest difference.

Memory Complaint After ECT '
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Figure I shows the results with the self-rating scale before EeT and one
week after ECT (n = 35). The items (I ·18) have been ordered along the ab
scissa just as they appear in Table I, according to the magnitude of the dif
ference in scores obtained bEfore and after ECT. Thus, Item) to the extreme
left produced the smallest before-after ~ifference. These results make three
general points about the experience of memory dysfunction before and after
ECT: (i) Patient, clearly had memory complaints before ECT. At this lime, the
average score on the self-rating scale was -0.80 and the average SEM ± 0.29
for the 18 test items. This score was significantly below the zero level (t =

11.4, P < 0.01). For purposes of comparison, 20 hospital employees (16 female;
mean age = 42; mean = 13 years of education) also took the self·rating scale
and were asked to rate their memory now compared to I year ago. This group's
average score on the self-rating scale was -0.05 i: 0.06, a score not measurably
different from zero (f = 0.1) and significantly different from the score of the
patient group before ECT (F = 6.1, p <0.02). Thus, before·ECT patients con
sidered their memory to be poorer than normal subjects. (ii) One week after
ECT memory complaints were present, but patients rated their memory worse
(han before ECT. At this time the average score on the self·rating scale was
-1.4 and the average SEM ± 0.33 for 18 items. A two-way analysis of variance
(items X test occasion) revealed a significant effect of test time on memory
self·ratings (F = 4.3, P < 0.05). (Ui) The pallern of scores obtained before and
after ECT indicated that some items were apparently more sensitive than other
ilems to the effects of ECT. This conclusion followed from the fIndings of a
significant interaction between item scores and testing occasion (F = 2.2, p <
0.01). Thus, before-EeT patients had an approximately equivalent score across
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Fig. 3. Self-ratings of memory
function before, I-week: after.
and 6 months after a course of
bilateral ECT. Scores for test Items
1-18 are here represented as
best-fitting lines across the scores
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all items. By contrast, 1 week after·ECT patients rated themselves as worse on
some items than on others.

Having established that patients had one pattern of memory complaint
before ECT and a different pattern of complaint after ECT, it was possible to
ask whether memory self·ratings obtained 6 months after ECr resembled the
before·ECr pattern or the afler-ECT pattern. Figure 2 shows the self·rating
scores 6 months after ECT for the same 35 patients. Here the 6·month Scores
have been presented together with the ]·week scores so that they might be more
easily compared. At 6 months after ECJ",_lhe average se:lf-rating score was
-0.8, V~ -1.4 at 1 week aflerECT; and a two-way analysis of variance (items
X test occasion) revealed that scores at 6 months were significantly improved
compared to scores at I week (F = 8.1, p < 0.1). These data indicate that pat·
ients consider their memories to have improved between J week and 6 months
after ECT. The patlern of complaint 6 months after ECT appeared similar to
the pattern observed I week after ECT.

Figure 3 depicts more clearly the relationship between the self-rating
scores obtained 6 months after ECT and the self.rating scores obtained ear-

,.
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her. Here three besl.fitting lines have been constructed through the scores
(rom before ECr, 1 week after ECr, and 6 months after ECr (method of leasr
~uares). These data illustrate that the patlern of complaint 6 months after
ECT resembled the patlern of complaint observed 1 week after ECT and dif
feled sharply from the pattern of complaint observed before ECT. This can
.:lusion followed fcom the finding Ihat the interaction (items X test occasion)
between before-ECT and 6·month scores was highly significant (F = 2_2. p <
0.01), whereas the comparable interaction between I-week and 6-month scores
did not approach significance (F= 0.7, p < 0.3).

Patients who had had prior experience with ECT (n = 14, mean age = 41)
Jnd palients who had never received ECT prior 10 the present course (n = 21,
mean age = 41) had similar self-rating scores before EeT and 1 w·eek after ECT
(F < 1.8, p < 0.1). Six months after ECr, Ihese two subgroups also had a
"milar pattern of self-rating scores (llems X subgroup, F = 1.2, p < 0.2), but
patienls who had received ECT in the pasl rated their memory as somewhat
beller than patients without prior ECl experience (F = 4.1.p < 0.06).

In the absence of additional information. this finding cannot be clearly
Inlerpreted. It is possible that persons who have had EeT before and who have
previously experienced a complete sequence of amnesia and recovery from am·
nesia are more willing to cale their memory as good than persons who have not
experienced this sequence. It is a(so possible that any group that has never had
EeT before will always contam some mdlviduaJs who respond poorly to ECT
Jnd who will have long-lasting memory compl:llnt. Additional follow-up of these
IWO subgroups, now in progress, may clarify thest" issues.

Age and number of treatments, two factors that can innuence memory
I(SI seales (Kahn er oJ., 1975: Harper and Wiens, 1975) did nOt correlale with
memory complaints on any occasIon before or afler ECT (all ,'s < 0.22. p>
oI). However. the distribution of ages and number of lreatments in this study
may not have been 5ufriciently broad to providc a good test of these correia·
lions; 46% of the 35 palJents were 35-45 years of age, and 63% of them had
received 8-12 treatments.

To determine whether self·ratlng scores obtained 6 months after ECT had
been Influenced in any way by repeated lestlng, we compared Ihe 6·month
scores of these 35 patients with the scores of the 19 patients who were tested
on only one occasion 7 months after ECT. The scores of these two groups were
ncarly identical in every respect. The average self.rating scores were -0_80
(for n = 35) and -0.76 (for n = 19). The best·fitting lines constructed from the
~ores for all 18 items were nearly superimposable. Thus, for the first group
In = 35) this line could be described b)' the relationship y = 0.061X - 1.38;
fOlthe second group (n = 19),y = 0.065X - 1.38.

Further examination of Fig. 3 indicalcs that al 6 months after ECT,
Scores on some items had not yet recovered to (he before-ECT level. Yet, scores
on other items had apparently recovered to or exceeded the before-ECl level.
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This point is illustrated in a different way in Fig. 4, where the 18 items have
been separated into two equal groups. One group consists of the nine items
most sensitive to the acute effects of ECT no memory. These items are the
first nine items in Table I and the left·most items in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The
second group c~msists of the nine items least sensitive to the acute effects of
ECT. These are Items 10-18 in Table I and the right·most items in Figs. I, 2,
and 3. Figure 4 shows that at 6 months after ECT the average scores for the
nine items most sensitive to EeT remained significantly below the before·ECT
level (I = 2.8, p < 0.01). Moreover, at 6 months after ECT the average score for
the nine items least sensitive to ECT was significantly above the before·ECT
level (I = 2.7, P < 0.01). To determine whether the results obtained from this
somewhat arbitrary grouping of test items had any generality, we followed this
same procedure with the independent group of 19 subjects, Figure 4 indicates
that nearly identical results were obtained with this group. Taken together,
these results suggest that some memory complaints, as measured by Items
1-9, were more severe at 6 months after ECT than before ECf. As measured by
Hems 10-18, other complaints were less severe after ECT than before ECT.

Finally. an attempt was made to assess the importance to the subjects of
their persisting complaints by asking them to select one of five statements that
best described their circumstance.

Fig. 4. Self-ratings of memory function before,
1 week after. and 6 months after a course of
bilateral Ecr. The nine tcst items labeled as most
sensitive to ECT are the fust nine items in Table I.
These items were the nine items producing the
largest difference in self-rating scores before
Eer 1'1. 1 week after Ecr. Group II (n = 19)
was tested on onc occasion 7 months after a course
of bilateral ECT. A new self·ra
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DISCUSSION

This tabulation indicated that week after ECT the average report was "many
disturbing memory problems." Before ECT and at 6 months after ECT the
averLlge report was "minor but frequent problems."

;. .,
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Before 1 Week 6 Months
ECT after ECT after ECT
--

9 8 6

7 2 8

9 4 10

10 14 9

Severity of Memory Problem

I. No problem
2. Only an occasional minor

problem
3. Minor problems but they

occur frequently
4. Many problems thai are

dislUrbing and that occur
frequently

5. Severe problems that
interfere with almost
everything I do

Memory Complainl After ECT Assessed by Self·R.ating

A new self-rating instrument has been described for the assessment and
interpretation of memory complaints. The test appears to discriminate between
memory complaints that occur before ECl and memory complaints that occur I
week after treatment is completed. Memory complaints reported before ECT
were presumably related to depressive illness (Ianzito et aJ., J974; Marsella
er aJ., 1973). Since memory dysfunction can easily be demonstrated I week
after a course of bilateral treatment (Harper and Wiens, 1975; Squire et at.,
1976; Cronholm and Blomquist, 1959), it seems reasonable to suppose that the
ahered pattern of memory complaints observed J week after EeT was largely
related to amnesia. We have used this method (0 assess memory complaints
that persist several months after a course of bilateral ECT.

Memory complaints were present 6 months after Eel, but diminished
compared to I week after ECT. The memory complaints reponed 6 months after
EIT qualitatively resembled the pattern of memory complaints observed I week
arter ECl and differed sharply from the pattern of memory complaints ob
served before ECI. It must be emphasized thal these findings apply only to
bilateral ECT. Unilateral ECT. which affects memory test scores less than bilateral
ECT (Squire, 1977; Harper and Wiens, 1975), would be expected to be associated
with less memory complaint. A long-term follow-up study of unilateral ECT and
memory complaint is now U1 progress. It should also be of interest to assess the
course of memory complaint in psychiatric patients receiving treatments other
than ECT.
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The specific items that demonstrated persisting memory complaint (hems
1·9) seemed to differ from items that did not (l0·18). Several of the nm
nine items asked about the ability to learn and retain new material or to recall
previously learned material. Several of the second nine items asked about the
ability to attend, to hold information in memory across short time intervals,
or to recall material from the remole past. It is interesting to note that the:
amnesic syndrome typically spares immediate memory function (e.g., Items 13.
14, 16,17, 18) and memory of the distant past (e.g., Items lO, 12), but can
affect learning (e.g., Items 4,8), delayed recall (e.g., Items 5, 9), and memo/}'
for me more recent past. Thus, Items 1-9 may ask about experiences likely
10 be associated with amnesia. hems 10-18 may ask about experiences mOre:

likely to be associated with depression. Whereas it is not clear that each of the
18 items was affected differently by depression and amnesia, or that the two
sets of items (1-9 and 10-18) are each measuring just one factor, the results
before and after EeT nevertheless suggest that these two sets of items can dif·
ferentiate between memory complaints due to depression and memory com·
plaints due to amnesia.

The resuhs from the self-raling scale described here do not conStitule
strong evidence for persisting memory dysfunction, because format memory
tests have indicated that memory functions substantially recover by 6 months
after Eel. New learning capacity and memory for events that occurred many
years previously appear to be fully recovered by 6 months after ECr (Squire
and Chace, 1975; Squire el al.. 1980;Squire, 1980). Memory for events that oc·
curred 1 to 2 years before ECr recovers substantially (Squire el al., 1975; Squire
and Cohen, 1978; Squire, 1980), although the possibility has remained that last·
ing impainne~1t may occur for some information acquired during this time
period (Squire er al., 1980; Janis, 1950).

This discrepancy between memory complainl and the results of formal
testing cannot yet be completely resolved. Nevertheless, the results with the

self-rating instrument appear to answer certain questions about the experience
of memory dysfunction and its causes. In the present case, it seemS clear that
(i) memory complaints long after ECT are qualitatively different from memory
complaints that occur before ECT. Therefore, these complaints cannot be ex·

..,~.L plained a~Jecurrence of psychiatric ilIness,low self~steem,or as a long-standing
. ~ '.- tendency to compyarri ab·out memory; (ii) in a variety of respects, memory com·

-plamls long after ECT resemble complaints reported shortly after ECT, at a time
when amnesia can be demonstrated with formal tests. Memory complaints
might therefore be based- on this earlier experience and reflect a persisting
tendency to question whether memory functions have fuUy recovered. This in
fannation should be useful in counseling patients about memory problems.
In addition, we methods described here may prove useful in evaluating other ex
amples of memory complaint such as (hose associated with head injury, psycho·
tropic drugs, or normal aging.
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Patients' perspectives on electroconvulsive therapy:
systematic review
Di;ma Ros~ TJ.1 Wykes, Mon'en Lttse,Jonathan Bindman, Pr:tr: Fleischmann

Abstract
Objedive To asc:ttUin patien15' ..il'W~ 011 the benc6ts
of and pomble memory loss from dectroeon\'Ulsh-c
ther.lpy.
Design Descriptive systematic review.
Dat:l sources P5)·chinfo. Medline. Web ofS<.icncc. and
Social Science Citation Indo: databases, :.md
bibliographies.
Study ael~oDArticles with patiml5' vie\\"5 ~ft~

treatment with e1earoconvulsi\'e therapy.
Data extraction 26 swdies carried oul by clinicians
and nine TqXlno; ofwork undo1.1ken by patie:ntK or
with the collabur.:nion vfpaticnts .....cre idc.T11ificd; 16
srodies inVe5tigaled the perceived benefit of
eleetrnenmul(,j\,c Iherolpy and I;e\'~ met aite-ria for
im'csrig-.iting memory loss.
Data synthr:ris The srudies showed heterogeneity.
TIle melhod.~ used ....~ a.....;.nci;ued with Jevd~ of
pcn:d\'crl bendil. At Ic-olst one:- third uf patients
reporleU pusistenl memory loss.
Conclu.sioRlll The OJrrenl SlaU'menl (or p;aLimu from
lhc Roy.d College of Psychiatri.sts thai over 80% of
p:lLients an: s.ausfied. Wilh e1ecunconvulsi\'e ther.tpy
:md WI memory Jms is nol clinicaUy imporWlt is
unfounded.

Introduction

E1~etroeollVu1sr..c dlrldp)' is gcoel..uy indicatro for
deprt=s.siun that is Je5isrant w lre:1tment. The
procedure, which irn'OM:s me application ofdecO'Odc:s
Ulm", Ilead to induce a cnnvuhion,is arried out wula
brener:11 :m:u::sthdic. AIt~gh e1earocvm'tJlsh-e
therapy illeu commonly used lLXby tlw1 in the p;1St.
Clw:r 11 1I0U pall(71U receive it in England aJUluall~~1

NQrly one fifth of patienu Tl:'CCn.-c In::Jtmcol under:l
special section of the Mencl He:1Ilh Act 1985,

The Royal GnlJ~ of psychiatri.~u.'faa Ulert Males
that more than right out of 10 dcpttsscd paricnu who
receive dearocom'U1s:ive therapy 1"eSJXHld well' ""EJec
ltnCnnvu1.Q~~ l11enpy i5 the nlmt drecth~ trealmC'nl

fur~~un and people ' .. rcporl th..l it
mal::es lhem fttl 'like thenueh'C:S ag:J.in' or Ihat 'life is
worth living.''"'' Allhough .-eYiev,;s on au.iwdes to
eJec.:troconvulsivr IheT'".Ipy in the 19805 conducted lh;lt
paucnls founct LreaUnen[ beoeficial anct th:u dle'j were
satWicd wilh it, this iJ ru.m::mly opposed. by individual
palic:nu and groups.'· We aimed I.U ncami.ne the

8M] \'OLU.\(£:I2fi 21JUNt:20(l:! hrnj.nvn

sources of this conlro''US)' and to as.sc:s.s Ihe debated
dJstincti01lS betwttll effi<:aC)~dfecti,'enas,. and satisfac·
tion.' E.ffic:3cy is rcsbicttd to whal can be mea.su~d in
a controlled clinical uT.ll. often over a shan period. It
will nol ncer:ssariJy predicllhe effectiveness of a treat·
ment in a n=allifc situalion, uilliess will it pJ"C'din sam
faction, For imu.nce, a .systematic review of r.lO

domi~ conaolled tri:lls itwcsr.igated evidence of the
c:fEcaC)' of det.:troeonvulsive the:r:apy as measured hy
symptom SCiIC3 completed by do mCf\t:J,1 hC".Jlth protes-
sional.' But these ratings Olay not be the lame as
perceptions of relief of ')1l1ptOm., by patimu;
lhcmsch'CS. For examplc, in onc study similar numbers
of pati~ts ....-en:: regarded :J..S improved by Ihc:mw\'es
and by health profeli!\io~but in 2()ql'1 (n"1:1) of ca.c;e:t;

these were diflmnt individmds.'
l":J.tienu' perceptions of benefit are likely to be

b~ nil broader con\ider.nion,\ than juu the relief of
symplums.. They may t:.1'ke into au:mmf the amuunt
and length of time symploms are relieved (c1inic:aJ ben·
dill a.s well as any side eff('("l.5. Qlle side dfeCl is
memorY loss. The RUYdl Cullege of Psyc,hiabisu' fal:l
sh~1 s[.;tes th." wrule ~emorv of rec-..enl events m.'y be
affected by dccuoconvWsivc' therapy. ~in roOS( cascs

dlis memory loss goes :twa)" within a few d:t)'S or wceC.s
although some p:uients coo,inue to experience
memory pmblems for seo.'O'3.I months. As far a.s we
know, electTocon\Ulsi\~ thcrolpy doa nm h.we....:wy
long term efflC'Ct5 un rOUf" memory Of" illielligenr~,-:

Some patients, ho.....~er, reporl seo.-ete and longiasting
memory losses after e1et.:uncon\"u1sive therapy, and
Ihoc will innuCflCC' decisions on the rou ;,and benefits
ofC"e:JDnenL
~i~ theM d.i.QgrecmenL~ there has been liule

J)'Stc=rrultK: study of patimt3' ViCW5 :Woot the dTet1ivc-
nos :md safety of dCCtroeolMtlsi\IIC lher.lp)~ We: :ilinro
to asc~inpatie:nlJl~lDtudeson the percci\oc:d bc:nefil
of t1'roltmcnt. as €fu1inct from dinict.lJ.y rdtrd uutcume.
and repor~mc:mory Ian aftO'trc:::lbllc:nt.

Methods
We searched Ihe d.ll:lb:lses Psydtinfo, Med..linc, Web of
ScieJlce. and die SocW Science C..il.-Wnn Index for
p""peTs and reports of patients' viC'to'o"S on IT'e'dtrnern with
elcctrocon\"1llsive ther.:tpy (see bmj.rom for SCU'Ch
lr'f11u), Biblingrnphies .....en:: also hand searched
Articles were cxcluderl lh.,l conct'TTled L1Y (Ir
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profe".5ion:Jl opinion. childrel or adoleMe:ms. or wh~re
nOl aD the paticnu had received trea1JnenL

Of me 27 pa~ identified. 26 \~ aulhored by
ncademic5 or researchers and conducto:J in p.~ychian-ic

faciliti~ A reference group enablr'd u.~ to identify nine
reports written either b)' palienLs or in coUabor.u.ion
with them. 1be won of Communicate, the u.o;cr group
at the M:wd~cyho.o;pital, to; awaiting publication. but~
had aCCeM to iu raw dala.. Although our .searche<>
included global liOUTCe.<i, anicles written by patients
wa-e confined to the United Kingdom in aD but one
ca,e.

Analysis
We Clku1ated the proportion of paIiOlU wilh positive
Te"iPOnses to question... on dfectiven~\ of t:re:abn01t
and the 95% confidentt inte.....nls. Pn...ili..-e rt5pOrud

Wa1= l:kfined as an affirmative ~ponse to lht:
Stalan01Ls "dearoconvul.. ive th~py io; helpful" or '1
would h.a\'C eleamconvul...iH: thaap)' again." A Forrest
plot wa., produced on the raw (pmponion) de 33 tD

w~tho" deamcnnvulc;ive ther.lpy was consido-ed
helpful, wilh nnnnal approximation staru:brd errnn

The re.\ean:h .nudie-.o;~ t:lted on four method
ological variable. Thr.~wen: .ooeJected frnm either pre-
"iorn ~rth (selling and interviewer), preJiminar)"
analyst.. of me data (interval betw~n trounent and
interview), or the social ~ence Iiter.lture.1

InJn1Ja1 bdu.oam ma1mnll and inlertJinl·
We cnn.~idered the interval between tre1U'Dent and
interview bec::au.~e the bcnefit., of trellment may be
shon lived and side dfect.~ only app:m:nt later. The
score; W~: 0 fOT during coun;e of tn:aunent or main
tenance treaunent; 1 for within four 'o\'ttk.~ or
PTedi.~arge;2 for 1-6 momh...; and :i for more than
six month.,-

Numhn 'if tpJnlUnu
A, a few brief qUf500ns are lik.dy to produce le..s
eI1g::lgement than a more exploratory li~t of quf5tion,
we .scored: 1 for five or leo;... que'itiom; 2 for fi- I4 que;
aon.o;; and 3 for 15 orm~ que'itiom.

c",,,plr.rily if~
With simple rec;pon~options the'l'"e w:u les.~ !.Cope for
patient! to o.pre",.; thor opinion.. wherea, multiple
choice question'l or 5emi'lttuettrred interviews aDo\'t'-ed
more aunpJex opinion.~ to be recorded The .'iCOring
li)'stem wa.~: 1 fOT dicholOmou.'l re'\pon.~; 2 for simple
Liw.e.t &cnJeti: 3 for rompJo Liken 5C'll~ OT multiple
chaier, and 4 for a l;Cmi'ltruOtrred interview,

Sdting rf inJt:rlfing und stntw nf~
C..ondueting an intaview ha... b«n .mown to inDuence
the wiDingness ofpatie.nts to be critical about senice".'
They are more likdy to be critical when intC"'\'iewed by
a fellow patient in a nmt:rn1 srtting. Bec:lu.'iC the 5etting
and sratw are alwa)'S highly correlated. we amalga
mated them into one categorl'The smring ,}'~;tem was:
I ror inpatienu; 2 for s:lme ho.'Pital or treating doctor;
;I fur non-b"t'01ung doctor or at home; 4. for daJ care or
voluntarl sector, and 5 for .\Ource independenl of
hct1lh ~ico,and choice ofr.euing.

Logit models were fined to a",\C!>S a",'iOCialion'l
between po.~itive respon\O and methodoJogicl
chnractoi..",ic." and the dio;tinction between dink:aI and
patient studies. SPSS \'C!I'SKln II) and Stata ver.;ion 7
weT'C u.\Cd for the analy.\CS.

Results

In )6 studK:.'> patient.. were asked if they found de:ctro
ronvulsive therapJ helpful and in 12 studie.s th~' were
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Variation in kvel.. orperceived bendil wa... abo related
lD the sourn: of the researdt. Patient led sludie<>
reported lower rates of pertti'o'ed bolefit than clinical
studies. 1lW might be atmbuted to a ,;eJection bia....
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10....... and in fourMudi~ any reported memory problem
was sought (one study rq>Orted on both; table :)~

The rate of reported ptni..tent memory 1m.... \'llJied
belWttn 29% and 55%, but. unlike b-el.. of pcTCei\'l~d

bau::fit. the rate did 001 5ttfl1 to depend on whether
Mudi~ were clinical or patienl ba.\~. with reJ.1ti..e1)
high b-el.. being reponed by both 1)pc... of!ltud~·.

-

a.~l.ed if me,.. would ha\"C the treaun~:J1lagain (table I).
The h=vd of po.'iitive re."pono;es \Clried widdy between
studies (teMIi for helemg~eity: I~170, P<fl.OOI, for
treatment helpfuL I~256. P<O.OOl for would have
tt"eatmClt agnin). The FOrTt:5t plot for "helpful" IihoW5
that the p:lIiem led 3Jld coDaborative Slud~'i report
the lowest levci'i ofpo.'iitive respon.'>ei; there wa.\ how
ever, an nverl:lp in the confidence intenaJli (figure and
table I).

A funnel plot lihowcd no evidmce of publication
bias among the c:linicaJ studjes., No systonatic n:Jation
was found ben~01 perceived h01dit and 1M munlry.
or region of me United Kingdom. where the re'learch
was Wld01aJ,;~

Methodological variable:.
The nwnhO" ofqll~tion... oomplcc.ity ofthe in[ervi~wfo,

and the interval befOI~ interview were intercorrelated
(baween nwnbo- ofque."tion\ and both the other two
variable! r=O.54, between interval and complexity
r=O.75). The clinicaJ studies tended to we fewer
qUr:'ition.... Ie..... complex scheduJc::>. and a shoner inter
...-al, although the differl!nce in compbity wa.'i not
significant (5~ [able 1).

SOJdie; where the inl~iew!l wen=: ronduaed soon
afto- tre:lIment, in ho.~pical ~ttinW'- by the treating
doctor. WCTe more Dl:.ely 10 report posili..e view!l of
dectroennvu1\i\'e lhempy (table 2). Swd~ with low
complexity schedule;, few question.... and a short inter
val were aL\O ;u..\OCiated with JUgh perceived bc:nefiL In
the ca~ of tt1:'3unenl considered helpful there waIi a
clear hier.lJ"Chy in !!elting. a.. coded from ...tudie.. of
inpalienlll; (coded l) 10 !lludie... ba..ed in du: amUnusUl)'
(coded 5).

When the analY!le'i were repeated for the clinical
Sludi~ alone. the effect... wen=: in the !lame ctirection
and of:l. !limilar magnilUde. B«3u.~ofreduced !l3mple
.1l;Ue;, fewer a....o;oaalion.1l; wert signifK:Oll1L Widtin clirUcaI
5wdie.... the number ofquestion...~ed SignificullJ)'
a.'i.~:lIed with lre3U1lenl con...idered helpful, and
complexit) and inlervaJ ~re a...!IOCi."\ttd ~ith whether
the paumt would h:l...e treatmenlagain.ln muJti\':Uiate
mOOd!i, only !letting ronained !lignific::lrlt.

hnristent memory IOS!I
Of the 35 Mudie~20 con..idt=red memory In...,; 3." a con
!leqtlefltt of dectmeonvul..i\'e thaap)'. Thineen were
acJuded becau.\C d:!b wt=re nol givm or the inlen:,\!
b~ ~unO'u and question.. about m~· Jno;.\
was 1eM than six montlL.... In four of the raruWting
!lwdia rnpondOll' were a..ked specificaDy whether
thq had etpcrienced persislent or pe=nnanent memory

~z (Q.~l to Q.5971 .."" 0.482 (0.422 to 0551) -tn.an
ll.JG4 IQ.73J to D.MIJl """ Q.91elo.&15to 1.035) 0.161
I1.JS3 (ll.2II to 0.433) ""'I D.!iCI (IU32 tel Q.5!l7) "001

G.al (lL592ID 1.253) a", 0.721 (lLSZlIll tOm a",
Q.]111Q.15Uo c.1129') ..001 o.ISJ (0..411 b 1.713) .oa.
0.198 to.137 III Cl2!51 ..001 Q.27I fQ.1tI III ll53aJ ..001
0.124 (Q.092ID Q.I6S) ..001 G.O'!IO {Q.ll53lo Q.1:K1j ..001

TIW, 2 Associations between positive le::sponses md melhodologicalva~ of ~tients' responses to *drocolMisM rt!etapy.
VoIIUllS art odes ratios (95% confidence Inlervals) UrMs$: staled ctherwlse

aHr cUrlcttrtdc y,......lMtptuIl~lIl ,... ... .... ft••• Ip. (..12j , .....u.
Sc'*!UII':

In\aNal befwMn ~1malI n nt,l'IlII'If (&C3h trJ)

CompIr:'lItJ' ~ lnttlYllW lsc»t I"')

No Oil QIlIItiON (scM \·31
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with patient studies onl~' sdecting ~ple who wert:
antagonistic to treatment. The ... tudy by COllununiCUe,
the u.~group OIl the Maud~q.· Ho.~pit:l1. io;. how~er. a
pm.'peaive one. where the lnteniew schedule wa\
ckarly stated to come hnm a patient group. This study
still repons lower rates of sati...r:action than any of the
clinical .\[udi~ indicating thaI rvm .....1th a pros)JC'C'tive
design.patiOl1led or coDaborative rc:o;ean:h, find\ lower
rates of satisfaction with tre:1DnenL Our .findings
suggest the diff~ce l1l2y be attributed to a tendency
for clinic:alstudies to take place r.oon after r:reaunent, to
u.~ medical asses...ors in clinical 5ett~. and to u.~

briefqll~onnaireswith low rompJexit}" for ~pon'le\.
Qualirative data cnneaed 300; pan or a wider review

supports the abO\le conclusion.\ but !ihnw. in ::addition,
how pati~l'i' viono on dtdromnvul'li...e ther.lpy an
often complo:. Thc:o;e data iDwrunalc the .....'3y in which
patient' maU deci.'1jmu about cJectroconvuJ!th"e
therapy by wt=ighing the ride.'i and benefiu of
treatment. Mn'lt of the studies we n:viewed u..~ !iimple
TeiPOn.\C categorie!i that did not ..uow lhis complo
trade-off and oth~ attitudes to be de:r;cribcrl Onl!
hypothe.'ii!'i L'i that m:my patient" are not simply fOT or
again..'it the tn=atmal.t 01" e\-rJl are neutr.tl about it. The
concept of ~a.tisfuetinn and it.'i Jnea.<;un:IDc=nt are al"O
subject to th~ aiticism.'i ofov~implillcation.Futu~
I"escu-ch should include quafitati\le mca~ ''lith rq>
n:sentative ~plesofpalk:n15 who ha\"e rttei\-ed eltt
tmcom;ulsive thempy,

E.1ectmcrimulsiw: thempy is a complex interven
tion comprising mnny Iltage'> and the involvement of
man}" Md. P:ui~t.'imay ha\"e \<U)ing views about th~
differcu stag~A.. the litaalu~we reviewed l"eHed on
global rntinK"> how~,t!I". it was nol pOMible to
ime:sligatc each stage independently. The o.:cq>tion
was the infonnation and con.'>eJU ,uage, which wiD be
reponed blCl".

Memory loss .
AJU10Ugh the Mudie.o; did not lue Cntl.'li... lent dMinition..
01" ~tandardi,~ lOuin85 fOI" memol)' 10!'.'i, level.. \VC~

between 29% anti 7~n,The levd... wen.: not tlc.-tennined
by whether Mudie'> .....en: clinician 1m or Jrltient led. but
the two I}~ of ...Iud)' did diIfeT to thrir analyse.. and
int~~t4Itionoffindings. PatKnt led rt:loCarch t)'piCJlly
pl'"e5C1ts numerical T'eMllt'i and ilJu.'itrates these: with
quotation.'i 10 show what the data mean in tenn'i of
patients' lives. whcn:a,.\ c.linicaI I'e'iC'al'Chcn lend to

undertake funheT stati.'itical analysi., of the data. t.Om~
times ignoring the original data. For example, one
study a'ikm participants to asses.s the stalement that
"electmeonvulsive thoapy permanently wipe. out
laJxe pans ofme:mory,"" The stud)' then I"t'pOrted that
pa')ple who had DCVCT~m treatment~mo~

likely to endone thi.'i ,..ta1em~t than thn'tC who had
rect=i1o'C'd it. It did not, howC\'eI". comment on the finding
tJw one dUrd of th~ who had recrived troDnenl
agrttd with the strongly wonkd sUtc::mcnL

AnoUtt!l" study oontroDed for dep~'iion in the
analy~ and found thai memory lo!'... continued to be
SignificanL~ NonMdc:s..... the autho~ concluded that
long lenn memory Ins.~ Wil.'i an impon:ml pmblon fOI"

ool}' a !;maIl group ofpeople and \Y'CI-e doubcuJ about
the Cll1.'i3rive role: ofdtttmcon\luI.si~thn<lpy.

The fmdinw; relate to the experience of p=n;i~tent
memol'")' In....... Routine ncuropsychnlogicaJ Ie.~t.. !m"e

lOR

been wed in studies of clecuocomubivc therapy to
esClbllih objective mca~ures of m~ol'")" In!'... and
concluded that there was no evidence of pc1':'ii... lent
monory Joss.. It wouJd &eOn thar these an: the sludi~

on which the Ro):ll College ofP,'i)·chiatri~u ba'iCd it'i
findings. The studies, however', rypicaD)' mea.'iUR! the
ability 10 fonn new memorieo; after lreaunent (:mtem
grade memory). Report.~ by patient.'i of mcmol")' 10.\5
an:: of the erasing of autobiograplUcaI memorie.~ 01"
~trogradc amnelQ. Thu.'i the ri~k.s rq>Oned by
pomollS do not appear in clinicll a"''iC.~mlO1t.'i.

Controversy between medic:al opinion and patient
orpnisatiom
We found po....~ible foOUl"Ces of contrm'CT:'iY bet\~

profe....~ional bodie... and Mllne patient'i nod patient
organ.i~mion.'i.TIle level'i of perceived benefit differ-ed
between patient 100 and clinician led lllUdies beclU.~ dif
ferent method'i wen: u.o;ed and hccau."C in many Cl.~

the'ioe method~ did not allow an adequ:JJ.e description of
the Olmp1e..'tiry of MJbjeeth;e experit:no=. EvCJl when:
findinlr-'o 5udl as pen-i.'ilcnt mernol'")' In...'i, did not diffeJ"
between patien1 led and dinkian Jed studie~ the
interpmatiorn mayha~ differed mdicoilly.lt is thcrc:fo~
nol swpri..ing thai dispute." can m'iC betwrcn prof~

~iorub and patienl.'i and that OJpni'iaoom ahoukl
~erge that provide support and a forum fOI" those who
fed their tn=aunO'lt ha.'i not~ beneficial.

ConclulioD
Although dinical trial'i amcluded that clectme:onvul·
sive themp)' is an effective tn::aunent," measuTe\ ofefIi
ClC)' did not take into accoUfU aD the faaon th:JJ. mat'
lead patienL~ to pcTCci\'e it a.'i be:ne6dal 01" otherwi,,~

Studies of treaUnent~ needed thai are :wle to inve:o;.
ligate a mngc of outcomes valued by patient'i.
Imponant among these are faaon that impaa on
efi'ecth'eness and fo<lti'ifaction. Abo important is 10M of
autobiogrnphiCJ..1 memory. which L'i widely de'imbed
bul in.'iufficicntly ~y!;temal.icaDy invelitigatec!.

C,.-.tribulnf':': AU aUlhnn C~lnbulctJlu the ck:.1isn nC lhe lIU1dy
and lhe irucrprcbUtm nrlhc findin~::tndM:re iuwlZM:'Ci in writ·
ing ihc paper, The ~ ""-en: cnUcacd by DR :md PF and

BMJ vou;)u: .nr, 21 JUNt::MIl' hmj..mm
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Daniel R. Weinberger, MD; E. Fuller Torrey, MD; Andreas N. Neophytides, MD; Richard Jed Wyatt, MD

enlargement is only modest."
The advent of computerized tomography (CT) intro

duced a noninvasive and more reliable method of assessing
ventricular morphology during life.-·· ]n the only other
controlled study of schizophrenic patien ts evaluated by this
method, larger ventricles were found in 17 chronically
institutionalized patients as compared with eight normal
controls.I",1I This finding has been questioned, however,
because of the small control group, the advanced age of the
patients (mean age, 58 years), possible e/fects of prolonged
institutionalization (mean number of inhospital years, 32),
and possible effects of somatic treatment (eg, drugs and
EST).':·" The present study was designed to answer some
of these questions.

SUBJECTS AN" METHODS
Patlenls

Seventy·three psychiatric inpatients and recently discharged
outpatients in treatment at 5t Eli7.a.beths Hospital, Washington,
DC, had CT scans. The patients were either volunteers i~. clinical
researclt division or patients from a general adult psychiatric unit
that serves a designated catchment area. Only patients younger
than age 50 years were asked to participate. The nature of the .
procedure was described and consent was obtained. Of 41 patients
on the research wards during the six-month study period. 88
consented and cooperated with the procedure. Of '50 available
patients in the general psychiatric unit, 35 consented and cooper
ated.

Diagnosis was determined by the ward psychiatrist prior to the
cr scan, using Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC).'" The diag
noses fell into the fonowing categories: 65 cases of schi:r.opbreniaj
four of schizoatrective disorder; and three of affective 'disorder.
One patient's condition was diagnosed as being mental retarda
tion (etiology unknown). The schiwphrenic eases were then eate-=
goriz.ed by course of iIlnes.s as follows: acute (present episode,
including onset period, of less than six months' -duration, with
complete recovery (rom previous episodes) (three patients); BUb
acute (present episode o( Jess than one year's duration, with
mmplete recovery (rom previous episodes) ({our patients); Bub
chronic: (present episode of less than two yean' duration or
incomplete recovery from prior episodes) (16 patients); and chronic:
(more than two years of continuous illness) (42 patients). Length
of illness, defined as current age minus the age of onset, and yean
spent living on a psychiatric: inpatient ward were also determined:
All schizophrenic patients, except for the acute ones, 8190 met the
criteria (or schizophrenia proposed by Feighner et"at.1t No patients
had evidence of a neurological disorder except for two with
oral-facial dyskinesia thought to be drug·induc:ed. A complete
blood cell count, VORL, and laboratory studies to detennine the
values for total protein, albumin, calcium, phosphonI:S, cholesterol.
glucose, BUN, uric: acid, creatinine, total bilirubin, alk:aline pbO&
phat.ase, and SCOT, and a urinalysis were performed at least once·
within a year of the scan for each patient, and the 11!:BUlts were
either negative or within normal limits. The research patients bad.

Ventricular Enlargement-Weinberger'et al 1735
I ;111Arch Gen Psychiatry-Vol 36, July 1979

Lateral Cerebral Ventricular

Enlargement in Chronic Schizophrenia

• To Investigate If cerebral ventricular enlargement Is asso
dated wtth chronic schIzophrenia, computerized tomography
scans from 73 psychiatric pallents were compared wllh 56
lIympiomBtlc yolunteers all len than 50 years old. Ventricular
tl%t' WI' Ilgnlflcantly greater In the subgroup a. 58 chronic
tchllophrenlc paUenls than In the control I. or the chronic
schlzophrenk: paUents. 40% were outsIde the control range; 53%
••ceeded 2 SO. of the control mean. Neither dural1ao 01 IIIne••
nor length 01 hospltallzallon correlated with venb'tcular alze. The
44 dvonlc schizophrenic patients who had never been treated
wtth electroshock therapJ (EST) had larger ventricles than
controls. A group of seven nonchronlc schizophrenic patients
alto had enlarged ventricles; the eight patients who were either
tchlzoatfectlve or nonachlzophrenlc did not differ from controls.
Thll INdy shows that laleral cerebral ventricular enlargement Is
aPOClated with chronic schizophrenia; II suggests that Ihll II
not • resull ot treatment

(Arch Gon Psych/otry 36:735-739, 1979)

Acr.epted (or publication April 20, 19'79.
FnIm the Laboratory o( Clinical PsychophannacoloKY, Division or Special

Menta.! Health Resean:b, Intramural Research Program (Ora Weinberger,
Toney, and Wyatt), Natienal lrutitute o( Mental Health, 5t Eliubeth,
H'-Pita1, Wuhington, DC, and the Department o( Neurology lOr Necphy
tides), New Yerk Univenity Schcol e( Medicine, New York.
~print requesta te William A. White Bldg, Room 538, National Institute

of Mental Health. 5t E1imbeth, Hospital, Washington, DC 20032 (Dr
W~nberger).

The observation that some chronic schitophrenic
patients have enlarged cerebral ventricles dates back

at least 50 years 'to Jacobi and Winkler,· who evaluated 19
patients with pneumoencephalography and diagnosed "in
ternal hydrocephalus" in all but one. In more than 30 other
pneumoencephalography studies of schizophrenic patients,
cases of ventricular enlargement were found. Huag: and
Bliss1 have briefly reviewed some of this extensive but
relatively ignored literature. This pneumoencephalography
finding, however, has been difficult to interpret because
most of these studies used biased patient selection, inade
quate controls, unspecified or nonuniform diagnostic crite
ria, and inadequately validated standards for normal
ventricular size. In addition, changes in ventricular
morphology may result from the pneumoencephalography
procedure itself. U

Postmortem neuropathological studies, primarily during
the first half of the century, failed to confinn ventricular
enlargement and led to the widely held notion that struc
tura) brain changes do not occur in schizophrenia. Recent
studies, however, have shown that cerebral ventricles
usually are smaller at autopsy than during life.' I Agonal
premortem events, coincident illnesses, edema, and post·
mortem extraction and fixation procedures all may obscure
premortem ventricular enlargement, especially if such
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F. Table 1.-Ventricular Sizes for Control Groups

SUbJectst

Age, yr- Prnent B8non et ....
20-29 3.1 .... 2.2 eN • 28) 3.1 +O.6(N -15)

30-39 4.1 ± 2.6 eN - 17) 4.2 =0.8 eN - 15)
~9 3.a ... 2.0 eN .. 11) 4.4 .... 0.8 (N .. 15)

Total popuIaUon 3.5 .... 2.3 (N = 56) 3.9 ::t 0.9 eN • 45)

-Age faclor lor present controls nonsignificant (one-way analysis of
variance).

tVentJicular size expressed by mean ventricular brain ralio ± SO.

ventricular area by the intracranial area and multiplying by 100
produces a ventricular brain ratio (VBR). This method for deter.
mining ventricular size was used because it has been shown to
correlate well with computer-derived ventricular volume.1I Linear
measurements (eg, Evans' ratio'" or Huckman's measure"') were
nol used because they correlate poorly with ventricular volume and
are less reliable.'MI.~' Expressing ventricular siu as a ratio
controls for magnification variance and provides a simple numer·
ieal value. To assess reliability, the same evaluator selected ten
scans of varied ventricular siu for repeated measurement at a 'actc
later date. The correlation coefficient for original and repeated
measures was 0.98. The mean difference in absolute magnitude
was 0.7 VBR units (range, 0.06 to 1.29). Except where stated, all
statistical tests for significance were two--tailed t tests.

Methods
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thyroid function tests whose results were also nonnal. Tbe results
of Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAlS) testing done within
one year.ef the CT scan were available for 19 patients.
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RESULTS
Control Subjects

The VBRs for the control group categ<>rized by age are
given in Table I. Age is not a significant determinant of
ventricular size in this group. In Table I, this group is
compared with the one published by Barron et ai," the only
other series of asymptomatic volunteers evaluated by the
same method. Ventricular size does not differ significantly
between these groups. The values for normal ventricular
size agree with results from the four other studies··u .n that
used comparable methods but "symptomatic" normals;
however, the present control group defines a slightly
broader normal range. It is possible that finding some
subjects with ventricles larger than those seen in other
studies of normals results from the inclusion .:of some
subjects with preclinical Huntington's disease.

Patients

The following factors were not significant determinants
of patient ventricular size: race, sex. patient location (ie,
whether research or general psychiatric ·p2:tient5), and
history of alcohol abuse (six patients). The ai,fferenee in
VBR between patients with a diagnosis of chionic schiz
ophrenia (N = 42, mean VBR ± SD = 8.9 ± 4.0) and
subchrooic schizophrenia IN = 16, mean VBR ± SD
= 8.1 ± 3.4) was not statistically significant; therefore,
these groups were combined and are hereafter referred to
as the chronic schizophrenic patients. Figure I illustrates
tile distribution of ventricular size for diagnostic groups
and cantroIs. .

Chronic Schizophrenics.-The difference in ventricular
size between chronic schizophrenic patients and control ., \
subjects i. bighly significant (P < .0001, Fig 1). Of the .•~ .
chronic schizophrenics, 23 (40%) are outside the control ,~
range; 31 (53%) are beyond 2 SOS of the control meao. This :;
level of significance holds for each decade compared indi- . '
vidually; age. itself, is not a significant factor in ventricu- ~.:.
lar size for this group of chronic schizophrenic patients .~

(Table 2). The distribution of VBR values does not diffe~ J
significantly from a Gaussian distribution (x' - lJ-il, '
q=n ~

Ventricular size does not correlate significantly with
either length of illness (Fig 2) or duration of hospitaliza
tion (Fig 3). Of the chronic schizophrenic patieots, 13 were
ill for less than five years (mean VBR ± SD = 8.0 ± 4.0);
ten were ill for more than 20 yea... (mean VBR
± SD = 10.0 ± 4.6). Ventricular size does not differ sig
nificantly between these groups. Comparisons of years of
illness and hospitaH:z.ation for the chronic: schizophrenic and.. '(

i
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Control Subjects

The control group consisted oC 56 healthy, asymptomatic volun
teers Jess than 50 yean; of age who had undergone head CT
scanning for other research projects at the National Institules of
Health, Washington, DC. Forty-eight had first-degree relatives
with Huntington's disease but had no clinical manifestations of
the illness themaelves. The remaining eight were volunteers
between the ages of 40 and 50 years who were free of similar
genetic risk. By linear measurements (according to the method of
Enzmann and Lane"), the CT scans of the control group could not
be differentiated from those DC a group of normal volunteer
hubject.s with DD known genetic risk for Huntington's disease. u

Fig 1 -VentriCUlar size lor control subjects and patients grouped
by diagnosis. Bar represents mean ventricular brain ratio (VBR)
± SO. Asterisk indicates comparison to control group (P < .006)
(Mann·Whitney U Test); double asterisk. comparison to control
group (P < .0001).

All CT scans were performed with a 160 x 160 head scanner at
the National Institutes of Health. A minimum of eigbl and a
m.a.ximum of 12 cuts were taken for each subject; most scans
oonsisted of ten to l2.

The CT slice showing the ventrides at their largest (through the
body of the lateral ventricles in all except five controls where the
body of the lateral ventricles was not visible) was selected for each
subject. The choeen cuts, in the fDrm oC either sell-developing
prints or transparent 111m, were coded and mixed randomly for
blind measuremenL One person, using a fixed-ann planimeter,
measured the area of the lateral ventrides and the area of the
intra.cranial space in each coL This involved tracing the perimeter
of the lateral ventricles and the inner table of the skull, respecti've
1y. The instrument detennines area by meehanica.l integntion.
Each area was traced five limes and the mean used. Dividing the

.'



Table 2.-Ventrlcular Size by Age lor Controls and
Chronic Schizophrenic Patients-

.T~way anaJysls of variance: 8ga fsetor, F .. 1.19 (P ...31); group
IIctor. F .. 65.44 (P < .0001).
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Other Palients.-The acute and subacute schizophrenic
patients have been grouped together in Fig 1 because they
are small in number and because they do not differ
significantly with respect to ventricular size (P - .1,
Mann-Whitney U Test). Comparing this combined group to
controls, however, may be misleading because only the
subacute patients differ significantly from the control
subjects (Mann-Whitney U Test, P < .004). Neither the
schizoaffective nor the nonschizophrenic patients had
significantly larger ventricles than the control subjects.

COMMENT

This investigation demonstrates that laterai cerebral
ventricular enlargement is associated with chronic schiz-o
ophrenia. Ventricular size, determined. quantitatively from
CT scans, is significantly greater in the chrpnic schizo.
phrenic patients than in the asymptomatic control
suhjects. This finding challenges the widely held belief
that structural brain abnormalities do not occur in schiz
ophrenia and demands careful interpretation· and further
research.

The etiology and clinical importance of this finding are
unknown. Since the data do not dift'e.rentiate between
cause and association, it is important to consider the
possibility that ventricular enlargement may relate not b?
the illness but to its treatment.

Impact 01 Treatment

InstitulionaUzalioD.-Chronic institutionalization ~uld
theoretically lead to ventricular enlargement if it predi"':
posed patients to malnutrition, intercurrent infections,
metabolic deficiency states, or other stigmata of neglect.
Although prospective studies are needed to evaluate this
possihility conclusively, the preseot investigation found no
support for it. None of the patients in this study had been
confined to s~called back wards and neglected. None were
clinically malnourished or suffering from other major
illnesses. More importantly, the length of hospitalization
did not correlate significantly with ventricular size.

Medicaliun.-Neuroleptic medication is another ·i~por·

tant part of the treatment of chronic scbizop¥enia that

Fig 3.-Correlalion at ventricular brain ratio (VBR) with length of
Inpatient hospital slay for chronic schizophrenic patients (Pear
son, ., .05; nonsignificant).
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nonschizophrenic patients are further evidence against a
primary role for these factors. The mean length of iIIriess
in years ± SO is 10.6 ± 7.7 for the 58 chronic schizophren
ics, whereas the four nonschizophrenics had a mean length
of 11.2 ± 5.3. The mean length of hospital stay was
6.5 ± 7.1 years for the chronic schizophrenics. and it was
7.9 ± 5.6 years for the four nonschizophrenics. These inter
group comparisons were nonsignificant (Mann-Whitney U
Test). Thus, the lengths of illness and hospitalization for
the nonschizophrenics are considerable and not significant
ly different from those for the chronic schizophrenics.

A history of electroshock therapy (EST) is associated
with larger ventricles. The 16 patients who had received
EST had larger ventricles (9.9 ± 5.2) than the 57 patients
whn had not (7.5 ± 3.3) (P < .04). However, EST does not
acr:ount for the ventricular enlargement seen in the chronic
schizophrenic patients. When the chronic schizophrenic
patients with a history of EST are excluded and the
remaining (44 patients, 7.9 ± 3.3) are compared with
eontrols, the high degree of statistical significance persists
(P< .0001).

Within one year of their scans, 19 patients had
eompleted WAIS testing. These were all performed as part
of a routine evaluation and not as follow-up for suggested
deficits. Table 3 gives the results of this testing. On all
WAIS subtests, as well as the full scale, chronic schizo.
phrenic patients performed significantly worse than the
other patients. Among the chronic schizophrenic patients,
no significant correlation could be demonstrated by linear
regression analysis for any WAIS subtest and ventricular
size.

Ag 2.-Correlatlon 01 ventricular brain ratio (VeR) with length or
nlness tor chronIc schizophrenic patients (Pearson r ...21;
nonsignificant).
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-For all group comparison. P < .05, except for V - P comparison.

. Table 3.-Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale Results·

10 SCores ~ so

Full- Verb.1 PIHform8nce
"'oup Sca'. M CP) v-p

Chronic schizo
ophrenlcs
CN - HI 78.4 + 17.4 83.1:t 16.6 74.8:t 17.4 8.4 ... 8.7

Other pallents
(N - 5) 106.8 ± 12.3109.0:t 6.6 102." =15.3 6.6:t 9.4

might be postulated as a cause of ventricular enlargement.
This possibility is also difficult to evaluate, but several
observations strongly suggest that ventricular enlarge-
ment occurs independent of drug treatment. First, John~
stone et a1'''·11 included in their study four patients who had
never received phenothiazines. These patients had signifi~

cantIy enlarged ventricles (P < .01). Second, many of the
patients with abnormal ventricles described in the pneu
moencephalography studies also had never received neurer
leptics.:.:!'·lO

Third, the present study found no significant correlation
between length of illness, a variable closely related to the
amount of drng treatment, and ventricular size. In retro-.
spective studies of patients who have discontinuous treat
ment records and have been in and out of numerous
hospitals, it is impossible to accurately reconstruct the
amount of neuroleptics consumed. The duration of illness,
however, is probably closely correlated with the amount of
drugs received, especially in patients who have an unremit
ting illness. The lack of a correlation between this variable
and ventricular size suggests that drug treatment did not
exert a cumulative dose-related effect in this group of
patients. It does not exclude the possibility that ventricular
enlargement was the result of idiosyncratic drug loxicity
or of high doses of neuroleptics administered for short
periods of time. It is important to note, however, that
several schizophrenic patients had received high doses of
neuroleptics for prolonged periods of time and did nol have
enlarged ventricles.

Fourth, the four patients in this· study who were not
schiwphrenic, although too small in number to adequately
control for drug and institutionalization effects, serve as
an interesting comparison group. These patients had
received antipsychotic doses of neuroleptic drugs for
behavioral control during most of their treatment. Their
durations of illness and hospitalization were equivalent to
those of the chronic schizophrenic patients. Their ventricu·
lar sizes, however, clustered around the normal mean.

EST.-This is another somatic treatment that could
possibly cause ventricular enlargemenL Although EST was
associated with larger ventricles, significant ventricular
enlargement (P < .0001) was found in patients who had
never received EST. Thus, its role in this study is unclear.
Either EST further enlarged the ventricles of the patients
treated with it, or it was used with greater frequency in
patients who tended to have larger ventricles. The results
of the few studies that have examined the effect of EST on
ventricular size militate against the former premise. John·
stone et al ,n found no EST effect. The pneumoencephalog
raphy studies, although problematic in determining

I
I

I
1
!
1
1

I
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ventricular enlargement in schizophrenia, were suited to .
investigate the effects of EST. Of the five studies""·" that
compared ventricular size in treated and untreated
patients, four=·:11·:!..··ll found no difference.

Brain Morphology In Schizophrenia

'Ventricular enlargement is a relatively nonspecific
change in brain morphology. It occurs to some extent with
advanced age:1 and is found in many diseases. It is
commonly associated with dementia where it often appears
striking on a CT scan. Quantitative measurements of
ventricular size in such cases are considerably larger than
those described in this study. For example, Synek and
colleagues:j,:!~ found a mean VBR of approximately 16 in
patients with dementia of various etiologies, excluding
"hydrocephalus." Those with hydrocephalus had substan
tially larger ventricles, with a mean VBR of 36. Jacobs and
Kinkel" noted that patients with normal-pressure hydrl>
cephalus tend to have a VBR greater than 25.

ln contrast to these dramatic changes, ventricular
enlargement in the chronic schizophrenic patients is
modest and can easily be overlooked. In fact, mean ventric
ular size for these patients falls within the nonnal range
for individuals approximately 70 years old." Perhaps this
explains why, on visual inspection, most of these scans
were interpreted as being "within normal limits." Two
neuroradiologists who independently "read" all films
agreed on the diagnosis of ventricular enlargement in only
ten cases (all chronic schiwphrenics), and m'ost of these
were called umild" or "borderline." These If:n eases were
distributed among 23 chronic schiwphrenics with a VBR
gre.3ter than 10, indicating an inconsistent correlation
between subjective readings and actual yentricular area.

The 58 chronic schizophrenic patients in this study were,
by definition, suffering from unremitting symptoms.
Ventricular-size abnormalities in this group ·may not be
typical of all patients with the diagnosis of chronic schiz
ophrenia. Evidence is accumulating that with respect to
various genetic, laboratory, clinical, and treatment vari
ables, unremitting schiwphrenic patients may have a
different illness than patients who experience relapses and
remissions.1J Whether ventricular enlargement is more
characteristic of the unremitting illness merits further
investigation. .i

Even within this patient sample, ventricular enlarge- '~

ment is not characteristic of every chronic schizophrenic. ~~

In 60% of the patients, ventricular size is within the control ~~':
range. It is logical to question, therefore, whether those':"
patients outside the normal extreme are a unique subgroup .:
of chronic schizophrenic patients. A current research ':,
approach to the heterogeneity typical of populations of }
schiwphrenic patients is to look for factors that may·'
categorize them into more homogeneous groupS.11 Perhaps,
ventricular size will prove useful in this respecL The
ventricular-size distribution for this group of patients,
however, does not easily lend itself to such subdivision. The
distribution is not bimodal but normal, suggesting,
instead, that ventricular size may be linked to a general
characteristic of the group.

The results of this study conftict with the widely held
assumption that cerebral morphology is Donnal in chronic
schizophrenia. Although a CT scan abnormality is not a.":',

/ .
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CONCLUSION
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chapter on neuropathology and schizophrenia may need to
be rewritten. Perhaps, the gross and light microscopic
pathology associated with chronic schizophrenia is subtle,
nonspecific. and variable, like the clinical manifesta
tionsn.::u.4~ and like the changes In ventricular size seen
with CT scanning.

Lateral cerebral ventricular enlargement on CT imaging
was found to be associated with chronic, unremitting
schizophrenia in a large group of patients. This finding
was not shown to be the result of treatment. Postmortem
studies are prone to artifacts that probably interefere with
the observation of mild ventricular enlargement. Impor.
taot questions for further research are raised.
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,:'lii'stopathological diagnosis, ventricular enlargement in the
absence of obstruction to CSF circulation implies cerebral

: atrophy. U a process resulting in cerebral atrophy occurs in
some cases of chronic schizo¥hrenia, neuroanatomical
,hanges should be observable. It is widely assumed that
neuropathological studies of schizophrenia failed to demon
strate such changes. (These studies have been reviewed
elsewhere.3

).") In fact, numerous pathological findings
Vo'ere described, but most proved to be either nonspecific or
not present in all patients with the diagnosis. Since the
lheoretical focus of these earlier studies was on finding a
specific anatomical basis for schizophrenia, nonspecific and
variable findings were not considered relevant. Two recent
studies, looking primarily for nonspecific cerebral degener
ati~e changes, found such pathology to be quantitatively
increased in schizophrenic patient.s.~o.t1

The assumptions that neuropathological findings in The research on the general peychiatric ward (Richardson Division, St
schizophrenia are important only if they represent the EJiubethA Hospital, Washington. DC) WLS supported in part by the Seottisb

P
athogenesis of the disorder and that they should be both Rite Scbiz.op~nie ReseuclJ Program, Northern Masonic: JtuUdi~tion,

Lexington, Mass.
specific and the same in all patients with the diagnosis may Paul Teycbenne, MD, and Giovanni DiChiro, MD, made eight CT Sl2f1, of
have misguided the interpretation of earlier findings. In nonnal volunleenlavailable to us. Giovanni DiCbiro, MD,aIso lLS!iaLed in the

f th CT fi d' d th t f implementation or thiJ study and reviewed the seans and the maoDlICripL
light 0 ese scan n mgs an e curren concep Ion Paul O'Brien helped with the statistical analyses and AnD Reifman provided
that schizophrenia is not a single disease entity, the editorial aaaistance.
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this baseline wa~ then used to delcrmine lhe ele\ allUn
durin{: Hellment. This correction dId nOI iol\uence Ih~

findinGS: there were still no significant correia lions 01 OIny
of lhese BP parameltU with memor)' or ncuro·
psychological deficits, Nor was age a ~iJ!nifieant faclor in
either lhe memory deficils or lhc SP ele\"lllion~ Ho\\t'\ Cf,
palienl~ lI~ed over t\~ hid bcen excluded frnm lhe uud~.

Olhcr significanl correia lions lire li~led In T;lhk II. The
HDS seoru aller lfeatmenl correhlled wuh lh.: "df'flled
a~seumentof mood, bUl nOI beforc lrc;llmenl The sell·
ralcd usses~ment of memory cmrdaled SI~nlrIC.IOII~ .... llh
the Bol Koru Iher uellmenl. but I~ \\uh lh\' HDS
seorcs, nol bcron; t'elllmcnl. There .... II~ ahn a ,"nng
corrclOllion belween the HDS and lhe BDI scores.

Prt·Ecr pOI/·ECr
mtlln S.D. mtllU S.D p<

26.n:r. 5.110 9.8~ ~ 8.1~ .00'
XI oo:! 10.76 IUD:: Is'ol .001

O.OO:! 0.00 0.5~ ~ 0 V9 .O~

8.JlO % ].~O 6.]~:! 1.1I~ 01
O.M %. 0.4V O.~U~ 0"1 ""1.6~:!: 0.67 O.IIII:! IIl.Il "II
~ ~~:! I Il~ !o.K.l:: ~ {MI (~'l

. Discussion. . .

The hYPolhesi~·or·thestudy. that ~i{l.nifici.lni memo
ory and neuropsychological de(icil~ follo"':'jng Eer
correlale with the ri~t in BP dunng Ihe lr~atment.

.....iJ'\ not supported. Thus, tiur datil did nnl support
the finding of H<lmilton tl a/ (19'71)1. Hn~e\(r. the
stud)' designs and neurorsycholo{!.icdlte~1measures
in ihese Iwo studies were ralher diUt'rt:nt. For
example, Ihey studied patlenl~ three' to {nur hllurs
after the trealment, while we did ~(12J 10 oil' hours
post·ECT. Wc chose that time intcrvalSll a~ not to
con round the errecl~ of the treal·ment It\,11 "lIh the
eUccl" or anaesthesia or Ihe acutt' dfcel\" of a
central seizure. It i~. (If c(Jur~c. cnneel\;,olc that·
neUlor'i)'chological deficit .. which ~l're pre~ent

Ihree 10 four hour~ atler ECT could h,I\'e dl~~p,

reared one or t,,·o dllyS lalcr. We iJlso u.\ed different
memory and neuropsychological measure!l than
those in Ihe former study. We too found lhat \'I\U:ll
memory was affected by ECT, but did not utilise lhc
Bent.on Visual Retention tesl; allhough our mea·
sure of visual memory deficit did not correlale ""lth
BP paramelers, it is posliihle thai the Benton is
more sensitive to such vascular changes.

The small number of subjects (n = 20) m<lY
accounl, in part. for Ihe lack of significant findm@s.

. Another confounding faclor may he the filled

ECT, BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES ANO NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL DEFICIT

TAILII
Si,nljiun' ch"n,tl In IfJ' mf4Jllrtl btlo" and Db"{Iw fer (pal'td '·ItJ"

i~Dep'U5ion Rllinl snle sCOIC:"

Ik'cL Depleulon Inventory Scorts

lohtli.MenlllSllle Eum:
BJt~WlTdSpdlinl: Errors

~ellrop1yehoto,ictlBillery:
\'erbal Fluency
TempOrll Memory
\'ilull Memo,y

Sclf .""ueumenl of MCK'd

1fe'1..:'''S
~timulation (nnge: 100 to 170 -.> antlthc lotal number of
uimulations necessary 10 elicit a seizure .....ere recorded;
lhe slimulus duration was one sC(ond in all cues. .

The change of scores on the individual memory and
neuropsyehologiclli tesl items before and lIhtr the five
lIclIlmcnts were correlaled with various parameters of SP
and .....ilh depression scale scores, usin~ Srcarman'l rho.
For Ihe Personal Dlta Shcel, lin indcpendenl, blind raler
(RSD)deICfmined Ihe similarily o( lhe rillient's verbatim
response 10 individual pennnal data Ilcm5 before and
after Ireatmenl on a fiye·fIOint scale, wil h '1' indicating a
romplelely differenl respnn\e aher ECT or In lnahilily to
ft':.l11 lhe ,equesled informUllnn Ind .y indicallnp: lin
Idenlical response he fore ant.! Ifter lreUlment. Paired ,.
ItSls were used 10 delermine chan{:e~ in depression ~calc

scores, individual MMSE ill::mJi. and IndIViduol ncum·
~rchological lest mea~ur~s, llcforc Ind :lflCr five ECTs.
Palienl1 were al~o asked 10 tOIle their mood Ind memorll
,Ioball,yon Ilen.poinl K<lle. wilh 'I· indlC8lin{: "lhe wor;,
your mood/memory hilS el'er been'· and' III' indieallOg
"tht best your mood/memory h3\ e\'cr been". The~c

tltimatcs were utltaincd hOlh h~lurc dod allcr ECT.

"".

"...
i

'".
.,

. I
• I

~

'-~~-"-" .....

agreed 10 lhis form of Ircalmenl were potenlial can~

dales. The selection or bilaleral Ecr WIS di
responsihililY of the treBting psychiatrist, with no Inp!
from the study group. Other inclusion crheria were ....
between 18 and 65 yUrt, I diagnosis of primary anea
disorder, depressed type (Feighner ~IO/, 1972) with I,
than 24 months' duratIon of symptoms. and a minim'
Homillon Depression Rating (HRS) (Hamilton, 191
.core oll8 (first 17 Items). .;

The lubjem were 20 psychiouic In·palients, five m
and 15 female, 18 white and two hlad:. between Ihe.
of 21 and 63 (meln • -43.75). Tho~e who gave wriu
Informed consent for participation were (li\'en the HRS;
lhe Mini·Menl"1 Slale Examination (MMSE) (Fotslei~·~
0/. 1975\. a Personal Dlta Sheet (PDS) adapled Cram' .
instrunlenl devised by Bidder ~t 0/ (11J70) and.
neuropsychological screening ballery (NPB) devised ~
one of the current authors (RSD). This b:lllery meuutil
a number of diHerent neuropsychological functions if;
c1udin~ orienlllllon, di,~t spOln: spull:ll. discrlmln.tl~~
grommrlllcni comprehenSIon. obJecl namlOg. menl ..1c:o~~
pUl:lotion. finger idenllfication. (>erbal flucncy. le~po~
mcmor)'. lIerblllab~tnction. visual memory, \bctile d~

crimin:llion, verhal expression, p:lllerr;u. rhythm, verbal
construclion, wrillen expression. rCildinl!-. and consln.?
tion. All of lhese measures wcr'c adminislered by I
psychialri~l before lhe first t·rCl:Itmcnl. Palit'hts were alill Reluhs
given the Beck Depression Inllenlory (BOil (Beck, 1961) A number of items nr thc M~ISE ilnd the NPB were
a !leU· rating scale, The same inslrumcnb wcre used ~ 5i~nilicanlly affected hy ECT. A~ cJ;pecled. lhere \l."~ II

IIs~e~~ each p~ticnt, 24 10 ~H hour~ aner ,heir fiflh eCf,l?1 li,ni~canl Imp,ol'enlenl In the HRS ~rore). lhe BDI
a second p~ychi'Hrist who ....·115 blind toth~ blood prcssur. ~ores, and the self-rilled plob.,1 OI~~C\\ml'nl of mtl{'ld. Th~
dal:l. :1· ltll·uted a~se~!llnenl 01 memnrr .....I~ nOi si{:OIfiellotly

For the lrealmc",s, all ralienli ",·tire pre-~et.!icale, d.i[f~rent befNC Ilnd arlCr lhe li\e lfl.'armenl' Thc
\l.·ilh ulropine sulphale (ran~e: U.4 In 'T':O mg), and wer~ . ll~nl~canl chilnge~ hdmc :lnd IIrlCr ECT .Ire rl.'cordCiliii
~i ..en \{t(I'I( oxygen l:Iy facial milsk· jqsl bdore. ttJ a Ole · .....u

tre~lm~'nl: Aflhe rime.nftreauncrlt, ~l1ta wetF;nlleetd.. v n N l~m rlJl memor'
incJuding SP bdore and arler lhe adminimalion·J t:-iPB . ulll memor' (
methohexitune 'rang~: 35 IQ.S{1 m~.)land SUCcinYIChOlir.i .However. none 0 t e~ MGmfleDnl ehangu couelaled
(rlln~c: :!5 10 flO mG): BP~ .....ere al~o reeOfded durjng tt ....·uh any mellSurc of SP e1evalion. A numhcr of differenl
c1unic ph:lse of the sci;ure and :II JO-seco.nd.inlerval~ fll. BP \'arill!;lles were u~ed in lhe anlilysi~; lhese included lhe
two min!-lIes or more ~f~er cessallon of lIisihle seizu mean peak elelillion O\'er prc·treilmcnl level. the mcan
activity. to ensure that I peak BP had been altOlined lli,~ fl:Cak BP durin{: the llvr treatmenl~, lhc mean percentage
Ihal it was returning' 10 Ihe pre·ECT baseline level. ~ me OYer lhe pre.lrellment!tllel, the peak syslolic BP,
minimise Inler·ralu nriabilily of meuurement.th~ Bl, and .lhe peak dillSlOlic pressure. In order 10 correct for a
were all taken by the same doelor (BGK), using. ro~slbly elevaled prNreOltmenl p,essure due to anxiety,

. stllndard sphygmomanometer. The duration of cat ....'hlC~ could obscure a significanl finding, I second
peripheral seizure was also recorded, The ECf machins: baseline lellel WllS al~o\:onslruetcd In dctermine the melln
Wi!l the Mcdcrah 2, The vohagc· inlensity 'm ca~ BP during the days in hmpilill hefore the treatment, Ind

._..;; ..... r,y,Ioia'ry (1985), 147,36-38

Method
::~:: '"~ ~k.:ttJ ff('lm daily admission!l to the
_. < .....-: .';.1 rri\·OII('. uniliersily·alfUialed hosr;'
'0--= .. '.~H'nlto..·r of 19R3. Patlenls who were

• ~ .• ":::.L HI 1:1)' their consullllnl and who

~·T. Blood Pressure Changes and Neuropsychological Deficit
JOHN R. TAYLOR, BARBARA G. KUHLENGEL and RAYMOND S. DEAN

__ ~"'\': Twenty psychiatric in-patients were studied before and after five
,...:0.=' electroconvulsive treatments for major depression. There were signifi·
:~·-=-.,ory and neuropsychological changes aher trestment, snd significant
:_~: :"s in depression rating sc.oras. b~t they did not correlate with various
'-.N_""P'S of blood pressure elevatIon dUring treatment. The Importance of Eel·
.!:!-.: i:"Tlnesia is discussed.

.~",r::"~"=:' r~·t:(l~nise thai memory dysfunc·

.... ::.: ;:: ...~trt'l.'lln\'ulsive therapy (EO) is
-l':'~ ~~k·rrrL·ct. which is irrelcvanl to its

:..: ::::.....11...,- (OtlOSOn, 19b9). Unilalcral,
;:".l:: ;::~",inllkplacement was introduced
::u=:.~ chl' n\c:mory impainnent found so
· ..~:!'! l;1ilill~rnl treatments. Unilateral
~: 1J\\,wn h' he an efCective treatment

· ;';~~=.I, IQ75) that docs nOI produce the
: :"~~~'r\' l~':ls fO!Jnd with the standard
~ $=,,;:n'I" lit, 1961'). Cognitive dysfunc
"7.:..-.:. 1:1 nl"n\llry, is virtually the only
.; ~,:Nfrl·\·t of ECT. as it is currently
::~.;. :-..:~ c";l,·tlr how ECT cause~ Rmncsia
_7 :II. :~\\ inn'sti!!HIOr~ have atlempted 10

· :'\.~:,,:':-:~' nwdl;mi~ms of post-ECT cogni
_:"'7.:~:. \'11" hypothesis is lhal increased
::..7 :'I::;:':1l';It'lil~y which occurs during ECf
':'o."'\.·:-:s':'k.
,:._ ,:.: :tJ--) tll'monstrated an' increase in
:~~ ;-:r-: t'lll,\,d III hrain of a test substance
.-:'.:__::':"'"'~I :,dlure~ in humans. Hamillon

•~ ~:'._-:-:~' I~·:trl\in!! nnd immediate memory
.;=:...- :-:rali\11l (,f ECTin a group of27 in·
\.:- ;l';'rl'~~h'll, in a further allempl 10

"'::.... ~. :-;".lk\l~lwn of the blood-brain har·
:'; J:.~:;':llt h'r nn)' impaired cognilive

.....;.: I1wlhl,l!\l\ogical uncertainties in
_. :--~.~:-.:~k a I.'h:ar interpretation of the
':'::.~ lo~".l ~i~lIilicilnt correlntion between
....... x·~· .• rnl:Il\~·l·~ on I~ Benton Visual
.• :-:, 1-\1'1111111. 196J) and thl: D~tree of
':~~_; Bl'l t'!l'\·illiol1. We have also now"
~.::: ..__ ..~, lh,' ~1I(,!llion of whether the rise
~ .•7 ."\.~....:.::" \1urin~ the IreaUnenl is related

· .:.=: .:': \'f m('mory dysfunction and
.=. :~..:J~ tnlr:lirment which often occurs
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TABLE II

Si8"i/ican/ corrdal;ofU b~lWunpsychofogicuJ mC'l/JUUS (Spearmarl's rho)

Hamillon Depfcssion Rolling sOle Scores x
Beck Deptasion Invemory Scor~

Memory sc.r.as~s.Smenl (posl.ECT) x
Bcd' Dcspression Invcntory Scores (posl-ECT)

Mood scff-an~'nmcnl(~I:Ecn x
HjI~ihon De;Hn.siuD RalingScale Scores (posl-ECT)

J3

14

20

U.8S

-0.57

-0.51

.tII

.05

.01

'.

number of treatments. We deliberately elected to consistent wlth the reviews of ahe pertin~nt data by
study patients after five treatments for two reasons: Fink (1979) and by Pius (1982) for modified ECT,
(I) the different number of treatments each patient and does not seem to be of substantial concern .
.received.on clinical grounds would have added a Since co nitive impairment is such an im ortant
known ''!Wounding facror in terms of data analysis; side-effect of bilatera CT, it seems irnportan 0 ..

<!nd (2) to be consistent with the research design of attempt to define as carefully as possible which
other inves,tigators (Squire &. Chance, 1975).~e!Cts 9f the treatment are responsible for tbe_

.However, it is conceivable that five was 100 small a ~fici! Although our data do not support the idea
. nU~be.z:.of treatments to ~rid a correl~tion between - that treatment-related BP increases are an essential
. coi~"'tive' impairment and BP elevations. This aspeCt in ECf-related cognitive impairment. i1 is

possibility is rendered less likely ttJough by the fact imoonant 10 continue to search for the cause or
that we did find significant cognitive im airmen ..sallses of the jmpalrment. If this important side·
after only 'Ie treatmen ,an ye t e impairments . effeCr mulct be eliminated or even mosljficd jl__

did not correlate wilh the BP data. Another CQuld only be a service to patients undergoing this >

possibly confounding factor may be that our- effective treatment.
patients did not have a typical rise in BP after ECT. -
Our patients had a mean peak pressure of 181 mm Acknowledgement
Hg per treatment, which represents a mean rise per This work has bcc::n supponcl1 by lhe:: BiomediGiI Rcsemi
patient of 45 mm Hg over pre-ECf levels, This is SupponGrOlnl No. 51784C.
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CHAPTER 8

ECT AND PERMANENT BRAIN DAMAGE
Donald I. Templer

Electroconvulsive Iherapy (ECT) Is a very controversial In:atmcnl. It Is B topic
for which It Is dlfficuh to obealn an objective perspective because emotional
undercurrents tend 10 run strong. It may, In 1~15 respect, be comparable to other
emo'ionally laden Issues ,uch as Clhnlc dllT...nce, In IQ and the bad efTeClS of
mariJuana. Friedberg (1977), an outspoken crhlc of ECT, amlbu'ed ,he rise of
ECT In ,he 1930, '0 'he authori'arian poll~eal era In Europe In which 275.000
"tnmatts" In Gennan psychiatric hosphals wc:re starvt:d. beillen, druggcd, and
gassed to dea'h. On ,he other hand, shukJ. (1981) "ated. "D"phe abhorrence in
,ome quaners. h Is "til being practiced as one of ,he cheapest and ,af"t. and ye,
one of the most errectlve, therapeutic tC'chnlques In the who!!: of medical
'clence" (p. 569).

Hoffmann (1986) provided a scholarly discussion of ,he philo'ophical differ·
ences bccwccn those who favor and those who arc opposcd to EeT. He said that
the fanneT have a patcrnallstlc philosophy and thost who oppose II hi've
Hbenarlan and Kantlan assumptions. He Argued, "Pau~m;llism does nOl pAy much
attention 10 palknt educallon or self·esteem and Iibcnarian ethics do not
consider pallcn! pain, fear, or dependency." He said thai uadhionally medicine
has operatcd from a paternalistic point of view and thai the sllack on Eel can be
viewed as arIsing from the valuing of freedom and aUlOnomy in our society. plus
the fae' ,hat politically educated person' have lillie tolerance for obligatory
government role. However, It Is here nQ[cd by the prcscnl aurhor that a Study
Indicated that the psychiatristS and other menial health professionals who were
more favorably disposed toward ECT were more experienced and knew more
conect facts about ECT Oanlcak, Mark, Trlmakas, & Gibbons, 1985).

The use of ECl In the United States Is decreasing. In fact, there was a 15%
deere"e from 1975 '01980. However. even In 1980 ,here were 33.381 p,ychlat.
ric patients given ECT (Thomp,on 6:'- Blain. 1987). In California. legl,latlon In
1975 severely re"riCled 'he use of ECT. Nevenheless.from 1977 '01983. 18,627
patients received a toral of 99.125 ECT "eatmenlS In California. wllh little year.
to-year varlatlon (Kramer, 1985). ECT Is far from becoming an obsolete treatment
modality. And, because conlTolied re,earch has demonstrated It, emcacy, and
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b,caus, Ir Is esp,clally valu,d In the "calclrnnt cases of d,pr",lon that do no'
respond to antidepressant drugs. II Is nO[ going to become an obsolete treatment
unless and until mo" elTwl.. antld'p"ssant drugs a" develop,d. Janlcak,
Davis, Gibbons, Ertck"n, Chang, and GaUagh" (1985) publlsh,d a m,,"
analysis that show,d ECT tOlb, cI,arly ,up,rtor to th, tricyclic antld'p""ants,
the monoamine oxIda" (MAO) Inhlblrors, simulated ECT, and. placebo for
severe depression.

This review covers eight areas rdevant to the Issue or permanent brain
damag, cau"d by ECT. Thes, a" (a) ,ubJwlv, "port long afrer ECT,
(b) human brain autopsy reports, (c) animal brain studies, (d) Ihe brains or
,pll,ptlcs, (,) spontan,ous "Izu,,", ([) psychological test nndlngs In patients
wlrh history of many ECT, (g) CT ,can nndlngs, and (h) magnetic ",onance
Imaging (MRJ) nndlng,.

It Is Important Ihat the reader be aware or the Importance or dlsclngulshlng
b'lWeen ,he mod,m era of ECT admlnl",..lon wlrh hyperoxygenatlon, mu,cI,
relaxation, and g,neral anaesthesia. and ECT admlnlstrallon b,fo" th, 1960"
which was Jess sdc ror the brain. A number or researchers and authorltles have
,mphaslz,d thl' distinction Uanlcak, Mark, Trtmakas, &: Gibbon" 1985; Weiner,
1979; d'Elia &: Raotma, 1975; Kendell &: Prall, 1983).

It I, al,o Imponantlor the "ader to bear In mind that unmodln,d ECT Is olten
admlnlste"d In third world countrtes (Weiner, 19B1). Th, btaln, or poor p,opl,
In poor countries also deserve prorectlon. Shukla (1981) stated that In India,
because or Ihe shonage or anesthesiologists, most psychlilrlc centers, even In
teaching centers, olten have '0 u,,' unmodlned ECT that Is followed by severe
confusion. In India, ECT I, u"d much more olten than In the United States and
Is the mslnslay of neanne"! for schlzophrenll. .

SUBJECTIVE REPORT

It Is common knowledge that most patients complain 01 memory Impalnnent
durtng and afrer their course of ECT. There have been at least lour srudles ,hat.
have Investlgared subjeedve repons of memory dencit long arrer It Is expeered
that this Impalnnem should have dissipated.

Freeman, Weeks, and Kendell (l9BO) placed a notice In a local n,wspaper In
the United Kingdom asking lor panlclpatlon 01 subJeets who had ECT at any
time In their lives. In .ddhton 10 the 13 subjects thusly recruited, there were 12
subjects who had been Identlned as complainers 01 Impalnnent and refmed by
10cal psychlarrls15. There were twO main sons of memory complaints. One was
forgetfulness of such Ihlng, IS faces, names, phone numbers, lind messages. The
other was that 01 holes or gap' In past memortes. Funhennore, these subjects'
scores on neuropsychological tests were Inlerlor to tho,e 01 control pe"on,.
Ne~dless to ,ay, the geneto,lIzabillty 01 these nndlngs Is very limited beeause 01
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the subject "Ieedon process. N,vmhele5S, these nndlngs do mesh with o,her
studies concerning the memory complaints of palienu who had a pRst hlsrory of
ECT.

One hundred and sixty-six patients who had ECT rrom I to 7 y,ars before
were Interviewed. Although a clear majority of the patients viewed the 1rC:.l.tmcm
as benenclal, 30% stated thaty believed the ECT produced lasting m,mory
Impalnn'nt (Freeman IiI Kendell, 1980).

Squire and Slater (1983) lollowed up 31 patlen" 3 years arrer ECT. Eighteen
(58%) of ,he responden" said th,y did not rhlnk rhelr memory was .. good a,
for most people their age. Seventeen of these 18 persons aurlbure:d tht:lr memory
dlrnculry to ECT.

In summary. there Is B good accumulation of evidence thaI many pillent5
comp!."n of memory Impnlrment Rttrlbuted 10 their ECT years berore. The
aUlhors of these studies pointed out that these reports do not provide conclusive
evidence that such Impalnnent acrually exlsls. Nevertheless, these n::ports do
leglsla" against a tompletely connd,n, bill of healrh lor ECT.

ANIMAL BRAIN STUDIES

Perhaps the most reasonable omnibus generallz.:1tlon Is that many animal srudles
have been camed our, and that some authors have reponed pennanent damage
and some authors hive not reponed pennam:nr brain damage. In the 15-srudy
review of Hanellus (1952), 13 01 the 15 reponed pathological nndlngs that were
vascular, glial, or neuroeytologlcal-or (as was generally the case) In two or three
of these domains. However, as Hanellus pointed our, Inferences of these studies
rended to be confllcllng beeause of dllTerent methods used and beeau" of
dendenl controls. The research that Hanellus hlmsell earned out wa, unques·
tlonably the outstanding srudy In rhe area wllh respect '0 methodological
sophistication and rigor. Hartellus employed 17 cars, 31 receiving ECT and 16
being connol an'mals. To prevent ."Uacts assochued with the sacrtnclng of the
animals, the cerebrums were removed under anesthesia while the animals were
stlllllllve. Brain examinations were conducted blindly with respecr 10 Eel versus
connol subject. On I number of different vascular, glial, and neuronal variables,
the EeT animals were slgnlncantly dtrrerenllatcd from the comrols. The animals
rhat had 11-16 ECTs had slgnWcantly grea,er parhology than the animals rhat
had received four ECTs. Most of the slgnlOcam dlrrerences were with respect to
reverslble-rype changes. However, some of the slgnWcan, dllTmnces penatn,d
10 dearly Irreversible changes such as shadow cells and neuronophagia.

The preponderance of human and animal autopsy studlt:s were carried out
prior to the modem era or ECT .dmlnlslratlon Ihal Includt:d anesth~sI3, musclt:
relaxants, and hyperoxygenation. In facr, animals 1hat were paralyzed and anlO
daUy vendlart:d on oxygen· hid brain damagt: of somewhat lesser magnlrudt:
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Ihan, although similarly patterned as, animals not convulsed without special
measures (Meldrum & Brierley, 1973; Meldrum, Vlgourocex, & Brierly, 1973),

Needless to say. the generalization from these studies to humans 15 most
dlfnc:ult because of the great variation In stimulus parameters and other proper
ties of Ihe ECT, the dlITmnt types of animals, and varytng sophistication of
design. Nevenheless, there does seem to be one generalization that applies to
both animals and humans. h is possible to cause definite permanent brain
damage 'hrough ECT, and II Is possible '0 administer ECT with minimal Or no
damage. It Is not a maner of whether ECT can produce permanent damage bur a
matter or in what circumstances it occurs.

HUMAN BRAIN AUTOPSY REPORTS

In the 1940s and 1950s, Ihere were a large number of repons concerning Ihe
examlnallon of brains of persons who had died following ECT, Madow (1956)
revIewed 38 such cases. In 31 of the 38 cases, there was vascular pathology.
However, much of this could have been of a potentially reversible nature. Such
reversibility was much less with Ihe 12 patients who had neuronal andlor glial
pa,hology. In one case, the aUlhor (Riese, 1948), In addition 10 giving the
neuronal and gHal changes, rt-poned numerous slits and rents similar to that
seen after execution. Needless to ssy, patients who died following ECT are not
representative of pallents receiving ECT. They tended 10 be In Inferior physical
heallH. Madow concluded, on the basis of ,hese 38 cases and five of his own, "If
Ihe Individual being trealed Is well physically, most of the neuropalhologlcal
changes are reversible. If, on the other hand, the patient has cardiac, vascular,
or renal disease, the cerebral changes, chleOy vascular, may be pennanent"
(p. 347).

An Inlerestlng autopsy case report was presen,ed by Lippmann et al. (1985).
An 89-year-old woman wllh a long history of psychlarrlc Illness died in 1982
afler a documen,ed hlSlory of 1250 bllaleraltrea,ments beginning In ,he 1920s.
There was also some unsubstantiated evidence of her having received BOO
additional ECTs. The authors stated that the moderau~: cerebral atrophy was
consistent whh her age and did not show old focal ischemic lesions or any
evidence of brain InjUry resulting from the ECT. The aUlhor of the present
chapter does believe that these clinical observations, even though based on an
apparendy nonbllnd derennlnallon, do argue In favor of Ihe brain safety of ECT,
especially since many of her treatments were administered prior 10 Ihe modem
era (1960 '0 presen,) ofECT admlnlstrallon. However, \ raIse the question oflhls
woman's aging processes masking .the ECT effects upon the brain many years
earlier. 1 nOle that the aUlhors stared ,har examlna'lon of ,he fronrallobes failed
to reveal ,he sites of the cannula used In her prefrontal lobotomy in 1953,
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CT SCANS

Calloway, Dolan, Jacoby, and Levy (l9Bl) found no significant rdiHlonships
between history of ECT and CT-scan-determlned atrophy and venrricle size.
However, a positive significant relationship between Eel and fromal lobe
atrophy was found. Borderline significance was obtained wilh parlelal atrophy.
However, the authors approprlatdy raised the possibility that frontal lobe
atrophy could have been present before ECl and In some way contributed to the
patients receiving ECT.

Calloway, Dolan, and]acoby (1988) found frontal lobe atrophy assessed by CT
scans In 15 of 22 elderly depressed patlenlS who had a hlSlory of ECT In COntraSl
'0 four of 15 control patients without a history of ECT. .

Weinberger, Torrey, Neophytldes, and Wyatt (1979) found Ihal those pallents
who had received ECT had slgnlflcandy higher ventricle brain rallos than
patients with no history of ECT,

One srudy found no relationship between CT scan assessed ventricular en.
largemem and number of life history of ECTln 27 bipolar pallents (P<arlson " al.
1981). However, ECT was a minor pan of this srudy and the: authors did not
specify how many patients received EeT. The1deGllls of ECT adminlsrrallon were
also nm speclned. However, since: thc patients were from 18 and 40 years of age
and presumably living in the United Stales, a reasonable aS5umplion Is thAt they
received modem era administration with oxygenation, sedation, and general
anaesthesia.

Kendell and Pratt (1983) presented CT findings on 12 pa'ients who had a
history of from 11 and 398 lind a median of 94 ECT which were prcdomin3n1ly
to the nondomlnam hemisphere. In [wo cases, CT scans were performed berore
history of ECT. In five cases, scans were obtained early In the course of treatment
after two to six treatments. In all 12 patients, examlnalions were made at the end
of therapy, which had lastcd from over 1-40 years. Neither blind assessment of
CT scans nor ventricle measuremem polmed to eITects of ECT upon the brain.
Any Increase in atrophy over the years was described 35 minimal and either
bilateral or equaUy Ipsilateral and conrralateral to the treated hemisphere. The
authors concluded that the absence of CT changes cannot exclude damAge but
Ihat It Is encouraging that CT showed no evidence of Ihls occuning with
prolonged courses of ECT laking place over widely varying period of rime.

Kolbelnson, Arnoldson. Petruson, and Skulason (1986) found Ihal n patients
with a hlSlory of ECT did not differ In CT sc.n findings from control patients
without a history of ECT. Neither atrophy scores nor ventricle brain rArlos
dlfferenlla,ed ,he two groups.

One patient was given a CT scan the day before and 3 hours after muhiple
ECT thaI consisted of 10 ECT In a period of 45 minutes (Menken. Sarer,
Goldfarb, & Varga, 1979), The pallent was very confused, dlsorlemed with
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respect 10 lime and place, and amneSlic for events befOle the day of ECT.
Nevenheless, no CT changes were observed. The findings would .ppe.r 10 polm
10 the safeness of the ECT. However, Ihe present aUlhor Is willing 10 enlertaln .n
.ltem.llve expl.n.tlon. If the CT did not refiect the m.sslve .cute br.ln syn
drome wllh gross dlsorlemallon, then It m.y not be c.p.ble of detecting minor
changes In patients months or years after the Eel. Perhaps the CT scan 15 not
the moSl optlm.l tool for ruling out brain changes resulting from ECT.

A reasonable generaHzatlon may be that CT scans have fatled to provide a
de:nnhlve perspective with respect to the maner of pennanent brain damage.

,MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

Coffey .nd coUeagues (19BB) reported on magnetiC resonance Imaging before
and dter ECT administered to nine depressed patients, Blind raters' assessments
showed no significant dllTerences beTWeen pre- and pOSlECT In cortical .trophy
and global comparison. There were also no significant changes In ventricle brain
ratios. Funhennore, patient! whh preexisting brain disease showed no worsen
Ing. However, the authors did State: "Still these observations need to be con
firmed In • I.rger number of .ubJect! with technique. th.t will quantlt.te even
subde br.ln changes whIch might otherwise not be detected by qualitative
cUnlcal assessmenlS. funher studies should also Indude patlems with hls(orles
or previous ECT (to evaluate any pOlentl!1 cumulative effects) and should Involve.
long-term follow-up srudles Including both subjective .nd obJwlve measures of
memory function" (p. 706).

Ac.se repon of a multiple sclerosl. parlent with m.gnetlc resonance Im.glng
before .nd after ECT I, re.ssurlng. There wa. no evidence of changes In white
maller lesion, vlsu.lIzed on ,pin-echo Im.ges (Co([ee, Weiner, McCall, Ea Heinz,
19B7).

In summ.ry, the TWO srudles using m.gnetlc resonance Imaging did not
provide evidence of perm.nent brain d.magt resulting from ECT. However,
more srndles art needed.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING WITH
PAST HISTORY OF MANY ECTS

Goldman. Gomer, and Templer (1972) admlnlSlered the Bender-GeStalt and the
Benton Vl,ual Retention Test to schizophrenic, In • VA hospllat. Twenty had.
paSl hlSlory of from 50 to 219 ECT....nd 20 had no history of ECT. The ECT
patient! did .Ignlficandy worse on both InstrUments. Furthermore, wllhln the
ECT group! there were significant Inverse correlations be[Ween perronnance on
Ihese lem .nd number of ECT. received. However,lhe authors acknowledge th.t
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ECT-caused br.ln dam.ge could not be conclusively Inferred bec.use of the
possibility th.t the ECT patient< were more psychiatrically dlsrurbed and for thl,
reason received the treatment. (Schizophrenics lend to do poorly on lests or
org.nlclty.) In • subsequem srudy .Imed ar ruling out this possibility, Templer.
Ruff, and AnnstTong (1973) .dmlnlSlered the Bender-GeSlalt, the Benton, and
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Sc.le to 22 Sla«-hospltallzed schizophrenics
who h.d • past hlSlory of from 10 to 263 ECTs .nd to 22 control scltlzophrenlcs.
The ECT patientS were .Ignlfic.ndy Inferior on .11 three teSls. However, tlte ECT
patlenlS were found 10 be more psychotic. Nevenheless, with degree of psychosis
controlled for, the performance of Ihe ECT pallent' was stili slgnlficandy Inferior
on (he Bender~Gestalt, although not slgntncantly so on the other [wo tests.

Titus, the rese.rch using psychologlcallests willt patientS wllh hlslOry of many
ECTs does suggest pennanent Impalnnenr. However, one should b~ar In mind Ihat
retrospective studies do nOI pennh the slime conndence ItS do prospective srndles.
Also, the ECT In these srudle.s was administered berore the modern era or Eel.

BRAINS OF EPILEPTICS

It would seem that If an epileptic grand mal seizure produces pennnm:nt brain
changes, then an electricaUy Induced convulsion should also do so. In face,
Inspecting the evidence with respect to eplleplics may provide us with •
conservative perspective In regard to ECT because the latter could produce
damage from ehe externaUy applied electrical current as well as from Ihe seizure.
Experimental research with animals has shown Ihat electric shocks (nal to .tle
head) produce more deleterious eITects In ehe cemral nervous system ahan any
other locality or system of Ihe body. More pertinent .re Ihe Sludles of'Smali
(1971) and of Laurell (1979) Ih.t found less memory Impairment af"r Inhalant
Induced convulsions th.n ECT. Also, Levy. Serot., and Grlnker (1912) reponed
less EEG .bnormallty and Intellecrual Imp.lrment with pharmacologlc.lly In
duced convulsion•. Further argument provided by Friedberg (1977) Is the case
(larsen Ea Vraa-Jen.en, 1953) of a man who had been given four ECTs, but did
not convulse. When he died 3 d.y.later, a sub.rachnold hemotTh.ge was found
In the upper p.n of Ihe left motor region "at the site wltere an e1ectrod. had been
.pplled" (p, 1B).

A number or posnnonem reports on epileptics, &IS reviewed by Meldrum,
Horton, and Brierley (1971) h.ve Indiclled neuronal loss and gliosis, especially
In the hippocampus and temporal lobe. However, ., Meldrum <t al. (1971)
pointed out, on the hllsls or these postmonem repons, one does not know
whether the damage was caused by the seizures or whether both were caused by
a third f.ctor Intrinsic 10 the epilepsy, To clarify this Issue, Meldrum <t .1. (19H)
ph.rmacologlc.Uy Induced .elzure. In baboons .nd found cell changes Ihat
corresponded 10 those In hum.n eplleplics.
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GaS13ut and Gast8ur (1976) demonstrated through brain scans that In seven or.
20 cases staNS epnep,lcus produced brain a"aphy. They reasoned, "Since ,he
edema and the atrophy were unilateral and bilateral and rdated to the localiza
tion or the convulsions (unilateral or bUateral chronic seizures), the conduslon
can be drawn that the atrophic process depends upon the epileptic process and
not on the cause or the slatus" (p. 18).

A common nndlng In epileptics and ECT patients .5 nOlcwonhy. Nanna"
(1964) sta,ed ,hat It Is not uncommon to nnd at autopsy ba,h old and recent
lesions In ,he brains of epnep'lcs. Alpers and Hughes (1942) repan.d old and
recent brain lesions associated with different series of ECT.

SPONTANEOUS SEIZURES

Th.repans of spantan.aus seizures, which appeared In ,he pre-1960s ECT era,
probably do not canstltule one of the more dennltlve domains. However, ,his
section Is Included to Increase breadth of perspective.

It would appear that If seizures that were not previously evidenced appeared
after ECT and persisted, pennanent brain pathology must be Inferred. There
have been numerous cases or postECT spontaneous seizures fcpanrod In the
H,erarure Rnd briefly reviewed by Blumenthal (1955), Pacena and Barrera (1945).
and Karllncr (1956). It appears that In the majority or cases the se.tzurcs do not
persist Indefinhe1y, Ihhough In exact perspective Is dtfficullto obealn because of
an,lcanvulsant medication employed and the limited follow-up Infannatlon.
Analher difficulty Is, In all cases. d,nnhlvely tracing the erlalagy to ,h. ECT, sine,
spontaneous seizures develop In only B very small proponlon of patients given
this treatment, Nevenheless, the composite of relevant Iherarure does Indicate
that, at least In some patients, no evidence of seizure potential existed before
treatment and postECT selzures persist for years.

An anlcle that Is one of the most systematic and representative In teons of
nndlngs Is tha, of Blumenthal (1955) who reponed on 12 schizophrenic parlenlS
In one hasphal who developed pastECT convulsions. Six of the patlenlS had
previous EEGs with four of them being nonnll, one clearly abnonnal, and one
mildly abnannal. The patlenlS averaged 72 ECTs and 12 spontaneous seizures.
The time from last Ifeatment to first spontaneous selz.ure ranged from L2 hours 10

II months, wl,h an average of 2~ months. The total duration of spontaneous
seizures In the srudy period ranged from I day to 3~ years, wl,h an average of
I year. Following the onset of seizures. eight of the 12 parienlS were found to
have a dearly abnannal, and one a mildly abnannal EEG.

Masavlch and Katzenelbagen (194B) reponed thlt 20 of their 82 patlenlS had
convulsive pattern cerebral dysthythmla 10 months past-ECT. None had such In
their pretreatment EEG. Nine (15%) of the 60 patlenlS who had three to 15
trCR,menlS, and II (50%) of the 22 patients who had from 16 to 42 trearmenlS

(x' = 10.68; p < 0.01, according to our calcula,lans) had ,his 10·manlh post
treatment dysrhythmia.

SYNTHESIS

There seems to be lillIe doubt that Eel always produces an aCUle brtl.ln syndrome
and that such remits over time. There seems to be lillIe doubt thai EeT has, at
least In the past, caused pennanent brain damage In some patients and htl.s the
capacity to continue to do so. There also seems ro be little doublthat modem era
ECT has gr....r brain safety than ,hat administered prlarla the 1960,. It appears
that the overwhelming majority of persons who currenl1y receive ECl In the
Unhed States do not suITer from massive cognitive deficits caused by the Eel.

What percentage of persons who receive ECl suffer some permanent Impalr
mem7 What are, If any, the long-teno cITccts of EeT In the "typical" or "avcrage"
ECT p.tlentl C.n we tell most of our patl.nlS there Is absalu'e1y and pa,i1lvely
no danger of any permanent brain chonges? These ore the sort of questions for
which we cannot provide conndem answers. The present author believes that
tht dlrncuhles in answering such questions are similar 10 the questions regarding
whether or not alcohol and alcoholism are associated with brain patholo~. We
do know Ih:n a sm..nRmounl of alcohol produces chtl.nges In the brain In all
alcoholics and In all nannal drinkers. We also know thar all or almost all of these
eITects rather quickly dissipate. We also kpow lhat some alcoholics have massive
and permanent brain pathology, for example, as seen In Korsa1c:ofrs syndrome.
We know th:'lt n Inrge perccnlngc or newly nbstlncnl alcoholics sutrer hom
neuropsychological denchs. We know that In many of these patients (here Is
Improvement In neuropsychological testing over lime and In some patients
even a retrenchment In conical atrophy. However, when we attempl 10 supply
the details to answers about lhe ryplcnl or nvcroge alcoholic, or even the speclO
cation of who are average or typical alcoholics, the shuallon becomcs less clear.
This Is the dlmcult shualian we face wilh ECT parl.nlS. Some ,ulhors argue ,hal
ECT Is hazardous 'a the brain and Olhers argue It Is ,afe. I b,liev. ,h,y are bOlh
right

The crucial questions at this point I" time arc those centered around In whom
and In what circumstances are the risks higher and lower. We are able to make
some generalizations. There Is research evidence that type or EeT admln/stra
don does have an dTect upon degree of confusion and amnesia. Higher levels of
stimulus Intensity, stimulus waveforms Ihal arc relatively Ine£nclem In sc.lzure
eliciting propenles, and bilateral electrode placement arc assoclaled with greatcr
confusion and amne,la (Sackelm. Decena. Prohavnlk, Malltz, & Resar, 1983;
Cranhalm & Ortassam, 1963; Ortassam, 1960; Valenllne & Dunne, 1969;
Weiner, Rogers, Welch, Davison, Weir. Cahill, & Squire, 19B3; Sackelm, Panney,
Neeley, S«lf, Decema, & Malltz. 1986; Squire & Sla.. r, 197B).
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A convergence: of evidence Indicates the Imponance of number of Eels. We
have previously referred to the Significant inverse correlations between number
of EeT, and ,com on p'ychologlcallcSl'. It Is conceivable Ihat thl, could be a
function of the more dl,rurbed patients both receiving more ECT, and doing
worse on U~:Sts. However, It would be much more dlrncult to explain away the
rdatlonshlp berween number of ECTs received and EEG convulsive panern
dysthyrhmla (Mo,ovlch &. Katienclbogen, 1948). No pallents had dysrhyrhmla
prior 10 ECT. Al,o difficult to explain away I, Ihatln Table 1 of Meldrum, Horton
and Brierley. (1971), the nine baboon, who ,uffered brain damage from experi
mentally administrated convulsions tended to have recevted more convulsions
than the five that did not Incur damage. (According to our calculations, U = 9,
P < 0.05.) And, a, already Slated, Hartellu, found grealer damage, both reversible
and Irteverslble, In cats that were given 11 10 16 than In those given four ECT,.

Throughout thl, review the vast Individual dlITerence, are ,trlklng. In Ihe animal
and human aUlOp'y srudles there I, typically a range of finding, from no lasting
effect to considerable lasting damage with the lam:r being more of the exception.
Most ECT patients do not have spontaneous seizures, but some do. The subjective
repons of patients likewise dlfTer from those of no lasting efTeet to appreciable,
although USUllUy not devllstatlng, Impalnnem. The fa.ct that ma.ny patl~nts Bnd
subjectS suITer no demonstrable pennanent dfects has provided radonale for some
Buthorltl~s to commit the non!tqul!ur that ECT causes no pennanem hann.

There I, evidence to ,uggest tha' preECT physical condition accoun" In part
for Ihe vast Individual dllTerences. jafob, (1944) detmnlned the cerebro,plnal
fluid protein and cell content berore, during, and .fter a course of EeT with 21
patientS. The one person who developed abnonns1 protein snd cell elevations
was a 57-year-old diabetic, hypenenslve, aneriosc1erotlc womlln. Jacobs recom
mended that CSF protein Bnd cell counts be ascenalned before and after ECf In
patients with ,Ignlficant degree of arterlo,c1ero,lc or hypertensive disease. Alpers
(1946) reported, "Autop,led cases ,uggest tha' brain damage I, likely '0 occur In
condition, with pre-existing brain damage, a' In cerebral arterlo,c1ero,I,"
(p. 369). Wilcox (1944) ofTered the clinical Impression ,hat, In older patients,
ECl memory changes continue for a longer time. than for younger patlems.
Hartellu, (1952) found slgnlficandy more reversible and Irteverslble brain
changes follOWing ECT in older cats than younger cats. Mosovlch and Katzenel
bogen (19018) found that patients with pretreatment EEG abnonnalltles are more
likely to ,how marked post-ECT cerebral dysrhyrhmla and to generally ,how
EEGs more adversely aITected by treatment.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that more research be carried OUt on the safety and the
hazard, of ECT. Research on ,he unmodified ECT given In the dev~loplng

,;.•~

!,

countries of the world would seem to be especially Imponam. The pres~m author
does not have the credentials to make recommendations concerning Ihe brain
safery precamlons that should be followed. However, I here presem Ihe r~com·,

mendat lon, of Frankel et al. (1978) and ,hose of Weiner (1984).
Weiner (1984) recommended that a careful analysis of risks and ben~n[s be

determined; Ihat ,he possibility of persistent memory defectS ,hould be part of
Ihe Infonned consent procedure; Ihat ordinarily unilareral nondomlnant ele.c

trode placement should be used; that EEG monitoring should be carrl~d out: Ihal
Instrucllon In ,ophlstlcated use of ECT should be In p'ychlarrlc tesldency
programs and continuing education opponunhles; Ihat Inspecllons or Ecr
equipment ,hould be made; Iha'lhe public should be bcuer Informed about ECT;
and Ihat more research be carried our.

Frankel et al. (1978) recommended Ihat the palient' receive a thorough
pre.treatm~nt m~dlcal examination; that there b~ d~slgnal~d ECT nnd r~cove.ry

room areas with availability of equipment. drugs, and p~rsonn~lln the. evem of
cardIopulmonary or other complications; that ECl be administered whh an~s

thesla and muscle relaxant drugs and venillatory assistance with a posillve
pressure bag and 100% oxygen, with EKG, blood pressure and pulse rale
monhorlng, and with appropriate electrode placement nnd d~ctrlcnl parameters;
Ihat ECT only be used In those condition, for which ECT efficacy hR' been
establi,hed; thaI medical contraindication, be con'ldered; Ihat Ihe sevctlty .nd
unremhtlng nature or the patient's suITe ring and Incapachallon and unrespon
siveness [0 other treatments be taken Into account; and that proper Infonn~d

consent be obtained.
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_::",.t.:.:-::.;..:,;•. :"':~~:tli;'.::.:·:.~..~r ,i,..~ ~-...... ~ ... ':".
· ·.•.'., ..:i·.<~~·.;'J:wo.gri>ups- oC 16 pa.tients with depressive psychosis
·,,:: ......: .!'>O!!,:p_ar;.~ ....ControllC!;!. evaluation oC clcetro-convulsive therapy ~CT)•.
'r .' ;!" ..On:~ ..~uP .ra::ei:ved six brief pulse unilatend shocks under ~oDven-

. -: ..~~,.aDa~es~ ana :m.uscle -relaxation; the second group underwent
--' the 1RUIit! prOcedure without receiving shocks. OutCOIJ1C was assessed.
. by· .: "~te investigator using the Hunilton Ra.t;U;'g Sca..le Cor De-

..pression under.double-blind conditions. The results showed. that this
COnD. oC ECT was only IR!pe:rior tQ..th~ control trea:tD:1e:nt for ODC item.
in the 5~e, ... finding which could bAve occu.:..ed by ch&n= The results
suggest .that the ECT pre-treatDJent procedure bas an hnportant
therapeutic efl'ect.. This casts som.e doubt on current vieWs of the
e.ffectivene:ss o,C eleetro-eonvulsive therapy in general, and' DC brid'
pulse unilateral ECT in particular.

of Simulated and Real EeT
PaJialu

Following Ethical C
having obtained infor.
handed patients with ;
psychosis referred for E
were ,crc:c.ncd. Both in-'
were included, but tho;
or organic disorder wen
who had received EC
three months.

Prr"""",,
Psychotropic .drugs

benzodi~epine hypno
· night before the fi~t t

each patient to a sin
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p.rocedun: based on age
SCXJ' 'so that the two gr
these variable. All p'

· U"dized anaesthetic reg:
for 0:0'=03 of physi,
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and atropine. 1;, 2 m
paticn ts then received
oxygen before the elec
the right temporo-pari
by Lancaster (1958)•.
trC3.lmcot given- to the
they did not receive
Those: in the active EC
pulse stimulus of appro:
an &tron Duopulse Ml
eJc:ctricallYand mechac
'conclusion of the projl
produc:c a bila,c:raJ 0

every occasion. Patient
then .ventilated until :
had been established.

The eontrol group,
daborate procedure im:
l1C:3s, nuning care ar
Cltpcctation of a ba
treatments were given
Jd'crring doctors weTC: al

ti'ent"from -tlie··study1:
had not been achieved.

shock itself: Unfortunately, the results found
were conflicting and open to criticism.
, W1Ison compared ECT plus imipramioe;
EaT plus placebo imipramine; placebo ECf
plus imipramine; placebo ECT plus placebo
imipramine. The author himself admitted the
inad"'luate size of the double placebo group,
which contained only six patients, two of-whom
ma<je a good recovery, and another did wdl. In
the epiaisiSl reference was made to ECT and
imipramine 'proving equally effective in equi-

. vaJeot <lesage;, but the author could not a!SCS1
their ropcriority over placebo.

McDonald pc:riormed a' similar study but
with only four in the simulated ECT group..In
bis paper, their outcome was concealed in
the' data of those who received placebo ami
triptyline; but as a combined group they did
worse than those who received amitriptyline or
rcal ECT (P <0.05).

Using a mixed diagnostic group, Brill found
no statistically significant difference in outcome
with waigh' ECT; EaT plus succinylcholine;
ECT plus ·thioPentone; thiopentone alone;
nitrous oxide anaesthesia alone. This was trUe
for the depressed patients in the'gTOup-afscC
Because of these doubts, another comparison or

..... "..,.:ay J.LAMllOURNancl D. GILL

Introduction

Electroconvulsive therapy (EGr) was intro
duced !l> psychiatry before controlled trials. of
tr=tmc:nt were widely used. Although it has
bc:en in clinical we for over 40 yean and is
ac:cepted as a highly dfective therapy. parti
cularly for deprcisive psychosis, there i> little
proof that either the passage of dcctricity or the.
rcsultint convulsion arC the important com
ponents oft::r'C:3.tmc:nt..: - :
. Four methcxh have bc:en wed !l> invc:stigatc
the dlicacy ofECT,~nholm(1960) f'?lWd the
dfectiveo= of Eer- with nonnal fit Jeo,gth

· ropc:iior.!l>' thilt of·'Ear ·whcrc.·fit.-Jengtb had
bc:en shortened, Lancaslt:r (1958), during Iili
stu<ly of unilateral EaT, found that in 32 ==
..licif"EaT· hiid fuilOd tilproduee·... cciiivulsion
the improvemc::nt in". ~epI"CSion scores was
significantly 1= Oth= have eompara:! ECT
favourably with pharmacotherapy (Robin, J962;
Medical Researc:h...coupcil, 1965), and active
ECT has bc:en compared with a simulated
.procedure in which shocks have not been given
(Wi1s<ln, 1963; McDonald, 1966; Brill, 1959).

Only the last-mentioned method take
account of the non-specific therapeutic effect of
the ECT procedure, which is independent of the
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Method

active and simulated ECT was deemed ncecs-
sary.

PalUn1J
Following Ethical Committee approval, and

having obtained infonned co';'ent, all right
handed· patic:nts with a diagnosis of depressive
psych",is referred for Ear at Knowle Hospital
wc;:rc .screened... Both in-paticut3 and out-patients
were included, but those with other psychiatric .
or organic disorder .wc:rc excluded, as wen: those

· w.ho had recei.v.ed Ear within the preceding
three montlu.

130

MJusmenu •
These included;-

(i) the Hamilton Rating Scale for D<p..:c;;.
sion (Hamilton, 1960), completed by
D'.G.. (who w.... blind to which treatnient
wa> being· given)' prior to and one day
after 6 ·treatments and"again otic month
later. .... .....

(ii) a global =ment of ~prov<:irient oy
the referring doctof.one day aftel'·6 trOt
ments,

(iii) .daY' in h~ital Wi ~tm~ts ~,d
. .in the month offoUow up.. . . ':' .....

Procuim< & a finiI chc:clt that the Code had not"bCcn
Psychotropic drugs (sec Table 1), except broken, 'referring doctors were asked:·to state

bcnzodiazepine hypnotic, were stopped die. whic:h u;eatment they thought their pa~CDtshad
· night before the first treatment. Allocation of recovcd... ... '.

each patient to a simulated. or 'active EaT' .
group was made by a constrained random Results (Table II)
procedure based on ag~ (over or under 45) and The s;"'rcs on the Hamilton Scale were
sex, so that the two groups were balanced for found to be skewed, so non-parametric statistic
these variable. All patienlS received a stand- were used in the anaIy.;.. The WilcOxon
udized anaesthetic regime (with dose modified matched-painsigned-ranlttcst(Sicgal,1956)was
for extremes of phY'ique) of methohcxitone used, and ... the hypothesis did not predict the
sodium, 70 mgmi suxethonium cation, 50 mgm; direction of the result a two-tailed test was'
and atrOpine 1.2 mgm intravenously. All appropriate.
patients then received four ventilations with The overall outcome' for the .32 patients' in
oxygen Wore the dectrodc were applied to this study was quite good, only 5 failing to'm2J<e
the right temporo-parietal position described any improvement aftc:r six II::r'l?,1~O'1ts'. ~~

by Lancaster (1958). The only difference in over a period of two wcclcs. These 5 patiCDts all
treatment given to the placebo group wa> that improved during the one-month·· follow-up
they did not reccive an electrical stimulus.' period, and although 6' other patiCDts. wen:
Those in the active Ear group received a brief lost from the study one can conclude'that the
pulse stimulus of approximately 10 Joule from progn~ of deprcssc:d paiients' in an 'ac1h>e
an Ectron Duopulse Mk. 4, which wa> chc:clted' treatment program is goiXi. The contnDutioo.
electrically and mechanically before and at the of spontaneous n:missiori during this 3tUdy

· tonclusion of the project. This' wa> noted to remains an unhiown factor because of. the lack
produce a bilateral modified convulsion on ofa totaUy untreated control group.
every occasion. Patients in both group! W~ I,

then ventilated until spontaneow rl:!piration DisoU~OD •
had been established. In tlw gTOup Of patiCSlts 'suffc;ring depfosive

The control group; therefore, received an psychosis, six brief pulse.·..UnilatcraJ ·ECT'I .did
eL..borate procedure involving loss of conscious- not produce a signi6cant!y luperior tlicrapeuiic =
.os, nursing care and attention, and the effect when compared with a simulAted pro
C<pcctation of a beneficial outcome. The· ccdurc. There could be .scvcra1 =01 .for·
lrt:.atmcnts were given three time:! wed:Jy and thc:se rcsulu other than' a conclusion-umt "the
rd"erring doctors were atlibcrry to withdraw any electrical' stimu\u.s/conViWion '::COmpOnenr;;]'ii'
patient from the study ifadcquate improvement EGr is an unimportant part' of the Ear.
had nOl been achieved. procedure. The diagnosis oCdcpn::ssi:ve psyd)~

results found
ucism.
Ius imipramine;
ei plaeebo EGr
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interpn:tations of both tI
pn::sented hen: are carreel
ofunilateral and bilate..1
gnwoidal and brief pI
seriously re-examined

• P. Two--tai} significant at the 0 ..lp levd.

might have been inaccurate,' but we relied on found to predict the outcome oftreatment poorl)'
the referring. corUultants' diagnosis, and as in both groups. It has been argued that unilaleroJ
77 per cenl reliability has been found between . ECT is less effective than bi1alo:ral ECT (Rop!
psychiatrists using' this criterion (Kn:ionan,. College of Psychiatrists, 1977), and despite
1961) this procedure was fdt to bejustified. The argument to the contrary (D'EIia, 1975), il is
>deCtion of oUI-patients mighl rdlect the impossible to geno:ralize the results of this study
refc:nj.ng co.nsultants' opiJ?ion that. th~ had a to include other techniquo of administration.
better prognosis than patients admitted, and the Valid criticism can be made thaI assc:ssm~l

randomization of two out~patients to the afta only two weda was too carl)" to allow the
placebo' group but not· the active In::aODent full therapeutic effect of ECT to devclop, and
group might be argued to have introduced'a that the arbitrary application of six treatments
bi"'-. TIW is not borne out.. as. the two out- Was not ideal (Barton, 1973). The referring
paoc:nt; inade only'"a mean' 38'per 'cent improve~ clinicians wen; however, able to add CXtnl ECf
ment:arid therefore ·.lightly' diSadvantaged the or ··medication afterWards; and then: Was no
place~:!ioup. It;ccould'. abO be" hgued that .difl'=ce·in outcome between tbe groups one
only. mildly depresied paticots wen: referred for month later. That part of the study was un
the .tudy. As all th.e'Patient> recCiving ECT wen: fortunatdy not blind, and it is difficult \0

s=Cd, and onlY:six. patients .fulfilling theiri.apret the findings meaningfully owing'o the
n::scan:h criteria did not c:ntc:r the,.study, this i.s loss ofsix patients in that time:.
difficult to defend. The possibility was examined Overall improvement on the Hamilton Sca1e
that a .sub-group of patients did well but their showed a small trend in favour orECT, and il iJ
respon3C3 were masked by our proentation of possible that if a larger sample of patients h4d
mean resultsj the distribution of good responses been treated this difference would have be'CJl
was similar between the groups. and no clinical significant. Nevertheless, only two of the

" features distinguished them. The Carney diag- individual items in the scale were significant,
nostic index for depressive illness (1965) was one in favour of ECT and one.in favour or the
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By C. P. L. FREDI.-\:\, D. WEEKS and R. E. KE:\DELL

ECT: II: Patients who Complain

SUMi\fAR Y Twenty-six subjects who complained of pennanent
unwan~ed effects following ECT were compared ....·ith two groups of
control subjects on a battery of 19 cognitive tests. Many statistically
sigwificant differences we~e found in cognitive fJmctioning, mostly
at\ributable to the level of depression or m~di~a(ion in the com
plainers. However, after analysis of variance.co-va~iancesome differ
ences still remained, indicating impaired cognitive functioning in the
ECT complaining group.

I;
I:
I ~

!'
,

assess their mental state at in:erview to see if
they were. clinically depressed or otherwise ill
alild"a ,\~te was made ·of their drug treatment, if
any. 1l\is rough assessment W3S supplemented
by completion of the \Vakefield depression self
rating scale (Snaith rt ai, 19i1) and the ~liddle

sex Hospital questionnaire (Crown and Crisp,
1966). (.\11 references are at the end of Paper
Ill).

Subjccts \vere tested for cognitive function by
D. \V. who did not know the nature of their
complaints. A battery of 19 tests was used, as
dcscribed with literature references at the end of
Paper fI L They covered visual design, verbal
and spatial positional learning, \'erbal and
visual memory I and theTe were two tests of
remote memory, tests of delayed recall and
recognition, a test of the ability to link faces
with names, and tests of perceptual aptitude and
concentration.

The subjects also filled in the Broadbent
cognitive failures questionnaire v·...hich give~ a
self-rating of the subject's memory and con
centration difficulties.

Controls-.-\. group of ';olunteers who had not
had ECT, and most of whom had not been
psychiatric patients, were tested in exactly the
same way. These were group-matched 'with the
ECT complainers for age, sex, social class,
educational 1e\'el ?nn intelligence. These \"oluo
teers were also obtained via an article in the
same evening newspaper which asked for people

11

Methods

With the cooperation of th~ local evenmg
newspaper (circulation 140,000 approx.), an
article was wrinen. entitled" Is there any harm
in shock treatment?". At the end of the article
readers who thought that ECT had had an
adverse effect on them were asked to contact one
c.fthe authors:

So iC YOU h.lve had ECT, no matter ho\~ recentlv
or how long J.go, and reckon it h:l.! had an ad...e~
effect on you, the group would be grateful if yO\! would
help by allo ....·ing them ta test rour memory and ability
t/) think quickly, and see how you compare with other
~ple. [( would only lake about .J.n hour or !oo one
aCternoon ... J.nd there are na shocks in stare. That's a
promise!

The aim of the study was to identify a group
of people who h:..d specific complaints about
dectroconvulsive therapy (ECTL to catalogue
their complaints and l0 assess their cogniti\·e
[:metion. Results on 3. battery of cognitive
trsts were compared with results from a group
nfmatched normal volunteers.

We also asked consultants in the hospital to
:.::1 us know of any paticnt who had complained
about ECT.

Each complainer was given an unstructured
interview by cithc( C.P.F. or R E.K. A note was
made of thl:ir complaints, time and number of
~reatments, and whether they would willingly
have ECT again. An attempt was made to

135
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hlU II
COtnPlJriJO/l of £CT lubju'!f ·I.IIh lIorm:llto/lJlllrtrJ b) !/if,1II I,oro

:\01 mOlls SI~llllicJncr

:-: '" :d

1. 'J I' <0.001

:H,2 P -:0.001

5.5 P <0.001
3.'J P <0.001
0.8 r <0,001
3.0 I' cO.ool
•.6 P <0 001
J.9 NS

63.9 P <0.01

CumpariIons on non'(0!11H11~~ Iuts
The subjects as a \\"hQle rOlted themselves as

nmre dc=presse:d than the m3tched volunteer
controls on the W.1ke:Ji.eld sr.:ale. The)' also
scored more highly than the \'olunteo:rs on lhe
:'\Iiddlesex Hospital questiollnairc= !MHQ) on
both tala I scorc= :md all subsc;des C=lCCc=pt
h)'sterical personalit~. Thc=)' rate:d Ihc=mselves
:15 ha\'illg mOfe r.:o~nitivc railures 011 the
Broadbent questionnaire:. (Sec Table II). ECT
complainers (0 = 26) sr.:orctl as more distressed
on the same tests th:\11 ECT non-complainers

(n = 13). (See Tablo Ill). .
;\s drug taking \.U1"~"!:;re,,tly rrolll s~,hject to

subject both in amount and I)'PC of drug, each
,,"bjeel was cl'lu.lely r:Hed on a !oCflle: or 0-'1 on
the=: amount or psychotropic drugs taken.
t Exampte: nitraupafll 5 Ill~ taken Ihe: night
bcfore "ould score: I; dialcp:lrn 5 11Il( Ld.s.
w0111J score: 'l ; :1lOitript ylinc I jO 11l~ uaily would

10.1
u.3
9.7
7.7
8.5

•••
7J9

17 :2

42 .3

.\1' ECT iubjrclS
:-: ... :N

Norm3\ ~'olunlr'l

conlro!s
N - 53

Hospil31
compl"incrs

N _ 12

:':cwspaper
complainrrs

N "" 14

Newspaprr
non·complain~n

N a 13

...
W
0'

who h"Oldd ~e prep:lred to help o~t ....·ith Salurt ojcompfui'lIs llogical thing to p:m an electric current aCII~'1

research proJects at the Ro)'al Edinburgh Case SU1L1I1l:lI it's 3re 'given in the Appendl, I oplt:s' brains when they were: depressed.
Hospital. The commonr.st romplaint by far '\1:\5 ahr'J1J; ~or the total of 26 complainers'" said thr.·

Tnt Jalllp{tJ-T\~·entr·cighl pc=ople lcplied trl some: type of mCllIor)'.impairmt"fH. There: htr, "'ould have ECT again, 13 said they \\'0111.1
the ne\npaper ;ulu:le, 10 mco ;\nd 18 \Vomell. t .....umainl)·pcsormclIlorycomplaint:everrda\ vcr have: it again under any circumstances
One '~'nrn3n had Allheimer's disease .1nd was forgetfulness such :\5 roq~clling (.ICCS or lIame! :~d 9 said they were doubtful and it .....oul,1
~tt~ndin.s thc= h~spit:ll J,S :l. d:ly patic=nt. Shc= had rorgC=lling 'p,holll.: 1H1Iuhc=r.s or llIC=ss~yc=s, r<l"drpend on Ihc= circumstancc=s, su~h .u ho','
InSlStc=~ lln coming \\"h~n hc=r husb:l,nd br~ughl getting .thir.~s when ~ol~g shopptrlg; :ll'\(drprc=ssc=d they wen~ or whC=lhc=r ~ntldep~c=ss:lnrs
the artlclc= to her ;\IIc=ntlon. She W'\S Intervlc=\,'ed sc=condly, holc=s or .~i\PS in pasl memOrlC=S. had railc=d. All the=: non-complamc=rs !iud thr~

but \v.H not test:\ble. :'\Ipst suujccls :lcct."Ptc=d Iha.t thC=l'e mil;ht ho "'ould have ECT ag:lin.
or lhe lemajnin~ '27, 1·\ h:\d specific;. com- .poor JIlt:JiIOIY ror the time or. the:r illnc=ss :In( Tbus we=: tlid not :\urn.ct any cranks ~.r

plaints n.b9ut ~~T (ne~'$papcr cO~J\-~ir'je'i!),""coune ll~ :E,CT. Their c1lrl\pl..lillts wc=re or lo~ polit~:ally .motiv:t.ted con~pl~inc=rs uy olJ,r ell'
nnd 13 had m·....l~r~to~. t~he :lrtlcle (ne:ws- periods, jlSU.llly SOlnC= 1~H}llths b.erorc ECT.~u. quirie:s or, ,r we dl~, we dldn t ~etc=tt the:~ ...),11
~per non.cqmpl~'::~nd· Oltle.ndcd becOllise occasion... lh- arterw:U'C!s. One suhJecl cOmplillllte but one of the suhJects put their complaints ;n

.,#they thought'\\'e \\·:tllted to have .1n)' vie:ws on he could ;Iot rClllclOue:J' .10 anllu:l1 SUlIIJnt' a re:a5ooable balanced way, they se:ell\l~i

ECT. TI~ey h:ld c=ither ~ood or neutral "'l~ngs holiday, .loothe.. :l wc=dding \\'hkh ncclllred \il !rnuindy concc=rned by their dillicuhie:~ ;lI.d
10 S:lY .lbout the tre.,unent. 011 c1ose:r quc=stlon· monlhs arte:r ECT. The amulInt or di)tress Ih~ :,(lrn relievc=d when told thc= rcsullS or theIr I('SI
ing II1mt Iud une or Iwo vcry minor compl3ims memory illlP~lI lIIt'llt callsed v,'!ried cnrlSidrr·,~ores. We did not get thc= impression that pc=n,ple
aboLJe the treatment. .lbl", but nldSt rOllnd it ill il.lling rather .tlw ,,'c;re exagger... tin.l;. th~ir complainu or 'r;tku:~

T" el~'e p.llients weI C IdeJlllrlC=U vi... 'h~ ch- IOcap.,clt:llil1g. bJd' art the·cognitive Ic:)\ reslllts.
iatrists in the are.l. \hmpil.li compl,lil1er,), l)thrl c'JrlIpl,lints \\Cle Ilrepilrps~'~lJ'Hi'cl1(i .. ' .
.1S they h.ld lul.d their doctors tll,II leT l1.1d )e\'cre cpi)udic pain (p.1tiellu 7 '':IN :ll .."":.

producc=cl endLJrlll~ 1l1\\\';\IlICU ctfel.:ls. pel sonOllity change (p:llic=nu 9 and 16), dillicuhl

Resulrs in knitting and line h:lnd runcllnn (p.1tic=nt 12

Th
.. r 1 . poor concentlation (patients 22, 24 :\od 2/oi

c= majOrity 0 comp ,liners were women:. . .
22 to 5 mc=n (see T.lblc= I). Thc=re we:re onk :'\lany subJt=C1S had morc= .than one. compl1a,nt n'aJ.ljUfrJJtlj-,ljtitJIJtljit
minor differences uetwc=en the groups, e~cep't In all these C.I)CS Ihl" subJecu dd;nrte1r re at« . . .,
that the hospit:ll complil.iners had I;,.st h;,.d ECT the ollSet or the compl;,.int to a t.ourse or ECT. .Hiddlmz HOJprtljl qlJJJtlOntlljlft
much more recently lh;,.n either or the neh"s. Only onc= complainant was against ECT i[ Total symptom ,cere

paper groups, principle (:\0. 4). She fdt il was a senseless an~ Sub sealtl

TABU I Free floating anxiety
Phobic fear

.\frlj/lJ of prno1rd l'orioblrifor tht group. Obscssivc= symptoms and pcrsonality

Somatiz;alion complainu
Depression
Hysterical extravert personality
B,ol2i1bt/l1 cogtJilivtjoillJftl qUlJllotJn.::iift

Male: Frmale 7,6 3: 12- 2,10 1,2.3

Age ()'r3rs) 56.8 50.6 52.7 52.9 TAOL.E III

Social claS! 3. I 2.9 2.8 2.7
Rtlalit·t ill/lrtl of EC r ciJmplailltrl ~'I r1art.complai'I'"

Education in )"1::3" er schooling 10.3 11.5 11.3 11.2
ECT ECT

complainers non-eompl3incrs

Total no of ECT 10.1 13.9 9.9 Not :applicable
(i'I - 26) l~ • IJ} SigOlfic3ncc

Time in ~'ean sincr ECT 12.8 9.3 2.6 Nol applieable
Wucfic1d 19.1 13.2 P <0.005

lQ 104 10' 102 108
~lidd1oex Hospi~a.1 question'naire .3.3 <0.' P <0.001

- One woman untC=SI:lble (Alzheimer).
Medication 2.3 0.8 r <0.005



ECT Volunteer
non·compb.iO(:rs control~ Significance

304 267 I' <0.005

21.4 23.9 P <O.OOs·

T,,,

Te~[

ECT ECT
cumplainen non-complainers

Signiticance- "
(N p 26) (N - 13)

..
26.9 21.4 P <0,005

1-1.4 12.3 P <0.05

9.1 10,2 I' <0.05

ECT lubjeeu Volunleen
Test N - 39 N ... 53 Significance

Penonal n:moce memory 38,8 40.5 P < .05

Logical memory 9.5 12.5 P < .001

Famow penonalitie1
rrom pa.st 1960', 11.6 14.4 r < .001

1970'~ 13.9 15.8 P < .001

VC'rbal memol')' scruitivity 2.7 4.0 P < .001

Faee·name conneclion 5.7 7.1 P < .02

DeciJion time (m/,ea) 445.6 353.7 P < .001

Movement time (m/sea) 365.9 258.3 P < .001

(t t~t independent)
There were non·significant dirr~rtnees on: ,

Dela.yed recall, Delayed recognition, Famous penonalitie1 from past 1930's, 40's and .50's, V~rballearnl:
Spatial posilional learning, Visual de1ign !e",rning, Anomalow Jentencc rcpelition, Perceptual aplitu(
Incidental vuual memory.

5corc: ~; diazepam 30 mg dJily, barbiturates ill did as writ as the mouched ....o!unll:l:rs on I~ T\DU. V
doses of 200 mg daily, m3jor lranquillilc:rs if majority of le)!s. Their nc ....· learning, (l.'isu~ ComparisQn of fer tampttlinm III fer non·(omplainm
more than 100 Olg d3ily of chlorprom3zine or spatial and verbal), ....·as not impaired and Iii,. ---------..,,:c-----------
iu equivalcOI would all score <t, Using (his rc:mc:mbered personalities from the 1930\
meouure the:: complainers were laking more drugs 1950', as welt ;u controls.
than the non-complainers. Removing the 13 non.complainers fro _

Thus on all measures of symptoms and ECT group and then comp:uing the COlt v.erlJilllCilrlllng

medication the complainers scored more than plainers with normal conlrals alters the piclur. 1·· f1960'
h I . . .. Flrnow persona IIle~ 0 ~

tenon-camp amers and the subjects a3 a whole Yay Imle. The dIfference on personal remOl . .
~cored more than the normal volunteer controls, memory becomes non-slgmficant becaus~' I~ Logical memory
The non-complainers' scores were closer to the N is smaller and the means remain tht s'jrI)' --:~.~,~,~---.:---.:_------------.------'-~-----'------------
normal volunteers than to Ihe complain;rs,.. Co.mplO\iners were significantly better tha~ nbtJ

- .... ,". ~ • , • I
:'. " .. ,':, • w colt1~praiflcrs Qn one lest and worse on ~

ComPtJruofU on cllgniliL't Int; (q'able V),
When afl ECT subjects \\'crc: compared with ,

the norm'al control! the:y were: significantly SumT7J(Jr)'o!grouprllmpoTUllrtJ
in:tpaired on eight tests, (See Table 1V) and noJl The picture emerges 01 a group 01 palie ..
impaired on dc:\'c:n, They \\'erc: slowc:r th:\fl who have had ECT, who rate themsc::lves i .\Iov~ment tlme lmfseCJ
contrOl,S ;!,nd their retention W':1S poor; they morc deprcs~cd, h:\\'ing nlore ~ymptoms I Verbal learning
cO';lldn t remember a spohn p::t3graph of te'lt genuaI and c\lrrellll~' ret:ei\'ing more Intd ~. -=- . ,--- -:-
;u well; Ihc:}" coukln'l put namts 10 faces.15 \\Iell. c.1lion. and \... ho pcrlor!n li~nific:lnllrworse on· • ECT non-complainers Ius impaired. .'
The)' sco~d poorly on llIemoriC'J o( their own ntJmb~r of cognili\'r tesls th:ln " ~rQup i ")';J ...
past and on rc:mc:mbering pC'fSon:llities sin"e volunu:er t\Jntrob, The)' also lend tote mOl much of the poor performance of the COni- :\11 five clI"Miates had an effect ~nJ. \vhen
the 19505. In gener:ll, the test results appeared imp.1iredthan3sl1l:lllgroupofnon.eompbilliG plainers is due to their level of depression, and' they were .1I~LO)'l,r..d -for· Ihe slgl1lfi.cant
to malch the subjects' complainLS. subjects who h:l\'e ;'1150 had ECT (See ab medication? difference lJelW'lCen conlwls and complainers

Despite rating themselves iU more depressed, Tablr: VI), . . disappeared .
. more anxiou~ etc., and being on drugs, they A crucial question therefore arises: HI) Allarymojl'arlanu (c) Logic.1lmemoryleSl:

T IV To try to answer this question the test The level of si,t;nificance increases, so some

All £eT b' AIILf • • results on all tests by all subjects and contre'ls of the covariates muSl !lave heen operating
III 'jrtfl 111 rlu"""l L'Dlllrllurl 011 COlrlJlUJt (tlll . I· r . I .. d.~

were put mlo an ana YSIS a vanance C')- in the direction of reduclO,!.( any IllereneC'.
variance matrix with level of medication, level rn other words, the dilTerence between
of depression, total symptom score on MHQ, complainers and conlrols becomes greater
age and social class as covariants. The object when the five covariates Me allowed (or.
was to determine how much of the variance in (d) Face-n:lrne test:
test. scores could be account,ed for by these fi',~e Social class was a significant covariate. All
vanalrles, and whether havlOg allowed for thiS h th a iates had little effect and
<h'b.test resudlu whichI ha~ldliS~drimir.ated bctw~f:n ~h: d~rreerrenceoevb:tween :he complainers and
su ~ec15 an contro 5 511 dl 50, We examine I· d· ·fi 'nl P < 0'
h . ... contro s remaLne sign! c" .....

t e prevIOusly signtficant dlfferene" test hy
tcst. (e) Verbal h:arning:
(a) Decision time and Movement time: Medication h:ld lillIe effect on this tcst.

These are measures of spec:d. Level of The Wakefield score and lotal symptom
medication had a very large effect un score of the MI-IQ both had large efTecu
resulu and level of depression a signific;l.nt and age had some elTeet, When. all five
effect. There were smaller contributions covariatcs were allo\Ved for the dtITer7ncc
from age and MHQ scores. When these between complainers and controls remained
factors were allowed for there w~s :10 significant, P < ,05.
significant difference between complaintrs (r) Personal remote memory: .
and controls on either teSt. All covariates h:td some elTecl on tim test

(b) Famous personalities of60's and 70's: and when they \Vere :'Ill :'Illowecl for the

.....
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h:"'1: EC r Jgain. Cuglllt,u JUlldlUll-Guod. Vnbal
IcarninR soml:\~hal imp.llred.

IlIIprlIJlIJll-Se\,ere (.olJl()~ional neurosis or 10 yean
:iIJnding, Takes 30 mg di31epam dally plus L. hyptO'
phan. Scored highly on Wlker.clt! drprtuiol1 in·
yelllery. I loin in memory prolJablr would 1101 I'll:
plekl:d up on our tl:SLS, othl:rwise did belter on tesu
than hil complaints would suggl:st.

-t. Ftllloit. AI' /9: I.Q, 90, ECT 1 coum o( 5-8
trea.tments when aged 16. Would ne ..'er :tgrel: to hJve
ECT ;sga.in. Camp/ainu-Very J.ga.inst ECT.:-':o com·
plainu about her OWA e:';lJerience or lfe:uments, but
rl:cls. that it is a scmeleH J.nd illngical tlung to ,lfive
pe0l-lle shocks aeron their brain. ;-';0 memory com·
IJlaints. >[m anti-psychi:ltry in gl:neral. Call1l/h'l
junc/iou-Within norm:ll range e:tcept ror mild im
r~il'mWlOr\'rl'lJal memor)'.

Impruwm-From hl:r hillol'y ihe clearly had
coniitlerable adolcscrnl problems, In thl: pan ihl: had
cut her \. rius J.nd l",ken OYC'l'dOil:', ECT may \Veil
h3ve been an in:lppropri.1le tre"'lment. We wue
pou!l:d'by her mcnglll ur rl:ding ;lhoul ECT.

• ".:3. F';I/II1l. .Itt ;7: I.Q.IJU. Eel' I coune 1962,
Would h.l\'e ECT :l!t3in if doc lor rl:commended il.
C"mplainl,-Indaeqtltet: scpa:r"'lion rron, olhtr pal
ientl al liml: o( Ire:llfTlenl. !'oor memory; h:u to Ioo.ritc
things down 10011:: than Ihe used la, :-';ot diitresscd by
lhi~: C~grll'ril't jilllc/iprl-~Iodl:rilll: itnpairmwt on is

numbrr or tellS, face.name. "'I:rual memory, mental
set shirling. ,o\I:to sluw on reaction time, wile "n:llysis
and ea.rd de:lhng.

Imprm;on-:-'lain complaint WiU thai her GP had
m:lde ha alcoholic by suggesting sht t3kl: i1 iherry at
night 10 hdp her sll:ep, Claims ihe has flOW uel:n
"bltillenl ror rour years, :\lllJ is a ualwltrt A,A. mem
ber. Her mrmory compbints :llul eognitivl: l'unClion
wl:rl: congruent.

6, F(ma/t. '~f' 58: I.Q, 123. E.CT 2 cour!ts in 1967
aou 1914, Would have ECT ,1lJain i(very deprmed.
Complaillfl-C:lPS in Inc-mary going back '2U )'I:ars,
prior to lall ECT. :"JOI a !crioo' problem. NOI Jure if
it \Vas ha agl:. Otherloo.'isl: no memory eomplainu.
COlni/illt JUllelion-Entirely wilhin normal r.lnge
excc:pt (or pusonal remOle mrmory which was I. SO
bdowme.ln,

ImprllJion-lnldligl:nl veterinary surgeon. En·
tirdy well at pruenl. Complainu and tesl rcs,l!LS
congrul:nl.

7. FtmlJ{t. ,~g' .18: I.Q. 100. ECT 19 trealments in
1962 rollowing puerpl:rJ.I deprr.ssivt illness. Doesn't
know ir \Vould :Igrl:l: 10 ECT again. Compfaillf.l
2 grand mal fiLS 3 monlhs arter ECT rl)lIo\Ved by a
large number or wha.t wrrl: probably temporal lobe
illtaeks. :-\11 fits stopped whl:n her tric~'clic medication
w:u stoppcd. Intl:rmitlenl severe rain r.ldi.\tinll' rrom

APPENDIX:

Case Hislories of Complai~crs

Numbers 1-11 lI"('r= obl:lil1't'd lhrough Ihe ne\'1
plpen, Ihe fnl rrom consult:lnt ~)!rchia'\I.. islS.

I. Mal, .. Igt 48: LQ.98. ECT 2 counes IlJ60-19·....!
ror sl:vae dc=pression. Cpmp{ai"rs-Slighl but 1-11 r
listl:nt difficulty in remembering numbers :lnd naml'i.
C~I"i/ill' fUlltliplI-lmpaired on nl:.:arly JIl tr"s,
p.trtil:ularly femOle memories, r.1cl:-n:l.me lest.

fmprmioll-Not depressed or otherwise ill \\'hm
seen. Pasl history or alcohol consumption amountiug
to 50 pinu or beer per wl:ek. four episodes or COli

euuion rl:quiring- overnight admission to hospil:'!.
Diastolic BP 110 mm Hg, Sel:ms 10 be considerably
undl:rcstimating his deficits.

2. Malt. ,Igt 5J: I.Q. 116. ECT I eourJI: 19iJ, 6
lreatments ror depression. Camploin/I-Forgetrul ,r
names, gl:ts e:lsily sidl:trackl:d :and rorgeti what he
\0-.1.5 going 10 do. Onl: particula.r hole in his memo...·.
Can't tl:memhl:r going to a wedding a rew monlla
.1go, 6 Yl:a.n arler ECT. Ca,fnitil1l functiOll-Poor '''I
pcnonal remote memory :and on race-name, ddap·.j
'te~1 impaired.

ImpttJJiDn_Slightly amlious hUI nOI now. 11:
pressed. Correct ;meumenl or his deficits. ror which
Ihnl: is no obviow rl:ason.
. 3. Mau. Agt 48: I.Q, 125. ECT Il:ourse or27 ECT
'n 1972. Complain/I-Two particular holes in his
"lemory. One a rew mondu berore, the olher a rcIV
~oOlhs aner ECT. Now ha.s generally poor memo"y.
ure that memory was good berorl: but doesn't kno\v

.... hethtr to attribute loss to ECT or illness. Wouh.h\·[

di.7erc=nct: het\\Cen cOIllvl.iiners anJ can·
Irllis just missed ~igniflc3ncc ;'1( P < .OJ.

Discussion

The findings of this stud}' must be interpreted
with caution. We have not shown lkat ECT
cawes permanent memory impairment, though
our results are compatible with this possibilily.
The study was designed as a descriptive 0l1e.
What we have done is 10 describe in some
detail a self-selected group of patients who
.::omplained about enduring unwanted effects of
ECT. We have found that members of this

group do have: some: areas l,fimp.,irc:J co~niti\'t $cragc: 01" .\IIO\e ~\tla~t= hclurchantJ. In .1
function, but on the: llloljOI it), of tem Ihc~ lIumbc:r of ca~c:s the: memory lIis.lbility had

. . pc:rrormed 35 wdl as control subjects. On the: bt:comc: appal'ent shanty after the cour)c 'If

/ndlt",duo( flSt t(l/I{tJ tests where they were impaired. much of Ihe ECT ami had Icmaim:d conSlant over tn,"'y
So far we have anI)' coniidered group impairmc=nt could be :lccounlC:t.l for by other ~·(;H5. It may be that ECT docs eiluse SOllie:

comparisons on cognitive testing. Although faclors such as [htir le\·eI of depression Jnd . degree of permam:nl memory impairment in a
there were a number of statisticall)' significant their level of mediGHion. Howe...e" (\'en whl:o ;mall proporti~n of the pollienl' who receive it,
differences bet\\"C::en the mc,)n, of the groups, these faclors .Jnd three other ..·.Jri~bles wcrl: but we conmJer that our own and oth';r
when translated into clinical terms thesr: laken into aCC(Junt not all the difference could comparisons of carefully matched groups ,If
differences are all small, be explained, . patients receiving, ECT. and dru'~ tre:1t melll

When Ihe scores of indi\'idual HlbjeclS are We are left with the fact Ill:!.! on three of a indicate fairly convincingly IhOlt ECT does not
enmined there are some IMge dencits on some' large batlery of tests the ECT complainl:Tl normally .pr~d~lce such endlll'in~ elreets (:1\

tcsts, :\ few patients scornl \\ ell irllO the pel formed significantl)' wars, than the controh. ml:mory, though they do not'provl! that it nevr:r
organic range on some me.:uures, Sometime,\ Allhough these rehlllS :trC"'"-u,tiSlicaJly significant does '0, It wlJldo, however, I eqllire a "'el'Y
there \\'<15 a prob.1hle 'expl.lnJlion (or thes,. their praclical significJllce is 1e55 certain. The IJrgescale,andp.roIJahlymulticcntre,prIl5pccti','e
deficits. For iml.1nce in p.:uiem I, .llld pOHiblr differences on test scores were not great when ltudy to detect ImpJil'll1ents that only alfect,.",
in patient S, alcohol could he implic:\Ied, the groups as a whole \\'ere compared. and it it lay, one patienl in a hundred.

Patient 20 was l"king IOll'ge amounts of ps}cho· 1I0t p(Ji.ible to Sol)' ~'hether Ihe differences are
" d""" r" 10 " . ECT h' ,\11 rcrerel1CCl 3m.! Ihe :ll,ldreu or the .1ulhon will 'Ie

tropic me !Cation. allelH \\.lS on a can- certamly t.J!IC tC' Ihe • or to SOOll:t In U che , " d (P III, ::> olin il ler .lper ,
sldcrable amount of IHC'{hCillion Jnd \\'oIS \'er)' \\'hich h:1d h:tppened in the period since the
an:\ious. p.Jlic:nu 2-1. 26 :Hld '11 'cle clinically end of tre.Jlmcnt. The lelll{th n( lime ~ll1ce tht
depressed. Ho\,c\'er in a I\tIluher of patients, Ian course of ECT \'011 ied from nine months to
particularly numbers 'I, '4. 16 Jnd 2j, therf.:\·'hirt}· )'ean and in the group th.lt ilns\vered tflc
seemed 10 be no ready e~plJnalion for their ne'wspapcr advertisemenl Ihe l1\e3n time since
poor lest results. Thc:y were virtually s)'mptom- their last E.CT ~'a.s ten years.
frc:e, not laking drugs and as far as we: could tell There arc: 1.....0 possible explanations for our
had no histor}' of brain damage or eltcessive findings. The lint is that ECT docs indeed
alcohol consumption. cause some lasting impairment of memory in a

The most convincing complainers who had no small proportion of Ihe peuple who receive it.
obvious explanation for their poor memory The second is that our ECT complainers ..... I:re
appeared to have nothing in common, They simply people whose memories came in the
had not had e:\cessi\'c illnOlints of ECT, nor had lower half of the normal range, or had some
their ECT becn more recent than the othel1 mild impairment of memory for other reasons,
complainers, nor, as far as we knew were there and mistakenly allributed these failings to the
any cOOlplic:uions durin~ lheir treatment. tre.ltment they had recel\'ed }'ears before. Om
There were no comments in the case·notes about man, for c:\ample, had a history of heavy
things going wrong sllch as prolonged hypoxia, drinking and had f.lllen down stairs and
missed fits, Sluns, or excessive 3pplications o( concussc=d himsclfoll fouroccasio05.
c:Iectricity. In our study on patients' attitudes to ECT

(see Paper J, p. 1'2), we found that 1'2 per cenl
of patients agreerl wilh the statement lhat
"My memory now is belter than ever". Had our
newspaper article been worded differently il il
conceivable that we could have attracted J

group of people who had had ECT bUI whose
memory was belter Ihan average.

Wh:..t is clear i~ th:H the present subjec lJ

themselves clearly linked their memory im'
pairment with having had ECT. Some were
quite emphatic that their memory had bel:n
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I1tr Idl temporo.m3ndibul3f joint 10 whole or lert
,ide. TUld by neurologist 14 }'tars ago that ECT may
have dam3gcd trigeminal nerve. Cognifj!!t junaiOtl_
De-byed rcnll and decision lime mildly imp3ired.
Otherwise enlirely norm"i.

Imp,mion E ilt?1)' seem m orath·
related 10 E a anlldcprCUilnl tre::Hment. Cur
t ncurologic31 opinion is that hu unusual (:leb.l
n.dialing p:l.;n could be IcmporomoanJibulH arthrosis.
Patient I.ly' th:at she wouldn', have ~aciJ.lcd p3in
wilb ECT unlC'iJ ncurologiu hOld IUKgnfcd il.

8. F,fflAlt . .11' 60: I.Q. 114. ECT 12 lrcalrncnu in
1970. Would readily h;avc ECT again. ComplrJillll_
Memory impairment, S;a)" ,he Wall known in her
bridge club U Ihe 'computer' bcnwc or her good

• m~mory. ~ow h:u to wrilt thing! down, and mil-
• pl;J,c,,. her kers and je",cllery. Clllnifrul junaillll_ln
• middle of normal ranst: (or age and inlelligenee.
•. lmp.tJJion-She lakes at leau 60 mS chlordi.1~e

poxide,· imipr.1mine 7~ mg, lhioriduine 50 mg and
nitrucpam 10 mg dOlily OUI or habil. She \.VOlS enlirdy
well. leading a full alld aCli\'e sOl·ial life but \\ollid
~eem 10 be drpendent all her man\' drug1.

9. Ftr""lt..ilt 6): I.Q. 106. ECT 6J lrealmrnu in
Canada In 1950. Wouldn'I:'\a\'e ECT ag,un. c.,m.
pfdihlJ-Regardi all current and put lroubles ;IS ,~lI:

to ECT- including need for nupenthi'o:ol injeelions,
Con\'ineed Ihal ECT has changed her per30nalily and
made- tier miserable. COjnililJ, june/ioll-Cr013 impair
ment o( :ibitilY to 1~:l.(n \·iSU31 designs. Decision :Ind
movemenl time both slow.

Imprmioll-Fairly I)'pieal chronic ichizophr:nie
who accepu Ihal she had a menial illness bdore EeT
but blames Ihe chronicilY of her illne!.3 :lnd per,on
ality chilnge on ECT,

10. FUlla/,. ,-ljt )J: I.Q. B8, ECT 6 bilaleral
Irealmenu in 1969. Would h;H'e ECT again if drugs
didn't \o·ork. Cllmp/llillll-Difficult 10 remember
phone muuges. Gels mi.'1ed up "hen people h::1 her
Ihing1. Dales Ihis rrom ECT. SIIII hM a good memory
(or facC"S. COlnitil·t jUIlaillll-Senlence repelilion, and
verbal memory imp3ired, Slo..... decision time,
Porte:w maze lesti poor in both speed and erron.

ImprtlJioll-Pleasanl, very anxious women wilh
mild phobic illness, Takes diazepam 10 mg daily,
Cognili\'e lC"St resulu comp:l.tible wilh eomplainu.

II. FlrtllJfl, All JJ: I.Q. 89. ECT 6 bil'lleral
Irealmenu in 1977. Wouldn't h~ve il again. Com
plainu-Multiple: complaint~ about alm03t e:Ve:ryone
who had, tried to hdp her; psyehia!ri~u, social
workers, housing dep:lrtme:nt elC, She fdt ECT had
ge:ne:rally made her worse but couldn't daborate. Her
me:mory wu worse. She couldn't remember what her
children (old her, COI"i,it'l jllfIClioll-Ddinile impair
ment on faee-name tesl. Spali~llcarn.ing and ~cnlenee:

rcpetillon mIldly ImpaIred. Ueewon :l... tl lJl\..... enl~'I, .,
lime: slow, /mprtJ1loll-':'Ot ps)'chiJlric.dl)' ill now. The: sort ~"

Imprtuioll-A ralher dnm;\tic I~dy dressed .111 _ ,~ornan . who. might attraCI Ihe 13bd hysteriCJ.1
while. Was lear~ul Ihroughoul Ihe: inlerview. :ll, personality duorder from some pl)·chi3IrislS. 'I't,~:
she Wa..J completely crippled by her anxielY S} mi resulu not expl3ined by drulfJ or ~ymplonu,
toms. Tn compari30n with all her olher complaint 17. Ftma/l. tlfl 6J: I.Q.95, Eel' 2 courseJ '!
those about ECT were trivial. months and ~ yean before tcsting. Approllimately 1:1

12, Ftmoll. Agt 57: I,Q. 110. ECT I course 0(' EcT. Comp/oIIIU-Had thought memory impairment
ECT in 1969. Wouldn't ha\'e ECT ag..lin. Com/lloi/ll/~ w~ permanent but now beginning to doubt this at

Difficulty knilling. She keeps making misl3kes arc: her me.mor~ hn reCently improved. Cognilittjul/e/;oll-'
h.u (a "nit slo",ly. Cannot reuin Ihings Ih,u he Gnns Impairment of verb31 and visu::al design learn
daughler and friends tell her: ~he recl1 her memory; ing, Verbal ~c.mory imfl3ired, Face-name 1"31 an,1
progressi\'cl,!' gelling WaDe: and thai lhis can't bc.hr men.I~1 se~ shIftIng, senlence repetition all impaired.
age. Cogllitill jU/Ir/ion.Moderate impairmenl i Decmon ~lme and mov~me~t !i~e bOlh V(C"fy slow,
logical memo,y and de:cision time, /mprtJJlon-Only ITllldly depressed when lestcJ.

Imprmion-M:mic depressive Yo'ell maintained a: Surprising degree of impairment,' J.o...normalfmildl,'
lilhium and lran)·lq·prl)mine. Complelely Yodl '.he deprc:.ued ran e: on W;akefield. Memory lunclJonill'
inlcrvie""'ed. t'.larkrd tremor, presumably IrOt 10 poor at one SUge Ihoughl 10 e demenllMg.
lilhium, \..hich m.:l)' accounl for hrr knilling dIll ,. f8. FtmtJ?l. Alt ~.J: I.Q. 115. ECT I course nin.:
cull,!,. Cognitive function objecti\'Cly leu imp.1llr mo.nlhs bel ore: leJl.lOg. Would hnve il al{3in. CUII/'

then her complaInts would mggest. pl~mts-Me~orystdl ;sffeeled. Forgeu where she pu,~
lJ. FrmOlt. Agr 67: I.Q.llij. ECT 7 bilateral EC lhmgs, can t remember names. C(lJllitit,t june/iou-

four reus before testing. COlllpllljnIJ-~lemor)' in Very slow, on eilrd ue.1ling; Senlence: rl.'pctilion .1IlJ
paired ,ince ECT. CognJlilt jl<rrclion-Crou inlpl~ delayed r~ca'l impJired. . .
men! of visual design learning. Oetiiion ;and mO'r ImPItJ~I.oll-~n lilhium,. 3milripl~line and ~r
menllime do",ed.· lIuoperallne \'lIh ma~ktd side dTecu nf drowsin..\.,

l",prmio,,-~Ioder:llely depreued 3nd a"-,dOlo Jlurred speech. Con,idering Ihi, she did eremMkab;"
when leen. Diagnosed as schizophrenic in pasr. St. wcll.
appean 10 have ,orne reiidual wmptoms. 19, Frmalt. Agt 62: I.Q. 118, ECT -t biblcr::!.1 EC T

14, Ftmolt. Alt 52: I.Q. 102, ~CT I course of' 2 ye.ar~ before lesting and I course man)' rears agt',
ECT 16 years before tcsting. C01Tlp/lJinfJ-Ternbi C;mp.lQJnfJ-M~mo~y p~rmanenlly affected. CllgtlifiJ·t
memory since, AI prescnl wonders If il mighl be dv fIllltIUl.Il.-De:fiOl~e Imp~l~menl on faee·name, 'lIallll
10 her age: bUI hu al""'ays blamed ECT. CO!n'll Ind vuua.llearOl.ng deCISIOn and mo\'emcnl lime ~Io '.
jtlntlioll-Poor per50nal remote memor)'. Poor r. Impmllofl-!5ltll depressed, ratc! henelr highl)' l'll

face.name teJt. ModeH impairment on Jpalit Wakefield and an.alogue scales.
po!itionallearning ilnd \·erballe3rning. bc~O. Mal~. Agt 5J: 1.9.. 10J. ECT 2 coursc:s 5 rea~s

ImprwiD,,-Not ill or depressed whe:n \O~ DOt are teslmg. Complolll/J-1'.lultiple, ~Iemory po....r
\S~~ to have some dc~U:t...GnPJ.irlnl:R1 which bLat ~d geu confused, to su~h an ex(enl Ihat he: los"s
accoUl\lable ror b y Jr'l1!? or de:preu!C!n. )Dbs..Mutcle aches 3nd p31n! 3crou CheH. Belie:~·es ;\11
....-s:·ElmGl!......Ap~fi: -I.Q. Y6:-ECT I coune of ~tfiml~lv ,Iue 10 ECT. Clllllil;I·'/UIIC,iofl-Carci,.,j

lrealmcnlS 1-4 monlh, bc:fore leHing. COmpl4inu- ~pu~slve errOr! on some leSlt, face-name te!! \·CI·'

Poor memory since ECT. Couldn't give eumple lIIIpaJred.. me~lal set shirting :lnd \'isual incident;1
Cll.fllitilll lutlt/iofl-Only very mild impairme:nt r. llI~mory l.mpalred,
decision lime and delayed ree31\. ImprtJJlon-A .....hhdra""·n, isolated 3nd lonely m;>n

Im/JrmiOrt-Anxiou" ralher obse~ional lady. Sl~ prone: .'0 b~uts of depression, TakeJ amitript)'line 1.1ll
allend~ day hospi:al. Not obdowly ill. Raled he", , dally. ~Ol depressed when lested,
as moderately depressed. I I, Ftmalt••4g1 J9: I.Q.94, ECT 6 unilateral EC r

16. FtmtJu. Ajl 6J: LQ. 102, 30 ECT 6 )"Cl' 11I0nlhs prior 10 tescing, Wouldn't have it agai,l.
before: It:Sling, for depreuive: illness. CllmploilllJ'
Permanently d;amage:d by ECT, Not very specii
about how she: was damaged, gave impression that lit
penonalilY wa..t changed, Denies any menll)'
impairment. Cagnilil!l JUM/io,,-Crouly imp.iff
verbal learning. Face-name, Sentence: repelition IJ.

pe:rceplual aptitude: impaired,

r'"l'lpIQill~f~Sli~ht..hutdefinile memOf)" Imp.1irmenL
Can't concentratt: .1S \\c:ll. COglllfllt jllne/ioll-Verbal
learOlng and verbal memory impaired, :<.lenl3l sci
shirling very impaired.

ImprlJJjo,,-~lildly depressed ""hen 1e:S1S. Chron
ically depressed ;and ralher disilluslone:d wilh all
psychiatric trNtment,

22, Ftmolt. Alt ,.14: I.Q. 96. ECT 6 bibteral treal·
ments 10 moltlhs prior 10 teSling. Comp14i/ltJ-~litd

but dellnile memOr)' imp;airmcnt. Agrees it flucluates
\.. ith her mood. COjnitlL·t ItJI.- Verb31 le3rqing
mildly impaired. Olhen._i.:,e normal.

IlIIprljJilll1-XOI deprc~sed \,'h~n lested. '.' ,
• 13..l/olt. Art ~7: I~Q.B9. ECT·\ hilater'"ilrECT2j'
!lean previously. Wouldn'l ha\~'il ag,"ll. COlflplutnl/
PQI]r memory, can't corlcentrale:. COI'II/rue jrlnai(ltl
Impatrcd !ogical memory. ~pali.1llearnillgand menial
lrl ihi(ling.

IlfIprtJlIotl-C rnnically depresse:d and aluious
m:ln. S,ill quile: se\'erclr del'reHcd \.,.hcn lested.

2-t. Pontllt.. llr 68: I.Q. J 12. ECT j (Oun':s Ii)j8,
1971 and 1')7'1. :I·J Ifl;alnl~nt!J. CI)IIl/,llJ"IIJ-~lcmorr.:

puor for ('\eC\d,'\~ e/c:f'\Is: m"~~~Il;':S, fJccs. COillj./IL·t. l,

junrHon-'mpaued all it'rllenec r~'po:ulioll, face.nalne,
\crbJI h~,u'n,ng .. nd mcmor~', lllcnl.11 !':t ~Il,flln!{ and
posirionallc3rrtill!{.

IlfIprtJlion-':\ol depre:Sfed or odu·f\.·ise ill when
lcsted. I'oor reiulls not oh\'i, .mly e)(pl.llned.

25. Ftlfl(l/t. ,lIt jj: I.Q. 11 G. ECT 16 bdJtentl
ECT 3 rears previowl)·. COIII?latnl.-AIl 'upec" of
memory, 1".1rning .tnd relenlion. CJn'l do her job ai
well bt:CO\use of il. COI'"trLtfU""'OtI- \ '~I Y Impaired on
~enlen(e re[letition and \·erb.11 lnemOr)'. Vel bal
learning imp.1ired, Deci~ioll J.lld nlO\'emenl lime
slow.

Imprmioll-Chronically dt::rn:~scd Scored 27 on
Wakefield,

:!6. Ftrnnlt. ,1ft 49: I.Q... 95. ECT I CUUI\e uf I;
biI3Ier:t1 E.e,. 19 monlhs before 1t:,li,,!!. CoJlllp(allll.
All alpccu of mcmory. Holes in memory (I()nl pJIt.
C:ln't relain lhing-s, h;u to m"lte hsts. COI"J1Wt
jrl/lc/ion-Ct:neral poor performance, Faee·lIJ.mr,
del:l\'cd recall, pcrson.11 rcmnte mrmor~'. ~'eIlIJl SCI
,hifling ;and logical memory all ill\p.1lfed.

IlIIp'lUion-Unhappy lady wilh chronic marilal
problcrru. Scored high!)' (8) on Wakefield.
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memorY had 'never returned 10 normal after ECT'
(F:'ceman and Kendell, 1980). In an effort to under
stand thes~ memory complaints. we recently reponed
th~ findings of a prospective study of 35 individuals
prescribed bilateral ECf who were assessed \,l,;ith a
newly developed memory self·raling in~trument on
:~: I:'e -.J ... ,;;".=im·.:i; ~.: lor(' ECT. '.)(1.0: ""~ct ;11;':: ELf. J.nd
rive IU nll1..: mf':ltfi'i i.llcr l~q·Jlfe d :;!, 1~1~). 1-;.~

re~ullS se·..~ral months after ECT rettec!ed a continu~

ing experience of amnesia ralher than an experience of
I!depreSSion. It was sugg.ested that a patienl's impres~ I 1

sian of his memory is altered b)' bilateral ECT and that ; i: ·;'/i~··
this impression persists for several months after i 1: .... ..:i'

Ire:ltmenl. ! !:.: .:.~?,l·...•
These: findings raise additional questions about the : '

impact of ECT: 1 ! .II<;': -~ ..
(1) Is this .impression o( impaired memory perma. / .,;;; .. 'J 1 . () ...

"ent or does Il gradually subside? (. J." ;.: 1,.;,;;/1.;:.... _,"'..' ..~.
(2) Does this impression at impaired memory imply·:

percei\·ed diHicuhy in new learning ilbiliry long after - I l ".:']/
ECT or might it apply ta ;I perceived gap in memary; ,r 'T . ~p .. : i '(J; J.:.
around the time of treOltment? :.' ( ~ --"

(3) Whilt is the impact ot these memory complaint
on patkms' attitudes towards ECf'? .' ..,:::-

To ans.....er these questions wc have completed a
Ihree·)'ear prospective follow·up study of paticnts
prcscribed bilatcral ECf. For purposes of comp3risan,
prospective tallow-up data up 10 se"'en mon(hs aftc::r
hospitJlizJtion have Jlso been collcctcd for patients

LARRY R. SQUIRE and PAMELA C. SLATER

SUMMARY: Self·repDns Df memDry problems have been evaluated prDspec·
lively in depressed patients receiving bilateral ECT or unilateral ECT. and in
depressed patients receiving treatments other than ECT. Depressed patients
did not complain of poc., memory at seven months after hospitalization.
CDmpared tD bilateral ECT. right unilateral ECT was assDciated with Dnly mild
memDry cDmplaints. At three years after treatment apprDximately Dne-half Df
the persDns WhD had received bilateral ECT repDned pDDr memDry. These
repDns seemed tD be influenced by three factDrs: (11 recurrence Dr persistence
Df cDnditiDns that were present befDre ECT; (21 the experience Df amnesia
initially assDciated with ECT and a subsequent tendency tD questiDn if memDry
had ever recDvered; and (31 impaired memDry fDr events that had Dccurred up
to six months before treatment and up to. about two months aherwards.

Electroconvulsive Therapy and Complaints of Memory Dysfunction:

A Prospective Three-Year Follow-up Study

Bril. J. P,ychial. (19B3). 142, I·B

EleclIoconvulsivc therapy (ECT) is a safe and
effeeti...·e treaIment for depressh'c illness (Fink. 1979:
Turek and Hanlon. 1977). Since memory impainnent
is its major side-effect (Squire, 1982; Harper and
Wiens. 1975). considerable 3nenlion has been directed
10 ~\·aluatinl! il\ 5~veritv and durlltion. Memory
imr.:Iirrrent :5 k'(c";\!r ~ft~:- ;-'i!~.·~ r:\I ECT th;J'1 :::-'. ,.
rigill uOliutcrJI kef (Squire a..~ ~Iatcr, J'ii'o; K.CI..-JIl:::
rId, 1970; Fromholt tllJ/, 1973), and c:umulates acrms
"e.,ments (Bidder <I al. 1970: Reichen <I al. 1976)....s
mC:lSured both by tests of remote memory and by tests
o[ DeW learning capilcity. memol1' functions gradually
improve after treatment is completed. By severill
months after treatment, the ilbili:y to acquire new
material is substantially. normal (Squire-..and Chace,
1975). ~Iemory for information acquired pnor to
treatment aha recovers, but persisting memory loss
can occur for material acquired near the time of
lrealInent (Squire <I ai, 1981).

Despite this evidence concerning recovery of mem
ory functions after ECf. it has been recognized that
this rcco\"cry is not alw3Ys retlected in patients' own
repons of thc:ir memory abilities. In one study of
bilateral ECT, 10 of 16 patients reponed at si.l to nine
months 3tter lre;lIment that their memory was nOI J~

good as it used to be (Squire and Chac~. 1975). In
another )tudy of J66 patients who had received cuher
bilateral or unilateral ECT about one: year previously.
3(J per cent agreed with the statement lhat th~ir
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Fk: 1.-SCIl·nlinp of memory (on I -410.4 lC&Ie) by poo.,ienlJ prnctibcd billlcni ECT or ri,hl unilaleral Ecr. and br I
CVOlnll (roup of deprcucd pIUenl) 1101 tcC'Civinl ECT. 1lIc ICII.nlinllClile _as Idminiucred on IWO or Ihtce oa:::allonl U

d'Io.n. The arder of itenu lIPPClIrinl on the lell w... random. Hele the "oup mellU abulned lor eICh o'ihe la ilenu have beea
onIcred .CC'tIrdln,lo lhe ditferentz In Ihe meanlDblained belore .nd OM _ck .herbil.lenl ECT. hcmllo Ike leh ofcuh panel
}icldcd Ihe lu,est diffe.enc:e.lInd IICms co Ihc n,hl yidded Ihc Im.Ilt11 dilfenncc. DIIlI .. tc here fcp,nenlcd., bell.fimnalin£1

IC'fOU Ihe "oup muns lor ..lIlnl ilcnu.

'" 25F llF JJF..
Yun or eduallioa \2.S 11:6 ~.S. ".,t'wnber ollrnlmcnll 10.9 (S-1I) 9.1 (>'1"
NWllber 01 p'fienu wjlh no ECf hinol)'

prior 10 nudr·· 19 " 19

N
-;t
.....

·Hi (l.)..oZ)

Depfcucd pllictlll
In - 19)

.....01.1.'''.
II0'I"''''1.

-, IID.'MS
... , ru
~fJ&1.

lUllS I-II

ualaUUlllUICU Irum .::111,;111.::11111" ........"'...", ..'" UC"'\.'II ....'

lines ronstructed acrou the Kores lor the 18 items., To
ronslruc1thesc lines. scotes lor each of the 18 items on
the self'fllin,scale were tinlaveflled acrou subjects.
1Mn lhe means were ordered, as desaibed pre.
viously, accordin,lo lhe rna,nilude of lhe difference
between the scoresoblained befole .ndnne week .her
bilateral ECT. Thus iccm I to che elur~me letl of c.ach
panel yjcldcd lhe lar'C1t differcnC"C, and ilem 1ft to the
ealleme ri,hl yielded Ute smallC11 difference.. After che
mean scores (or the 18 items ftre o~rcd, relression
lines were calcullled across these scores Ic:cordinz 10

.lhc.ri'lClhod 01 least squar~. • •
~. The rbla ko." the three ,roups ~n be summariied

u follows. finl, there were no differences in the

, 11011 "" °' ...,n. ICt--.,=:

4S (2&-68) '0 (I1-.<l8)

Bilalenl Ecr Ri.hl unilaltral ECT
(n-)I) 11'-21)

nUll '-II

TA.,.. I
Subjw ~1a4l'4CUriJrialor tltcrrOCOtlvubi~ ,An"", 1£CT1 JP'H'PJ.q tDtltror

1"01 ~l p"\Ient. preSCtlDCO Dlliltcral Cl.l, lime
estimates were obrained before treatmenl, se"en
mnnlhs aher Irealmenl and al Ihe lhree-yell lollow
up.

Mun lie .1 follow.up

• VllutS .fe upt'eucd u mUM. ranl".,e In p.a.fetllhe-.cs.
•• totOM ollh. PlllICIIIS hlloJ reC'Cillcd ECT durillll~ prtte6nl 'fCV. T_I.e bll.'crallYltclilcd (Sl) p.alienb Ind nine ",hi

unil.lrrlllr trClled (RUl) pllirnll had fn:'tiY'ed CWl. priof t'OW1C or llealmelll. ott .....n'c 6.7 run (Bl p'lienu) ~lId 10.7
yun (RUl p'lienu) p,uloully. One RUL patienl had recel¥'«t fWO tovneJ. lour rein 110 and nine run '10.

ell~ATf"AL UHllAT(II.1,1. DfP .. tsS[O
~.)II INIZ'I IN-I'l

: , 110."1.
~ ° UU. let °
: U'O"I ~

~.,~m,

~-r \_l:Il
::I "'Ill
; Ie'

1~110 V for 0.6-1 sec}. The rcmainml'our pilllcnts
received their llcalmenls wilh a Reiter·Cedak Model
50S, a m.chine which deliven a scries of
Llnidirection.1 brief pulses. For rilht unilateral ECf,
eleeuode plattmenl fonowed Ihe method described by
O'Elia (1974) (n • 19)or McAndrew tt at (1967) (0. TtIt J: StfJIc/llrtd intrrv;rw .
9). All palienu rtteived their uealment with I A sl~ctured interview was constNCled Ihal asked
Mederah machine (1~170 V for 0.6-1 sec). The I~ ~U~S110~ about the ECf ezperiencc (sec Table I).
eUeCls of riaht unilaleral ECT on memory hive been Th~s Int~""lew was administered to the ,roup pre.
reponed 10 be similiar despite wide varialion in scn~d bilateral E<;f on the occas.io" of the three-yeu
electrode plaeemenl (O'Elia, 1976; O'EJia and .• 1ti!I.o:~.up. ,'.
Widepalm, 197~). , . ' :.. .'.. n" ...~.: " _.'

, "". .' . B'U"", .'.,
":: '"I'P~' ~1. 1sho",", Ihe1~sults wil!' Ihi;bIf,ulj~!'sc.S~~~
• _' fhc 11m, of holpitaliutjpn 10' seven montN; nr.er.

Tnt and pf'OCtdUr'd

rUt I: MrmoryJrJj.fDlinl JCDlr
All 18 lest ilems have been presented prevtDwly

(Squire t' ai, 1979). SubjeC1s rC1pond 10 18 ilems lhat
ask them 10 rate varirus upc:els of memory functions
e.,. 'now rompared 10 before I beaan 10 feel bad and
went to the hospital'. Rlllinp Ife made on a ninc-point
SC2le from -~ (Iol.·one lhan ever before) throu,h 0 to
+~ (hener Ihan eVcr belore). For patients prescribed
bilateral Eer: Ihis sale had previously been admin
istered one 10 two days prior to treatment, one week
afler Ihe course of UelMTlent 2nd alaio seven monlM
later (nn,e S-9 monlhs, mun • 6.8 months). In tht'
prcs.ent study, 31 of the original JS palients were Inled
about three yean aher ECT (ranBe 2.S-t1 months,
me.n • J.4.7 monltu.). For 28 patients prescribed ri,hl
unilateral Ecr, this scale was administered one to IWO
days prior 10 Uellrnent, one week aher the course of
tre.tment and .aaln .bout seven months later (nnJC
S-tJ monlhl, mean - 6.5 months). For 19 deprcucd
palients nol receivin, ECT, Ihe Stolle was administered
durina initial hospilaJitltion and aJain aboul seven
months later (nn,e 6-10 months, mean - 7.4
months).

Tu.2: Timt linr
This method of iIIusltlllting the temporal aspeeu of

memory lou has been .dapted from 8arbizel (l970, p.
126). Subjem are shown a hOrUonlalline 101 in. Ion,
:.nd lold Ihalthe line isin.ended to represent time. The
line is labelled al scveul poinls from right to left: now,
IWO ycan _her ECf, one year aher ECT, time of ECT
(With the monlh and year wrillen in for each subjea),
one yearbclore Ecr,two yeln belore ECf. five yean
belore ECT, len yean before ECT and more than len
years before Eer.

Subjects arc :asked 10 indicate on the line any periods
of lime thl! they have difficulty remembering, either
prior '0 or afler ECT. To obtain a similiar e5.timlle

....~~" .." ..~- '-' -~," ~~_....

SabJtcU

BiltI'traJ ECT (Table I)

This.roup wa!originally composed of 35 in'paliencs
at five local hospitall who had been prescribed a course
of bilateral ECf and who had been followed prospec
lively up '0 severa) months after their course of
Ircalmenl (Squire" al, 1979). Of Ihese: 3S palients, 5
were lost to our three'Year 'ollow.up. Two could not
be located, I declined 10 be inle.....iewed and 2 were
Cllcluded b~usc Ihey had received lin addilional
course of EO d'lirin, the follow·up inte .....al. One

oildcJilional pltient, who had bt!en excluded from Ihe
ori;inal study beclUse aieSI one week after ECT could
nol ~ liven, was now included-making a 10lal of 31
in Ihe follow·up StoUp. The diagnoses recorded on
.dnfis}ion by Ihe palients' various psychialrisls were
primary:.rreetivc disorder or scvere deprenion (17);
mlnic depressive illness, depressed phase (9); depres
sive neurosis (~); Ind schiwaf(ectivc disorder (I). For
the three.year follow-up III individu:.1s were linl
comlcled by Ic'¥f'~ then by telephone to arranse In
'PJ*inl~nt, .nd ,",ere subsequently yisited in lheir
hornet. All intervie";n, wu conducted by the same
person.

RI,ltt IUliIDlmd ECT
Thls croup condsted of 28 in.patients .t sit local

hospittls who h.d been prescribed I eoune of nsht
unilaleral Ecr. The diagnoses as recorded on admi...
sion Wete primary atfeClive disorder or severe
depression (19): manic-depressive illness, depreued
phase (5); depreuive neurosis (2): schizoaffeclive
disordcr (I); and unspecified penonalilY disorder (I).

Dtpfm,d pt2ritnu
This ,roup tonSiSled of 19 psychiatric in·patients at

one of the participalinl hospitals who had been
admitted for Creatment of depressive illness. The
specific diagnoses recorded on .dmission wert primary
.neclive disorder or seyere depression (I~); manic
depressive illness, deprC!sed phase (2): neurolie
depression (2); and schizoarteClive disorder (I).

Etrc"DCOrtvllhive ,htfDpy
Treatment was administered three limes a week on

. alternate days foUDWin, medicllion with :uropine,
rnelhohel-ital sodium and succinylcholine. Decisions
concc:nin, Ihe number at Itl;almCnlS werc made by
the patients' psychiatrists. In all cascs, palienlS were
desc:;ibcd as hninll modified grand mal seizure. For
bilaleral Eer, electrode placement was bi·temporal.

I
I
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pasl. Indeed. only I III 31 persuns rcpurtcd lhis
cllperience. In adl.htion. 4 other persons reported an
lntermedlale ellperknce in which mcmories up 10 Ihe
presenillme were described as 'hazy'. but nOI'hl:mk'
or 'impouible to remember'.

Table 11 shows the resull$ of Ihe suuccured
interview. 'Ihc dala shnw lhat rou!hly hall of the ;\1
individuab inlef\'icwed had a posilivc 3nilude about
ECT. For enmple . .&5 pcr cenl (14) had no complainl
a90ut ECT as f.r as Ihelr memory was concerned.
fihy·five per cent (17) felllh"t Iheir memorjc:s were
nol as r:ood as th~ of olher people ot Ihe ume ::life
and Ihatlhis Will rel;ltcd 10 Iheir havin, receivcd ECf.
These twO arouP'J"werc" of similar age (47 vs. 43) and':"
had received similar numbers of treatmenls (10.5 \·s.
11.3). In an ef(Or1 to describe the characteristiC'S 01
Ihose penaru who reponed memory problcm,:n three
ycars after ECT. responsC5 in Ihe structured inlerview
wcre examined separately for the 17 who reponed
memory problems and for Ihe 14 who did not. There
w.u a si8nificanl auoci:uion ~Iween repom of
memory problems :tnd lhe repotl Ihat ~CT either did
not help at all or helped fOf no longer than Ihree
months (zl • 9.2. P <0.01). There W3S alia a
significanl auoci:ttion between reporu 01 memory
problems and Ihe response that ECT would nI)l be
requested if Ihc same condition occurred agllin (X: •
9.2, P <0.01).

We nut eumined lhe time line dala (Fig 3) 10

determine if IhOlt indi"iduals reporting memory
problems 011 three yun aher ECT also reported ::l
lonler period of time lhal W1S difficult to remember
Ihan individuab nOI reponing memory problcms.
Using Ihe dlla from Fig J. no difference w.s found in
lhe affected lime penods (lor the 17 with reported
memory problem. medIan RA .. 6 months, median
AA • 2 monlhl: for Ihc 14 wilhoul reponed memory
problems, nltdian RA • 8.4 monlhs, median AA •
2.5 monthsl.

We nell compared scores on the memory sc:U-raling
scale (test I) obtained Ihree yun aller eCf by Ihe 17
individuals wilh n!pons of memory problenu al Ihal
time and the 14 individuals with no complainl'. A'
milhl ha¥e becn npeClcd, th~ comparisons rcvealed
si&oificanlly lower scoru for Ihe subjeclI who reponed
memory ploblems (mean. -1.62) Ihan for thOIC Iilfho
didnol (mun. -0.02)(F. 15.6(1,29), P <0.01, The
,lopes of Ihe Iwo scu of score, acrQ1,S the 18 te't itr:ms
were similar (F. 2.3611,291. P >0.1).

finall)', 'We lOu,ht 10 compare these !WO &rOUP! on
some objcc1ive measure of mr:mory pcrlonnanc-e.
Most of lhe subjecu h3d previousI)' plnicipaled in
follow.up S1udies of remole memory 'uncllons con
ducted about S;I monlh, ,lrer Irealmenl, and had
laken ant or more ollhe following three lesU: remote

..
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The results oblained with Ihese time lines make
thn general points ..bout the uperience o( memory
problems altel bilalenl EeL Finl. Ihe si.-monlh
rCllOgude amnesia (RA) rcponcd ::lllhree yean. alter
rrcatmenl was significantly less than the two-year RA
reponed 0111 seven monlhs dler IrUtmcnt (T. 11.1.
P<0.01, Wileolcon malched pain. signed finks lesl).
and nol mcuurably dirferenl from the five month.
perceived as aUected before ECT was given (T • 276,
, >O.l). Shrinkinl RA has been reponed routinely in
Ihe clinical neurologiealliteralure, panieular'y in lhe
tale of head trauma (8arbizet, 1910; Russell .nd
Nalhan. 1946: Benson and Ceshwind, 1967). and has
been demonstrated in Ihe case of ECf using 'omul
lcsU (Squire f!t ai, 1981).

Secondly.lhe anlerograde amnesia (AA: louofnew
learning eapacily) usociated wilh Ecr wu liable
frOItl senn monlhs after Ecr to Ihree years .fter
Jranb. This finding cotTtsponds to what should be
~~cd lor patienu who gradually recover from a
period of AA. Though the capacity for new learning
tttums, memory fat the period during which this
capacity was attecled does not retum. prtlum.ably
because memories were nOI being eSlablished in Ihe
normal way during the affected period.

Thirdly, the Iypical individual prescribed bilaten.1
EO did nOI npress difficulty It follow-up in remem·
bering day-Io'day evenU or CVcnlS hom the feecnl

fK. 1.-Eslimaln of lime perjoJ~ Ihal lie diflkliit 10

lelllembcl ubl.ined befole (IUp bar). ~cven monlh~ alIef
(JTMddle bll) ..nd lhree )'un a'lel lbollombu) bd~lelllEel
IN'" 11). Shlded lIC.15 reprc~nl thc median lime period
pclcc.¥cd u alleclcd bolh from Ihe period ~farc ECT (i.e.,
R.A IclJOJude amnelola) and .;aller ECT Ii. e.. AA
Inlero.nde amnulI). Since the tirt! lime "lim,le was
obtaincd lull pr.oJ! ID ECT IIDp bat}. Ihe fi¥c manit",
pr,cc,¥ed u aflee:ed II Ii'll' ,imr prelllm..bly le!keu

memory plDbh~m5 ..u.oci.led wilh depreul"e iIlneu.
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allected to !>Omc de8rce bi' ECT. This conclusion
lollows from lhe findlOg Ihat Ihc slopes of the
,cgression lines ror lhe twO ECT groups diICered hom
Iheir slopes before Ireatment (bilateral ECT: F • 6.45
II. 301. P <0.02: unilateral ECT: F • 11.97 (I. 271,
P <0.01). Both slopes were in IaCI indislingui,hable
from .he slopes at one weelt alter lreatmenl (Fs <I,
P >0.1). .

Fig 2 shaWl Ihe resulls (or palienls preserit>cd.
bilateral ECT. who wert: adminislered Ihe sell-raling
scale an addilionallirt)e t)ltee years ahC1' their coun~
or trealment, P:lIienis whO rC'Ceiv~d bilaleral EC'T
seem to have experic'ncnt some pcrsilline change HI
Ihe perception ro(rtfcc:i<, memory abililies. Th~ poinl
(ollows from tbe .!9nding thai the scores· ~t !even
months and Ihree yun were similar (F <I rr. 301, P
>0.1). and thal the slopes of the twO rcgression lines
were al!>O similar (F • 1.3 II. 301, P >0.1). MOleover,
Ihe overall memory sell·raling score al three )'c:lts
remained below Ihc zero level (I • 10,6. P <0.01) and
significantly lower Ihan the score of the depressed
group at seven monlhs ~hcr hospilaliuton (F v 8.91',
481, P 40.01). . ._ .' .

Fig J shoW! how Ihe~,1 patients presaibcd b,\l1er",1
ECT described tbe t:i.me periedsthal they ha~culty
remembering. Ut!-1:tars depict Ihe mcdiah lCiponse 01
the group just p~r to ECT (lap). seven monlhs alter
ECT (middle) and three yean after SCf (hallam).
The median ·time period affecled was calculaled
separalely for the month' leading up to ECT and for
the monttu aller ECT. Prior 10 ECT, palients
expressed difficulty remem~ring a median of five
month. inlo the past. Seven monlhs aher ECT. the
mcdiln response was two years before ECT and Ihree
monlhs aher ECT, Three yean aller EO.lhe medlln
fC5l00nle was siI momhs before ECT and IWO months
aherECf.

degu:( 01 memory compl~inll udole ECT. tIther in
lerml of overall ffil:;ln score (F <1.0 11. 751. P >O.l) or
in lerms Ollhc= slopes Oflhc reglenion hnes IF - 1.612.
751. P >0.1). The average scores wcre -0.78 (bilillCnl
ECT), -0.78 (unilalcral ECT). and -0.77 (ucpreucd
group). These scores were all wl:ll below the leTO Icvcl
(IS >10. P <0.011, confirming previous findings th.u
depression is usocialcd with qU<lntitiable scll·rcpons
of poor memol)'.

Secondly, bil,le:,al ECT. but not tight unilateral
ECT. produced inilially :II It:vd of memory complainr
wen beyond thai produced by deplcssion alone. For
bila/eral ECT,. the me..n seU·rating score changed

.:.. .. ,.from -0.78 belort trealment 10 -1.47 onc wcell. after
I tre:uffi.enl'(F. 4.711. 291. P <O.04}. For unilateral
I~ !be tonuponding ch;mge was from -0.78 10

7b.~~If· 0.411,271. P >0.1). Thus:1.I one week aller
ue:lI1menl, bilalual ECf Wll! associated with:ll greater
degree of ·,elf-reponed memory impairmenl lhan
unilateral ECf (F. 5.711,561. P <0.05).

Thirdly, one of '.he dfecu of ECT was tu change the
pallcrn of self.ratings so lhal somc ilcms wcrc raled
WOl'lC .than othen. Thus for both bilateral and ri8ht
unilateral Eer. the slope of the re8ression line was
significanlly differenl one week alter ECT from Ihal
before ECf (for bilalual ECT, F • 10.4 It, 291.
P <0.01; for unilateral EeL F • 9.711. 271. P <0,01).
Since patients· arc demonstrably amnesic one week
.Iller a coune of bilaleral ECT as measured by formal
lUIS (Squire rl ai, 1976; Cronholm and Bloomquist,
1959). the slope of the regression line observed at lhis
time has been 1.1 ken 10 refleel an amnesic pallem 01
pcrlormanec. In this regard. it is signilkanl Ihal the
slope of lhe le8ression line one week aher bil'llcnl
ECT was greater than one week. aller unilaleral ECT
(F. 9(1. 561, P <0.01).
. Founhly, in marked conlrast to lhe similarity

between sroups belore ECT.lhe Ihree groupsdiflered
hom each other !even months laler wilh respccl to the
severity of memory complainu (F "" 3.5 (2. 75),
P <O.On The aYen.",e score al chis time was -0.83
(bilateral ECT). -0.55 (unilaleral ECT) and +0.12
(depreued group). The depreued group exhibited a
significanl improvement over their previous score (F·
23.9 (1, 18), P <0.01). The bilateral ECf group were
also improved over Iheir scort: one week. afler Ecr (F
.. 7.511,291. P <0.01). Whereas the ave rase scares for
each ECf group were now similar to the berore-ECI
scores. they remained below Ihe zero level (u >7.
P<r..OI).
" Bnally, the paltem of memory complaints reponed
!evo::n months alter ECT was different hom lhal beforc
EeT, The data reporled here provide addilional

- evidence Ihac palienlS' eSlimltles or .heir own memol')'
abililies .II &even months alter Ireatment have been
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memory lor CUlTenl evenU (Squire n 121, 1981):
delailed reall or former one-season lelevision pro
grammes (Squire t' 121, 1981); .nd memory (or
lemporal order of former television pro!rammes
(Squire t'· aI. 1976). Oat. from these tesll were
avail.ble for 13 01 the 17 persons who reponed
memory problem. (mean. 1.11e1.U per subject) and
12 of the 1. penons who did nol (mean. l.J lesu per
subject). To complf'e performance .aou leslS, all
scores for each tesl wereconvcned 10%leores. The fWO
roup' performed similarly on these ltill (13 of Ihose
with reported memory problems. z • -O.OS; 12 of
those wilhoul reported memory problems, % - +0.03;
,-l.°12·I.P>O.I).

T.ken tOlether, Ihese data indiCilte that SS per cenl
(17) of our ~mple responded nesativcly 10 the dired
question, 'Is your memory as Sood as forOlher persons
your are?' and anribuled Iheir memory problcm 10
ELi. Compared 10 persons nOI reponinS memory
problems, Ihese persons .ho reponed sil"ificantly
more memory problems on Ihe self-ralinl scale. In an
interview, Ihese persons staled Ihat EO Will signifi.
aIRily leu helpful Itun did persons who did nOI repan

memory problems. and Ihey indiated sisnillanl.l)' Ir:s.s
often lh.t Ihcy would request ECT .pin if the ..me
condition reamcd. Finally, with respect 10 remOle
petfonnancc ass.eucd about si" monlhs aller Ireal·
men~. they did not diller from .persoN without
memory complainu.

OllCUulon
Whereas the deprcSloCd group reponed no memory

problems a~ III at follow·up. both EO poups
reponed a nes.tive Iverage IeU-ntin, that was no
beller Ihan Ihe IeU-ratin! score before EO (Fig t).
This rcsull could be inlerprel~ u evidence lor a
penislins effect of ECT on memory KII·reporu, but
Ihisconc:lusion cannot be. strons one. There may have
been prc<llisrinS differences in the chancteristlcs of
Ihe patients In Ihe three trealment groups thai
inftuenced their memory self-nlinp &even monlh'
alter Ircllmen~.For example, pallents prescribed ECf
might initially have been moredepress.ed Ihan patienu
not prescribed ECT. This poinl could be Jellied
conclusiVely by I Sludy in which patienu were
randomly assigned 10 UCllmen! srpups.

t'\OUUI n:m IRe pallenll preSCrltlcc;l bllaleral t::LT
subJcquenlly rell that their memory had never re
nlmed 10 normal: and evcn .hen all the patienls
prescribed bil.lleul ECT .....erc considerW al • ,roup.
fer chln!ed Ihe qualily or pallcm 01 memory
c:ocnplainuin aIUlin, way. Wc believe these permtinl
Rporu of memory problems rcfteCl Ihe innuence of
thret differenl facton.

1J:I Ihe I1nl pl3ce, if there wu teculTenc:c: or
penisten" of some of Ihe conditiuns preunt before

-ECT, then Ihelt conditions could COntribule to a
fCnenl depression 01 self-ralin, scores acrois ill. tnl
itetnl. nit Ihere migh~ be a plaee for lhi.,factor in
CDdenll'l'ldinl memory complaints is lupporled by .he
association be,wcen memory compl3inls .nd Ihe
leclin,thlt EO did nol help.

Secondly. Ihe pallem of memory complaints reo
poned up 10 three yean afler bilalenl EO res.embled
Ibe paltem of t"'Omplaints reported It one wtek after
""tment when palienls were amnesic, and it differed
from the pallem of complaints reponed before ECf
"hen patienu were depressed. If only those 11 persons
"'ho had memory Complaints .re considered, then Ihe
panem of lhes.e complaints .It 'Ihree yean .fler
treltmenl wu clearly 01 Ihe 'amnesic type'. One .....y of
undentlndin, how such complaints could OC'CtIr Ions
.&ft.cr EO is to IUPpose thai they lIrc bued on (he
experience. or amnelia inilially lUOciated w;th ECf
\Rd reflect , penillin!, Ind perhaps ah~
utufIt. lendency (0 queSiion whelhermemo~
~.ve lully recovered,
-ni!rdly. the findinp ...,ilh Ihe lime line.1 three yean
after lreatmenl (RA • SiI monlns. AA • two tnOfIths)
lUaesl Ihat repons 01 memory problems mI)' be
¥cridical, in thll they can rder to I liP of leveral
Illonthl around the time of Ireltment. A similar
interprelation of memory cnmplainn hIS been IUa
SCtled by Freeman and Kendell (1980). The eltimate
of AA obtained here matches rather well Cllimates 01
!be duralion of AA oblained with lonnal tesll (d.
Squire, 1982: Freeman and Kendell, 1980 and
~Ierenccs therein).The ellimale of sis: months' RA
ho.ever, mlY have been inftuenced 10 some de.ree by
the carlier effecu of deprcllion. sinec nearly I~ ume
u!imate (fiwe mORlhl) wu oblaiDCd even beron
O't.Ilmenl. Importanlly, thc d,la from the lime lines
(Fig 3) SU8J:Clt thlt memory compllinll Ions aher
bilateral ECT are usually nOI compl.inta about ne""
tuminl capacilY or complainls about memory for Ihe
rt:a:n! pUI.

We annal dClCnnine whelher Ihese .hr~~ facton
Ire the only on~s thai deserve considcration or, if so,
bo., tlley should be weighlcd. II doci leem wonh
ernphasi.r:in!. howewer, that Ihe available data provide
no basis lor supposing thai ECT is associated with

a permanent lotS 01 memory Junctions. beyonc;l what IS
repruented by lhe lime line dala: i.e. an RA 01 about
Iii months and an AA of IWO months. At the St:Ime
time, even this dc,l'te of Imnesi. is sU~lInli.31 .nd is
of concern 10 many palienll. Ri,ht unil.ler.1 ECT is
considered 10 be IS therapeutically crfective as bi
laleral Ecr (D'Ella .nd Raouna. 1975; Slromlren.
1973; but sec diK\Wion by Abrama,1982); yel unilat_
eral ECT is. auoci,ued with markedly leu memory
impairment (Squire and Slater, 1978: Reichcf1 rt aI,
1916; Fromholt If c/, 1973). The present sludy
indicates Ihat lhe df«ts of rigbt unilat~nl ECT on
mcmory arc also olleuconaern 10 pcrsdns who receive
rtf'e IrCalmenl. This inlurmation \.OOuld be use(ul in
couns.ellin, pllienu about the riSlts Dnd benefits of
ECT and in ru.chin, informed choices about pouible
aHemltive tfealments.
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Electroconvulsive
therapy helped

to treat her
intractable,
dangerous

depression.
But the author

was surpr.ised to .
find·out how
much ofher

memory was
'wiped out.

BY ANN LEWIS

ILLUSTRATIONS BY
TIM TEEBKEN

I
've been asked over and over again whether under

going electroconvulsive therapy-also known as

RCf or shock therapy-~ a good decision. And

whether I would have RCf again under the same cir

cumstances.

The only honest answer I can give is that I have no

idea. To say whether RGT was the right treatment for

me, I would have to compare my life before RCf to my

life now. And I simply cannot remember life before

ECf. In particular, I cannot remember. much about the

two yeais leading up to my RCf treatments. That

. period, along with much of the preceding years. is

memory that I lost in exchange for the hoped-for ben

efits of RCf.

That loss was huge and painfu1 and potentially crip

pling. And yet, when my therapist describes how I was

.just before RCf. I belie.ve that RCf was probably the

best option at the time. He says that I was spiraling

down into a depression that wouldn't lift. He says that

I was contemplating suicide. And I believe him. While

I don't remember that particular depression, I remem

ber others-many paralyzing episodes of depression

in my 37 years of living with menW illness.

My therapist also says that I was failing to respond

to medications. And that I also believe. While I cannot

remember specific experiences with the plethora of

drugs I've tried over the years, I do know that I tried

'so many because I was constantly searching for one

that would finally work. s" SHoeno lb.,· /6
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il·IOCKED. From Page 14

1 had 18 ECf treatments over a six-week period begin-·
ling in May 1999. Based on some vague recollections and
m what I've been told. here's what happened: Three times a
.veek I ro~e at dawn to be at the hospilal first thing: I sat in a
:rowdet.l waiting room unW my name was called. Then 1put
m a hospital gown. lay down on a gurney and was wheeled
nto an operating room designated for ECT patients. Full
lllesthesiJ was administered intravenously. and the next
.hing I knew I'd be waking up in the recovery room, ready to
>e taken home. where I'd sleep for the rest of the day.

My boyfriend and my mother shared the burden of caring
or me. On the days between treatments. she says, we some
.irnes went to museums. malls and restaurants. She says
.hat I was a zombie. unable to make even the smallest deci
,ions, My boyfriend says I asked the same questions over
,nd over again, unaware that Jwas repeating myseU.

Right after my last treatment-my mother made a note
)f this in her diary for July 8--1 woke up. I can liken this an
y to what I expect a person coming out of a coma experienc
!s. I felt like a newborn. seeing the world for the first time.
~ut unlike the common nOlion of first sight as a thing of
,plendor and awe. for me it was complete frustration,

While I couldn't recall how I had felt before ECf, I
'uuldn't imagine it was any worse than what I was experi·
·ncingnow..

Evef)·littJe thing told me that Jhad no memory. I couldn't
·emember who had given me the beautiful picture frames or
he unique knickknacks that decorated my home. My
'lothes were unfamiliar, as were the jewelry and trinkets J
lad owned for years. J didn't know how long I had had my
;,.,1 ur '.\110 my neighbors were. I couldn't remember which
..od~ I liked or what movies I had seen. I didn't remember
,cupit: \\ hu greeted me on the street or others who called
:It Olllhe telephone.

A. f(JJnlcr news junkie, rwas especially frustrated to real
'': that I didn't even know who the president was or why
,lmeUlh,· named Monica Lewinsky was famous. I was
!oored when J found out about the impeachment hearings.

And I couldn't remember my boyfriend, although he prac
ically lived with me. There was evidence all over the apart
nent that we loved each other. but I didn't know how or
I'hen we had met. whilt we liked to do together or even
,'here we liked to sit while Wdtchingtelevision.1 didn't even

~STORYI

remember how be liked to be hugged. Starting from scratch,
I had to get to know him again while he had to accept the
frustrating loss of what we once had together.

While continuing to battle my mental illness--ECT is no
instant cure-I had to relearn how to live my life.

I didn't know my parents had moved. I had to be -remind·
ed- about t.h.a.t great sub shop in Bethesda and about my fa
vorite restaurant. the Lebanese Taverna. Jspent 15 minutes
in the cracker aisle in Safeway until I recognized the box of
my favorite crackers, Stone Wheat Thins. I retrieved some
clothes only by going to seven different cleaners to ask if
they had an overdue order belonging to Lewis. Just yester·
day I lost a contact lens: rve been wearing coritacts for at
least 10 years, but I have no idea who my eye doctor is. so re
placing the lost one will be another tedious challenge.

And I couldn't remember my
boyfriend, although he

practically lived with me.

Socializing was the hardest part of my recovery. since I
had nothing to contribute to a conversation, While I had al
ways been sharp-tongued, quick-witted and sarcastic,l now
had no opinions: Opinions are based on experience and I
couldn't recall my experiences. I relied on my friends to tell
me what I liked, what 1didn't like and what rd done. Listen
ing to them trying to reconnect me to my past was ahnost
like hearing about someone who had passed away.

Before ECf I had been working for a legal concern in the
District where the environment was exciting and the people
were fun. That's what I've been told, anyway. Just before un
dergoing my treatment I informed my employer of my disa
bility :md requested time off. I estimated that I would need
two weeks. unaware thal the ECf would eventually stretch
on for six weeks and that I would need months to recover.

As the weeks passed. I missed going to work, though I re
alized I had forgotten the names of ma.jor clients I had dealt
with daily and even the names of the computer programs I
had used routinely. And I couldn't recall the names-or the

faces-of the people I had worked beside-people who had
been to my house and with whom I had traveled frequently.

I didn't even know where my office building was located.
But 1was detennined. to get my life back on track. so J dug
up all my work ma.terials and began studying to catch up
with myoid life.

Too late: My therapist's request thal the firm acconuno
date my e;c:tended absence failed. The company claimed
that for business reasons it had betn obliged to put someone
else into my position and asked where my personal belong
ings should be senl

I was devastated. I had no job. no income, no memory
and, it seemed, no options. The thought of looking for a job
scared me to death. I couldn't remember wh;Ie 1had saved
my reswne on my computer. much less what"it actually said.
Worst of all--and this is probably the most familiar feeling
among those who suffer from depression-my self-esteem
was at an nll-lime low. I felt completely incompetent and un·
able. to handle the most minor of tasks. My reswne-when I
finally found it--described a person with enviable experi·
ences and impressive accomplishments. But in my mind I
was a nobody with nothing to hold onto and nothing to look
forward to.

Perhaps du£ to these circumstances, perhaps due to my
natural biological cycles. I fell back into deflr~'iion.

Those first months after ECT were horrible. Having lost
so much. I was £acing another bout of depression-just
what the treatments had been intended to correct. It wasn't
fair and I didn't know what to do. Restoring my memory
or trying to accept its pennanent loss-became the focus of
my therapy sessions. I couldn't recall how badly I had felt

. befGre the treatment, but I knew now that I was desperate
and completely demoralized.

At the edge of hopelessness. I somehow committed Illy'
scUto hanging in there-not for m~, bUl for the family memo
bers and friends who were working hard to make my Hie

. belter. Daily thoughts of suicide were something I learned
to ignore. Instead. I focused on making it through each day.
I managed to get out of bed each morning and drive to the
coffee shop. where I forced myself to read the entire news
paper, even ifl couldn't remember much of what I had read.
It was exhausting. but after a few weeks 1was reading books
and running errands. Soon I re-entered the world of com·

I I

Shock Therapy: Positive and Negative Charges

T
he extensive memory loss described by Ann obliterates the norm:l1 electric:l1 patterns in the brain. ECT in the treatment of depression.-
Lewis in the accompanying article reinforces driving the recording needle on the EEG up and down On the issue of memory loss, the report suggests
some of the widespread negative impressions in violent, jagged swings. This period of eXlreme that most patients are far less affected than Lewis was:
about electroconvulsive therapy. Even bursts of electricaJ energy often is followed by a briefer -The confusion and disorientation seen upon

supporters of ECT acknowledge that memory loss is a period of absolutely no electrical activity.... The brain awakening after ECT typically clear within an hour.
common side eflect, though they say it is typically far waves become temporarily fiat. exactly as in brain More pefliistent memory problems are variable. Most
less severe than that reported by Lewis. death. and it may be that cell death takes place at this typical, .. has been a pattern of loss of memories for

Juan Saavedra, the Bethesda psychiatrist who time: the time of the ECT series and extending back an
treated Lewis before she underwent ECf. says he That's the view of another Bethesda psychiatrist. average of six months. combined with impairment with
generally con:;iders this therapy only for a very old Peter Breggin, in his book "Toxic Psychiatry.- learning new information, which continues for perhaps
person who would have trouble tolerating medication Breggin's Web site. breggin.com, is only one of many two months following ECT:
or for a person who is "in danger of suicide (where) (ect.org, antipsjlchialry.org. banshock.org, etc.) that The report also reiterated the medical
you really cannot wait for the antidepressants to be warn about the nasty repercussions of Eef. establishment's conclusion that ECf is a worthwhile
effective. - In discussing this as an option. he says. "my Last year's Surgeon General's Report on Mental tool for treating certain mental disorders:
approach will be to say thatlhe most important thing Health gave EITs opponents little solace. though it "Although the average 60 to 70 percent response
is preservation of life. - did acknowl~dge some of the scientific mysteries and rate seen with ECT is comparable to that obtained

-There is al .....ays a lot of fears. and it's past misuses of the therapy since it was developed in with pharmacotherapy, there is evidence that the·
understandable~ in light of publicized cases of "people the 1930s: antidepressant effect of ECT occurs faster than that
who have been mistreated, - says Saavedra, who adds MECT consists of a series of brief generalized seen with medication. encouraging the use of EeT
lhat in his experience the majority of patients who are seizures induced by passing an electric current through where depression is accompanied by potentially
urged to receive ECT agree to do so. the brain by means of two electrodes placed on the uncontrollable suicidal ideas and actions. However.

-There is no way to predict- the degree of memory scalp.... The exact mechanisms by which ECT exerts ECf does not exert a long·term protection against
loss from ECT, Saavedra says. -Every treatment has its its therapeutic effect are not yet known.. , . suicide. Indeed. it is now recognized thal a single I
pos~ibilities of somelhing going wrong. - but EIT is -a Accumulated clinical experience-later confirmed in course of ECT should be regarded as a short-term
very ~afe procedure these days." controlled clinicallrials ...--determined ECT to be treatment for an acute episode of illness. M I

Not nearly safe enough. in the view of those who highly effective against severe depression. some acute Or as Saavedra said last week. MECT d.0_",..0"",'.'c",ur.'h.•m .1'1

belirvE' ECT remain~ motE' dangerous than it's worth. psychotkstatesilnd mania. No controlled study has _. _. _. anything:... .' __ ..._ ..
- "'TI1e-snock"iri"c1ucesan-eJec1rfcci.l slerrii fli<it .' .- ..-.- ··sno-';i,lh· oiity"oTh-er"tr'eaTrfient Tollavesiiperio~ efficacy to .: .1.'..... :·.,.'••. :." ;., , ...-: ... ( ';'. ;",:
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Attention Maryland Se! I

Please contact any of the folloy. I

information, including whether
Maryland Insurance Administrdlll
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For more lnfonnaUon, call
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202·334-7035"
Fax: 202·334-5966
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Monday in Washington Business.

MOVE IN By INDEPENDENCE DAY
AND GET

ONE MONTH FREE

Declare your independence at

Marriott's Bedford Court It's easy,

because we do all the household chores,

home mainrenance, and cooking for you.
And. when you move in by July 4th,

your first month is free.· So call

(301) 598-0900 today, and lind out

how liberating Bedford Court truly is.

Freedom From L
I

Freedom From"
,

And IfYou Act J

Your First Month

Business Ulik
It's A DlREcrollY OF Au. KiNDs
OF BUSINESS OPPOIl11JNI11ES:

• Franchises
• Businesses for Sale or Lease
• Partnerships
". BuslnesslFlnanclal seminars

• Loans
• and more!

puters and .,.mail and the Web. Little by little, I was reconnecting to the
world.

I also attended therapy religiously. The therapisfs office was a safe
place wbere I could admit iust bow had I was feeling. Thoughts of sui
cide were a normal part of my life, but I felt it would be unfair to share
those dark feelings with famiJy and friends.

Though the Depression and Related Affective Disorders Ass0cia
tion, I ioined a support group, which became central to my recovery.
There I realized that I was not alone in my plight and for once I bad
friends to whom I could talk honestly. Nobody was sbocked to bear what
the voice in my head was telling me. .

And I began to run and exercise agsin. Before ECT I had been train
ing for my first marathon. After, I couldn't run even a mile. But within a
few months I was covering long distances, proud of my accomplishment
and grateful for an outlet to deal with my stress.

In October I tried a new medication for depression, Celexa. Maybe it
was this drug, maybe it was my natural cycle, but I began to feel better. I
experienced days where death wasn't on my mind, and then I experi
enced days where I actually felt good. There was even a turning point
when I began to feel hopeful, like something good could actually happen
in my life.

The most poignant moment occurred a month after I changed medi
cations. My therapist asked, "If you always felt the way you do today,
would you want to live?" And I honestly felt that the answer was yes. It
had been a long time since I had felt like living instead of dying.

It's close to a year now since I finished my ECf treatments. I am
working full-time. I see my therapist only once every two to three weeks.
I still attend DRADA meetings regularly. My memory is still poor. I can·
not recall most of the two years before ECT, and"memories prior to that

My therapist asked, "If you always
felt the way you do today, would you

want to live?" And I honestly felt
that the answer was yes.

time must be triggered and dug out of my mental archives. Remember
ing requires a great deal of effort, but my mind is sharp once agsin.

Friends and family say that I am less gloomy than I was, cheerful and
less brash. They say rve softened a bi~ though my basic personality has
indeed returned. In part I altnbute my gentler altitude to the truly hum
bling experience of having my self disappear. In part I altnbute it to the
loss of my weU-honed vocabulary: I was reluctant to speak up when I
couldn't find the right words. But in greatest part I altnbute my change
to a renewed desire for peace in my life. Iam now dedicated to managing
my depression and living a satisfying life day by day. I feel that if I can
make the best of the momen~ then the future will take care of itself.

As for my boyfriend, we're getting to know each other again. rn be
forever grateful for how he cared for the sudden stranger he met~
my treatments.

Would I undergo ECf again? I have no idea. Where medication does
not work, Ibelieve the doctors' judgment that ECf is still the most effec
live treatment For people who are sick enough to be considered for
ECf-as Iwas-I believe the benefits justify the potential loss of memo
ry. Losing my memory, my career, my connections to people and places
may seem too much to bear, but I see all that as not a huge price to pay
for getting better. What I lost was enormous, bul if it is health I have
gained, that is obviously far more valuable than what I lost

While this year has been the hardest of my life, it has also provided me
with a foundation for the next phase of my life. Arid I tru!y believe that
this next phase will be better. Perhaps it will even be great With a medi
calion that seems to be working, a strong network of sUpport and the
ability to move forward, my life looks promising. rve learned to hang in
there when it seemed impossible and to rebuild from a significant loss.
Both are difficult. Both are painful. But both are possible. I am living
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Method
A Medlars II (1967) search covering the last 16

years \\ as performed. using the key words "electro
CClO\ ulsi\e therapy' and ·psychologicallests·.lnclusion
crjleriu for studies were: thai subjects were psychiatric
pat ients with a diagnosis of depression; that quantita
the measuremenl of memory or learning effects was
c:.lrricd Qut both before and after ECT; and that there
W:lS comparison of bil<ltcral with unilateral ECT, or of
unil;lIeral DOM with unilateral NDOM ECT. Some
of the earlier studies using the Wechsler Memory Scale
(WMS) do not publish the subtest scores separately.
and henc~ Ihe verbal and non-verbal performanet
respectively could not be determined. In those cases,
if the \VMS quotient improved after ECT, both the

10 lnlprO\C Ihem. Kronfol and his colleagues did not
include a bilater:.ll ECT group ;lnd therefore seleclive
impro\ement in non-\erbal functions with bilateral
ECT \\as not eX;lmined.

At !c:.!st three interesting. questions arise from this
research: Ha\c other studies demonstrated a selective
impft)\emcnt in non-verbal functions \\ith unilateral
ECr? Is this trend dcnlOnstr:.lted foJlo\\ing bilateral
ECT? Ho\\ do \erbal mcmory functions covary with
bilateral "nd unilateral ECT? To consider these
questiCll1s. the prt:sent paper is a rnie\\ of previously
J1uhlished research \\hich imestig:ued quantitative
memor) changes in samples of psychiatrically de
pressed patients. following bilateral and unilateral
ECT_

D. FROMM-AUCH

Summary: ReView of studies from the past 16 years employing quantitative
measurement of memory functions before and after EeT revealed the followmg
trends: Impairment of non-verbal memory functions after less than five unilateral
non· dominant EeTs: improvement of non-verbal memory functions after five or
more unilateral non-dominant EeTs; no change or improvement of verbal memory
functions with unilateral non-dominant Eer; consistent impairment of verbal
flloctio°'i' with unilatera' dominant Eel. and impairment af both verbal and 000_
verbal functions with bilateral Eel The relative lack of impairment in memory
functions with unilateral non-dominant ECT is consistent with the theory of
asymmetrical hemispheric disorganizallon in affective disorders. and supports
the chOIce of unilateral non-dominant ECl over bilateral or unilateral dominant
ECT in the treatment of depression.

Comparison of Unibteral ;lIld Bilateral ECT:

E vidence fur Sclccti \'L' Memory 1mpairmellt

11,;: J.P.'l,hllil.II'J;-':J. J~l.l"llb bl~

In the early yeJrs of electrocomulsi\t' Iher<lp)
(ECT). loss of memory \\::I5 belie\t~d to be an integral
pan of the therapeutic effect. and henct> the relation
ship bel\~een ECT and memor) impJirmen! \\as.
though I to be positi\e. Rest:arch has since d~mon·

strated thai clinical improvemenl is nOI cClrrelateu
\\·ith ml:mor) deficils (Fink. 1974: ".oTln t" lIl. 19561.
a:1d thaI unilateral non-dominant ECT. altht'ugh of
equai efficac) to bilaleral ECl In Jmelioraling.
depression.· produces less cognili\e and memor)
impairment (LancJster e( 01.1958: f\larlin cr ul. 1965:
Le\"y. 1968: Squire and Slater. 1978: d'EIiJ and
R.aolma. 1975: Zinkin and Blrlchncll. 1968: Dornnush
er 01. 1971; for re\ie\\ see Harper Jnd Weins. 19751
and a ICl\\er percentage of abnormJI EEG recording.s
at four days after treatmenl (Sut herlJnd Cl al. 1969 ,.

Reccnt research (Kronfol ct (II. 1978) has fUrlher
suggested thaI rather than Impairment. st:leCli\e
improvement occurs on tasks mQrc dependenl urwn
non-dominanl hemisphere processIng. such as \ lSUO

spatial problems. These· reseJrchers studied 18 dl;'
pressed p<!tienls neuropsychologicall). prior It) and
after the firSI and eighlh Irealmenl of unilaleral ECT.
They found that non-dommant hemIspheric funclions.
which were more frequentl~ abnormal in the ncuro
psychological tests before ECT. impro\ed \\ith either
dominanl (DOM) or non-domlnJnl (:"lOOMI ECT
when depression "as ameliorated. On this basis. it \\a'i
concluded thai in depression. non-dominant hemi·
spheric functions are initiall~ dIsturbed and ECT.
imtead of being delelerious to these fum:tions, tends
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P. FI(lI\l\I-\\TII 609

\\.'rr•• 1 .Il;,! Ih'I~-\l.·1 1'-.11 p."lrtll'n, ;.}I ..' .1:":"UIl~"·~ 10' h.l\e
l111f'nl\~d.

Th\,.' rd.llh·n..hir 1"0('1\'('1.'11 Ihe f,\II''''\\1I1~ f.l(h'r:- .111\1
1(',,\ fL':-ull!'o \\:1:'1 c\.:.lmmCd-lht: lin',1: t-Cl\\CCn IJ:'I I:.CT
=tnd 1("11ll~. lhl.' num~r "r EfT:- ;lnJ the I'I.·r(1,·1l1~1~1.·

("Ii femJI..:':'> \\ 11 hln cleh ~(ud~. AIICllU:llllln (If rll~l·ECT

":l'nfu::lirm ;jnd d..:pn:s:-illl1 1l1;1~ ""t: llldll...:lh:d r.~ ihc
lif';;l (\\(1 f:Jl"1('If:- r('sr(,cli\L:I~. ,\hil,,: ~cl1dc~' l1l;l~ ~

Impl'rl.lnl in the ECT rCs.pl'lbl' and tl1('r;l1J1~ ('If,(\.

The nU1l1~'r ,'If 5uPjcCI:" \\ II hill ('.Il..'h slud~ \\:IS al ..,'
('\;lmmcd. ~ll 1h;.]l ('qual \\('Ight \\tluhlm\l l"!(' arrli(',l
f,'r cach ('csull.

Results
T\\I.·n1~-I\\ll studies fullilkd lhc indusilm critcria

I' ;l}-!k II: 111l~1 of lhcm cCllllparc:cJ cnhef unilalcral
001\1 and ~DOM ECT fir hil:ueral \\ilh NDOM
ECT. Tht: 010$1 slri"'ing Irend i~ th:lI ncln-\crbal
Il1l~mllTY funclirms. rclati\c 1('1 rre·ECT ll!sling. \\hich
Jppcar til delcrinratc \\ilh 1-1 !"'DOM ECTs.
signitk:.1ll11~ imprcl\C' ::IfaCT ~lll1inimum ("If the :"DOM
EO... 1I("I\\er righl side (If Tahkl. Verbal memory
remains unchJngcd or significJnlly impr(l\cs with
~DOM ECT. regardless of Ihe number of IreOJlments.
In all bU1 1\\0 studies (Strain ('I al. 19b8; FrClmholt

TABU I

r".;·tlWJlmcm dtnllfr.• in III,·".",'.' /'111";(111' fiJI/mo';"!! hilul('ra/ DlUf ""i/01t.'TO/ ECT

Unilateral
Unilateral non-dominant

Bilater:11 ECT dClminant ECT EeT
Lltell':Y 111 '~l

lc::'t tIme .'[ ~~'n- 1'\on- y..,;on-
Rese:lr.:h aflll,:le:oo n Fc:malcs rO~I·ECT ECT~ Ycrbal \crbal Verbal verbal Yerbal verbal

B~rent f'r a11197:- J :4 100"0 5 hrs. , n.S. n.s. x
Annell ef 01119741 32 8-4" " ! hr. , n.s. n.S. n.s.

Zinkm f'1 all 196fl) 101 i4 ~ II O-J. hr~. , , n.S. n.s.

d'EIl:1 C'1oI119:'foJ 20 '''' n 3 & (, hr:<.. :-~ , n.s. n.S. x.- "
Squire 6.: Slater 1197ti) 72 i4"" 6-10 hr:oo. 1.;&5 , , n.S. x
Coslello et ul 119-;0, 30 67"0 2R-31 hr~. 4 , • 0

Hallid.1Y C'r alii ';Ul~, ~:! ~ d,lYs 4 II , , n.:.. 0 x
RClberlSCln &.Inghsl 1978) "S 55 ~ 0 10-14 hr:-. 4 , , 0 x
Robcrlson &:. Il\gli~ 119731 ZO 70"0 IO-I~ hrs. " • , 0 x
Dornbush ('t 0/11971 J 40 :~ hr). 4-5 • n.s. n.s. n.s.

Suain ('10/1196SI IOn 71 0
0 .:t6hrs. 4-12 • n.s. • n.s.

Fraser &:. Gla!o... f 19S01 Z9 76" .. :4 hr:". 5 n.5. 0 n.s. n.S.

Cohen rt 0/11968) Z~ 100°.. 5-S hrs. 5 x , x n.s. n.s. x
Zamora l'1 01(1965) ZS 41· 30-36 hr,. 5 x 0,--
Smail el o/1197:!1 19 63 ':0 5 , n.S. 0 0

del CanniCCll( & Waggoner
(l9n7) 24 2 hr:,. 5 x n.s.

Fromholt l'1 0/1197) 100 61 ~~ 24 hr5. " x 0 x 0

Jackson (1978) 34 0·' I hr. " x , x n.s. n.S. x..
Sutherland et 0/(1969) 57 36 hrs. 6 • 0 x 0 0 0

Weehl'I all 1980) 51 67 ~ ° I Wet'" 5-8 n.s. n.s. 0 0

"-rOnrOll'l 0/ (19781 18 66~0 5 hrs. 8 n.S. 0 n.5. 0

Martin l'I ofl 1965) 40 24 hrs. 10 x x 0 0

IlOlGtM III II7ll)ttlOo"C

,ncrUSlf\O II'IO'U~

II wc.iIUIeS$. IU~ II'

I Itml/G'Y p,agr"s,"'~

ltIlhJS. btu/reel 'IlS'O"l

•
000

, M'ag! lUlly Ilau 0'

o

n.s.

Significant decrease '" pOSoI-ECT performance or atlca51 P < .05
Significant increase in post-ECT perrormOlnce or OllleOlst P < .05

Functions not assessed

Non·significant change
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,! ,,!. 1'1-.;,. BII.lIt'I,d .J1iJ Dll\l Lt"T ,!;~·;h.'r.di\ 1l,."Ull"
1:1 ..L ~1"·l.."r ....h,,,·d Il:' n\lIi-:-I~nIJi.:~11\1 ... 1l.111!=~ Il'!" l~\llh

\crb.11 .1t1d n,'n-\L'rl~at l'tllll'II,lll:- Impr,I\l,.'l1h:r:l ,'I'
\l'r!"l.1l ml... ml'r~ .111('1 hll:.l1rr.il l-.CT I:> n:p,'rlL'd Il1 ,':1l'

slud~ IH.llIIJ.I~ ,'1 ill. J~f1:-:1. \,-hik 1111~'I"1\l'llll'lli llf

lh1n·\ !,:rbi;l! mL"ml\r~ l' .....:Uf:-- 111 IhrC'(' "'1 ullle:- l'll1pl,,: I1lg

bd;lll'l.lI ECT IFr;l~L'r .llld GI;I:'s. I')~tl; I-r,'m!llljl
('/ al. Jlr'.'\; SUlhcrl.mJ i'l .I!. I'J/1I.}) :lnJ 111 1\\\\ :-.IUJ'l':'

cmrk'~Jllf: 00\1 ECT tSlllh... rl;llhl ,'r ,I!. 1969:
Knlllf,,1 t" til. 197~1. \\ hen Ih\,': "L',;'Ui". ~wsili\1.'

"h.:lncl".':> III lerha! fUIlClil'll1s :lre f,Hll1d .lfh:l";1 lllinimum
Ill' "l'~II' lr....llnll·IllS lhilalaal and ~DO\I I:::C"T ()Ill~ I
\\hilt- p\':-l1i\c ..:hallgc~ ill 11l1l1-\crt'oal fUIlCli,'IlS ;Ire
ODI:lllh.'d ;1 lte:· ;J llllnlmUlll nf li\ l' t re:.llmems (bil:.llcral.
DO~l :.Ind.:'" DO~I ECTJ. '·abal mell1l'r~ I"uncti\'ns arc
nl'l fllunJ lllimrrln ~\\ ilh DOM ECT. in COnlr;\St In im
rrl'\ CIlll.'llll,f mll1-\ ert'o:11 fUnCIJIlllS \\ il h ;\ DO!\-t ECT.
:llld rc:,:,c0nslslenil~.\\ ith bilatcrali.tnd DO~·l ECT.

or Ihe Y\ gl\'UP rerfl1rmance Illeasures in Table I
00 f\,r t'oLlL1ler;J1 ECT; 20 fN DOM ECT. :.Ind ..H l"\lr
:"'DO~1 ECTI. lell :.Ire ('\CCPlillOS I(l the f(,llll\\ing
trends: impairmenl of both \erbaJ ;InJ non-\l.'rbal
funcli0ns \~ilh l:Ji1::J.leral ECT (HL111idJ~ Cf al. 1968:
Fraser and Glass. 1980: FfClmholt t'f til. \973:
SUlherl:1nd ('f (1/. 19691: impairmenl of nl1n-\erb:11
fur.ctions ~\ith DO\i ECT (Suthl'rl:md cr tI/. 1969:
Kr0nfL'1 ('( (11. 1978): no chonge llr imJ:lrl1\Cment in
\erb;11 functions "ith ~DO~l ECT (StrJin ('1 lIf. 1\)68:
Fromhoh ('1 a/. 19731. Jnd impro\el11ent in 1101l-\crt'o:t1
funclions <lfler ;l minimum of fj\e ;\:DOM ECT
tre<ltmenlS ICohell t'l (11.1968: J:Jch!Wn. 1978J.

T\\,' other studies fulfilled the IIlclllSil,n l'rileria. hUI
Ihe resulis <Ire: nOI cllmparable to Ihe Iindings rt'pl'n~d

::lDO\e. due t(l the rese:lrch paradigm used (Cwnin
{'f 01. j97t)1 or Ih~ Iype of dala an:1l)sis (BIdder I'T til.
1970 l. :"'C\ c:nhcless. both 0f Ihese siudies dem('lllSI r<llC'
\erbal memory !L1SS \\ilh biIJI~r:JI ECT Jnd non
significJnl change 111 m111-H:rbal ll1c:mor) \~ Ilh uni
IJter~1 SDOM and bil:lIer:lI ECT,

The 1:'J\ency to lest time after ECT dllC~ nnl :.Ippcar
to innuence Ihese findings, since the time \~lrl("~ from
.5 hours \l1 100 hours \\ ilhin Ihe 1-5 trenlmcnl
calegory. HCl\\e\er. it does appear impNlant for the
fi\"e-or-mor~ Ireatment group of studies. One of 1"0

sludies v.hlch dlics nOI shov. imprO\emenl of ncm
verbal funclion!'- :1f1er six unilateral ~DOM ECl
(Jackson, 19781 tested the pal;ents half an hour after
the si:-::th ECT Ireatmenl. This is also the only study
which ha~ an all-male s<lmple. The lowest percentage
of female~ in the studies for which this inform:1tion i,
a\·;Jilable is 43 per cent. w;lh a me<ln of73 per cent.

Discussion
Despl1e dlffere"lces in methodolog~. Ire:llmcnl

techniques and behavioural tests. se\ernl trends

l,,"m ..:q:(' In'lll lhl' n'>.I;l1:> ["e\IL"\\cJ. TIH:~l,," ale: Impair.
ll~l·111 I,f nl'l1-\l'rl:-.11 fun":liplh \\ith less th;Jn li\c
'DO\1 ECT~-: Impn'\l'ment Ill" n(ln-\erhJI funclion.,
aflL"1 .1 llllnlmUm l\r Ii\l' :"\DO:'\I ECT:::.: um:h;Jn,gcd or
illlprt1\l.'d \l'rl"':tl n~L"ml'r~ fUIKllllns \\ith f\DOM
ECT: Imr:.urmenl (If \erbl funclil'ns \\lIh DOM
ECT: ;lIld imp:mlllL"n! nl" H'rhal ;lIld Illlll-\ert'J..t1
fUllctl('Il'" \\llh biJ:lh:ral ECT.

I tnrr,n eml'll I PI" 11ll1Herh:!1 funl·lions "itl1 :"DOM
ECT 3flcr li\\.: ('r mMl' IrCilll1lCnlS sugg.~SIS th:'l1
allr:::ntualilln nf c\'F:nill\e Jdicils raral1~b amelloralion
l'l"' dcprc:ssioll. \\·ilh fe\\er m::atmenh. :Jnd presumabh
Ie;;$ illlenU:..llil'll uf dcpressil,n. Ihe disruplin eITeCis ~f

Ihe ECT rrCd\llmnalc. and sekCli\e impairmenl
rather than impnncmcnl i~ sh(lWIl. This e\idence i~

c0nsistenI \\ ilh the thcor~ orasymn~(,lric:l1dysfunction
in alTectin: disorders. On the hasis l11"' a s~nlhesis or
linuing...' from many di\er"ie areas \\ ilhin neuro.
,dcll! itic rcse:tn:h, Fh'r- Henr~ t 1973: 197b: 1978:1. b:
19791 c(1ncludl" thai Ihe m'ur:lI sut-.tr:.Hc of emolion I~

rredl1min;1I('1~ n0n-dominant and Ih:Jt Ihe depressi\e
phase of the m;lIllc·deprcssi\c syndrClmt:: is manifested
when cerer.ral disorg:.lllizatioll IS mme pronounced
fllr the non-dnmin:::lnt hemisphere.

The llndings of llthers. howc\Cr. arc not consistent
\\ith Ihis ..A dysfunclillOal left hemispherc h3S been
implicated in al Icasl some forms of depression (e.g.
Hl'mmes 3nd Panhuyscll. 19711. The asymmetry of
l,,'nllllional response found in hum;Jns. i.e. slrong
C1TICll ion \\ ilh right hemisphere act i\ alion and
illhihitil,n l,f the Icft hemisphere (G3inotli, 1972:
Pt:'rri'l I'f al. 1961 : R0ssi :1nd Rosadini. 1967: Ross and
\lesuI311l. 1979: Dimond rr til. 1976) 'llso filS wilhin
lhis theorelical frame\\Cll"h. In depression, an im
hal:'\llce of hemispheric aCli\ation. presumably due to
penurb<ltion of the right hemisphere. normalizes
foIJo\\ing ECT, which in turn resullS in decreased
depressi\C symptom<llology and concurrent seleclive
impr()\emcnl of\ isuosJ:l<lli<l1 functions.

E'i.ceptiol1s to Ihe ahove five major trends are
reponed in eighl studies. H<llIiday ('( al (I 968} found
;In improvement in verballe3rning with four hilateral
ECTs. while Fraser and Glass (1980), Fromholt tl 01
(1973) and SUlherland C'f a/(1969) found an improve
mcnt in non~verbal functions after five, six, and six
bilJteral ECTs respeclively, It is of interest that the
fi\·e studies with the l;Jrgest number of subjects 'ihow
~ither a non-significant change or else improvement of
nclll-vcrb~I functions, after a minimum of five bilateral
ECT,. Similarly, SUlheriand ,101 (1969) and Kronfol
('f (11 ( 1978) found seleclive improvement of non-verbal
funclions ;Jfler six Z1nd eight DOM ECTs respectively.
This improvement in non-verbal memory function
~dth DOM and bilaleral ECT. although less con
sistcnt. is similar 10 Ihe trend noted afler a minimum
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,,:' lh~' '1)(1\1 IlT....I·h! :th.:rd"l~· 11'..1~ .11 ..,' l'~'

l~'!k'::l'': ,,( ,llli"I..'I"..·!lII.I: l'lif'rll",:r::I,,'l:~ \'( FlI"'I;'\"~

:U:i':lhlll.' nh .11I ..·J1U.lli,lli ,'I ,kf"I,,'~'h';:'

Slr.lIn 1'1 "i t I':1bl\ I .lnJ }-rtl1111h'l1 cl IIi II<J-.l ,.

ill,e:'ll~.llll1g lOb .1n~! ll'l!,) .;.unll'..·l~ rcspccll\l... I~. ' .....·r.:

rh~ l\nl~ r'::il:.!r.:hl:l:l II' lind .1 JI:Cre.I5.C III \ crflo1i
ml'l\l"f~ \\l1h ~Do~t ECT. Strain 1'1 ,111l'i-'lj (,.'und
!h.l! p.lil'l:J '-\S:i("tcl:.Ite LI.'.Irl1l1lg Ie,: ::''':l'''fl''' \\ ~'rl'

~lgnlli-:.lllll~ reduced IP Jill I I I'rlll11 rf~·ECT k~d ...
fl'l' t-.Nh thl' i"til:.itl.."raI and ll1lJl.Iil... r~d ECT gn\llf'"
Jlth\lugh the t-.il:lII.Tal grnur Slhl\\l'd 1111'1"10.' 1I11r';ilfllll..'1l1
Ir .1),5l. Simllarl). Frl\ll1ht\1t ~'r (:/ 111)';'") I. 111 .Iii

JnJJ~si:i oi intr.l-group l..'h;llll:;eS fN Ih~ ~DO\t .lnd
rll.!tl.."r.JI ECT gr(\ups. sho\\l.."J n:Ju..:~d scores (ll1

~;"I"'l:i:lI': Le:trning CP .011 rrom the W~IS. II I:i

dlt1kull. h\"t\\("'~r. t('t rect'ncile IllesI..' d~lI:J \\ilh lh('tse
I,"lf \'11 her n:,("archers: Ihe u:\crgenl tindm~5i arc b:.lsed
\"'n Ihl..' S:II11..• Ilr ~il11il:If \1,,·rt'!:.Illearning t:Isks. i.l:.l';l\fcl!
JS:;'Ol:latl.." \1,('Ird leJming.. simiklr blenc) 10 test lime.
numt-.:r I'f ECTs.. plilcemrnt Clr eleclrCldes. ::mJ
('l'rCCnl~Il!I.· 01 fem:.lles. Onc possible l.."'\planation i"
ba:;ed ('ll~ h:lndedness. S1l1C~ the h,mdcJness or the
!IJmpJe Ii l1(\t indil:~lled ~~ Fromhol1 "11,1. .-\ iuflkient
number or patiems \\ ilh pTlmarily ri~hl hemisphere
langu:.lge functioni could ha\~ Influenced the group
fcsulls: i.e. unilJteral ECT 10 the hemisphere pri.
milrily rcsplJnsible ror speech \\ould result in reduced
verbal memory scores. as illustrated hy the resuhs
follo\\ ing DOM ECT.

Cohen C'I af (1968, and hckson 119781 are the onl)
authors \\ho round a decfeait' in non-\erbal l11l.."mor)
v..ith fhe and si\ SDOM ECT:, re:i~cti\d~_ Thl:
first. :thhough finding 3 dCl:rcmcnt in the retention (lr
both rorms and \\ords aCrCl!iS DOM. :"'DO:"'1. and
1:lllateral ECT groups. cl... nclude thai the ECT·
produced decremenls \.. ere nOI as large for the Forms
as ror the Words. In addilion. the decrement shOll non
Words by Ihe DOM ECT grClUp:i e'\ceeded that sho\\ n
on Forms by the NDOM ECT groups. ThiS is
consislcnl \\ nh the trend appe3·ring in the (It her
studies ret iewed in (his p3per. HO\l>e\cr. Ihe reason
ror the decrement as opposed 10 irnpro\emenl is nOI
clear. Latency to lest time and the sender ralio Clr the
sample rna)" hate influenced the resulls of hckson
(1978), who tested his all-male patient sample half an
hour after the treatment. Contamination or the results
with post·ECf conrusion may account for the negali\e
findings. The evidence rrom numerous demographic
~tudies indicates lhat the rale of depression is much
higher for remales than males. in the order of lor 3:
1 (Baron, 1981; Polonio, 1966: Rosenthal, 1970;
McC:J.be, 1975), making the sample in Jackson's slUd~

atypical ordepressed piuienls.
Despile lhese exceptions, the studies re\iewed

suggest that unilateral NDOM ECf produces less

llllp:llrn:\'nl lit' \ l,,'rb~11 mcml"'r). compared 10 unilateral
J)n~1 \'If t-.d.\II.·r~lI ECT. a cl\nclusiCln dr:l\\'n h~ Olher
fl:~l:.Jrl:hl:r", .-\11 ... ddilil....n:tl Irend suggeslS selective
1I11f'r,1\l'm':111 1\( n("lHcr~al runclions with NDOM
I:CT ;Ift.:r ... minimum of the lTealmenlS. a finding
\\ hl.:h I'; IcS:l l.:l.lOiistent for DOM ECI and bilateral
EeT. Th.: n:I.J1i\l· lad., (If impairmenl in ml:mory
funclil'llb \\ ilh ~DOM Eer. coupled wilh the results
IWnl thl: I:.ISI :0 years indic::J.ting the equal effic::J.cy or
:"00\1 and l"tilalcral ECT Ircatmt:nt (for rc\ie\\" see
d·EIi.! and R~lL'tm:.l. 1975). ~ogl.."ntl~ nrgucs ror the
Ch\"'ICt: llf unil:Ut:ral :"DOM ECT m'cr bilatcral ECf.
in direct c(lntrast 10 much of lhe present practice in
Gr<at B""in (Pippard and Elbm, 1981).
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Royal Free Hospit31, London, England

ECT and cerebral atrophy

A COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHIC STUDY

S. P. CALLOWAY, R. 1. DOUN, R. 1. JACOBY AND R. LEvY

The case-notes of 41 elderly depressives who underwent computed
lomogr::aphy were examined and the Ecr history of eacb patient
was assessed. No association was found between ECT aDd global
cOr1ical atrophy or ventricul::lr size, but a sisnificlloc relationship
was demonstrated between frontal lobe atrophy and Ecr.

Key words: Depression - clectr~convulsive therapy - computed
tomography - cortic31 atrophy - froot31 lobes.

The possibility that electro·convulsive therapy (ECT) has lasting effects on the
brain bas frequently been raised. Research has focussed on the long-term psy.
chological effects of ECT especially with regard to memory (Halliday et 01.
(1968), Squire & Chace (1975), Weeks el af. (1980)). There is liule information
about morphological changes in the brain following ECT in man, although ani.
mal studies have showed structural changes in neurones and glial cells particu
larly in the frontal :uea following electrically induced convulsions (Hartefius
(1952), Ferraro er ai. (1946». Computed tomography <CD offers a non-invasive
way of examining structur::l1 changes ill vivo. In order to investigate any asso
ciation between ECf and cerebral atrophy we re-examined the data of Jacoby
&:: Levy (1980) who looked at the relationship of CT appearance to clinical
state in 41 elderly patieats with a primary diagnosis of affective disorder.

METHOD

The patients w'ere 41 consecutive admissions to the psychogeriatric ward of the
Bethlem Royal with a primary diagnosis of affective disorder. All 41 case-notes
were traced and re-examined. Two patients with a history of excessive alcohol
intake and one with a history of syphilis were excluded from the analysis. The
case-notes of the remaining 38 patients were examined in order to determine
the presence or absence of ECT in their treatment history :md the number of
appIic:uions. No patient h;'ld received ECT in the 6 months prior to computed
tomography, and none had had a leucotoroy or insulin coma lherapy. It was
impossible to calculate the exact number of ECTs receiv~d in every case as_ .
several patients hOld been treated at liOlrious other hospitals, often many years
earlier, An estimate of the number of treatments was thc:rdore c:::tIculated on

the arbitrary basis of eight applications per course ~f treatment in cases where
there was definite evidence that a course had been administered but the exact
number of applications ,"'as Qat known.

000I-690X/SlI100.l·C-04 502.50.0 © 1981 ~(uoJ,;.sga::lrd. CJpenhagen
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Table 1. Presence or absenu 01 frontal, parietal and insular afrophy
in patient; with and without a history of ECT

Atrophy

Frontal Parietal Insular

Absent Prescnt Absent Present Absent Present

No ECT
ECT

11
7

4
15

7
4

8
18

8
11

7
11

x' = 6.15, 1 dt, P < 0.02 l' = 3.46, 1 dr, n.s. 7.~ = 0.04, 1 df, n.s.

L

For analysis ECT was considered by presence or absence of EO in the
patient's history and estimated number of applications. Patients were assigned to
one of six groups according to the estimated number of applications as follows:
1-6, 7-12, 13-24, 25-36, over 36.

The technique of scan analysis and assessment of cortical atrophy bas been
described in detail by Jacoby er a1. (1980). Cortical atropby was rated blindly
by a neuroradiologist on a four-point scale for each of the five cortical areas _
frontal, temporal, insular, parietal and occipital.

The relationship of CT cbanges to ECT was assessed by means of chi
squared test and the Mann·Wb.itney U test for non-parametric data.

RESULTS

Twenty-two patients (mean age 71.5) had received Ecr and 15 patients (mean
ngc 73.8) had not. Information was insufficient in one cnse who was excluded
from further analysis. Twenty-nine out of 37 patients were rated as baving
some degree of cortical atrophy.

No relationship was shown between ventricular measures and ECf. However,
there was an association between measures of cortical atrophy and ECf
(Table 1).

Table 1 shows the relationship between history of ECT and atrophy in the
front:ll. parietal and insular regions of the brain. Temporal or occipital atrophy
WilS present in only four patients ::lnd no st::ltistical evaluation could be made.
A chi-squ::lre test indicates a significant association between history of ECT
and presence of frontal atrophy (P < 0.02) but not with insular atrophy. The
associiltion between ECT and parietal atrophy just failed to reach significance
at the 0.05 level.

These differences were not due to age as there was no significant differ.:nce
between the ECT·treated groups (mean age 71.5) and those Dot receiving
ECT (mean age 73.8).

The majority of patients had recei..,ed bilateral ECT. The number in whom it
could be slated wilh certainty that they had received only unilateral ECT was
too small for a valid comparison to be made between the two groups.

Table 2 shows the relationship of ECT to frontal atrophy in more detail.
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Table 2. Estimated number of ECT applicotions in patients with and without
coTtica! atrophy in the frontal aTta

No. of ECT applications

0 Hi 7-12 1>..24 25-36 36 +
No atrophy 11 2 1 2 0 2
Atrophy 4 2 5 3 2 3

Mann·Whilney U test = 100.5, lwcrtailed. P < 0.05.

The estimated Dumber of ECT applications given to patients with and without
cortical atrophy is shown.

The Mann-Whitney U test for non-parametric data sbowed tbat patients with
frontal lobe atrophy had received more applications of ECT (P < 0.05).

DISCUSSION

The results suggest an association between history of treatment with ECf and
cortical atrophy in the fcantill region. One possible explanation for these find
ings is that ECf causes conic:ll atrophy. An. alternative is that there may be
a sub-group of patients with depressive symptoms who are more prone to de·
velop froDtal atrophy and who are also more likely to be given ECT for
clinical reasons. Additionally, tbese patients might be relatively unresponsive to
treatment, perhaps because o[ the organic:::. changes observed here, and as a
consequence might receive more ECT tban tbe other group.

The relationship between ECT aed cerebral atrophy bas also been considered
by Weinberger el al. (1979) who performed CT scans on 75 cbronic schizo-
phrenics. Measuring the width of fissures and sulci tbey found significantly
greater cortical :ltrophy in 17 ECT-tre:lted patients compared with 58 patients
who bad Dot received ECT (P < 0.01). The only attempt at a prospective study
of the putative effect of ECT on brain structure observable on CT scans was
undertaken by Menken et al. (1979). In a single case study of a 30-year.old
woman who bad 10 ECT applications over 45 minutes a CT scan performed
3 bours after tbe last application showed no 'haemorrhages or oedema', a study
which, in our opinion, does not help to resolve the issue of the possible role
of ECT in causing structural damage to (he brain.

CONCLUSION

The ad hoc nature of [his study and the difficulty in obtaining an accurate
assessment of the number of applic4:lIions of ECT do not permit us to claim
an unequivocal associ:lIion belween ECT and struclural change -in the brain.
Nevertheless, this is a question .,;,f such importance that, in our opinion, the
finding of a relationship between frontal atrophy and ECT justifies this brief
report. It emphasizes the need [or a more detailed investigalion, with larger
numbers of patients including a younger age group.
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Editorial

Memory and ~CT From Polarization
to Reconciliation

Discussions of the cognitive effects of electroconvulsive Ihernpy (ECTI hilve been
polarized ror decades. Critics of Ihe Ireatment orlen claim Ih:.u patients' only seem im
proved afTer ECT beciluse They nre "punch drunk"-tlxl confused to maintain il depressed
slate (Sterling. 2000). Others contend that profound and pennanent nmnesia is common
ilntJ a clear sign that the treatment causes brain damilge (Frank. 1990). Still others have
charged that the adverse effects are mllr~:pervasive than r:etrograde amnesia. with ECT
impairing the most complex or humiln cognitive functions. Le.. intelligence. creativity.
judgment. foresight, etc. (Breeding.. 2000).

In conlra.c;1. prncritioners and researcher.; orten slate that the adver.:ie cognitive effects of
ECT are transient. Within II few weeks of lhe 3cute lreatment course. cognitive funcqon
is restored. If any residual deficit is acknowledged. it is restricted to gaps in memory for
events th'lI occurred close in time 10 Ihe ·lre.alment. Snme stil.le that lhe memory loss is
limited 10 the period of Ih'-treatmcnt, while others extend Ihis to 0 period of a few weeks
or months surrounding the ECf course. Complaints of pervasive and persistent memory
loss have often been attributed to ciluses olher than ECf. Iypically persistenl psychiatric.
disobility.

Both views are nut of keeping with clinical experience and research. Scores uf studies
have railed 10 find an associalion between clinical OUlcome and the deplh of any cognitive
deficit during or following ECT fSackeim, 1992). Poople do nol get better beeouse they
are confused or amnestic. To the contrary. many cognitive domains. including "intelli
gcnce." improve shortly following ECT 'fSackeim el a!.. 1992). On Ihe olher hand, vir
tually alJ patients experience some degree of pt:rsistenl and. likely. perm{lnent rerrogrnde
amnesia. A series lIf recent studies demonstrates that relrogrnde amnesia is persistent. and
thaI this long·term memory Joss is substanti!,lIy greater with hilater",-I than right unilateral
ECT (Weiner el aI., 1986b: McElhiney et aI., 1995; Lisanby et 01. [in press]: Soc.keim et
a!. [in press]. It has alsu hecome clear that for rare pnti.ents the retrograde amnesia due to
ECT can be profound..with the memory' loss extending back years prior to receipt of the
treatment.

As 0 field. we have mure readily acKnowledged the possibility of deolh due 10 ECT than
the pussibility of profound memory loss. despiTe the foct thot adv~e effeels on cogoition
are by far ECT's masI common side effects. 'Individual differences and hypersensitiVity to
side effects characteri7.c virtually 1111 medfcal procedures and pharmilcologicaltrealmenL'i.
That ECT wuuld have an especiaJly narrow range: oTamnestic effects would be a remark·
3ble exception. ..

Undoubtedly. reaching consen!'iUS on this fundamental issue has been impeded by the:
fact that memory complainls 3re subjective and CiJn have multiple detenninantc;. Some of
the: neuropsychological delerioralion seen 'after ECT is due 10 nalur3J progres!'lon of an'
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underlying illness. tn young p<llienls. seemingly irreversibl~ cognitive decline m~y <1(:

company the first manifestation of a psychlllic disorder (\Vyntl. 1991). v..'hen ECT is used
early in the treatment of such patients. the prccipilllUS cllgniliH: decline is :11 limes
wrongly imribuled to this therapeutic intervention. Similarly. ECT may unmask UI1 un·
derlying dementia in older patients.

It is also the tase th:Jl in nil 'populations studied (normal. neurological. psychimric).
current mood state is the must important correlale of subjective eVilluuLinn of memory
function (Colemnn er al.. 1996,. We belie"e Ihill OUf memory (and olher cognitive func
tions) are less intact when we :ire. depressed. On the other hand. regOJrdless of the popu
Intien studied. subjective evalu;lIions and objective measures typically show poor asso
ciation (Sackeim and Slern, 1997).

Another complication is thai some patients with persistent memnry complClinls follow
ing ECT have no treatment-related deficits. Rather. the subjective experience uf cognilive
deficit is related to ongoing psychopathology. While there is compelling evidence lhatlhis
occurs with some frequency (Freeman et aI., 1980). for umlerstandahle reasons the pro
fession has nol empha.-;ized this phenomenon. In the COnsent fonn recommenued by the
1990 APA Task Force Report on ECf (American Psychiatric Association, 1990), il was
acknowledged that a minority of pntients repon severe memory problems. with the com
ment that, "The reasons for these rolfe rep OIlS or long·lasting impairment are not fully
understood" [po 158]. Some of the reasons were understood, bOl it is uncomfortable for the
field to be perceived as "blaming the victim,'" and attributing memory compltlints to
unresolved psychiatric disturbance, even if true.

However, aside from each of these possibililies, some pntienls experience profound
memory Inss due 10 ECT. Mosl ECf practilioners have encountered fully credible patienls
who are distressed by the magnitude of their persistenl post-ECf amnesia. Skeptics will
argue thnt complninrs of memory loss do not necessitate true disnbiliry. and that we have
·no objective "dipsGck" to verify thai memory is truly impaired. On the other hand. there
is no dearth of palient' whu have .received ECf who believe lhat the treatmenl was
valuable. often life S&lving. who are not Iitigiuu.,. who return lo.productive activities. anti
yet report that a large segmenl of their life is lost. These patients oflen report a dassic
temporal gradient in their rctrogr.dtle amnesia. with the memory loss mosl ac.:centuuled for
the time period (months to years) closest in time lo the treatment, with sparing of more
remote memories. It is hard to imngine that such repor:ts uf a classic relrograde amnestic
syndrome, wilh sparing of other cognitive functions. are simply fabricaled. Attribuling
these subjective deficits 10 ongoing psychopathology or natural disease progression would
seem disingenuous :md defensive.

There have been few personal accounts of the amnesia following ECT (Wolfe. (969).
> In this issue of The JOl/mal of ECT. Anne"B. Donahue provides a compelJing descriplion

of the nature and impact of the persistent memory loss she experienc~ In many ways this
is a courageous slalement, acknowledging lhe dinical benefil of the treatment and alert
ing the field aboul the mismatch belween our efforts to assess objeclively cognitive

-nlteretiuns and me phenomenology of lhe memory loss. Donahue' s paper also underscores
the public relalions falloul and. more crilically, the rurmoillo individuals thai resull when
former patients experience chronic and pervasive memory loss and yet the field denies the
possibilily of its occurrence.

Fortunately, the title has turned. The field has greater awareness of [he common am·
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nestic effects of the trentmt:nt. and n:concili:Jtion is occurring wilh the cxperienc~ of
exceptional patienls with suhstanlial :lnd sustained m~mory loss. Th~ newly revised APA
Tosk Force Report tAPA. in press) on ECT stoles:

In mnny pmienls thr: recovery from retro,gr:'H.1e amnesia will he incomplclt:. and there is
evidence thai ECT can result in persistent or permanent memory loss. Owing 10 :l com~

binalion of anterograde and re'l~ograde effects. many patients may mnoires( persistent!uss
of memory for some events that lr3nspired in the intervCJI staning several months before
nod extending to seveml wct:ks following the ECT course. There are individual differ
ences. however. and. uncommonly, some piltients may experience persistent amncsiu
extending severnl years prior to ECT. Profound and persistent relrogr:lde amnesia may be
more likely in p:.ttients with preexisting neurological impnjrment and patients who receive
large numbers of treiltments. using methods that accentume :lcute cognitive side effects
(e.g.. sine wave srimulmion. bilateral electrode placement~ high electrical stimulus inten
sity).

This change in attitude and understanding compel closer clinical :.tm! research auention
to the cognitive effects of treatment. The papen; in this special issue highlight some of the
key unanswered questions.

TREATMENT TECHNIQUE AND AMNESIA

It has become increasingly cleaf that the ~ophistjcation with which ECT is conducted
imp""IS not only on ,han-term cognitive effects. but nlso on the likelihood of long-term
p~rsistent changes. Lerer and colleagues review the effec:L~ of treatment schedule (using
bilolernl ECT) on odverse cognitive efTeel,. This work (Lerer et al.. 1995: Shapirn et nl..
1998) has demonstr.ned a principle regularly used by clinicians. Increasing the interval
between treatments reduces the magnitude of cognitive impainnent. In lennS oflong-tenn
consequences. the choice of electmde placemem (right unilateral versus bilateral ECf,
may be more consequential than tlle electrkal dosage administered and perhap!i the
treatment schedule (Weiner et nl.. 1986b: Sackeim et aI., 1'193; McElhiney et aI.. 1995:
Lisnnby el al.. in press: Sockeim et al.. in press). It appears that high dosage righl unil.ternl
ECT is "s effeclive a, robust forms of bil31ernl ECT. bUI has significantly les; probability
of resulting in marked ilnd persislcm retrograde amnesia (Abrams et aJ.. 1991: Sackeim et
01.. in press: McCnll et nl.. in press). Further refinements of ECT lechnique may addi
tionally limit cognitive side effects. Perhaps the most attractive possibility is shonening
tht: width of the brief-pulse stimulus. The pulse widths most commonly used are an order
of magnitude longer than thaI needed for neuronal depolarization. ond thus necessarily
involve stimulation after neurons have-fired (Sackeim et 01.. 1994).

Some practilioners hnve held the view that the fueus nf ECT rese=h in the Inst IWO

decndes on optimizing stimulus dosing nnd waveform. electrodeplacement, ilnd spacing
of trentmenlt; wa~ largdy academic. High inlensity treatment (e.g.. high fixed dosage
bilaternl ECT) is the lenst complicnted to ndminister and has the hi~heSl probnbility of
efficilcy. Given the view that all ::tdverse cognitive effects are trtlnsient. with rapid reso
lution. for !mme there was litlle incentive to ndopt new treatment methods. As recenl
research has consislently demonstrated that treatment techni4ue impacts on the magnitude
of persistent memory loss..this pusitinn becomes difficult to defend.
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II would be comforting to ~ttribut~ all the Ilegntivc: cognilive Olllcnmes with ECT HI

poor technique. However, regardless of how ECT is puformed there ~re individual dif
fe:encc::s. Using (he same technique, clinicians rcgulurly encoulllc:r putienls who respond
to ECT withollt ;lOy cognitive alter~linns (or. indeed. may show resolution of preexisting
cognitive deficits during nnd following Ihe ECT coun'icJ as opposed to patients who
develop delirium. Why?

Over the 65 years of use of convulsive therapy. there have been scores of studies
examining (he p:ltient charncteristics (phenomenology, clinical history, Irelltment history.
biology) Ihal predict therapeulic oUlcome (SCOl~ 1989: Nobler and Sackeim. 1996). E.,
sentially. Ihere has br:en one systematic repol1 on the p:.dient charnctenstiL:s thai predict
short- and long-term cognitive outcome after ECf (Sobin et aI., 1~95). That stuuy sug
gested thal patients with pre-ECT global cognitive impairment and thuse with prolonged
disorientation jn the postictal stale have more profound shol1~ and long-Icnn relrogrnde
amnesia. This would suggest that treatment techniques be "softened" especially for pa
tients with these charncteristics. However, prnctitione~ routinely face issues of this lype
that are unexplored. Does preexisting neurological illness (siroke. Parkinson's disease,
dementia, ctc.) predispose LO lung~term cognitive deficits'? What is the contribution, if .:my,
of comarbid substance abuse. concurrent antidepressant or antipsychotic pharmacCl
thcrapy, cardiac illness (Jow cardiac output), benzodiazepine use, etc.• to pnsl-ECT cog.
nitive ~eficils'! We have no answers to these questions,
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PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF COGNITIVE DEFICITS

The side effecLc; uf many pharmacnlogical treatment'\ are actively treated (e.g.. anti
cholinergics for neurolepti,:=-induced extrapymmidal symptoms). Electroconvulsive shock
(ECS) is Lhe most common procedure used to induce amnesia in animals to screen
phannacological c.ompounds for protective effects on memory. Our estimate is that be~

tween 50-100 compounds have shown benefit io ECS models (Krueger et a!.. 1992). For
example. in this issue Andrade and colleagues review research on hemal preparations !.hat
ameliorale Ihe eognitive effect' of ECS in animal models (Josepb el al.. 1994: Faruqi el
a!.. 1995: Andrade et a1 .• 1995: Vinekar elal., 1998). and discuss the strenglbs and weak
nesses of animal models in generalizing to humnn ECT.

The interest of the pharmaceutical industry in using ECS as a screening method for
identifying compoundc; with promemory effects is not to develop adjunctive melliL:ations
for ECT. The Ecr market is toa small. and rhe predominanl aim has been to develop
medications for the lreatmenl of dl!ffienling disorders (Krueger el aI., 1992). Conse
quently, only a handful of studies have lesled phannacologiclll.adjuncts for prolective'
effeclS in Ecr (Stem el a100 199/; Prudic el al.; 1999).

Concened rese.reh in this area has Ihe potential for making an imponanl clinical
contribution, ns well ilS advancing our understanding of the neurobiology of ELf's am·
nestic effecl~. One example illustrates these possibilities. There is <:onsideroble interest in
~he nOlion that Ecr resulls in altered glulamalergic lrdnsmission. panicularly in prefrontal
and medialtemporalillbe struclures (Morinobu el al .. 1997: Pile et .1.. 1998: Hiroi el al..
1998), and Ihat Ihis increased excitalory transmission contributes 10 amnestic effects

J ECT. \'of 16, 11m. : 2000
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(Chambalin ;lnd Tsai. 1998). Long-term pOlcnliatinn (LTP) has b~cn commonly viewed
as a model of memory rorm:.uion. and ECS resulLs in long-term disruption of LTP in the
uenl:.Jlc gyrus IStewart et al.. 1994; Stewarl and Davies, 1996 .. The NMDA anlOlgonist.
ketilmine: protecls against this disruptive effect (Stewart :.lOU Reid. 1994). mising (he
possibility thaI use or kelami~c:: a~ an anesthetic. ::lS opposed to the sl;'\ndmd shan-acting
harbilurates. or use of olher g!utamnter,gic ilnt:lgonisls may have a protective elTeet on
cognilion (Reid ond Stewort. 1997).

THE NATURE AND NEUROBIOLOGY OF ADVERSE COGNITIVE EFFECTS

Th~rl' are additional goals for future research on the cognitive con~equencesof ECf.
We need to I J b~tter characterize the nature of memory deficits (i.e., what is forgonen),
2) better char..tcleri7.e the neural systems implicated in these amnestic efrecls~ particularly
the role of prefrontal versus medial temporaJ lobe memory ~y~lc:m~. and J} determine lhe
impoct of ECT on neurocognitive functions other than memory (Colev et 01., 1995).

II hos been eommunly thoughl that the memory deficits following ECT relleet mediol
lempor"llnbe dysfunction (Squire. 1981: 19860:1986b: Saekeim. 1992). The moS! promi-
nent deficits are ::mlerogrode amnesia (rapid forg.etting of newly learned infonnmion) and
a temporally graded retrograde amnesia. ECf patients do nql show deficits in priming,
skill acquisition. or olher types of proceduraJ (nondec1amtive) memory (Cohen and
Squire, 1980: Squire et aI., 1984; Graf el aJ.. 1984: Squire el 01.. 1985), The rapid
forgetting rate (Squire. 198 I), preserved metomemory ("feeling of knowing") (Shimomuro
and Squire, 1986), and other feotures (Squire, 1982) distinguish the amnesia following
ECT from that due to diencephalic lesions or Korsakoff s syndrome. This pouem. lorgely
restricted 10 episodic. det:lamtive memory, suggests th:It the underlying disturham.:e is one
of cunsolidation nodlor retrievol (Squire ond Alvorez, 1995). The reversibility of omnesia.
with the recovery of memories over time, particularly implicates an impaired retrieval
process. The esrahlisheu role of media! temporal lobe suucrures in memury processes
(Shimamura and Squire, 1987; Node! ond Moscovilch. 1997), the low Ihreshold for ,/,
afterdischarge and seizure elicitation in the hippocampus (Ajmone Marsan. 1972; Bragin f!
el 01.. 1997), and the disruplion by ECS of hippocompol processes implicated in memory
(e.g., LTP) (Reid and Siewart. 1997) support the view Ihat medial temporal lobe dys
function is key.

However. there is hardly any physiological evidence linking mwial temporal lobe
dysfunctiun (0 the memory deficits fcHowing ECf. In this issue, we report that the
development of EEG (e1ectroencephalogmphic) theta activity in lefl fromol nod lempoml
sites is associated with greater relrogrm:te amnesia for autobiogr:Jphical information. par
tially supporting the medial tempoml lobe hypothesis. In contra't, Ihere is consistent
evidence that ECT exens its most pmfuum.l physiological effects-ffi prefrontal correx. ao.;
ossessed by reduclions in cerebral blood flow (Rosenberg el 01" 1988: Silfve",kiiild ond
Risberg, 1989; Nobler el aI., 1994) ond metabolic mle (Volkow el 01.. 1988: Guze et 01.,
1991 I: and Ihe induction of EEG slow-wave activily (Fink and Kohn. 1956: Weiner el aI.,
1986a: Sockeim el 01.,1996). Thus, there is the poradox thOi the mOSI prominenl eagnilive
effects are linked 10 a differenl brain region than the mo~1 pronounced physiological
effects. There is a compelling need (0 examine associations belween the m3gnilude of
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SURJEt'IVE EXPERIENCE OF COGNITIVE EFFECTS

cognitive effects ilnd regionnl ilherations in functional hrain ;'H;tivily (e.f! .. metabolic r:otlc)
and him:hemical ptlrameters.

It is noteworthy thal the classic deficits associaled with hippocampal damacc an: il

profound :lntero£rnde amnesin Clod a less marked retrograde amnesia (Russell ilnd-Nnth:tn.
19..t6: Milner. 1910: Damasio e.1 31..1985). In contrast. ECT resuhs in il r.1pidly resolving
ilnlerogrllde amnesin ill1d persistent retrograde amnesia (Squire. 1986<1: Weiner eL al..
I986h: Sockeim er al.. in press). In nddition. the retrograde amnesiiJ following hippocam
pal damage is belie"ed lO he greater for autobiogrnphical ,him public (impersonal) e:vcnls

(Nadel and Moscovitch. 1997), We have recenlly shown thaI Ihe Opposile is Ihe case
fullowin'g ECT (Lisanhy el al.. in press). BOlh in Ihe shorl and long lerm. patienls who
received ECf had denser amnesi .. for events in the: world (public knowledge) than for
events in their own lives. Frontal lobe dam&lge can result in profound rClfograde amnesia
(SlUSS and Benson. 1986; Kopelman, 1992; Moscovitch. 1994; Shimamura. 1994). in
some comparisons a, great as lemporal lobe pathology (Kopelman el al.. 1999). and
presumnbly due lO the disruption of retrieval processes. In amnesic pmients (wilh brnin
damage). anterograde and reuogrnde memory loss are orten weakly associated. and there
is evidence !.hat te.c;;l<; of frontal lube function can covary with the magnilude of retrograde
amnesia (Kopelman. 1991). Thus. a reasonable: argument can he made thai our traditional
view that the (retrogrode) amnestic effects of ECT result from functional disruption uf
medial temporal lobe suuctur~s is wrung. and the relrograde amnesia may. in fact. have
an important frontal lobe involvement

Resolving this issue. while of obvious importance to our understanding of the neuro
biology of retrograde amnesia. is also of clinical significance. The development of aher
nalive electrode placements. such as Ihe bifronlal (Lawson et aI., 1990; Lelemendia er al..
1993: Bailine el al.. 2000) and Ihe asymmetric (Swam. 1994) lechniques. art: predicaled
on the notion that avoidance of tempuicll lobe stimularion minimizes adverse cognitive
effecls. while fronlal lobe slimulalion preserves efficacy. If prefronlal changes suhserve
the retrugrJ.de amnesia these efforts may be largely in vain.

The prefrontal cortex is linked to a variety of "executive functions:' including working
memory (holding infonnation onHne), logical reasoning and abstraction, set shifting,
temporal organizatiun of behavior, planning, memory for the context of events. and
inhibition of competing, prepolent responses (Baddeley. 1986; Stuss and Benson. 1986;
Goldman-Rakic. 1987; Diamond. 1990; Fusler. 1990). Tasks assessing prefrontal func
tions may load on different dimensions than tasks presumed sensitive to medial temporal
lobe funclion (episodic, declarative memory). and there is some evidence Ihal perfor
mance on prefrontal lasks predicts lhe adequacy of memory for the source or context, of
information (Glisky el aI., 1995) and retrograde amnesia (Kopelman. 1991). Executive
functions are fundamcntaJ to organizing'"t)ne's life and controlling behavior. yci lhe.re has
been little investigation of the impacI of ECT on this domain (J0l!E.s el al.. 1988).

~ In this issue. Prudic and colleagues summarize what is known abOUI patients' own
assessments of the effects of ECT on cognition. 11 appears that over lime there has been
a detectahle shih. In older studies. largely using sine wave slimulalion. a Inng-Ieon
delrimental impact was ohserved. especially with bilateral ECT (Squire et 01.. 1979;
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Squirt: and Slater. 19M3). Modern studies report thaI within a few dLl)'S of ECT the vns(
majority of pmicnts evnluate their memory as improved (Sackeim et al.. 1993: S:lckeim el

al. (in press). This shin may he i.lllributuhle to the advi.lnces in ECT lechni411e (use of
titration. brief pulse stimulation. etc.).

However. we should nol be s:lIlguine. ECT rCfic.ilfch has mainly relied on a sin!!le
instrument to ohtain self asses'sments of memory function. the Syuire Subjective Mem(~ry
Questionnaire (SSMQ) (Squire el 01.. 1979). The SSMQ is limited in Ihe dimensions of
metarnemory that it exnmines. and is eXlrnordinnrily complex in its instructions. Pmienls
are i.1skec.J to r:.1Ie their current functiuning for di:;crele cognitive activities relative 10 their
functioning before the onset of the index episode of depression. Perh:Jps nol surprisingly.
il hns been shown Ihal 0 substanlial number of responses to the SSMQ are of doubtful
Y<llidity. h is not infrequent for patients 10 state thallheir current cognitive fum::Lion a rew
days afler ECT is superior to that before the onset of the depressive episode. illl uniikely
phenomenon (Coleman el al.. 1996). Broader-based assessment techniques are needed. It
is especially surprising that direct and simple inquiries about whether ECT has hnd a
pmdtive or detrimental effect on memory have not been used in recent research. An older
literature illustrated that such direct inquiries were effective in distinguishing ECT wuve M

forms (Medlicott. 1948) and electrode placemenLli (Cannicotl. 1962: Reminger et al..
1970).

Prospective patients. family members. and the public often want to know the frequency
with which patienL"\ report substantial memory impainnent following ECT. While we If /

believe that such reports are infrequent. there is little objective evidence to support this /t:::,
judgment or to even broadly estimate base rntes. Indeed, our estimates of the probability
of death with ECT are based on a more secure empirical foundation (Abrams, 1997) than
our estimates of marked subjective memory loss. This should be a readily resolvable issue.
and calls for a large sample study in community settings.

In short. as the quality and sensitivity of ncurocognitive research in ECf have im
proved. increasing evidence has accumulated thar some degree of persistent memory loss
is common. As the dialectical political bottles of the 1960s and 1970, recede. there is
greater acceptance and acknowledgment by the profession that ECT may infrequently
result in extensive relrograde amnesia. At the clinical level. this shift in perspective
highlights the need for practitioners to update what is communicllled in the consent
process and to monitor cognitive outcomes. This shift also presents many challenges for
research. the most important of which is to further reduce or eliminate these adverse'
effects of ECT.

Harold A.Cckeim. Ph.D.
New York. Nell' Yurk, U.S.A.
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Electroconvulsive Therapy and Memory Loss:
A per~onal Journey

Anne B. Donahue

Norlhjidd. VenilOtll, U.S.A.

Summary::The cause for the significnnt gap between resel:lIl:h nnd anecdotal e\'idenl'"e
regarding the exlent of some memory loss after elecuoconvulsive thempy (ECf) h~
never been adequately explained. A patienl's dcvelopmcn.t. of awareness and self
educalion ..bOUf h~r severe side effet.1s from ECT rdise5 questions regarding milny
current nssumplions about memory Juss. Ecr~speciJic studies. which conclude th:ll
side,erfects are shon lerm and narrow in scope. have: serious limiuuions, including Ihe
fact that they do not take into account broader scientific knowledge about memory
function. Becnuse of the potential for devastating nnd pennnnent memory loss with
ECT. informed consent need!; significant enhancement until advancing research on
both improved lechniques and on better predictive knowledge regnrding memory loss
progresses to making a greater impact on clinical applications. Follow-up care nnd
educmion in coping skills need to be a regular part of EO practice when patients do
experience severe- effecls. f •

--1
Key Words: EleclrtX:uO\o'ulsive therdpy-Memory loss.

INTRODUCTION·

Occosionolly. J feel biner. More oflen. 'I is • sodness. 0 sense of a deep Inss that moy
not even have hnd to happen. It is a grief that keeps deepening over lime, because there
is hardly a week thai goes by thai Jdo nol discover yel another part of my life lhal is lost
somewhere in my memory cells.

Despite thal, I remain unflagging in my helief thal Ihe electroconvulsive therapy I
received in the fall of 1995 and then the spring of 1996--33treatmenls, initially unilateral
and then bilaleral-may hove saved nOl jusl my mental heolth. bUI my life. If J had the
same decision to make over again. I wtmld choose ECf over a life condemned tu psychic
agony. and po"ible suicide. Like a heart patient who has Lo ch~e the risks of surgery
over the risks of heart attack or stroke: like the cancer victim who mnst choose the horrible
side effects of chemOlhernpy over ccnain denth to the disease-I live with and accepl the
price I paid Ln brellk the strdnglehnld of a seemingly inlIactable and severe depressinn.

Received February 22. J 999: aCl,:eple:t1 JunUUl')' 11. 2000.
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THE JOURNEY OF AN EXPERIENCE WITH SEVERE MEMORY LOSS

~.,
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A. 8. DONAHUE/34

Perhaps il is nil as simple as that: a medical cosl-bendil analysis belwee:n lre~lmenl

with its side effects. or remaining with alternate. le~s elTective treatments. As with any
other illness and its treatments. new resenrch and developments thai rcdUl:c risks find
increase effectiveness do not always trickle down 10 Ihe front lines of practice as quickly
as lhey should.

ECT. however, is different in s'evei:ll critical respects. It has a history of extended public
controversy that may well exceed lh:.lt of ;..IOy other longstanding medical Ire:ltmenl. a
cuntroversy that.would appear unjustified by the lrealmcnl's clear efficacy, or even its
early abuses. There is an <lurn of dishonesty about the side effects: discrepancies between
official positions and numerous personal testimonies of more severe pmhl~ms that arc
discounled or len unexplained.

My long-Icrm memory deficits far exceed anylhing my dO<:I","" anlicipated. I was
advised about, or that are validated by re."earch. To the contrary. either I 3m one in a
thousand, a complele anomaly. 10 be able 10 document memory loss still remaining after
3 years and extending as far back as incidences eight to nine ye:J.J"S ago, or the profession
in general, after alllhese years of lreatmenl with ECT.. has still failed to idenlify and come
to grips with the true potential risks.

While the more distant incidents may be random events, they arc hardly insignifieant
ones: hosling and driving Mother Teresa fur a full day visit 10 Los Angeles in 1989: Ihe
dinner receplion for my Notional Jefferson Award in Wa.<hinglon, D.C., in 1990. where
1 mel and sat beside my eo-honoree, General Colin Powell; my bmther's wedding in
1991--tl1e list goes on, and keeps growing as people bring up references to the pa,1 in
casual 'conversations.

Human memory seems to me to be one of the most precious aspect,; of nur personality,
since our memories are so crilicallo who we are and how we see ourselves and others. The
memories of our past give us an uoderstanding of where we fit in the world. 1 have
experienced more than a ·cogoitive deficit." I have 1051 a part of mySelf.

The greatest anxiety about ECT ha.< been described as the fear of memory loss (Bem
slein el 31.• 1998). As Fink (1997) has nOled, 'The effect< uf ECT on memory and
cognition conlrihute lu public fealS. ECT does a/feet the min~at unique and delicate
essence of our individuaHty. thal distinguishes one human being from another..:"

II has taken several years for me to gain the kind of per.;pe<:tive on eoping with my
memory loss to allow a refleetion such as this. The lack of any referral, follow-up care,
or general informalion forced me both into my own effons at research and my own
struggle through the process of develoPing ·eoping s~iIIs. As I look back now. almost 3
years since thc start of my first series of treatments in September of1.995. J reeognize that
while gaining infonnation ultimately helped in understanding, it a1Slf contributed to feel
ings of anger and betrayal that complieated ph...",s of the recovery pmcess.

I had been ea<i1y trealed on medication for two prior episodes of depression in I 9R7 and
1989: my 1993 relapse had failcd III respond 10 medieation trials. ocr was presenled a'
an uncomplicaled and low·risk ahemative, wilh only shun-term memory effects to be
concerned abouL

Thus in Ihe most immediate lime fr.me afler the final course of ECT in June of 1996
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I was not pnn.iculnr-ly :Hlxious nbout my memory loss. I "knew" from my doctors thai my
memory would mostly recover within 6 months, so J was very c.:Jsual. almost tliprmnt.
aboul the side effects. Throughout that fall, my mood was fairly positive. :mu since::. iL was
::1 temporary effect, il was something [a Ill<lke fun of among friends: jokes from them,
"You mean you don't remem.h.er that $500 J loaned you?" or my mock insistence that il
W<l;S their memory that was impaired, not mine. "1 know for afo(,l that wc've never lxcn
to this restaurant before:'

Pcrhaps mure important to my light attitude wao;; the [act that I had no concept of how
much information was gone from my past. It may seem obvious, yel it becomes a lruil'm
th:H mby C::1st one bit of light on those impairments that are not reponed by patients when
research follow-up is only done in the first few months: You cannUl be aware of some
thing thaI is missing. It is only through lhe gradual process of hearing others lalk about the
miscellany of liFe that One rebuilds the knowledge. though nol necessarily the memory, of
cvcnLo; pa..t. Until thaL process develops, the vacuum remains unknown and unknowable,
so lhe panic and sense of loss do not occur immediately. When. as in my case. follow-up
assessment is nOl routinely done, the severe losses may remain unknown 10 the tre:lting
physicians, and any cure For coping is thus'lcft undeveloped.

If affected my relalionships with newer. more casual friends in a very different wtly. I
simply did not remember the status of our relarionship. In addition, the gap in lime caused
by the gap in the corresponding memory period made it seem like far more lime h.d
passed than was real. I was not prepored to discuss ECT with them. and without being able
to explain unceIUlin ovenures, I was not comfonable approaching them. Most of these
Fricnds knew basically about my illness, and would have wailed to hear from me. not
wanting to intrude. The relationships with these people basically drifted away. Public
stigma over mental health has been reduced somewhat in recent years, and it is not
diFficult for mc 10 reveal my disability anymore. but ECf remains in a class of its own.
I h.:Jve encoumered stunned silence or even horror.

As the 6-month marker came and went with only partial recovery of my recollection for
past event'. my Focus began to change. I was again not doing as well emotionally, which
afFected my positive altitude. In addition. some mental health advocacy groups thaI were
hosting a disability inform.tion day al the Vermont statehouse had asked me to pUI
togelher a revised Facl sheet on ECf. Feeling inadequately prepared, I did some superficial
research.

[ was completely slunned by the discrepuncies [ found, While mulliple slUdies found
uny long-term amne.,ia to be extremely rare (as summarized by Sackeim (1991), informal
accounts, advocacy group information. and newspaper exPo5es described extensive and
broad-based risks (Breggin, 1979; Cauchon, 1995; Vermont Protection and Advocacy,
1996). Hearing claims such that ECfoused brain damage were tetrifying to a layper.;an
when discovered without yet knowing the questionable professional standing and cred-
ibility of the 5OU=. -

I had in Facl experienced significant and long-term impainnent Ihat I could easily
distinguish From ordinary memory fallibility. Yet as 1 reviewed what Lhad Found. it
seemed clear Ihat comprehensive efEons to assess long-tenn adverse effecL'i had nOL been
made. I Found repeated acknnwledgment Ihal more researcb was needed on memory loss
(Culver et al.. 1980; Weiner. [984; Kaplan and Sadock, 1989; Calev. 1991; Sackeim.
1992: Devanand et aI., 1994).
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De~pite the conlruverl')' .and lack of a secure foundation in research. lhere nppeared 10

be a genernl cQn~en$us among most exper1~. writers for lay audiences. :.IOd practitioners.
which all grossly minimized my expc:rienc.:e: I) lhal virtually all impairmenl is reversed
within 6 months. anlJ 2) while there may be evidence for rare c:ls~s of more permanent
lo~~. such loss existed onJy for spouy autobiographical memories from the few months
before or afler ECT (Squire'and Slaler, 1981; Frilh et al.. 1983: Kaplan and Saddock,
1989: Calev el ai.. 1991: Janicak el al.. 1991; Papulos and Papolus. 1992: Sackeim. 1992:
Ablow. 1993: Salmans. 1995; Suhin et al.. 1995: Coleman et al.. 1996).

Anecdotal evidence $uggesting greater permanent impairment was often di.~missed on
Ihe hasis Ihat other causes were niore likely: the elTect of depressive illness ilself. the
heightened sensitivity to loss being used to misidentify normal memory loss caused hy
such processes as aging. ilnd exaggerntion of effects for rensons such as perceived sec
ondary gains of having a cognitive disorder (Squire and Slater, 1983; Weiner, 1984:
Weiner. 1989; Sackeim. 1992: Sobin et al. 1995; Coleman et aI., 1996). Research such as
that of Squire (1981) and Weiner et al. (19R6) suggesting the possibilily of more persistent
deficits. as I would laler learn. was considered no longer persuasive since il was based
upon comparisons with outdated sine wave technology. failed 10 lake into account the
independent effccl' of depression. or wa< considered methodologically inadequate (Calev
et al.. 1991b: Devanand et al.. 1994: Coleman et al.. 1996).

As shaken as I was 10 suddenly feel like an involuntary game piece in the cenler nf a
quasiscientific. quasipolitical debate, I wa< also intrigued. My discussions wilh family and
friends shifted from jokes 10 serious effons to pin down information. I began 10 initiate
many more queslions aboUl evenl< of Ihe past. and thus 10 learn more and more about the
eXtent of my amnesia. I also began to recogni7.e the variation in some of the wnys I was
either recalling. or possibly falsely recalling. differenl memories. At times, panicularly
early nn. full recall clearly did occur, whether spontaneously or based on a reminder
stimulus despite an initial gap. There are olher major past events for which memory has
never returned. In the summer of 1992. for example. 3 years before my first lreatment. my
parents buill their retirement home adjacent 10 my log cabin. Based on the skills I had
learned building. my own cabin. I volunteered 10 do all of the plumbing for Iheir six
bedroom. six-bathroom. three-slUry house. I have several photos of my falher and myself
triumphanlly compleling the f1f5t b..'Cment main hook-up. Yeti have no recall whatsoever
of this massive undertaking.

Between retrieval and lolalloss lies an unknown cross-over range of partially filled·in.
partially reconsttU,ted. or possibly cnmpletely "created" memories through external in
formation planling. which then becomes mistaken as an actual memory. These obviously
are very difficult to dislinguish. Shonly after my I..'t Ireaunents in June of 1996. I
rememberClI some sense of impommce attached 10 somelhing having happened in Okla
homa City. When I ..,ked aboUl it. my brother filled me in ahout Ihe evenl' a year earlier.
and il was all complelely new to me. As lime went by, howe~r. and I have seen pictures
of Ihe tragedy. it seems to me Ihall have regained vague memories-but only those which
correspond 10 the pictures.

Similnrly. in March of 1996. friends from as far away as Missouri gathered for a
weekend reunion at my house for my 40th hinhday. I have a full photo album: the evening
dance. visiting the sugamouse. the mornirig pancake breakfast. I had bcen relatively sure
Ihat I remembered Ihe weekend. despite it being sandwiched between my fall and spring
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airline fiasco one family endured. the serious hand injury II friend incurred on the rope
swing-there me no pictures of these events. and it has become clear Ih:.lI the ani)'
memoric:s I have are of lhol'ie Ihings then un cxat:lly match the pictures. Are Ihe memories
completely suspect ali false creations. or is a photo trigger more effective than a verbal
lrigger in bringing b3ck ::Icmal memories?

The basic research 1had uncover~d on ECT side crrct:ts mude no elTort tu distinguish
among the many variables of human memory. It is relatively clear lhat the brain both
roudnely loses or has a break in the process of retrieval from long-term 10 wurking
memory (Harrell et al.. 1992), but also creates memory. Rush (1996) points uut the degree
to which "we can be misled about our own memories" (see also. Crowley tlod Underwood,
1998: Payne and Blackwell, 1998). I had some limited familiarity with the work of
Elizabeth Loftus on memory from research I had done years earlier ilS a young lawyer
assisting in a murder case involving mistaken identity. and I knew the field had been
pioneered when the issue of retrieved versus falsely created memory rirst het:ame a debate
in eyewitness identification cases and then in childhood sexual abuse prosecutions several
decades ago, as noted by Alpert (1996). I had been fascinated then by what I learned about
the brain and the inherem unreliability of our memory mechanisms.

As time goes by, earlier memories cued back after ECT seem more and more real to me.
regardless of whether they ever were. Schooler (1996) observes that informmion inte
grnted iDlO memory can be held "with as much confidence as real memories" (see also Hirt
et aJ.. 1998: MoscovilCh, 1989). This question is nol a part of the studies assessing
recovery of memory from ECT. For instance, while Snckeim (1992) summarizes the
generally accepled description of the effects of ECT as being that, "The retrngmde
amnesia will often show a more gradual reduction. with substantial refUrn of memury for
events that were seemingly 'forgotten' immediately following the treatment course:"
(emphasis ndded), memory researchers such as Toglia (1996) puint (lot instead that :'The
constructive nature of memory is sufficient to create recollections that are essentially
entirely false" (see also Schooler, 1996).

The lack of connection between these fields also meant that I hegan a search that would
last years to try to gel memory assessment and help, when the resources should have been
well known and available-and I should not have been the"one to have to identify the
need.

After that fi"'t significant experience of looking at basic ECT research, I became more
anxious 10 gain a fuller understanding of what had happened to me. By the spring of 1997,
I was in a more st.able remission, and became eager to learn more about what was and was
not known in whatever additional research 1 could track down. In doing 50. I came to
understand more fully the disparity in1i\y case from standard statements about ECT, and
I was increasingly frustrated in seeing how limited the data seemed on what the more
seriuus effect"i could be.

Improved research was clearly not an easy task. particularly with the difficulty of
devising tests to confirm the often random or isolated memory I()s~es reponed by mllny
patients. The persunal nature of perceptions, the complexity of human memory. nnd the
processes of encoding. retrieval, and normal forgetting (Kellner, 1996; Cowie)' and Un
derwood, 1998: Payne nnd Blackwell. 1998). and the question of whether al the lime
testing is typically done the patient ha" gained an adequate sense of the degree of memory
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105' rColcmon el 01.. 1996) ore only pon of Ihe challenges. There is also Ihe diflicully in
pinpointing what iJn individual's prior memury wDuld ilccunuely recall. panit:ularly in a
person with depressive symptoms (Sackeim ond Steif. 1988: Sackeim. 1992: Sobin et al..
1995) (including the possihility that those with specific preexi!'ling imp;'lirmenls are more
al risk for more severe impairments. as well :l.~ more likely to h::l.ve suhjective;: compl3ints)
(Sackeim. 1992: Sobin el al.. 1995; Coffey. 1996). Finally there ore Ihe limitalions of
scientific rese:uch in general, as summarized by Sackeim (1992). including Ibe use nf
lools wilh inadequalc psychometric prnpcnies. the issue of Ihc breadth of cngnitive
functions e~alualed. the need for 1:1. wider range of ecologically valid asseSSmenL'i. review
of the aberrant processes involved. and the limitations of inlergroup comparisons pooling
data across individuals, so thai outliers with more persistent ucricilS may be missed since
"within any rcsean:h program such individuals would be 100 rare for meaningful annlysis,"
or sOlhat effects with a Inw incidence or occurrence will wash out (Weiner el al.. 1986.).

Despite the challenges. it seemed incredible 10 me that more had nOI been done. How
could il be possible thaI ECf had been practiced for so long Wilhoul a beUer grasp of ils
side effects? How could the research be so apparenlly limited in ilS focus and a.."ump
lions? Why was there no gre:lter effort to understand why ECT caused cognitive losses,
how often they occurred. and how severe Ihey migbt be? Perhaps more than anything. huw
could 1be experiencing what] was. if all these expens were saying it wasn'l so? f fcllihal
1 was being mocked by science.

As the year continued, ] began 10 care much more intensely on a deeply emotional level
ahout what had happened 10 me. To what degree was f a different person. somenne ] did
not even really know. because [ had 1051 so much memory of my past? Finding oUI more
and fiUing in the gaps suddenly became an urgent mauer. and 1pressed family and friends
to distraction about evenlS ] might remember. The more [ heard, the more] realized what
1had lost, as one topic led to another. In the period between my IWo treaumenl series, and
for 1 to 2 years before the beginning of the first, it became clear that 1 had near-lula!
retmgrode amnesia. H was more spouy bUI still significant for ye:us earlier Ihan thot.
Every new incident continued to shake me, and] did not know how 10 cope with these
gaps and my reactions.

By thaI fall. a year and a half after ending ECf. [ had finally regained a more stable
period of remission, and ] began 10 work on my own to develop a more gentle and
constructive perspeclive. It occurred 10 me that there were time.Ii I needed IO'remember that
I had amnesia-specifically. for one. when asked about my medical history. I had noticed
a series of tiny bumps on my forehead and Ihoughl they were pimples. then later saw in
a mirror Ihat it was a scar from stitches. 1bad to ask my doctor 10 trace bock thmugh my
files 10 find the record of a fall and Slitches in 1994.

] needed 10 remember nOI to deny evenlS based on my own belief-not to forget
Ihal 1 might have forgonen. I have to keep vigilant 10 not prejw:lge someone a, lying
or misleading simply because I forgOl thaI the f.ult could have been my memory.

.EArly on.J atlacked my local bank for negligently bcuncing a check. They had 10 show
me my own signalure before I believed thaI Ihe check came from an accounl thaI ]
had closed. ] had to aHer my everyday Ihinking paUerns, have a suspicion lowards
every recall. Sometimes il gave me a sense of being an outsider looking in 10 my own pas!
world.

As I finolly began tn reach 'n equilibrium. an acceplance of whal happened and how
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CONCLUSION

My story is my own-what happened 10 me, and the care I did or did not receive cannot
automatically be assamed to apply to the practice of ECT in the U.S.A. today or to the
follow-up can: delivered when severe side effects result. The broader ex.istence of activist
groaps of former patients who, for whatever reasons. are disgruntled by their re.aIL'

10 learn 10 live with it, Ihave become more relaxed in <..Iealing with every<..lay siluations that
continue to arise. I find people almosl universally helpful when typical e:nCQunlers occur.

Woman on Slreel (in chalice meel;Il/?): "Anne! How won<..lerful to run inlD ynu.
How :.Ire you'!" . _

Anne (rapid assessment: This is a person once well known, nol a passinR ac·
quaintance who can be handled by bluffing through a conversation): "Well, hello!
LisLen, I need lo fill you in on something. I've been ill and a trealmenl I received has
blocked my memory for several years back. I have tn be honest. I have no idea who
you are."

'Woman: UOh! Well, l'm Cathenne S., from our time working together in New
York in 1986."

Anne {much reHelle.d}: "Of course! Seeing you here out of time and place just
threw me nff. I rcmemher now." (As well J did, from 9 years prior. I had jast never
expected to see her here in Barlington.)

Anne (continue~): "Well, it's great to run into you here. Whell brings you 10
Burlington'!"

Catherine: "I live in Burlington. rememberT'
Anne; "No, I oever knew that."
Catherine: "Well, actaally, yua did know that. We've had lunch together here

several times over the past few years. and 1've been out to visit you. It must be that
treatment you mentioned:'

I have never had a negative reaction to this kind of honesty. I do not necessarily go· into
a farther explanation if I am having a passing encounter, but I do feel free to do so when
there is time and supportive interest from the listener.

Despite acceptance and a growing comfort level in talking openly, despite the emotional
oatlet for anger throagh the development of my academic interest, aod despite working
through the experience of lo.ing part of my ,ense of .elf. I remain buthered hy a sense of
jncompleleness. It is obvious that if there is a serious side effect after heart surgery, there
is follow-ap intervention. The patient is checked for residual bleeding.

J had oat been checked for fe.idaal bleediog. I feel left hanging-that nothing w.s ever
comprehensively lested: recorded, or-analyzed by the psychiatric profession and those
involved in my care to evaluate my side effects: not just to intervene and to help me, bot
also to learn from my n:sulL<:;. This should be routine when initial response shows sig~

nificant cognitive impainnent, as mine did. If it is done more adequately in other situa
tions, the information, regardless, has not been collecti:d aod shared. No wonder the
establishment ha.<:; a different sense of the side effet:L"i. They don't a'ik.

I think that this Iingeriog feeling of..ilbandonmem of care by the psychiatric profession,
both as an iodividual and in a deeper sense on behalf of my peers, is strongly related 10

the part of mc that 'till fecls '0 damaged by my memory 1o...
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sufficiently to :mack the treatment ilselr. should al~o contribute 10 £Ivlng puuse .i1S to
potential adequacy of C3re explanations for the vilrinlicy of their tlislrUSl. While sUl:h
allacks may be poorly founded. 'hey are. pan of a landscape ,ha' ho,h interferes with a vi,,1
psychiatric tool ami help!' to illustrate the pressing need for an improved response.

My own experience. 30d the research I pursued as a result. has led me to three major
conclusions regarding areas which· should receive greater ,.mention:

I. Make a more conce!1ed erfon to conducr resenrch that can beneT explain the dis
crepanch:s between lhe "nrrkial- consensus and the reponed experiences of those:
uncounted and unaccounted for "outliers" like me.

2. R~duc~ 'he gaps in clinical knowledge.
3. Improve infonnalinn on side errects ~nd rcsuun:::es for :JflcrL:are for patients.

Weiner'~ (19&4) call ror precisely the rype or informalion on thc "na'ure. incidence and
severity of possible persistent memory defici,s... [including] large. well controlled pro
spective studies with long lerm follow-up" that I found so lacking and distressing. remains
unanswered.

Research on improving efficacy and reducing side effeets in the future is not ,he same
as evaluating past ilnd current SCUllS, and despite the effons of the American Psychiatric
Association (s~ 1990 Task Fon:::e report) lo incrca~ knowledge about the more pnlen
tially severe raoge of effeelS, there remains a near constant circula,ion of highly unin
formed descriptions denying a problem [see, for example. Internet Web public medical
information pagc stating, "The memory disturbance that ha.. alarmed the public is rela
tively minor and temporary:' (Mental Health Infosource, 1999)]. Paul Fink Is quoted in a
prac,itioner's study guide as saying during a praclice guidelines discussion, that "The
biggest reason people don't want to use illECfJ ha.. to do with memory loss. I am of the
school that believes there is a transient confusional stale and no memory loss' (Study
Guide on Practice Guidelines. 1994) [suitement later privalely withdrawn (P. J. Fink,
personal communication. Dec. 14, 1998)1.

The juxtaposition of misstatements about Ihe extent of possible memory loss con-
. tinues the perception that side effeets are being described dishonestly, to one extreme

or the other. It is a pan of what makes ECf differenl from other medical care, since
the discrepancies "keep the controversy raging" (Center for Mental Health ·Studies, 1998).
can be a factor in refusing treatment, and have resulted in public efforts to have it banned
or to have informed consent statutorily defined (see impact upon slate practices,
Herman et aI., 1995; and samples of legislation passed or pending, Cal. 5.5326:
Col. R.SI3-20-400; Texas 578.000; Vermont House of Represenwtives bill, H.12, 1999).
My attempt at gathering accurate information went far beyond a typical patie",'". yet I
gained little more than the fear and coll!'lJsion generated by grossly conflicting and limited
dall!..

There are also serious gaps in clinical knowledge. If lhe trcalingPsychiatrist is not fully
aware of the degree of memory effects, he or she may also not recognize how crilical the
lateS! developments in techniques may be. I cringe when I review the ongoing research
evolving. and recognize thai even wilhout an explanation for how and why exlen}iive
deficits do occur. they might have been avoided for me with insights on appropriale
trealment. Prdctice levels curren,ly often fan short of scientific updates. with Sackeim
(! 998), for instance, reporting that an estimaled 30% of practilioners are still using 'he
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subslanLially higher-risk. pre-1985 procedure of dosing at a uniform. high level. Dlher
practices exceeding ft:'.commcm.l~d guidelines are documented by Reid el al. (] 998). Thus
my medical cosl-benefit analysis in accepting Eel' treatment wa.r; skewed from Ihe start
by the fart that the existing profes~i~mal Sl::l.lements on potential risks did nOI match the
actual risks presented by current mainstream practice.

The final issue is [he infonnntion provided to the patient. As Sackcim (1992) notes.
even though the rel.1S0ns for the discrepancy between objective testing and subjective
reports nre unknown...... in informing patients about ECf, it is important to rel::lte that u
few individuals report profound a.n~ long-lasting cognitive impairment that they attribute
10 this'tTcatment modality_" Kellner (1998) appropriately suggests thaI the key to il~

proved informed consent is "a middle ground that does not appear defensive"; disclosure
both of ECT's powerful. lifesaving effects and its serious side effects. dealing wilh it in
a way thal ca....cs apprehension and uHows an informed choice between typically hrief
impaired functioning and a return to health (Kellner, 1996). While this goal has been'clear
at least since Ihe 1990 Task Force repon of Ihe American Psychiutric Associalion. his
belief lhat., "Nowadays. we do tell patients what to expect and everyone is better for it,"
(Kellner, 1996) is not yet a universal reality.

Because ECT involves a series of treatments during which the cnst-benefit ratio con
tinues LO change and the patient's ability to participate in informed decision-making uften
continues to improve, while at the same time:. memory of the original consent may become
impaired (Consensus Conference. 1985), potentially contributing til patient perceptions
that side effeCI' were worse lhan expected (Bernstein et a1.. 1998), a beller record avail
able later to the patie!1l of his or her own participation in the consent process (such as
offering to audiotape or videolape, or having a family member or friend present). as well
as written information for n follow.up cognitive assessment plan if n~eded, should also be
provided (as ao example of work with coping skills, see Harell, 1992). None of this was
offered to me, and it was tl]e lack of information, as much a' the aclual effects, which
made recovery so difficulL

In addition. as Kellner (1996) so well summarizes, "Preparing a patient for the pre
dictable, expeclable. and. largely stereotyped effects of ECf on memory and other
domains of cognition is honest. necessary and helpful. It leads to realistic expectations
for the treatment, and can help the patient and fumily prepare for the post-ECT
period. Disappointment and fear are decreased and some practical steps towards restortl
tion of memory (coaching. list-making and 'filling in' by family and friends) can be
planned."

Without these advances-more comprehensive research regarding causes and rales of
the most severe instances of memory loss, better trnDsmission of new clinical information
to practitioners. and more comprehenSive, accurdte information and fonow-up for pa
tients-a vital tool in the battle against life-threatening aJfective..disorders will remain
underutili7.ed. It is a major social loss that should not have to be tJiat way.

If sharing my own experienccs of succes,ful treatment but deeply troublesome side
effects can help in thai cause-if mY- voice is heard. and heard to speak for others like
me-then my own sense of damage and abandonment will be assuaged. It will give my
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ADVERSE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF KCT.

Lucy Johnstone,
Senior Lecturer in Clinical Psychology and Counselling,
University of the West of England

Abstract:

Although it is known that a proportion of people find ECT distressing to receive.
these adverse psychological reactions are little understood. Twenty people who
reported having found ECT upsetting were interviewed about their experiences in
detail. A variety of themes emerged, including feelings of fear, shame and
humiliation, worthlessness and helplessness, and a sense of having been abused and
assaulted. This had reinforced existing problems and led to distrust of psychiatric
staff. Few had felt able to tell professionals of the strength of their reactions,
implying a possible hidden pool of trauma. Implications for the practice of ECT are
discussed.

Although ECT (electroconvulsive therapy) is widely used in depression and some
other conditions, it continues to attract controversy. Disagreement mainly centres
around the possibility of memory loss and intellectual impairment, with the generally
accepted official view being that"As far as we know, ECT does not have any
long-term effects on your memory or your intelligence", (Royal College of
Psychiatrists, 1997.) Although the debate about cognitive impairment has received
much attention, (Breggin 1991, Frank 1990, Friedberg 1976). the question of
possible unwanted psychological effects has, until recently. been almost totally
neglected. No mention is made of them in most summaries of adverse effects, such
as that in Weiner and Krystal (1994.) The ECT handbook contains a single
paragraph referring briefly to pre-treatment anxiety (Royal College of Psychiatrists,
1995.) This omission has been commented on both by psychiatrists: "Doctors who
give ECT have shown remarkably little interest in their patients' views of the
procedure and its effects on them. and only recently has this topic received any
consideration in the literature" (Abrams. 1997). and by service users: "What is never
discussed in the literature is the profoundly damaging psychological effects ECT can
have" (Lindow, 1992).

This is in contrast to earlier, mainly psychoanalytic, theorising about the
psychological impact of ECT. Psychogenic theories of ECT's action were
summarised in a review article by Cook (1944). Earlier belief in the therapeutic
effects of fear had been largely replaced by theories about the healing nature of this
symbolic death and re-birth. There was speculation along Freudian lines that the fit
"by its severe motor manifestations 'discharges' large amounts of energy inherent in
the destructive and death drives and unloads them in a.....harmless manner." Gordon
(1948) listed twenty-three possible psychological explanations of ECT's effects, such
as the destruction of narcissistic protective patterns and the eroticising of the body.
Some clinicians believed that these and other hypothesised reactions, such as the
relief from guilt and sell~punishment following the experience of "a sadistic, real
attack", made the conjunction ofECT with psychoanalysis a particularly fruitful one
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(Weigart 1940 in Boyer '1952.) Boyer includes a lengthy case history in which the
young female client equates ECT in fantasy not only with death and re-birth, but also
with intercourse, castration and impregnation. with ultimately favourable results in
her therapy.

On a less positive note, Abse and Ewing (1956) noted that conscious attitudes
towards ECT are "time and again", in long-term therapy, succeeded by feelings that
it was cruel and destructive. There is "a revival of threatening and punitive parental
figures" who are often, like the physician, initially credited with good intentions. The
ECT appears to arouse anxiety and fear, while at the same time holding out hope of
forgiveness and a fresh start. Wayne (1955) noted that certain aspects of the
procedure may evoke unconscious meanings in both doctor and patient; for example,
"It has all the characteristics of an overwhelming assault.. ..and this can be
documented by the reactions of some patients who have had this treatment." Fisher,
Fisher and Hilkevitch (1953) investigated the conscious and unconscious attitudes
towards ECT in 30 psychotic patients, and concluded that "the majority of patients
found electric shock to be a traumatic experience." D. W. Winnicott (1947) argued
that psychological reactions to ECT often compounded patients' difficulties and
defences; for example, obsessional people might need to become even more
controlled.

An exception to these analytically-oriented accounts is Warren's (1988) description
of the implications ofECT for the self and for family relationships. In her interviews
with ten women admitted to a state hospital in California between 1957 and 1961
and their relatives, there was uniform confusion and bewilderment at the loss of
memory in everyday life. Sometimes this forgetfulness, for example of previous
hostile outbursts, was welcome to their husbands. Fear of future ECT stopped some
women from confiding emotional upsets, and family relationships were subtly altered
all round.

With the general decline of psychoanalytic influences on psychiatry, theorising and
research in this area appears to have been abandoned until Gomez's survey (1975) of
side-effects in 96 ECT patients. Findings from this and other attitude studies (for
example, Freeman and Kendall. 1980; Hughes et aI., 1981; Kerr et aI., 1982) were
reviewed in Freeman and Cheshire (1986.) Subsequent studies by Malcolm (1989),
Szuba et al. (1991), Riordan. Barron and Bowden(1993). and Pettinati et al. (1994)
used essentially the same format of asking patients to respond to questions or
complete checklists about their attitudes to and experience of ECT. The conclusions
from this series of investigations can be summarised as follows:

*Most people appear to find ECT helpful (varying from 83% in Hughes et al to 56%
in Riordan et al.)

*Most people also report side-etfects. (around 80% in all studies),with memory
impairment complained of most frequently, and headaches and confusion mentioned
less frequently.

*Most people do not seem to find ECT particularly frightening to receive (Freeman
and Kendall; 50% less so than a visit to the dentist.) However, a majority does
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experience some level of anxiety (74% in Gomez, 69% in Riordan et al.), and a
significant minority reports much stronger reactions; (13. J% said it was so upsetting
that they would not want it again, Freeman and Kendall; 14.3% say it was more
upsetting than surgery. Pettinati et al; 237% agreed with the statement that ECT is a
barbaric, inhumane treatment, Kerr et al.).

·Most people do not report other anxieties about ECT, although a minority does
mention worries about brain damage. Death, personality change and being
anaesthetised are also feared by some.

·Most people who have had ECT are profoundly ignorant about the whole
procedure, and say that they were given no or inadequate explanations. (69% did not
know that ECT involved a convulsion, Hughes et al.. Only 2 i% said they were given
a good explanation of the procedure, Freeman and Kendall.) It is not clear how
much these findings were influenced by memory loss.

(Two other studies produced broadly similar results, but are not directly comparable
to those described above because scores for each item were averaged across all
responses. See Calev et aI., 1991, and Baxter et aI., 1986.)

In summary, these studies would seem to justifY Freeman and Kendall's (1980)
often-quoted conclusion that patients find ECT "a helpful treatment and not
particularly frightening." However, there are reasons for believing that the picture
may be more complicated than this.

Firstly, there are the limitations acknowledged by Freeman and Kendall, which may
apply to some extent to all these psychiatrist-led investigations; "It is obviously
going to be difficult to come back to a hospital where you have been treated and
criticise the treatment that you were given in a face-to-face meeting with a doctor."
Earlier researchers certainly found such faclors to be relevanl: "The majority of

the patients seemed 10 be motivated by Ihe idea Ihat any criticism that Ihey mighl
make of shock would in an indirecl sense be a crilicism of the psychiatric
staff....patients expressed Ihemselves sincerely only after Ihe interviewers spent
considerable time in establishing a relalionship." (Fisher el aI., J953.)

Secondly, there is Ihe unusual degree of compliance noted by several investigators,
who were puzzled by patienls' willingness to agree 10 ECT despite being anxious
and ill-informed :"We were left with Ihe clear impression thaI patients would agree
to almosl anything a doclor suggesled" (Freeman and Kendall, 1980.) Referring to
the same phenomenon, Riordan et al (1993) suggesled, "This may reflect a high level
of trust, or a resigned lelhargy, in part reflecting mental slate, but also a feeling of
lack of involvement in Iheir own management". Freeman and Kendall (1980) quote a
particularly slriking example: "Two patienls who misunderstood the initial
appointment letter .... came fully prepared 10 have a course of ECT. Neither had
been near the hospital for nine months and both were quite symptom-free." Little
attempt was made to explore the meaning of this kind of behaviour, but il does raise
Ihe question of whether the absence of criticism retlects satisfaction, or merely
learned helplessness and passivily.
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Thirdly, there is the fact that a minority of people in all the studies did express very
strong negative feelings about ECT, although this has been obscured by focussing on
the majority view. In the only paper that acknowledges this as a problem, Fox (1993)
describes how a "difficult-to-elicit. etiologically obscure, and currently
under-recognised 'pathological' fear of treatment develops in some proportion of
patients undergoing ECT..... Fear ofE.C.T. merits further study."

Fourthly, there are several recent surveys carried out by investigators from outside
the hospital setting which paint a much less reassuring picture. In the first one,
UKAN (United Kingdom Advocacy Network) received 306 replies to a
questionnaire distributed through UKAN- affiliated groups, Mindlink and Survivors
Speak Out (both the last being service-user run organisations.) Overall, 35.1 %
described ECT as "damaging" with another 16.5% saying it was "not helpful."
Although 30.1 % found that it was helpful or very' helpful, those who did not were
likely to express very strong views against it, using words like "brutal", "barbaric"
and "degrading." Psychological after-effects included loss of confidence, dignity and
self-esteem; fear of hospitals and psychiatry; anger and aggression; loss ofself; and
nightmares. Similar themes emerged from a series of semi-structured interviews with
516 psychiatric patients contacted through MIND (Rogers, Pilgrim and Lacey,
1993.) While 43% found ECT helpful or very helpful, a large minority (37.1%) said
it was unhelpful or very unhelpful, with a high proportion of the latter group strongly
condemning' it. Psychological effects included fear, flashbacks and nightmares. The.
same themes emerged ITom two smaller surveys by two researchers who had had
ECT themselves, (Wallcraft 1987, Lawrence 1997) and from MIND's (1995) survey
on "Older Women and ECT" In addition, the recently-formed organisation ECT
Anonymous has collected several hundred reports from people who say that ECT
has had a variety of disabling physical and psychological effects on them. However,
respondents from all these sources were self-selected and might show a bias towards
greater dissatisfaction.

In summary, all of the more recent research acknowledges that a proportion of
people have very strong reactions against ECT, although very little is known about
the nature of, and reasons for, these adverse psychological etTects. The differences
between the reported rates of adverse reactions (varying from 13.1% in the
hospital-based surveys to 35.1% in the others) also remain puzzling.

While some of the earlier accounts may seem far-fetched, they do make an important
point that has been over-looked in most subsequent surveys. that "there are crucial
psychodynamic events involved in... organic therapy" ( Abse and Ewing, 1956) and
that attitudes can intluence the outcome of the treatment.( Fisher et al 1953, Hillard
and Folger 1977). Clearly. we need to know more about the meanings that ECT
carries for a certain number of recipients, and which make it such a traumatic event
for them. This may also throw some light on issues such as compliance and its
possible effects on participants' responses. In order to investigate these areas, the
existing questionnaires and pre-structured checklists of possible reactions need to be
complemented by an approach that allows a detailed, in-depth exploration of the
experiences of those people who lind ECT a distressing event, entirely separate from
the hospital selling. For these reasons a qualitative design was used in the present
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The study targeted people who had had negative reactions to ECT. They were
recruited by posters and flyers asking, "Have you been given ECT? Did you find it
upsetting or distressing in any way?" which were distributed through local mental
health voluntary organisations. Twenty-two people contacted the researcher, and
twenty were eventually found to fit the criteria. There were twelve women and eight
men, with an age range 01'27 to 63. One of the men was a female-to-male
transgender. Ten were unemployed, and ten were involved in voluntary or paid
work. Two described themselves as mixed race and the rest described themselves as
white.

Participants were not always able to be precise about the details of their treatment,
but nine of them reported that they had had more than one course of ECT, and six
had had at least one course under section. The m'ost recent course of ECT was 2-5
years ago for five participants; 5 to 10 years ago for five participants; 10 to 20 years
ago for 6 participants; and 20 to 30 years ago for four participants.

It can be seen that within the overall category of adverse reactions to ECT.
participants represented a wide range of backgrounds and treatment circumstances.

METHOD

The aims of the investigation were explained to the participants, and confidentiality
was assured. The researcher emphasised that she had no current connections with
psychiatric teams. Participants were invited to take part in a semi-structured

. interview at a place and time convenient to them, concerning all aspects of their
experiences of ECT. Interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed, and a thematic
analysis was performed on the results.

RESULTS

Themes can be organised under the following main questions:

What were the circumstances in which you came to have ECT?

Participants described their mental states at the time mainly in standard psychiatric
terms, for example:

"I'm diagnosed as mllllit'-depre.I:\·i1'e, alld illlhose years 1 did slIffer from some form
ofdepressioll ralher Iholl mallia. lIlId 1 suppose 1 weill ill/o such deep depre.I:I·ioll
Ihal Ihey Ihoughl E( '1' lI'ould help 10 gel me ou/ of il. "

"I was)11.1'1 really depressed lIlId 1 was gellillg a hil mallh' os well, alld I didll '/ seem
10 be respolldillg 10 Ihe medicolioll, and Ihey said I should hal'e a course c?fEel: "

However, as the interviews progressed, more complex background situations

IR5
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" I always kllew I hadprohlems that were emotiollally-hased, to do with my life.
Alid althollgh I'd gOlle ill partly IInder the illflllellce ofdmg', LSD, I also klle ...
when I was growillg lip /hat I had some prohlems. "

"I was a very mixed -lip alld distressed person, alld thell my dosestfriend was
killed six weeks after I got married....alld my worldfell aparl. "

"I was illllllrsillg ... Olle day I was a silidelll, Ihe nexl day I was qllalified and ill
charge ofa ward. which I wasll'llrailled 10 do .... I was jllSllOO YOllngfor Ihe joh."

"If I look back on whal callsed Ihe depressioll alld whal callsed me 10 Iry 10 lake my
life, it was qllite 1I0rmal, average things ... a divorce, I had two childrell, I was three
months pregnalll whell I left ... holdillg Ihree jobs dOWlI, mlilldalle jobs, /ryillg 10
keep il goillg really. I was wom 0111, absoilitely 11'01'11 011/. "

What kind of explanation of ECT were you given?

A problem here, as with other questions that asked for specific details about events,
was that many participants had 'uncertain recall due 10 the effects of ECT itself: As in
other surveys, nearly everyone felt that explanations had been completely inadequate
or lacking altogether, and that there had been minimal opportunity for discussion.

"I dOll't rememher allythillg beillg explailled. Ilhillk they jllSI said they were goillg
to auach Ihese Ihillgs. I dOIl'/ remember any disclls.,ioll beforehand. "

"She said, 'I dOll'llhillk Ihe Valillm's doillg YOIl allY good, so I'll pili YOII 011 ECT. '"

Why did you agree to have ECT?

Six of the participants had had ECT under section on at least one occasion. The
answer to the puzzling question raised by other researchers, of why the others
consented despite inadequate explanations and the fact that many of them already
had doubts based on the experiences of relatives or other patients, lies in their
feelings of extreme desperation and powerlessness.

"I was so ill, I fell so desperate, I didll" kllow which way to tllm. I was jllstlookillg
for answers as to why I was so slrallge, so peclliiar. "

"I waSil 'I ill a fil stale /0 make allY of those decisio/lS. We were)lIsl graspillg at
straws, tryillg 10 filld all all.lwer. "

"((yOIl 're at YOllr wits' elld'l/Id they've drugged yOIl lip 10 the eyes yOIl dOIl't
qllestioll ....yoll're /IO//hillking s/raixht all}"'''Y. "

This desperate desire to get better was often coupled with a tendency towards
compliance and a strong assumption that "doctor knows best". Moreover,
participants felt they could not risk alienating these powerful people who seemed to
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"f was a "~I}' compliolll YOlIIIK womall, I was "ery.friKh/~lIed "f ~veryhodyalld Ihal
was pari ufIh~ pmh/~m.... lw(JIIldll 'I have kllowlI holl' 10 ohjecl, il 11'0.1'11'1011 Ihe
horizoll. YOII didll 'I disagr~~ It'ilh dOClol'S, yOIl did \l'hol Ihey said. "

"YOII helieved Ihal H'ha/~ver Ihey were KoillK III do was goillg 10 work, yOIl helieved
II'hai yUII were lold really. "

"He is Ihe aile wilh Ihe power. h~ is Ihe Olle IIllimalely Ihal has Ihe all.\lI'~r .,. if Ihal '.I'

Ihe ollly help yOIl 're gellillg yOIl 've gOllo hallg Oil 10 il. "

A man who ended up completing his course of ECT despite his own reluctance and
encouragement from the nursing staff to refuse it, put it like this:

"II was like, Ihe cOlIsllllallls alld Ihe p.lychialrisl.\· have SlIch a powellIII illflllellce
over yOIl. 111 aile sellse yUill' life is ill Iheir halldv alld i/ '.I' walllillg III please Ihem, I
sllppose, becallse ...parl ufdepressiull is losillg yUill' sell.l·e uf.l·elf really, andyOIl 're
so easily inflllellced alld so easily willing 10 accepl all/horily. "

One woman found that her refusal to have further courses of ECT was, in fact,
respected. Others who were able to be assertive were not so fortunate:

"Th~y asked me if I wOllld agree 10 ii, hllilhey did say if I refllsed Ihey 'd go ahead
wi/h i/ allyway ... heillgforced 10 .way Ihere is had ellollgh hili beillgforced 10 have
somelhillg Ihal yOIl dOIl'1 walll is lell limes wurse, so f did agree, yes. "

"Null' whal so oftell happells in psychialric ho.lpilals is, i/'.I· lIul Ihe psychialrisllhal
forces yUII Iu have il. LOllg befure Ihal happells yOIl gel cOllfrollled by staJ!IIlIrses
who are very allxiollS III SlOp hassle ... so whal Ihey do, Ihey see Ihal yOIl 're weak alld
l~illlerablealld Ihey say, 'YOII 'd beller siKlI', jllsllike Ihal."

"f said immediately Ihat I didll'l wallt ii, alld I poillted olltlhat the previolls
cOlISllllall1 ... .had said 10 me Ihat she didll'l Ihillk I was all-appropriale case for
ECT. ....alld he (the cOlIslllialll) got illlo a real/Iliff hasically alld gOI lip alld walked
0111 of Ihe room ... 1fell absoltllely deJ.'Gslaled. I jllSI bllrsl 0111 cryillg alld didll 'I kllow
whal was goillg 10 happell 10 me, or whelher Ihey were goillg 10 seclic}f/ me, or
what. "

In summary, nearly all participants wanted to emphasise how far their apparent
agreement was from being fully informed consent:

"f wasil 'I physically lakell III the .I'/Iile or allythillg, I walked Ihere Oil my 011'11, bill I
fell it \l'as forced Oil me. "

What was the aCIIJ:lI experience of ECT like?

Six people said that ECT was not particularly frightening to receive, although one
woman attributed this to the numbing effects of her medication. All tne other
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participants reported a very high level of fear, with a lack of accurate information
sometimes supplemented by observation of other patients who had had ECT and by
their own imaginations: .

"/ really didll'I know whal 10 expeci. so I was ah.m/lliely lerrified... 1 imagined greal
big melal Ihings being Pllt each side ofmy head a/ltl, like, sparks comillg Ollt.
thllllder and lightning, and my whole hody shaking. "

"When YOII'd been 011 the ward there were certain people who had had l·:CT and all
the other people were wry scared by Ihis ....yoll wOllld see them aftenmrd< when
they cOllldll'1 rememher who Ihey were and were very confllsed and had terrible
headaches alld weren 'tthemselves al all. "

All this generally produced a high level of anticipatory anxiety:

"/ remember Ihe wryfirsl lime I had il. walkillg dowllio the EfT (slIile) from the
ward alld I rememher feelillg perl' agilaled. sick and scared. And whell/ gOl illlO the
wailillg roOM there. I came 10 a slandslill. I cOllldll'I go Ihrongh wilh il. I didn '1
wa11l il. They lalked 10 me alld said I'd signed Ihe consenl form and I was IInder
section. "

"As they wheeledyUII in YOII'd see whal they IIsed. they'd pili some gel on iI. Ihey
didn'l evell hide il from yOIl .... YOII were scared. yes. "

"I can remember sil/ing inlhe room wailingfor Ireatment and looking at some of
Ihe olher people who were there as well and I sllppose ilwas almost like a
pre-execlltioll room really ... We were all sil/illg Ihere in complele silence. I
rememher reading ill .mmethillg. I think a hospital pamphlet. (that) it wasjllsl like
going 10 the delltist, whic·h is completely ahsurd.... 11 's not like going 10 Ihe dentist."

One participant reported that the reality was not quite as terrifying: However, the
terror of the other participants remained or even increased as the course continued,
and many found the immediate after-effects equally devastating:

"I Ihollghl mayhe second time around it'lI he milch easier and I won 'I feel so scared
and terrified, bill ilwasjllstthe same, ifnot a bil more. "

"YOII dread il. your heart starts pumpiug. here we go again Horrible. ahsollltely
terrifyillg.... lt·s like gO/lIg 1cJ your death, YOllr uoom. isn't it. "

"/ was absollliely cOIII'illc·eu they were trying to kill me ...yoll kllOW, I wa.l· so had
alld evil. allihey C(IIIIJ uo was get rid (ifme. " (A womall who was psychotic atlhe
time.)

"They cOllld be doing allythillg. yOIl don 'I kllow what they are doillg ....yoll gel
paralloid alld thillk they are tryillg to poison yOll, or do weird experimell1s or
somelhillg like Ihat." (A womall with a diagllosis (!fparalloia.)

" "Aftenl'Ords Ife/tlls if I'd hem bal/l!I'ed... /IJ'asjllst illcllpaL'ilUled, hodyalld
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mind, like a heap ofscrunched-lip bones. "

"....Pains in YOllr head and Ihe memory loss, and somelimes Illsed 10 have a bruise.
I'd be dribbling, I looked insane ....1felllerrihle, I was only 22 alld I mllsl have
looked 82. I jllSI cOllldll 'I do allylhillg. "

When asked what was the most frightening aspect of receiving ECT, parlicipants
most commonly mentioned feelings of being helpless and out of control, and worries
about long-term damage

"It's a horrible sellsatiol/. YOllfeel like a zombie, they cOllld do whal they wanl wilh
you when you've had Ihal andyOIl would do ii, because yOIl dOli 'I kllow 110

different. "

"II was the whole Irealmenl, being carled off. I fell like a slave, lakell away 10 Ihis
lillie room and pili on a bed. No control, il was awful. "

"YOII can 'I gel it 0111 ofyour head, how wouldyou end up? ..yoll 'd be so brain dead
you wOllldn 'I know what yOIl were doillg. "

"Whal I was mosl cOllcerlled ahcJIII wasn'l Ihe faci Ihal il was IIl1pleasanl allhe
lime, it was how il was going 10 affeci me for Ihe rest ofmy life ....1 remember
feeling very disoriellialed alldfeeling Ihall 'd been damagedfor life."

For several, ECT was a confirmation that they were truly mad, and had reached the
last option:

"It seemed 10 ref/ecl how ill I was, Ihe facllhal he was sayillg I had 10 have ECT
Ihis lime ... Ihis was Ihe lasl desperale Ihing Ihal Ihey do. "

"II was becallse Ihis was Ihe lasl resorl ... So whal is Ihere left, annihilalion or
whal?"

"I knew I wasn 'I crazy. I knew whal had happelled. " (Afler Ee7) "I was beginning
10 Ihink maybe I am mad... 1mllSI be mad 10 have ECT. "

What other emotional or psychological effects has ECT had on you?

Fear is the only psychological reaction to ECT that has been investigated to any
extent. However, these parlicipants described a complex range of emotional
responses including feelings of humiliation, increased compliance, failure,
WOrlhlessness, betrayal, lack of confidence and degradation, and a sense of having
been abused and assaulted:

"II made me feel like a cabhage, like I wasil 'I worlh anylhing al all. All I collld do
was sil arollnd all day. "

"II was like I was a non-persOII alld il didn 'I mailer whal anyhody did to me. "
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"I sllppose I saw myselfas worlhlessfor a long lillie ... almosl heing an emply persoll
and havillg 10 slal'/ agaill. having 10 hllild lip a personalily. havinK 10 hllildYOllrself
lip. "

"II's horrible 10 Ihillk Ihal Ihese people, doclor.\· alld IIl1rsillg SICIIf. are goillK 10 see
yOIl havillg a.lil. II's degrading,"

"I/olew Ihallhe Ollly way I cOllld gel olliwollld·he hy heing illsigniflcalll...by heing
a WI}' good palienl, alld ilworked. Iwam 'I allY beller, I fell qllile lerrihle. "

"I suppose as a womall, Ifeel ... a 101 Ofslllffwas reinforced. rou know, being Ihe
gender I am, II feels like yOIl have 10 comply evell more. "

"II made me fee/like a freak, and ii's ollly since I've lalked ahoul Ihal wilh a
Iherapisl abolll two years ago Ihall've gOI over Ihal feeling. "

"This psychialrisl had buill Ihis relaliollship wilh me, so lirusled him and Ihen he
did Ihal (prescribed Eel). ... This "hap had been clued up enough 10 realise he
needed IV build my IruSl, bill didll 'I appear IV be clued lip enough 10 kllow Ihal
givillg somebody e1eclric shocks 10 Iheir head mighl aClually damage Ihal
lrusl ... ECT I feel isjusl such a .belrayal, Ihis frighlened young woman and Ihey do
Ihal. Terrible."

"II's a really horrihle feeling ... a sellse ojfailure, alld whal's wrong wilh me Ihal
I'm 1101 gellillg belieI'. "

"II fell like I had beell gOI aI, yes, hashed, abused, as ifmy hrain had heen ahused.
II didfeellike all assallll."

Most people said that they did not mind others knowing that they had had ECT. For
some, though, the perception by them and others that ECT is an intervention
reserved for the extremes of madness. produced a strong sense of shame and stigma:

"I was deeply. deeply ashamed ofhm'illK ECl: ..... Ihis was real serious Sluff. Ihi.\·
was a mad persuIJ. "

"People call 'I imagine whal on earlh silualion you need 10 he in, Ihal you need 10
be eleclrically shocked. So Ihey imagine Ihal yOIl musl have been some kind of
absolule raging animal or somelhing 10 need Ihal. "

"I have laId a "OIlple ofpeople in Ihe pasl and Ihl!)' Ihink/or you 10 have ECTyoll
musl really be offYOllr roder. "

ECT was experienced by several panicipants not just as a sign of madness, but also
as a punishment for and confirmation of badness.

"AI Ihal lime I was complelely collvinced I was being punished/or somelhing... 1
Ihoughl, well. I mllsl have done somelhing wrong 10 be Irealed like Ihis. "
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"Maybe if I had beell good or if I hadll'l dOlle Ihis or that. Iwo/lldll 'I he p/l/lished
Yes, Ilho/lghl il \ aform ofah/lse, a p/lllishmelll."

Three of the women identitied themselves as survivors of child sexual abuse. Of
these, two drew explicit parallels between these early experiences and the experience

. of being given ECT, in terms of the emotions experienced at the time, confusingly
mixed feelings towards both psychiatrists and original abusers, and inability to deal
with their own powerful feelings of helplessness and rage afterwards:

"It cerlailllyfell, 'Do whal YO/l like', alld Ihal \ somelhillg I felt as a child, Ihall
had no power, Ihere was 110 way I cO/l1d stop anyone doillg whalever they H'Wlled to
me, so rather than gel h/lrl I 'II leI Ihem do il alld maybe Ihey 'II like me .... especially
heca/lse il was mell doi/lg iI, Ihe men aCI/lally operatillg the machinery or whalever,
alld I call remember il was mell p/llling the lIeedle ill. Yes, agaillthere wO/lld hal'/!
beell 110 way I wo/l1d hal'e said I dOli 'I wallI Ihis.. ...Alld Ihell j/lsl sort of Iyillg there,
feeling reallyfrighlelled andyel completely passiw. So il was like alllrapped, all
my emoliolls were lrapped allyway alld myfeelillgs were trapped, so ilwas all
Irapped imide. And 011 Ihe olher halld IIUI carillg what happelled to'me. "

"I'l'e hadphysical ah/lse as a child alld I've had sex/lal ab/lse as a child and melllal
ab/lse as a child I s/lppose I did Ihink aboul il a cO/lple oftimes goillg thro/lgh Ihe
EC7: Ihal this was some form ofabuse, being p/ll on you when you don 'I walll iI, or
beillg more or less said thaI YO/l 'w gOI 10 have il ...1sometimesfeell'ery angry 10
the people ill I 'oll'ed, Ihal I call 'I gel back 01 Ihem or lake revellge at them. So Ihat I
don't do Ihat. I self-harm, I WI myself."

(U) "Who do you walll /() gel bad at!"

"Somelimes it's Ihe doclOrs, Ihe profe.~\·ionals, somelimes il '.I' Ihe abusen Ihat hal'/!
abused me .... I always lend 10 lum il in on myself. I've beell lold mallY times by
doclors alld cou/lsellors, 'You'w gOI to stop lurllillg il 011 yourself', but I
don·t ....lt·s like I feel I need 10 pUllish myself. maybe alllhe abuse is all myfa/lll."

Although this investigation did not specifically seek to investigate the effects of ECT
on memory, nearly all panicipants spontaneously reponed some degree ofloss,
While acknowledging that medication and depression itself can affect the memory,
they nevenheless believed that ECT had also been an imponant factor, and this
caused much concern:

"Somelimes il really affecls me, I break out ill a cold .I1I'eal. Have I really gol braill
damage?"

"It's 1I01lhe thoughl disorder Ihat \ dis/llrbillg me 1I0H', it's Ihe da/llage dOlle hy the

ECl'..,I 'I'e proh,,"'y gol "'/(Jlller 5/1 years /cJ go, lIlId Ilhought, well, I'm goillg 10 he
damagedfor the resl ofmy life, ..

Some panicipanls had losl large pieces of their lives, which was panicularly
upsetting where the memories involved young children:
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"My memory is terrihle, abso/utel}' terrible. I can 'j e"'m remember Sarah'sfirsl
sleps, and that '.I' really.hur!ful... losillg the memory (!f Ihe kids growillg up was
awful. /I

"I can't rememher when they startedjunior school, I call't rememher whell they left
infant school. Now those are thing' you rememher, the)' 're highlighls ... alld I 'm
quite reselltful reall)' 10 think that my ex-hushand has got more memories vfm),
children and did prell)' well nothing tv help. "

The commonest complaints were inability to follow films, books or TV programmes,
and problems with facial recognition. These disabilities were both frustrating and
embarrassing. Less tangible was the general loss of sense of self described by a few
participants:

"I can be reading a magazine and I get halfway through or nearly tv the end and I
can't rememher what it '.I' about, sv I've gal to read it all over again Same wilh a
film vr a prvgramme Oil the tell)'. "

"I can understand the individual sentences hUI whell it comes to laking in the whole
star)', )'OU don't know what Ihe hell's gving vn really... I /ike reading and I find if
very irritating. "

"People wvuld come up to me ill the street thai knew me and would tell me how they
knew me and I had nv rec:olleclivn ofthem al all ... very frightening. "

"It happellS all the time. It '.I' tin)' lillie things, which Oil their OWII don't really
maller, but it's this permallell/ sellse (>{something thai )'OU 've lost. "

"It's a vvid, I CO/I 'I descrihe it, and there '.I' also afeeling (>{somethingfimdamental
that I don't even knoll' what il is missing... jusllike an ill/rimic part (ifme that I
feel isn't there and it was vnce .... Part (if it feels like Ihere was a real death <if
something, something died during that time. "

Did ECT have any beneficial effects?

Nine people said that ECT had given them at least some temporary relieffrom
depression, or in one case from hearing voices, although all but two of these felt that
the costs had far outweighed the benetlts. Two other participants reported a

- 'paradoxical effect:

"I fell I'd reached the ahsolute rock hotlOm alld I couldn't go allY further.
Ever)'thing had been tried... l'erhaps I felt the ECTgave me permission to gel
beller. "

"In a velY bizarre son of way, hecause the Ireall/lIml and the ahuse was so terrible,
it made me come to m)' sellses. I 'I'e got to get my act IOgether, I've gvt to help
myself. "
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Two of the nine believed that ECT had "worked" by triggering a high mood. A man
with a diagnosis of manic-depression described how ECT had several times
precipitated a change from suicidal depression to elation:

"I fell fanlaslic ... Basically il pUIS you high, so you need the help then, that's wheu
you need Ihe help. Not, 'oren 'I you doing well, how are you feeling on a scale of
one 10 len, ' 'oh ahoul eight or uine, good I can gel ajoh', 'are you, oh famastic, go
out and do ilthen. ' Because yOIl 're sick, still sick."

A woman who also responded dramatically described it like this:

"I fell as Ihollgh I had become a completely different person ... I felt as if I hadjust
totally gone offmy head. I was totally dependelll on the ward and everything and
all ofa sudden llhink ECT had blasted me illlo this other reality. And some positil'/!
things did come out ofit hecallse I weill alit and I workedfor a year and I was
dischargedfrom hospital ... It was at a very high cost, ohviously. You feel you 'VI! got
10 adapt to this new person that you are ....For a year or two afterwards I felt very
mad... 1felt I'd lost the person I used 10 be .... Too happy, really, too sort ofsplit off
from the side that was there hefore I had Ee7; that all disappeared completely. "

Nine years later, this woman felt that she had still not entirely reclaimed her real self

Did you tell anyone how you felt about ECT?

Most participants had felt unable to tell psychiatrists or other professionals of the
strength of their feelings about ECT, for the same reasons that prevented them
refusing to have it in the first place. The few who tried to hint at their reluctance and
terror felt they had been met with little response:

U "Did you explain 10 anyone how traumatic it had heenfor you?"

"No, I didn't dare. They had complete control ol'er you, they cou/d lock you up. You
can't be angry wilh them. People who are, get a really had time."

"Once or twice I've heen ahle to say that llhink it's a waste oftime ... and they say
you've gOI IV complete the course now, you've got to go through 10 the end and iI's
best for you andyou're not inllny/it state 01 Ihe momem to know what you want.
It's like the power's taken awayfrom you all the time. "

"I can rememher asking him (the consultam) ahoutwhat happened ahout me
coming round ((rom the £('1) crying, and telling him I felt really frightened having
it. And he certainly didn't acknowledge the fact it was frightening. "

"I always said I wasn 'tfeeling any beller, but they started saying IOward~ the end
they thoughl I was feeling heller, and I discowred a/at laler that on my notes they
inVl!lI/ed Ihat the l~'( Thad heen a successful treatment, and there was no way I was
any hella ....A I the end of Ihe Irealmem I had a meeting with the consullam who
said he Ihoughl / WllS biolugically cured ofdepre.\"ion ... the implicalion was, I
sllppose, Ihal all Ihe ()/her Ihings were )IISI persona/things I'd gal to sari alit. "
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It is perhaps not surprising that the experience of ECT had left some participants
with a lasting distrust of mental health professionals and hospitals:

"When I was in hospilallasllime I was lerrijied Ihallhey were RoinR 10 give il /0

me again They promised Ihey \l'ouldn 'I, IJIII can III'I/sl Ihem, CWI I II'I/sl Ihem ~ I
was lerri[ied, I haled \I.'{Ilking across Ihe room where Ihey did il. "

"II was a use/ullesson really. II's Iwl semihle inlhis \l'orld 10 lell psychialrisls of
your, whol Ihey call 'delusional.\ystems', and in fact I never told them another
olle. "

(This woman was feeling suicidal amnnd the lime of the ill/erview, bUI had
deliberately not /Old her community psychiatric nurse. She had previously had EeT
IInder seclion ): "They've only gal to mell/ionthe word hospital to me and I freak
out ... when I go into hospital, I won 'tirusl nobody in there, becau.I·e my mind nll/s
away with me. Are they going to force me to have ECI7 ... I know the staffon the
ward. I've been there so many times, but each time I've been and come away, when
I have to go back aRain I try and build Ihat trust up all over again"

Many participants were very unhappy with other aspects of their psychiatric care,
such as the use of medication. However, a number of them made the point that there
is something qualitatively different about ECT: the idea of putting electricity through
someone's head carries powerful symbolic meanings which still apply no matter how
caringly the intervention is delivered. It can be experienced as a brutal assault on
your very self:

"I think to tie somebody up and zap them with eleclricity .... it goes had 10 the days
ofFrankenslein, doesn't il. "

"Well, ii'S an assault on your head, i.WI·t i/~ It's an a.uault (/n who you are, you are
in your head. And yel you 've gone /0 Ihem expeclinR Ihem /0 heal yon. "

"I would have Ihoughl anyone \l'ould he apprehe/lSive ahoul something like that,
especially when Iheyare messinR ahoul \l'ith yuur brain That '.1 the celltre ofyour
being, isn't it?"

"They make it all nice, Ihey're nice to you when you go ill/o Ihe room, they pamper
you a bit ... lalking /0 you vel)' per.wnahly (Iic) and allihey \1'(1/11 /0 du is joll you
with a thousond I'/lIIS ..... lt goes had /0 Ihe Jews, doesn'l ii, who well/ ill/a this
room and had a nice shower. ..

What other forms of help would have been more appropriate instead or ECT?

Nearly all participants were convinced. looking back. that ECT and all its
disadvantages could have been avoided had the right kind of counselling and support
been available instead:

"1111'0.1 so ohl'ious thai one ofthe Ihings I needed help wilh was grievingfor this
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friend. I needed 10 he gh'en some way ofkllowing .Ihal I helollgl!d 10 Ihl! humall
ract!. "

"Youusl!d 10 say II'hai youlhoughl your Iroubles lI'as, alld she was nice, ihis doclor
I had, and she would lalk back and I!xplain I!verylhing 10 me ... If I could have
carried on wilh her, on i alillm, I would never haw had I~Cl: "

"There was one IIIII'se who was aClually a lrained cOllI/sdlor and ah(JIII Ihrel! or
fOllr years ago I was quill! ill and Ihal! wal! Ihings I wam'l disclosing 10 anybody,
1101 even friends or whall!va, and whl!n I was in hospilall managed 10 lalk 10 her
and il all came oul, and Ihal was likl! a Sll!p forward. ..

"Allhough allhal parli<'/I/ar lime / was very very psychOlic, /needl!d 10 he allowed
10 be mad, hUI be somewhae wilh human decency and /101 hI! so rl!.l'/ricled... /
lIeeded someonl! 10 lalk 10 morl! Ihan anylhing. "

"Soml!body silling down wilh ml! in a room on your own, lalking 10 yOIl whl!lI you
needed iJ ... There werl! so many people on Ihl! ward and only Ihrel! nllrses, so you
didn 'I gel a 101 ofaI/eli/ion. "

Ten of the twenty participants had ultimately been able to take up a variety of
occupations including student, caretaker, and voluntary or paid worker in the mental
health field. Two of the ten felt that they had recovered largely by their own efforts.·
The other eight had finally found the help they needed through a mixture of
counselling/therapy, self-help groups and support from other service users:

"I 'VI! hadprivall! Iherapy 011 and (Ifffor ahoul four orjiVI! years which I payfor, so
Ihal 's hl!/ped a 101. "

"Iullimaldy found Ihe allSwer al a lranquillisa wilhdrawal group. I 1I'0rkfor Ihl!m
and we all hdp and encourage each olhl!r, suppor/I!ach olha and ii's brilliall/.
Alidyou haw 10 build hack your self-l!sll!em, your self-lI'orlh, il doesll 'I )usl
happeJ1....alld il's fanlaslic. "

"I had so much inspiralhm from mher people who were fUr/her 0/1 (al a suppor/
group), and1 really)usl gOI illl'olved alld slarled hdpillg oul Ihere alld bl!comillg a
hil more empowered... I )USI knew Ihal's whall wallied 10 do, Iry and hdp olha
people illihe way Ihallhal helped mI!. "

A common theme in this group was how anger at their treatment had turned their
earlier compliance and conformity into assertiveness and a determination never to let
others take control over them again:

"lJ's really sianilll{ /() come Ihrough noll' ... allgry al Ihe way you've heen Irl!aled by

"lllaughl me a les.Vlm ... always /() qUl!slion. lIewr ever hdievl! profe.uiollals, IIl!va
assuml! hecause Ihe doclOr is a prcifessiollallhal he kllows bel/I!r Ihall I do ahoul my
pain. I'm dreadful ill a doc/or '.I' surgl!ry. I do hOlll!slly make .Wlrl! I gI!l my liml!, 1
lIeed 10 kllow whal \ goillg 011. Neva lellhem conlrol me again tikI! Ihl!y did. "'-

I
1_.
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people over Ihe years, doormal, really plllllpOIl. I'm really .,·Iartillg 10 realise ho",
badly al limes I've beell Irealed alld 110'" I'm challgillX IhCII alld pllllillg my/oOl
dowlI and speaking 0111 aholll Ihillgs I 'm nol very poplllar, hilI Ihal 's 100 had"

"I)IISI fed ... wIY angry, and hasically I kno", my righls so milch 1I0W, I'm ill
charge. "

But most people still·had unresolved feelings about ECT, in some cases many years
later:

"Ceriaillly ifI do lalk or read abolll ECT il does bring back allihese horrible
memories of Ihe aCllmllrealmenl. I always gellhe same symploms, headaches,
nallsea and Ihings. "(23 years on.)

"I had ahsollliely lerrifyillg IlIcid dreams. I cOllldll '1I!Xplaillia yOIl how lerrifyillg
Iheyare, il'S)IISI beyolld word,. I slarled Idlillg Ihis Iherapisl abollilhem 10 Iryalld
make sense (of Ihem) alld I always described this feelillg as if I was having
electricity ... Terrible .l'l!lIsaliolls,jeelillg like I wrojllst abollllO die; alld very, very
Illcid dreams, not like ordillOl)' Olles, where I wam 'I sllre ifI was awake or asleep. "

"This is olle of Ihe problems, whelll feel I 'm biller lo",ards Ihis pel'Son, perhaps I 'm
1I0t all Jeslls 's side ...perhaps he ha.m 'I accepled lIIe becallse I hold Ihis grudge." (A
man wilh slrong religiolls belief\' who was angry wilh Ihe IIl1rse who had pili
pressllre on him 10 have Eel:;

"I do feel veT)' allgry, and somelimes 1)11051 have 10 SlOP myselfdwellillg on il
becallse ifI dol )IISI get very angry. It's difficlllllO know whal 10 do ",ith thai
Gnger. "

What are your overall views about ECT?

All the participants except one were very clear that they themselves would refuse
ECT if they were ever offered it again. The exception was a man who said that he
would consent as a "very, very last resort" if he ever became ill again.

One person thought that there was a place for ECT for some people, and thirteen
others thought that people should be able to make their own informed decision on
the matter. This was a conclusion generally put forward with some reluctance, with
two participants adding that in their personal opinion it should be banned. The six
remaining participants had no hesitation in calling for a universal ban even if some
individuals wanted to have it.

"Ilhillk ii's lip 10 Ihe illdividllal really. I wOllldll'1 /ll/lch ill!ver, even if I was really
i 11 ... 1 Ihillk ifpeople gave YOllf1l1l i'!formalion, a 101 '?(people wOllldn 'I hm'e it." .

"Pers'OlIally Ithillk Ihae shollld he a ban, bllllllllilihal happells I Slippose if IIsers
feel it mighl benefit Ihelll, Ihen gu ahead, bill I'd like 10 see in Ihe lIerl jew years a
101a1 han worldwide. "

03/06/99 03:55:~'
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"II is nol jllslifiable 10 give people somelhing Ihol harms Iheir broim and gives Ihem
an epileplic fil on Ihe NHS, II'sjllSI nol, in my view, WI elhicalWllY 10 proceed"

Most participants expressed their overall views on ECT in strong terms. They saw it
as a blunt instrument that produced brain damage without dealing with the person's
real problems:

"II's like heing hil on Ihe head by a hammer, Ihol's Ihe way I wOllld descrihe
il ... How do I know Ihey're gelling Ihe righl area and don 'I kill cells in a differenl
area? It '.I' a crllde 1001. "

"Well, il deadensyollr brain, doesn 'I il? ThaI's whal il does."

"They didn 'I have Ihe lime and Ihey didn 'I have Ihe slqfjand so I Ihink ECT isjllsl
a qllick.way, a lfllickjob, less expensive."

"11 's short-IeI'm relief. .. obviollsly IImiiYOllfind a sollllionlo Ihe problem il'sjllSI
going 10 recllr andyOIl 're going 10 keep on having ECT. "

"Ilhink il is barbaric giving il 10 people on Ihe scale Ihal il is. And I've never
aClllally mel anyone who said il had done Ihem any good, so .. .! don 'I know where
Ihis eighl aliI oflen figllre comesfrom. " (The proporlion ofpeople benefiling from
ECT, according /0 Ihis man's col/.",llam.)

"Qllile barbaric, really, barbaric 10 pilI eleclric shocks Ihf'OlIgh people's headv. "

"Ilhink il works hy callsing hrain damage ... 11 knocks ollllhe memory....\·o being
IInable /0 remember Ihe IInpleasam feelings, YOll are less able 10 feel depressed"

"When YOlllhink Ihal shock Irealmenl is aform of lorlllre, Ihen yOIl mn see Ihe
relalionship ... 11 's wry eXlreme and iI's abllsive. Well, iI's nOI a Irealmenl really, is
iI, iI's jllsl a violalion ofa person's body. "

"To be·lrealedphysicallyfor sOlllelhing Ihal isn'l a physical complainl .. .! do objecl
10 Ihal for emolional, psychic, spirilllal pf'Oblems. "

, .

"II is inhuman and inhllmane. "

DISCUSSION

Since this study specifically targeted those with a negative experience of ECT, the
results cannot be taken as representative of all ECT recipients. However, the study
does confirm that for a certain proportion of patients, ECT is a deeply and lastingly
traumatic experience. Few participants doubted the good intentions of the
professionals; as one of them put it, " I don't think the psychiatric system is made up
of bad people wanting to harm people." Unfortunately, the fact that professionals
genuinely believe that they are acting in the patient's best interests by prescribing
ECT does not guarantee that the patient will experience the intervention as
beneficial. This investigation provides ample evidence that organic therapies do carry
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meanings, and that these meanings, filtered through the individual's own
background/context and interpretations. influence how such therapies are
experienced. Having said this, we must be careful not to discount the possibility that
some of their concerns also have a factual basis; for example. that ECT does cause
definite cognitive impairment. and that anxiety about brain damage is not just a
psychological phenomenon but an understandable response to a real danger.

Although participants represented a wide range of treatment circumstances, the
themes that emerged from their accounts were remarkably similar. There are a
number of areas of particular concern to mental health professionals. Firstly, there is
the fact that ECT may be undermining therapeutic work in ways that professionals
are unaware of. One woman appreciated her psychiatrist's sensitive attempts to build
a relationship with her, but lost all trust in him when he subsequently prescribed
ECT. Another was encouraged to direct her anger outwards, while simultaneously
being forced to undergo a treatment that increased her anger and self-blame to the
point of self-harm.

Secondly, ECT may actually exacerbate existing psychological problems. Some
participants who already believed themselves to be bad, saw ECT as confirming this.
Several woman who saw unassertiveness as having been part of their problems,
received the message that they must comply and keep quiet. A man whose religious
beliefs had caused him great conflict was deeply worried about his unresolved anger
about ECT. In addition, ECT seemed to feed into two women's delusional beliefs;
one was convinced that she was being killed. while another thought that "weird
experiments" were being carried out on her. Feelings of shame, failure. badness.
unworthin~ss, self-punishment and helplessness are common features of depression.
and insofar as ECT reinforces·them. it will obviously be unhelpful. Perhaps most
worrying were the cases of the two women survivors of sexual abuse who clearly
experienced ECT as a re-abuse. Given that an estimated 50% of women in
psychiatric hospitals have suffered sexual and/or physical abuse in childhood.
(Williams and Watson 1994), and also given that ECT is most commonly used on
women, this raises the disturbing possibility that a number of patients are, in effect,
being re-abused in the name of treatment. .

Thirdly, ECT may be leaving some people with a distrust of psychiatric services that
undermines any future attempts to form therapeutic relationships. They may be both
unhelped_ perhaps even in a worse state_ and at the same time harder to reach. .

It is important to appreciate how powerless and vulnerable psychiatric patients
perceive themselves to be in relation to the protessionals. The apparent willingness
to consent to ECT remarked upon by other researchers may merely be a case of
desperation and compliance temporarily overcoming terror and reluctance. Similarly,
what seems like a successful outcome may simply be conformity and a fear of
confiding one's true feelings to professionals.

Powerlessness. control and conformity were themes that constantly recurred in the
participants' responses. They came for help feeling confused. helpless and desperate.
The help they were oftered was experienced as a further loss of power and control
which left them even less able to protest and assert themselves than before. None of
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them had felt able to convey the strength of their feelings about ECT to mental
health professionals, implying a possible hidden pool of distress that is unlikely to be
picked up by hospital-based surveys; hence, perhaps, the disparity in reported rates
of psychological trauma after ECT.

The most optimistic outcomes were for those who were ultimately able to direct
their anger outwards, reverse their previous pattern of compliance and take control
of their lives again.' That they were able to do this despite rather than because of
their treatment, and mainly with help ITom outside the psychiatric services, is a
matter for profound concern.

What lessons can be learned about the use of ECT from this survey?

Standards for the administration of ECT are still very variable, as the most recent
audit (Duffett and Lelliott, 1998) indicates. The participants in this study particularly
objected to lack of discussion beforehand, seeing trolleys and equipment as they
waited, overhearing people being given ECT, and distant or offhand staff attitudes.
All this could be remedied relatively easily, in line with measures already suggested
by other researchers, but at the risk of being seen as hypocrisy or window-dressing;
it is the central fact of having electricity passed through your head that was so
unacceptable to these participants. Not only did this carry powerful symbolic
meanings, it was also seen as irrelevant and damaging. The superficial adoption of
psychiatric terminology ("manic-depression", "psychotic" and so on) disguises the
fact that participants believed they had broken down for reasons which a physical
intervention obviously could not address. This mismatch of models, with the
professionals offering biomedical explanations and treatments while the patients tend
to prefer psychosocial ones, has been noted by other researchers (Rogers, Pilgrim
and Lacey, 1993.)

Also problematic is the call for fuller information on both positive and negative
effects. The issue of what counts as accurate information about ECT is still
controversial, although these participants are in line with some critics in believing
that it can cause long-term brain damage. (Breggin, 1991; Frank, 1990.) Whether or
not they were correct in reponing that no one had discussed ECT adequately with
them, it seems clear that they would consider many currents factsheets (for example
that prqduced by the Royal College of Psychiatrists 1997) a highly misleading
portrayal of possible cognitive and psychological consequences..

Whatever the true figures about adverse reactions to ECT, professionals obviously
-need to be very alert to the expression of fear or distress and to take such feelings

very seriously, since such patients are likely to find ECT not only unhelpful, but
actually damaging. It should be emphasised that consent can be withdrawn at any
time, even after signing the form. The most constructive overall response may be to
heed the call for much more access to counselling and general emotional support as
an alternative to ECT. This is consistent with other recent surveys of service user
views on treatment, 'for example those by MIND (1993), and the Mental Health
Foundation (1997).

For some, the present findings will raise the question of whether there is a place for
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ECT at all. Ifup to a third of people will suffer a serious adverse psychological
reaction to ECT, and if there is no way of identifying these·individuals in advance.
the ratio of costs to benefits may begin to seem unacceptably high. As always, more
research is needed. However, this should not be an excuse for complacency about
the experiences of those for whom the description of ECT as "a helpful treatment

. and not particularly frightening" is profoundly untrue.
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ABSTRACT

An 18-item self-rating test of memory functions was administered to two patient
groups: seven patients with amnesia resulting from KorsakolT's syndrome and six
other amnesic pallents. I hese results were compared to results obtained

- previously for depressed psychiatric inpatients (n= 19) and depressed inpatients
prescribed electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) (n=35). The latter group was tested
both before and I week after compI;!jpit of the course of ECT. One pattern of
memory self-ratings was reported by the two groups of depressed patients. These
two groups reponed an approximately equivalent level of impairment across all
test items. A different pattern of memory self-ratings was reported by the two
groups of amnesic patients and by the group tested after ECT. These patients
reported considerably more impairment on some items than others, such that
performance was not equivalent across test items. Finally, the patients with
KorsakolT's syndrome underestimated their memory problems, reponing a less

- severe impairment than the other a'mnesic patients. The results show that the
memory problems experienced in depression and in amnesia are distinguishable
with self-assessment techniques. In addition, the similarity between memory self
ratings reported by patients after ECT and by amnesic patients supports the idea
that memo c laints after ECT reflect rimaril the ex erience of amnesia.
Self-rallng forms like t e one escn e ere may have useful applicallon to many
diagnostic groups where questions arise about the nature of reported memory
problems'.

Memory dysfunction is a common symptom of psychiatric and neurological
illness, often occurring in the context of broader cogmtive impairment. The
symptoms of memory impairment can differ depending on the precipitating

• This research was supported by the Medical Research Service of the Veterans
Adminislration, by NIMH Grant MH24600, and by Ihe Office of Naval Research. We
thank Paul Clopton for slatistical advice. Author's address for reprints: Dr. Larry R.
Squire. Department of Psychiatry (116) Veterans Administration Hospital. 3350 La
Jolla Village Drive, San Diego, CA 92161 USA.
Accepled for Publication October 5, 1987.
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condition, e.g., whether memory impairment is caused by depression, dementia,
or amnesia (Butters, 1984; Squire, 1986). Specialized neuropsychological tests
have been successful to some extent in identifying different patterns of memory
impairment and distinguishing among them (Cronholm & Ottosson, 1961;
Sternberg & Jarvik, 1976; Weingartner, Grafman, Boutelle, Kaye, & Martin,
1983). For example, tests can distinguish the memory impairment exhibited
prior to a course of bilateral electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), when patients are
depressed, from the impairment exhibited shortly after ECT when patients are
amnesic (Cronholm & Ottosson, 1961).

Assuming that patients themselves experience these two conditions diffe
rently, it should be possible to develop a self-rating instrument that discrimina
tes between them, i.e., a test that separates the memory compJai.!!!L.of
depression from the memory complaints associated with--;;;;"nesia. Such a test
might then be useful in evaluating other examples of memory complaints, such
as those associated with head injury, pseudodementia, or normal aging.

Recently, we constructed an 18-item self-rating instrument that yielded a
different response profile before and I week after a prescribed course of bilateral
ECT (Squire, Wetzel, & Slater, 1979). Because the before-ECT response pattern
was also found in a group of depressed psychiatric inpatients not prescribed ..
ECT (Squire & Slater, 1983), this response pattern is probably typical of
depressed patients and not limited to those particular patients who are about to
receive ECT. Less is known about the after-ECT response profile. It could
rellect some combination of the amnesia associated with ECT together with
psychiatric illness. Alternatively, it could reflect primarily amnesia. To address
this question, it would· be useful to administer the self-rating form to
neurological patients with amnesia.

Neuropsychological testing suggests that the amnesia following ECT res.tCTf.l:.
bles the amnesia associated with neurologic injury. or disease (Squire &
Shimamura, (986). However, amnesIc patients have s"e1dom been studied with
self-assessment techniques. In two studies, low correlations were reported for
memory-impaired or elderly subjects between self-assessments of memory
function and performance on memory tests (Sunderland, Harris, & Baddeley,
1983; Zelinski, Gilewski, & Thompson, 1980). Yet some amnesic patients have
considerable insight into their condition (Kaushall, Zetin, & Squire, 1981;
Shimamura & Squire, 1986).

The present study compared th~_memory self-ratings obtained previously
from psychiatric patients (Squire et aI., 1979; Squire & Slater, 1983) to the
memory self-ratings reported by two new groups: six amnesic patients who had
had either an anoxic or ischemic episode (n==5) or a penetrating brain injury
(patient N.A.); and seven patients who were amnesic as the result of alcoholic
Korsakofrs syndrome. Patients with anoxic-ischemic amnesia and patient
N.A., but not patients with Korsakofrs syndrome, have good metamemory
skills, e.g., they are accurate at predicting their own performance on memory
tests (Shimamura & Squire, 1986). It was therefore expected that the first group
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of amnesic patients should be able to make more accurate self-ratings than the
palients with Korsakofrs syndrome.

METHODS

Subjects
Patients prescribedbilateralECT(n = 35). All were inpatients at one of five hospitals in

San Diego County (Squire el aI., 1979), where they were prescribed ECT for relief of
depressive illness. Patients with neurological disorder, schizophrenia, or depression
secondary to alcoholism or drug-abuse were excluded from the study. Twenty-one of the

..--J.i.Patients had not received ECT before, and none had received ECT during the past
year. Twelve ofthe 14 patients who had previously received ECThad received one course
of ECT from Ito 16years previously (mean = 8 years). The remaining two had received
eilher two or three courses of ECT during the same period. Treatment was administered
three times each week on alternate days following medication with atropine, methohexi
lal sodium, and succinylcholine. Electrode placement was bitemporal. Thirty patients
received their treatments with a Medcraft machine (sine wave, 130-l70Y for 0.6-1 sec.).
The remaining five patients received their treatments with a Reiter- Cedak Model SOS, a
machine which delivers a series of unidirectional brief pulses. The patients' psychiatrists
made all decisions concerning the number of treatments, which averaged 11.1 for this
group (range = 5-21 treatmenls). Table I presents additional information.

Depressed patients (n = 19). All were inpatients at one of the hospitals where ECT
patients were tested (Squire & Slater, 1983).

Patients with Karsakoffs syndrome (n=7). Extensive neuropsychological data for six of
these seven patien(s and for alcoholic control subjects have been reported (Squire &
Shimamura, 1986). The full-scale WAIS IQ score for Ihe seven patients averaged 103.4
(range 91-114), and their average Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS) score was 81.3 (range
69-93). In normal subjects, Ihe WMS score is roughly equal to WAIS IQ. For the
patients, immediate and delayed recall (12 min) ofa short prose passage averaged 4.3 and
osegments, respectively (21 segments total). Copy and delayed recall (12 min) scores for
Ihe Rey-Oslerrieth figure averaged 26.3 and 2.7, respectively (36 segments total). Paired
associate learning of 10 unrelated noun-noun pairs on three successive trials averaged
0.4,0.2, and 1.3. Free recall of 15 words averaged 3.0, 3.9, 4.4, 4.1; and 4.6 on five
successive study/test trials (Rey Auditory Yerbal Learning Test). For yes/no recognition
of 15 old words and 15 new words, the average score on five successive study/test trials
was 20.2, 24.4, 24.1, 25.5, and 26.4. The Dementia Rating Scale Score averaged 129.4
points out of a possible 144 points (Mallis, 1976). Most 01 the points were lost on the
memory subportion and the initiation-pcrseveration subportion of the test (7.0 points on
memory and 4.4 points on initiation-perseveration). Independent neurological examina
tion and neuropsychological screening indicated that memory impairment was the only
notable deficit ofhi,gher cortical functions. All patients could draw a cube and a house in
perspective, and none had aphasia or apraxia.

Six additional amnesic patients. Extensive neuropsychological data have been reported
for four of these six patients and for control subjects (Squire & Shimamura, 1986).
Palienl A.B. became amnesic in 1983 following a cardiac arrest with unconsciousness; r
patient. G.D. became amnesic in 1983 following a hypotensive episode that occurred {I
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epidsode that occurred during a seizure; patients W.H. and M.G. became amnesic in
1986 following an ischemic event. The sixth patient was N.A., who has been severely
amnesic for verbal material since 1960 when he sustained a stab wound to the brain wilh
a miniature fencing foil (Kaushall et aI., 1981; Teuber, Milner, & Vaughan, 1968). As a
group, Ihese six patients obtained a full scale WAIS score of 120.5 (range 104-129) and a
WMS score of 93.7 (range 81-105). Immediate and delayed recall (12 min) of a short
passage averaged 6.0 and 0 segments, respectively. Five of the patients, excepting N.A.,
averaged 28.8 and 4.4 for copy and delayed recall (12 min) oftlie Rey-Osterrieth figure.
N.A., whose memory impairmenl is primarily for verbal material, scored 33 for his copy
and 17 after a 12-min delay. For all six patients, paired-associate learning of 10 unrelated
noun-noun pairs on three successive trials averaged 5.5, 6.5, 6.7, 6.8, and 6.3 on five
successive study/lest trials. For yes-no recognition of 15 old words and 15 new words,
the average score on five successive study/test trials was 24.0, 25.1, 26.2, 26.5, and 27.8.
The Dementia Rating Scale Score averaged 136.2 points out of 144. Most of the points
were lost on the memory subportian of the lest (5.5 out of 7.8 points). Memory
impairment was the only detectable deficit of higher functions. All six palients could
draw a cube and a house in perspective, and none had aphasia or apraxia.

Test and Procedures
Subjects responded to 18 items that asked them to rate their memory ability in several
ways (Table 2). Ratings were made on a 9-point scale from -4 through 0 to +4. Each ilem
asked subjects to judge their memory now, compared to an earlier indicated time period.
Depressed patients, patients tested prior to bilateral ECT, and patients tested I week "
afler bilateral ECT were asked to nite each item by comparing their current ability level .:
to "before I began to feel bad and went to the hospital" . The 13 amnesic patienls were
asked to compare their currenl ability level to "before my memory problems began". ~

Table 1

Demographic Data for Patient Groups

Groups ECT Depressed Korsakoff Anoxic-
Ischemic

Case NA

13

48

6 5 4
13 2 1

44.4 55.4 53.8
12.6 9.9 7.2
23-62 43-70 46-64

12.5 11.4 15.6
1.6 1.62 3.3

9-16 9-14 13-21

8
27

41.3
11.2
25-64

Age (years
Mean
SO
Range

Education (years)
Mean 12.7
SD 2.1
Range 9-18

Sex
Male
Female

SD = Standard deviation.
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Because of Ihe relatively small number of amnesic palients, each patient was given the
self-ratin~ scale on two different occasions separated by an average interval of70 days.
The Score for each patient was the average score obtained on each ilem. One·Qfth;;
amnesic patients, W.H., was available for only one testing occasion.

RESULTS

Figure 1 (lOp) shows the results obtained with the self-rating scale before ECT
and 1 week after ECT (n==35). To display the data, the test items (1 through 18)
were ordered according to the self-ratings obtained after ECT. Thus item I (to
the far left in Figure 1) yielded the lowest score and item 18 yielded the highest

Table2.

Self-Rating Scale of Memory Functions'

I My ability to search through my mind and recall names I know are there is II
2 I think my relatives and acquaintances now judge my memory to be I
3 My ability to hold in my memory things that 1have learned is 8
4 My ability to recall things when I really try is 4
5 The tendency for a past memory to be 'on the tip of my tongue,' but not 13.5

available to me is .
6 My ability to remember the names and faces of people I meet is 5
7 My ability to know when the things I am paying allention to are going to stick 2.5

in my memory is
8 My ability to remember things that have happened more than a year ago is 12
9 My ability now to remember what I read and what I watch on television is 6.5

10 My ability to make sense out of what people explain to me is 17.5
11 My ability to remember what 1was doing after I have taken my mind off it for 2.5

a few minutes is
12 My ability to pay allention to what goes on around me is 10
.'3 If I were asked about it a month from now. my ability to remember facts about 6.5

this form I am filling out would be
14 My ability to recall things that happened a long time ago is 17.5
15 My ability to reach back in my memory and recall what happened a few 9

mjnutes ago is
16 My ability to follow what people are saying is 13.5
17 My general alertness to things happening around me is 15
18 My ability to recall things that happened during my childhood is 16

• For each item subjects were asked to judge their ability as it seemed now compared to
at. earlier, specified time period. Subjects used a 9-point scale. ranging from -4 (worse
than ever before). through 0 (same as before). to +4 (beller than ever before). The items
are ordered according to the score obtained I week after ECT. Item I produced the
lowest score (mean =-2.5). and item 18 the highest score (mean = -0.6). Items 5 and 6,
and items 17 and 18 were tied. The column of numbers to the right shows how the items
would have appeared if the ordering had been done according to the responses of Ihe 6
non-Korsakoff amnesic patients.
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Figure I (top). Self-ratings of memory functions before and I week after bilateral ECT,.
as assessed by an 18-item test. (Bottom). The same data are represented as best
litting lines across the scores for all 18 test ilems. The order of the items, from
left to right. is shown in Table 2.

score. Next, best fitting lines were constructed through each set of self-ratings
(Figure I, bottom). The slopes and the-95% confidence limits for the slopes were
as follows: before-ECT, slope = .033 ± .03; after-ECT, slope = .100 + .01. An
analysis of variance with tests for linear trends showed that memory complaints
were greater overall after ECT than before ECT (/'ll ,34] =4.3,p < .05) and that
the linear trends were different (11 1,578] = 22.5, p < .001). Thus, after ECT
memory impairment was experienced as both more severe and qualitatively
different than before ECT. - --_...

.- Figure 2 shows the results for dep~.~oLPJ!tients, amnesic patients with
Korsakoff's syndrome, and other amnesic (non-Korsakoff) patients. To permit
comparison with the data for ECT palients, lhese data have been displayed just
as in Figure I, i.e., lhe order of the ilems is lhe same in the two ligures. The lap
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Figure 2 (top). Self-ratings of memory functions on an 18-item test, as reported by
depressed patients (DEP), amnesic patients with Korsakoff's syndrome
(AMN-KORS), and a group of non-Korsakoff amnesic patients (AMN).
(Bottom). The same data are represented as best-fitting lines across the scores
for all 18 test items. The order of the items, from left to right, is shown in
Table 2.

- _portion of Figure 2 shows the average scores for each item, as reported by the
three groups. The lower portion of Figure 2 shows best fitting lines through each
set of self-ratings_ The slopes and 95% confidence limits for the slopes were as
follows: depressed patients, slope:= .010 ± .03; Korsakoff patients, slope:= .060
+ .02; amnesic (non-Korsakofl) patients, slope := .090 ± .08. These data can be
summarized by stating that the pattern of memory pr~bleJ.ll...s reported by the
depressed atients resembled those obtained before ECTand that the pattern of
memory problems reporte y the amnesic patlen s resem -led those obtained
after ECT. The patients with Korsakofrs syndrome, however, reported less
severe memory impairmentlhan did the other amnesic p-a!i~nts.
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Separate comparisons between groups revealed no diITerence between
depressed patients and before-ECT patients (for the between-groups compa
rison, which assessed the overall severity of memory complaint, f{ 1.52 < 1.0, P
> 0.11; for the comparison of linear trends, which assessed the pattern' of
memory complaint, f{1, 884] =1 2.2, P > .1). Similarly, the scores of t-he two
amnesic groups resembled the scores of the after-ECT group (for the between
groups comparison of KorsakoIT patients and after-ECT patients, f{1, 40] =
1.51, p > 0.1; for the between-groups comparison of non-KorsakoIT amnesic
patients and after-ECT patients, f{1,139] = .18, p > 0.1; for comparison of
linear trends, both Fs < 2.4, ps > 0.1).

In contrast, the two groups of amnesic patients diITered from both the before
ECT patients from the depressed patients not prescribed ECT, especially with
respect to the pattern, i.e., the slope, of the self-ratings. First, the depressed
patients diITered from the non-KorsakoIT amnesic patients (for the between
groups comparison, .f{1, 23] = 5.7,p < .05; for the comparison on linear trends,
.f{1, 391] = 11.6, P < .001). The depressed patients also diITered from the
KorsakoIT patients in terms of the slope of the self-ratings (for comparison of
linear trends, (f{ I, 408] = 5.1, p < .05). Second, the scores of patients tested
before ECT diITered from those of the non-KorsakoIT amnesic patients (for
comparison of linear trends, .f{ I, 663] = 5.5, p < .05; the between-groups
comparison was short of significance, .f{1, 39] = 2.5, P = .12). Similar
comparisons between the before-ECT patients and the KorsakoIT patients were
not significant (Fs < lA, ps > 0.1).

The patients with KorsakoIT's syndrome tended to report less severe memory
impairment than the other six amnesic patients (.f{I, II] = 4.1, P < .07).
Nevertheless, the pattern of complaints reported by these two groups was
similar (.f{ I, 187] = 1.6, p > 0.1).

We considered that the pattern of memory complaints observed, i.e., the
slope of the best-fitting line through the ordered scores from the 18 test· items,
might vary considerably depending on the method used to order the test item
scores. This possibility seems unlikely for several reasons. First, the pattern of
memory complaints observed before and after ECT did not change noticeably
when the items were ordered according to the score obtained after ECT· (as in
Figure I, this study) instead of according to the magnitude of the before ECT
after ECT diITerence score, as was done in a previous study (see Figure I, Squire
et a!., 1979).

Second, the 18 items were also ordered according to how the non-KorsakoIT
amnesic patients responded (see right-most column in Table 2). Although there
were some diITerences, this item order was rather similar to the order that
resulted when the items were ranked according to the after-ECT scores (r =.51,
p < .05). Moreover, when the results for all groups were compared using this
new item order as a basis for constructing response profiles and best-fitting
lines, the findings were similar to those just described. That is, depressed
patients and before-ECT patients reported similar memory self-ratings (for
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linear trends, ps > 0.1). In addition, the self-ratings reported by these two
groups differed from those reported by the two amnesic groups (for four
comparisons of linear trends, all ps <.05, except Korsakoff patients vs. before
ECT patients).

To determine the reliability of the self-rating responses made by the amnesic
patients, we calculated the correlation between their responses on the two
separate test occasions. Specifically, average group scores for each item were
used to determine the correlation between the two sets of 18 items. For the
amnesic (non-KorsakofI) pa tients, r = .80, p < .00 I; for the Korsakoff patients,
r = .37, P > 0.1. This finding shows that the non-Korsakoff amnesic patients
rated their memory consistently on both test occasions; however, the Korsakoff
patients were not able to rate their memory in a consistent fashion. These
~ts did rate the overall severity oj theIr memory impairment similarly on
the two occasions (FII, 6] =0.3,p >0.1); but the pattern of memory impairment
was rated differently (for comparison oflinear trends, FI I, 16] = 12.8, P< .00 I).
In constrast, the non-Korsakoffamnesic patients were consistent across the two
testing occasions, both with respect to the magnitude of their rated impairment
(FII, 4) =1.6,p > 0.1) and with respect to the pattern of the impairment (FI I, 68]
= .09,p > 0.1).

DISCUSSION

The amnesic patients reported an experience of memory dysfunction clearly
- different from that of depressed patients. It resembled instead the experie~ce

reported by psychiatTlc patients one week after a course of bilateral ECT.
Amnesia is easily detectable one week after ECT (Cronholm & Bloomquist,
1959, Squire, 1984; Weeks, Freeman, & Kendell, 1980). Accordingly, it seems
reasonable to suppose that the memory self-ratings obtained after ECT are
attributable primarily 10 amnesia rather than to some other factor or
combination of factors.

Amnesic patients with Korsakoff's syndrome reported a less severe memory
impairment than did the six other amnesic patients. Moreover, the self-ratings
of the patients with Korsakoff's syndrome did not contrast as sharply as those of
the other amnesic patients with the self-ratings reported by depressed patients.
These findings occurred despite the fact that, as assessed by quantitative tests of
memory function, the patients with Korsakoff's syndrome were as severely
impaired as the other amnesic patients (see Subjects section; alsosee Squire and·---_._---- - .
Shimamura, 1986). For example, the patients with Korsakoff's syndrome
recalled an average of 4.0 words out of 15 on each of five successive learning
trials, and they recognized an average of 24.1 out of 30 words across five
learning trials. The corresponding scores for the six (non-KorsakofI) amnesic
patients were 6.3 (recall) and 25.8 (recognition).

The patients with Korsakoff's syndrome did not reliably report their own
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memory abilities. However, despite the inconsistency in their responses across
two test sessions, these patients did underestimate the severity of their
impairment on both occasions. In contrast, other amnesic patients appeared
capable of accurate and consistent memory self-ratings. This difference between
amnesic groups has also been observed with other metamemory tests, given
recently to four of the six (non-KorsakofI) amnesic patients in the present study
and to six of the seven patients with Korsakoff's syndrome (Shimamura &
Squire, 1986). The patients with Korsakoff's syndrome were not able to predict
their performance on a subsequent memory test, but the other amnesic patients
made accurate predictions.

The difficulty that patients with Korsakofrs syndrome exhibit in reporting
their memory abilities is probably not due to diencephalic damage alone,
because patient N.A. had good metamemory in the previous study and also
reported his memory problems accurately in the present study. The findings for
patients with Korsakoff's syndrome may be due Lo the more widespread
neuropathology associated with this patient group, which includes the dience
phalic region as well as frontal neocortex (Shimamura, Jernigan, & Squire, in
press).

It is interesting to compare the items that elicited reports of memory
dysfunction in the memory-impaired groups with the items that did not elicit
reports of memory dysfuntion. The six items that elicited the lowest average
self-raling scores (and that reOected the most severe impairment) for the after
ECT group and the non-KorsakoIT amnesic group were items 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and II ~

(Table 2); the six items that elicited the highest self-rating scores for these two .~.,
patient groups were items 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, and 18. The former items asked
about Ihe ability to learn, relain, and recall, especially in the case of new
material; and also about the judgment of others. The latter items asked about
attention, concentration, immediate memory, and remote memory.lnteresting
Iy, these latter items, which were not endorsed by amnesic patients, were.
nevertheless endorsed hy depressed patients about as readily as the other item~
on the test (see,the before-ECT group in Figi:J're I and the depressed group in
Figure 2), It seems reasonable to suppose that the for~er items were asking
about experiences likely to be associated with amnesia. Note that amnesia most
severely affects new learning and memory for the recent past; whereas it
typically spares immediate memory functions (including the ability to attend
and concentrat;): and it typically spares memory for the dis'tant past. In
contrast, the latter items ask about experiences likely to be associated with
depression (e.g., impaired attention and concentration). Indeed, a sense of
impaired attention and concentration might lead to an experience of impaired
cognition, in general, and a tendency to endorse all items to a similar degree.

In summary, the findings show that self-rating instruments can distinguish
between depression and amnesia, and they can identify those amnesic patients
who underestimate their memory problems. This test might have useful
application to other populations, where questions arise about the nature of
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memory complaints or about the relationship between self-assessment and test

performance.
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Neuropsychology and ECT: Past
and Future Research Trends

Avraham Calev, D. Phil'

Abstract

Past research focused on characterizing the cognitive
deficits caused by ECT, understanding their causes, and
defining ways of ameliorating the deficits. Future
research l!:JCludes the following recommendations:

In characterizIng the dellc"s: more accurately defin
Ing the lime course to recovery; finding out whether
specific memory tasks and specific patients show long
lasling effects; and defining specific components of
memory and non-memory deficits (e.g., associative
memory, incidental everyday memory, Inanenlion).

In understanding the causes; determining whether
seizure activity in certain brain structures Is associated
with specific cognitive deficits; finding out in which
ways electric dose, electrode placement, seizure dura·
tlon, and seizure threshold Interact in causing the
deficits; evaluating the effects of mediating variables
such as blood pressure rise; and assessing the in·
fluenee of background variables such as age, sex. and
brsin abnormality.

In ameliorating the deficits: continuing the search for
effective medlcationj defining ways of reducing the
number 01 treatments (twice weekly ECT, caffeine or
thyroxine modified treatment); and manipulating dose
In relation to electrode placement.

Introduction

Research on the neuropsychology of electroconvulsive
therapy (ECT) evolves around three central issues. These
are describing the nature of the neuropsychological
adverse effects, understanding the etiology or these ef
fecls, and ameliorating them.

P:;ychopharmacology Bullelin 30(3):461-469,1994.
Keywords: electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). acute cogniiive deficit,
subacute amnesia. disorientation, memory enhancing medication.
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The Nature of the Neuropsychological Effects

It has been known for a long time that ECT adverse
ly affects memory and other cognitive functions (see
reviews by Abrams 1992; Calev ct al. 1993b; Fink 1979;
Price 1982; Sackeim 1992; Squire 1984, 1986). The main
findings are summarized below, and needs for further
research are stated.

Memory

Immediately after ECT, patients experience memory
deficits. These deficits increase as a function of the
number of treatments (Squire 1984, 1986), electric
stimulus dose (above threshold) (Sackeim et al. 1991),
and stimulus wavefonn [sine wave having more severe ef
fects than brief pulse (Weiner et al. 1986)]. Both
anterograde (post;ECT) and retrograde (pre-ECT)
memories are affected. Anterograde amnesia is
characterized by rapid forgetting of newly learned infor
mation. Retrograde amnesia is chara'cterized by a tem
poral gradient, that is, better memory for the distant
than the more recent past (mainly the last yearor two)
(Calev et al. 1993b; Squire 1984, 1986).lnformalion ac
quired in the days preceding ECT may be permanently
lost (Squire 1984, 1986). Right unilateral ECT spares ver
bal memory (Squire & Slater 1978). The memory delicits
gradually improve, and most studies agree that no deficit
is observable 3 to 6 months after ECT (Calev el al.
1993b). Years laler, patients who had many ECT
treatments during their lifetime do not appear to differ
from controls who had no ECT (Devanand et al. 1991).
ECT does not seem 10 appreciably affect procedural or
other implicit memories (Squire et al. 1984, 1985) or
semantic memory. except for retrieval (Calev et aI.
199Ib).

There are some questionable findings and specific
needs for further investigation:

1. The rate of recovery of these functions has not been
fully investigated. For example, with bilateral moderate
ly suprathreshold ECT, Calev and colleagues (199Ib)
found no rapid forgetting at the I-month followup. The
level of acquisition Oeaming) was still 101V and resembled
that observed during the pre-ECT depressive stalc. At
the 6-month followup, there was further recovery and
the level of acquisilion of new information was better
than that observed during pre-ECT depression. There
are some unknowns that require further research, First,
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rapid forgetting may be absent before the I-month
followup point, and the point of norm;.uzation still
needs to be defined. Second, from the beginning of the
second month onwards, encoding and 'acquisition of
new information is better than observed during the
depressive pre-ECT stage, and also than that observed I
month after ECT. It is important to define the point at
which this immediate memory performance normalizes.
However, it is difficult to define the control group for
people who had depression and recovered. The average
population seems to be a good reference group, although
pre-ECT depressive patients may differ from normals in
their premorbid functioning, given the recent
pathological brain findings on MRI (Coffey 1993).
Third, with different doses and different methods of
ECT administration [e.g., age dosing (Abrams 1992),
and high dose unilateral or bilateral ECT (Sackeim et al.
1993»). these time points may va.fY and further work is
needed for defining them.

2. There were some disturbing findings of persisting
memory deficit 6 months after ECT. Weiner and
associates (1986) and Weiner in this volume (1994) report
a selective autobiographical memory deficit at the
6-month followup. Similarly, Weeks and colleagues
(1980) reported that a subgroup of patients complained
they have some cognitive deficits years after treatment.
These were confirmed on tests, although lhis could have
been due to factors other than ECT. Such findings, in
particular the Weiner groups' results, need replication in
view of the importance of defining the time COllrse of
deficits and the importance of reassuring and informing
the public as to the possible long term effects of ECT.

3. The finding of permanent memory deficits for in
formation acquired days before and during the
hospitalization in which ECT was administered, needs
substantiation. For example, Calev and associates
(I 991 b) did not observe such a phenomenon. This might
have been due to differences in tools and methods of
study. A replication by other research groups and a bet
ter definition of the phenomenon is important, since this
is a worrying qualifier of the deficits.

4. The finding of a temporal gradient in retrogade
amnesia (i.e., better memory for the distant than the
more recent past), largely comes from Squire', research
group (e.g., Cohen & Squire 1981). Our data (Calev et al.
1989, 1991b) did not always confirm it. Squire's data in
dicate that it is most observable when using a multiple
choice recognition remote memory testing fannat rather
than a recall format. It is necessary to replicate these
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findings to determine why some tests reveal it and others
do not. Calev and co-workers (19910) and Daniel and
associates (1987) found a temporal gradient" in the
recovery oforientation items in the first hour after Ecr,
items learned closer to birth were recovered earlier.
However, in bOlh studies, this gradient could also be at
tributed to the degree of overle.arning of the informa
tion. For example, one's name is le.arned earlier but also
much better overlearned than the current year. The
degree ofoverle.arning or depth of encoding, rather than
the time of acquisition, may therefore be the cause of the
temporal gradient after ECT. The degree of overlearn
ing does not necessarily correlate with the time of
learning. Consequently, this may explain why the tem
poral gradient is not always observed after ECT. A study
controlling for overlearning and other confounding fac
tors, such as salience, is needed to defi'lle the nature of
the temporal gradient in retrograde amnesia after ECT.
Such a study could explain why certain pieces of infor
mation acquired days before ECT may be permanently
lost after ECT: Are they lost because of a low level of
overlearning or because of their time of acquisition?

5. There are findings showing that the memory deficit
after ECT may have additional undefined
characteristics. For example, Calev and colleagues
(1991b) found that tasks requiring a high level of
mnemonic organization (e.g., recall of unrelated paired
associates) show not only rapid forgetting after ECT but
also an immediate memory deficit (when compared wilh
the pre-ECT depressive state), whereas tasks that do not
require such organization show only rapid forgetting
when compared with pre-ECT baseline (e.g., recognition
of unrelated paired associates). This associative deficit
after ECT needs replication and further investigation in
order to better explain the nature of memory deficit
caused by ECT. One must clarify whether this finding
means, for example, that all effort-demanding tasks
(even non-memory tasks) are disturbed by ECT more
than simpler tasks. Another understudied area is
everyday-life incidental memory after ECT. How and to
what extent does ECT affect cognitive functioning in
everyday life.

Disorientation

The acute disorientation period after ECT varies with
the number of pasl treatments, specifically, with
moderately suprathreshold and low dose ECT disorien
tation decreases (Calev el al. 19910; Sackeim el al. 1986),
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TABLE 1. Early Subacute Period (7 to 72 Hours).

Molor Function: Taylor & Abrams 1985 No change"
Manual Dexterity

Nochange'

Results suggestive
thai verbal
Iruency" is ad
verselyaHeeted

Nochange'

Nochangeo

Enects 01 ECT

Calev el al. 1991b

lawson et al. 1990

Taylor & Abrams 1985 No change (on
a varielyof
language tasks"

Jones et al. 1988 One of 20 tasks
(word truency.
assessing re
trieval from
semantic memo
ory) aHected"

Taylor el al. 1985

Lerer et al.. in press Verbal fluency"
adversely
aHecled

Lawson el al. 1990 Perlormam:e lQ
drops nonsig
nificantly

McKenna & Pratt 1983 Improvement (on
Digit Symbol
Sublest 01 the
Wais)

Calev et al. 1991b No change"

Calev et al.. No change"
in preparalion

Taylor et al. 1985 No change'

Squire 1975

StUdy

" No change can be allribulcd 10 ECT.
,. Collev el al. 1993b suggesllhis may be a memc:ry rather lhan a language
problem.

Higher Cognitive Taylor el al. 1985 No change'
and Frontal
Function Taylor & Abrams 1965 No change"

Perceptual Taylor et aJ. 1985 No change"
and Visuo-
Spatial Fundion Taylor & Abrams 1965 No change'

Language

General
Intelligence

A".

I, 2, and 3 clarify this point. Table 1shows generally no
deficit 1 day after ECT (as compared with pre-ECT
baseline) when present-day stimulus strength is used.

Other Cognitive Tasks

Little altention has been paid to non-memory
cognitive effecls of ECT (Abrams 1992; Fink 1979; Price
1982). A recent review of the literature at the State
Univerisity of New York at Stony Brook revealed that
this is probably due to the fact that most non-memory
studies failed to find a deficit after ECT as compared
with the pre-ECT state. However, il would be a mistake
10 compare pre·ECT to post-ECT performance because
depression before ECT also causes such deficils. Tables
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whereas with earlier methods of ECT administration
employing stronger stimulation it increases (Daniel et al.
1987).

Acute disorientation also varies with stimulus
wavefonn [sine wave ECT causes larger effects (hours)
than brief pulse ECT (minutes) (Sackeim 1992)];
stimulus intensity above threshold (Sackeim et a!. 1986.
1991); seizure duration (Calev et al. J99Ia); electrode
placement [unilateral ECf causes shorter disorientation
than bilateral ECT (Sackeim 1992; Sackeim et al. 1993)];
and background variables such as age (Calev et a!.
1991a). Finally, acute disorientation varies with the
orientation of subject matter (orientation for person
recovering before orientation for placet and orientation
for time recovering last (see Daniel et a!. 1987). One
should note that most of these findings are rather new
and have been investigated in only a few studies. Further
substantiation of these findings is paramount.

Additionally, there are speculations as to whether
disorientation after ECf is an amnestic phenomenon or
is caused by other mechanisms such as difficulty in time
and space perception, in calculation, or in other
cognitive faculties that may be affected by ECT (Calev
et a!. 1993b; Daniel et al. 1987). It may be wise to study
the temporal gradient after ECT (as staled above) and
include an orientation component, while controlling for
salience and overlearning. This might help to determine
whether disorientation after ECT is an amnestic
phenomenon, along the same continuum as the tem~

paral gradient in retrograde amnesia, unlike disorienta
tion caused by factors such as spatial and temporal
dysfunction in some other conditions.

Except for post-ictal disorientation, patients show a
minor degree of disorientation between treatments
(Calev el al. 1991a; Danielet al. 1987), which always in
creases as a function of the number of treatments, and
reaches the proportions ofan organic brain syndrome in
some, mainly older, patients.
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Table 2 shows that this was not true when higher dose
sine wave stimulus was used in earlier studies. Table 3
shows that at the late subacute period (i.e., I week to 6
months after ECT), cognitive function generally im
proves and is better than that of both the pre-ECT
depressive state and the post-ECT state. This leads to the
conclusion that non-memory cognitive function is af
fected by ECT, and therefore, needs to be addressed in
future research. Patients should be informed of these ef
fects of ECT.

There also are some non-memory cognitive findings
of theoretical importance for neuropsychology as a
field. For example, Sackeim and colleagues (1983, (992)
have repeatedly shown left-sided neglect in attentional
cancellation tasks. This was observed with both
unilateral and bilateral ECT. Williams and associates
(1990) found the return of right ear advantage in dichotic
listening tasks, which they found to be disrupted during
pre-ECT depression. These findings suggest that depres
sion may to some extent be a right hemisphere disease
and that ECT acts to normalize the right hemisphere.
These findings are. however, preliminary, and substan
tiation in future research is imponant.

TABLE 3. Late Subacute Period (1 Week to 7
Months).
Area StUdy EffKts of ECT

General Small et a'- 1986 Improvement
Intelligence

Malloy et aL 1982 Improvemenl

Lawson et al. 1990 Improvement

Weeks et al. 1980 No change"

Language Weeks at al. 1960 No change"

Perceptual Malloy et al. 1982 No change (trend
Function tor improvemenl)"

Small at a!. 1966 Improvement

Williams al al. 1990 Improvemenl
(normalizing audi
tory discrimination
abnormality altrib
uted to depression)

O'Connor et al. 1984 Improvement (less
field dependence
relative to
depression)

I
I•,
i
I
•

~

The Mechanisms Causing
Cognilive Effects After ECT

TABLE 2. Early Subacute Period (7 to 72 Hours):
Early Studies.

The physiological effects of ECT that bring about
cognitive changes are not well understood. The idea that
the temporal location of the electrodes affects the hip
pocampus and other medial temporal brain locations
associated with memory (Squire 1984, 1986) has not

• No change can b~ a!t1tb'_lIed Ie ECT.
t

..
,
~

~
!

1
-I
I
1
I

I
I
I
I
j

No change (Cate
gory test)

No change'

Improvemenllrend

Improvement (in
menial shilts les1s
but not in
vigilance)

Improvement (i.e.,
normal per
formance)

Improvemenl

Improvementlrand

Weeks et al. 1980

Shellenberger
el al. 1981

Small et al. 1986

Small at al. 1986

Weeks e\ al. 1980

" No change can be allributed to Ecr.

been well examined. The idea that pronounced memory
effects occur because the hippocampus and other medial
temporal brain locations more easily seize during ECT
(Sackeim et al. 1991) has not been directly studied.
Research evidence supporting these hypotheses is impor
tanl. Multiple channel EEG and PET scanning during
ECT, when they are possible, may be helpful in
demonstrating the effects ofelectric stimuli in the brain.

l~ addition, the study of other factors related to the
causation of deficits is important. It is agreed that

Atlention and Malloy et 81. 1982
Frontal Function

Motor Function: Malloy el al. 1982
Manual Dexterity

Adverse eHect

No change'

Adverse eNect

No change'

Adverse effect

Adverse eHect

Ettects of eCT

Scanlon &Matlhas 1966

Spreche 1963

Kahn el al. 1960

Fink 1959

Fink 1961

McAndrew et a!. 1967

Sludy

Perceptual Tasks

Intelligence.
Perceptual &
MolorTasks

Molor Speed,
. Intelligence &

Memory

Language

Intelligence Tasks
Perceptual &
Executive
Function
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stimulus characteristics affect cognitive deficits after
ECf. However. seizure duration and stimulus intensity
rarely show correlation with the magnitude of the
cognitive adverse effects, such as disorientation (Calev
et al. 1991a, 1991b; Sackeim et al. 1987). Sackeim and co
workers (1991, 1993) presented evidence that it is the
amount of electrical energy above seizure threshold
(rather than energy or seizure duration) that is important
in causing cognitive deficit. They found that patients'
seizures have not substantially increased with bilateral
high dose ECT (2.5 times the threshold), relative to
moderately suprathreshold ECT (1.5 times the
threshold), but their cognitive adverse effects on
disorientation and memory did increase. Long seizures
caused by unilateral ECT (which presumably did not
generalize as much as bilateral seizures) produced lesser
adverse cognitive effects, suggesting that electrode place
ment and dose interact in producing adverse cognitive
effects.

Other factors may mediate cognitive adverse effects of
ECT. Some studies gave evidence showing that blood
pressure rise is associated with memory deficit. These
findings (Hamilton et al. 1979; Zervas et al. 1993a) sug
gest that the deficit could be reduced if antihypertensive
effects are achieved without interfering with other ef
fects of ECT. Thus, the use of medication such as
trimethaphan combined with ECT may prove impor
tant. These studies, however, are inconclusive in view of
other evidence showing no effect of blood pressure rise
on cognition (O'Donnell & Webb 1986; Taylor et al.
1985; Webb et al. 1990). Furtherresearch may be useful
in understanding the mechanism by which ECT affects
cognition.

Patient background characteristics also modify the
cognitive adverse effects ofECf. Age is fairly consistent
ly reported to be associated with the severity of post-ictal
disorientation (Calev et al. 1991a, Sackeim et al. 1987)
and there are recent findings suggesting thal it may also
be associated with memory dysfunction (Zervas et al.
1993b). Sex has sometimes been reported to affect
cognitive adverse effects (Sackeim el al. 1987) although
this finding was not always replicated (Calev el al.
199Ia). Psychosis and low intelligence are sometimes
found to adversely affect patients' deficits after ECT
(Calev et.1. 1991a), butlhese findings await replication.

In general, most ofthe reported effects of background
variables on cognition are preliminary and await replica
tions. A ncwly defined background variable that
also needs study is the degree of pre-existing brain
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abnormalities in pre-ECT depressed patients (Coffey
1993).

Attempts at Ameliorating
Cognitive Adverse Effects 01 ECT

A principal interest to patients and doctors is
minimizing the adverse cognitive effects ofECT. One at
tempted way of minimizing these effects was the use of
medication which was reported to improve memory.
Table 4 shows that this method was generally unsuc
cessful. Studies using ACTH, vasopressin, dexameth
asone, naloxone, cylidine-5-diphosphate choline,
ergoloid mesylates (a vasodialator), and nimodipine also
report unsuccessful results. Additionally, a recently
completed, large scale study (unpublished) showed
primaracetam to be ineffective.

Two reports of improving memory after ECT stand
out. Levine and colleagues (1987) reported a beneficial

TABLE 4_ Attempts to Improve Memory With
Medication After ECT.

Study . Oulcome Tt1lstment

Small el a1. 19n Failed ACTH4-10

D'Elia &Frederiksen 1980 Failed ACTH4-10

Ayuz~Gulierrez el al.
1982 Failed Cytidine-5·

diphosphate
Chorine

Lerer et al. 1983 Failed Vasopressin

Horne el al. 1984 Failed Dexamethasone

Ezzat et aJ. 1985 Succeeded Piracetam

Frederiksen el al. 1985 Failed ACTH4·10

Nasrallah et al. 1985, 1986 Failed Naloxone

Levine el al. 1987 Succeeded Physostigmine

Sachs et al. 1989 Failed Ergoloid
mesylales

Manes el al. 1990 Failed Vasopressin

Cohen & Swartz 1991 Failed Nimodipine

Slern et a!. 1991 Succeeded' TRH (T3)

Unpublished 1993 Failed Primaracelam

Cale\! et af. 1993a Succeeded' Caffeine

• Success could be due 10 fewer Irealmonls.
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effect of physostigmine and Ezzat and co-workers (1985)
reported a beneficial effect of piracetam. These two find
ings require replication in a rigorous way in view of the
negative results with similar drugs. The search for prom
ising nootropic medication should not be abandoned in
view of lhe massive failures in finding effective drugs.

Another way of improving memory after ECT is
through lhe use of medication thaI may reduce the
number of ECT treatments. One such attempt was by
Stern and C(}-workers (1991), who used thyroid hormone,
T3. The preliminary findings of this study suggest that
T3 may increase antidepressant efficacy, reduce the
number of treatments} and thus reduce cognitive adverse
effects which are reported to increase as a function of the
number of treatments in a series (Shapira et aI. 1991;
Squire 1984, 1986). A similar result was reported by
Calev and associates (1993a) using caffeine pretreat
ment. The antidepressant effect \\.'as faster thus reducing
the number of treatments and some of the cognitive
adverse effects. A third way of reducing the deficits is bY
using a treatment schedule that minimizes the number
of treatments and therefore allows greater spacing be
[ween treatments. The twice weekly ECf schedule, com
pared with the thrice weekly ECT schedule, was reported
to reduce cognitive effects without affecting the final an
tidepressant effect assessed I week after 4 weeks of treat
ment (Lerer et aI., in press; Shapira et al. 1991). The on
ly cost was the speed of initial antidepressant response.
Again, more research to further investigate and substan
tiate these findings is necessary_

A third way to get beneficial cognitive results is
through the manipulation of stimulus variables: (I)
Unilateral ECf, even at high doses appears to cause less
adverse cognitive effects than bilateral ECT at lower
doses (Sackeim et al. 1993). (2) New attempts at bifrontal
electrode placement (see Lawson et al. 1990) have been
useful in reducing cognitive effects with no signil1cant
cost to antidepressant efficacy. (3) It is established that
brief pulse ECT produces less severe effects lhan sine
wave ECT (Sackeim et al. 1991), and that sine wave pro
duces significant effects even on non-memory cognitve
tasks other than disorientation (see Tables 1-3). (4) Stimulus
dosing is an important variable. Bilateral moderately supra
threshold ECT appears less adverse than higher dose ECT,
and more effective than low dose ECf in its antidepressant
effects (Sad:eim et al. 1991, 1993). The role of stimulus
generalization and seizure duration is currently unclear.

FUlUfC research can beuer clarify the effects of the
latter two variables. In addition, the search for a
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therapeutically effective dosing-electrode-placement
method should continue in order to reduce the cognitive
adverse effects of ECT.

Finally an attempt to improve memory after ECT us
ing behavioral techniques, such as decreased stimulation
at the post-ictal recovery stage, has been reported
(Suefeld et aI. 1987). The results were disappointing
because only subjective effects were reported. Yell even
if the effects are subjective, this teclmique may be worth
while ifa cost-benefit analysis suggests that the patient's
well being significantly improves. However. since the
evidence is unclear, such techniques should not be used
clinically until a better understanding is achieved.

Conclusions

The purpose of this review is to identify important
future research trends. The trends were identified in three
major areas:
1. In characterizing the deficit:

(a) Defining the time course of memory deficits such
as rapid forgetting and deficient encoding, in relation to
different doses and electrode placements.

(b) Determining persistance of deficits: do
autobiographical memory deficits persist longer than 6
months, and are all kinds of information acquired dur
ing the immediate pre-ECT period and the ECT course
permanently lost? One also should determine whether
there is a subgroup of patients that has prolonged
memory deficits; this has not been observed thus far us
ing sample averages.

(c) Defining certain components of the memory
deficit after ECf: Is associative memory affected upon
immediate testing? When is the temporal gradient in
retrograde amnesia and on disorientation questionnaires
replicable, and is it only replicable if overlearning is con
founded with time of acquisition of the to-be
remembered information? It is also important to study
the effects on memory function in everyday life lh
eluding incidental learning.

(dl Replicating and finding out about the nature of
non·memory cognitive deficits, such as left visual field
neglect (inattention) and right ear advantage achieved
after ECT.
2. In understanding the causation ofcognitive effects:

(a) Defining physiologically the extent of seizure ac
tivilY duringECT in different parts of the brain, in rela
tio" lo brain sites associated with memory.
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(b) Determining the effects of electrical dose and
seizure duration on cognition while taking seizure
threshold into account, and finding out whether there
are mediating responses, such as blood pressure rise, that
affect cognition.

(c) Determining which background characteristics
(such as age, sex, intelligence, brain abnormality, severity
of depression, and psychosis) affect the degree of
cognitive effects of ECT.
3. In ameliarating the deficits:
.: (a) The search for effective medication that reduces

cognitive adverse effects should continue and drugs that
have shown ameliorating effects need replicating results.

(b) A reduction in the number of treatments needed
can be a useful way of reducing the deficit after ECT.
The findings showing reduced deficits when using

. thyroxine (TI), caffeine, or a twice weekly rather than a
thrice weekly schedule need replication.

' ..:' (c) Manipulating electric dose and electrode place
. ment should continue in order to lind a less cognitively
"adverse and more effective way of treatment at the same

!I"'--;.;' . ·time.r ';:
-, ( .... -,
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a case of rE"trogl'ade amnesia due to prolonged
insulin !o>hock thl'~ap.\'.

In 1959 Suzuki and Yamashita studiE"d similar
c:ompJications tine to ('lectroshock in thl'E"e schiz.o
phJ't'nic patil:nt~. two femal(':, and onr man, Evi
dence of )'ctl'ogTadl' amnesia waf': detected after
rf'mi"'5ioll of acute symptomatology. Extension
of J't:'trollnuie amnE"sia for a span of ten rears or
mort: w:'s pl'E"sent in all Cil:,E"5, antedating onset
of t h£' ~chizophn'nic iIInes~. Howe,·E"l'. there was
110 !'ig-Il of antE"l'oJ:!Titdf'! nmnesia or confabulation

with a decrease cun·e an hour later, and return
to increase again in most of the cases, The RPF
and GFR were found to decrea!;e slightly at first,
thtm increa:,e gradually towards the end of the
electrification. Eleyation of blood pressure by
the injection of adrenaline was suppressed in
8 of 12 cases, and salh"alion by pilocarpine was
accelerated in 7 of 13 cases, Observations of
the ElI1G r.col'ds of the paralyzed muscles re
vealed that spike discharges of maximal ,'olun·
tary contraction increased remarkably and also
that discharges began to appear in paralyzed
muscles (after the electrification) which weren't
able to elicit any before, By studying the in
terval diagrams· of EMG of paralyzed muscJes
during maximal effort, it was found that the fre.
quency of the discharge increases and that the
tendency of frequency adaptation diminishes.

FoBowing treatment the clinical improvement
remained constant in the majority of cases after
a follow+up study made three months after the
end of the study, with no evidence of side-elfecls.

Summary

Spinal electroslimulations with rectangular low
frequency current was found to relieve many of
th£o symptoms often seen in the hemiplegic pa
tient. It was effective in approximatel)' 80% of
the motor and sensor)· disturbances, and in about
57% of the speeeh difficulties and also efficient

. for the improvement of mental symptoms, spas·
ticity and other symptoms due to autonomic·ner
vous disorders. Because of the results it was

. felt that this treatment should be given a trial
on every hemiplegic patient.

The etrect of cerebral electrification ,,;th this
current on hemiplegias was found effective. par
ticularly in the mental sphere. where there was
spasticity and motor aphasia. The adminislra·
tiOD of adenosine triphosphate together wifn
these eltl:trifications was also recognized as val
uable in the mitigation of these symptoms.

4z~4.«?
DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
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1960

tients complained that the hyesthetic area became
hyperesthetic. There was some impl'oyement also
in other types of superficial sengorr disturbances.
~Iight di::turbances often recovered completely
with 2-3 applications and even severe ones im·
proyed. Paresthesias increa~ed, howe....er, in two
cases, but subsided in 30 of 45 cases treated.
Spontaneous pain in the invoh'ed limb subsid~d

in 14 out of 18 cases, and pain provoked by mO\'e
ment diminished in 21 out of 24 cases treated,
Deep sensation improved in 43% of 33 cases.

3) Spasticity and contraclures were ohsen'ed
to have decreased after 5 to 10 "electrifications."
Severe contractures of the involved limbs were
.!'een to improve !=onsiderably in a few cases,

4) Speech difficulties improved in 56.9% of 109
cases. Complete recoveT.)' occurred in 5,5% (most
of these ca:;~s were mild ones), Marked improve
ment occurred in 2.7% (majority of cases were
severe) ,

5) Jrnpro\'ement was also noticed in thE' emo
tional and ,·olitional sphere and in the other field
where p5ychogenic symptoms predominated, Anx
iety and H,nsion decreased in 29 out of 35 cases:
compu]si\'e laughter and crying in 16 out of 18
cases; intellectual impairment disappeared in
four cases, and memory defect in two out of four
caE=es, Sleeplessness was reduced in 31 out of
40 casE"S ..nd headache reduced in 26 out of 27
ca~es.

EI:nluntion llnd l'eslIlts of clinical i711.·estigatioll:
1'0 definite intlue-nce on the blood pressure, pulse
and respiration rate was seen. No significant
change was obser,'ed in the retinal blood ves
sels; ECG, venous pressure, capillary resist
ance, fibrinolysis activity and bJood sugar Ie\'els
were not 2ltered, except for a tendenc:~; to eo~ino

penia afte-r treatment. EEG studies on four pa
tients showed some amplitude difference and a
tendency to decrease in two cases, Se"enteen
ketostE-TC,iL!~ and 1T hydrox~'corticosteroids were
found to increasE" slightly after the treatment,

Fn,ll" r::{'~o GijaJ\:u Vni\'pr$ity .SchoJol of ~Iedj('ine,

Tr'kyo, J",;."n. ' '

I
Impail'!':1t'nt of memory a:;; a complication in

""Ifctroc,:,',\'u!si\'e therapy i~ quite common bl;;:
C"C1.~es of l't'trograd~ amnesia (·xtelHlin$! to YE"Hr~

!,t'fon· I t.o:- onset of mental iJIn~!'$ al'~ )'al'~,

:..:. ~(;h}'C'rjt'!" repol"t,:d in 1940 t<'I.l"£>S of retroJ!'l'ade
:amnf2i;t ni.lt' 10 con\'ulsin' therapy with cal·diazol.
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A Note on the Meeting
During July and August, 1960, a representative

group of the Eastern PsychiatJic Research Associa·
tion was on a World Tour visiting Tokyo, Hong
Kong, Bangkok, New Delhi, and Jerusalem, part1ci.
pating with the local neuropsychiatric societies in
scientiftc meetings.

The first meeting on July 7 and 8 was held in
Tokyo with the Kanto Neuropsychiatric Associal1on
and the Japan Mental HospitaJ Association. At that
meeting, ten papers were read; five by members oC
the Eastern Psychiatric Research Association and
five by local neuropsychiatrists.

The me~ting was held in the spacious Tojo Kai·
kan Hall under the joint chairmanship of P.roressor
Haruo Akimoto, Tokyo, and Professor \Villiam L.

(Continued on page 652.)

pr,'~('llt is: i,.. this n:troJ!Tade amnt:~i.... pl'o"okt?'d
by t:'l~t.:trocon\"l.l1si\"e therapy? \Vas th,' 'lUmber
of ECT's Ill) given sufficient to produc~ :o>uch a
disturbance?

In the three cases of ::5uzuki and Yama~hil3.

r:lany more ECT's were given-76, ii~ and 25
treatments rCl'ipeclivel)' were admini~tt:n>d, Ii
the damitge to memory by ECT is concomitant
with and contin~ent upon the number of tn'at·
mentii receh'ed, it is unlikely thaI only 11 ECT's
pro,'oked such an e."ttensive del[J'l!t: of retrograde
amne:iia. It can reasonably be assumed then
that the number of ECT's is not the responsible
factor.

Does the nature of mental iIlne~s treated with
ECT tend to produce the retrograde amnesia?
Is the psychogenic reaction responsible for thC'
problem in this case. Althouvh acute sehizo
phre:lic process was originally suspected, evolu·
tion of the clinical symptomatolog-y and the
personality structure and behavior, following
clinic;]} recovery, indicated a renctive psychotic
episode.

Inst:1nces of psychogenic amnesia are common
but in our present case the retrograde amnesia
was noticed after rel"Overy without any evidence
of organic damage. This supports the coneIu~ion

that this case is one of retrograde amne!'ia pro
,'oked by ECT in spite of the fact that only 11
ECT's were given,

Summary

In this paper the case of a 20-year-old fe·
male 5turlcmt with clinical evidence of a reac
~ jYe cllnfusional state is discussed. After re·
tovery from her psychic disorder which lasted
about two and a half months, evidence of retro·
grade amnesia extending to a span of two years
was noticed. Treatment had consisted of ECT
as!'ociated with drug therap)'. The total num·
bel' of ECT's ,\.·as only 11. However, because of
the lack of evidence of any other etiological iae·
tor, thi:l amnesia was considered an aftermath
of ECT,
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~nd ouring the period of clinical ohselTation . he
retrograde amnt":-:iii did 1I0t show any telldende~

tow:.lI'd regression.

Typirul Cose Hist'II"Y
A s:mllar event has recently been observed in a

Cemale patient trented in our institute \\-ith ,:>Jeclru·
conn.l]si\"e therapy. The patient was a 20-:.ear-old
female student, born in a r~mote province. She had
b~en adopted in early ch!1dhood and seemed to hi:!. 'oe
shewn n great de31 of affection toward her adopted
mother but mild hostility toward the adlJpted father.
At high school she showed some interest in boys.

.1 Following graduation from high school she entered
coneg~ in Tokyo. A disappointing love affair pro
voked a strong emotional reaction with some ab
normality in behaVior. Following a p£:riod of psy
chcmc..tor agitation. she became abush'e, assaultive,
tense and overanxious. Sleep and nutrition patterns
were disturbed. ElectrcconvuJsll"e therapy was
g:vcn (four treatments) together with drug ther
apy (chlorpromazine). Because of insurgent sui·
cidaJ ideas, she was admitted on February 27th,
1950 to Sar.Jtei Hospital with a diagnosis of ps,}'cho
g~DjC Teactlon.

At date of hospitaliza lion she was in a state of
psychomotor agitation with evidence of depressi,·e
signs and mild disorientation. No hallucinations or
disturbance of self consciousness were noticed. Elec
troconvulsive therapy was lidmini,stered together
with chlorpromazine. Improved aCter a few days,
~n ~farch 9, 1960 a Rorschach test was given, There
was no e"jdence or definite psychotic signs in the
test. only disturbance in the emotional sphere with
conn:c~s especiaJly of libidinal nature.

The patient became worse after :\Iarch 10th with
a relapse into a catatonic statel:/;ccentuated by neg-

. ativistlc behavior, delusions end l"isuaJ and auditorv
hallucinations. This mental condition lasted fo-r

·about two months In spite of ECT and drug thera
pies. By the end or April the patient was consid
ered "ecovered cHnically and in normal contact with
the envtronmenL However she complained of loss
of memory for past events. This loss of memory ex
tended to a period of two years before the onset of
her illness.

At present she evidences no anxiety or preoccu
pation. She is calm, well balanced and determined,
to recover her memory. She "isits places which
should be familiar, sc~ns albums of pictures of past
events and repeats conversations just heard,

This patient had already receh'ed four ECT"s pre
vious to her ndmission to our hospital. Seven more
treatments were given while hospitalized, making a
lolal of 11 treatments. The retrograde amnesia is
of some extent, going back to a period l\\.'o years
before the onset oC her present illness. The only
residues len iul:lct at the present ar~ the names
of her schoo), her mother and one of her teachers.
She ha~ no sense of chronological sequence. The
most intensive loss of memory for e'·ents seems to
center in the social sphere and in the college area.

COllllllellt

Since this has been eonsidel'ed a C3.-:e of retro
grade amne~ia (all test~ for organic impairment
or deterioration were neg-nth·e) the Question at

!
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Electroshock: scientific, ethical, and

political issuesill

Abstract. Electroconvulsive treatment (ECT) is increasingly used in North America and there are
attempts to promote its further use world-wide. However, most controlled studies of efficacy in
depression indicate that the treatment is no better than- placebo with no positive effect on the rate of
suicide.
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ECT is closed-head electrical injury, typically prodl.~ing a delirium with global mental dysfunction (an
acute organic brain syndrome). Significant irreversible effects from ECT are demonstrated by many
studies, including: (1) Inventories of autobiographic and current events memories before and after ECT;
(2) Retrospective subjective observations on memory; (3) Autopsy studies of animals and some of
humans. ECT causes severe and irreversible brain neuropathology, including cell death. It can wipe out
vast amounts of retrograde memory while producing permanent cognitive dysfunction.

Contemporary ECT is more dangerous since the current doses are larger than those employed in earlier
clinical and research studies. Elderly women, an especially vulnerable group, are becoming the most
common target of ECr. Because of the lopsided risklbenefit ratio, because it is fundamentally traumatic
in nature, because so many of the patients are vulnerable and unable to protect themselves, and because
advocates of ECT fail to provide informed consent to patients - ECT should be banned.

Introduction

The use of electroconvulsive treatment tECT), also called electroshock treatment (EST), has been
escalating in the United States and Canada. Europe has not yet experienced a significant increase in the
usage of ECT or in the controversy surrounding it. However, ECT seems to be used in most Euwpean
psychiatric centers. With the growing emphasis on biological approaches in psychiatry, as well as the
emphasis on cost efficiency, the North American trend will probably begin to take hold in Europe in the
near future. In the meanwhile, ECT advocates are making an international elton to encourage the
treatment throughout the world. For example, the First European Symposium on ECT was held in
Austria in March 1992 and drew representatives from 13 European countries, as well as Russia, Israel,
Canada, and the United States [107]. A team of three Americans - Max Fink, Harold Sackeim, and
Richard Weiner - made a special presentation to the meeting. Their efforts are central to the current
promotional campaign for ECT and their publications will be cited throughout this paper.
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The controversy surrounding ECT in the United States led to three institutional responses that have
affected the future ofECT throughout the .world. First, in 1985 the National Institute of Mental Health
(Nllv1H) and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) held a joint Consensus Conference aimed at
establishing some agreement among mainstream professionals about the status of ECT. Second, in 1990
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) decided for the first time to review the safety of ECT
machines. Third, still in 1990, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) issued a lengthy report aimed
at convincing the FDA not to require the testing of ECT machines. The APA report was successful in this
regard and became the basis for the FDA's final report. The APA's report was also aimed at stifling
controversy and protecting psychiatrists from lawsuits being brought by patients claiming brain injury
from ECT. The conclusions of the Consensus Conference (63), the Food and Drug Administration [89],
and the American Psychiatric Association Uil will be referred to throughout this analysis, often to
compare their conclusions to the actual scientific data.

The ECT controversy has also been addressed by various agencies and bodies in Canada [74,128,142)
and in England [150), usually in less detail and with reliance on opinions generated in the United States.

Currelll ECT usage ill America and Europe

Nowadays ECT is most commonly recommended for major depression. Some doctors recommend it
when other approaches have failed but others quickly resort to it as a treatment of choice. On occasion
the treatment is also prescribed for other disorders, especially acute mania.

ECT was originated in Italy in 1938 by Bini and Cerletti who observed the effects of electric current in
rendering slaughter house pigs into a state of unconsciousness. That the electrical shocks did not actually
kill the pigs led the doctors to try it on human beings [I, p.6; 57). The first human subject understandably
feared that he was indeed about to be slaughtered. When the first shock did not render him unconscious,
he beseeched the doctors, "Not again, it's murderous I " [I, p.6). Cerletti himself(57) translated the
victim's plea as "Not another one' It's deadly'"

In the United States, and probably elsewhere, the use of ECT tends to vary from institution to institution.
At Johns Hopkins, for example, a biologically oriented psychiatric center, 20% of the inpatients may be
on a regimen of ECT at anyone time [182, p.9). Many other hospitals in the US do not even offer ECT.

Probably more than 100,000 patients a yea/in the United States are electroshocked. The majority are
women and many are elderly. In California, for example, two thirds of ECT patients are reported to be
women, more than halfofwhom are 65 or older [165). Data (1989-1993) from Vermont concerning ECT
showed that 77% ofECT patients were female (168). For all sexes, 58% were at least 65 years old and
20% were at least 80 years old. During this time. one Vermont hospital, Hitchcock Psychiatric,
electroshocked 35 women and one man who were 80 and older. Overall, the hospital electroshocked 112
women and 26 men during those 5 years.

Pippard (142) commented "The use of ECT in England has shown a more or less steady decline for many
years.... " He surveyed ECT in all 35 National Health Service hospitals and five private clinics in the North
East Thames and East Anglian Regions. He found that many of the hospitals used older machines and
operated them according to the doctors' personal habits rather than "rational strategy" in regard to
stimulus settings and other treatment variables. (Wise (183) recently found that 70% of ECT machines in
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Britain and Wales remain below standard) Pippard discovered that ECT usage had fallen 55% in Nonh
East Thames Region since 1979 while it risen by 20% in the East Anglian region.

Pippard found a wide variation in usage from hospital to hospital, and district to district. [n the County of
Suffolk in East Anglia "In the year to March 1990,3580 applications ofECT were given, a rate of6.50
per 1000 of population. In East Suffolk the rate was 8.32 per 1000." In one of the inner London health
districts, few patients other than the elderly received ECT. The overall rate was 0.68/1000 population.

While ECT has been slightly on the decline in Great Britain, successful efforts to escalate its use in the
United States are likely to spread abroad. A review by Allan Scott [156], consulting psychiatrist at the
Royal Edinburgh Hospital, draws heavily on the American experience and recommends,
"Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is an effective and imponant treatment for severe depressive illness
and for other depressive illnesses that have not responded to drug treatment." Except to dismiss brain
damage from ECT, Scott does not mention any adverse effects, even memory loss. A.G. Hay and Scott
[109], in part to counter this author's concerns about ECT-induced brain damage (the British publication
of Breggin [39)), presented a single case of a woman who had received a total of 125 treatments over
several years. The follow-up evaluation, which showed no mental decline, involved an IQ test and the
Clifton Assessment Procedure for the Elderly. The evaluation was conducted by one of the co-authors.
This single-case clinical report bears more on the rising enthusiasm for ECT than upon ECT's supposed
safety.

In the most commonly used diagnostic category in the Nordic countries, endogenous depression, all but 4
of216 departments used ECT. However, the trequency of use had declined. In 1977,22% of

With advancing age, there was a tendency for women to become increasingly overrepresented. The
figures for the numbers of individual ECT treatments for women and men in each age group were as
follows: age 60-64,352 women, 342 men; age 65-69,632 women, 240 men; age 70-74, 655 women, 430
men; 75-79, 592 women, 179 men; 80-84, 318 women,97 men; 85 and older, 102 women, 94 men.

The number of units using ECT in Nordic countries was unchanged between 1977 and 1987 but there
was a slight decrease in the absolute number of treatments given. This small decline was variously
attributed to the decreasing numbers of beds, treatment by non-medical professionals, and the increasing
use of psychopharmacology.

Stromgren [167] compared electroconvulsive therapy usage in Nordic countries - Sweden, Norway,
Denmark. Finland, and Iceland - in 1977 and in 1987. The surveys were sent to departments of psychiatry
in each country. The percentage of depanments using ECT in 1987 in order of frequency were: Sweden
(98%), Denmark (97%), Norway (82%), Iceland (67%), and Finland (57%). Departments that were
unlikely to use ECT - child and adolescent, forensic, and drug addiction services - were excluded from
the survey.

03/06/99 04:12:57
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Canadian authorities have not published data concerning the use of ECT. However, in reply to inquiries
from Don Weitz [104,ill], some data has been released. Weitz obtained the estimates for ECT
administered in Ontario's general and community psychiatric facilities, and provincial psychiatric
hospitals. Outpatient ECT was not included. During the year 1994-1995, 12,865 individual ECT
treatments were administered to approximately 1,800-2,000 patients. Payments to all physicians in
Ontario in general and community hospitals (not provincial psychiatry hospitals) for the year 1993-1994
showed that almost twice as many women as men received ECT [136). Women received 6,221 ECTs and
men received 3,236. Fifteen youngsters age 15-19 were treated with ECT.
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departments used ECT frequently (more than 25%) for endogenous depression, but in 1987 only 15%
used it frequently. Overall, the report found that "ECT is still regarded as being an important useful
treatment" and that during the 1980s, its value "has become obvious to an increasing number of
psychiatrists in the Nordic countries".

A survey of 20 general hospitals with psychiatric units and psychiatric hospitals in Barcelona, Spain in
1993 found that 12 of20 (60%) practiced ECT [24]. Reports from around Europe suggest at least some
interest in ECT since the early 1980s, including Belgium [163,164], Germany [73], Poland [58], as well
as Israel [49].

In addition to the US, England, and Canada, ECT has generated considerable controversy in Ireland
[158] and especially in Australia [16-2 U.l,120,139,140]. Writing in the Australian and New Zealand
Journal of Psychiatry, Durham (70] laments the criticism ofECT, as well as a "distinct prejudice" against
the treatment manifested in recent legislation. The controversy surrounding ECT will be addressed in
more detail later in this paper.

I. Efficacy studies

1.1. Is There allY basis/or the claims?

Rifkin [149] noted that the claim is frequently made that ECT is more effective and works more rapidly
than drugs in the treatment of depression. He located nine controlled studies comparing the two
treatments, but they were badly flawed. He could find no conclusive evidence that ECT was better than
antidepressant treatment.

Crow and Johnstone [64], in a review of controlled studies of ECT efficacy, found that both ECT and
sham ECT were associated with "substantial improvements" and that there was little or no difference
between the two. Crow and Johnstone concluded, "Whether electrically induced convulsions exert
therapeutic effects in certain types of depression that cannot be achieved by other means has yet to be
clearly established" (p.27).

Crow and Johnstone's critical review, which was presented at the largest conference of ECT advocates in
recent years, is not cited in either the APA or FDA reports on ECT. Instead, the APA task force's
proposal for a "Sample Patient Information Sheet" declares that "ECT is an extremely effective form of
treatment" [2, p.160]

At the Consensus Conference on ECT [63], critics and advocates ofECT debated the issue of efficacy.
The advocates were unable to come forth with a single controlled study showing that ECT had a positive
effect beyond 4 weeks. Many studies showed no effeCI. and in the positive studies, the improvements
were not dramatic. That ECT had no positive effecl after 4 weeks confirms the brain-disabling principle
(see ahead), since 4 weeks is the approximate time for significant recovery from the most obvious
mind-numbing or euphoric effects of the ECT-induced acute organic brain syndrome.

The Consensus Conference panel slated in its report lhat ECT had no documented positive eftect beyond
4 weeks. This is, of course. critical in weighing the risklbenefit ratio.
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1.2. Does EeT reduce the risk ofsuicide.?

ECT is frequently justified as treatment oflast resort in cases at high risk for suicide. Sackeim [153], for
example, claims "When confronted with a psychiatric or medical emergency - for instance, the acute risk
of suicide - ECT can save lives" (p.39).

Despite the claims of advocates, research uniformly shows that ECT has no beneficial effect on the
suicide rate. In a misleading fashion, the negative studies are cited by the task force report, the FDA
report, and others as showing a positive effect. For example, a retrospective study by Avery and Winokur
[lQ] found no improvement in the suicide rate compared to matched controls who had no electroshock
treatment: "In the present study, treatment was not shown to affect the suicide rate" (p. 1033). Yet it is
presented in the 1990 task force report as supporting the position that ECT results in "a lower incidence
of suicide" (p. 53). The task force also mentions three other studies as supporting a beneficial effect on
suicide. Two of the studies [ll,135] specifically found no such beneficial effect. The third [129] did not
even deal with suicide.

In two other retrospective studies of relatively large populations of ECT patients and matched controls,
ECT had no effect on the suicide rate [11,28]. Overall, there is little or nothing in the literature to suggest
that ECT ameliorates suicide, whereas a significant body of literature confirms that it does not. My own
clinical experience indicates that ECT increases the suicide risk for many patients. It is well known, for
example, that Ernest Hemingway attributed his suicide to despair over ECT ruining his memory and
rendering him unable to write [112, p.308].

As they attempt to recover from ECT, patients frequently find that their prior emotional problems have
now been complicated by ECT-induced brain damage and dysfunction' that will not go away. If their
doctors tell them that ECT never causes any permanent dit1iculties, they become further confused and
isolated, creating conditions for suicide.

2. Acute brain dysfunction caused by ECT

2.1. The production ofdelirium (acl/te organic brain syndrome)

After one or more treatments, ECT routinely produces delirium or an acute organic brain syndrome.
Richard Abrams D'], although an advocate of ECT, has observed that:

... a patient recovering consciousness from ECT might understandably exhibit multiform
abnormalities of all aspects of thinking, feeling, and behaving, including disturbed memory,
impaired comprehension, automatic movements, a dazed facial expression, and motor
restlessness (p.214).

Abrams' accurate description, including the "dazed facial expression", would indicate even to a layperson
that the patient has suffered a severe head trauma. The existence of "multiform abnormalities of all
aspects of thinking, feeling, and behaving" should raise warning flags about the potential for complete
recovery. It should also remind us that not only memory but all mental processes are severely disrupted.
The severity of the trauma should signal that it's dangerous to repeat this procedure again and again with
the inevitable' deterioration of the patient's condition. Finally, in trying to ascertain how ECT "works", it
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should direct us, first and foremost, to suspect the traumatic impact on the brain rather than to speculate
about the correction of some subtle, t:ndetected biochemical imbalance. This is a treatment that creates
abnormalities rather than correcting them.

The acute reaction to routine ECT often reaches the proportions of a neurological catastrophe. Max Fink
[82] wrote of ECT:

A more prominent neurological sequel to seizures is the change in mental state and the
development of an organic mental syndrome. Although there is a relationship between the
number and frequency of seizures and the change in sensorium, an organic psychosis may
occur with few treatments (4 citations). The syndrome may include disorientation, amnesia,
agnosia, confabulation, aphasia, apraxia, and delirium, the latter being seen principally as the
postseizure emergence of delirium (3 citations) (pg.13 I).

Fink's description of severe neurological dilapidation amplifies all the issues discussed in regard to
Abrams' summary of ECT effects. It would seem extremely unlikely to find a complete recovery in most
patients after such a traumatic assault on the brain.

At times, patients are so neurologically impaired following ECT that they will remain prone and apathetic
for days at a time, sometimes incontinent of urine and feces, and unable to communicate or to carry out
routine self-care. On occasion, the patient's neurological dilapidation from routine ECT will reduce the
person to curling up in a fetal position for many hours. In malpractice suits in which I have been a medical
expert for plaintiffs, psychiatrists for the defense have claimed that this kind of neurological collapse is
normal and harmless following ECT.

A review of the literature by Calev, Gaudino, Squires, Zervas, and Fink [86, p.51 0] confirms that ECT
can acutely disrupt not only memory but "perceptual, language and other cognitive fimctions", especially
if the stimulus intensity is relatively high.

An apparently rare complication is the production of status epilepticus. Scott and Riddle [157] suggest
that it may be more frequent than usually estimated because it can occur without obvious motor
manifestations following ECT.

A team led by Christina Sobin (160] recorded variations in "orientation recovery" after ECT. The dose of
electricity varied from amounts necessary to cause a convulsion (low-dose) to suprathreshold doses (high
dose). Recovery after low-dose bilateral ECT (40.0 min recovery time) and after high-dose bilateral ECT
(37.2 min) were essentially the same. Recovery from high-dose right unilateral (19.2 min) was much
shorter than for either bilateral group and low-dose right unilateral (I 1.1 min) was even shorter. .

Retrograde amnesia as measured by the recovery of autobiographic memories was also worse following
bilateral ECT. Two months after one course of ECT, "Longer duration of acute disorientation was also
associated with greater persistent retrograde amnesia" (pg.198). The authors conclude that both the initial
disorientation and retrograde amnesia are "overlapping phenomena" -- a function of the same
ECT-induced brain dysfunction.

Given that ECT routinely produces acute, global brain dysfunction - and that this dysfunction is obviously
associated with persisting retrograde amnesia· there can be no real disagreement about the existence of
damaging effects. The only legitimate question is: "How complete is recovery from the initial trauma?"
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2.2. ECT as dosed-head e/e,·trica/ injury

For more than a decade, neurologists have recognized that relatively minor head trauma - without the
delirium, loss of consciousness, and seizures associated with ECT -- frequently produces chronic mental
dysfunction and personality deterioration [25]. If a woman came to an emergency room in a confusional
state from an accidental electrical shock to the head, perhaps from a short circuit in her kitchen, she
would be treated as an acute medical emergency. lfthe electrical trauma had caused a convulsion, she
might be placed on anticonvulsants to prevent a recurrence of seizures. If she developed a headache. stiff
neck, and nausea - a triad of symptoms typical of post-ECT patients - she would probably be admitted for
observation to the intensive care unit. Yet ECT delivers the same electrical closed-head injury, repeated
several times a week, as a means of improving mental function. ECT is electrically induced closed-head
inJury.

Interestingly, the results of lightning injuries are basically similar to those of ECT and other forms of
electrical injury to the head [146]. Obvious impairments of language or consciousness are rare, but
"impairments of attention, concentration, verbal memory, and new learning are very frequently identified"
(p.279).

The symptoms of mild to severe closed-head injury are listed in detail by 1.M. Fisher [87]. They include
impairment of every area of mental, emotional, and behavioral function, confirming the multiple adverse
effects of ECT on the mind and brain. McClelland et al. [130] describe the postconcussive syndrome in
terms of the following:

[The] emergence and variable persistence of a cluster of symptoms following mild head
injury. Common to most descriptions are somatic symptoms (headache, dizziness,
fatiguability) accompanied by psychological symptoms (memory and concentration
difficulties, irritability, emotional lability, depression and anxiety).

Between one third and one half experience this symptom cluster over the first few weeks and a
"substantial minority" continue to experience it for months or a year or more.

Head-injury victims, including post-ECT patients, frequently develop an organic personality syndrome
with shallow affect. poor judgment, irritability, and impulsivity. They seem "changed" or "different" to
people around them, much as lobotomy patients often seem to their families. Sometimes they become
slightly clumsy, moving awkwardly or dropping things. Often they have "lapses" where they cannot think
or cannot voice their thoughts. Sometimes their handwriting deteriorates. Headaches frequently begin
with the traumatic treatment and may recur indefinitely.

Many-post-ECT patients suffer from irreversible generalized mental dysfunction with apathy,
deterioration of social skills, trouble focusing attention, and difficulties in remembering new things. I have
evaluated a number who have suffered trom dementia. confirmed by neuropsychological testing. Several
have developed partial complex seizures or psychomotor epilepsy, permanently abnormal EEGs, and
atrophy as measured by brain scans Many have been deprived of the experience of years of their lives,
their professional careers, and their mental ability following ECT [32,33,35,38,39,45].

3. Retrograde amnesia caused by EeT

L
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Memory deficits, retrograde and anterograde, are among the most common early signs of traumatic brain
damage, and are seen in virtually all cases of ECT. The controversy surrounds the severity and
persistence of these deficits. But neurological experience contirms that patients trequently fail to recover

"-. from much less traumatic injury to the brain than that inflicted by ECT.

3.1. Patient self-repor/s ofmemory dy~func/ion

The APA task force report, like the FDA report, disregards all of the relevant research on memory
loss,except for Freeman and Kendell's 1986 study, which the task force mentions and then grossly
misrepresents. That study asked patients to assess their memory function 6-18 months after ECT. The
authors themselves remark that the study was biased toward a low reporting of memory dysfunction
because the patients were interviewed by the same doctor who had treated them. Nonetheless, 74%
mentioned "memory impairment" as a continuing problem, and "a striking 30% felt that their memory had
been permanently affected" ([97]; see also [96] for similar data). In defiance of the facts, the 1990 APA
task force cites Freeman and Kendell as indicating "a small minority of patients, however, report
persistent deficits".

Squire and Slater's 1983 study [162], also omitted by the APA task force, found that 7 months after the
last ECT treatment, patients report an average loss of memory spanning 27 months. Squire, in an oral
communication to me at the June 1985 Consensus Conference on ECT, explained that one patient lost the
recollection of 10 years of her life. He told me that he felt it was not necessary to report this in his actual
publication.

The Consensus Conference on ECT [63] used Squire and Slater's results to conclude that "on average,
patients endure memory loss extending from 6 months prior to the treatment to 3 months afterward".
These data, while serious enough in themselves, are misleading. The results reported at 7 months
following treatment, indicating an average of 27 months oflost memories, are more likely to be accurate.
When damage has n.ot healed after two or three months, the brain is not likely to make substantial
progress in regaining lost memories. With the passage of more time, there's little likelihood of increased
improvement, but much likelihood of a growing tendency to deny the losses.

3.2. Early studies ofGUlObiographic memory loss

Controlled studies by Janis, carried out at Yale University, showed extensive, permanent loss of
important personal memories and life history following routine ECT. Janis [I 15-117] interviewed 19
patients before and after routine ECT, and II control patients with similar diagnoses in the same
hospitals. The results I month post-ECT were striking: every post-ECT patient had significant memory
losses. Many were unable to recall 10 to 20 life experiences "which had been available to recall prior to
electroshock treatment".

Janis [116] followed up five of the patients at 2 to 3 months later. Most of the lost memories remained
obliterated. A later unpublished follow-up by Janis showed that "Some memory impairments persisted for
at least one year following the last treatment" (oral communication from Janis to Davies et al. [66]).

Janis [ill] confirmed the importance of denial and anosognosia, especially the reality that post-ECT
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patients tend to minimize or even confabulate to cover up their memory losses. One patient. for example,
in his pre-ECT interview reported that he had been unable to work for several months prior to coming to
the hospital. The historical facts were confirmed by the family. But after 12 ECTs. he was unable to recall
the period of unemployment. Instead. he confabulated, claiming that he worked right up to his
hospitalization. As Janis confirmed, patients often do not complain spontaneously to doctors about their
memory loss; they tend to deny it.

The 1990 APA task force report. as well as the FDA report, makes no mention of the Janis studies.
Indeed, over the years his work has been repeatedly ignored or misrepresented by ECT advocates.
Important reviews commonly read during my psychiatric training actually cited Janis as evidence that
ECT did not harm memory (e.g., [ilL p.205]; for a detailed analysis of distortions in the early pro-ECT
literature, see Breggin [32]).

3.3. Recenl sll/dies ofaUlObiographic memory loss

In 1986, Weiner et al. attempted to measure the loss of personal subjective recollections following ECT
because these are "most consistent with the nature of memory complaints by ECT patients themselves".
The memory inventory in the study spanned several years prior to the electroshock treatment. The group
found "objective personal memory losses" that lasted throughout the 6-month duration of the study.

In an earlier paper by a team that also included Weiner [65], there was emphasis on the potentially
injurious effect on the patient and the patient's family caused by losing autobiographic memories. The
authors observed that "autobiographic memory failures, if added across a course ofECT, may produce
gross memory gaps that may be disconcerting to a patient and a patient's family, because the patient's
sense of continuity with his or her own past may be disrupted" (p. 923). Unfortunately, the 1986 paper by
Weiner et al. which demonstrates these autobiographic losses shows no such empathic concern for the
patients and their families.

I
I
L
I
L

In 1989, Avraham Calev and his Israeli colleagues compared the effects of ECT and imipramine on
memory and other aspects of cognitive functioning. This method had the advantage of controlling for the
diagnosis of major depression. Twenty-six depressed patients were given either 7 ECT (N = 16) or
imipramine 200 mg per day for 21 days (N = 10). Bilateral ECT was administered with a MECTA
machine using constant current, brief-pulse treatment to ensure that the stimulus intensity was the
minimal necessary to produce a seizure. The EeT patients were tested before treatment and then 18-21 h
after the seventh ECT. The imipramine patients were tested during the fourth week of treatment. The
authors summarize their results: "ECT-treated patients also had a significant and well-characterized
impairment in retrograde memory" (p I I I).

In the Calev study. using the Famous Events Recall test, ECT patients did "significantly poorer after
treatment than before treatment" with a 3 I% decline in recalled memories compared to baseline (p. 115).
Since the test did not focus sufficiently on recent events, no amnesic gradient was observed. The
retrograde memory of the imipramine patients was unaffected by treatment.

Using the personal memory inventory, "Imipramine-treated patients forgot far less autobiographic
information that did ECT-treated patients" (p. 115). A typical retrograde amnesia gradient was observed
with more severe forgetting for more recent personal events.

Anterograde memory performance, the recollection of words from one day to another, was found to be
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impaired in both treatment groups. Two other tests for anterograde processes showed no change in either
treatment group.

In summary, the post-ECT patients showed marked retrograde amnesia for personal and famous events
recall while the imipramine patients did not, and both groups showed "relatively mild" anterograde
memory problems but the drug group was still taking the medication at the time. The authors believe that
their research confirms earlier work demonstrating memory deficits for autobiographic and public events,
and "rapid forgetting in verbal retrograde memory", as a result of ECT.

Research conducted by Sobin, Sackeim, and other ECT advocates [160) examined the relationship
between stimulus parameters and both acute disorientation and retrograde amnesia. As discussed earlier,
they found correlations between the length of initial disorientation following ECT and retrograde amnesia
measured two months later. Some of the patients were subjected to crossover treatment with high-dose
bilateral ECT. These patients, the authors tell us, had even more severe retrograde amnesia than the
others. But instead of investigating and emphasizing this important finding, they excluded these patients
from their 2-month follow up data. They report only the data for those patients who received one course
ofECT (p.998).

The Sobin et al. study used a structured interview with 281 inquiries to focus on "illnesses, employment
history, places of residence, travel and entertainment activities, emotionally significant events, and
everyday events in the lives of patients, their families and their friends".

Many of the patients developed irreversible retrograde amnesia that lasted at final testing two months
after their last ECT. The table for short-term memory loss (one week after the last treatment) shows that
the patients lost large percentages of their autobiographic memories. Following ECT, the four groups of
patients lost or distorted the following percentages of their previously recalled memories: low-dose
unilateral (29.8% loss), high-dose unilateral (26.8% loss), low-dose bilateral (47% loss) and high-dose
bilateral (38.5% loss). These are extraordinary figures reflecting massive losses of retrograde memories of
important past personal events.

What percentage of memory did the patients recover at two months? The study provides no relevant
charts or tabulations. However, a careful reading of the data discloses massive, irreversible losses. One
group of patients, as already noted, received unilateral ECT followed by a crossover to bilateral ECT.
Two months after ECT, these patients showed no improvement in their post-ECT retrograde amnesia:
"Patients who received one course of ECT showed marked improvement in follow-up amnesia scores
compared to short-term amnesia scores... while patients who received crossover treatment were
unchanged". In light of the very large losses documented in the chart for all the post-ECT patients, this
indicates that these cross-over patients -- with more intensive treatment and even greater memory deficits
-- never recovered the large portions of the pre-ECT memories that they lost. The quote also indicates
that patients who did regain more of their memories displayed "marked improvement". "Marked
improvement" falls short of complete recovery but the authors do not give further information.

Even the relative recovery of the patients who did relatively well is in doubt. The fine-print description of
testing procedures explains that patients were not evaluated as failing in their memory at two months .
post-ECT if they recalled either the memories they reported before ECT or if they recalled instead the
distorted memories they produced immediately after ECT: "For long-term testing, patients were credited
with consistency if the response at 2-month follow up matched either the baseline (pre~ECT) or the
I-week post-ECT (short-term) response"(p.997)
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It makes no rational sense to credit patients with a recovered memory if their 2-month follow up
responses match their incorrect, distoned post-ECT memories. Why would the investigators so greatly
distort their procedure? Were they trying to cover up marked memory deficits that would have
undermined their advocacy of ECT? It is difficult to conceive of any other explanation. The memory
losses must have been so great two months post-ECT that the authors, as advocates of ECT, decided to
compare their patients' two month post-ECT recollections to their one-week post-ECT memories.

The authors tell us that in general there were significant "magnitudes" of retrograde amnesia at two
months but they don't provide us the percentages. They must have been very large. The authors found
their results consistent with Weiner et al. [180], using a "shonened version" of the interview, who
"observed persistent amnestic effects 6 months after bilateral ECT".

Overall, the studies of autobiographic memory produced by the ECT advocates contirm widespread and
potentially devastating losses which they in turn have tried to minimize.

3.-1. Autobiographic memory lossfrom mulliple-mal1ilOred ECT

One of the newer techniques of ECT - multiple-monitored ECT (MMECT) - employs four electroshocks
in one session while recording EEG, EKG, and vital signs. Barry Maletzlry, an advocate of the treatment,
is one of the few who have asked patients in detail about their memory function following ECT. After
pointing out that some psychological testings have failed to confirm cognitive deterioration, Maletzky
[126, p.180] observed:

However, if one listens to what patients say who are treated with either conventional ECT or
MMECT, subtle cognitive deficits, not easily tested, are discussed. Some patients will
mention deficits only if careful inquiry is pursued. Most will not identify these problems even
if asked, thus indicating that either they are absent or so subtle as to be imperceivable to the
patient.

Maletzky went on to describe a series of 47 MMECT patients who were interviewed 3 to 6 months after
ECT treatment. Thiny six percent identified a cognitive problem, including difficulty tinding their way
around, recalling past events in sequence, and understanding TV shows. In another follow-up by
Maletzky using a questionnaire and interviews, 23% reponed "long term memory deficits". The problems
described by Maletzky's patients extend beyond memory dysfunction to substantial cognitive deficits,
such as a math student's loss of his ability to do computations in his head.

3.5. An impar/plII review ignores Ihe dala

We have already seen how the 1990 APA Task Force repon on ECT simply ignored the significant body
ofliterature concerning memory loss from ECT and then misrepresented the one study that it cited. Since
then, the most highly quoted review of ECT was written by Devanand et al. (1994). They fail to mention
any of the Janis studies. They ignore the follow-up studies indicating that patients frequently experience
permanent memory loss, and raise no issues about the improbability of full recovery from a traumatic
acute organic brain syndrome. Appearing in the American Journal of Psychiatry amid growing
controversy surrounding ECT, the review by Devanand and his colleagues was seemingly intended as an
establishment response to criticism .. For this reason, I shall continue to examine its conclusions at relevant
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points in this paper.

At least some medical reviewers have concluded that the evidence supports the reality that ECT produces
persistent retrograde amnesia, R.J. Dolan [69] from the United Kingdom reviewed "Neurologic Side
Effects of Psychiatric Treatments". Regarding ECT, he cites the literature and concludes:

Long-term memory impairment is a frequent subjective complaint of patients who have
received ECT. An objective basis to these complaints is established. A disturbance of
personal biographic memory is seen in a proportion of patients following ECT (p.300).

4. Studies of brain damage from ECT

./.i. Extensive animai research

There is exiensive animal research literature confirming brain damage from ECT. The damage is
demonstrated in many large animal studies, human autopsy studies, brain wave studies, and an occasional
CT scan study. Animal and human autopsy studies show that ECT routinely causes widespread pinpoint
hemorrhages and scattered cell death. While the damage can be found throughout the brain, it is often
worst in the region beneath the electrodes. Since at least one electrode always lies over the frontal lobe, it
is no exaggeration to call ECT an electrical lobotomy.

The original animal studies are from the 1940s and 1950s, but they are still valid. Several of them were
elegant by any scientific standard. The model for these studies was conducted by Hans Hartelius on cats
and published in 1952 in a book-length publication, "Cerebral Changes Following Electrically Induced
Convulsions".

In the double-blind microscopic pathology examination, Hartelius was able to discriminate with error-free
accuracy between the eight electroshocked animals and the eight nonshocked animals. The experimental
animals showed vascular wall damage, gliosis, and nerve cell abnormalities:

The vessel wall changes found more frequently and more distinctly in the animals subjected
to ECT consist of characteristic sac-like dilatations of the perivascular spaces, which in some
cases contain histiocytic elements. The glial reaction, of the progressive type, consists of an
increase in the number of the small glial elements in the parenchyma and satellitosis beside
the nerve cells. The nerve cell changes observed are·in the form of various stages of
chromophobia, frequently with coincident nuclear hyperchromatism. The arrangement of

. such cells is mainly focal.·

The changes were statistically significant. The abnormalities were found most heavily in the animals given
the greater numbers of ECTs, were most dense in the frontal lobe, and were correlated with increased age
of the animal (implying increased vulnerability).

Hartelius was cautious in his determination of irreversibility. He required shadow cells and neuronophagia
(the removal of dead or diseased nerve cells by phagocytosis). On the basis of these findings, he
concluded, "The question whether or not irreversible damage to the nerve cells may occur in association
with ECT must therefore be answered in the affirmative".

Hartelius used relatively small doses of ECT - a fraction of that usually administered to contemporary
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psychiatric patients. Hartelius' observations :;upported a number of earlier studies using dogs and
monkeys, which also employed doses of electricity below those used in ECT today (comparatf;e currents
are reviewed in Breggin [32, pp. 119-122]). Greater electrical energy must be applied in modern ECT in
order to overcome the anticonvulsive effects of the sedation given prior to ECT. Patients nowadays are
also frequently taking sleeping medications or daytime tranquilizers that further necessitate an increased
dose of electricity in order to cause a seizure. Furthermore, modern ECT proponents often advocate and
use eKcessively large doses far above that required to produce a convulsion (see ahead).

Ferraro et al. [76) and Ferraro and Roizin [75) conducted controlled studies of the effect of clinical doses
ofECT on Maccacus rhesus monkeys. Armando Ferraro was Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at
Columbia University and Principal Research Scientist (neuropathology) at the New York State
Psychiatric Institute. The conditions of the eKperiments were highly sophisticated, including the use of
regular ECT machines, smaller sized electrodes to fit the monkey heads, restraint to keep the heads from
banging, and the minimally necessary dose of electricity to cause a convulsion. They stated, "the intensity
and voltage of the current was considered closest to the therapeutic shock used in human beings" [75).
The current dose was as low as 90 V, 102 rnA for 0.1 5 duration - a total energy dose that is well below
that routinely used in modern ECT.

In the 1946 study, Ferraro and Roizen administered ECT three times per week in relatively short courses
(4-18 in number). After only 4 ECT, one animal had microscopic findings: "here and there in the cerebral
corteK there were some areas of rarefaction (cell loss)". After 12 ECT, another showed "small areas of
rarefaction as well as satellitosis and neuronophagia". Another, again after 12 ECT, displayed "slight
rarefaction of nerve cells and a few acellular areas in the front lobes". In addition to this evidence of cell
death, they also found cells in various states of degeneration, loss of myelin sheaths, glial proliferation,
dilated blood vessels, microscopic effusions of blood, petechial hemorrhages and other neuropathology .
which they related to the ECT. The pathology was worse with increasing numbers of ECTs. The overall
findings are very consistent with, and perhaps more severe, than those reported by Hartelius in cats.

In the 1949 study, Ferraro et al. gave larger numbers of ECTs (32-100). Many patients receive this
number of ECTs, usually over several series. With the fewest electroshocks, they found "moderate nerve
cell rarefaction" and "acellular areas". Again damage was proportionate to the current intensity and the
number of ECT. Photographs of the microscopic findings are reproduced in both papers.

Studies by AJpers and Hughes [~) on ECT in cats found evidence of subarachnoid hemorrhages and
scattered punctate hemorrhages in the brain. They correlated this damage with autopsy findings in two
human autopsy cases [Si). In 1946, Alpers reviewed the eKisting world literature on ECT effects in
animals, including additional studies of cell death in dogs [138) and rabbits [l!Q). Alpers noted that some
studies which claim to show little or no etfects from ECT in fact indicate cell abnormalities and even cell
death.

A variety of mechanisms for ECT-induced brain damage have been proposed, usually related to the
intensity and path of the electric current [~,32]. Even very small doses of electrical stimulation - less than
the amount that reaches brain tissue during ECT - can produce regional vasospasm, followed by cellular
anoKia. Since the blood vessels are constricted, increasing the oKygen content through artificial
respiration (modified electroshock) would have little or no positive etfecl. The eKhaustion of brain cells
through intense seizures also makes them more vulnerable to damage. More recent studies in rats confirm
that seizures induced by minimal currents with indwelling electrodes can produce neuronal loss, especially
in the hippocampus of the temporal lobe [56]. The hippocampus plays a critical role in memory.
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The studies by Hartelius, by Ferraro et aI., and' by Alpers and Hughes were definitive. They demonstrated
that ECT causes brain damage in monkeys, dogs, and 'cats, including hemorrhages and cell death. The
"controversy" should have ended with these studies, as well as with a number of confirmations from other
animal investigations in the 1.940s and 1950s [~,32,.!Q1l Instead, the research stopped, and the coverup
began.

The Russians have carried out a variety of neuropathology studies on animals subjected to clinical
intensities ofECT to determine if there is permanent brain damage. Babayan called for a ban on the
treatment in 1985, citing work at the USSR Academy of Medical Sciences as, "convincing proof .
pointing to grave changes in the central nervous system, the nerve cells, the glial-tissue apparatus " (pg.
37). At another institute, studies of the brains of animals led to a "drastic reduction in the use of
electroshock therapy in clinical practice" (p. 134). Babayan compares the treatment to lobotomy.

There have been no studies oflarge animals using modified ECT under clinical conditions. Meldrum and
Brierley (132) studied drug-induced (bicuculline) lengthy seizures in baboons and found widespread
ischemic (due to lack ofblood flow) changes. Meldrum et al. (134) repeated their earlier experiment, now
employing modified ECT, and found similar but lesser ischemic changes in neurones. They concluded that
modifYing the ECT gave some incomplete protection. However, the seizures were very long. Meldrum et
al. (133) once again studied the impact of drug-induced (allylglycine) seizures in baboons under modified
conditions. They used 13 animals, and in 8 the seizures were brief, recurring 6-63 times in 2 to 11 h.
followed by recovery. The short-duration seizures.produced no detectable pathology.

Templer (169) reviewed the question of ECT and permanent brain damage. In regard to animal studies,
he focused on Hartelius and also pointed out that animals given artificial ventilation (modified ECT) in
other studies also had "brain damage of somewhat lesser magnitude".

While few psychiatrists are willing to say in public that ECT causes brain damage, a large survey of the
APA membership, conducted with anonymity in the 1970s, showed that 41 % of psychiatrists agreed with
the statement, "It is likely that ECT produces slight or subtle brain damage". Only 26% responded that it
did not [1. pAj.

./.2. How £CT advocales respond 10 Ihe animal,'1udie.\·

None of the studies using large animals, including Hartelius and Ferraro et aI., are included in the 1990
American Psychiatric Association task force report on ECT. Although the report is supposed to be
comprehensive, with hundreds of citations from the literature, it somehow manages to fail to mention the
most important animal research. The same is true for the 1990 FDA study.

When DeyanandW and his associates (68) reviewed "Does ECT Alter Brain Structure?", they concluded
that animal studies do not prove brain damage. They accomplish this by dismissing the best studies.
Hartelius, for example, is criticized for applying a series of four ECTs with each one spaced at 2 h. But
there is no reason to assume that this method is more damaging than larger numbers of EeTs spaced over
longer intervals. As presently used, multiple-monitored ECT inflicts four electroconvulsive shocks within
the space of approximately one hour. In addition, it is extremely misleading to focus on that particular
group of subjects within Hartelius' study. One group of animals in the Hartelius study were given one
ECT per day for 4 days and others were treated "with clinical frequency" (three per week).

Devanand et al. dismiss Ferraro and Roizen (75) for using a "large number ofECSs (electroconvulsive
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shocks) relative to clinical practice. In reality, many patients are given 32 or more treatments, sometimes
in one series, more commonly in two or three. Ferraro et al. [76], utilizing small numbers of ECTs, are
dismissed on the speculation that the current went through the brain stem.

Devanand and colleagues do not deal with the fact that almost every study using large animals, as
summarized in their own table, shows brain damage. My review indicates that even purportedly negative
studies, on actual reading, indicate harmful effects [32]. For example, Devanand et al. describe Lidbeck's
[125] study in which several dogs developed "minimal perivascular and ischemic changes" [68]. They
leave out that in two of the four animals "nerve cells were shrunken and there was a decrease in the
number of stainable granules" [125]. Nor do they mention that one of the animals developed blood clots
in its brain.

One cannot prove the safety ofECT by criticizing multiple studies that show damage. To be ethical and
scientific, ECT advocates must produce carefully conducted, large-animal studies that show no damage.
This has not been done. In fact, the only studies that Devanand et al. find acceptable were performed on
rats rather than dogs. cats. and primates whose brains are more akin to humans and more sensitive to
trauma.

4.3. Brain scans

There has been contradictory evidence ofECT damage in brain-scan studies. most of which have been·
carried out by staunch advocates of the treatment. Using CT scans, Weinberger et al. [179] found that
chronic schizophrenic patients with a history of ECT had more enlargement of their ventricles (cerebral
atrophy) than those who had no ECT. Stretching to exonerate ECT. they declare. "Either EST further
enlarged the ventricles of the patients treated with it. or it was used with greater frequency in patients
who tended to have larger ventricles". In another CT study. Calloway et al. [21] found a correlation
between frontal lobe atrophy and ECT in 41 "elderly depressives".

A team led by Coffey et al. [63], using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), studied 35 patients before and
after ECT. The follow-ups were 2 or 3 days after and 6 months after. In five subjects. they found "an
apparent increase in subcortical hyperintensity". Coffey. a strong ECT advocate who has performed ECT
on many hundreds of patients, dismissed his own finding as "most likely secondary to progression of
ongoing cerebrovascular disease during follow up" [62]. I have evaluated several post-ECT patients with
very similar MR1 findings related to their ECT treatment.

Pande et al. [ill] found no MRI pathology in 7 ECT patients. However, the studies were performed I
week after the last ECT, so that late-maturing pathology would not have been discovered. Bergsholm et
al. [23] found no pathology on MR1 in 40 patients, with the exception of a 69-year-old man who suffered
a dilatation of the left temporal hom. which the authors dismiss as unrelated to ECT.

Devanand et al. [68] reviewed the brain scan literature and tound the evidence for brain damage
unconvincing. They accept Coffey's unsubstantiated claim that the pathology found in four patients after
ECT was due to progressive cerebral vascular disease rather than the more obvious trauma of ECT. They
dismiss studies showing damage.

The latest American Psychiatric Association Task Force Report [2] demonstrates the degree to which the
possibility of brain damage is now denied or rejected. In regard to the need for acknowledging brain
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damage on consent forms, the task force advised:

In light of the available evidence, "brain damage" need not be included as a potential risk.

-1:-1. Death alld autopsy findings

Many deaths were reported in association with ECT in the first few decades of use. An extensive autopsy
series indicated that many suffered from trauma to the brain resulting in visible pathology [ill). More
recently, advocates for ECT have claimed the death rate is very small or nearly nonexistent; but I have
suspected that deaths are simply no longer reported. For example, I have known of deaths of ECT
recipients in the Baltimore-Washington area that went unreported.

New data has confirmed the probability of a significant death rate from ECT. A recent law in Texas
requires the reporting of death within two weeks after ECT. From June, 1993, through August, 1994,
eight deaths were reported among nearly 1,700 patients subjected to electroshock treatment. Controversy
surrounds causation, and critics of ECT are attempting to obtain more autopsy details [159).

5, Modified ECT

For the past two to three decades, a modified form of ECT has been commonly (but not exclusively) used
in the United States. It involves sedation with a short-acting intravenous barbiturate, followed by muscle
paralysis with a curare derivative, and artificial respiration with oxygen to compensate for the paralysis of
the patient's breathing musculature. The purpose of these modifications was not, as some advocates
claim, to reduce memory loss and brain damage. Muscle paralysis was intended to prevent fractures of
the spine and limbs, as well cracked teeth, from severe muscle spasms. The artificial respiration was
added to keep the paralyzed patient oxygenated.

The modifications used in contemporary ECT make clear that ECT-induced convulsions are far more
severe than the spontaneous convulsions in grand mal epilepsy. Patients with seizures of unknown origin,
or with seizures due to brain injury, rarely break their limbs or their vertebrae during the convulsion. The
muscle spasms are not intense enough to produce these effects. Yet these fractures were common with
unmodified ECT.

ECT advocates commonly claim that recent modifications have made the treatment much safer, and that
its negative public image is unfairly based on the older methods. However, the most basic modifications
--anesthesia, muscle paralysis, and artificial respiration - are not new at all. I prescribed and administered
such modified treatment more than thirty years ago (1963/64) as a resident at Harvard Medic'!J School's
main psychiatric teaching facility, the Massachusetts Mental Health Center.

The public's "mistaken" image cifECT is, in reality, based on modern modified ECT, which has been
around for a long time. It is actually more dangerous than the older forms. The electric currents must be
more intense in order to overcome the anticonvulsant effects of the sedatives that are given during
modified ECT [32). Too frequently, the patient is routinely given a sleeping medication or tranquilizer the
night before, further increasing the brain's resistance to having a seizure. In addition, the patient is
exposed to the added risk of anesthesia. Other modifications include changes in the type of electrical
energy employed and the use of unilateral shocks applied to the non dominant (nonverbal) side of the
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brain. However, these modifications remain controversial. Since the APA task force does not exclusively
endorse nondominant (unilateral) ECT, the claim that this method is much safer becomes moot. Bilater~1
ECT continues to be used around the world. Besides. as already described, some ECT advocates give
excessive electrical doses -- beyond the dose required to produce a convulsion.

There is no reason to believe that shocking the nonv'erbal side of the brain is less harmful. As Blakeslee
[29] has confirmed, damage and dysfunction on the nonverbal side are more diflicult to recognize or to
describe (see discussion of anosognosia ahead). But the defects are no less devastating. Injury to the
nonverbal side impairs visual memory, spatial relations, musical and artistic abilities, judgment, insight,
intuition, and personality. It is ironic that biopsychiatry promotes sacriticing the nonverbal side of the
brain, while humanistic psychology is emphasizing its importance to the full development of human
potential.

No matter how ECT is modified, one fact is inescapable: evolution has assured that human beings do not
easily fall victim to convulsions. Therefore sufficient damage must be inflicted to overcome the brain's
protective systems.

6. The brain-disabling principle

6. 1. Early advocates of "Brain dan/0Ke as themp)'''

At the time that ECT was first developed. it was thought that convulsions induced by a variety of
methods, including insulin coma and stimulant medication, were useful in treating psychiatric disorders,
especially schizophrenia. It was often assumed that these treatments had their therapeutic effect by
causing significant microscopic brain damage. Some advocates openly called for inducing brain damage
and dysfunction (reviewed in detail in [32]). Bini [27], for example, reported that ECT produced
"widespread and severe" neuropathology in the brain and that these "alterations" might be responsible for
the "transformation" seen in schizophrenic patients after ECT. In the same year, Roy Grinker (in a
discussion of Wei I et al. [178]) compared ECT to lobotomy and speculated, "Does shock therapy
improve schizophrenic patients by structural damage of a less intense but more diffuse type"" In 1941
Walter Freeman wrote an editorial entitled "Brain damaging therapeutics" in which he argued for the
basic principle that the major psychiatric treatments. including electroshock and lobotomy. work by
disabling brain function. In 1941, Harry Solomon's introduction to Jessner and Ryan's Shock Treatment in
Psychiatry acknowledged that ECT produces memory loss, brain wave changes, and "cerebral cellular
damage and vascular injury". He connected this to the therapeutic effect. specitically the production of
euphoria and hypomania. The textbook itself cited evidenceJor severe brain damage from ECT, including
"capillary hemorrhage, ganglion cell changes. consisting of swelling and shrinkage, satellitosis, gliosis and
demyelinization".

From the very beginning - based on animal studies. human autopsies, and clinical observation - ECT was
known to cause brain damage. In fact. the brain damage was considered the principal element of the
therapeutic impact. Later, with increasing concern about ECT's bad image. advocates began to deny these
well-established observations.

6.2. Fink confirms the brain-disabling principle

L
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Max Fink is a leader in promoting ECr and his attitudes, if sometimes more extreme, rellect those of
many others who are leading the current resurgence of ECr in the North America and Europe. A
pro-ECr review by another ECT advocate, Weiner, drew Irom Fink [83] accusations that Weiner
"genuflects to avoid criticism" and that "such kowtowing is inappropriate".

Fink, himself a member of the 1978 and 1990 APA task forces, for decades argued and demonstrated
scientifically that ECT's "therapeutic" effect is produced by brain dysfunction and damage. He pointed out
in his 1974 textbook that "patients become more compliant and acquiescent with treatment" (p.139). He
connected the so-called improvement with "denial", "disorientation", and other signs of traumatic brain
injury and an organic brain syndrome (p. 165).

Fink was even more explicit in earlier studies. In 1957, he stated that the basis for improvement from
ECT is "craniocerebral trauma". In 1966, Fink cited research indicating that after ECT "the behavioral
changes related to the degree of induced trauma.. " (p.475). Referring to the multiple abnormalities
produced iri the brain following ECT, Fink wrote "In these regards, induced convulsions in man are more
similar to cerebral trauma than to spontaneous seizures" (p.481). He stated that improvement depends on
the development of an abnormal EEG and other changes in the brain and spinal fluid typical of trauma
and compared ECr to "cerebral trauma".

Fink cited Tower and McEachem [173], correctly stating that they "concluded that spinal fluid changes in
induced convulsions were more like those of craniocerebral trauma than those of spontaneous epilepsy"
[80]. He then gave further evidence for this comparison between ECT and traumatic brain injury.

As recently as 1974, Fink continued to propose that ECr has its effect by traumatizing or damaging the
brain. He begins his discussion by noting that psychiatric "treatments have been often drastic" and then
cites, among other examples, heat and burning, bleeding, water immersion, and craniotomy. He then goes
on to present several axioms of ECr, including the connection between the supposed therapeutic effect
and traumatic changes in the brain. He speaks directly of the producing "cerebral trauma" reflected in
EEG slow wave actixity (p. 9). He compares induced convulsions to "craniocerebral trauma" (p. 10). He
attributes improvement to the increased use of "denial" by the patient and to the development of
"hypomania" -- both signs of profound irrationality caused by brain damage and dysfunction (p. 14).

The 1990 task force report, despite Fink's participation, made no such comparisons between head injury
and ECT; instead the report dismissed any suggestion that the treatment is significantly traumatic. In
depositions in defense of doctors who give ECr, Fink now takes the position that ECT causes no brain
damage.

The 1990 APA task force report notes that low-dose unilateral ECr is often less effective than forms of
ECT that deliver more electrical energy. This observation lends 10 confirm the brain:disabling principle
that efficacy depends on the degree of damage

6.3. Sackeim co/!/irms Ihe hrain-dislIhlinK principle

More recently Sackeim [152] and Sackeim with a team of colleagues [154] have covertly revived the
principle that a therapeutic response depends upon the degree of brain damage and dysfunction. Sackeim
[152] has found that "Regardless of electrode placement, patients who received high dosage treatments
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responded more C])Jickly ... Critically, we also found that the rate of clinical response was dosage
sensitive". As previously noted, the degree of post-ECT disorientation and later. retrograde amnesia is
also dose sensitive.

The study previously cited by Sobin et al. [160] used the suprathreshold dose (2.5 times) in a group of
patients in a crossover study. As already noted, this group suffered from massive retrograde amnesia that
did not improve two months after ECr.

I evaluated a case in which a doctor followed Sackeim's published recommendation and gave his patient
the increased dosage. The patient suffered severe, irreversible memory loss and chronic mental
dysfunction, rendering her permanently unable to work at her previous high intellectual level.

The tendency to increase the electrical dose wholly undermines the promotional campaign aimed at
convincing the public that modern electroshock is safer. Sackeim and his colleagues often use bilateral
ECT -- the most obviously damaging method .- with a dose of electricity 2.5 times that required to
produce a convulsion in the patient. In addition, a growing emphasis on continuation or maintenance
ECT will expose increasing numbers of patients to chronic brain trauma and dysfunction (for an example
of maintenance ECT, see [147]).

More striking, Sackeim wants to do away with the safety features currently placed on most ECT
machines that limit current intensity: "These upper limits result in clinicians resorting to unnecessary and
perhaps risky maneuvers... " to get higher doses. According to Sackeim, "In my view, a strong argument
can be made that the next generation of ECT devices have significantly higher upper output limits,
perhaps at least double what is available with the current generation" (pg.235).

In a recent issue of Convulsive Therapy, ECT advocate Charles Kellner [123] quotes a description of
shock-induced mental devastation written by survivor "Ellen Wolfe" [184]. Mrs Wolfe describes the
"muddles" she gets into reading and her inability to recall even dramatic life events, such as the
assassination of President Kennedy. Kellner states that her tragic outcome, "a very severe case", is "likely
the result ofa series of treatments with high-dose bilateral sine wave ECr (pg. 133). Without seeming to
realize that modern ECT is often more "high-dose" than the older methods, he states that such a tragic
outcome is unlikely with contemporary ECr. This view contrasts sharply with his more cautionary
words:

Memory is often equated with the very essence ofa person's "being". As such. discussions
about Ecrs effects on memory deserve our most careful consideration (p.34).

6.4. How ECT works: iatrogenic helplessness and denial

ECT provides a prototype for the concept of iatrogenic helplessness and denial [32]. Controlled studies
of ECT show that any therapeutic etTect evaporates after 4 we.eks. the approximate time it takes to
recover from the most severe symptoms of the organic brain syndrome or delirium. Except for
psychosurgery, ECT provides the most extreme example in which the psychiatrist denies the damage he is
doing to the patient, and then utilizes the etTects of that damage to produce less emotionally aware, less
autonomous, and more manageable patients. As Max Fink used to openly describe, brain damage and the
exercise of medical authority push patients into denial about the harm done to them as well as about their
still unresolved personal problems.
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Consistent with other victims of central nervous system damage, most ECT patients minimize or deny
their real losses of mental function. This denial of mental dysfunction in brain-damaged patients is called
anosognosia ([88]; also see [36,45]). C.M. Fisher considers anosognosia or denial of dysfunction to be a
hallmark of brain injury: "Unawareness accompanies so many neurologic defects that one might invoke
anosognosia as a broad principle of cerebral dysfunction in humans". I have pointed out that it should be
considered an integral part of the brain-disabling effects of all psychiatric treatments which impair brain
function. Brain-disabling treatments reduce the patient's awareness of the mental dysfunction caused by
the treatment.

While damage to either side of the brain can produce anosognosia, it seems more common foll~wing
damage to the nondominant side (in right-handed individuals, the right is usually nondominant). In
electroshock treatment, at least one electrode lies over the nondominant side. In contemporary ECT. both
electrodes are frequently placed over the nondominant side.

Nondominant electroshock starkly illustrates the principle of iatrogenic helplessness and denial: the
doctor damages the brain in such a way as to confound the patient's ability to perceive the resulting
dysfunction. Neurologically-informed advocates of ECT are well aware that electroshock patients end up
suffering from anosognosia and denial, and therefore cannot fully report the ex:tent of their memory losses
and mental dysfunction. Yet these same advocates claim that patients ex:aggerate their post-ECT
problems.

Interviews with family and friends of patients ollen disclose that they are painfully aware of the damage
done to their loved ones. Ollen, the psychiatrist is the only one who consistently and unequivocally denies
the patient's damaged state.

7. Clinical effects on women, children, and the elderly

7.1. E('Twol11ell, Gild n/en/cIIY loss

Women have always constituted the majority of subjects of the most destructive psychiatric treatments,
including lobotomy and insulin coma. More recently. as documented earlier in this report, older women
have become the major target population for ECT, despite the absence of controlled studies on safety or
efficacy in the elderly.

One of the most remarkable reports in the ECT literature was published by Carol Warren [177] who
studied 10 women post-ECT, including their family relationships. The study confirms the brain-disabling
principle and illustrates how brain damage can be used by relatives to enforce iatrogenic denial and
docility. Many of the women thought that the purpose of the ECT was to erase their memory. While some
felt it was helpful to forget painful memories. they "uniformly disliked the loss of everyday memory, as
well as associated effects such as losing one's train of thought, .incoherent speech, or slowness of affect.
What specifically was forgotten varied from matters of everyday routine to the ex:istence of one or more
of one's children... ". Without reporting on the clinical significance of the women's ex:perience, Warren is
describing mild to moderate dementia following closed-head injury.

Family members sometimes approved of the memory loss:

Husbands might wish to have their wives forget the emotional troubles, including marital
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strife, which precipitated hospitalization. Mr Karr commented on his wife's long-term
memory loss as proof of her successful cure by ECT, saying that her memory was still gone,
especially for the period when she felt ill, and that "they did a good job there". These
husbands used their wives' memory loss to establish their own detinitions of past situations in
the marital relationship .... Other relatives, too, found it in their interest to have the expatients
forget: thus they could freely redefine past situations without challenge.

Warren described how another husband used his wife's memory loss to manipulate her:

Rita Vick [a pseudonym] had forgotten, after ECT the five of her seven children who had
been removed from her custody. One day she found an album in the Vick house and asked
her husband "who were all those children?" For fear of upsetting her with renewed thoughts
of the custody loss, Mr Vick told her that they were a neighbor's children.

One woman believed that her mother wanted her to have "the full treatment" to "make me forget all those
things that happened", including being molested by her mother's brother

Three of the ten women lived in dread of ECT for years afterward, but were afraid to express their angry
feelings for fear of being sent back to the hospital for involuntary electroshock treatment. In my clinical
experience, this is a realistic fear Doctors frequently respond to complaints about ECT treatment by
deciding that the patient is in need of more treatment. Increased exposure to the brain-damaging effects
ofECT can almost always be relied on to eventually'put an end to the patient's protests ("complaints").

Shock treatment has been used even more blatantly to erase the memories and even the personalities of
patients, usually women. H.C. Tien, in the early 1970s, described the use of unmodified ECT to erase the
personalities of women, then to "reprogram" them as more suitable wives with their husband's help
("Electroshock: Key Element. .. ", 1972, "From Couch to CoHee Shop... ", 1972).

Psychiatrist D. Ewen Cameron at McGill University, in part funded by the CIA, used multiple ECTs to
obliterate the minds of his patients and then to reprogram them ([52]; for more details on the Tien and
Cameron controversies, see' also [32,39]).

7.2. Eel' alld the elderly

As already noted, elderly women have become the most frequent target of ECT in the United States and
Canada. The trend to shock the elderly also seems to be growing in Europe [58,73], and Australia [140].

Urged on by the impetus to cut the costs of medical care in the US, a group led by William Mc Donald
[ill] has recently advocated maintenance ECT for the elderly. An initial course of ECT was followed by
intermittent treatments over a sixth month or more time period. This was not a blind or controlled study;
it speaks more to the willing to bombard the brains of the elderly than to the potential value of the
treatment.

The elderly, of course, have more fragile brains, and are especially sensitive to biopsychiatric inter
ventions, including relatively low doses of drugs. In addition, many elderly already sutfer from memory
dysfunction due to a variety of causes, making them especially vulnerable to the worst effects of ECT.

L
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Against all common sense, the APA 1990 task force advises that ECT can be used "regardless of age"
(p.15). It cites the successful treatment of a patient aged 102 (pp. 71-72). The APA report does warn,
however, that "some elderly patients may have an increased likelihood of appreciable memory deficits and
confusion during the course of treatment" (p.72). Similarly, Kamholz and Mellow [122] describe the use
ofECT for the elderly in glowing terms: "It is increasingly advised as a first-line therapy for severely ill
patients who are badly malnourished or who are at risk for suicide". They also recommend it for patients
who cannot tolerate antidepressants because of cardiac disease. There is no suggestion that ECT poses a
special threat to the vulnerable brain or cardiovascular system of the elderly. Reports like these are
spurring on the increased use ofECT in the elderly.

The aged are, in fact, gravely at risk when exposed to any form of head trauma, including electrically
iriduced, closed-head injury from ECT; and there is lillie evidence that ECT is helpful to them. There are
a growing number of reports of special dangers to the elderly that are not mentioned in the APA or the
FDA reviews [77,144].

In a curious twist, an article by Burke et al. [48] is listed in the bibliography of the APA report but not
cited in the actual discussions of the elderly. Burke and his colleagues found a high rate (35%) of
complications among the elderly. They noted, "Common complications in the elderly include severe
confusion, falls, and cardiorespiratory problems" (p.516).

In a study involving three times as many women as men, Kroessler and Fogel [12] produced data
indicating that ECT can cause a devastating decline in longevity:

This is a longitudinal study of 65 patients who were 80 years old or older at the time they
were hospitalized for depression. Thirty-seven were treated with ECT and 28 with
medication. Survival after 1,2, and 3 years in the ECT group was 73.0%,54.1%, and 51.4%,
respectively. Survival after 1,2, and 3 years in the non-ECT group was 96.4%,90.5%. and
750%. respectively (p.30).

These are extraordinary findings, indicating a very high increase in mortality in the elderly who receive
ECT. The authors. however. argue that the patients receiving ECT were more physically ill and hence at
greater risk of dying. They provided no data to explain such a vast difterence in mortality. The lethality of
ECT was made even more tragically wasteful by its comparative lack of efficacy. Kroessler and Fogel
found that ECT patients were much more frequently rehospitalized for depression than non-ECT patients
(41 % versus 15%). The recurrence rate of depression was more than twice as high among the ECT
patients as the non-ECT patients (54.1 % versus 25%). Lasting recovery from depression was much
lower in ECT patients (22% versus 71 %).

The Kroessler and Fogel study by itself should make any clinician hesitant to recommend ECT for any
elderly person. But it shouldn't have been necessary to subject these elderly people to ECT. An earlier
study by a team lead by Rogeho Callan [54], while purporting to support ECT, also demonstrated
devastating results.

Callan's group compared the effects of ECT in 39 patients aged 80 and over (very elderly), and 42
patients age 65 to 80 (elderly). Approximately three-quarters were women. The two groups. the very
elderly and the elderly, experienced the following rates of ECT-induced complications: cardiovascular
effects. 36% versus 12%; falls, 36% versus 14%, and confusion, 59% versus 45%. In the group aged 80
and over, 77% experienced some untoward event related to ECT. In the younger group, the rate was
62%. The seriousness of the adverse etfects endured by these elderly patients is documented in the
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report's criteria for recording a cardiac adverse effect:

Cardiovascular events. including cardiac arrhythmias requiring medical treatment, angina,
and/or myocardial infarction, persistent hypertension requiring medication or increased
dosage of previous antihypertensive medication, hypertensive crisis, development or
worsening of congestive heart failure.

In any age group, but especially in the old and the very old, these are extremely serious iatrogenic adverse
events.

The outcome evaluation portion of the study was not controlled. Even using highly biased impressions
drawn from progress notes, only 13% of the very elderly group were rated as having a "good outcome"
at the time of discharge, and only 33% of the elderly group.

The data in the study confirms that ECT is a highly dangerous and relatively ineffective approach to
treating depression in the elderly; but the authors conclude otherwise. They declare, "In summary, this
study supports ECT as an effective and relatively safe procedure in the older population" (p.758).

Elderly men and women have many reasons -- psychosocial and economic, some of them rooted in the
ageist and sexist attitudes of our society -- for feeling depressed. Often, they need improved medical care,
social services, family involvement, and loving care from friends and volunteers. Typically they are being
prescribed too many medical drugs or they are taking them in an inconsistent a fashion. This often results
in drug-induced adverse psychiatric effects, including depression and anxiety. All of their basic needs may
require attention. Meanwhile, they do not have the strength to resist a doctor's proposal that they
undergo electroshock. There may be no family members available'or willing to protect them. Whatever
the source of their depression, the elderly do not need more brain cell death, mental dysfunction, and
memory deficits.

I have been a consultant or a medical expert in several suits in which psychiatrists have tried to administer
electroshock against the will of elderly women who had no family to defend them. Each time, the doctors
have backed down or, as in the case of Lucille Austwick, they have lost in court [30, p. 19]. However,
many other elderly women are getting electroshocked involuntarily without their situation gaining public
attention. In addition, in my experience, many seemingly voluntary patients are badgered or misled into
taking the treatment.

Electroshock advocates argue that more women than men become depressed and so more women need
ECT. But why do more women become depressed~ Multiple research studies have now connected
depression in women to patriarchal oppression, including outright sex abuse LlH Warren's study
confirmed that ECT can and is used to cover up the sexual abuse of women and girls.

Writing in Australia, where they find older women at increasing risk for getting ECT, Melissa Oxlad and
Steve Baldwin [140] summarize:

Older people are an inappropriate population for ECT. Due to behavioural or intellectual
impairment/deterioration, older adults often cannot give either valid or informed consent.
Older people in institutions are at risk of inadvertent rights abuse. Often, these residents do
not have access to an advocacy service. The added medical complications (particularly with
cardiac problems) that occur with ageing contraindicate ECT as an appropriate treatment for
older people. A range of safer, less invasive treatment alternatives exist, which are more
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appropriate for older people (p.39).

Oxlad and Baldwin's review found that a variety of forms of counseling and psychotherapy are helpful to
elderly depressed patients.

7.3. ECT alld children

The literature leaves the impression that ECT is rarely given to children in the United States, Europe, and
elsewhere. However, Baldwin and Oxlad [20] point out that there is a vast under-reporting of this
controversial activity. They point to Thompson and Blaine's 1987 estimate that between 500 and 3500
minors are subjected to ECT each year in the United States.

In France, Georges Heuyer and his colleagues [ill] subjected a large number of children to ECT during
the German occupation (discussed in [148]). Their enthusiasm did not lead to the widespread use of ECT
for children in France. However, efforts are being made to revive the treatment for adolescents in France.
A team led by D. Cohen [B] reviewed the records of 21 adolescents treated with bilateral ECT in their
hospital in Paris. They found a "high rate of relapse at I year follow-up" and "adverse effects were
frequent", but they nonetheless recommend it. They conclude by lamenting, "Present attitudes in
adolescent psychiatry do not favor the use ofECT:. In the United States, the history of the use ofECT to
treat children is wrapped in scandal. In the I 940s on the psychiatric ward of Bellevue Hospital in New
Yark City, Lauretta Bender subjected large numbers of children to electroshock treatment. In one report,
she described 100 cases [22]. Her own estimates of success were glowing, but others involved in the
projects described the children as terrified and deteriorating intellectually [59,106]. While she diagnosed
many children as schizophrenic, many had developmental and behavioral problems [60].

I have personally evaluated two of Bender's cases, adults who were given electroshock by her as children
in the 1940s. One boy, G.R., came from a very chaotic, disturbed family. He was terrified by his father's
violence when intoxicated and had been truant at school. There is no indication of any severe psychiatric
disorder and he was diagnosed "Primary Behavior Disorder -- Conduct Disturbance". At Bellevue,
beginning November 3, 1949, he was subjected to a series 01'20 ECTs. As far as I could ascertain from
the records, he became aggressive for the first time after ECT treatment. G.R. was soon sent to Rockland
State Hospital. In adulthood, he became a convicted multiple murderer.

I was asked by G.R.'s attorney to evaluate him as a medical expert in a post-conviction sentencing trial. A
jury was empowered to determine if he should be sentenced to death in the electric chair. I showed the
jury old films of electroshock treatment being administered during the 1940s. By implication, I made the
point that society. having already electroshocked him as a child, should refrain from electrocuting him as
an adult. The jury gave him a life term instead of-the death penalty.

Another of Bender's cases. Ted Chabasinski, was removed from his home by a city social worker and seni
to Rockland State Hospital as a small child. He. too, was given electroshock by Bender. He grew up to
become a reform-minded attorney in Berkeley, california. where he has contributed to the campaign
against electroshock (for further details about Chabasinski, see [(39,21.]).

Despite the complete absence of controlled studies, there is once again an active attempt in the United
States and elsewhere to encourage the use ofECT with children and adolescents [26,85,86]. Reyand
Walter [148] reviewed the literature in all languages and found 396 patients, mostly single case reports,
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and no controlled studies. Obviously biased rn favor of ECT. they conclude "ECT in the young seems
similar in effectiveness and side effects to ECT in adults. However. this conclusion is qualified by the lack
of systematic evidence" (p.595).

Walter and Rey [I 76] surveyed the number of patients younger than age 19 in the Australian state of
New South Wales who received ECT between 1990 and 1996. They found that 42 patients age 14to 18
underwent 450 ECTs. Their retrospective analysis concluded it was "always safe". even though 22%
reported "subjective memory problems". Rey and Walter want to encourage the use of ECT in both New
Zealand and Australia. Their efforts are being met with substantial resistance, causing concern among
ECT advocates that it might be banned [114].

In Australia. psychologist Steve Baldwin and his colleagues. Yvonne Jones and Melissa Oxlad, have
published many reports that criticize the use ofECT in children and adolescents [16-21.120.139]. A
review of the literature by Baldwin and Oxlad [£1] located 217 minors subjected to ECT treatment
between 1947 and 1996. They found that ECT was not being used as a "life-saving" treatment. Less than
5% of teenagers and children in their meta-analysis sample were described as having any suicidal ideation.

Baldwin Llg] wrote:

ECT administration to one child or adolescent per year is one too many. In the context of a
still-developing neurological system, the use of invasive and possibly damaging treatment
with an unknown mechanism of action. cannot be justified. The use of electric currents to
produce seizures in children and adolescents has no place in the mental health services of the
1990s.

In their publications. Baldwin. Jones. and Oxlad have taken the position that treating children and
adolescents with ECT is unethical and that responsible professionals should take actions to prevent it.
This is consistent with my own position (see ahead).

ECT for children is illso being criticized in England [127] and there are attempts to legislate against it
[li..!2, 148]. Four US states ban ECT on children: Alabama, Colorado. California, and Texas.

8. The controversy

8.1. The press becomes il/volved

Particularly in the United States and Canada in the past several years. controversy has been swirling
around ECT in the press. Much of it is due to pro-ECT articles inspired by advocates of the treatment
who are trying to expand its usage.

The press has not entirely accepted the promotional claims of ECT advocates. A critical article by
Cauchon [55] in USA Today was followed up by. a remarkable editorial that declared "the long-term
effects can be devastating. They include confusion. memory loss. heart failure. and. in some patients.
death" [143].

In an article entitled "Shock therapy: it's back" in the Washington Post, Boodman (30] takes a more
promotional stance on ECT. She quotes Max Fink as declaring "ECT is one of God's gifts to mankind".

I,
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In defending ECT, Fink has also declared to the media that ECT .should be given to "all patients whose
condition is severe enough to require hospitalization" (quoted in [11))..

In recent years, advocates of ECT have tried to improve its image. Without additional research, they have
rejected the idea that ECT can cause brain damage. Glen Peterson (quoted in [ill)), a former Executive
Director of the International Psychiatric Association for the Advancement of Electrotherapy, has similarly
observed:

The possibility of brain damage is absolutely refuted by brain scans, by neuropsychological
studies, by autopsies, by animal studies, and by analysis of cerebrospinal fluid and blood
chemicals that leak from damaged cells that aren't detected in ECT patients.

8.2. Initial challengesjrom within the profession

Psychiatrists seldom criticize their colleagues in a systematic or public fashion. Even the widespread
resurgence of lobotomy and other forms of psychosurgery during the 1970s, against which this author
mounted a successful international campaign, drew little criticism from medical professionals, including
psychiatrists [34,46]. Current attempts to revive psychosurgery in North America and Europe are once
again meeting little criticism or resistance from within the medical profession [46].

Some of the most systemic analyses of the scientific issues have come from individuals who have been
damaged by electroshock [53,21,93-95].

The first significant challenge to ECT within the medical profession was launched by neurologist John
Friedberg [99-102]. His 1976 book tor the general public, Shock Treatment Is Not Good For Your
Brain, was followed by a journal review [lQl]. Friedberg [102] summarized:

The electrodes, whether applied over the temples or limited to one side of the head,
discharge through the very sensitive temporal lobes. The squamous plate of the temporal
lobe is the thinnest in the cranium -- thus, where the resistance is lowest. the current is
greatest. Just beneath lie the temporal lobes containing the least stable cortex by EEG
criteria. On their mesial aspects are found the hippocampal formations, so indispensable to
memory that their destruction -- by lobotomy and encephalitis, sclerosis from birth injury or
hamartomas, impairment of posterior circulation insufficiency, or loss through thiamine
deficiency -- leads to the densest amnesias known to medicine... It is here that the cellular
damage caused by ECT wreaks the greatest havoc.

Friedberg's publications were quickly followed by a volume edited by "shock survivor" Leonard Frank
[21], and an article by neurologist Robert Grimm. Grimm [105] wrote:--

How is it the one group in medicine works to protect patients from fits, while another
programs fits as therapy? Can both groups be right? Neurologists are trained from a
literature and experience based on clinical and model epilepsy, none of which recommends
breaching the intrinsic inhibitory mechanisms of brain with transcortical currents sunicient to
trigger a convulsion. Instead, all therapeutic etlort is aimed at protecting patients from
spontaneous or evoked seizures for a combination of clinical, social, and practical reasons.
To those who have had training in the complexity and differentiation of neuronal machinery,
it hardly seems wise to drive brain above its convulsive threshold, and to do so crudely and
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repeatedly and on .schedule. The organ gives every indication, in its acute biochemical and
electrical response to ECT, that such evoked seizures are clearly traumatic and that a number
of behavioral changes follow as a consequence.

My own critique of electroshock began in the scientific literature with the publication of Electroshock: Its
Brain-Disabling Effects in 1979 and then continued with a series of reports, reviews, and book chapters
[33,35-43,45]. Psychologist Robert Morgan [137] published several editions of Electroshock: The Case
Against with contributions from representatives of psychiatry, psychology, and neurology, as well as the
survivor movement.

Reviews of ECT-induced damage to the brain and mind have continued to be published in professional
journals [53,92, 169]. Templer and Veleber [170], tor example, summarized their review of the literature:

Some human and animal autopsies reveal permanent brain pathology. Some patients have
persisting spontaneous seizures after having received ECT. Patients having received many
ECTs score lower than control patients on psychological tests of organicity, even when
degree of psychosis is controlled for.

A convergence of evidence indicates the importance of the number of ECTs.... [O]ur position re mains
that ECT has caused and can cause permanent brain pathology. .

Many indiviqual health professionals -- some of whom have already been quoted -- have criticized the
treatment from their clinical experience. In 1983, neurologist and electroencephalographer Sidney Sament
wrote:

After one session of ECT the symptoms are the same as those of concussion (including
retrograde and anterograde amnesia). After a few sessions of ECT the symptoms are those
of moderate cerebral contusion, and further enthusiastic use of ECT may result in the patient
functioning at a subhuman level. Electroconvulsive therapy in effect may be defined as a
controlled type of brain damage produced by electrical means... In all cases the ECT
"response" is due to the concussion- type, or more serious, effects of ECT. The patient
"forgets" his symptoms because the brain damage destroys memory traces in the brain, and
the patient has to pay for this by a reduction in mental capacity of varying degree.

Boyle [U] reviewed the literature and stated:

In conclusion, there is considerable empirical evidence that ECT induces signiticant and to
some extent lasting brain impairment. The studies cited above are but a tew which suggest
that ECT is potentially a harmful procedure. as indeed are most naturally occurring episodes
of brain trauma resulting in concussion, unconsciousness and grand mal epileptic seizures.
Accordingly, the continued use of ECT in psychiatry must be questioned very seriously
(p.23 ).

Psychologist Lucy Johnstone [119] wrote about ECT:

I.

Early animal studies provided unequivocal evidence of brain damage, and indeed it was openly admitted
by psychiatrists that this was the mechanism of improvement, and that the patient. "secures his
readaptation to normal life at the expense of a permanent lowering of functional efficiency". Numerous
studies, whose results are not reported in the official journals. confirmed widespread and often permanent
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impairment in a range of cognitive abilities, even after standard length courses of ECT ... An appalling
abuse is going.on in our midst: thousands of people a year are having brain damage inflicted on them in
the name of "treatment". Psychologists are in a uniquely favourable position to publicize and protest
against this.

8.3. SUn'ivors ojECT

Survivors of ECT have become an increasingly active political and moral force. They are members of

what is called the psychiatric survivor movement in the United States.ill

As already noted, some of the most significant scientific reviews have been written by individuals who
have been harmed by ECT. In addition to writing and appearing in the media, many who have undergone
ECT continue to protest at national psychiatric conventions and electroshock symposia. Some have even
chained themselves to the gates and doors of hospitals that carry out electroshock treatment. At Canada's
Clarke Instiiute, for example, they held a candlelight vigil [166]. Most recently, a new organization of
several hundred ECT survivors -- the National Association of Electroshock Survivors (NAES) -- has
been formed in Texas. It is calling for a ban on ECT. This kind and degree of consumer resistance against
a commonly used medical treatment seems unprecedented.

The most dramatic threat to ECT became known as the "Berkeley ban". Ted Chabasinski, who had been
subjected to electroshock as a child, organized a grassroots citizens' movement in support of a
referendum to ban ECT in Berkeley, California. After the proposition was overwhelmingly approved by
the electorate, the psychiatric establishment, led by the APA, intervened and had the ban overturned in
court. But the survivors could claim a partial victory -- a "power outage" of 41 days at Herrick Hospital, .
the city's only ECT facility, in the winter of 1982.

Leonard Frank [95], a survivor ofECT, wrote

If the body is the temple of the spirit, the brain may be seen as the inner sanctum of the body,
the holiest of holy places. To invade, violate. and injure the brain, as electroshock unfailingly
does. is a crime against the spirit and a desecration of the soul.

Writing in the British journal, Openmind, Jan Wallcraft [175] wrote:

ECT may effectively silence people about their problems... It may fulfill a socially-valued
function in reinforcing social norms and returning people to unhappy or abusive situations, or
to isolation and poverty without any expenditure on better services or community
development. It is easier to numb people and induce forgetfulness than to try to eradicate
poverty, provide worthwhile jobs and deal with people's demands to be listened to,
understood, loved and valued as part of the community. .

Wallcraft had been subjected to ECT at the age of twenty-two [174].

8../. Legisla/ion

Recently California again became the center of public controversy surround electroshock. Inspired by a
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coalition of former patients and concerned professionals, Angela Alioto, a member of the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors, held hearings on ECT. About two dozen "shock survivors" testified about
permanent damage to their brains and minds. Although both sides had ample time to organize, no former
ECT patients showed up to offer testimonials in favor of the treatment (40,11, 93].

The recommendations of Alioto's committee were adopted by the city's governing body and signed by
Mayor Art Agnos on February 20, 1990. The resolution declares the Board of Supervisors' opposition to
the "use and financing'" of ECT in San Francisco [78]. It also calls for the state legislature to develop
more strict requirements for informed consent, including the exposure of potential patients to live or
videotaped presentations by critics of the treatment. The resolution, which follows the recommendations
made in my testimony at the Alioto hearings. is not legally binding. While the resolution has been an
important moral and educational victory for opponents of ECT, its actual impact may be negligible.

More than 30 US states have passed legislation to monitor ECT, set limits on the number of treatments or
the age at which it can be given, and require second opinions and informed consent. Four states have
banned its use on children, most recently Texas. under NAES leadership. While efforts to require
informed consent have proved almost impossible to enforce in the face of psychiatric resistance, they have
raised further questions about the use of ECT.

8.5. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

In 1979, the FDA classified ECT devices as demonstrating "an unreasonable risk of illness or injury" [89].
This would have required animal testing for safety. However, under pressure from the APA, the FDA
gave notice of its intent to reconsider its original decision and to reclassifY ECT machines as safe. The
APA's most recent Task Force report was timed to come out in the midst of the FDA's political squirming
over ECT.

The FDA's final report [89] reads remarkably like the APA's 1990 report. Although no large animal
studies have been done with ECT devices since those earlier studies consistently demonstrated brain
damage, the FDA panel has now recommended detining ECT devices as safe for depressed patients. It
did so ambivalently, recommending that the approval be delayed until the establishment of engineering
safety standards for the machines. The approval process continues to be delayed by the lack of approved
standards and ECT exists in a kind of FDA limbo which has not discouraged psychiatrists from using it.

Through the Freedom of Information Act, I have obtained and reviewed what the FDA has made
available as its complete file on ECT. There are dozens of recommendations from state-funded and
private patient rights and advocacy groups to ban ECT. and hundreds more from patients who feel they
have been permanently damaged by the treatment It is astonishing that the FDA has ignored or rejected
such an avalanche of official recommendations and personal reports and protests.

In approving the ECT machines as potentially safe. the FDA ignored a most remarkable situation. Before
being put on the market, the ECT machines. such as the commonly used MECTA, were not tested for
safety on animals or humans. There were no systematic or controlled studies to evaluate their impact on
the living brain. The FDA has simply accepted the lobbying campaign of organized psychiatry that ECT is
safe and effective.

After hearing evidence presented to the Food and Drug Administration's Respiratory and Nervous System
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Device Panel, consumer representative Susan Bartlett Foote [90] reported back to the FDA:

Evidence of the safety and efficacy of ECT devices remains controversial and conflicting
The "new evidence" submitted [by the American Psychiatric Association] petition did not: by
any means, eliminate the unanswered or troubling questions surrounding safety and efficacy
of the machines.

8.6. Thl! po/ilics oflhl! /990 APA report

The political nature of the AP A task force report ( 1990) is reflected in the membership of the panel that
wrote it. The chairperson, Richard Weiner. was APA's official representative in defense ofECT at the
FDA hearings. and has for some time been APA's chief spokesperson on the subject. Two of the other six
members are psychiatrist Max Fink and psychologist Harold Sackeim, among the nation's most zealous
promoters of the treatment. Together, the three travel the world touting ECT (for example, see [107)).
Fink [85,86) is currently pressing to increase the use of electroshock treatment for children and
adolescents. Sackeim and his colleagues, as already described, are calling for the use of increased doses
of ECT and even for new machines that will greatly escalate the electrical energy delivered into the
patient's brain.

By contrast, the task force sought no input from the several patient organizations that oppose the
treatment, and none from psychologists, psychiatrists. neurologists, and other professionals who are
critical of it.

The APA task force report in its acknowledgments thanks the manufacturers of electroshock machines
for their contributions; company advertising handouts are listed as useful sources of public information;
and the names, addresses, and phone numbers of these companies are provided in the report. The task
force is particularly positive toward Somatics, Inc., whose sole function is to manufacture the
electroshock machine. Thymatron, Somatics. Inc., is acknowledged for providing "input into the
guidelines". Under "Materials for Patients and Their Families" the task force cites a pamphlet by Richard
Abrams and Conrad Swartz and a videotape by Max Fink, both of which are advertising materials lor
Thymatron and can only be obtained by writing to the manufacturer.

The report nowhere mentions any link between Thymatron and Richard Abrams, who would appear to be
the task force's most valued expert. One of Abrams's articles is recommended under "Materials for
Patients and Their Families" and another under "Materials lor Professionals". Nine of his publications are
cited in the report's general bibliography, making him by far the most heavily represented author. Abrams
is also listed among those individuals who "provided comment on the draft of the ECT Task Force
Report". However, his most interesting affiliation is absent: Abrams owns Somatics, Inc.! In a deposition
in which he was a medical expert [67], Abrams acknowledged under questioning that Somatics. Inc., is

the source 01'50% of his income.WOn the book jacket (but not in the text) of the 1997 edition of his
book, Abrams now acknowledges that he is president of the shock manufacturing company.

The 1978 APA task force report labeled electroshock treatment as controversial. The 1985 Consensus
Conference report stated. "Electroconvulsive therapy is the most controversial treatment in psychiatry"
and referred to forty-plus years of dispute surrounding" issues such as efficacy and complications. In the
opening sentence of the introduction to Abrams' 1988 book, Fink referred to the "more than 50 years of
controversy" surrounding ECT.
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By contrast, the 1990 APA task force report says not a word about controversy. ECT is presented as if
no one in the profession has ever criticized it. Since a number of psychiatrists have been sued for falling
to inform patients about the controversial nature of the treatment, the APA report was in part intended as
a step toward cleansing the treatment of controversy.

Psychosurgery remains the only treatment surrounded by more controversy than ECT; but it is used much
less frequently [46]. The two treatments are closely related in many ways. Electroshock can be accurately
described as closed-head electrical lobotomy.

9. What to tell patients who have been injured by ECT

When [ first began to evaluate post-ECT patients early in my career, [ was often hesitant to confirm their
fears that the treatment had injured their minds and brains. Even though they were telling me that they felt
permanently injured, [ was reluctant to confirm their personal tragedy. However, I have found over the
years that patients who have been iatrogenically injured are almost always grateful to have a doctor
confirm their suspicions and fears. Even if we, as physicians, find it painful to inform our patients about
iatrogenic injuries, we have a solemn duty to communicate the truth to those who put their trust in us. To
do anything else is not only paternalistic, it is dishonest and potentially fraudulent.

Mental health professionals should be advised that it is both ethical and beneficial to acknowledge to
patients in a supportive, empathic manner that they have been injured by ECT or by an other medical
treatment. Many electroshock survivors have told me that reading my papers and books about ECT, or
consulting directly with me, has been a life-atlirming experience for them. Instead of reacting with more
despair to the confirmation of their ECT-induced brain damage and disability. they have felt understood
and empowered for the first time.

10. The need to ban ECT

10. I. The persis/ell/failure to proviJe i/!formeJ ClJlISellt

The 1990 APA task force report became a disillusioning and disappointing watershed for my own reform
activities around ECT. I have long argued that ECT is an ineftective, dangerous, anachronistic treatment
that should be abandoned by modern psychiatry. Yet, despite the urging of many Victims of ECT, I
refused for many years to endorse public or legislative efforts to ban it. I believed that the practice of
medicine and the rights of patients were better served by insisting on informed consent, while holding
liable those psychiatrists who fail to convey to their patients the controversial nature of ECT and its
potentially damaging effects. Unfortunately, the 1990 APA report and the APA's political pressuring of
the FDA demonstrated organized psychiatry's determination not to inform professionals or patients about
the risks of ECT. Despite the disclaimer tucked away on its copyright page, the APA report provides a .
shield for those who recommend and administer ECT -- an "official" conclusion that there is no serious
risk of harm. Doctors who prescribe or recommend ECT now hide behind this report when their injured
patients protest to them or bring legal actions.

[n the environment created by the AP A. informed consent for ECT has become a mirage. Therefore, after
much hesitation, [ recently endorsed public effons to ban ECT. The banning of ECT should be supported
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by all concerned mental health professionals.

Some patients do feel "helped" by ECr. Often they have been so damaged that they cannot judge their
own condition. They suffer from iatrogenic denial and helplessness. But should a treatment be banned
when some people believe they are helped by it? In fact, it is commonplace in medicine and psychiatry to
withdraw from use treatments and devices that have caused serious harm to a small percentage of people;
even though they may have helped a very large percentage. The risk of serious injury to a few outweighs
helping many.

In the case of ECT, a large percentage of people are being harmed, and there is very little evidence that
many are being helped. There is no evidence that ECT prevents suicide or rescues desperate cases. At
best ECT offers a very poor trade-off -- potentially irreversible brain damage and mental dysfunction in
exchange for the docility and temporary emotional blunting or euphoria that result from the damage.

If ordinary medical ethics were applied to psychiatry, ECT would have been abandoned or prohibited by
the late 1950s based on the original large-animal studies. Prior to trying ECT again on humans, ECT
advocates would have been required to conduct newer, similar animal studies to prove that modern ECT
is safer. However, the possibility that modern ECT is safer is practically nil, since the doses of electrical
energy are uniformly higher today than they were in the animal experiments. Higher doses are required in
order to overcome the effects of the anesthesia used to sedate the patients prior to ECr. Often the
patients are using sleeping medications or daytime tranquilizers that can also raise the seizure threshold.
Furthermore, as we have seen, there is an increasing iendency to advocate and to administer even larger
doses of electrical energy -- up to 2.5 times the amount required to produce the seizure. ECT is not safer
than it was when brain damage was originally demonstrated in elegant animal studies, and it is not going
to become safer in the foreseeable future. It should be banned.

fO.2. The personal coSI /() survivors

It is impossible to find words that are sufficient to communicate the tragic personal cost to many of the
patients who undergo ECr. In my own experience, spanning more than thirty years, I have encountered
dozens of individuals whose lives have been wrecked by the effects of ECT on their mental function
(described, for example, in [32.39.45]). Many have been left with such devastating retrograde amnesia'
that they can no longer function as professional persons or homemakers. Years of professional training
and other key aspects of their lives have been obliterated. Even portions of their past that they can
remember may seem remote and alien as if they are watching a movie rather than recalling their own lives.
Often they have been impaired in their ongoing ability to focus or pay attention, to concentrate, to make
sense out of complex situations, to remember names and places, to learn anything new, to find their way
around, and to read and think effectively. Frequently they have become irritable and easily frustrated,
emotionally unstable, and shallow in {heir ability to feel. Often they feel depressed and even suicidal over
the loss of their mental function. In short, they have shown all the typical signs of close-head injury,
including frontal and temporal lobe dysfunction. Often their families have been irreparably damaged by
their inability to function as wage earners, husbands or wives, mothers or fathers. A treatment that can
cause such devastation, while producing such limited and questionable results, has no place in the practice
of medicine.
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The thirteen pUblished controlled real versus sham ECT studies in

depressive illness are 'critically reviewed. The criticisms of the

studies are analysed along a ~Qde range of parameters. The authors

conclude that all of the studies can be criticised on both numerous

parameters and impor~ant parameters. 11oreover, irrespective of any

criticis~$, the reported data at the end of the controlled phase of

the studies and subsequent follow-up data, as a body of evid~nce, does

not in the opinion of the authors significantly indicate that real ECl
!

is .~ore effective than sham ECT in treating depressive illness.
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ECT was introduced by Cerletti and Bini approximately 50 years

ago and since then it has gradually become established as a major

physical treatment in psychiatric practice. For many years the

use of ECT'~~s qeavy and indiscriminate but clinical experience

and research subsequently suggested it to be most effective in

depressive illness. Indeed the present authors GS and SA employ

ECT in their cli~ical practice and can attest to its

effectiveness in saving life in severe depressive illness - associated

'for eX2rn9le with a refusal to eat or drink. However, despite the

consens~s that seT {s ef~ective in deoressive illness, there has been

a fundamental Question as to which part of the treatment is

ther2peutica~ly activew Is it the passage of electrical cu~rent

through the b~ci~ O~ is it the nOu-spe~~:ic placebo e~fect associ2ted

~l~r: th~ EST p~ode~u~e that is the c;uci~l t~erapeutic ~gent?

Att~mp~s to answer ~h:s question have beers made th~ough

conducting controlled studies, in whicr. one group of patients

~,

'.

r·

.. ,
:.~

receive real EC: and a. comparison group rece:ve sham (sham

ECT involves all the procedures associated with real ECT except

the passage of electricity through the head). Fo~ c full

. description of the studies see Tables I, II and III. Tnese

controlled 'real' v 'sham' ECT studies can be divided into two

historical groups:

1. Those completed between the late 1950s and late 1960s (Ulett et al

1956, Brill et al 1959, Sainz 1959, Harris &Robin 1960, Wilson et al 1963,

Fahy et al 1963 and McDonald et al 1966).

NB TheSE: studies are hereafter referred to in the tel:t by numbers 1

,
Ito 7
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respectively. For the precise numbering of each study see any of the

tables (I-VI).

2. ; More recent studies which have been completed between the

late 1970s and through the 1980s (Freeman et ,al 1978, Lambourn &

Gill 1978, Johnstone et al 1980, West 1981, Brandon et al 1984

and Gregory et 21 1985). NB These studies are referred to in

the text as numbers 8 to 13 respectively. For the precise

numbering of each study see any of the tables (1-VI).

Tcis paper critically evaluates the thirteen controlled real v

sham SCT stucies from multiple standpoints e.g. staff/patient

blindness, entry requirements for patients and outcome analyses

etc. Some of the criticisms point to the possibility of a Type I

error: that the null hypothesis ~as falsely rejected and

ther~fore that any 'positive' result indicating that real ~as

better than ·sharr. SCT wc5 less certain. Other criticisms point to

tne p~ss~bility of a Type II e~ror: that the null hypothesis ~as

". _f2~s~ly a~~ep~ed and the~efore that any Inegative result 1

indicating there was no difference between real and sham ECT ~~s

Glso less certain. The criticisw~ in this paper (see Tables IV,

Vane VI) ~ill be divided into the three sections listed below

and these sections will then be discussed in turn:

A) 'PRW'RIAL' PARAI'ETERS OF CRITICISM

1. Population used to derive the study sample.

2. Defining the study sample (including the number of

patients in the sample).

3. Demographic variables of the sample e.g. age and sex.

4. Parameters related to the depressive'illness e.g.
279
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5. ~~tching of the two groups for pretrial parameters.

6. Random allocation to treatment group.

B) 'DURING THE TRIAL' PARAMETERS OF CRITICISM

1. Patient blindness.

2. Staff blindness.

3. Index treatment heterogeneity.

4. Pharmacological accompaniments of ECT study.

5. Number of ECTs.,
6. Frequency of ECT.

7. ECT ...aveform.

8. Electrode placement.

0 ECT energy.,.

10. Fit ascertained.

11- Mat::hing (on a variety of parameters during the study) •

C) '~ND 0" TrIAL' PARAMETERS 0" CRITICTSM

1. F~tcr.ing of the pa:ients who completed the 'study.

2. Numerical parameters of the outcome analysis (at the
end of the controlled real v sham phase of the study).

3. Numerical parameters of the follow up.

NB In the text 'positive result' means real ECT was found to be

more effective than sh~ ECT and a 'negative result' means real

ECT was found to be no more effective than sham ECT.
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, PREI'RIAL' PARAMETERS OF CRITICISM

Population used to derive the study ,sample

To help ensure that a representative and non-biased sample

of patients is selected for a controlled real v sham ECT

study, the following factors concerning the wider population

from which the sample is drawn (hereafter referred to as

'the population') should be taken into account.

a) Definition of the population. Ideally a study should

report how many hospitals have participated in the study

and from which geographical area the patients were

dra,m. Three studies (3, 5' and 11) did not give any

definition of the population. Another study (8) cid

not report either the number of hospitals in the study

or the geographical area from which the patients were

,dra,m, but did say the population was patients admitted

to 'four a~ute units'. P~l of the other-stucies s~ated

how many hospitals had participated in the study; one

hospital for seven studies (1,2,4,6,9,10 and 13), two

hospitals for one study (7) and many hospitals in another'

study which incorporated referrals from all the

hospitals in one large geographical area (12). This

latter study was the only one to define the geographical

area which incorporated the population.

b) The population should not be restricted. Ideally the

population size should be large. The population should

be drawn from a ~~despread geographical area and

referrals from the population to the study should be

from l!@riy hospitals. On these ideal grounds, all but
281
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one of the studies (12) could, in strict terms, be

criticised either because no definition of the

population was reported Qr because there was no record

of the population coming from a widespread geographical

area.

c) All patients in the defined population should be

screened for inclusion in the study to help prevent

biased sampling. Of the ten studies that attempted to

define the population (1,2,~,6 - 10, 12 an~ 13), two of them

(1 and 2) did nQt report all patients were screened, but the

others did.

,2. Defining the Study Sample

a) De~inition of Depressive Tl'ness

An ideal definition of depression is one that employs

specified ~riteria and is ons that has been

statistically !"ep2.icated anc accepted by other wo:-kers.

Eight of the studies did not employ such a definition

of depressive illness in their studies (1-7 and 9).

All of these studies stated simply that the t~~al

patients had been 'clinically diagnosed' as SUffering

from depressive illness. Such a definition opens the

possibility of deriVing a non-representative or even a

biased sample. Four of the studies (10,11,12 and 13)

employed satisfactory definitions (see Table I). The

remaining study (Freeman et al 1978) also used a

satisfactory definition, despite the fact that it has

not been replicated and is not a definition of

-I

depressive illness that has the ~~cent~nr.p r.~ n~no~c 282
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because specified definitive criteria were employed and

the quantitative nature of the definition allows for

the possibility of replication (see Table I).

Selecting a sample ~ith the best chabce of responding to
.. ECT

Ideally, to avoid a Type II error, studies should have

endeavoured to select a group of patients with

depressive illness who would have been the most likely

to respond to ECT. Six of the studies (2-6, 8 and 12)·

did not try to do this. Five of the studies (5,7,9,11

and 13) did however state, in their inclusion criteria

for patients' entry into the study, that the patients

selected were those who wo~ld normallv be treated with

Tne two remaining studies (1 and 10) went further

t~ar. ttis~ U1ett et 21 (1956) stated in the~r inclusion

criteria that only those patients whe were. 'the most

1 ikelv to respond to ECT' were included, and Johnstone et a1

(1980) stated that all patients had to satisfy the ..

'Newcastle criteria for predicting a good outcome from

ECT' .

NB It should be noted that Johnstone et al (1980) and

Brandon et al (1984) in their controlled stUdies found

that the best predictor of a greater beneficial

response to real over sham ECT was the presence of

depressive delusions. Brandon et al also found

retardation. was a good predictor. No real v sham

controlled study to date has selected only those

depressive patients w~th delusions and/or retardation. 283
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c) Psychiatric diagnQstic categQries

Ideally the studies WQuld Qnly have utilised patients

frQm Qne psychiatri~ diagnQstic categQry : depressive

illness. HQwever, tWQ studies used.several diagnQstic categQries

(1 and 2). The first Qf these studies (Ulett et al) included

'involutiQnal psychotic reactiQns', 'schizQaffective

disQrders' and 'acute schizQphrenic reactiQns : catatQnic

type (first episQde)', as well as depressive illness. The

secQnd study (Brill et al) included 'shizQaffective type'

depressive reactiQns and several categQries Qf 'schizQphrenic

reactiQns'. NB the results Qf this latter study were

impQssible tQ interpret fQr the patients with depressive

illness, because this data was inextricably bQund up with the

data fQr the patients with schizoaffective illness

(depressive type) -see belQw.

d) Number of patients

TQ help aVQid statistical errQr it is important tQ study a

population of sufficient size. JQhnstQne et al in their

contrQlled real v sham ECT study noted 'a sample Qf 70 patients

would be adequate to clarify the question Qf whether Qr nQt the

cQnvulsion is an important element in the therapeutic efficacy of

ECT'. In fact all but one study (BrandQn et aI, which had 71

patients) failed to incorporate 70 Qr more patients in

the final Qutcome analysis. Two Qther studies had 70

patients. Qr thereabouts at the beginning Qf the study,

JQhnstQne et al had 70 and· GregQry et al had 69, but after

withdrawals during the study the number of patients

remaining at the comDletior. were 62 and 44 resoectivelv_ 284
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In this paper w~ have arbitrarily selected for special

criticism those studies which had a total population at

the completion of the study of less than 30 patients.

Seven studies (1-4,6,7 and 11) had in fact' less than 30

patients. Of these studies three of them (4,6 and 7) had six

or less patients in either the real or the sham group. In

view of the low numbers in these three studies, meaningful

_. interpretation of the statistics waS considered impossible 

see below.

3. Demographic variables of the sample

a) ~

There is eVidence that older people have a higher seizure

threshold, (Sackheim et al 1987). There is also evidence

that the greater the stimuli is above the seizure

threshcld, the greater the the~apeutic response (D'~ia &

Perris 1970). Tnerefore studies which include the mo-e

elderly patients would decrease the chances of showing a

more beneficial effect of real over sham EeT. 121 of the 13

studies, to a greater or lesser extent, can, be

criticised on this parameter and therefore they all

increased the risk of a Type ZI error. Seven of th~

(1-4,6,7 and 13) gave no information on age. Three

studies (5,8 and 9) gave age ranges wr~ch included more

elderly patients (see Table II). The remaining three

studies (10,11 and 12) gave only mean ages without the

range of ages or the standard deviations; 49.4 years to

54.4 years was the range of the means over the three

studies
285
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There is evidence that females have a lower seizure

threshold than males (Sackheim et al 1987). There is also

evidence, as noted above, that the greater the electrical'

stimuli is above the seizure threshold, then the greater the

therapeutic response (D'Elia & Perris 1970). Therefore a

real v sham ECT study which only included females would help

maximise the chances of sho.~ng that real ECT ~as more

effective than sham ECT. Slightly less ideal studies would

be ones in which there was either a significantly greater

number of females to males within the real ECT group, or

studies in which there were a greater number of females in

the real group compared to the sham group. Only two studies

included only females (4 and 6). Five studies had a greater

number' of females to males in the real group (1,3,8,10 and

i2). No study had a significantly greater number of females

in the real group compared to the sham group. Tne six.

remaining studies (2,5,7,9,11 and 13) did not approach

the ideals noted above and therefore could be

criticised· on this parameter of gender, thus running

the risk of making a Type II error.

~_.

j

4. Parameters related to the depressive illnes~

a) Previous depressive illness

It has been suggested (Fahy et al 1963) that the more

episodes of depressive illness a patient or a group have

had, the less likely the 'responsiveness to active. treatment

e.g. real ECT. (One possible way of understanding this

286
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connection between increased frequency of depressive illness

and lack of responsiveness to ECT is to look at the

established relationship between an increased frequency of

depressive illness and a stressful/unsupportive psychosocial

environment - see Brown & Harris 1978 - and the relationship

between the latter and relative lack of responsiveness to

active treatment). If responsiveness to ECT is decreased

in the face of repeated episodes of depressive illness then,

to maximise the chances of detecting a 'true therapeutic'

effect of ECT (and therefore avoid a Type II error) real v

sham ECT studies should only investigate people who are

experiencing their first episode of depressive illness.

Eight of the thirteen studies did not give any data on

histo,y of p,evious dep,essive illness (1-4,6,7,11 and 13)

and therefore the possibility of their being at risk of the

Type" II e,ror noted above cannot be excluded. The remaining

five studies (5,8,9,10 and 12) did give data on history of

p,evious depressive illness. Tne proportion of patients with

previous depressive illness in all these studies "was high

(see "below). Therefore all of these studies were, because of i

this, also at risk of making a Type II "error. The proportion

of patients having previous depressive illness in four of the

five stUdies noted above was as follows:

(25$ (Fahy et al in J!ggl ECT Group)

(40~ (Fahy et al in Sham ECT Group)

66~ (johnstone et 21 - 66% of~ the patients in the

study i.e. real ~ sham ECT patients combined) -
287
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individually)

81% (Lambourn &Gill -81$ Real and Sham ECT Groups

individually)

The proportion of patients having previous depressive illness

in the fifth study (12) could not be directly determined

because the only data provided was mean number of previous

admissions to psychiatric hospital (2.6 for the real ECT

grDup and 2.5 fDr the sham grDup). However these mean

figures suggest that the prDportiDn Df patients w~th previous.

depressive'illness was alsD high in this study. NB Of the

five studies noted above which did present data on previous

depressive illness, three of the (5,9 and 10) reported either

nD or little significant difference between real and sham

ECT. These studies, therefore, may not only have been at

risl: of the Type II error noted abDve but may have cDrnrr.itted

it.

If patients have had previous ECT, and therefore have becDme

acquainted with its pDtential acute side effects such as

·headache, memory disruptiDn etc., then there is in the

opinion of the authDrs a significant chance that they will be

able tD determine by the presence or absence of previously

experienced acute side effects whether they are receiving

real Dr sham ECT. In other wDres, patients whD have had

previous ECT will be mDre able to break the 'code' ,of a

contrDlled ECT study, in the process undermining their own
288
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in a controlled study, assuming they had benefited from it in

the past, then they would experience a greater than 'normal'

positive placebo response. ('Normal' placebo response being

the pla~ebo response experienced by a patient who remains

fYlly blind in a double blind controlled study). If on the

other hand patients who had had previous ECT were to receive

sham ECI, again assuming beneficial response to ECT in the

past, then they .would experience a less than normal positive

placebo response. From these arguments it is therefore clear

that if a high proportion of a group of.patients entering a

real v sham ECT study 'had received ECT previously, then this

could produce a differential placebo response between the

real and sham groups with a .relatively more beneficial

placebo response in the real ECT group.-Tnis would therefore

tend to ske~ the resu~ts of the study in favour of real

ECT. In other words a study ~ith a high proportion of

entry patients with previous ECT would be at risk of a

Type I error. The ideal real v sham ECT study would

therefore include a low proportion of patients with a history

of previous ECT. Nevertheless if a high proportion of

patients with previous ECT were studied, then possibly the.

only way in which this Type I error could be avoided

would be by rr-inimising ECT side effects and therefore

minimising the chances of the patient's blindness being

undermined e.g. by using unilateral ECT (which has a

relatively low incidence of acute side effects) and/or to use

low ECT energy levels (which is also associated ~~th fewer i

acute side effects). 289
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Only four of the thirteen studies (8,9,10 and 12) produced

data on previous ECT. Tnerefore the remaining nine studies,

in theory, may have been at risk of the Type I error noted

above. Of the four studies that produced relevant data,

those of Freeman et al and Brandon et al had a high

proportion of patients ~~th previous ECT (55% and 60%

respectively for real and sham groups combined). These

studies also concluded that real ECT ~~s better than sham

. ECT and therefore they may not only have been at risk of the

Type I error noted above but may actually have committed it.

The third of the four studies (Lambourn & Gill) also had a

high proportion of patients with previous ECT (66%) but tb~s

study would have tended to avoid the Type I error by ~

employing unilateral ECT with low ECT energy (see above).

Tne fourth study (Johnstone et al) had a satisfactorily

low proportion of patients with previous ECT (21~).

is perhaps noteworthy that the two studies wr~ch

avoided this Type I error of previous ECT the most

(i.e. Lambourn & Gill and Job~stone et al), and

and therefore achieved the most satisfactory matching

of the placebo response in the real and sham groups,

showed either no difference between real

and sham ECT (Lambourn &Gill) or only a slight

difference between real and sham ECT (Johnstone et al),

This perhaps begs the question that, if there is

satisfactory matching for the placebo response, is

there any difference in e;fectiveness between real and

•

sham ECT? 290
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c) ECT and/Qr antidepressant medicatiQn (priQr tQ study) for
the index episQde Qf depressive illness

If ECT and/Qr antidepressant medicatiQn were given fQr the

index episQde Qf depressive illness, priQr tQ the study,

then this might tend tQ lead tQ SQme imprQvement in the

patients. This in turn WQuld reduce the scale Qf any

imprQvement caused by the electrical cQmpQnent Qf ECT given

during the study, thereby reducing the degree Qf any

difference that might have been fQund between the real and

sham grQUps. Thls WQuld prQduce a risk Qf a Type II errQr.

i) 'PriQr' ECT. Seven Qf the nine studies prQduced nQ

infQrmatiQn concerning ECT for the index episode Qf illness

prior to the study (1,3,4,6,10,11 and 12). Therefore the

risk Qf the Type II errQr noted above for these studies

cannot be exclUded. Four of the Qther studies stated that,

prior to the study, thE patients shQuld not have received

ECT for at least a stated period Qf time;- 1 month-(HcDonald

et al), 3 months (Lambourn & Gill and also Freerr~n et al),-9

months (Brill et al). Despite this, these same four studies

cid DQt say that ECT was DQt given for the current episode

Qf illness. (The current episode of illness may have

predated the periods of time given above). Therefore these

fQur studies alsQ cannot be cQnsidered tQ be free Qf the

risk of the Type II errQr noted abQve. The only tWQ studies

that cannQt be criticised on this parameter Qf 'priQr' ECT

are those of Fahy et al and GregQry et al, which both

categorically stated that no patient had received ECT for

the current episQde Qf illness.
291
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ii) 'Prior' antidepressant medication. All of the 13

studies can be criticised with regard to 'prior'

antidepress.ant medication. Seven of the studies

(1,2,3,4,6,11 and 13) did not give any infonnation relating

to this subject - although the latter study (3) did. report·

that at least one patient had had 'prior' antidepressant

medication and three had received lithium. Four other

studies reported a relatively high proportion of patients

that had received 'prior' antidepressant medication.

(Lambourn & Gill, 40%; Freeman et al, 45%; Brandon et al,

62%; johnstone et al, 70%). The remaining two studies (Fahy

et al and McDonald et aD did report some avoidance of

'prior' antidepressant medication for the index episode but

this avoidance fell short of satisfactory avoidance: Fahy et

al (5) reported no patients had received the antidepressant

imipramine for the index episode and McDonald et al (7) said

no patient had received antidepressant medication for the

short period of 'at least two weeks' prior to the

commencement of the study.

d) Minor trangu;lliser medication (pretrial)

Minor tranquillisers decrease endogenous GABA turnover

(probably as a consequence of their facilitating effect on

GABA. transmission). This reduction in endogenous GABA

activity persists after the withdrawal of minor

tranquillisers (Schoff, 1987). As GABA activity might be

correlated to responsiveness to ECT (see below) pretrial

minor tranquillisers may significantly affect the outcome· of
292
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a real v sham ECT study. All of the thirteen studies'under

consideration can be criticised because none of them

indicated the proportion of the patients who had received

minor tranquillisers pretrial for the index episode of

illness •

GABA activity and respons;veness to ECI. A decrease in GABA

receptor number lowers seizure threshold (see Sackheim et al

1987). A lowering of seizure threshold may increase the

effectiveness of ECT, because a given 'convulsive' ECT

stim~lus wo~ld be more supraliminal (i.e. above the seizure

threshold) and there is evidence that the greater an

electrical stimulus is above the seizure threshold the

greater the therapeu~ic effect (D'Elia &Perris). Therefore,'

Q decrease in endogenous GABA activity brought about by

p~etrial ~inor tranqu:llisers ffiay increase the effectiveness

of ECT by lowering seizure threshold- assurr.ing the minor

tranquillisers are subsequently stopped during the ECT study.

A converse argument is as follows. GABA receptor numbers are

increased by ECT (see Sackheim et aI, 1987). It is possible

that the effectivenss of ECT may in part be related to this

increase in GABA activity. Therefore 'pretrial minor

tranquillisers may paradoxically reduce the effectiveness of

ECT by reducing GABA activity caused by ECT - assuming the

minor tranquillisers are subsequently stopped during the ECT

study. From the above two converse arguments, it is clear

that, given current knowledge, it is difficult to predict the

precise effect of pretrial minor tranquillisers on a real 293
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v sham ECT study -"again assuming the minor tranquillisers

are subsequently stopped during the ECT study.· To add to the

complexity of prediction, the above effects of pretrial minor

tranquillisers on a real v sham ECT study would be modified

if the drugs~ continued during the study.

294
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5. Hatching of two grOuPS on pretrial parameters

The essence of p controlled study is that the groups being

compared are alike in all parameters that might influence the

outcome of the study; these parameters are hereafter referred to

as 'non-investigatory parameters'. The investigatory

parameterCs) are those that are being investigated e.g. the

electrical component in real versus sham ECT studies. The

process of trying to make the groups as similar as possible ~~th

regard to the nop-investigaton' parameters is known as

'matching'. If real versus sham ECT studies do not include

satisfactory matching of the groups then any difference in

outcome between the study groups could be ascribed to either the

difference in the non-investigatory parameters and/or the

difference in the investigatory paramete~, i.e.' absence or

presence 0: the electrical component of ECT. In other words poor

matching does not allow for a c:ear interpretation of any

results. It is the contention of this paper that all the

controlled real versus sham ECT studies have significant

limitations ir, matching. Various parameters of matching are

discussed belo~ in relation to the controlled ECT studies.

a) Parameters related tq the Index episode of depressive illness

The severity and length of the illness, the presence or

absence of contemporary stress and support and whether other

types of treatment are used pretrial are all parameters that

are very likely to influence the effect of any SUbsequent

treatment of depressive illness, including ECT. As an

example of this, a short duration illness, in the·

absence of adverse psychosocial factors and for which 295
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antidepressant drugs have been used is more likely to

respond to ECT and less likely to show relapse. after

treatment during any subsequent follow-up. Listed below

,i.
~.. :

j.

·i
-!

are a number of 'matching' parameters related to the index

episode of depressive illness.

i) Length of illness. A short period of depressive illness

. might 'reasonably be expected to be associ,ited with a" greater

likelihood of response to any treatment, in~i~ding ECT

(Hobson, 1953) than a long period of depressive illness.

Hone of the studies, with the possible exception of Gregory

et al (13), indicated there "..as matching for length of

current illness; Gregory's study simply stated there waS

satisfactory matching for 'previous illness' but did'not

specifically say there w~s matching for the length of current

i"ness.

ii) Severity qf illness. T~s is an important fa~tor to

match for, for at least two related reasons: 1) there is

evidence that the more severe a depressive illness the

greater the likelihood or' a response to ECT (Nystrom, 1965)

and, 2) the greater the severity of depressive' illness the.

greater the degree of improvement likely to occur, compared

to less severe depressive illness, simply because there

is more 'room' for improvement. Five of the thirteen studies

did not give evidence of satisfactory matching on this

parameter (1-5).

iii) Previous ECT (for index illness). ·ECT given for

the index illness prior to the study would also be
296
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.brought about by ECT given during the trial. . Eight of

the studies did·not present evidence of satisfactory

~atching for this parameter' (1;3,~,6,7,10,11 and 12).

iv) Hedication (for index ill.ness). Clearly in a study

which·is investigating a physical treatment (ECT) for

depressive illness, it is important to match for other

physical treatments given for the index episode'of

depressive illness prior to the study. Eleven of the

studies did DQt match satisfactorily for medication, prior·'

to the study; (1-8, 10,11 and 12). Two studies (9 and 13)

made a good but not ideal attempt to match for medication. :

In the.first of these studies (9) evidence ~~s pr~sented fqr·

satisfactory matching for anti-depressant medication alone~

In the second study (13) the authors simply stated that

there ~~s a satisfacto;y matching for 'previous treatment'

~~thout specifying whether this included previous

medication.

~atching for pretrial anti-depressant medication might be

particularly important becausa pretrial anti-depressants may

decrease the scale of any improvement brought about by ECT

given during the study. This would therefore inorease the

risk of a Type II error. Only one study definitely matched

for pretrial antidepressant medication (9). In one other

study (13) there ~ have been matching for pretrial

antidepressants (see above), but the text of the paper did

not allow for a definite opinion on this.

.f!'

L v) Contemporary stress and contemporary sources of support•.
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aetiological fact?r in depressive illness (Paykel et al

1969) and that some social support can reduce, the likelihood

of depressive ilness (Brown & Harris 1978). The presence

of-a high degree of stress and the absence of good social

support, contemporary with an ECT, study, might therefore be

This pararreter is an important one 'to match for because it

.. :

,
.1

b) ,

expected to reduce the responsiveness to ECT.

studies matched for these two parameters •

Previous Depressive Il'ness

None of the

/

-,

could be argued that the more pronounced a patient's

previous history of depressive illness, the less 'likely they

will be to respond to any treatment including ECT and also

the less likely there will be a positive placebo response.

To match satisfactorily ,for depressive illness a study

should mention that there was matching for the following

t~-ee components of the 'previous depressive'illness'

parameter: number of patients ~~th a previous history 0:

depressiop; number of episodes of depressive illness, and

total duration of depressive illness. Ideally a study would

produce quantitative evidence of matching for ,these three,

components. Nine of the studies did DQt give ~ indication

of matching for previous depressive illness. Furthermore

.ll.Qill: of the remaining four studies (8,9,12 and 13), that all
I

attempted matching on this parameter, described satisfactory

matching on~ the three components of previous depressive

illness noted above. One of these four studies (13) said

simply patients were matched on 'previous depressive

illness'. This study was given the benefit of doubt in

298
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assessing satisfactory matching on the three components

noted. above for the purposes of the matching table (Table.

V). Two. of the four studies noted above (8 and 9) produced
.;

evidence of satisfactory matching for two of the three

components: 'number of patients with previous depressive,'

illness' and 'number of episodes of depressive illn~ss'•.The

1, !
, '

final study (12) produced satisfactory matching on one

component only: 'the number of episodes of depressive

illness'.

c) Previous H;storv of ECI

There are three components to consider when matching for

this parameter: number of patients with previous history of

ECT; number of ECT treatments; and response to Eer in the

three reasons:

past. Matching for previous history of ECT is important

1) ratients ~ith a greater frequency of previous

I
for,
l
:
i

ECT migh~

be more able to determine whether ECT ~~s real or sr~.

,
i.

This would jeopardize the blind nature of the study and

therefore create a potential mismatch in the placebo facto~

between the two study groups - see above.

2) It might also be predicted that patients who had

responded well to ECT in the past would be more likely to

respond satisfactorily to real ECT in the study.
i.
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3) Patients with a greater frequency of previous ECT (and

therefore patients more likely to be aware of which

treatment they were receiving because of knowledge of side

effects etc.), who had also responded well to EeI in the

~, would be particularly liable to have a pronounced

positive placebo effect from real ECT.

Kine studies (1-7,10 a~d 11) did not provide matching for

any. of the three components of the 'previous history of ECT'

parameter noted above. Of the remaining four studies

(8,9,12 and 13): two matched on only one of the components 

'number of patients with previous EeT' (8 and 1l)j.one of the

studies (9) satisfactorily matched for this component and :

also for 'number of previous ECT treatments' j and the final

study (13), although it produced no definite evidence of

~atching for any of the three components noted above, ~QS

given the benefit of doubt for the purpose of the matching

table (Table V) because it described adeq~ate matching for

'previous treatment' - although the types of previous

treatment were not specified.

It is important to match for age for at least one reason:

that elderly patients have a higher seizure threshold (see'

above). Six of the studies provided DQ data on age to allow

a determination of satisfactory matching (1-4,6 and 7). Two

studies provided insufficient information to assess the

adequacy of matching (10 and 12). The remaining five

studies (5,8,9,]1 and 13) did provide satisfactory eVidencl
of matching for age.

300
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e) ~

It is important, to match for sex for at least one reason:

females have a lower seizure threshold than males (see

,~ above). Three studies either provided no or insufficient

information to determine whether, patients were matched on

sex (3,7 and 10). One study provided evidence of less than

.satisfactory matching on sex (12). The remaining nine
, ,

studie~ ~id provide satisfactory evidence of matching •

6. Bandan allocation to treatment group

·To help eliminate any bias in the placing of patients in the

different treatment groups, the allocation' of 'patients should

follow a random design. All of the studies had such a design

~~th the exception of ulett et'al, which incorporated the

slightly less satisfactory design of 'matched randomness'. In

this latter study, each new patient was matched if possible to

another patient already allocated to one of the~ treatment .

groups and then this new patient was randomly allocated to one of

the three remaining treatment groups; if the new patient could

not be sartisfactorilY matched to a"previously allocated patient,

then this patient was randomly allocated to one of the four

treatment groups.

301
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, lJURING'nIE TRIAL' PARAHEIEJlS OF CRliIClSK

1• Patient Blindness

In controlled· real versus sham ECT studies it is fundamentally
.'

-, important to ensure patients are unaware of the treatment they

.. are receiving (i.e. real or sham ECT). This is known, of course,
:1· ..
.. ". :" ..
~. . -.. ", as ensuring 'patient blindness'. If the patients are not blind

·r· _.

'.: .. "

, ..
i· i:.·· '.' :

I·

to the treatment received, then the patients receiving the active

treatment (real ECT) might be expected to have a more positive

placebo response compared to patients receiving sham ECT. This

would then increase the chances of a 'positive result', i.e. real

ECT being shown to be more effective than sham ECT. In other

words studies which do not maintain patient.blindness would risk

a Type I error.

Two of the studies (2· and 5) clearly did DQt ensure patient

blindness. The remaining 11 studies, from t~e evidence of their

texts, aimed for and felt they had achieved patient blindness.

However, it is the contention of the present authors (GS and SA)

.that these studies did DQt adequately protect patient blindness

because of the intrinsically greater incidence of side effects.

associated with real ECT compared to sham ECT. If the authors
,

are correct in this assertion then none of the 13 studies can be

said to have adequately ensured patient blindness.

The evidence that there are-more side effects with real ECT

compared to sham ECT is presented below. This is followed by ...

possible mechanisms through which patients might have become

aware of the greater incidence of side effects associated with

•.

with real ECT.
302
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a) Evidence for greater incidence of side effects with real ECT

A number of side effects can occur immediately after ECT,

including the following - headache, confusion (Kendell 1981)
. . .

and memory disturbance (Kendell 1981 and Weeks et al 1980),

nausea, stiffness and aching of the muscles (Kiloh 1962).

In theory any acute side effect of real ECT could be

produced by either the passage of electricity\and/or the

pharmacological accompaniments of ECT i.e. anaesthetic

·drugs, neuromuscular relaxing drugs and any pre-medication.

Arguably the best way of differentiating between side

effects produced by the electrical component and the side

effects produced by. the pharmacological or psychological

components of ECT is to look at the differences in side

effects produced in real and sham ECT studies. Only·one

study (Johnstone et al 1980) has done this and they

concluded that the electrical component is largely

responsible for the acute memory disturbance. other evidence

that the electrical cowponent is involved in ECT ,side

effects is as follows•..

.~

The issue of whether ECT produces memory impairment is aI

!.,
":

complex one. In theory ECT could produce either~

;-
L _

and/or persistent disruption in memory. The following three

components of memory could be impaired either acutely or

persistently: memory for events immediately preceding and

following ECT ('ECT event-related memory') j memory for

remote events occurring well before ECT ('remote.memory')

and ·general memory function as meaSured by standard 303
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function etc. (' general memory function')., A discussion on

the three components of acute memory disruption and

persistent memory disruption is given below.

" ...'. i). Acute memory disruption. It is .widelyaccepted that

. .;.,

': ....

,."- . . .

ECT disrupts 'ECT event-related memory' (see Weeks et al

1980). For acute 'general memory function' the evidence is

',' somewhat contradictory. Johnstone et a1 (1980) in a

._controlled study comparing real and sham ECT concluded that

ECT caused a disruption in acute general memory function.

However, Weeks et al (1980) in a controlled study comparing

'a combined bilateral and unilateral ECT groups with a group

receiving anti-depressant pharmacotherapy did not find

evidence in the combined bilateral and unilateral ECT group

of a disruption in acute 'general memory function' and

indeed reported that overall there appeared to be a small

improvement. However, on close analysis ~t appears that the

bilateral group did show a deterioration in memory but this

effect was more than offset by an improvement in memory with

unilateral ECT. ,Another study comparing three different

types of real ECT, using different treatment energies and

waveforms, did not reveal any deterioration in acute

'general memory function' as measured by comparison with

pre-ECT memory scores (Warren & Groome 1984); indeed there

was a significant improvement in the acute general memory

scores. Finally there is also a conflict of evidence

concerning the effect of ECT on acute 'remote memory".

J

. ,

. I

Weeks et al (1980) failed to demonstrate impairment but

SqUire et al (1981) did report impairment in remote 304
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memory at one week after ECT.

ii) Persi.stent memory disruption. .There is evidence from

the subjective reports of patients who have received ECT

.:..;... :.that persistent impairment' in memory:can occur; For example

.·.Squire·-& Chace (1975)' reported that six ·to nine months after

bilateral· ECT, 63~ of·patients rePorted a deterioration in

memory:compared to 30~ of patients' who had received

unilateral: ECT-'and ·171 of controls•. In another study

.( Freeman & Kendall 1980), completed at least 'one year aft.er

ECT, 28~ of-patierits reported their·liJemorY·had.been

permanently affected' by ECT -'mainly -by' produCing permanent -'

gaps around the time of treatment.· 'The objective evidence

of'ECT'induced persisterit':impairment'irimemory is less clear

cut•. Evidence from controlled studies suggests 'general

memory'functioning' is not impaired (Johnstone et a~ 1980,

Weeks et al 1980, and Warren & Groome 1984). Impairment in

remote memory is not apparent for personal events but may'be
i

present for public events (Weeks-et al 1980 and Squires et

-~;L :..19800h;: .H"owevel", there-'ll' eVidence-of·'Persistent· ..

:4npa~rment in 'ECT event-related memory', both retrograde'

and anterograde in type (Squires et al·1980).·

Turning away from ECT's' effect on memory to another ECT side

effect, confusion, there is evidence from bilateral ECTv

unilateral ECT studies and also sinusoidal wav'eform ECT v .

pulsed waveform ECT studies (e.g. DrElia et al '1974 and

Weaver et al 1975) that post-ECT confusion is, at least

in part, caused· by the electrical component of ECT.
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b) Mechanisms through which patients might have become aware

of the greater incidence of side effects with real ECI

compared to sham ECI.

i .. Patient;; who have had a histOry of previous ECT. These

:;.~ ~. ".

l.
:f ,.. > -

"'.~ .

~ ...........".

patients, perhaps, would be particularly able to

differentiate between real and. sham ECT in a controlled

.' study, because of their ability to recognise similarities or

dissimilarities in their experience of previous ECT, and.

their experience of real or sham ECT in the study •

J
I

I.

, .

,
I ;'; ,-

,; ..

' ..

. . ' ~ : ,,', ii. .Patients with DO previous history of ECT. .Patients

might well have been informed of the possible side effects

of rea+.ECT by the doctors obtaining their consent to

receive ECT. Brandon et al (12) in their study, for

... example, stated that 'written consent to electroconvulsive

therapy ~~s obtained by the consultant in the usual way'.

The 'usual way' of obtaining consent for ECT includes an

explanation of the possible side effects of real ECT. P~so

patients might have gained knowledge of the side effects of

real ECT from other patients on their ~ard; all the.studies

investigated in-patients with the exception of Lambourn &

Gill's. study (9) in which 2/32 patients were_outpatients.

There is of course no doubt that research in a ward_excites~a

lot of interest and conversation among patients and staff_and

the patients in the study would have become a focus of

interest to_other patients. In the patient-patient

conversations, resulting from this interest, there would have

been a real risk of information being relayed to the patients 306
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in the study regard.ing the side effects of real ECT. Finally,

the sheer presence of a greater incidence of s~de effects with

real ECT would have led to a greater statistical chance of

patients with l!Q previous history of ECT guessing which form

of E~ (real or sham ECT) they had rec~ived.

The essence of th~s section on patient. blindness is_that in

....... ".. 'controlled real .v sham ECT studies the presence of. increased
• •••• 4' ~. :', ~ • • _ •

. side effects with real ECT compared to sham ECT enhances the

therapeutic effectiveness of real ECT·compared. to sham ECT by

.'disclosing , the .trial code to the patients. There .is also

. anecdotal (non-controlled) ~vidence that a greater incidence

of ECT side effects might affect therapeutic response, e.g. in

a circular distributed by Ectron, the largest UK manufacturer
• . l~

of ECT machine~. to psychiatric hospitals throughout th~.UK ~

December 1985, it is stated that Ectron's 'early generation'

of 'constant current' ECT machines, which were designed to

'achieve minimal side e~fects', had achieved 'inadequate

clinical response' despite the fact that convulsions had been

induced. ,They. went on,to say that their.next .gener.ation of
.~.:..::"'" .'.~:'''": ......, .~.~ •. ~"i -'. _'; • '. .'..•..•.•. ' -

constant current ~chines, which would be designed to deliver

more electrical energy (and therefore increase the risk of

side effects) should 'ensure a good· clinical response'.

\ -

I

L

2. Staff mindness to Study Design

In any placebo controlled study of treatment in'psychiatric

illness it is clearly of central importance that the staff are

unaware of whether patients are receiving the active treatment

(e.g. real ECT) or the placebo treatment (e.g. sham ECT) i.e. ·the
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staff should be 'blind' to the trial code. If 'the staff are not

'blind' to the treatment received, then their knowledge of the

trial code might be consciously or inadvertently communicated to

the patients. This might influence and therefore prejudice the

patients' response to the treatment. Furthermore lack 'of s~ff,

blindness ~dgbt,influence the staff's assessment of the patient's ",

,response to treatment. There are three groups of staff personnel1"<
.

that'need to be 'blind': the doctors responsible for the

....

I· ,.......

I,

I.' "

clinical care of the patients during the 'study; the nursing staff

responsible for the clinical care of the patients during the

stUdy, and the staff responsible for completing the formal

assessments of the patients to gauge response to treatment.

Seven of the studies did not, in the opinion of the authors,

provide satisfactory evidence of staff blindness <1,3.ll.5,6.7 and

9). Each of these seven studies will now be examined in detail.

Two of the studies (3 and 5) did not provide satisfactory

evidence for blindness in any of the three staff groups. These

studies make no mention of any attempts having been made to

• I

.... . achieve staff blindness . It should be noted' however that some

! .- 'degree 'of blin~ess Was at least'sought in the assessors in on~

,of these studies (5), in which qualitative assessments by ward

staff (who were'nQt described as blind) was coded (and

therefore quantified) by two other investigators who~

blind to the study design. In two other studies (ll and 6)

there was clear and unequivocal evidence of lack of

blindness in one of the three staff groups. In P.arris &

Robbin's study (4) the 'clinicians knew' which patients had

received sham ECT and which real ECT. Also in this paper it 308
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was impossible to determine whether the ward nursing staff

were blind. In Wilson's s~udy (6) one of the three raters

was a~~re of the study design and the data from this rater
'~,

was merged with the other raters~ data,for the purposes of

data analysis and not presented separately. In two other

,': t,~,.,., ..: .._.. ';" ,studies (1 and 7) there was a lack of uneouivocal evidence
_.!

, ,
,', of staff blindness in at least one of the three staff groups

noted above, but there was inferential evidence that

blindness might have been achieved. In McDonald's study (7)
. ". .

no unequivocal evidenc.e was presented of blindn~ss in any of
~ ." .

the three staff groups noted above, but the statement that,

'EeT and simulated ECT were administered by a special team
. . . . ..

, made up of members of staff in no way responsible for the
. . ' ..

regular care or assessment of the patients' suggests that

staff blindness ~~s sought. In Ulett's study (1) no

unequivocal evidence of ward nursing staff blindness was

presented, but staff blindness was clearly thought of as

~~tnessed by their statement that 'group assignment wa~ made
..... ; ... ~: ....:-.-:::..:;.~- -..~. .... '." ~,. .:. -.:.; .. : .,-

by one of our staff members who had no clinical contact with

the patient'. In the remaining study which did not achieve

satisfactory staff blindness (9), no information wal?

provided to determine whether the nursing staff were blind.

The rema~ing six studies' (2,8,10,11,12 and 13) ~ provide

, ,,,

, :.

i

~.-

sufficient and satisfactory evidence of staff blindness. However

in one of these studies (11) doubts have been expressed about the

extent to which blindness ~s achieved (Brandon et al 1984).

Moreover, in an earlier publication, a research worker associate~
309
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randomisation and the administration of one of the assessment

scales (West 1981).

Index Trea"boent Heterogeneity

Ideally, real v sham ECT studies should investigate only ,one

index treatment: ECT. This allows for an ideal concentration on

a single variable that will affect the outcome of the study : the

electrical stimulUS, which accompanies real ECT but does not

accompany sham ECT. However, two studies had'concommitant

placebo controlled antidepressant studies intermingled With'the

real versus sham ECT study (4 and 6). In these studies the real

and sham ECT'groups received a placebo antidepressant at the same'

time as ECT. Two additional studies (5 and 7) included a'

concommitant antidepressant study which was parallel to and not,

intermingled ~~th the real versus sham ECT study: the real and

sham ECT groups did D21 receive placebo or active antidepressant

treatment but additional groups in the study~ receive active

or placebo antidepressant medication. One further study (1) also

included two additional treatment groups: a photoconvulsive

group and a subconvulsive photic shock group.

.. !

.II. Pbannacologica1 Acccxnpaniments of ECT

a) Antidepressant Medication

If antidepressants are given during a real v sham ECT study

then this would tend to reduce depressive symptoms. This

would in turn reduce the scale of any further'iIDprovement,in
I

depressive symptoms caused by the electrical stimulus

310
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accompanying real ECT. Therefore if antidepressants are

given during a real v sham ECT study then this would redu~e

the chances of detecting any significant difference between

real and sham ECT i.e. there would be a risk of a Typ~ II

error. Four of the studies can be criticised on the grounds

. .of not providing any information about antidepressants given'

during the study (1,2,3 and 6). Two further studies can be

criticised because antidepressants were given during the

study (8 and 11): in West's study (11) all patients.

received amitriptyline 50mg nocte and in Freeman et,al's

study (8) 50~ of the sample received antidepressants. The

remaining seven studies (~,5,7,9,10,12 and 13) either did

not allow antidepressants in the study or in the case of

study 13 only allowed them in a small proportion of , ,

patients: ~ out of 69.

, -: ~.

;. ,

L

.J

b) Benzodiazepine/earbiturate Medication

Benzodiazepines/barbiturates raise the seizure threshold

the possible relationships between'seizure

threshold/seizure duration and responsiveness to ECT

see Kirstein and ottosson 1960 and also Robin and De

Tissera 1982; note however that Johnstone et aI, 1981 have

argued that a relationship between seizure duration 'and

therapeutic effect has not been proved). If concommitant

benzodiazepine/barbiturate medication reduces the,
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tend to reduce the degree of any difference between the two

forms of ECT and .thereby increase the risk of a TYpe II

error. Six of the thirteen studies used anticonvulsants

(benzodiazepines and/or barbiturat~s) during the study

(4,5,9.10,12 and 13) and therefore were. at risk. of. this Type.~. ..
II error..Two of these six studies gave 'negative results'. . - . . -, . .' .-. .' '. - . ..

(5 and 9) and a third study (10), although showing that real

was statistically more therapeutic than sham ECT, gave a

result which was less strongly positive than others

expected. The results of these lat~~r three studies might

therefore have been compromised by the potential Type II

error noted above.

NtEber of ECTs

Probably the most commonly used number of ECTs in a clinical

course of treatment is between 6 and 8. This ~2S also the most

.. ,
I

l,
, .,,-

'.
'.-,.

frequently used treatment course among the thirteen controlled

studies under discussion; seven of them used between 6 and 8

treatments (5,6,9-13). 'It 'has been reported that some depressed

. 'patients require a greater number of ECTs. Furthermore Kiloh'

(1982) has said that the number of ECTs should be continued

if necessary beyond 20 before abandoning ·hope. Therefore it

might be argued that to maximise the chances of detecting a

beneficial effect of real ECT compared to sham ECT and

therefore avoid a Type II error, the number of ECTs should

be greater than 6 to 8. Similarly it could be said that

studies which employed less than the average number of 312

treatments of 6 to 8 might be particularly at risk of this

- I
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less than 6 ECTs. However, despite the fact that using the above

line of argument they were at risk of a Type II error, neither, .

committed this error -, as their results suggested real ECT was

significantly better than s~ ECT. The ,results of the studies

which gave the longest courses of ECT (1,2,3"and n,·twelve or·.

,~ore,ECTs, did nQt indicate that their. patients show~d ?'greate~

,responsiveness to real ECT than the patients in the remaining,

nine studies which gave less than twelve treatments.

6. Frequency of ECT . .-
'~'~" .

, ,

. 7.

Frequency of ECT administration does not seem to alter

responsiveness to ECT. Stromgren (1915) has shown that patients'
,

response to ECT is the same whether it is given two or four times

per week. Of the thirteen studies under discussion, eight'

involved ECT administration twice a week and five involved ECT

administration three times per week •

ECT Waveform

, To avoid the 'differential placebo effect in real versus sham EeT" ,

studies brought about by patients becoming aware of the true

riature of the treatment received (either real or sham ECT) by the'

experience of real ECT side effects, the ECT'Waveform chosen

should ;ive rise to the lowest possible incidence of side

, .
.. ~ ..

I

L.

,.
effect, Three studies (Valentine et al 1968, Volavka 1972 and

Weaver ,t al 1978) have confirmed that pulsed current gives rise

to les: post-ictal confusion and memory distrubance than
313
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sinusQidal current. However one study (Warren & Groome 1984)

which cQmpared high energy pUlse current and low energy pulse

current with high energy sinusoidal current did.n2t find any

significant difference between the different waveforms in one

aspect of memory function: 'acute general memory' •

The"only tWQ studies which cannot be critiCised on the grounds of

. using a waveform (sinusoidal) that produced an. unnecessarily high

rate of real EeT side effects are those of Larnbourn &'Gill (1978)

and West (1981); both of these studies used pulsed current. It

CQuld be argued that even the West (1981) study could b~

criticised for producing an excessively high rate of real ECT

~ide effects because in compari~on to ·the Larnbourn &Gill study

" the fQrmer study used mQre energy than the l~tter (40 joules'

compared to 10 joules) and also used bilateral electrode'

placement (LarnbQurn &Gill used unilateral placement). Both Qf

these factQrs have been repQrted tQ prQduce a-greater risk Qf

side effects (see KilQh 1982, Weeks et al 1980 and Kendell

1981) .

ElectrQde Placement

TQ minimise the chances Qf prQducing a Type I error it is

impQrtant, as nQted above, tQ minimise the postulated

differential placebQ effect caused by a greater incidence Qf side

effects with real ECT cQmpared to sham ECT (see above). TQ do

this the electrode placement which is assQciated with the~

side effects should be used. There is gQQd evidence that

unilateral electrQde placement is assQciated with~ post-ictal

,..nnTI1c:=;n,., ~ .... .4 1 ....................."'........... ~.; .....~~_l-..-._........ .... l-.. __ \..':"1_L ' _, ._._L.
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(see Kendell 1981). None of the studies with the exception of two

(Lambourn &: Gill 1978 and Gregory et al 1985) used unilateral

placement in their study design. These two studies were

therefore the only studies at less risk for the potential Type I

error discussed abo~e.
:'"

If the postulated differential 'placebo effect brought about by a
"'-' -- . ~ .

.. greater incidence of side effects with real compa~~d to. sham ECT
.,. -

is correct, then the following might be predicted: a) Bilateral

ECT would be more effective than unilateral ECT b~cause greater:

side effects are associated with the former and, .b) High energy .
;" .".. ...:.-

'unilateral ECT would be more effective than low energy unilateral

. '". ~ .

~ ECT because of the greater side effects associated with the

former. ft~alyses of the results of the unilateral ECT studies (9

and 13) confirm these predictions. For example, Lambourn'&:

Gill's unilateral study (9), in contradistinction to other

bilateral ECT studies could llQt find any diff~rence between real'

and sham ECT. Also in Gregory's paper (13), in which bilateral

real ECT was compared to unilateral ECT and sham ECT, the authors

said that their 'results confirmed that unilateral ECT was less

effective than bil~eral ECT - although the results did not

achieve statistical significance. Finally, Gregory's study which

used higher 'energy unilateral ECT than Lambourn &: Gill (36

joules compared to 10 joules) further confirmed the predictions

above; Gregory's study reported that their higher energy

unilateral treatment was significantly more effective than sham

I

L.

ECT but Lambourn &: Gill's study could not d~nstrate a

difference between their lower energy unilateral treatment

and sham ECT.

315
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A contrary critical"approach'to electrode placement, this time

attempting to avoid a Type II error rather than a Type I error,

'would begin with ensuring that the positioning of the electrodes

" maximises the chances of the, postulated 'true' therapeutic effect

of ,real ECT being revealed. There is some eVid~nce (e,g. Gregory

et al 1985 ) that bilateral treatment has a greater 'true'
.".., '.' ~ .. .

therapeutic effect than unila~eral treatment, although of the
",. ", ~

'many:"studies done in this area the consensus view as expressed

for example by·Kendell (1981), is that the evidence that

.I

levels of criticism will now be considered in turn.

could therefore be explained on the basis of this postulated

AIIIOImt of Electrical Energy Used in ECT

316

'.' .-. -.-. -... ~ .. ~. '.'' .... '.:;
Type II error.

," ,"

Studies which employ greater amounts of electrical energy

will increase the risk of ECT induced side effects (Kirsteih

&Ottasson'1960). This will enhance the nostulated

bilateral ECT is better than unilateral ECT is only slight.. . .'. . . " . . .

Nevertheless if one accepts at least the possibility that
.' .' . -,' _: .. ' . .. _.

bilateral ECT is more therapeutic than unilateral ECT,.. .., ..

In theory it is possible to criticise ECT studies with regard to

independent of associated side,effects, then tQe ,iq~al real v

sham'studies would. incorporate bilateral ECT. If only unilateral

,ECT,is used there could be a risk of a, Type II error. Only one

of the studies (9) failed to incorporate bilateral ECT. The

apparent lack of effectiveness of real ECT in·this study

ECT energy on two apparently'disparate levels: ' too much

electrical energy received by the brain or too little. These two

a) Criticisms of Excessive Electrical Energy

9.
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differential pfacebo response between the real and sham

groups (see above). This in turn will tend to increase the

risk of a Type I error: falsely concluding that real ECT is

better. than sham ECT. Seven of the tpirteen.studies

reported details of the. amount of,ECT ener~, used

(1,8,9,10,11,12 and 13). The ~t~dies which, utilised the,

.' ,·greatest. 'amount of E.CT energy were four studies... which used··-.. , . .. I :<:. :... ,.

j
·".l

I

j ..

, .. ,. ,-.

b)

36 or more joules (8,11,12 and '13)'- 'see Table 3., All of

these studies concluded that real'ECT ~~s more:effective'

than sham ECT, Therefore :.these four studies mi,ghj; not only,

have been at risk of a Type I error noted above "but'-may have

actually committed it.

Criticisms of Too Little Electrical Energy,..,

There ~s evidence that ECT electrical energY,that f~lls

short of producing a convulsion (subliminal energy) is

not therapeutic in depressive illness (e.g. Ulett et 21
.

1956). There is also evidence that the greater the

electrical energy is above the seizure threshold (i.e.

the more supraliminal), the greater the therapeutic

response (the basis for this might be a more powerful

'improving' effect of ECT on the hypothetically

malfunctioning cerebral chemical/physical system(s) in

depressive illness). For·example~ D'Elia &Perris (;970)

found that supraliminal stimuli was more effective than

liminal stimuli. Also in a controlled study Robin &Tissera

(1982) reported that high energy ECT produced more

antidepressant effect than low energy ECT, although both 317
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produced a convulsion. Furthermore, as noted above, the

company that has manufactured most ECT machines for use in

the UK (Ectron Ltd) have recently recalibrated their

earlier generation of ,constant current, ECT machines to a

higher energy output 'because the earlier machines, although

..... Co,:,;;::.,;·,.,·'. ,they were del~vering convulsive stimuli, were not a~~eving .

satisfactory clinical results'.

StUdies, therefore, which use ECT energies below the seizure

threshold (subliminal) and to a lesser extent those studies

,whose ECT energies are 'less' supraliminal, may ,not maximise

the chances of detecting' a greater beneficial response with

:.'

".~.
".c .
..."':.
'.~,.

I,'

I··
i
1

. '.. ~

: ".

,real ECT. Such studies would thus be at risk of a Type II

error. None of the 13 studies stated that their ECT

energies were subliminal but those studies which did not

adequately assess whether a fit was ascertained (see below)

might in theory have administered subliminal ECT to at least

some of their patients. With regard to studies employing

'less' supraliminal stimuli: of the seven studies which
, .: ... ' "",

published details .of energy used (1,8,9,10,11,12 and 13) the'

~ studies with the least supraliminal stimuli (1,9 and

10) gave significantly less 'positive' results than the four

more supraliminal studies (8,11,12 and 13); two of these

,
·i'

.,
. '.

,".

,
three studies gave equivocal results (1 and 10) and the

other gave a negative result (9). Therefore all of these

three studies may have committed the Type II error noted

above.
31fJ
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10.' Fit AscertailIed

."

There is evidence that for the antidepressant effect of

electrical stimulation of the brain to be achieved it is

essential that the degree of ~~ectrical.stimula~ionis at least
. . '. . . .

sufficient to produce a seizure. For example, Lancaster. et a1. . ..' '. . -.:-'. . . - . .' ". ' .

. ~ '. ~ . "

'j
:.; ,"_, t,
,··1····

t
.:J.i

, ..... (1958) and And.rop (19111), r:~port~d .that suq-Q.oI1\'1Jls.ive ~cr ~s ..
• ..-...... • -. ...".~. - ,-. _. -' '. • >-". - .' .- • '. -. •

less effective than convulsive trea1;ment: Also..UJ,~tt et a1 .....

(1956) demonstrated in a controll~d study that .su~convu1sive

photoshock (light injuced brain dysrhythmia) was ·less effective

.;", . ..
... -."

than convulsive photoshock or. cOllyu1sive electroshQck •.... Further, ... .. ':. . -' . ;..

reduces electrical seizure actiVity, also reduced the

confirm a seizure has occurred may reduce the chances of:.- . . .

Kirstein and ottasson (1960) cla'imed that lidocaine, which

..
StUdies which do...not. ,

antidepressant effectiveness of ECT,

I. 'J
L ., ",.,,

I
I

! .. '

identifying a therapeutic effect of real ECT i.e. there ~~1l be a

risk of a Type II error. Seven of the thirtee~ studie~

C3,ll,5,6,7,8 and 11) can be criticised because they did not

record whether the presence of a convulsion was confirmedj they
'. . .: : . . .

would have been therefore at risk of the Type II error. noted,

above. The remaining six studies did record that at least an

'.=

".1
.J.

attempt was made to determine whether a convulsion had occurred

(1,2,9,10,12 and 13). Four of these studies, however, .0,2,9 and

12) did not use a method of determination that is comparable to

EEG monitoring e.g. the 'cuff method'. Clinical determination of

seizure was used. This method may result in a seizure being

confirmed when it has not in reality occurred i.e. there will be

an overestimation of seizures (Christensen &Ko1dbaek 1982). 319

Therefore studies 1,2,9 and 12 may also have collllJlitted the Type
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II error noted above.

The overestimation of seizures with the clinical determination of

seizure can occur ,because some ,observers may confuse the motor

'tonic phase' folloWing the electrical stimulus, in the absence of

•.~~~'
.'.:

:?
.~..

the sUbseg'uent Clonic Phase, with a seizure~
-'

Failure to

,-, ,_ ,: ~;recogn'ise -llon-occtirremce of the clonic phise is cOlmDOn (Pippard &:

'i" -' -,',',' .., Ellam 1981). It ca'rinot be assumed that the tonic phase means

that a seizure has been induced and furthermore it has been

:reported that the clonic phase is necessary for therapeutic

_:-, _efficacy (ottoson 1962). Only two studies (10 'and 13) used
• P.·

a D~thod to determine seizure that is comparable in sensitivity

j:'(': " ,:: ,to EEG monitoring (Fink &: Johnston 19811) : the 'Cuff Method'. In

i ,,:' -.- ~ _ : -" this method a cuff is put around the arm that cio~~ :iill£ 'receive

the muscle'relaxant drug and inflated above arterial pressure,

before the muscle relaxant is injected.

If a convulsion is achieved by the electroshock, then the

In theory, if the convulsion is important/essential for the

arm which has been protected from the muscle relaxant drugs

by the cuff will show motor convulsive activity.

.j

i

,i

I
i

.. .J,""'." ':."

.':':..

,',

'..
.•..

antidepressant effect of electroshock, this could, be for, any of,

the following reasons:

1•

2.

3.

Physico-chemical event(s) constituting the convulsion.

Physico-chemical event(s) occurring as a direct consequence,

of the physico-chemical event(s) constituting the

convulsion.

Physico-chemical event(s) caused by the electroshock but

independent of the convulsion, although coincidental in 320
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time. If this is so then this physico-chemical event(s) is

probably not limited to the electroshQck methQd Qf

.::+~ ::.:.:: >:.~ .:.: .'::~
'1

j"
·i~

I i
" j. !
. t:r
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I
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I

I
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I
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inducing a seizure because nQn-electrical means Qf inducing

.: convulsiQn (e •.g. pharmacQlQgical Qr' phQtic) alsQ "a'pPear to

haVe' anti-depressant proPerties (Ulett et al 1956;' 'Palmer

,1942; Pacella &.Bannera .1943FSmall·etal-1968 arid·:Lciurell·'.':

"" ... ::~ ,}970) .·NB•.This explanation; of: the antidepressarit: ~ffectof:"

:., ECT fits in with the finding-that supraliminal ECT is more

effective than' liminal ECT (see above).

4..., It is possible that the ·presence Qf. a- convulsiori·'lDeans that

the brain·has received sufficient energy to produce':

significant side effects e.g. confusion, memory disturbance

and headache etc.-,These side effects·might cause the'

patient tQ believe they are receiving an 'active,; ·treatment;·

This ffiight in turn induce a positive placebo response which

..~.

...

..~
~ .-.

antidepressant effect.

thrQugh 'psychological ~echanisms' could help promote an

The postulated positive placebo response accompanying the

convuls~oris':.s:i,de ,effects.might. induce SecQodary"physico-'
"';. - .. . ... . -. - ~ .

chemical events·in the brain and these events might directly

alleviate the depressive illness. A precedent for. this

model is that it has been argued that the placebo factor in

analgesic pain relief might be achieved through stimulation

of brain endorphin levels (Levine et al 1978).

,....-
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11 • Matching

a) Matching for the Pharmacological Accompaniments of Eer Study

..~
,-.,.

o •

. .::.., -, ':.'-' '"

j.,

\' ' .
"

.,. "r"o.: _.;

ECT studies should be matched for any drugs given a)

'imnediately prior· to·Eq,,(pl'emedication) and b) during

the ECT.procedure. Four studies (2,4,5 and 6) did not
I
.!. :." ',:", :'" '.,. '; ,..," satisfy this matching parameter.' ·Three of these (4,5 and 6)
,

n,,:; '" '. ,', ': .."':..'c....•. ,,: ·.matched· for anaesthetic" but did.: not 'match for netirO-lDUscular

·1·. ; ,'. : blocking '.drug; "orily the~ ECT 'patients received this

latter drug. The fourth study (2) did not have satisfactory

.0'r ' __ ..-:

i .

'"'..,
'I

.... '

matching for anaesthetic or neuro-muscular blocking drug. In

.;... ',' this, study there were three: real ECT groups; "one of these'

groups had no anaesthetic drug or neuro-muscular blocking
'.

drug, the second' group re~eived'anaesthetic drug Without

neuro-muscular 'blocking drug, ,and the third'received no

anaesthetic but did receive the neuro-lDUscular blocking

drug. In this study there were also two sham ECT groups;

one group received anaesthetic without neuro-muscular
:. j

blocking drug and the other group which received no neuro-

DlUsculal"."blocking drug,' ,eceived the anaesthetic nitrous

..oxide which· was different from the anaesthetic used in all

the 'other groups : thiopentone.

Ideally the amount of medication given pre-ECT"and during

the ECT procedure should be standardised per unit of body

weight. This would permit more ideal matching tor dose of

drug. Nine of the studies did not attempt this matching (1-
...:

a.and 13). However two of the studies did give a standard
... "....

-'
. ,

.. I

amount of anaesthetic and neuro-muscular blocking drug per
.~.
~.,
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unit of body weight (10 and 12).

In addition to matching for pre-medication and medication

during the ECT procedure it is also important to match for. . "~' ....

other medication given during the study. Eleven of the

studies did not match satisfactorilY,for medication during

"t.he.St.U9Y (1~9,10 anq 12), .. In one .of.the.remaining studies

(13) the tenor of the paper suggests adequate matching

although the only drug data that allowed for a quantitative

assessment of matching was for benzodiazepine medication.

-There was statistical matq~ing for dose of benzo~~2zepines

in this study but there may not have been adequate

pharmacological matching: the mean daily doses· Of:.

benzodiazepine equivalent in the real (bilateral) .group, the
; ".:. ~. .

real (unilateral) group and the sham group were 15mg,

11.12 mg and 13.75 mg respectively (for the possible
.

importance of benzodiazepines in ECT studies see test

above). 'The final study (11) ~ match satisfactorily for

medication: all patients recei~ed 50mg amitriptyl~e.at

~ :.

night through9ut the study, and no other medication.

b) Energv from ECI

If an ECT study employs any ECT machine other than a

'constant current' machine, then satisfactory matching for

ECT energy cannot be assumed - see below for an explanation.

~ of the thirteen studies with the exception of one (11)

employed a constant current ECT machine.

323
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The explanation of why a constant current machine is more

likely to achieve satisfactory matching for ECT energy now

follows. There are two generic types of ECT"machines: the

constant voltage (c.v;) machines and the more recently

_introduced constant current (c.c.) machines. Interpatient

variability in ECT energy received by the brein, for a given

ECT setting, is caused by two factors: variability in energy
' ..... : .

output from the machine-and variability in head resistance;

the greater the energy output and the less the head

resistance, the greater the energy received by the brain.

The c,v. machines produce a constant voltage for a given ECT

. ,~ setting irrespective of the patients' head resistance. The

i

~"- '"

""

,'!- .•

'.: '

amount of energy output from the machine is directly

proportional to the voltage and the time it is applied and

inversely proportional to the head resistance. Therefore

for a given setting on a c.v. machine (e.g. 150 volts for 3

seconds) a group of patients would receiye a variable energy

output from this machine, dependent upon their head

resistance. (The greater the head resistance, the less the

energy output from the machine). Therefore the energy

received bv the brain from a c.v. machine, on a given

setting, varies dependent upon the energy output frorr the

machine ~Jhich is dependent upon the heac resistance) and the

patient's head resistance. The constant current (c.c.)

-machines, in contrast to the c.v. machines, produce a

standard amount of electrical energy output for a given ECT

setting, irrespective of head resistance (Mikhail et al

198!1). Tney do this by automatically varying the voltage! at

324
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a·given ECT sett~ng, to compensate for differences in head

resistance. The only source of interpatient variability in

energy received by the brain for a given c.c. setting is

therefore variable head re~istance and not variable head

resistance End variable energy output as with c.v. machines.

In other words, for a given mean energy output, c.c.

machines produce less variability (and therefore greater

.clustering around the mean) in energy received by the brain

than c.v. machines. This effect in c.c. machines of causing

greater clustering around the mean energy would therefore be

to move those patients who would have. been on the extremes

of the 'energy to the brain' variability on the c.v.

machines to~~rds the. mean.

The constant current. machines would therefore tend to

eliw.inate those patients who would have received,

'excessive' amounts of energy to the brain from the

c.v. machines, on a given setting, because of low head

resistance and similarly those patients who would have

received 'excessively low' (even though convulsive)
':' ..

amounts· of energy because of high head resistance. In

other words c.c. ECT machines will produce more

satisfactory matching on ECT energy received by the

brain in the real and sham groups than c.v. machines.

c) Number of ECTs

Two studies (1 and 7) presented data which does not permit

confirmation of satisfactory matching on this parameter ..

One of these studies (1) stated that all patients received

between 12 and 15 ECTs and the other (7) said that 8 was the 325
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'minimum' number 9f ECIs and 'most' patients received 12

ECIs.

• END OF TRIAL' PARAHETERS OF CRITICISM

Matching for Patients who Completed the Study

In all the studies the statistical analysis to determine the

.I

.i
... '.' '" '.' ~.,. 7 .,. . relative effectiveness of real and sham ECI was completed on
I., ,-' '... ' .. those patients who completed the study. For this statistical

. :.'~

I
'.

. .. .analysis to have been meaningful there should have been adequate

matching 'between the two treatment~ groups (real and sham ECT

groups) for those patients who completed the study. Inadequate

. or unreported matching of the two groups in the 'completor'

·population would seriously call into question the results of a

controlled real v sham ECI study. The matching within the

'completor; population was particularly reIevent in seven of the

studies (4,5,8,10-13) because the number of p~tients in the

'completor' population was less than the number in the 'starter'

population because some patients were ~~thdrawn. Of these seven

studies five of them did not present any data on the completors

to determine whether the matching was adequate or of the same

degree as the stated matching of the starters (5,7,8,10,12 and

·13). One of the other studies (4) matched the completors for

gender alone - the 'starter' population was also only matched for

gender. The final study (11) was an exception to all the others

in that~ information was given on matching for the completors

than for the starters. In this study matching for the completors

was considered adequate.
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Numerical Parameters of the Outcome Analysis

In this section we will critically discuss the data produced by

.. '. : ~

i,
i,
I...

each study at the time of the final assessment at the end of the

. ;' ~ controlled (real v sham) phase of the study i.e. we will

:: :crit~callydiscuss the 'outcome' analysis. All da.ta produced

u". af'ter this time is discussed under 'Follow up' analysis - see

.~7beJow. P. review of the outcome analysis is given in Table VI.

Listed below are criticisms of the numerical aspects of the

outcome analysis, for each study, in the numerical order of the

.. studies (J-13). Note that the.. criticisms below are. accorded a

·,~score from 1-10, with the exception of the criticism 'small

population size' which is accorded llQ score. These criticism

scores, together ~ith the criticism scores from Table IV (which

includes 'small population size') and Table V, are added together

to derive a 'global criticism score' which is discussed below

under 'Conclusions'.

.;.~. ;

1. Ulett et al

~ne only.criticism was the small sample size (Real n=9, Sham

n=9).

Brill et al

a) The outcome analysis was done, for both the real group

and the sham group, on a combined group consisting of

patients with depressive illness together with patients with

schizo-affective illness (depressive type). The outcome

data from these two diagnostic groups was nQt separated in

the paper. Therefore a separate outcome analysis comparing

real and sham ECT for the Datients with n~nrp~~;vp ;11np~~
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was not possible.

In the real ECT group, 12 schizo-affective patients were

added to 9 patients with depressive illness in the real

group and in the sham ECT group 2 schizo-affective patients

were added to 7 patients with depressive illness. It might

be argued that schizo-affective patients benefit less from

ECT than depressive patients. If this is so then the real

ECT group in this study may have had~ chance of showing

a greater therapeutic effect than sham ECT because the real

group had a greater proportion of schizo-affective patients

than the sham group. A possible 'positive' result from this

study (i.e. real ECT better than sham ECT in depressive

patients) may therefore have been hidden because of the

greater proportion of schizo-affective patients with the

real ECT group. NB Contrary to the arguments above, Brill

et al stated in their paper that the patients with schizo-

affective illness improved ffiQLg than the patients with

depressive illness.

Criticism Score = 8

b) The outcome analysis was completed one month after the

controlled trial was completed. Any greater improvement of

real over sham ECT, at the end of the controlled trial,

might have been lost by this time.

Criticism Score = 4

c) The sample size was small (Real n=9, Sham n=7)

328
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3. Sainz

a) The sample size was small (Real n=10, Sham n=10).

b) The only outcome assessment was a two-point global scale

(improved/not improved)

Criticism Score = 6

"

';,

ll. Harris & Robin

a) The very small sample size makes statistical analysis

virtually meaningless (Real n=4, Sham n=4).

b) P~though the outcome analysis, using parametric analysis,

suggested real ECT was better than sham ECT (see Table Vl)

the very small number of patients makes the analysis

meaningless. For example, if~ of, the sham patients who

showed nQ improvement had'showed or.ly mild improvement (on

the four point scale of improvement), the result would not

have been significant. Furthermore, non-parametric analysis

on the original data outcome, completed by GS and SA using

the Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test, revealed no difference between

the real and sham ECT.

Criticism Score = 10.

'-

5. Fahv et al

The only measure of outcome used was a glo~al rating scale.

The absence of more sophisticated measures of outcome may

have lead to a significant difference between the ,groups

being missed.

Criticism Score = 6.
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6. Wilson et al

a) The very small sample size makes statistical analysis

virtually meaningless (Real n=6, Sham n=6).

b) In the paper a 't' test, which is a parametric

statistical test, was used to analyse the results of the

Hamilton Rating Scale data. The authors GS and SA completed

an 'F' test on the data which was significant; in view of

this and the fact that the sample size was less than 30

patients, a non-parametric statistical test would have been

the more appropriate statistical tool to use in this study

(Pipkin, 1984). The parametric analysis, using the 't' test

indicated that real ECT was significantly better than sham

ECT but a non-parametric analyses, completed by GS and SA

u~ing the Wilcoxon P~nk Sum Test, revealed DQ significant

difference between the two groups - see Table VI.

Criticism Score = 10.

7. McDonald et al

a) The very s~ll sample size makes statistical analysis

Virtually meaningless (Real n=12, Sham n=4).

b) separate data for the sham ECT group WGS DQt produced.

Instead, combined data from the sham ECT group together with

another group receiving placebo amitriptyline but DQ ECT

(real or sham) was reported. These combined two groups were

known as the 'control group'. The real ECT group was

compared to this control group. The reported data did

DQt allow a direct comparison of real ECT and sham ECT

and therefore it was impossible to interpret the 330
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results of the study with regard to the relative

effectiveness of real and sham ECT. '

Criticism Score =10.

8. freeman et al

a) At the end of the study clinicians were asked to guess

which ECT treatment (real or sham) each pat~ent had

received. In other words an attempt was made to determine

whether the 'trial code had been broken' - in order to test

that staff blindness had been maintained during the study.

These guesses were then subjected to statistical analysis.

This revealed that the clinicians were not able to guess

which treatment the patients had had at a level above that

expected by chance i.e. the trial code had DQt been broken.

furthern~re in the three other stucies which also tested

whether the trial code had been broken (Lambourn &Gill,

Johnstone et al and Brandon et al) an identical result was

obtained.

A criticism of this 'test of code blindness' ~os that, in

the four studies that utilised the test, no specific.

criteria were noted as being used by the clinicians to

determine whether the patients had received real or sham

ECT. If the clinicians used, as is likely, the criteria of

clinical improvement (i.e. if patients improved they were

adjudged to have receive real ECT and conversely if they did

not improve they were adjudged to'have received sham ECT),

then this test of code blindness was in effect also a global
331
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outcome assessment of the results of the study i.e. if the

trial code was judged to have been broken then real ECT was

better than sham ECT and if the trial code had not been

broken, then real ECT was no better than sham ECT. The fact

that the results of the four studies which used a test of

code blindness was that the trial code had-not been

broken the~efore ir. effect :provided eVidence that real ECT

was nc more effective than sham ECT. As the four studies

that used the test for cade blindness concl~ded from their

othe~ results that real ECT was more effective than sham

EC~, and as the results of the test for code blindness argue

against this conclusion, then the use of the test of code

blindness will be ccr.side~ed to be a c,iticism of the

results of the four stUdies. that used it.

C~itic:~~ Sco~e = 5

t) A secane but mino~ c~iticism i~ that the~e ~2S a

nume~ical inconsistency in the numbe~ of patients withdrawn

fro~ the study. In one table ir. the paper 7 patients are

~eported as h2ving been ~ithdrawn from the study, but in

another table and ir. the text 8 patients are reported as

being withdrawr..

Cr:ticism Score =1

Lambourn & Gill

The only c~iticism was criticism of the authors' employment

of a 'test for code blindness' (see above).

C~iticism Score = 5

• I

le_ Johnstone et al
332
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Again, the only criticism was criticism of the authors'

employment of a 'test for code blindness' (see above).

Criticism Score = 5

11. ~

a) The sample size was comparativ~ly small (n=1' for.both

real and sham groups).
C'"

b) The sham group described by West appeared to be unusually

unresponsive in comparison to the sham groups described by

the other five real/sham ECT studies of the modern era

(8,9,10,12 and 13). In West's study, in contrast to these

other studies, there was an absence of significant

improvement in the 'sham' group during the controlled phase

of the study. Furthermore, all but one of West·s ." sham

patients were clinically judged to require a course of real

ECT, at the end of the controlled phase. The unusual lack

of responsiveness of the sham group may have prejudiced the

study to a Type I error.

Criticism Score = 2

c) others (Brandon et al 1984) have commented on the

'unusually unequivocal result' of this study. At the end·of

the study Rll of the " real ECT patients were judged to DQt

require further ECT and in complete contrast, all but one of

the sham patients were judged to require a course of real

ECT.

Criticism Score = 2

d) For the sham group the rating scales employed show an
333
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beginning of the study and the end of the study. The Nurses

SCele and the Beck Scele indicated improvement (albeit non-

significant) whereas the Visual Analogue Scale indicated

deterioration.

Criticism'Score = 1

,2. Erendon et al

a) There is a numerical discrepancy in the number of

patients whcse rating sCele assessments were reported for

the be~;nning cf the study. 95 patients were said to have

started the study and ie of these we;~ s~ic to have been

withdrawn from the study and their data excluded from the

analysis. This therefore should have left data on 77

pat~ents and indeed ttis numbe; is noted ir. the text of the

paper. nowever, for the m2in rating scale use~,·the H.R.S.,
.

cata on only 72 patients starting the study is recorded.

The~efore five patients (4 real and i sham) 2;E not

accounted for (77 minus 72) and this discrepancy is not

expl,dned.

Criticism Score = 3

b) There are further numerical discrepancies in the number

of patients whcse rating scale assessments I<e,e repo,ted for

the ~ of the study. For the R.K.S. data, of the 77

patients left at the end of the study only data on 71

patients was presented. This therefore left six patients

unaccounted for (~ real and 2 sham). For the Global Scale

of Improvement (G.S.I.), data on 72 patients was presented;

the discrepancy here was therefore 5 patients (ll real and 1

sham).
334
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Criticism Score =3

c) There is an unexplained and curious inconsistency in the

number of sham patients utilised in the three assessment

measures at the end.of the study: 28 (for the H.R.S.), 29

(for the G.S.I.) and 34 (for the assessment measure 'the

number of patients who required further ECT after the 8 ECTs

in the study had been given').·

Criticism Score = 4

d) One of the outcome assessments was based on the number of

patients who subsequently required n~re ECT than the 8 EC~s,.

given in the study. Significantly more sham patients than

real patients required greater than 8 ECTs. However, two of

the sha~ patients received less thaD four ECIs and their

date was not included ir. the analysis. (NE no other 'real

or sham ' patients received less thar, four E~s). The paper

does not indicate why these two patients received less than

~ EC!~ e.g. whether they recovered or not. If indeed they

had recovered, and if their data had been included in the '8
.; .~

CC7' assessment, then the significant difference between the·

real ane sha~ groups disappears - G~ and SA analysis.

Criticism Score = 5

e) The level of significance between the real and sharr.

groups on the H.R.S. and the G.S.!. would have been

diminished if a) the two sham patients who received fewer

than 4 ECTs had not beer. withdrawn from the study (assuming

they improved) and b) if the data or. the 6 'missing'

patients (4 real and 2 sham for H.R.S. and 4 real and 1 sham
335
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for G.S.I. - see above) had been included (assuming they all

showed a poor response).

Criticism Score = 2

.f) A further criticism of this study was its utilisation of

a 'test for code blindness' (see above).

Criticism Score =S

g) Data from one of the stated outcome assessments (a self-

rating visual an£logue scale) was not reported or commented

on in. the paper.

Criticism Score =1

;3. Gregorv et al

a) 69 patients fulfilled the entry criteria for the study.

For the tiontgomery & psberg Depression Rating Sc£le (r~RS),

in the or.~y figure presented i~ the paper, data ~2S an21ysec

~Oi ~he b4 pa~ients le:t at the ene of the s~ucy a:ter 25

hac been withdr-arm. 'However, in OOE' of the tables in tbe

pap~" ~~P.S data on a 'completor' population of 60 ~2S

analysed. The rezson(s) fo; this Giffe~ence in the number

of patients used as the 'completor' populaticn was not

explained but hzs some relevance to the nel:t cr-iticisrr. (see

below) .

Criticism Score; giver. no criticism score because included

as part of tbe next criticism.

b) The MADRS data on the li~ 'completor' patients revealed a

significant difference between the 'real' ECT groups

(bilateral and unilateral) and the shan: group 0: <0.005.

-I

--I

nowever, when the other 'completor' population of 60
336
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patients ~as analysed the significance between the two real

groups and the sham group increased to <0.001. In other

words analysis of the 60 patients increased the chances of

finding a difference between the real and the sha~ groups .

.tor the two other rating scales whose data was presented in

the. study, the f.amilton Rating Scale -. HRS and the

Psychological Impairments Rating Scale ~ PIPS the outcome

ana1)'5:s was performed QLly on the 60 patients. A separate

anal)'5:s ~as not presented on the ether completor population

of ll~ patients. For both the HRS and the PIRS there ~as a

5igni:icant difference between the real and sha~ groups (HRS

= <0.01 and FIRS = <0.05) but thi5 degree of difference ~as

less t~'2r: that shown on the ~~R.s for the same 60 patients

(p = <C.0001). If the f.RS and FIRS data had beer. analysed

:or th: comple~o~ pop~la~ion of n4 patients, anc assu~~ng

~h~~ G2~2 hac mi~ro~ec the ~mDP~ Gate (i.e. the :evel cf

sigr:i:icance for the ~~ patient~ ~G~ less thaD for the 60

pa~ients), then the cifferencE between the re~l and sham

groups ~oclc have been less than the figures &iven above for

the 6C patients i.e. not as sign:ficant as <0.01 and <C.05.

It is q~ite pos~ible, therefo~e, that if the HRS and FIRS

data had been analysed for the ll~ patients who hac actually

completec the study, ther; there would not have been a

statistically significant difference between the two real

groups and.the. sham group - 2ssuming a statistically

significant difference is 2 difference at least at the <0.05

level.
337
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3: Numerical Parameters of the Follow-up

Ater the controlled (real v sham) phase of the study ~as

completed, eight of the studies (J,3,8-13) continued to study·the

patients in a design which ~as IlQt controlled Le. no sham ECT

~as £iven. The period over which the patients were stucied in

.this ~ay is known as the· 'follow-up' period. During the follow-

up patients received real ECT and/or p~ychoactive medication.

·Tne u,ain pupose of the follow-up ~as to gather further relevant

in:ormation to ·confirm or not whether real EeT given during the

controlled phase was better than sham ECT. For the follow-up to

rr.z.xirr.ise the gathering of this relevant inform~tion, it ShOl..:ld

incl~de the following two design features:

c) 7be patients and staff shoL:ld continue to be blind to the

nature of the treatment (real or sham EC:) received by.patients

du:-:'nE. :'hE contro:'led phase of ~he s:'ujy. If tr.i~ we:-E not sc

:.ner; kno\o.'ledge of thE contrc·2.1ed ph2se code could ir:fluence the

pa-:ient IS p:-ogress du:-ing the follov;-up and/or the assessment of

their progress.

0) EeT (re21) only sho~lc be biven and not fu:-ther additional

psychoactivE mecication. Adcitionc.l psychca8tiv€ rnecicatior.

wOule simp~y add another va:-iable that Houle make it more

difficult to make interpretations regarcing the effectiveness of

real over sham ECT. If additional psychoactive medication is

used, then at least the two groups fron: the controlled phase

(real and sham EeT) should be matched for thi~ medication.

33/1
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None of the follow-up studies with the exception of Brandon et al

(12) attempted to maintain either patient or staff blindness for

the controlled phase of the study. Brandon et a1 attempted to

maintain bot~ patient and staff blindness.' Furthermore only

three of the follow-up studies clearly 'restricted treatment

during the follow-up to real ECT only (2,8 and 11), and avoided

psychooctive medication. Three other studies did .todd in'

poychoactive'medication (9,10 and 13) and two others implied that

thio was done without clearly saying so (1 and 12). Of the

fi ve stu::ies that cid ':add-i~~I psychcactive meticatiGn, only one

gave satisfactory evidence of adeq~ate ffi2tchir.g for 211

p~ychoactive medication (10); one other study (9) matched for

anti-depressant medication alone and another (i3) matched for

lother phy5ical treatments to ECT' but only from one month into

the fo2.1m.;-t.=p ~o its comple~ion.

The fo:low-t.=p studies coclc, in ~hecry! help to con:i~m that the

ECT given in the controlled phase of the stucies ~as better

thar. sham EC~ by showing the following:

a) That the patients who received sha~ ECT in the controlled

phase required more real ECi in the follow-up than the patients

who received real EC, durine the controlled phase - for the same

degree of clinical response.

t) That the total number of EGis for the sham ECT group (derived

by adding together the number of sham EeTs given during the

controlled phase and the number of real ECTs ,giver. ir. the follow-

up) was greater than the total number of ECTs for the real ECT

groups (derived by adding together the number of real ECTs giver.

during the controlled phase and the number of real ECTs given in
339
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for the same·degree of clinical response.
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nereafter this is referred to as the '~' number of ECTs

assessment.

Listed below are criticisms of the follow-up investigations -

~ith the exception of the criticism relating to patient/staff

b:indness - see above.

NB In this section the labels 'real' and 'sham' ECT refer to the

patient's ECT status during the controlled phase of the study.

1. Ulett et al (Studv 1)

a) Tne follow-up ar.alysis was completed on a relatively

small proportion of the patients who completed the·

controlled phas·e of the study: at 12 weeks follow-up only

22 of the original 42 patients who completed the controlled

phase of the study were aria2.ysed, and at tbe 24 \-Jeeks

follo~-up pcint or.ly i2 of the o;ir,in21 ~2 patien~~ were

analysed.

b) Those patients who received 'no additional treatment'

(presumably ECT, although not spe:oified ip. the paper) during

the follow-up were excluded frorr, the follow-up assessment.

Furthermore if the patients received 'additional treatment'

this was not necessarily because they had deteriorated, as

'additional treatments' were also given 'when it was felt

that additional treatments would enable them to maintaip. the

gains they had made'. This unusual way of determining

follow-up treatment, and the anomalous method of analysing

the follo.~up data after those patients who required 'no

·1

.i

. I

further treatment' were exclUded, suggested to the authors 340
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(GS and SA) that the follow-up data from this study could

not be meaningfully interpreted.

c) The authors state that •additional , treatment was given

during the follow-up but do not specify if this included·

aditional psychopharmacological treatment. If it did, this

would make it more difficult to interpret the follow-up data

- see above.

Harris & Robin (StUdy ll)

The sm2ll number of patients indicated in the follOl.-up (4

in the re21 and 4 in the sham grouo) makes statistic21

2nalysi~ mear.ingless.

::-reeman et a1 (Studv B)

a) One of the assessments used ir. this study to dete~mine

the relative effectiveness of re21 and shall: ECT was (tot21)·

lnumber 0: EC~s prescribed 1
• Tni~ assessment ~2S based or.

the nUQber of EC7s prescribed for each patient i~;espegtive

of their clini8al response i.e. the real and the sherr: grOup

at the end of th€ follow-up were not matched for the degree

of clir.ica~ response. The analysis included data on 2 re21

patients"whc showed overall an 'inadequate response' to EeT,

and 2 re21 and 2 sham patients whcse treatment ",-as

prematurel~:stopped because of intercurrent hypomanic

episodes. This assessment was not therefore a reflection of

the total number of ECTs required for significant

improvement/recovery. If 'it had been it would have been a

mOre relevent index of the comparative effectiveness of real

EC7 compared to sham ECT.

b) Of the 40 patients who entered the follow-up, only two
341
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were excluded from the (total) 'number of ECTs prescribed'

1 .
ana_ys~s. These two patients were patients who had not

i

improved and had refused further treatment (both real-

patients). They had received a mean of 6 ECTs which was the

same as the-mean number of ECTs for the remaining 18 real

ECT patients. The exclusion of these two patients was

somewhat anomalous as the data from other real ECT patients

who s~ilarly did not improve (but did not refuse further

treztment) ~as included in the analY5is. II the data of

these two real patients who refused treatment had been

included in the analysis then statistical analysis by G~ and

SA reveals· that the significant difference between the real

and sham groups disappears.

c) fl~though the authors indicated that their data on the

(to~al) number of EC7s presc~ibed suggest real EeT is better

thar. sr.am, a separate an2:Ys~s by others (Cro~ et a! 157£)

on the same da~a suggests the opposite. In Cio~ts an21y~is

the number o[ patients in each group that die not

satisfactorily respond to treot~nentJ up to the end of the

follow-u,: (I: ie: real group and C ie: shart group)', were

stat~stically compared and ttis revealed that sha~ EC~ ~zs

sigr.ifican~ly better than real ECT.

d) Two o[ the real patients had their ECT stopped because of

an 'inadequate response'; none of the sham patients fell

into this category. It was not stated how many ECT~ these

patients hac reoeived before being withdrawn (although GS

and SA, by back calculation fro~ the presented data,

established that the mean number of ECTs for the two

342
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However, a diagram in the text indicates
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that at ..least 2 sham patients received a greater number of

ECTs than one of these two withdrawn patients and at least 5

sham. patients received a greater number of ECTs than the

ether withdrawn patient. This suggests the possitility that

2 gre2te~~attempt, ~ith a subsequent greater number of EC:s,

was ocade i~ the sham patients.to a~qieve a satisfactory

respor.se compared to the real patient~. 11 this was so the~

it wovic have biased the results in favour of a greater

theicpeutic ef:ect of real ECT over shaffi ECT.·

e) The te~t indicates that if sham ECT had no therapeutic

ef:ect then the sham patients wocld have been e~pected to

have rece~ved two e~t;a real ECTs thar. the real Ee7 patients

ir: the [ollo~-~PJ because ir. the controlled phase 0: the

study the ieal patients receivec 2 real ECTs and the sh~

group received no 'ie21 EC: 1 on~y 2 sham ECTs. In fact

d~sreg2rdin£ thE mar.y criticisms of the 'total' ECT data

noted herE, the data on all the patients ir. the study

revealed the shaI group on average required or.ly little over

1 ~ore ·ECT (i.15) than the 'real' group.

f) The difference in the (totEl) number of ECIs prescribed

between the real and the shan, group disappears if the data

from the one sham patient who received 2 greater number of

ECT~ than any other patient ir. the study (12 ECls) was

e~cluded from the an2ly~is. Apart from one additional sha~

patient, the greatest number of treatments given for any

other patient ~as nine.

g) It i~ unclear frou! the paper the number 0: patients
343
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included in the analysis at each of the various follow-up

assessment points (see Table V1). It is unclear for example

if the data from patients whc were withdrawn from the study

in between assessment Doicts was included in the subsequent

follow-up assessments on the Hamilton Rating Scale and the

Visual Analogue Scale. Given the extreme variability in

results that can be obtained with this study's data (see

above), dependent. upon the numbe, of patients whcse data is

included or exc~uded, the~ the absence of data on pztient

numbers at each follow-up ?c~nt, cllo~ing others' to check

the v2lic:~y of the follow-~p da~2, is a further critic:Em

of 'che study.

4 La~bourn & Gil} (Studv 0)

There :~ some diffi~~lty in inte~~reting the follow-~p date

~ith regard to real/sham relative effectiveness because

adcitioncl psychopharmacclogica~medication was allowed

dur:ng the follow-up. However, the~e was no apparent

c~:ference in at least the amount 0: 2ntidepressant

medication given to real anc sha~ groups during the follow-

up. Data on other psychoac~ive mecication ~-as not providec".

5. . Johnstone et 21 (Studv 10)

As with the Lambourn &Gill s~udy: additional psychoactive

medication was allowed du~ing the follow-up. However

Johnstone's stuay, in contradistinction to Lambourn &Gill's

study, matched for all psychoactive medication and not just

antidepressant medication.

c. West (Studv 11)

a) For the sham g~oup there was some mild inconsistency in

344
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the direction of clinical change, as indicated by the rating

scales used. For example the Nurses Scale and the Beck

Scale data at the beginning of the follow-up, compared to

the data at the end of the controlled phase of the study,

indicated"clinical improvement but Visual Analogue Scale

data indicated deterioration.

b) Others have commented on the unusually unequivocal

results or· this study generally (see above)·. The

unequivocall nature ·of the results extended to the follow-up,

when none of the 11 real· patients were jucged to need

'fo:low-~p' EeT but 10 of the 11 sham patients die.

c) It is the contention of GS and SA that the clir.ical

decision-ffiak:ng process that dete~ined whether t~e pati~nts

,~q~ireG ':ollow-up EeT' was at least questic~atle. For

e~am~le statistical analysis by GS and SA or. the data at the

end of the controlled study, 8ssu~ing a norffi~~ cis~~ibutior.

0: dat2 as the study employed the Students !t' test, showed

that statistically speaking the most improved 3.7: sha~

patients should have scored between 11 and 19 on the

5e~k SCcle~ and the least improved 3.75 real patients

should have similarly scored between "and-'S. This

overla~ in the scores of over one third of the patiento in

the real and sham groups (3.75 out of 11) would have made it

all but impossible for the clinician to say ~ith necessary

clinical precision whether further ECT was indicated or

not. Despite this as noted above none of·the real

patients were jUdged to require further ECT but ·10 of

1; sham patients were.
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7. Brandon et al (Study 12)

a) There is an unexplained inconsistency in the number of

patients analysed in the follow-up for the two assessment

parameters employed; for the Hamilton Rating Scale (HRS) !1

real patients and 28 sham patients were analysed but for the

assessment 'need for further continuous EeT' E3 real

patients and 3E sham patients were analysed.

b) rne fallow-up assessment described as the 'need for an

additional follow-up course of continuous ECT' was not

adeq~ately defined: the specific indications for

presc~~ting further EeT were not defined and neither ~as ~~e

phrase 'a course of continuous EeT' defined. Therefore the

data from this assessment method is difficult to interpret.

c) It is unclear from the te~t whether during the fellow-up

patients received psycho-active t~eatments other than EC7

e.g. antidepressant medication. The te~t states for example

that during the fellcw-up: 'cons~ltants'had a free choice of

treatment methods' and furthermore that 'although cont~nuec

restriction of treatment choice wocld h2ve been

scientifically desiracle, it was not regarded as being

acceptable ethically or to the consultants concerned.' If

adaitioncl antidepressant medication was in fact give~, then

any diffe,ence in the type and amount of ttis medication

between the two treatment·groups might have affected the

follow-up results.

8. Gregorv et al (Studv 13)

a) The number of patients analysed for the follow-up W2S

unclear from the text. 44 patients were said to have

346
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completed the con~rolled phase of the study, after taking

withdrawals into account, and 32 patients 'went on to

receive further bilateral ECT'. It is unclear whether the

44 patients as a whole were analysed for the follow-up, or

only the' 32 who received further ECT. NB Indeed it is not

clear if all the 32 patients who received further ECT cane

from the group of 44 patients who completed the controlled
-:'"

phase of the study, or if some of them came from another

group of~25 patients who started the controlled phase of the

study but were withdrawn from the controlled phase before

its completion.

b) The study purported to demonstrate, from the ECT da" in

the folloH-up, that the real ECT given during the contr.,lled

phase hac been more effective tor-an the sheffi ECT. liowe',~; in

the opinion of GS and SA this conclcsion w2s subject tc a

n~ber of reservations/q~~lifications:

i) The ciffe~ence i~ the amount of EC~ <'tot2l')

req~irec between the real groups ane the sham group only

extended for the first month of. follow-up. There was no

differencE: in n~ber of EeTs given from the first month 0:

follow-~p to the end of the fOllow-up which was six months

after the end of the controlled phase of the study.

ii) There was DQ indication from the text that the

real and sham groups were matched for other psycho-active

treatments, particularly additional psychopharmacological

treatment, during the important first mOnth of follow-up.

The interpretation that real EeT was better than sham EeT

because [rorr: the beginnin<; of the controlled phase of the
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study to the end of the first month follow-up the sham

patients received more EeT (sham and real ECT) than the real

patients (real ECT), must therefore at least be questioned

because the real and sham, groups may not have been matched

for psychopharmacological medication during the first month

of the follow-up.

iii) In contradistinction to the first month of follow-

up, there was apparent matchin~ for 'other,physical

treatments' between the end of the first month of follow-~p

and the end of the fol:cw-up six ncnths after the co~pletion

cf the controlled phase of the study. Moreover, in contrast

to the analyses at the end of the first month of follow-up,

there ~as no difference in the amount of ECT ~rescribec

between'the real and sham groups during this period. Tnese

fac~s acd weight to the pos~ibility that any difference ~n

amount of ECT prescribed for the real and sham gro~ps up to

the end of the first ~Dnth of follow-up might, at the very

least, have been caused by a lack of matching in other

phy~ical treatments durin£ thi~ period and not necessa~ily ~

to any intrinsic differences i~ effectiveness between real

and sham ECT. --

iv) No statistics (or data allowing for statistical

analysis) were presented demonstrating a significant

difference between the real and sham groups in the amount of

real ECT given durinf the six months follo~Up. The only

relevant data prOVided was mean number of real ECTs given

during this period without relevant standard deviations or

standard errors wbich would allow for statistical analysis.
348
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The statistically significant differences in the number of

ECIs reported between the' real and sham groups were only for

the 'total' number of ECTs given (real and sham) during the

period encompassing the controlled phase of the stupy and

the first month of follow-up.

CONCLUSIONS

E~ectrocanV~~Eive therapy was first int~oduced 2$ a treatment for

depressive illness approximately 50 years ago. Since then, together

w:.th ar.tidep:-essant medication,. it has been the lTi~i~stay treatment for

dEpressive illness. Despite this long history of ~se, it is only in

recent years that its effectiveness "has been the subject of p~ope:

c~iticE~ scientific investigation u~~ng controlled t~iEl me:hodology.

~~ is t.he autbors 1 Gpinion that the cielcY b~1 the scientific communit.y

ir. c:-itically investigatinE;: ECT through controlled studies makes it

even more important that the controlled studies themselves become the

:ocus of ~ritic2.: attention by othe:os ",,'ithout fur-tner undue delay.

This paper represents an attempt by the authors to cont:-ibute to this

critical process. Eefore sumrr~rising the criticisw~ of the 13

contro"led real v sham ECT studies it should be noted that others have

reported that doublE-blind controlled studY methodology does not-automatically confer objectivity. Mason (1962) in an article ir. the

Lancet commented that the outcome 0.r even double ~lind trials can be

ir.:luencec by the 'co~~s,p~ and~~~;~[ those who

organiSE them.' ~bre recently a series of a:-ticles in the jou:-nal
-.-------~
NaturE this year (1988) have underlined the difficulty in removing the 349
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subecti ve elenlent from rigorously controlled studies. This series of

a,ticles started with the appearance of a paper by Benveniste et al

(1988) claiming to have found that human white blood cells respond to

a solution of antibodies even when the solution is so dilute that ·it

·can no longer contain a single molecule of antibody, giving some

theoretical support to homeopathic practice. This work ~as replicated

by others in Israel, Italy and canada before the journal accepted the

article for pUblication. However, the journal sUbsequently published a

~aper by others (V~ddox et 21 198E) whc independently examined the

~aborctory techniques and G2ta of Benven:=te et 21 and found that

sub;ective bias hac unconsciously influe~ced ane indeed'dete~mined the

resGlts they obtained.

In summa:-y, and in the opir:ion of the authors GS and SA, of the

~~i~teen controlled stucies the reported Gate resclts of five of th~

Cane: \o.":.thou't. anv re:e;-enc: be;!:§" made to ar-v c:-itic':sm Cor the dct2

resGlts or indeec the stud~ methoaolo~v) 5ugge5ted real ECi ~as

s~gnificantly better thar. sham EeT. Howeve~r the data reSults of the

rem2.ir.ing eight stucies cid not J ir. the opir:ion of the auth~.r.s, sho\-.' ._"

real EC7 was significant~y bette~ thar. sr.am ECT." Th~s d~fference ir.

n~ber betwee~ the ~ositivE' stucies (:) and the 'non-po~itiver

studies (8) ~a5 r.o better thar. one ~oulc expe~t frOID chance. (Chi-

Square Test = N~)

It ~oulc be arguec howeve, that the thirteen studies were of diffe,ing

quality and that it woulC be more appropriate to restrict thi5

_2na~ysis 0: 'positive' veiSUS 'uegative' studies to the better

'Dualitv' stucies alone as a body of work. The first step in

accomo2.isniu[? thi~ woulc be tc ne:inE the te~m 'ou21itv' of ~tllci". The
350
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authors decided to define 'quality' by devising a 'global criticism'

score for each study; the lower the global criticism score, the

better the quality. These global criticism scores were established as

follOl"s from the pa.rameters of criticism in Table IV. (General

Criticism Table), Table V (Matching Table) and Table VI - exc1uc;ng

from the latter table criticisms of the follow-up and criticisms of

the n~ber of patie~ts in the studies as this ~as dupl~cated ir. Table
IV ;

1. A~l of the parameters of criticism were afforded a score-

se: :>e~m.:.

"'. For the majority of the parameters of criticisms in Tables

IV and V (:or the exce?tions see below), those wtich recorded llQ

cr:::c:sm scored 0; these that re~orded the pcsEibi1 itv ~f criticism

(i.e. O?) scorec 1 and these that ~ecordec a de~~nite criticism

( i. e. ,) scoiec 2.

3. For the reu.zir.ing c~itic~s~~ ir. :ables IV and VI which werE

in ~he o~ir.ion of the authors n~re conce;n-making criticisms, a

'loac;ng value' ~as made. The range of scores for the 'loaded'

paramete~s of criticism, which hac recordec a ·possibility of

c~iticisffi' (i.e.t ?), was 2-5. Tne range of values for the 'loaded

paramete!"'s 0'[ criticisrr., which hac recordec 2 definite c:-iticism (i.e.

~ ), ~as doutled tc 4-10.

4. The 'loading values' for the pa~amete,s of criticism i~

Tatles IV anc V are given belo\<l - possicle c~iticism score ('7)' only.

K.E. The scores below were doubled if there was a de:inite c~iticis~

score, i. e. S
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PARAMETERS OF CRITICISM.

a) Table IV (General Criticism Table)

LOADING VALUES

i. 'Adequate number of patients'

ii. 'Random allocation to treatment group'

iii. 'Patient blindness'

iv. 'Staff blindness'

v. 'Adequate definition of depressive illness'

vi. 'Adequate number of ECTs' .

vii. rSatisfactory outcome assessments I

5

3

5 •

5

4

3 .:1:-

I:

oj Tabie V (Matching Table)

i. 'Severity of current episode of depression' 3

ii. 'f~cication during trial' 3

iii. I Energy from EC'!'s I 2

iv. 'Number of ECTs'· 2

The inoividual values for the v2rious C~l~lc~sms in T2ble 6

are incicated in the te::t under 'Outcome Analysis' (see above).

Scores vary between 1 and 10.

The 'gicbal c~iticism' scores for the thirteen studies, in the

nuu.e~ical order given throughout this paper, were respectively:

,;-54; 2) 71; 3) 82; 4) 94; 5) 79; 6) 73; 7) 63; 8) 39; g) 37;

10) 34; 11) 36; 12) 57, and.13) 24.

From this it can be seen that with one exception the six studies

~ith least criticisms carne from the modern era of real ve~sus

sham ECT research i.e. studies 8-13; the one exception was

Brandon's study (12) which had the 7th lowest score on the

'global criticism' scale (score 57) being marginally displaced by

Ulett's study (score 54). However, as Brandon's study was far
352
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mor~ ip-tensive than Ulett's it will be considered as one of the

six least criticised studies. Analyses of these six 'least

criticised' and therefore 'better quality' studies showed that

four of them ·(8,11,12 and 13) gave a result indicating that real

Ecr ~GS better than sham ECr, but two of them gave results which

did not satisfactorily demonstrate a difference in effectiveness

bEtween real and sham ECT (9 and 10). This difference in number

between the 'positivE' studies (4) and 'non-positivE' studies ~os

no ~etter than one would e~pect from chance. (Chi-Square Test =
N~). Moreover it sho~ld be noted that these six stUdies,

although haVing the least c~iticisms of the thirteen stUdies,

sti~~ had substantial criticism scores~ Tne valic~ty of the~r

res~~ts must therefore, in the opinion of GS and SA, be at the

very leasi.. questioned. Furi..he:-TIlore all of these six stucies h2ve

ite~5 cf c~iticism that are particu12::Y noteworthy. ~or the

sak: of brevity, single significantly notewo~thy criticisms of

each of the six studies are noted below:

1. ~reeffian et 21 <Study 8)

Qn~y i..wo ECT5 (real or sham) were given in the "controlled

phase of the· study.

I,-

2.

3.

Lambourn & G;11 (Studv q)

Lo~ energy unilateral ECT ~aS used and there is evidence

that this form of Eer may be significantly less effective

than high energy bilateral ECT (see above).

johnstone et al (Studv 10)

TherE was poor evidence of matching between the real and

sharr. groups. The criticism score in johnstonE's study for

353 all thE parameters of criticism·in thE 'rr~tching table'
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(Table V) was greater than the similar score for matching in

the other five studies with lowest global criticism scores.

Furthermore it was one of the highest of all the thirteen

studies.

4. West (Study 11)

Potentially significant queries have been raised'by others

about the degree of staff blindness in this study (see

above) .

~. Brandon et a' (Studv 12)

There are a number of potentially very significant

criticisms about the numerical aspects of the outcome

ar.Glysi~ which casts some doubt on the manner in wtich the

statistical analysis ~as carried out (see above).

•

6. G:-ego;'i et 2 1 (Studv .~\
I i (

25 of the original 69 patients were .ithdra~~ during the

study and the outcome analysis was conducted on the 4ll

patients who completed the study but although reasonable

at·tention was paid to mater-ing the 69 patient~ whc started..

the study, nc evidence for matching was presented for the 44

patients whe complete6 the stude.

With regard to the follow-up data it is the opinion of the authors, GS

and SA. that two studies (11 and 13) provided at least reasonably

significant evidence that real ECT was better than sham ECT (see

above). However, two other studies (9 and 10) provided evidence that

real ECT was no better than shaw. ECT. Tne results of the remaining

four studies (1,3,8 and 12), in the opinion of the authors, cannot be

categorised as either 'positive' or 'negative' either' because of the 354
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because of t~e number of criticisms of the follow-up study design and

statistical analysis (8 and 12). Moreover it should be noted that

even the results of the two 'positive' stueies should be considered

with caution because neither attempted to maintain patient and staff

blindness for the controlled phase of the stUdy (see above).

In concl~sien, it is the opinicn of the authors that the results of

t::e o:utccrr.e analyses and follmv-iJp analyses of these cont:-ol2.ed

stud~esJ ir~~s~e~tive of the many c~~tici~ms noted in this pa~e~

includir.g criticis~s at" data analyses, do n2t of:e~ s~gnifica~t

ev:ce~ce that r=a~ ECT is more the~apeuticsl:J ef:ecti~e t~an sham ECT

..----------_...

~ort~y of c~iticism 2nc t~ese have been discussed in detail in the
... -.- ..

at the pape!"'. Pertaps the cne ge~er2: item of critici~m t~at has

,
L

l.
L.

been overleoked by ethers, ane to which the authors GS and SA feel

mere attention should be paid, is that of patient blindness. With the
-_._~,- --_.._--

prese~t design of real versus Sh2ffi EC7 stucies, it ap~e3rs to us to be

very difficult to achieve Satisfactory patient blindness (see above).

If a control~ed 'real' v 'sham' ECT study dees not have satisfactory

~atient blindness, then it is probable that the more ~owerful positi,e

placebo factor will occur in the actively treated group, i.e. the real

ECT group. Now the placebo factor is established as a potentially

very pc~e,ful force (Lancet, 1983) which can have profound

pharmacological effects (v~lf, 1956). Therefore, if there is not

satisfactory patient bl~ndness, then the response of the real ECT

group as the recipient of the more powerful positive placebo factor

would be biased in favour of it being more effective than sham ECT.

It might be argued by others that an 'ideal' real versus sham ECT
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t~ial, paying attention to all of the possible elements of c~iticism

raised in this paper inclUding patient blindness, could neve~ be

accomplished, if only for practical reasons. Tnerefore it might be

argued that too much attention to criticism of ECT studies, of the

sort given in this paper, is of doubtful practical value. It is the

contention of the authors that psychiat~ists as scientists have a duty

to criticise irrespective of where these criticisms lead us .
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Global Rating Scale (the staff that completed the GRS also
indicated for some studies).

Visual Analogue Scale.

Hamilton P.ating Scale.

Montgomery &Asberg Depression Rating Scale.

Psychological Impairment Rating S-~c.le.
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Legend for Table"r (Gener?l Description Table r)
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These studies did not provide sufficient information to
answer this question.

'Matched' random allocation (see text).

Direct quotes from the relevant texts.
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Legend for Table II (General Description Table II)

.....

=

=

=

=

The upper figures represent data for Real ECT group and
lower figures represent data for Sham ECT group.

Mean data for Real and Sham groups combined. Separate data
- for the groups lI2t given.

Upper figures represent data from bilateral ECT group,
middle figures for unilateral real ECT group and lower
figures for sham ECT group.

Relevant data not recorded in these papers.

t~ta for completors. Data for starters not'given •

= II out of 10 real ECT with~W2ls not accounted for in paper

and similarly 2 out of 111 sham ECr ldthdrawals.
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Legend for Table III (Gepe~2l Description Table III)
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Insufficient information provided to answer this section.

Number of patients who received each group of drugs
-indicated below. If the number was not recorded in the
paper then this is indicated by 'number?'.

150 volts delivered for three seconds. Ass~ing the average
head resistance was the same es in Free~an's study, (which
delivered 400 volts for 1.5 seconds, equivalent to 36
joules), then arr~unt of energy delivered was 21 joules.
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LEGEND FOR TABLE- IV (GENERAL CRIDCISM TABLE)

Criticism absent i.e. patient cannot be criticised on this
parameter.

Study can definitely be criticised on thi~ parameter •

No or insufficient data presented in the paper to assess
this parameter of criticism.

D: -Doctors from the patients' ~drd(s), caring for the
patients' clinical needs .

N: llurses caring for the patients' c.linical needs .

A: Tnose people involved in ~ssessing the patients on the
outcome assessments(s).

See legend for Table v~ under O.

For the relevance and discussion of these parameters of
criticism, see text under 'Patient Blindness'.

'!'.atched Random' study - see teJ:t.

FroID the' texts of these papers (and in the case of West et
al the comments of others), GS and SA concluded that the
weight of the evidence suggested either the / or 0
indicated, but there was still room for doubt.

For definition and disc~ssion of 2 'constant current' ECT

machine, see te::t under Du:-ing Study Parameters:

Katching ( ECT Energy Used ).
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LEGEND FOR TABLE V (MATCHING TAB! F)

Matching adequate

Text indicates a definite~ of matching

A lack of data on tp~s point does not allow for an
assessment on matching.

In these studies patients were DQt withdrawn.

,
t., + =.. ,
t

-'
:::.:.

l! =

'Adequate' means that evidence ~~s presented in the paper
that the degree of matching described for the starters ~aS

maintained for the completors.

~Etching on these parameters not specificallY given in the
paper's text. fiowever, general statements given, such as
'matched for previous illness' and 'previous treatment'.
These general statemo-nts are less than ideal in
deciding upon matching on the speci"ic parameters given in
the matching table, but the authors decided' to give tr~s .
study the benefit of doubt. Similarly the same benefit of
doubt was given for a) the age and sex parameters for which
matching was described as 'satisfactory' but no quantitative
data was presented and, b) medication during trial parameter
for which the tenor of the paper suggests matching but does
not- clearly state tpis.

I

1-
L

= ~~tching for antidepressant medication alone describec.

N.E. t21 ma~cn~ng pa~ameters relate to info~ation given regarding
the patients who sta~ted the study, with the exception of the
pa~ameter "Adequate matching for completo~sn which relates to the
patients who completed the s~udy.
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Legend for Table VI (Outcome/Follow Up Table)

On the basis, solely, of .the outcome data presented in the
papers, real ECT appeared significantly more effective tr~n

sham ECT. This global assessment does not take into account
flaws in the derivation/assembly of the outcome data which 
are noted elsewhere in the text.

The outcome data either suggested real ECT ~aS no more
effective than sham ECT or prOVided insufficient /
inconclusive information to judge the relative merits of the
two forms of ECT. N.B. Studies which included 6 or less
patients in either the real or sham ECT groups ( i.e.
studies 4,6 and 7) were adjudged to have prOVided
insufficient information.

Inadequate population size.

Adequate population size.

Antidepressant treatment (ECT and/or antidepressant
medication) given according to clinical needs.

A = Upper number is for the real ECT group and the lower number
is for the sham ECT group. "~ere one number is given this
is for the real and sham groups combined.

= t~l significant values noted represent real ECT better tr~n
sham ECT. J~l tests done on these patients still in the .
stuCie~ at the end of the controlled phase or at the end of
the follo~-up unless othe~:ise ir.dicated. ;21 signi:icant
tests ur.less otherwise incicatec: were conducted between
groups (re~l v sham) and not .~th;n groups.

L -,'I

x

A

=

=

N.B. The full range of statistical tests used in the studies
~aS as fo:lows: 't' tests were performed by 1,4,8,11 and 13
(the latter for within group analysis only); 'ANOVA' by
2,10,12 and 13; 'Chi Square test' by 2 (Global Rating Scale)
and 3 (GS & SA analysis); Wilcoxon P~nk Sum Test by 6 (GS &
SA analysis) and 9; in study 7, the type of significance
test used ~aS not noted; in study 5, a formal significance
test was not noted oply mean data was noted which did not
allow GS and SA to employ a significance test of their OWO.

The basis of these scales was qualitative assessment by the
staff indicated, followed by research workers' quantitative
assessment of these qualitative results.

Real ECT va 'control group' (the.control group was a sham
ECT group combined ~~th placebo arr~triptyline).

Number of ECTs given during controlled phase (real or shaml"
~ number of ECTs (real) given during the follow up.

For detailed discussion of the criticisms of the outcome
analysis and follow up see te~t.
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GP.5 =

VAS =
HRS =
HADRS =
PIR? =
liMP! =
r.5 =

Global Rating Scale (the stall that completed the GRS also
indicated for some studies).

Visual Analogue Scale.

Hamilton P~ting Scale.

r~ntgomery & Asberg Depression Rating Scale.

Psychological Impairment Rating Scale.

~tirillesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory.

Rating Scale.
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ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY,
THE SELF, AND FM1ILY RELATIONS

Carol AB. Warren

This paper is concerned with the implications of electroconvulsive shock
therapy {ECl'} for the self and for family rellHionships. The perspective is
interactionist. stressing the meanings of ECT to thos' '\'ho have un,dergone
it: their interpretations of its purposes and effects. and its impact on their lives.
This viewpoint. which has similarities to a Mconsumer" view of medical
treatment, contrasts with the medical-model orientation of the psychiatrist
ordering shock. and with the organizationai perspective of the nurse
administering it.

The data for the analysis are intensive inten;ews with ten women diagnosed
as schizophrenic. and with their husbands. during the patient and expatient
phases of their moral careers as mental patients (I). These ten women were
among 17 admissions to California's Napa State HospltaI In 1957-1961 who
were the focus of a large"scale study of mental hospitalization and the lamily.
the "Bay Area" study (2).
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...~ ~ u~~.. ft~'" .... W U!LC, wen: uom lower to lower middle class backgrounds.' .
had at least one child, were =tly~ and ranged in age from 26 to .
40. All but two were fL~ admissions;alr'.'lere interviewed at Napa State Hos
pital, where they stayed for an average of 19 weeks. The interviews began with
the week of admission to Napa, and ended up to 100 weeks following release.
The mean number of interviews with husbands or wives in the patient and
expatient phases ofthe moral career was about 50 (3). A number ofstudies dealing
direttly or indirectly with these data have been published in the decades since
the data collection. This paper is part of a larger re-analysis of the data (4).

An additional source of data is reinterviews with the original Bay Area
sample in 1972, done by John Causen and his colleagues at Berkeley. These
.interviews were one-shot, and took place with either the husband, the wife,
or both where available. Although questions about ECT were not
systematically asked in the reinterviews (which were focused on the marital
relationship and the couple's children}, the records include comments about
ECT from five of the families.

The intensive interview method is an ideal one for developing an
understanding of patients' interpretation of ECT and other therapies. since the
interview focuses on verbalized meanings. Similarly, the ethnographic or
observational method used by Goffman (1961), Perruci (1974) and other
analysts of mental hospitalization and therapy is ideal for developing an
understanding of the organizational or social control aspectS of hospital life.
since these methods focus on everyday life in the mental hospital ward.

The interest of the Bay Area data is both historical and contemporary. While
ECT was frequently the therapy of choice in state mental hospitals in the 1950s.
it fell into disfavor in the 1960s and 1970s, although nofnecessarily disuse.
Between 40.000 and 50.000 patients yearly were given shock in the United States
in the 1970s. In the 1970s and 1980s, private and voluntary ~shock shopsftsprung
up in some metropolitan areas for the ~quick and easyft treatment of depression
at S30 and up at a rate of one patient every four minutes (5). Mental hospitals
are once more proposing ECT as a useful. and. ironically, ~innovativeftlast reson
treatment for the suicidally depressed or catatonically schizophrenic.

ECT's return to favor as a therapeutic practice is occurring not so much
in state hospitals-some states, such as Massachusetts, forbid its use in public
mental hospitals-but rather in private hospitals and private practices (6). In
a survey of the.membership ofthe American Psychiatric Association published
in 1981, only 6.2 percent of those members who completed the questionnaire

I (80 percent of the total membership of 600) reponed using ECT in their
'~'l ) practices (7); in 1985, however. a study estimated that 16 percent of APA
•• 1 psychiatrists used ECT (8). The greatest growth of ECT use in the early 1980s

was in private psychiatric hospitals and psychiatric wings of private general
hospitals (9). The impact of ECT on the selves and lives of its consumers, then,
is of contemporary as well as historical significance.
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THE HISTORY AND PRACTICE OF ECT

The use of electric shock in psychiatric medicine has a long history, predating
the scientific and medical models of illness by many centuries:

The use of nonconvulsive electrotherapy as a method for alleviating symptoms thrDugh
suggestion dates back to Scribonius Largus (c. AD 47), who treated the headaches of the
Roman Emperor with an electric eel (10). .

The first electroconvulsive treatment for mental illness was, "Probably...
administered by a French physician, J.B. Leroy, in 1755 on a patient with a
psychogenic blindness." (I I). The modern use of ECT began in the 1930s in
Italy (12). Its use was premised on the claim of a Hungarian asylum
superintendent that schizophrenia could nol coexist with epilepsy in a human
organism. There was no such thing as an epileptic schizophrenic; therefore,
his reasoning went, the electroconvulsive (or insulin-coma) inducement of
grand mal seizures would cure schizophrenia (13).

There is basically no theory of how or why ECT works, merely a belief on
the part of some doctors that it does, and of others that it doesn't (14). Those
in favor of the treatment claim that it relieves severe depression and that it
is less harmful, in many cases, than alternative treatments such as psychoactive
drugs. Opponents of ECT claim that it has never been proven scientifically
to be of use. and that it often causes permanent long-term memory loss or
even brain damage. Other side effects, agreed upon by proponents and ,;
opponents, are headaches, dizziness, loss of appetite, missed menstruation, flat
affect or "slap happy" silliness, and short-term memory loss (15). The most ,',
problematic ECT side effect of ECT, however, is short-term memory loss (16).
Experts and informants disagree over whether full memol')' finally recurs for
all patients or whether it remains patchy, for at least some patients. in the long
term (17).

Apart from the side effectS, opponents of ECT respond negatively to the
procedure itself. Unlike other body-related psychiatric therapies, such as taking
pills, ECT is a culturally unfamiliar procedure which seems both strange and
horrible to the observer. Friedberg describes the administration of shock as
practiced in the early I960s:

In bilaluaJ ECT. the most CDmmon technique. electrodes are applied to the patient"
temples; in uniJartraJ ECT they are placed over the forehead and occipit of one side of
the patient's head. An electrolyte paste is used to rodua: skin resistana: and prevent burns.
The voltage nea::ssary to reach seizure thresbold and induce a grand mal epileptic seizure
the object of the procedure-ranges from 70 to ISO volts and the current. whicb varie,

. inversely with impedance. may be up to 1 ampere. The duration of the discharge is pre
set at .5 to 1 second. As the bUllon is pushed tbere is an involuntary tonic spasm of the
patient', facial musculature. This is followed. after several seconds. by violent sbaking. tbe
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grand mal conwlsioD .•. Most authon mer to the averqe we'of 6to 10 or 12 trealm t. . . en s
of depre:mve iIlncss and 1810 lS truUntl\U for schizophmtil: illness (18).

One of the Bay Area patients describes ECT (probably bilateral) from an
experiential perspective:

(Donna Urey)' • And you have been gelting shock, you say this morning?"
'Yeah-I gOt shock Ihis morning."
'Whal is Ihat like?-
'Uh-it doesn' feel very good."
-Tell me aboul ii, will you.'
'Well ii'S uh. it's like a blunllhing Ihal hilS your head-il doesn' feel very good."
'How long does Ihal go on?"
'Oh JUSt for a while. just for an instant, you know.... It's like a big lhing. and uh it
lakes both sides of your head. il goes boom like Ihal. and all of a sudden you feel something.
and after that you--ilon' feel an~~hing." .
• Are you conscious after that?"
'No, you're oul complelely.-
"For aboul how long-have you any idea?"
"For about a half-hour.'
"Then what'"
"Then you wake up-then you find you've been under shock."

PERSPECTIVES ON ECT

The medical, organizational and interactionist perspectives on ECT focus on
different aspects of the treatment, within different sets of relationships and tasks
at hand. The medical model is an organismic one, in which the cure of mental
illness is presumed to come from. changes in the structure or fU!lctioning of
the brain. Like other psychiatric treatments, ECT has undergone changes over
time, both in its manner of administration and in the disorders for which it
is presumed effective. The convulsions and grimaces of the face noted by
Friedberg (quoted above) have been eliminated by use of the new combinations
of drugs. which have also greatly lessened the risk of fractured vertebrae or
coronary arrest (19). Where ECT was used in the 1950s mainly for
schizophrenia, and as an initial treatment, today the American Psychiatric
Association recommends that its use be restricted to cases of severe depression.
with limited indications for schizophrenia, and as a last resort treatment. There
is some evidence, however, that even today ECT is used instead of other
therapies, rather than as a last resort (20, 21).

The organizational perspective focuses on everyday control of patients on
psychiatric wards. ECT can be used by nursing staff to maintain their positions
of control over patients by the arousal of fear of ECT or by its sedative effect.
As one Napa nurse said to a Bay Area interviewer:
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(Eve Low) "Eve is to am ECT on Friday." Another staff member spoke up saying, "Boy,.
I wh they'd sun ber nn it tonight, she can really be annoying. Wisb you could _ her
at bedtime."

The interactionist perspective is concerned with the meanings of ECT and
other treatments to the patient. Although there is no interactionist literature
per se on ECT, there are numerous autobiographical accounts and case studies
on which an analyst may draw. Most of the autobiographical accounts are
of patients who have been forced into ECT against their will, and thus are
highly critical of the procedure (22). Some of these "railroaded"expatients have
joined together in political protests against ECT through patients' rights
organintions. Since in both the 1950s and the 1980s about two-thirds of those
receiving ECT were women (23, 24, 25), there is also a specifically feminist
protest against it (26).

There are few autobiographical or case study sources on patients who
volunteer for ECT or who are favorable toward the treatment. In a recent study
of 166 patients in a Scottish hospital, 74 percent said the ECT had improved
their condition, and 65 percent said that they would be willing to have it again.
While 39 percent said it was a frightening procedure, half of these said that
it was less frightening than going to a dentist. Almost a third, however, reponed
a lasting impairment of memory (27).

Neither the political nor the medical assessments of ECT are focused directly
on interactionist issues of meaning and social relationships. The political
critiques are concerned with ECT in relation to medical (and sometimes
marital) dominance. while the clinical studies are concerned with outcome
evaluation (28). The analysis in this paper is directed at other issues. How do
patients perceive ECT-what do they think is being done to them? And what
do they see as the purposes of the persons behind such doings? Do patients
interpret ECT medically, organizationally, or in some other way? What. in sum,
is the impact of ECT on self and family relationships? .

ECT, THE SELF, AND FAMILY RELATIONS

As indicated, and with no pun intendbd. ECT is a shocking experience. Unlike
many general medical procedures. such as pill popping, ECT has no cultural
precedent available to consumers from magazines or TV advenisements. While
the Bay Area patients often did not bother to discuss or worry about the pills
they were receiving from Napa psychiatrists, they never failed to attend to the
fact of current or proposed sessions of ECT (29).

Responses to ECT varied both between patients and over time according to
the women's self-assessment of feeling better or worse as a result of it. But the
most iignificant '<!Periential feature of ECT, for !hese w0l!len, was the memory
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loss attendant upnn iL The interpretive work that they and their 5pC'U5eS engaged
in. therefore, gen~y focused on the purposes and effects of memory loss iil •
the context of their psychiatric treatment and of their everyday lives.

Interpretations of Eer

The situation of these hospitalized mental patients was one of uncertainty
and lack of information, combined with submission to medical authorities (30).
Especially for tbose wives committed by their hubands, hospitalization also
meant arraying medical and spousal authority against them in a sort of
conspiratorial betrayal (31, 3'2). 'fiicmeamng~of ECT, therefore-like the

. meaning of much of the hospitalization experience-reflected these themes.
The Bav Area women were completely uninformed by.!he-Ntpa-sWf~

every single detail oUl:teir ECT treatment.2 They were not told what it was
for, how often they would get it, what it would be like, or what the expected
affects on their memory, physical sensations, or menstrual cycles would be.
They relied almost totally on the patient grapevine for information. Other
women patients, not staff, were almost always the source of information on
such matters as ECT's effect on menstruation.

(Shirley Arlen). "I hav<n~ had a period for three months-but a lot of people that wer<
on .hock didn~ have their period. right away,-

One result of this lack of official information was that a number of women,
including Shirley Arlen. spent some time worrying that they might have become
pregnant prior to hospitalization.

Another feature of the lack of information in the hospital setting is what
I have called, elsewhere, the ~therapeutization of the everyday." Goffman
(1961) has commented on the fact that staff tend to ~syrnptomatize" the
behavior of patients, imputing psychiatric meaning to even the most mundane
activities. A parallel process is that of patients' ~therapeutization" of the
behavior of the staff, imputing 'medical meaning to even the most mundane
activities (33). Thus, what doctors interpret as the ~side effects" of therapeutic

\

interventions-such as the memory loss attendant upon ECT-are liable to
be interpreted by the patient as intended therapeutic effects.

Since the Bay Area patients therapeutized all hospital experiences that
flowed in their direction, it is not surprising tbat the most commonly
experienced effect of ECT, the erasure of memory, was construed as the
purpose of ECT. For example, Shirley Arlen said:

~

\
"I think the sbock treaJ.m<tl15 or< supposed to make you forget-when you do break down
or whatovor it is you do to get in bere-I mean you'r< pretty sick &lld 1tltinksbock uutment
is to make you forget a lot of things that got you sick and the way you felt and everything
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like thal-I mcatl it sua:ccdcd with me-I can'l mncmber a 101 of things-but I'd mher \
DoL There's !Gmt things I'd like 10 but 1 think il was for \he best that 1 can' remember
a 101 of things.•

Among those who interpreted ECT as intended to erase their memories of
their problems, some, like Shirley Arlen, were pleased with this idea. In the
1972 reinterview Shirley Arlen numbered ECT among the treatments that had
helped her over the years. Joan Baker, too, y;anted to get shock treatment to
help her forget, and thus become a "different person":

1 asked Mrs. Baker aboul Ihe idea of getting shock lrealments. She said. -I don't care
what they do. as long as il helps me-helps me nOI 10 be depressed-helps me to be a
differenl person. 10 like people. 1 wanl 10 fonel I don 'I know if 1 can or if 1 know what
1mean when I say it-but my father never liking me as a child made me f..1I was a monster.
I was different. making me hid. in my bedroom.' -

A number of women. dimly aware that they had said and done embarrassing I
things in ~he prehospital phase. were glad to have forgotten the details. I

Other patients inclined to the belief that such forgetfulness would do them
harm, by not dealing with their problems consciously. Eve Low said that:

-I did nOI f..llhal 1 wanled shock. because J don't Ihink il is to my advanlage to forget \~

the incidents Ihat happened 10 me as a child because it seemed 10 me that-ah-Ihose
incidents that were buried in my subconscious ... 50 terribly unpleasant. .. il cawed me

10 have a complex ... Wen afler I remembered Ih..e different Ihings. il explained 10 me
why I fell as 1 did.-

It is an irony of shock treatment combined with psychotherapeutic
interventions that the one treatment involves an imputed medical authorization
to forget. while the other involves the injunction to remember. A number of
the patients were perplexed about this issue. Mary Yale. for example. had
"Many questions concerning whether she should think about her troubles and
feelings and history (her term: "analyze"). or forget them (her term: "repress")."

As indicated medical authority as well as uncertainty was an invariant feature
of the hospital situation. In the late 1950s (although not in the 1980s) state
mental patients could be given ECT without their consent. Thus. the use of
ECT was experienced as coercive medical control. Eve Low discussed the
unpleasant effeCts of shock, and the way in which "forcing" the treatment on
her exacerbated ber "paranoia":

I~,'-I don 'I believe that I Can speak as coherently-J don' think my train of thought is
connected. 1 am more apprehensive. 1 am more fearful at ... whal will happen 10 me ..
. because ... until I r=ivcd shock 1 had never really been forced to do anything.
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Like the feminist critics of shock treatment in the 1970s and 1980s, Eve Low
was also concerned with the combined impact of medical and spousal authority
in her "treatment": .

She went on to say that she'd been getting sbock, though against ber wish, and tbat she I\:
feels ilS purpose is to make her forget things, and to change ber attitude, including her
resentment toward her bwband for committing her. .

But medical control has subtle as well as ovenly coercive aspects. The
medical model of mental illness proposes a scientific treatment which is both
appropriate and benign. Lidz et aI. (49) indicate that patients are persuaded
to consent to ECT by psychiatrists who assened that they could do nothing
else for the patients. Patients who are feeling Severe distress and who are given
no other alterations may agree to ECT and see it as helpful. This seemed to
be the case with the Bay Area patients:

(Ruth Quinn) Mrs. Quinn stated that she is afraid of shock. treatment but she feels it has
helped her a great deal.
(Rita Vickll asked Mrs. Vick whether she thinks ECT is helping her. She said. -\ have
noticed some improvement. 1can be a little gayer for longer periods.-

But reactions to the helpfulness of ECT varied with the patient's feelings in
the given situation. In an interview the next week. Rita Vick said:

-I thought the shock lreatments would help.- (Have they7l-1 don't think so. They made :.;
me forget some things. but nOI enough. I haven) had enough. I guess.' (Are they supposed
to make you forget~l -Thal's whal I heard-that's what everybody leiis you-lhat it's to
make you forget.-

ECT, Memory and the Self

The self upon which ECT impacted had not only a contemporary
dimension-mental patienthood-but also a historical one. The memory loss
attendant upon ECT was interpreted by these patients in a context that included
the historical self and its network of social relationships, and general cultural
values such as the preference for remembering over forgetting. The Bay Area
patients' memory losses related to everyday life as well as to their emotional
troubles, and were integrated into historical self-conceptions related to personal
competence at remembering.

The women were divided on the advisability of forgetting one's difficulties, i
but urti.!0~y_disIikedthe loss of everydaymemo!)', as well as associate.~ effects I
~b_as losmg one's train of thought, incoherent speech or slowness of affect. I.._- . . _.- _. ._-,

What specifically was forgotten varied from the matters cif everyday routine
to the existence of one or more of one's children (see below). Donna Urey,
two days after her second shock treatment said:
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"Ever since I had thai &hock I can'~n mDember reading things.·
"How docs it feci to IUddcllly be 1ikc this?"
"It fecls awful Beaule usually I can mDember pretty m-ucb' of everything but knowing
something and DOl remembering is pmty terrible."
"When did you rlm notice it?"
"Right after \ got my flm sbock lR:atment."

Persons may characterize themselves, or be characterized by others as having
'good 11 or ·bad 11 memories. Donna Urey characterized herself in the interview
Ibove as having a good memory for things she had read, and was therefore
lothered by the EeT-related loss of memory in that area. In another interview,
lowev~r, she characterized herself as typically forgetful; the ECT loss of
nemory. therefore, was just another in a series of ·shocking" but nonnal-for
ler forgettings:

(Donna Urey). "How does it feel 10 have memory son of-go out on you like this?"
"\ dnn' kno.... il feels shocking-when \ was at home-il bappened the same way."
"ll did? Can you leU me aboul what happened at borne?"
"If I-if lhe kids don' remind me of something-lhen \ fO~I-like if lheir Daddy lells me
10 phone lhem al work. during the day. and iflhey don' remind me then. forget-" ... "Well
you know one thing I would be kind of interested in. is if you could kind of collect your
impressions of whal ifs like to be-to suddenly-have some holes in your memory?"
"ll"s nol unusual."
"SOl unusual for you'"
·So."

In asking the patients questions about EeT, the interviewers sometimes
:ncountered an interesting research problem: they knew from the records that
he women had had EeT, but when they asked about the treatment they
iiscovered that ECT itself had been forgotten. In the 1972 reinterview, Wanda
(arr described herself as unable to tell whether or not ECT treatments had
!ffected her memory. since she didn't remember having the treatments:

She remembers only the last ECT. for which she was awake: ". remember the clamps on
my head. the sparks as il suned. and I was very frightened. Afterwards • wok~ .!Ip wilh

, the mosl lerrible headache \ ever had. It was like beint hit on the head with a baL It was
- reallv an awful ;xp;,rien";."\ asked if it had aJTect~ he-;-;;;emory. She said iha"iimm~iately

iTie; tii;;'I~ she couldn' remember lhings. but she doesn' know about the olhers
since she doesn' remember the treaunenl at all. \n talking about memory she said. "You

__ knowJ_can\ reJDember anyth!ng ~boul.1heium>ital." -

:...ike many contemporary psychiatric proponents of ECT (34), Mrs. Karr
mributed her lack of memory of the hospital to her psychiatric disturbance
'ather than to the ECT treatments.

There is evidence from the Bay Area interviews that EeT may function
-epressively-that is, allow the person to forget disturbing events or persons.
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Rita Vick., who was illegitimate and whQ had lost custody of five of her seven
c~drel1, ;omplained that "J. c:a~'t re:nemlier my children's binhdays or my
buthday. After a weekend VlSlt, which Mr. Yale described as very tense the
interviewer talked to Mary Yale: '

J asked very early about her visit borne. and she looked pUIZled. 1 m::a1Ied that ..... had
taIk.cd last week about ber plans 10 visit bome. and she couJdn\ recaJJ this. She stated natly
that she had not been bome over the weekend. 1..aIer in the intenicw she "'as slightly I

troubled and doubtful over the questions J bad raised about the weekend. and was "/1
wondering il if ",as perhaps possible that she had been bome. ~t she did recall of the
weekend was a very vivid nightmare, the fnst since bospitalization.

The patients may have been aware that their forgetting was at times repressive. _
Mary Yale said that she was bothered by her loss of memory because "I want \ L

to know why I forget those things. ft ...:

8rOUbling life-events and relationships commonly forgotten by these women II
included the existence of their husbands and children, their own names, and

ir psychiatrists. Elsewhere, I have analyzed these women's resentments of
their housewife-mother role, their sense of isolation and lack of identity, and
of the combined medical-marital power that facilitated their hospitalization (35).

_.: ,.- Forgetting can have a reparative or a disintegrative function for the self and
\:.-) J. -social relatiom:-Repressive forgetting may be useful in restoring a person's or

a family's equilibrium fol1o~'ing traumatic experiences. The specific impact of
forgetting events in the paSt depends upon the salience of the events to the
person in the present; whil~ forgett~"g ~r~um;g~_~~ may be restorativs
forgetting mundape ~vents_~~y be traumatic. As the phenomenolOgISts have
pOinted out. the reality of everyday life is the bedrock upon which we humansI
build our sense of a secure self in the world. Losing touch with everyday life
with a book read. with a church ser.;ce attended-ean threaten that sense.

Forgetting persons. which was frequent, seems to be a truly interactional \
difficulty; the image that the patient does not want to project is that of a person
unable to carry on routine social interaction. This may be complicated by fears
of insulting the other-that sjhe is not imponant enough to be remembered.
It is clear that one function of remembering someone's name is to demonstrate Ii
that one has the social competence necessary to participate in an ongoing social !
relationship: to the other's name are attached items of the common culture.
There are probably other devices that people use in an unaware way which
perform this same function, such as recalling an event experienced in common, ,
or making a private joke. One function of the filling-in phenciinenon-:- \
reminding the ECT expatient of past ev!=nts-was to aid the forgetter m
maintaining a favorable self-image: the image of a competent person.

It is difficult to assess, in everyday life as opposed to experimental settings,
the resloration of memory in ECT patients. The ECT patients in the Bay Area
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;tudy were embedded in soci.al networks that included husband, children, and
lther relatives who could and did perform afilling-in role. Thus, the restoration
If memory may be in pan-or entirely a process of relearniIig, after ECT
mder the tutelaic..2f others. - .' - . .J--

ECT and Family Relationships

Memory is not only something experienced by the self, it is also an aspect
If social interaction. Thus, the effects of ECT upon memory and the
xpectation of memory loss were both at issue in the Bay Area women's
elationships~pecially their family relationships, and especially in the
xpatient phase of the moral career. In addition, ECT-related memory loss
vas an issue, at times, in the interview situation.

It appeared to some of the Bay Area interviewers that their respondents used
:CT-relared memory Joss as an excuse to forget. Although difficult to
~~ent thrOllgll~-than.jnf~!!=n.fe,th~ir suspicion was of Wp~o~e[ul"
argetting andthe.\I.se of Eg as a rationalizing account:

(Donna Urey). Throughout lhe interview the effects of ECT were marked in her slowed
and somewhat thickened. flattened affea. and her mild confusion. She seemed to be
discovering her memory loss only as I asked ber for information whicb sbe could not
remember. When. after a wbile. I switcbed to inquiries about her family, she brightened
and said with comparative enthusiasm (and perhaps reiie!). -Now tbat's something 1 can
tell you about!"" .: A Irho"gb ber l!1.~ry lou is obvious. there were times when 1 felt "
'bOl shc...was !!~\p.in! this along. This was principally when I was probing abouth~
her husband's feelings about her working.

lle context for producing forgetfulness, as indicated by this example, was not
@!1Mg.!o tal~ about su~~~s th~were pai'1f!!!,~mbarrassiqg, or reve.;;ii~
_The social produ~ion of forgetfulness in order to avoid interview topics is,
nus, paradigmatic of the social iiroQUcuonor forgeuUIriess In other social
ituations. E15.patients who have had~g c~n conveniently "forget," and us.e ;
'cr as an eXC!!~ one Bay Area patient; waiting to be served with a subpoena I

1 a civil case, said that she planned to tell the coun that she had had ECTI
nd therefore ·couldn't remember a thing." She told the interviewer, however,
lat she -actually" recalled it all.

But the impact of ECT-related memory loss on family and marital
:lationships was not confined to the expatients' production of forgetfulness.
lusbands and other relatives could and did use their wives' memory loss as
n occasion for purposely not reminding the wives of things that the husbands
id not want remembered, or (very rarely) for reminding the wives of events
lat had not in fact occurred. Although generally couched in the language of
:loing it for her own good," these interactive memory strategies were related
l the relative's relational purposes-at-hand.

::::2../4'p;-~u. ...~ r (.' ""/,, 'l~ r-;-",.,.jfJr. (,...L.-~1'. _u-z,......t#
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Evidently, the memory purposes of husbands and wi~es could be at odds '
with wives wanting t.o ~member and failing. to and h.usbands wanting then:
to forget and not remmdmg them-or any lOgical combmation of these stances.
The outcome ofsuch'divergent relational purposes was conflict over the content
of past marital communications; thus, ECT-related memory 10s.5 became part
oL.t.h:~~~y.JIyna.mics,O-Lmarital interan ;OJ1 for some of th;Bay Area
families in the hospital and posthospital phases of the moral ciree~, especiallv
in th~ ,weeks immediately followi~1LI:elease:

Hu;s.band,s might~h ~9...E!l_-':~ their_wives forget the emotional troubles, If
i~~j!1g._marital strife, w.~ic.h-precipitate.d_hos'pitalization. Mr. Karr I
'commented on his wife's long-term memory loss as proof of her successfuicure I
by ECT, saying that her memory was still gone, especially for the period when
she felt ill, and that "they did a good job there.~ These husbands used their! \
wives' memory loss to establish their own definitions of past situations in the
marital relationship: .

(Mr. KarT!. Mr. Karr said Ihal Wanda -couldnl n:member anything-Ihal happened afle,
Chrislmas. He feels Ihis is all for Ihe good. "We (Ihal is mama) have decided if .he
remembers whal she did OK. bUI wen: nOI going 10 lell her."..HL!!QublS lor perhaps 1
should say hqpl;'J Ihal she will nOI n:member. nOI Ihal she did anything 10 be ashamed-

.. ~f; of ~~u.rie~B_~1 s-h~ ::~:as'~\' h~iii:if Ihen. _. -,.

Other relatives. too.lound it in th~:r interest to have the expatients forget;
thus they could freeh'. re-define past situations without challenge:

(Eve La",). ":';0'" 1am .un: Ihal my memor;' (of being molesled. as a child. by her mOlher-.
brolher) is .Irue. even Ihough my malher. who came down lasl weeil. said Ihal il is all
nonsense. However. befon: we leflIhe house lasl Sunday nighl. she was explaining 10 10lher :
n:iali"esl why she wanled me up here, you ilnow. she wanlS me 10 have Ihe fullln:almenl i
she says. I .hould Ihlnk Ihal would entail a ~al d~aJ man: Ihan whal I\'e had appan:ntly.
bUI she said lbal she Ihoughl il would maile me forget all Ihose things... I'm afraid my 1
molber ...·anlS me 10 have man: shock so 111 forget all Ihose things lbat happened. BUI i
1 donl want this.-

Different relatives had different interests in either recalling incidents forgotten
because of ECT, or in collaborating Il.ith the patient's forgetfulness.

During Ihe post-hospital episode. on Ihe occasion of her mOlher 'bringing up' embarrassing
incidenlS connected with her psychotic epISOde, Wanda told bet: ·Mama. SlOp telling me
lbose things! I wenlto Ihe hospit.al and the). made me foriel lbem. No.... doni keep bringing
them up! You're not doing me any good.- When asked if her mother had stopped, Mrs.
Karr said, -Well. in her .....y.• Mr. Karr. for his part, expressed pleasure 10 the research II ~
interviewer lbat electroshock therapy had made his wife forget her hostile oUlburslS against I
him in the pn:·hospilal period.
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In one family, the ·forr-tfulness attendant upon ECT treatment had ~

iampening effect on an extra-marital romance between a Bay Area expatient
!lid a male expatient, thus contributing to the possible repair ofa disintegrating
:narital relationship. Upon the resumption of their contact in the expatient
Jhase of the moral career, these two patients were embarrassed by mutual
Demory lapses, perhaps as much by their status as reminders than anything
:lse:

(Ruth Quinn) (on her meeting with the male expatientl "it was rather strained &I fun. I
found that there was a put deal he didn) remember. He was in the process of 12 sboek
treatments when I met him. And when I met him Ithiok I was about two or three weeks
off shoel<. So perhaps I don) remember some of tbe things but it seems that I do. But
he didn) remember half the things that he told me. He didn) remember that I bad two
children. But he thOUght I was divorced and was surprised to bear that I'm not divorced."

fhe original Bay Area researchers noted that ECT can have a positive effect
)n the restoration of harmonious family relationships once the patient has been
'estored t? the family, citing "the specific effects of electroshock therapy in
Jlurring memories incongruent with the selves the patients and her intimates
lfC reconstituting." (36).

The effect of ECT-related memory loss on family relations was not always
;ounter-disintegrative; at times it had negative implications for the emotional
.ies between family members. As indicated above, several of the Bay Area
utie.ll1Siorgm after one or JI10re ECT treatmenJs..lhauhe~had children. One
,atient. admitted for post-partum depression, forgot that she had gi~ binh
.0 her child,. who was nine months old at the time she was released to resume
;are of him. Although she had been reminded by others of his existence, she
Ippeared to have lost her affective memory of him as her child:

(Shirley Arlen) -I guess I feel sort of strange with him. In being with him. I don) know.
1 guess 1jusl feel sort of slrange with him .. I jJl51 don) even feelbl<e he's mine for SQ~
reason ... 1 IhlOl< he~ aine·months no~... 1 really do.n) know. Ual)} rnn remember
when fie was born.'

The impact of ECT on family relationships was not confined to the
legotiation of memory. ECT also affected marital communication and shared
nterpretive processes. For some of the c,9.uples•. ECLprovided a con~nt
'ationale for the wife's untoward behavior. For some of the women, the fear_.. .. -- . ---- -_.- -_. -. - -
)f ECT hampered communcation with_!.h_eir_husb~nds.while for some of the
lusbands, fear of tlierr wives' reactions hampered the attempt to repair ECT
-elated memory deficits..

Both patients and their husbands utilized ECT to explain away a variety
)f problematic behaviors, including memory loss itself. The range of awareness
Jf memory lapses in these families seemed increased over normal; that is, not
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only were memory lapses explained via ECT that otherwise might have been
explained differently (say, tiredness or upset), but many memory lapses that
might otherwise not have been explained at all were remarked and categorized
via ECT:

Mr. Yale is eager to ask the hospital doctor one question: how long the shock lIntment
will go on. He has mentioned this on several previow interviews. and the interviewer asks
why this panicular question is 50 imponanL He said it was because of her lack of memory.

and ". have the completely unscientific idea that when the shock UUlment stops her
memory will come back and then she will be well."

·Other sorts of undesirable behavior were rationalized by patients or their
intimates as a consequence of ECT rather than of renewed emotional
disturbance:

Mr. Yale visited Mary on the ward a few days ago and finds her behavior very disturbing. I' \:oJ
He called his friend ... tonight and asked him if he thought Mary's reaction was from J

shock treatment. . .
Mary Yale "some days I'm not functioning ",ell. not thinking clearly. It·s not all the time.j
nOI ","ry day. Maybe I want to blame it on shock."

The iear of being rehospitalized and receiving ECT against their will affected 1\
at least three of the Bay Area patients throughout the decade following their I
first admission. Rather than communicating various emotional disturbances \: .
and thoughts to their husbands, these women refrained from communication I ' .
for fear of a resumption of medical-marital control of their lives. Mary Yale. ,
in 1972. said that she had ~a dread fear of shock~ and was afraid to express ;
her feelinEs to her husband for fear of reprisal in the form of ECT. She added. I- ,
"Shock treatment is a helluva way to treat marital problems-the problems I -

involved both of us. ~
Marital communication can also be affected the other way around. In the

~ ," ""
expatient phase of the patient's moral career. the Bay Area husbands tended ~.~

to treat their wives with "kid gloves.~ refraining from saying or doing things .
that might "set them off. ~ Sometimes, the husband's kid glove approach' 1~

conflicted with the wife's search for her past. In one instance, Rita Vick had \;
forgotten, after ECT, the five of her seven children who had been removed
from her custody. One day she found an album in the Vick house and asked I
her husband "who were all those children?" For fear of upsetting her with I,
renewed thoughts of the custody loss. Mr. Vick told her that they wen: a I
neighbor's children. Later, when Mrs. Vick discovered through another relative \
that these were in fact her children, she was "furious" with her husband for i
lying to her.
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ger and Kellner (1970) analyze the ways in which marriage creates a stable
'Id of meanings forthe participants, while Goffman (1971) notes the ~havoc"
. is wreaked on family life by the symptomatic prepatient member.
;pitalization interrupts both the havoc and its world, while treatments such
:CT intervene between the prehospital and posthospital reality:Degotiations
Darital partneii:'Iii1he wake ofbospital treatmen(the couple ~construets (
only ·presentreality but reconstructs past reality as well, fabricating a

lmon memory that integrates the recollections of the two indiWlual p,1Sts."
'. Whe the recollecti~nsJlf one partner ate to _some..Jicgree erased, the
~c reconstructionof realitVhifts ~tl~, or a lot. -----
n practlc terms, if certam treatments affect not only the self but the marital
.tionship, then it would seem useful to develop a further perspective on
pitalization in addition to the medical-model, organizational, and political
;pectives. This is the interactional perspective on mental health treatments.
'eatments are evaluated according to t~eir intrusiveness into the individual's
ere of personal competence and liberty (38), then they should also be
luated for their intrusiveness into the individual's sphere of relationships
:veryday life. And, since ECT is panicularly implicated in this aspect of
chiatric treatment, it would seem useful to encourage further research into
aspect of ECT and other highly invasive treatments.

:CT is an intrusive treatment that affects both the social relationship and
sense of seif of the mental patient. For some. this invasion is welcomed

3 means of forgetting, or, alternatively, as a means of manipulating the
rital interpretive world. For others, it is unwelcome. For the majority of

Bay Area women and other patients who have undergone ECT, the
3rreness of the procedures and the loss of memory represent both loss
:ontinuit in the experienc f life d.a loss of control over ast resent
I future' over and emotio
:'mpirical studies, although sparse and variable by method and by
,graphical location, indicate a resurgence of ECT in the late I970s and early
,Os following a decline in the mid-1960s to mid-1970s. In a New York study,
lrrisey and his colleagues indicated that there was a 38 percent dec;ease
lm 26,400 to 16,482) in the reponed number of ECT treatments between
'2 and 1977, with a decline in the number of patients from 3,035 to 2,194

percent) (39). In California between 1977 and 1983, however, ECT
ltments rose from 12,879 to 15,446, an increase of 19.9 percent, while the
nber of patients rose by 16.9 percent, from 2,422 to 2,831.'
[be increase in ECT use is in a different type of hospital, and with a different
'ntele, than in the 1950s. In the 1950s, ECT was utilized mainly in the state
;pitals, often on an involuntary basis, and with a clientele that was more
ler and possibly minority (40) than middle class. In the 1980s, on the other
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hand, ECT is utilized mainly in private hospitals, with a white, middle class,
elderly clientele (41, 42, 43). The only clear commonality throughout the 1950s
1980s is that ECT is, and was, used predominantly (from 60-70 percent) on
women (44).

ECT is regaining popularity as a treatment which is fast, inexpensive. and
easily reimbursable by third-party insurance payment schemes (45, 46)."Dl{G5

·ould mcrease this trend (47). Robitscher (1980) comments that ECT fulfills
both eCQnomic and social CQntrol functions for private hospitals, suggesting
that an economic model of interpreting therapies is a useful supplement to the

. medical model. Noting that private, proprietary hospitals sometimes shQck up
to three quarters of their inpatients, he notes that:

The economics of electroconvulsive therapy show why this treatment modality appeals to
the venal. The electroshock machine is inexpensive. The pa'ient who is reeeiving
electrosilock is easy to manage. sleeps a great deal. docs. !!2.t !,eed mueh nunint eare~
um lne DospjlaJ much as a hotel or mOler:Bluo·Cross. Blue Shield. Medicaid and olher
third-Dany plans pay wilhoUI any questionint (48).

There have been changes since the 19505 not only in the clientele and location
Qf ECT treatments but alsQ in the methQds Qf administratiQn and the infQrmed
CQnsent prQcedures (49). There have aisQ been changes in the structure of
marriage. and in the place QfwQmen in sQciety. Yet at the same time, the family
remains at the center Qf life's nQmic Qrdering. and ECT cQntinues tQ affect
memQry. In the face Qf the resurgence of this most invasive treatment it would
perhaps be wise to atlempt a reassessment of its impact on the self and family
relationships.
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NOTES

L The pseudonyms used in lhis sludy are those used in earlier analyses of the Bay Area data

(see Sampson et al.. 1964).
2. This lAck of information abOUI ECT in hospital senings has improved considerably since

the 19505 (Lidz. 1984).
3. In Ibe 19505, psychiatric inpatients were allowed weekend visits home under conain

conditions.
4. This increase occurred at a time when the California inpatienl population "..as declining

steadily year by year (Warren. 1987).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

In June 2001, the Service User Resean:h Enterprise (SURE) at the Institute ofPsychiatry was

commissioned to conduct a review of consumers' per.;pectives on ECT (Electro-convulsive

therapy). The review team included clinicians and consumers. Both consumer members of

tbe team have direct experience ofECT. This commission forms part ofa wider Review of

ECT being undertaken on behalf of the Department of Health.

ECT is a treatment that attracts controver.;y. There is a consumer viewpoint that is highly

critical of ECT. However the Royal College of Psychiatrists' fact sheet on ECTmaintains it is

a safe and effective treatment that is sometimes life-saving.

Aims

This Review will focus on the following aims:

• Systematically to describe and summarise consumer.;' per.;pectives on ECT

• To understand the sources and nature oflhe controver.;y about ECT between some

consumers and professional bodies representing practitioners ofECT.

The review has the following four themes:

• Persistent memory impainnent followillg ECT (chapter 5)

• Consent and information about ECT (chapter 6)

• Perceived benefits ofECT (chapler 7)

• Emotional responses to the experience ofECT (considered in chapter.; 5, 6 and 7)

Assembling the material

The following sources of information were used:

• Studies that have tried to ascertain consumers' views about ECT in their own tenns.

• 'Testimonies' or first-hand accounts of the experience of receiving ECT, sourced

from internet sites. various print media aod a video archive

• Advice from an internal Reference Group

Metbodological evaluation

35 research studies were identified. Nioe were reports by individual consumers, consumer

organisations and collaborative works, Ihe remainder were 'attitude' studies conducted by

clinical resean:hers. All the studies were reviewed in terms of their methodology and found

5
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to be very diveISe and of variable quality. All tbe studies start with certain assumptions and

values concerning ECT and tbis leads to botb differences in tbe participant selection and

interpretation ofdata.

Testimony data is now available in a wide variety of fonnats including a video arcbive and

'threads' ofcorrespondence sourced from email forums. E-mail forums introduce the arena of

group discussion or beliefs into tbe data. Tbe contexts in wbicb the testimonies are elicited do

constrain wbat can be expressed and bow it is expressed. However the different sources eacb

provide cbecks on tbe perspectives expressed in the other fonnats.

Template for analysis of consumer perspectives on ECT

A template for analysing tbe substantive tbemes was developed wbicb ensured that no single

approacb to ascertaining consumers' views on ECT was privileged. Wbere researcb studies

using a range ofmethodologies produce similar results, the review makes a statement ofthe

fonn 'at least, X% ofconsumeIS experience Y' .. Where different methodological contexts

produce different results, conclusions cannot be drawn with confidence. Tbe different

strategies used by clinical and consumer researcb to summarise data are also examined to see

bow diveISe conclusions may be reacbed on tbe basis of very similar data.

The quantitative analyses are combined with the testimony data, using a form ofqualitative

analysis that occupies a middle ground between fonnal content analysis and discourse

analysis. It takes from content analysis tbe existence oCa set oftbemes decided in advance of

examination of the data. At the same time, discourse analytic metbods allow the content and

detail of themes to emerge from tbe data and attend to tbe interactive nature of e-mail forums

and interviews.

Combining researcb and testimony data gives more confidence wben similarities of results are

disclosed Conversely, discrepant data from a range of sources must be treated witb caution.

Persistent 'memory loss

In all types of infonnation gatbered for tbe Review it is evident that memory loss is a

peISistent reported side effect for at least one tbird of recipients of ECT. For some people,

memory loss causes great distress and profoundly affects tbeir sense of identity. Despite a

considerable overlap in basic data, clinical and consumer studies tend to be polarised in their

conclusions. Clinical researcb typically refers to a 'minority' or judges the problem to be

insignificant or limited whereas consumer research coocludes that persistent memory loss is a

significant problem for tbe recipients of ECT.

6
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Neuropsychological assessments of memory loss following ECf used in standard clinical

studies tend to measure encoding and retrieval of information learnt after receiving ECf. This

is called anterograde memory. Few studies measure the loss of memories which were laid

down prior to the ECf (retrograde memory). However, consumers' accounts of memory loss,

which correspond across all forms of testimony data, focus on the distress caused hy the

ahsence of significant portions of retrograde biographical memory rather than anterograde

problems. All attitude research studies report substantial proportions ofconsumers

experiencing this persistent memory loss. Even when levels of depression are controlled in

these analyses, significant numbers of people who have received ECf are found to have

memory loss into the organic ranges on a number ofmemory tests.

Information and consent

In almost all research papers, there is a consistent finding that 45-55% of users feel they have

been given an inadequate explanation ofECf. There are even higher figures from some

consumer-led research. This may be because Iheir sample is drawn from a pool ofpeople who

have high expectations about what level of information should be provided about ECf.

It is nol clear how more detailed informalion might impact on consumers' decisinns to

undergo ECf. In the past informalioo has mainly been provided by treatiog doctors or leaflets

writteo by professiooal bodies. More recently the internet has become a new source of

information. A short period on the World Wide Web will yield information about ECf from

an extremely wide range of sources. There are strong indications from the testimony data that

the Internet will have a draniatic impact on whether consumers decide to consent to ECf.

On the question of consent, it is reasonable to conclude that a significant number ofpatients

who sign a form consenting to ECf do so under pressure or in the belief that they cannot

refuse. Some clinical papers argue that even though many patients felt they had no choice or

where resigned 10 consenting 10 ECf they were nevertheless content to leave the decision to

their doctor. Other evidence suggests tbat consumers lack the confidence to contradict the

prescriptions of professionals even when they wish to do so.

This Review had difficulty in assessing the effects of legal compulsion because ofcross

national differences in sample struCtures,lhe nature of the data and the variable proportions of

consumers subject to legal compulsion between studies even within the UK.

7
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Perceived benefits of ECT

Metbodological variables exert a powerful effect upon consumers' expressed satismetion with

ECT. This conclusion can be drawn with confidence particularly in relation to when

consumers are asked about or express their view on baving tbe treatment again. In clinical

and consumer researcb studies and in tbe testimony data, the length of time that bas elapsed

since treatment is strongly associated witb expressed satisfaction. Studies wbicb interview

consumers immediately after treatment, especially iftbey do so in a medical setting, using

brief interviews, conducted by tbe treating doctor, over-estimate to a considerable degree the

extent of satisfaction with ECT. Estimates of 80% to 95% ofconsumers as content witb the

treatment are, in the judgement oftbis Review, not valid

The testimony data makes it clear tbat 'perceived benefit' from ECT may be botb discrepant

from and mucb more complex tban clinical concepts of symptom improvement. The

testimony data does display a continuum of opinion about perceived benefits. However 61 %

of tbose providing testimonies said tbey would not bave ECT again and 43% describe their

experience ofECT in extremely negative terms. In addition tbere is evidence tbat individuals

wbo would bave ECT again will tend to trade-off benefits and risks. For example some

consumers say that tbey are willing to sufTer a degree of permanent ~emory loss in exchange

for some relief from depression. Some consumers may be so concerned with the manner in

wbicb the treatment was given tbat wbetber or not it belped tbem is not the major issue. There

is not 8 uni-dimensioDal'consumer attitude towards ECT' even on the question of whether or

not it is belpful.

The testimonies uncovered issues that are never touched upon by clinical research. These

include extreme trauma, lying about improvement in order to stop treatment, becoming manic

or feeling more suicidal following treatment, tbe desire to take legal action and the need to

seek support and validation from otber individuals and organisations.

Conclusions

Consumers who are opposed 10 ECT are often characterised 8S 8 vocal minority. However,

tbis Review found tbat dissatisfaction with ECT maybe more widespread than is often

supposed. Consumers' views are Dot simple aod there is no one ·consumer perspective' 00

ECT. However, of tbose providing testimonies, few were equivocal about tbe treatment, .

Professional failure to acknowledge tbe differenl facels of dissatisfaction on the part of

recipients of ECT may be a reason for tbe emergence oforganisations providing support and a
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forum for tbose wbo experieoce the treatment as negative and coercive.

Fnture researcb

It is clear from the review that there are many metbodological inadequacies in the studies of

ECT. The variation in tbe complexity of the questions, the timing of the assessments and tbe

professional status of the interviewer need to be considered in the design. Future researcb

questions sbould include:

• Wbat is tbe extent ofautobiograpbical memory loss?

• What information on tbe treatment would potential recipients require in order that

tbey feel adequately informed?

• What trade-offs in benefits and risks are likely to be made by consumers leading to

their acceptance or refusal of ECf'I

• What are the limits oftbese trade-offs in relation to compulsion?

The answers to tbese questions bave implications for service provision in relation to

information, cboice, support, and belp for any unwanted effects sbould a consumer undergo

ECT.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

In June 2001, the Service User Research Enterprise (SURE) at the Institute of Psychiatry was

commissioned to conduct a review of consumers' perspectives on ECT (Electro-convulsive

thelllpy). This commission forms part ofa wider Review ofECT heing undertaken on hehalf

of the Department of Health.

There exists a psychiatric consensus which holds that ECT is a safe, effective and sometimes

Iife-saviog treatment, exemplified by the Royal College of Psychiatrists Factsheet on ECT

(see Appendix 6). There is also a clear and sometimes very public consumer viewpoint that is

highly critical ofECT. In the context ofsucb polarisation, this Review will focus on

describing as comprehensively and systematically as possible what is known about users'

views regarding the !rearment and attempting to understand the sources of controversy.

AIMS

1. Systematically to describe and summarise consumers' perspectives on ECT.

2. To understand the sources and nature of the controversy ahout ECT between some

consumers and professional bodies representing pmctitioners ofECT.

To accomplisb the above Aims, the following sources of information will be used:

I. Studies that bave tried to ascertain consumers' views about ECT in their own terms.

2. First-hand accounts of tbe experience of receiving ECT, unedited or commented upon

by others. These will be called 'Testimonies'.

3. Advice from an internal Reference Group (RG) composed of user representatives of

organisations with an interest in ECT (including organisations who are in favour of

ECn and researchers wbo have conducted work on ECT from the consumer's

perspective and/or have expertise in qualitslive research.

CONTEXTS

Rise of the user movement aod consumer-led restareb

Consumer groups are engaged in a muge of activities all designed to put forward the

consumer perspective on mental health services. The number ofgroups and the scope of their

activities have grown mpidly in the last 15 years. A recent survey (SCMH, personal

communication) has identified more than 1,000 consumer groups in England. It is
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government policy that consumers sbould be involved in policy development In this cootext,

tbe aim ofconsumer-led research bas been to establisb users' views on lbe whole variety of

mental healtb services. Consumer-led researcb is distinguished from more traditional research

in that the researchers are themselves consumers. Consumers also conduct critiques of

orthodox research.

Previous research

In 1986, two review papers appeared tbat described studies on attitudes towards ECT

(Freemao, 1986; Freeman and Cheshire, 1986). Freeman (1986) focused particularly on the

attitudes of users and included in his review a paper authored by a recipient of the treatment.

He identified five studies that had assessed consumer attitudes up to 1986, all of them

conducted by clinical researchers.

The present Review bas located 21 clinical research studies published since the 1986 reviews

and an additional nine reports from consumer or voluntary organisations or consumers

collaborating with clinical academics. These consumer studies only began to appear eight
. .

years ago and most were not identified by any formal search procedure.

Dimensions of new technology

New technology sucb as video and the internel ha.ve increased the ability ofconsumers and

organisations which represent them to both produce and access digital infonnation. The

internet has extended these networks internationally and made it much easier for individuals

to become active participants in debates about treatments and services.

Summary

The emergence ofconsumer-led research and ofa mental health consumer movement have

changed both Ihe conlext for a contemporary review ofconsumers' perspectives on ECT and

its actual content. New information tecbnologies have broadened fundamentally consumers'

access to information about ECT and enabled them 10 express their views about their

treatment in new formats and in new ways. Both Ihese developments mean that there have

been profound changes in the scope of 8 Review such as this since the initial ones were

published in 1986.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

There are two main sections to the report. The fust is methodological and begins by

describing the strategies used to assemble the material for the review. There follows a

methodological discussion of both Ihe research studies and the testimony data. Difficulties
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encountered in compiling the research studies made this an essential part of the Review.

Without this, it would not be possible to assess the specific findings and results with sufficient

clarity. Similarly, the new formats which testimony now takes require further methodological

discussion on which to base the subsequent analyses.

The body ofthe report comprises the main findings. It is a summary and analysis of specific

issues or themes concerning ECT of interest to consumer.; and the DH Review generally. The

themes are summarised and analysed by means ofa coosistenttemplate that is described in

chapter 4. They are:

• P...istent memory impairment following ECT

• Consent and information about ECT

• Perceived benefits ofECT

The additional theme ofemotional responses to the experience ofECT will be considered in

each chapter.

These themes or 'outcomes' are clearly different to those investigated in most clinical

research. There is overlap between the two types of research in some specific areas such as

the assessment of treatment benefits. But whereas clinical research tends to measure this as

changes on symptom rating scales, consumer-led research asks about the consumer's owo

perception of benefit.

The report concludes with a summary of what can validly be said about consum...•

per.;pectives on ECT and questions Ihal remain open and require further research or review.
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CHAPTER 2

ASSEMBLING THE MATERIAL

Generallndusion criteria

1. Research participants and all cons!U"ers who provide testimooy have received ECT.

2. The research ascertains consumer views by asking directly about experience ofECT.

3. Papers have a publication date of 1975 or after.

4. All materials are in the English language

RESEARCH STUDIES

DATABASES

Four initial databases were used to compile a list of studies. Wbere the database included a

facility for mapping search terms onto subject headings, this was used. Free text searches

were always used. The databases were: Psychinfo, MedLine, Web of Science and the King's

Fund.

Search strategies

Main search term Subsidiary term Main searcb term

ECf CUent I Patient Attitudes

(Electro-<:onvulsive therapy) Memory loss (Client satisfaction)

(Electro-shock therapy) Information (Client rights)

(Shock therapy) Consent (Treatment drop-outs)

Benefitlhelpfulness

Table 2.1: Searcb strategy for Identifying researcb studies

Each database was searched once with the main tenns. Subsidiary terms were added

individually.

Scientific databases: searcb results and problellL!

The initial searches delivered 16 studies but it was known that some UK research had not

been located. The Royal College of Psychiatrists' website journal pages were then searched

to identify work thaI might have appeared io the British Journal ofPsychiatry or Psychiatric

Bulletin. Photocopies of the articles located were obtained. It became clear that referencing

ofprevious work was extremely patchy in most papers. The bibliographies were therefore
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searched hy hand to locate additional work. The process led to a final set of26 clinical

research studies. Nearly aU the empirical papers take the form of 'attitude studies' using the

concepts and techniques of social psychology. There are two review papers and one based on

four case histories.

Two sets of studies were ambiguous regarding the inclusion criteria ofeliciting consumers'

views in their own terms. In the first set, Cowley (1985) and Lisanby et al (2000) heavily

lilter the views expressed by their respondents through additional criteria of the researchers.

Althougb apparently violating inclusion criterion 2, these papers were included on the advice

of the Advisory Group.

In the second se~ research aiming to educate consumers about ECT (eg. Battersby et ai, 1993)

assumes that the researcher's views about the treatment are correct and studies consumer

views from the perspective that differences between these and the researchers views are

misconceptions and reflect a need for education about ECT. Educative research was included

on the advice ofthe Advisory Group.

Subsidiary tbemes

Adding tbe subsidiary themes into the main search always reduced the results to zero.

Therefore, studies addressing particular themes had to be located by hand.

King's Fund Library

There were nine entries in the King's Fund library under ECT or a synonym. One was a

research papers written by social scientists (Rogers and Pilgrim, 1993) and conducted in

collaboration with MIND. The others were review or policy documents. Four were from

MIND and included quotations from ECT recipients. However, most of these were taken

from Rogers and Pilgrim.

Locating consumer-led research

Consumer-led research is rarely publisbed in the peer-reviewed literature. It was anticipated

tbat the King's Fund boldings would include consumer-led work but tbis was not the case.

SURE therefore used its own prior knowledge and contacts to assemble this part of the

research database and asked the Reference Group for assistance. Nine consumer-led or

collaborative studies were identified.

AU but one of the consumer-led studies was conducted in the UK and so there is a possibility

of publication-bias here.. Three of them included ECT as part ofmore general surveys of
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consumer views of treatment in psychiatry' (Rogers and Pilgrim, 1993; MHF, 199?_; MDF, in

press). Although, it was not possible to identify the methodology for Eef Anooymous

survey, it was included on the advice of the Advisory Group. The US study (Donahue, 2000)

is a review of the literature on memory loss following Eef conducted by a consumer who

experienced severe memory loss following her own treatment. This paper, the only one

picked up through the Medlinde and Psychinfo searches is, in our view, very thorough.

Research studies - conclusions

The final set of 35 research studies is described in Appendix 1. Some ofthe difficulties

encountered in assembling this material implied at an early stage that it was not a systematic

body of work. Papers are not always mapped onto subject headings consistently in the

scientific databases. Referencing ofprevious papers is poor sod the emergence of user-led

research that does not appear in the peer-reviewed literature makes the picture even more

complex.

ASSEMBLING CONSUMER TESTIMONY

Testimony was defined as an individual speaking or writing directly about their own personal

experience ofECT. Such testimony might be contained io a veriety of source materials:

articles in consumer group newsletters, on websites and e-mail discussion forums, as part of

oral history archives and so forth. Consumer group campaign literature was generally not

admissible. However, if it contaioed individual testimony as defined above this was included.

There is obviously a problem ofselection-bias with material gleaned from the internet.

However, contrary to expectations, e-mail forums are very lively and the very anonymity of

the internet seems to allow people to cootribute as they like. Some are very supportive and

some downright angry. We also conducted a positive search for favourable testimonies.

A total of 139 testimonies contained in a variety of media were finally included and analysed

for the review. They were assembled in the following way:

ElectronIc searches

Internet

The Worldwide Web was approached in much the same manner as a consumer or potential

consumer of ECT might if they were looking for information about Eef. Searches using the

term 'Eef' or 'Shock treatment' were done via the popular search engines YAHOO, Lycos

and GOOGLE. The following websites were ideotified as appearing repeatedly in the results:
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www.ect.org

www.members.ao1.comlnnsbock

Testimony appeared on the websites in the form ofpersonal accounts ofECT. Newspaper and

magazine articles were also available either as part ofthe website or via hyperlinks. It

became clear that most of these websites were opposed to ECT and so a specific search was

undertaken to try to find testimony which was favourable to ECT. This search concentrated

on DOD-consumer sources, such as public health and hospital sites. Some admissible material

was located, the main website being:

www.healthvplace.comldepressionlect

E-mail forums

The chief sources of testimony from the web sites identified were e-mail forums. These allow

people to post e-mail messages that can be read by anyone wbo accesses the forum. In

addition visitors to the forum can post their owo messages, creating 'threads' ofmessages.

Legal testimony

Seveml websites had links to legal cases in tbe USA wbere advocacy groups were attempting

to prevent an individual from having ECT without consent. If these contained a cOnsumer's

accounts of their owo first-hand experience, they were included Several public health

bearings about ECT in North America bad consumer depositions that sometimes contained

first hand testimony. Legal testimony is clearly not unbiased but it can bring forward issues

that do not come to light in otber forms of testimony.

Newspaper database

The Proquest Newspaper database contains a complete record of: Daily and Sunday

Telegmph, Daily and Sunday Mail, Evening Standard (London), Financial Times, Guardian,

Independent (London), 'Observer and Daily and Sunday Times. It was searched on 13" June

2001, between that date and 1st January 1999 using the searcb terms 'ECT' and 'Shock

Treatment'. This search yielded 21 results but very few articles contained admissible

testimony.

Refereoce group

The Reference Group was asked to suggest possible sources oftestimooy. This resulted in a

large amount of printed material and a further website:

www.mindfreedom.org
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By request to other organisations and individuals

A message asking for testimony was posted on Uksurvillors egroup, a US notice board and to

coDtacts iD Canada. The voluDtary organisation, Mental Health Media was CODtacted and

asked to supply any testimoDY held in their lihrary. Sara Dunn, editor ofOpen Mind, National

MIND's hi-moDthly magazine, waS asked to give references for any issues that cODtaiDed

ECT testimoDY. These Detworks produced additions to the internet material and two further

sources oftestimoDy.

MeDtal Health Media Testimony Archive

The Mental Health Media Testimony Archive coDtaiDs 50 four-hour'interviews with people

who have experience oflong-stay psychiatric institutions in all parts of the UK. The

iDterviewers were all themselves consumers. The archive is in the form of videotape, full

transcripts and traoscript summaries. The material is held at the British Lihrary and hy Mental

Health Media. The entire archives' transcript summaries were read and 23 that contained

substantial references to ECT were selected. The full transcripts for these 23 interviews were

then searched on disc aDd the sections that related to the individual's experience ofEIT were

extracted,

Miscellaneous testimony

This consists ofmaterial from local consumer group Dewsletters, consumer-authored chapters

in books and collections ofaccounts ofEIT. It is not comprehensive as an attempt to

extensively cover a literature that is very locally distributed would he impossihle. However,

it does distil the main points made in a much wider network ofaccounts according to hoth the

Reference Group and the experience of the authors.

CONCLUSION

In the case of research studies, the aim has been to identify all clinical 'attitude' studies

published in the English language and all consumer-led research based in tbe UK. For

testimony, the aim has heen to he representative Dot oDly ofdifferent opiDioDs hut oftbe

differeot formats iD wbich such first-haDO accounts are now availahle. The representatioD of

formats is Dot tbe same as tbe representatioD ofexperieDces. However, we felt that using the

iDternet migbt cast light OD lbe forms and eoolent ofexperience that is being iDcreasingly

represeDted OD the world wide weh.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGICAL EVALUATION

RESEARCH STUDIES

Appendix 1 tists the 35 research studies referred to in chapter 2 in date order and according to

basic aspects oftbeir methodologies. From bere on studies will largely be referenced by their

number in Appendix I. A simple inspection of the table IIUlkes clear the methodological

diversity entailed. The social science literature (Kidder and Judd, 1986) demonstrntes that the

conditions under which attitudes or beliefs are elicited can influence the resulting data: This

chapter will consider methodological issues that may have a bearing on the substantive

analyses.

Basic assumptions

There are several studies (eg. 6, 12, 15, 18) where 'correct knowledge' is explicitly defioed

with reference to a psychiatric consensUS or to standard psychiatric textbooks. This is theo set

against the 'myths' about the treatment that are said to be widespread in society. The

commonest hypothesis is that actual experience ofthe treatment changes attitudes in favour of

ECT. This starting point of many studies has an impact on the design and analysis of the •

research.

The CODswner surveys also make assumptions about the 'real- experience ofconsumers,

claiming that this is often at variance with how it is perceived by many clinicians. Consumer

surveys are frequently criticised because they are based on anecdote or 'subjective' accounts.

However, the scientific work bas its own built-in assumptions and values.

Consumer and clinical research

Two comparative studies have examined tbe responses of interviewees according to the status

of the researcher (Clark et aI, 1999; Polowycz elal, 1993). Using randomised designs, both

found that ';'ers were more critical about mental bealth services when the interviewerwas a

fellow consumer rather than a professional. Column 7 in Appendix 1 describes the setting

where attitudes about ECT were elicited and wbo, if anybody, conducted the interview.

According to Ihe above studies, if satisfactinn interviews are conducted by a doctor at the

treating hospita~ it is more likely that some will be reluctant to express negative views held

about their experience.
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Sampling and selection bias

Consumer surveys are often criticised on grounds of selections bias. This cbarge is made as

tbere is no way ofknowing wbo respooded to tbe surveys. It bas been suggested (28) that

only tbose with negative experiences will be motivated 10 complete tbem as they come from

organisations witb known doubts or outrigbt bostility lowards the treatmenlll Is impossible

to calculate response rates to these surveys as they are typically distributed througb

membersbip networks (23, 33, 37) and are only relevant to tbose with experience of the

treatment.

However, clinical researcb studies may not entirely avoid tbe problem ofselection bias. Some

patients bave ECT as a relatively routine treatment and maintenance ECT is frequent in some

countries. People wbo bave ECT routinely at the same bospital because theyteel it helps, are

more likely to appear in cross-sectional designs wbicb thereby over-select satisfied customers.

Sample structure

AppeDdix 3 details the demographic cbaracteristics of the study samples as well as UK. norms

for the use ofECT in tbe first three montbs of 1999 (DoH, 1999). There is wide demograpbic

variation in the groups and no sample that mirrors UK norms. This may a!Tect some results

and will be referred tD wbere appropriate.

Interval since ECT

In the clinical rese.arcb, some users are iDterviewed aboul their satisfactioD witb ECT within

days of treatment. In other cases, the interval between treatment and interview is several

years. This may have consequences for consumers' views about ECT. If treatment is

immediately belpfu~ users are likely 10 be positive. If the interval between treatment and

satisfaction interview is 10Dg, return ofdepression or liroe to reflect OD the experience may

diminisb favourable attitudes. For the consumer surveys, it is clear (23, 24, 33) that tbe

interval is typically a number of years.

CODstruction of Questionr -

There is little al1eropt to replicate the questions asked ofconsumers across studies. Since

questions vary widely, there is a dilemma aboul whal counts as tbe 'same question'. Question

design is a possible source of bias in studies ofany type, but the consumer questions to wbicb

we have access (23,33,34) are relatively simple and this is true also ofsome questions

reproduced in clinical papers (26, 30). It is in tbe quasi-experimental designs that the

statemenls put to users are more clearly value-laden (6, 12). For example, Kerr et al (1983)
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included the questioos: ECT turns patieots ioto zomhies. They do not discuss the fact that

19"10 of their ECT recipieDts agreed with this statemeDt.

Bow are atlitodes about ECT distributed?

This simple question cannot be answered as the types of quantitative scale vary widely

between studies. There are dichotomous scales (6, 26), Iikert scales (16,18), semaDtic

differeDtials (2) and complex interviews (3, 14). The nature of the scale may pre-detennioe

the distributioD of respoDses: dichotomous scales force polarisation. This is significant as it

is ofteD suggested that attitudes are polarised or that those with negative experiences are a

small minority. Again, attitudes to ECT may not be orgaDised OD simple dimensioDs at all.

But may be fluid and coDtradictory. Research that takes a more qualitative approach (17,19,

29) suggests that users ofteD qualify or eveD coDtradict statemeDts made at one point iD time

with later ODes and that CODsumer beliefs about treattneDts are complex.

ADalysiDg data

There is 8 clear difference between most consumer research and that done by clinicians in the

way iDformation is analysed and summarised. Most CODsumer work adopts the strategy of

reportiDg descriptive statistics on each questioD and then giviDg examples ofquotations that

show what these statistics 'meaD' iD terms ofexperieDces with ECT. In CODtrast, clinical

research ofteD uodertakes statistical analysis of its data. Commonly, the quasi-experimental

designs report group differeDces but Dot group frequeDcies ofrespoDse (12, 15). Although

Dol uDusual iD scientific writiDg, the lack of raw data makes it difficult to know how many

people depart from the maiD cODclusioD drawn. This maiD conclusioD is usually that direct

experience ofECT changes attitudes iD a positive direction. WheD some raw data are

reported (6, 12, 18), it is clear that a proportioo ofcoDsumers cODtiDue to endorse 'mytbs' but

this is never discussed.

Research stodies - summary

Most of the work reviewed bere is methodologically flawed. Rather than building OD the

quite thorough lind descriptive early work of Freemao aDd Kendel~ later studies CODtaiD a

range of methodological pitfalls. Secondly, the different studies cannot be grouped as

'scientific aDd value-Deutral' OD the ODe baDd and 'biased and self-selectiDg' OD the other. All

start with certaiD assumptions and values concerning ECT although, agaiD, the degree to

wbich this is dooe varies. Finally, despite tbe different assumptioDs on which cliDical and

cODsumer-led research are based, tbe methodological diversity of the work exteDds beyond a

neat cliDical1 coosumer dicbotomy.
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TESTIMONY

The testimony material is clearly not filtered througb tbe kind of researcb protocols tbat were

documented above. However, Ibis does not mean Ibat it is entirely unstructured. The

contexls in wbicb tbe testimonies are elicited do constmio wbat can be expressed and bow it

is expressed. It is also apparent Ibat some e-mailers flood Ibe internet witb Ibeir posts aod so

tbe material from tbe ioternet cannot be called 'representative'. We bave dealt wilb tbe

existence of repeated e-mailers by counting Ibeir contribution once only but tbis does not

resolve tbe problem of people wbo read posts but do not contribute.

Email Forums

E-mail testimony is distiuguisbed from researcb data by ils immediacy and interactive nature.

It can violate Ibe rules ofgrammar and narmtive by usiog a sbort-hand Ibat increases its

'group' quality. The forums use tbe term 'tbreads' to refer to series ofmessages tbat are like

dialogues. The forums are sometimes less spontaneous than Clive' discussions as they are

'Qloderated' according to Ibe list's grouod rules. Tbe moderator may stop very beated

exchanges if Ibey contain personal attacks. However, e-mailers are clearly able to criticise

olbers' views due to Ibe anonymity oftbe format.

The Testimony Archive

Lengtby conversations from tbe Testimony Arcbive will clearly result in a different form of

infonnation to an e-mail message. Firstly. the Testimony interviews were posed very

generally and Ibe interviewer only pursued tbe topic ofECT iflbe interviewee raised it.

Secondly, allbougb tbe distinction between 'quantitative' and 'qualitative' tecbniques of

eliciting experience is often over-stated, Ibe format of sucb a long interview provides scope

for reflection on past experience. Tbis 'biograpbical' approacb is used increasiogly in tbe

social sciences (Smilb, 1994).

Interval since ECT

The testimony data presents tbe same problem as Ibe researcb studies. Some individuals in Ibe

e-mail forums bave only just finisbed tbeir course of ECT or are even still undergoing

treatment. Consumers in Ibe Testimooy Arcbive will usually bave experienced ECT years or

even decades before. Allbougb Ibeir treatment migbt be deemed out-dated (30), Ibe interview

formal does not 'freeze' experience in Ibe way otber formats do. It also allows scope to

reflect on the experience.
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Legal depositions

Legal depositioos bave a legal purpose aod in tbe case oftbose collected here it is to prevent

compulsory ECf or to review its use. They are clearly beavily filtered througb the prism of

tbeir legal purpose and tbis will be discussed wbere relevant

Testimony - summary

The variety ofcootexts in wbicb testimony data is now available is a methodological strength.

Tbe different soun;es eacb provide cbecks on the perspectives expressed in the otber formats.

E-mail forums particularly introduce tbe wbole arena ofgroup discussion or beliefs into the

data. Tbis is currently central in social psycbology, tbe discipline on whicb the attitude

research rests.
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CHAPTER 4

TEMPLATE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF CONSUMER PERSPECTIVES ON ECT

The aim of this chapter is to produce a template for analysing the substantive themes outlined

in the Introduction. These are: memory loss, information and consent, perceived benefit of the

treatment and emotional reactions to ECT. Initial themes were first identified by the Review

team and then refined by both the Reference Group and the Advisory Group.

The themes represent issues or ·outcomes· that are priorities for consumers and indicate the

different value structures ofconsumers and clinicians in relation to ECT. The paramount

question for clinicians is the effectiveness oftbe treatment and this clearly matters 10 users as

well However, the otber issues identified may assume equal importance from the

perspectives of consumers. Emotional reactions to ECT will also be explored for each of the

three tbemes. In clinical research, this is usually only examined in terms of anxiety about

treatment itself. However, in consumer research and testimonies it is clear that other

emotions may also be involved, at the time oftreatment or subsequently.

Emotional reactions are accessed in qualitative research through analysis of the language in

wbich they are expressed. Free comments, such as testimonies, may simply describe an

experience - e.g. persistent memory loss - but may also elaborate that experience in a

language that reveals how the person has responded to it emotionally. The analysis of

emotional language has been given equal weight to other forms of information in this Review

because qualitative research routinely cOoducts such an examination of its data.

Researcb evidence

35 studies have been assembled in lotal but a much smaller number will give basic numerical

results on each tbeme. For the first two themes, the analyses will usually describe the

proportion of people whose experience was negative or ofconcern to them. For the theme of

perceived benefit the proportion of people who had positive experiences will be the focus.

Because it is known that the studies vary methodologically, it is likely that they will vary

likewise even in very basic findings. So, it will not be possible to 'measure' the extent of

negative or positive experiences in any precise fashion. It would not be justified 10 take an

average or mean ofall relevant data. However, this is nol a counsel ofdespair - that nothing

can be said Where research studies using a range of methodologies produce similar results, it

is reasonable to make 8 statement ofthc form lot least, X% ofconsumers experience Y'.
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Even if descriptive statistics show some consistency across studies, the conclusions drawn

about users' experiences ofECT may still differ because offurtber analysis perfonned on tbe

data. The different slIategies used by clinical and consumer research to summarise data can

tben be examined to sec how diverse conclusions are reached.

Analysing testimony

The quantitative analyses will be combined with the testimony data, using a fOlm of

qualitative analysis that occupies a middle ground between fonnal content analysis and

discourse analysis (Bauer and Gaskel~ 2000). It takes from content analysis the existence of

a set of themes decided in advance of examination of the data At the same lime, discOurse

analytic methods allow the content and detail of themes to emerge from the data and attend to

the interactive nature of e-mail forums and interviews.

The set ofkey themes are organised as a grid. The themes form the horizontal axis of the grid

and the individuals whose experience is represented fonn the vertical axis. As well as the

testimony itself, additional information is noted where this is available. This information

includes gender and age as well as the length oftime since completion of treatment.

Each source of testimony has its own grid so that features ofthe participants, the internal

patterns in the text and the balance ofopinion can be examined. This will also enable a

comparison, for example, between different e-mail forums (cf. Appendix 4).

The extent to which each theme appears in each grid will be ascertained. This will be done

quantitatively in terms both of the proportion ofindividuals who mention the theme and the

balance of negative to positive experiences. For tbe e-mail forums, if one individual is

sending e-mails repeatedly their contributions will be counted only once.

The inter-rater reliability ofallocating testimonies to categories in the grids was assessed with

a sub-set of25 testimonies coded independently by two raters. Agreement was high at 83%.

Illustrative quotations from these analyses will be presented for each theme and any sub

themes. These will be chosen to represent views that appear often but not because they are

particularly articulate expressions ofan experience. Because ofthe grammatical and narrative

structures peculiar to e-mail and also spoken testimony, these quotations will be reproduced

exactly as printed on the internet (including transcripts from the Testimony archive). To

preserve the flavour of these testimonies, the orthndox 'sic' will not be used.
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Tbe dominant theme

Preliminary analysis sbowed that persistent memory loss was tbe most frequently mentioned

theme in· the testimonies and so this comprises the first substantive chapter. The analysis of

combinations or concordances of themes will take persistent memory loss as the main topic

witb wbicb other themes may be combined. Patterns of concordance will be examined for

each individual and each grid and summaries presented. Additional qualitative analysis will

indicate the emotional tone of reported experience in terms of the content and strength of the

language used, as discussed above.

CONCLUSION

This template for analysing the substantive themes does not give an advantage to anyone

approach to ascertaining consumers' views on ECf. The attempt is to rest with the aims of

describing tbe views ofconsumers and understanding controversy. The extent of

methodological diversity uncovered means tbat it is reasonable to be modest, to ask some

basic questions about the 'consumer's perspective on ECf' and supply some provisional

aoswers.

The diversity of conditions under wbicb attitudes towards and experience ofECf bave been

elicited and expressed will be an oc;casion for caution but may also sometimes be a strength.

If a range ofdifferent research designs and formats for testimony reveal consistency of

attitudes and values about ECT, then it may be concluded thai these are a significant

perspective. But ifit appears that the findings are contingent on protocols and formats, the

conclusion that anyone oftbese findings is significant must be treated with caution.
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CHAPTERS

PERSISTENT MEMORY LOSS

RESEARCH STUDIES

Long-term memory loss was defined as subjective amoesia or gaps in memory still present at

least six months after the course of treatment. 20 papers or reports made reference to long

term memory loss following ECT in tbeir abstracts or bad a section devoted to tbis topic. All

papers suggested some memory loss associated witb ECT but:

• 6 did Dot meet the six month assessment criterion.

• 4 stated tbat memory loss was tbe 'most frequent' side-effect reported but did not

give the actual numbers involved.

• 3 reported statistical associations or differences but not tbe raw data on whicb these

were based.

• Only 7 oftbe original 20 papers identified included basic numerical infonnation.

These final 7 papers were split into two groups according to the strictness of their definition

of memory loss. A strict definition means the words 'permanent' or 'persistent' are included

in tbe question consumers were asked about tbeir memory loss (sbown in Figure 5.1). A

loose definition includes allY memory problem reported after 6 montbs (sbown in Figure 5.2).

These data sbow that findings on memory loss are not polarised between clinical research and

work carried out in collaboration with consumers. The results for MIND (33) are inside the

range of the clinical studies for the strict definition and although in the less strict definition

UKAN (23) reports tbe higbest proportion of consumers with memory loss, tbeir figure is less

than 10% bigber than that of Freeman and Kendell (3), and tbe Communicate (34) study falls

in the mid-range.

The relative consistency of findings means tbat it is possible to make statements of the form

'at least X% experienced persistent memory loss'. Tbe lowest figure reported is 28.1 % (3)

and as tbis is a study that is conducted in a hospital setting by a doctor but wbere tbe

questions seem to have been straigbtforward, tbis may be taken as a lower limit (see Cbapter

7 for a discussion of setting effects on perceived benefit).
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Figure 5.1: Persistent memory loss (strict definition)

Freeman &

Kendell (3)

Kerr et al (6) MIND (33) Squire & Slater (7)

Figure 5.2: Persistent memory loss (loose definition)
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Kendell (3)

UKAN (23)

Differences of interpretation

Despite the considerable overlap in basic data, clinical and consumer studies tend to be

polarised in tbeir conclusions. Clinical researcb typically refers to a 'minority' (3) or judges

the problem to be insignificaot (6) or limited (7). Consumer research concludes tbat

persistent memory loss is a significant problem for recipients ofECT.
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Consumer research adopts the strategy of illustrating descriptive statistics with direct

quotations. These are two examples from the MIND survey:

I can't remember hardly anything abaut my past life. only very linle bits. As for bringing up

my three daughters I can't remember a thing. (Woman - Yorkshire)

Several times people have greeted me in social situations as ifthey were long lost friend, and

I haven't a clue who they are! My son talks about times I spent with him before I had ECT

and I have no recollection ofthem. (Mao - South West)

The different interpretations of clinical researchers might be explained by a focus on group

differences rather than absolute values. For example, Kerr et al (6) report that 30"10 of people

with direct experience ofECT endorsed the statement: ECT permanently wipes out large

parts ofmemory. However, this finding is never discussed because the authors focus on the

significantly greater number of people with no experience of ECT endorsing this statement

Some papers explore their data further for the association between memory loss and ECT. In

their first study, Freeman and Kendell (3) state that a 'significant minority' of consumers

repol1long-term memory loss but suggest this may be due as much to depression as to the

ECT. In a second paper (4), the authors recruited subjects who specifically had complaints

about the treatment and fouod the most common complaint to be persistent memory

impairment The authors are careful 10 say that DODe oftheir subjects held extreme views

about ECT or psychiatry. A battery of cognitive tests showed the group did indeed have

impairments compared to a control group aod for some these were 'well into the organic

range on some measures'(p.22) and remained even after controUing for the effects ofage,

medication and symptoms.

A significant effect on ihe evaluation of the association between ECT and memory loss is the

difficulty ofdifferentiating between memory loss caused by ECT, memory loss due to the

depression that it is treating and tbe maintenance ofdepression caused by the memory loss

itself. This is a particular difficulty when the evidence is made up ofcorrelations and is

without any time dimension about the onset of memory loss and depression. There is much

evidence that depression is associated with memory difficulties. These are often difficulties in

recalling specific autobiographical experiences by substituting categorical memories or

"genera' memories" (Williams, 1996). However, there is little scientific evidence that

traditional effective tteatments such as anti-<lepressant medication or cognitive behaviour

therapy are associated with increased levels of memory difficulties, particularly long tenn
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memory difficulties. As most controlled studies (e.g. Lasenby et ai, 2000) do indicate botb

personal and impersonal memory loss associated with ECf we can only conclude that tbis is

tbe most parsimonious interpretation oftbe results but it is of course possible tbat tbis

memory loss increases the likely maintenance ofresidual depression if the forgotten events

are part of the personal makeup and identity oftbe recipient (cfCben et a~ 1999).

The difficulty with statistical analysis is also evident in tbe strategy used by Squire and Slater

(7) wbose work probably represents tbe most tborougb analysis oflong-term memory

impairment. They conclude tbat there is a period of 'actual' retrograde amnesia for eigbt

months prior to tbe treatment and ofanterograde amnesia for two months afterwards. They

then suggest that the experience of actual memory loss leads some users to he douhtful ahout

all their memory capacity. This argument bas the merit that it suggests practical help for

consumers. The estimates are based on complex statistical procedures but are essentially

averages. This must mean that memory loss is more serious for some people as Freeman et at

(4) and quotations later in this chapter sbow. Donahue (2000), a consumer wbo conducted her

own review ofthe literature after profound memory loss following ECT, even refers to berself

as an 'outlier'. There appears to he no assessment in the literature ofthe number of sucb

'outliers· .

TESTIMONY

The effect of ECT on memory is the most coromon theme across all sources oftestimony.

Memory is mentioned in 99 testimonies out ofa total of 139.

The issue is important across all age ranges and there is little variation between people wbo

have recently had ECT and people who bad ECT 50 years ago. Even when people feel that

ECT is an appropriate treatment for them tbey are often still very concerned with tbe issue of

memory loss. In 13 testimonies, consumers say that ECT has bad linle or no effect on their

long-term memory but 7 of tbese are writing immediately following treatment.

Widespread memory loss -Ibe erasing ofyean of memory

Many people describe how several years of their lives and occasionally as much as 15-20

years have been wiped from their memory. They may descJjbe this whether or not they feel

helped by ECT.

1 had 20 ECT /rearments over a 6 month period with positive results ... The painful ongoing

side effect of the /reatment is this though. 1 have three children and many ofthe memories of

their childhoods are lost. There is no pattern to the memory Joss. 1 don't even realise that I've
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forgotten something until my family start~ reminiscing about something I have no memory

of..then the loss hits all aver again. .

Megan 38, 20 ECTs over 6 months in 1992 (Healthy place Depression community)

Some consumers experience no long-term effects on their memory:

Jnever had any long-term effects. I haven't suffered any sort ofpennanent memory /O.fS, you

could lose memoriesfor the, you know, the few hours before you have the shock treatment,

but no, I haven 'tsuffered any long-term damage.

Pauline Stolt, age 58, seveml series ofECT (Testimony archive)

Emotional response to memory loss

People's emotional responses to persistent memory loss are a complex and important part of

their experience ofECT. The quotation below illustrates the initial disorientation and fear

produced by the onset ofmemory loss.

I came backfrom the ECT suite and I thought something awful has happened andI'm not

having that again. I couldn't remember anybody on the ward, and even when they told me

who they were, I couldn't remember them. I struggled to remember the names ofmy children

it was near Christma.', and I wa., terrified. I 'was terrified couse I thought.. you know how am

I going to sort everything out, because I can't remember anything.

Mo Hutchinson, age 52, nine ECTs in 93 or 94 (Testimony arcbive)

At this stage some people completely recover their memories except perhaps for a short

period immediately prior to treatment. However in the majority of testimonies in which

memory loss is B major theme, consumers then start to discover the extent of the damage:

Unless you have taken notes or pUI a note in an o/wiou.f place about where you put them or

have an informant willing to tell you what happened to you before your ECT, you are just like

a baby. waiiingfor the never 10 be realisedpromi.fe that your memory will come back after a

couple ofmonth.,.

Cbris h, age unknown, number ofECTs unknown (ECT.orgilets talk)

The effects of damage to the memory are present in almost every aspect ofpeople's ijves. A

language of frustration and humiijation is used to express how the simple tasks ofdaily living

and social interaction become problematic following ECT:
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I do remember after that period, and I don't know how long that lasted, going back to work

at the National Hospital and the awful situation of. ofgoing into work and nat knowing the

names a/my colleagues, people who I'd been working withfor a year, I didn't know who they

were. They were familiar to me but I didn't know what their names were and I had to be

retrained to do, to do the job I'd been doing for /Welve months and, which was, I found,

deeply humiliating, deeply humiliating.

Carole Bessington, age 70, I" series ofEer 1955 (Testimony Archive)

Pennanenl loss of memories may also directly affect a coosumer's sense ofper.;onal identity

and this may contribute to the maintenance ofdepression:

Sometimes one fact or piece ofinformation will sound right to me andfor a couple ofseconds

I can hold onto it andfill it a., a lang lost memory. It is very reassuring and gives me a good

feeling. Unfortunately, it po.~,es all too quickly and becomes a very small part ofa jigsaw

puzzle jloating around in the darkness .... Everybody I come in to contact with knows more

about me than I do and this makes me feel inadequate, confused, very frustrated and angry

about my loss.

Susan Witte, age unknown, 20 ECTs 1987 (Views from offCenter 1991)

Information, tbe role ofolbe" and memory 10"

When consumer.; compIBin of these difficulties to their doctor.;, they are frequently told that

tbey must be mistaken:

The docs say there is nothing wrong with me. Well something is wrong when you cannot

remember even/.f in your chi/d's life or your own.

Kelly, 20 treatments, 1989 (Noshock email forum)

In some testimonies consumers' frustration and anger is further ex-pressed because there is 00

support available for people experiencing memory loss:

I'm more depres.,edfor having to live with the memory loss and other problems, which began

at the time of treatments. (or die with it) IS THERE ANY HELP FOR RECOVERING FROM

ECTS??? /f..o I can 'tfind the link.....till need help.

Micbel, age un1<nown, number ofEers unknown (going mental nosbock website)
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Effect of ECT on specilic skills and abilities

Memory loss and other cognitive impairments may affect some people's ability to return to

their fonner profession or to continue their education.

'Well what is the sense ofruining my head and erasing my memary, which is my capital, and

pUlling me aut ofbusiness? It was a brilliant cure; but we lo.,t the patient. It's a bum turn.

Horch, terrible

Emest Hemmingway, twn series ofECT in 1962 (Asylum 1995)

I've got 13 GCEs, top grade, but no professional qualifications since ECTI've sat Only ane

exam, and despite it being 70% proje~!,,::,.!?'!,k.and continual assessment, I struggled to just

pa~s, well boltom - my memory sand impaired concentration can', cope.

Oliver, age 29, number ofECT unknown (going mental no sbock web site)

However there are a few consumers wbo testify that ECT belped them to recover their skills

and gel back to work:

I have problems remembering things. But these effects are short-lived-1 am fine within a

fortnight. Since having ECT I have been promoted and continued my writing; I don't feel I

have suffered any cognitive impairment.

Rachel Perkins, age 45, three courses of ECT (Open MIND 1997)

THE MEASUREMENT OF MEMORY LOSS

Besides research that directly asks recipients ofECT about their experience and the

testimonies assembled here, there is another body of work that assesses memory impairment

through formal neuro-psychological testing. This body of work provides the evidence-base

for statements on tbe Royal College ofPsychiatrists' leanet for patients about to undergo

ECT that there is no known risk of permanent memory damage (cf. Appendix 6).

When researchers ask patients directly abouttbeir memory loss following ECT, they find

significant numbers of consumers who report persistent memnry impairment This is so

regardless of whether researchers are clinicians or consumers and is confirmed by

testimonials. Formal memory researchers, on the other hand, consistently report few memory

difficulties following ECT.

This discrepancy is probably largely due to the use of formal measurements ofmemory being

inappropriate to the phenomena that consumers report. Neuropsychological measures of
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memory loss tend to concentrate on short-ienn list learning. These formal measures are also

assessments ofmemory loss called anterograde memory loss i.e. memory difficulties for

information which follows the experience ofECT. What most consumers report is memory

loss over long periods oflime and which is retrograde, i.e. memories prior to the ECT

treatment. Forgetting some novel words in a list is clearly totally different to the memory loss

that the consumers report. When more appropriate tests are used autobiographical memory is

noted to chaoge compared to controls receiving different treatments e.g. Lisanby et al (2000).

This is one ofthe few papers to have similar results to that ofconsumer testimony data.

CONCLUSION

In all types of information gathered for the Review it is evident that memory loss is a

persisteot side-effect for at least one third ofrecipients ofECT. For some, this memory loss

profoundly affects their lives aod sense of self.
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CHAPTER 6

INFORMATION AND CONSENT

INTRODUCTION

The topics of informatioo and consent are treated together because tbey are routinely linked in

the issue oC'infonned consent'. However, consent in particular can be over-ridden in

psycbiatry by legal compulsion and this tben becomes a separate issue. This chapter will

therefore ftrst deal with the question of information, then that of consent and finally link the

two sets ofanalyses in order to discuss what 'informed consent' meaDS to consumers.

In terms oflegal compulsion, this chapter considers only consumers' experiences in tha UK.

The recipients in the North American research papers were all voluntary patients and those

from other UK countries are not reported as to legal status. Some of the UK papers do

include consumers who were treated under legal compulsion. Further, legislation to compel

patients to receive ECT in countries such as the USA and Australia are state or territory

speciftc and not federal. It is quite heyond the scope of this review to include such variation.

INFORMATION

RESEARCH

16 papers and reports were identified that included questions on information andlor consent.

In 4 cases the data io these papers could not be used either hecause responses to the questions

were not reported (30) or the papers focused on group differences (12, 15, 18).

12 studies asked whether the user felt that they had heen given sufficieot information ahout

ECT prior to treatment but, as anticipated in chapter 3, it is often difficult to know exactly

how the question was phrased. Seven clinical studies asked in a post-treatment interview

whether information was adequate and all but one appear to have used terms such as

'adequate information' or 'sufficient information'. The statement reproduced in Kerr et al (6)

is: patients are never told what is going 00. This is a stronger statement than seems to bave

been used in the other clinical studies.

Four consumer-led or collaborative surveys ask questions about information. The UKAN

(23) and Communicate (34) questions mirror those in the clinical research. MIND's (33)

questions are very detailed and the nne used here is whether respondents were told why they

were being given the treatment. The ECT Anonymous question speciftcally mentioned full
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explanation ofthe risks ofECT. Witb tbese differences in mind, figure 6.1 sbows what

proportion of respondents said they were given sufficient infnrmation in eacb study.

Figure 6.1: Proportlon of consumers wltb adequate Information
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Altbougb tbe questioos asked were not always diiectly comparable, 9 of the 12 studies

depicted give a consistent picture of45-55% ofconsumers reporting tbat they were not given

an adequate explanatioo prior to treatment. Oftbese nine studies two involved collaboration

with consumers (33,34) and they faU between clinical reports. Tbere is no absolute

polarisDtion between clinical and conswner research on the question of information.

11 can be argued that some patients do no want information. The question arises too in

pbysical medicine where patients are argued oot to wisb to know a serious diagnosis.

However, in mental bealth tbe issue is bound up with ioformed conseot aod against the

backgrouod of possible legal compulsion.

11 migbt also be argued that due to memory loss for the time arouod ECT, consumers forget

information tbey bave been given. Nonetheless, even tbe study by Baxter et al (12), wbicb

claimed to make very tborougb efforts to inform consumers, found that 40% felt ill-informed.
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These issues run as differences through the clinical and coosumer research. Whilst some

clinical attitude studies argue that consumer.; forget infonnation, other claim that consumer.;

do not want involvement and prefer instead 10 put their trust in their doctors. MIND on the

other hand concludes, on the basis of very similar findings, that consumers are denied even

hasic information about Ecr and tbat this is unacceptable. We return to this issue in respect

of consent below.

Two studies repnrt only one fifth of user.; saying that they were given sufficient information.

One is a clinical report (3) and the other is by UKAN (23). The Freeman and Kendall t3)

finding raises interesting questions. Since this paper is scrupulous in reporting its results, it is

clear that there were six possible respooses to the question about information. 20.6% of the

users said they did have an adequate explanation about Ecr. However, only 49% said they

had an inadequate one. Nearly all other studies report results in 'yes/no/don't know' form

and some only the proportion endorsing a statement (6, 12).

The clinical researchers tend to conclude that patients trust their psychiatrists. An explanation

of the UKAN finding, and even more so that from Ecr Anonymous, is that members of those

organisations do not share tbis trust It is also possible that these user.; have more knowledge

about Ecr than other groups and therefore bave a different standard against which to assess

information given hy doctors.

OBJECTIVE KNOWLEDGE

Four studies assessed consumer.;' 'objective Icnowledge' concerning Ecr. There are, of

course, problems in defining objective knowledge and also tbe extent to people wisb to know.

However, four UK studies did assess 'objective knowledge' about Ecr (5, 13,14 and 20).

They assessed how far people knew three things:. that anaesthetic is used, an electric current

passed through tbe head and a convulsion or 'fit'is acbieved. Table 6.1 shows the findings of

tbese studies.

Table 6.1: Objective knowledge of ECT amongst coDsumers m four UK stud.es

Study Percent wllh full knowledge nf ECT

(5) Hughes et al (1981) 7%

(13) Benbow (1988) 12%

(20) Riordan et aI (1993) 12%

(14) Malcolm (1989) 16%
.
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The authors ofthese studies quote patienls making remarks such as 'I should think not!' when

asked if they knew a convulsinn was involved. 10 light of Table 6.1, what looks like an

absurd figure from ECT Anonymous regarding information becomes more comprehensible.

If the vast majority ofpatienls, at least in the UK, do not know what the treabnent involves

then either it was never explained to them, they forgot what was told them or have even

denied the explaination. Consumers who know exactly what the treabnent involves are not

typical and may have gained this knowledge through memhership ofgroups such as UKAN

or ECf Anonymous. If the explanation they were given at the time oftreabnent was a typical

one, most in retrospect will regard it as inadequate.

INFORMATlON • CONSUMER-LED RESEARCH AND TESTIMONY

As indicated ahove, the MIND study asked very detailed questions about information as well

as consenl. The following quotation is typical

I fell under a 101 ofpressurefrom Ihe siaffio go ahead wilh ECT. j personally don 'I

remember receiving information about how it would work. side effects etc. (Woman· London,

ECT in last 6 months)

10 the testimony data, there are also examples ofcomplainls ahout insufficient information

that begin to hint ah relationship between lack of information and a feeling ofpowerlessoess.

No one told me what the side effects could be. No one even explained 10 me what would

happen .../ didn 'I even know whallhe lellers ECTsioodfOr. I didn 'I know and il wasn 'I

explained 10 me Ihall would have electrode., aI/ached 10 my head and Ihallhey wouldpul an

electric cu"enllhrough my brain.

(Pat Bunerfield, age unknown, 12 ECf in 1990 (BBC online 2000»

The quotations from the MIND report were in response to specific questions about adequacy

of information. The testimony quotes sbow that when consumers write or speak more

spontaneously about their experiences that Ihis is still a concern. Appendix 4b shows that

over 50% of more spontaneous comments aboul inadequate information were specifically

linked to the issue of long-term memory loss. MIND found that consumers were less satisfied

with information about side-effects than about the procedure itself.
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CONSENT

Legal compulsion

In the fir.;! 3 months of 1999 in the UK, 25% oflhose who received ECT were detained under

section. 19% received the treatmeot under a specific section of the MHA or as an emergency.

Consumers may be given compulsory treatment because they are too uowell to sigo a consent

form or because they simply refuse the treatment. As Appendix 3 sbows, no resean:h group

bas the cbaracteristics of the UK. norms altbough MIND and UKAN approximate them in

tenns of users on section.

As MIND points out, the difficulty is that an estimate ofdetention is not an estimate of

compulsory ECT in a legal sense. This is because detained patients may consent to ECT and

in the three months assessed by tbe DH in 1999,29"10 did so. It is therefore not possible to

estimate numerically wbat percentage of respondents to these consumer studies received ECT

under legal compulsion, although a good proportion must have done.

FELT COMPULSION

It is widely reported in the clinical as well as the consumer literature that even wbere patients

sigo a consent form for ECT, they often feel that they had no choice but to agree. Malcolm

(14) writes: '(many) commented that it was futile to refuse as they would end up getting

treatment anyway' (p.163). Johnstone (29) reports that a majority of ber respondents either

felt so desperate that tbey would try anytbing or felt uoable to disagree with their psycbiatrist.

To estimate what proportion of voluotary consumers felt tbey had no cboice but to bave ECT,

we focused on questions about whether the user knew they could refuse or felt pressured to

have treatment. The statemeot that Kerr et al (6) pul to consumers was: ECT is given if

patients doo't behave. UKAN asked their respoodents if ECT had ever been used as a threat.

In the case of ECT Anonymous, 87% report that they felt compelled to have tbe treatment but

the report states that this typically iocluded respondents who felt it had been "'oversold' by

psychiatrists as 'quick, safe and elfective '" (PA). lt would appear this question was much

broader tban tbose in the other surveys and for this reason it bas not been included in figure 3.

Seven studies asked questions about' felt compulsion'. In all cases except Freeman and

Kendall (3) and Riordan et al (20), the denominator is consenting patients. The proportion is

oflbose wbo were nOllegally compelled bUI nevertheless felt they bad no cboice.
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Once again, the methodological diversity of the studies is relevant here, particularly in terms

oftbe different questions asked. Althougb the figures in 6.1 sbould he treated with caution in

this instance, the consisteocy of results would seem to make the methodological dive",ity a

strength. It is uousual to get such consistent results from methodologically diverse soun:es.

Once again, the results do not polarise according to a clinical! consumer division as UKAN

is io the mid-mnge and tbe Communicate results are identical with tbose ofBenbow. The

MIND results are significantly bigber but their questionnaire was very detailed on this issue.

Figure 6.2: Proportion of eonsentlng patients .mo felt they had no
choice

""',------------------------,

It is reasonable to conclude that between one quarter and one tbird ofpalients wbo sign a

form consenting to ECT do so under pressure or in lbe beiiefthat they cannot refuse.

According to tbe UKAN data and that from Kerr etal (6), this pressure can take the form of

threat or punisbment Tbese are two statements made by respondents to MIND's survey:

If I had Jcnown I had the right to refuse I would have done so. My understanding war that I

had no choice in the mo"er and that they could do it by force. (Woman - Wales, ECT in last

y....)
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I was given no in/onnation and had to sign for it after all my medication at night so I was

very drugged whim / signed the fonn for my consent. (WOlllllD - Yorkshire, ECT 3-5 years

ago)

One respoodent to the UKAN questionnaire wrote:

/ was told my baby daughter would be put into faster care if/ didn't have ECT (even though

my husband could have looked after her).

These are not bland accounts of signing or not signing a form. The language signifies fear, an

almost total absence ofchoice and this is apparent too in the testimonies.

TESTIMONY

Emotional Responses to compulsion and felt compulsion

When tbe issue ofconsent is mentioned in testimonies it is usually to explain wby a person

did not feellbat tbey freely gave informed cnnsenl. It bas already been sbown that consumers

may believe that tbey were 001 given a truthful explanation oftbe treabnent procedure or of

long-term side-effects. In the UK particularly, users speak oftbe threat ofcompulsion.

.•. / war arked to give consentfor ECT and / refused / believe it is our human right to do this.

A series ofpersua,ion., started in a doctor'., roam. When thL, failed they a,ked my daughter

saying that if/ didn't agree they would Iran.ifer me to a hospital agoadfew miles aw~. My

daughter saidshe wouldn't be able to visit. What a ca.fe for disempowerment. I refused again,

and they left a leller on my locker s~ing I hod been .rectioned under tire mental health act. No

explanation waf given ...

Jean Taylor age 71, 19 ECT in 1989 and 1993 (Mental Healtb Nursing 1996)

Frequently, consumers feel tbey did not freely consent as they were so distressed and

disorienlated at tbe time tbat they would bave done anything to relieve this. The first

respondent below believes Ihe doctor was right 10 have taken tbe decision for ber:

There wa'i pressure but it Wa.f right (Communicate respondent)

I just went along with it but I don 'tthint it wa, ... I mean / would have gone with anything at

that stage quite honestly, it they'd afk to do brain surgery or a lobotomy I would have gone

with it.

(premila Trevidi, age 51,Iwo series ofECT 1974 ;Testimony archive)
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INFORMED CONSENT

As already discussed, some clioical researcher.; (13) conclude from their findings that

consumers do nol want too much information and are happy 10 let the doctor decide what is

best for them. Other authors (3, 14,20) are unsettled by the degree to which patients will do

wbatever doctors say, at least acco'rdiog to their own findings.

This trust in doctors was not shared by many of those who responded to the consumer-led

surveys. The testimony data also revealed feelings ofdistrusl and betrayal. There are two

kinds ofdata that may further illuminate this question. The first is the qualitative material

collected by Johnstooe (29) and the second is demographic data that may show differences in

satisfaction with consent procedures.

Johnstone specifically recruited participants who felt they had been damaged by ECT and in

that sense her study is comparable to Freeman et al (4). Ofthe 20 consumer.; she interviewed,

14 said they had signed the conseot form. When probed on this, some said they were so

desperate they would by anything. However, many also expressed a sense of total

powerlessness when weed by a medical professional so confident in their proposed treatment.

One woman said:

1 was a very campliant yaung woman, 1was frightened ofeverybody and that was part ofthe

problem '" '" ...1 wouldn't have known how to object, it wasn't on the horizon. You didn't

dLmgree with doctors, you did what they said (p. 74).

It is clearly different to put one's faith in a doctor from a positive sense oftrost than to do so

because it is not felt possible to disagree with a powerful professional

DEMOGRAPIDC ISSUES

Age

Malcolm's (1989) sample was almost evenly split between those under and over 65 years of

age. Whilst 71% of the younger patients were aware they could reflis-e ECT, only 27% of

those over 65 knew this. Malcolm concludes that the older patients "seemed to think this was

a satisfactory state ofaffairs. Elderly patients appeared to have greater with in the doctor

doing what was in their best interest" (p.I64).

Gender

Appendix 2 shows that research studies typically have twice as many women as men.

However, very few studies analyse the issues of information and consent according to gender.
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Malcolm (1989) reports tbat men tended to be more aware oftbe possibility of refusing

treatment than women and also to have berter objective knowledge of tbe procedure. MIND

and UKAN bave an over-representation of men compared to national figures (DoH, 1999)

and tbis, as well as their younger samples, may account for some of tbe differences discussed

in this cbapter.

Consumer culture and tbe Internet

Hillard and Folger (2) demonstrated that consumers gain a great deal of information about

ECT from eacb otber and explained this with reference to the 'ward culture'. Tbe extension

oftbis culture with the advent of the internet is especially significant for this cbapter. In the

past a warned consumer would need to make 8 concerted effort to access information about

ECT especially iftbey were interested in material that questioned tbe official view. Now a

sbort period on the World Wide Web will yield a wealtb of information about Eer from an

extremely wide mnge of sources. Tbere are indications from lbe e-mail forums that the

Internet is set to bave a dramatic impact on bow consumers actually decide to bave Eer.

I'm actually supposed to get ECT this morning but after reading the information on this web

site 1MNOT GOING!! I'm scared to death!! / really didn't think the treatment' were actually

working lor me anyways but after some oj/he info ;ve read I now realize im not the only

person with post ECT problems

Slacey, age 25, receiviog I" series ofEer, 8 or 9 SO far (Nosbock email forum)

In March of /997 I was truly suicidal/or the first time in 30 years a/dealing with recurrent

depression. I was admitted and my pdoc a/so recommend ECT. I reque:r;ted a Med/ine search

a/all the articles from our local medical.,choollibrary and a friend picked them up. I read

every single one and decided to go ahead I had 9 initial treatments (3 a week/or 3 week,)

and 4 or 5 monthly maintenance treatments until I had a bad reaction to the anaesthesia.

They helped me greatly and I'm very glad / agreed to them.

Madeline, age unknown 14 ECT 1997 (Healtby Place Depression community)

CONCLUSION

The data presented in tbis cbapler sbow that across researcb studies at least 50% of users feel

tbey bave been given an inadequate explanatioo of ECT. Tbere is consistency across clinical

and most consumer researcb studies on this issue and confrrmation from tbe testimony data.

Wbere consumer-led researcb reports very low numbers of people feeling sufficienlly

informed about Eer, tbis bas to be set in tbe conlext ofclinical researcb wbicb demonstrales
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that consumers typically are very misinformed about the procedure and tbat members of 'anti

ECT organisations' may be belter informed than most consumers.

It is estimated that some 35% ofconsenting patients feel pressurised to have the treabnent.

Clinical researchers tend to conclude that putting trust in one's doctor is the explanation for

this. Consumer-led research and testimonies, on the other hand, often use a quite different

language - one of threat and manipulation.

It is entirely possihle that some consumers have absolute faith in their doctors and others none

at all. Some dernogIBphic dimensions have been suggested whicb may affect how likely

consumers are to occupy the poles of these positions and how strongly. These arguments will

be developed in the chapter on perceived benefits ofECT where the link between perceived

benefit and the questions addressed in this cbapter will be considered further.
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CHAPTER 7

PERCEIVED BENEFIT OF ECT

This chapter more clearly overlaps with the mela-analysis of effectiveness io the review by

Carney et al (2001). In tbeirreview, however, effectiveness was measured by a change on a

symptom rating scale, which is usually but not always completed by an observer. These sorts

of ratings may not always correspond with the subjective relief of distress. For example,

Hugbes et at (1981) report tbat tbe same number ofpeople improved according to a clinical

measure and according to subjective reports but that in 20% of cases these were not the same

individuals. Tbis discrepancy anticipates tbe possibility that consumers' perspectives on ECT

in terms of its belpfulness or otberwise may not correspond to clinical concepts of outcome.

Research

20 researcb studies asked about tbe perceived benefit of ECT. Tbere were two main kinds of

question: perceived belpfulness and wbetber tbe user would agree to ECT again. Figures 7.1

and 7.2 overleafsbow tbe cbarts for eacb type of question.

Three studies are not included in the charts because the nature of the question or the context

in wbicb it was asked was different to tbe otber studies. Sestoft et al (25) gave ECT and

medication as options to tbeir respondents and 29% said they would cboose ECT as a first

preference. Pettinati et al (21) report tbat 98% oftbeir consumers would be willing to bave

ECT again but tbe results sbow tbat balf of tbese would bave ECT only if otber treatments

bad been ineffective. 10hnstone (29) reports tbat 45% of very unbappy consumers gained

some initial relief from tbe treatment but said tbat it did not last and the costs outweigbed the

benefits.

Tbe first figure sbows a gradually rising curve of the proportion of satisfied customers but

unlike otber cbarts in this report, tbe studies are grouped in terms ofclinical and consumer

researcb. Tbe second figure sbows /Lsimilar pattern but it sbould be noted tbat tbe UKAN

question was: would you request EeT again (italics ours).

Tbe variability between tbe studies can be considered in ligbt of tbe issues raised in cbapter 3

and this in tum may illuminate the differences between the clinical and consumer research.
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Figure 7.2: Willingness to have ECT again
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Methodological correlates of perceived benefit

Appendix 2 shows the results in the charts against five methodological dimensions of the

research: interval since ECT, setting and interviewer, number of questions, complexity of

schedule and whether the study was carried out by clinicians or consumers. Tbe table

suggests tbat tbese variables are inter-correlated and also correlated with perceived benefit.

Tbese correlations were therefore calculated using Spearman's rho and omitting tbe

clinicaVconsumer dicbotomy as it is already known that tbis differentiates tbe results. In tbe

tables, * means significant at the .05 level, ** at the .01 level and *** at the .001 level.

HELPED Have again Interval since Setting No. Complexity

ECT Questions Schedule

Helped .83** -.79*** -.9*** -.73** -.4

(n~9) (n~15) (n=16) (n=15) (n=14)

Have 1.00 -.84** -.79** -.68* -.58*

Again (n=IO) (n~l1) (n=l1) (n=ll)

Interval 1.00 .81*** .61** .77***

(n~17) (n=16) (n=15)

Setting 1.00 .61** .46

(n=16) (n=16)

No. 1.00 .77***

Questions (n=16)

Complexity 1.00

Schedule

Table 7,1: Correlation matrix for perceived benefit and four methodological variables

all studies.

Table 7.1 shows the correlation matrix for the complete sample ofresearch studies, omitting

the consumer/clinical dichotomy as this is known to differentiate tbe studies. Nearly all

correlations are statistically significant suggesting that tbe methods used to elicit users'

experiences of benefiting from ECT have a strong bearing on the level of benefit reported and

that different studies combine tbe methodological elements in systematic ways.

Chapter 3 noted that some methodological variables distinguish clinical from consumer

research. It is therefore possible that the results io table 7.1 are an artefact of this distinctioo.
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To cbeck for tbis, the correlations were run again for the clinical researcb studies only and

table 7.2 gives tbe results.

HELPED Have again Interval since Setting No. Complexity

ECf Questions Schedule

Helped .63 -.57 -.48 -.75* -.47

(n=7) (n=8) (n=9) (0=9) (n=9)

Have 1.00 -.84** -.6 -.6 -.95*"'·

Again (n=8) (n=9) (n=9) (n=9)

Interval 1.00 .57 .46 .73**

(n=10) (n=IO) (n=10)

Setting 1.00 .52 .42

(n=l1) (n=l1)

No. 1.00 .5

Questions (n=l1)

Complexity 1.00

Schedule

Table 7.2:· Correlation matrix for perceIved benefit and four methodologIcal variables 

clinical research studIes only.

Altbougb tbere are fewer significant correlations tbe pattern of relationships mirrors that in

Table 7.1. In the clinical studies, the length of time between !reatment and interview and the

complexity of the scbedule are very highly correlated with eacb otber and witb wbether the

user would agree to have ECT again. If a consumer is interviewed immediately after a course

of treatmenI, on tbe ward and asked only a few questions then tbe bighest levels ofperceived

benefit are reported. If interviewed al lest six montbs after treatment with a complex

interview, tbe likelibood of agreeing to ECT again in particular decreases. Tbe complexity of

tbe scbedu~e..appears particularly important. A semi-structured interview can be conducted as

a conversation and is more likely to elicit thoughtful and complex answers and to engage

consumers.

Freeman and Kendell's (3) study illustrates a further effect of interval since treatment on

satisfaction. Figure 7.1 gives the answer to a question about bow belpful ECT was at the time.

An additional questioo concerned tbe lasting effects of treatment. Only 9% said tbe effect bad
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beeD penoaoent and 35% that it bad lasted a year or more. The transient nature ofperceived

benefit may affect decisiDDs about the worth Dfbaving the treatmeDt agaiD.

The issue ofcompariDg ECT to other treatments is also important and abseDt iD mDst studies.

Even a cbeck-list giviDg prefereDce OptiDns ratber than askiDg about ECT aloDe can give

distiDctive results as shown by Sestoft et al (25). Rogers aDd Pilgrim (19) sbow tbat

cODsumers wbo bave received ECT are more likely to regard it as unhelpful than tbose wbo

are prescribed neuroleptic drugs. Halfof PettiDati et ai's (21) mucb-quoted 98% of

cODsumers wbo would agree to ECT again actually want~ to try Dther treatments first.

Clinical and consumer research

ODly three consumer studies asked about williDgness to have ECT agaiD. The highest

response was in the Communicate survey aDd this had the shortest iDterval between treatmeDt

and survey and a simple questionnaire.

Just as there may be a teDdency to compliance iD hospital settings so critics may be right that

CODsumers are more likely to respond negatively to a questionnaire or interview conducted by

other consumers iftbat is tbeir opinion. However, this is not a matter of tbias' but a robust

research liDdiDg as described iD cbapter 3. Although postal questioDDaires are aDoDymous

and so 'impersoDal' they do allow the service user to think carefully about how to aDswer. A

CODsumer could easily mull over a questiooDaire from MIND or UKAN before completiDg it

as the time limits for completiDg the form are usually several weeks. The typical 'please

commeDt' spece after each questioD iD these forms also allows the kiDd of engagement

referred to above.

Some clinical scbedules are more complex lhan some consumer ones. However, there is no

cliDical study iD which cODsumers are iDterviewed iD a place of their cboice by a DOD-medical

persOD. Thus tbe similar patterns in the two correlatioD matrices may iDdicate tbat the

methodological diversity of the complete set of studies is stroDgly associated with overall

differences iD the perceived benefil ofECT.

Subject selectioD

Cross-sectioDal designs may over-select satisfied customers (see chapter 3). BernsteiD et al

(1989) report tbat Dearly hal f their respoDdents were receiviDg maiDtenance ECT and it is

difficult to see how users would agree 10 this uDless they found il helpful
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Because tbis Review bad access to tbe questionnaires from the Communicate study, they were

analysed to see whetber tbere was an association between baving previpus experience of ECT

and willingness to have it again. Respondents who said they had had ECT before were more

likely to say tbey would agree to it again (Chi-Square = 4.91; df= 1; P < 0.05). Only 4 oftbe

total 17 people who had ECT for the first time said they would definitely have it again, one

commenting that sbe would if sbe thougbt it would do any good whicb it had not this time.

MIND reports that nearly balftheir respondents had more than one course ofECT. MIND

gives no breakdown oftbe relationship in their sample between having more than one series

and satisfaction or baving more tbaD one series and compulsion. These Y(ould be tbe

important variables 10 validale the above paragrapbs.

Historical and cross-oational comparisoDs

Goodman et al (1999) argue that mucb ofthe researcb reviewed bere is out-dated as ECT

procedures and patient care have improved in recent years. However, there are DO

relationships between tbe date of the clinical researcb studies and salismction rates that cannot

be explained eitber metbodologically or demograpbically. The best data in this respect come

from tbe MIND survey (33) as results are divided according 10 when tbe respondents

experienced ECT. The evidence is of marginal improvement in the UK at least. However,

stalistical analyses are not performed so it is unclear whether tbis is statistically significant.

Consumers in the USA appear to be more satisfied wilb tbeir treatmenttban tbose elsewbere.

Tbe exception is the UK study by Wbeeldon et al (28). As will be seen, this is not borne out

by tbe internet testimony data. Again the difference may be partly explained in terms of the

methodological issues discussed above. There are also demograpbic differences between the

groups studied, includiog tbe fact tbat all US respondents were voluotaIy patients.

Demographic factors

Appeodix 3 shows the demographic features of the samples for each research study

considered io this chapler as well as the demographic averages for recipients ofECT in the

UK in the fIrSt three months of 1999 (DoH, 1999). Tbe figures from each study that

approximate those averages are marked in bold in order to show which are the most

representative in terms of UK norms. The fIrSt poiotto nOle is the extreme variability ofthe

samples except in the case ofgender. There is a lack of overall conformity to UK norms and

no reason to suppose thaI the populations receiving ECT in other countries are different to the

UK.
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The UK studies are more likely to include nlder participants and in that sense he

representative. Riordan et at (20) and Malenlm (14) report older ennsumers to be more likely

to trust their doctors and to he satisfied with, or at least resigned to, the treatment The

younger age structure of the consumer-led studies may therefore partially account for lower

satisfaction retes in the UK However, since age is confounded with both occupational status

and the country in which the research was conducted, no firm conclusions can he dmwn at an

international level.

The ennsumer-Ied studies which report demogmphic data (23, 33) have a relative over

representation of men and, since men report lower levels of satisfaction with ECT, this may

partly acenunt for lower satisfaction retes in these studies.

Legal and relt compulsion

Wheeldon et al (28) found no difference in satisfaction between patients legally compelled to

have ECT and those who consented. However, this is based on 11 formally treated patients, 9

of whom said tbey found the treatment beneficial. Ofall the UK clinical studies that report

the legal status of their ennsumers with respect to ECT, only Malenlm (\ 989) has a proportion

tbat approximates the national figure. The others are approximately one third ofwhat would

be expected given national statistics. Indeed, it is the ennsumer-led studies (23, 33) and the

work of Johnstone (29) that are the more rePresentative in this regard. UKAN reports a

negative association between legal enmpulsion and satisfaction, particularly in the case of

men. The MIND report does not state whether there was any relationship hetween legal

compulsion and satisfaction. However, MIND does report that users from black and ethnic

minority communities were more likely to be compelled to have ECT and more likely to find

the treatment unhelpfu~ damaging or very damaging.

In terms of felt compulsion, no study analyses its relation with perceived benefit. The

Communicate questionnaires were examined and 8 strict definition was adopted. Feeling

compelled to have ECT was defined as saying both that the ennsumer did not make a fully

informed &cision and that there was pressure or force to have the treatment 13 people meet

the definition of felt compulsion. Only ooe of these was treated under a section of the MHA

specifically for ECT. Of the 12 remaining, 10 (83%) said they would refuse to have ECT

again. This is double the total sample figure of 41%.
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TESTIMONY

ECT is a treatmenl whicb attracts controversy. The polarisation ofopinion aboul tbe benefits

of ECT expressed in tbe testimonies reflects tbis, as does the especially strong language used

in many testimonies. People at one end oftbe continuum ofopinion say ECT is a lifesaver

and people at the other say ECT is a profoundly damaging treatment. However within the

testimonies there is also some graduation of opinion. For example not all those wbo found

ECT unhelpful think it sbould be banned and many of those wbo derived benefit accept that

others bave found it damaging. Out ofa total of 139 testimonies, 83 eitber said they would not

want to have ECf again under BOY circumstances or were very negative about their

experience ofECT. 43 people were positive about ECT and/or indicated that they would be

prepared to bave the treatment again. 14 people said tbey were unsure wbether they would be

prepared to bave the treatment again or tbeir testimony did nol make their view clear.

Different formats of testimony attract contrasting views on ECT. Legally sourced testimony

is.completely against ECT. However most sources are more equivocal. For example 37% of

people contributing to a forum called NOSHOCK said tbat tbey would bave ECT again. Tbe

Testimony Archive, wbicb contains accounts by people wbo may bave received less.

sopbisticated forms of ECT in large asylums, bas a relatively even spread of responses to

ECT: 48% would not bave tbe treatment again, 21 % would bave it again and 30% are unsure.

ECT Has Benefits

31% of the consumers represented in the testimonies were positive about their experience of

ECT.

I /mow thot there t, something I con do to stop it [depre.uion]-.,omething thot wiil quickly

restore me to my life and self.

Racbel Perkins age 45 3 series of ECT (Open Mind 1999)

We did the ECT and I can truly day that it saved my life. After the first treatment I already felt

a difference. I had a total of6 treatments and I am back to the same person I used to be. I

went back to work and I amfunctioning an performing great. Ifeel so good and blessed Ifeel

lowe my life to ECT. It's been 4 months since the treatment, and I pray that it doesn't come

back. ECT was a miracle far me. It truly saved my life.

8asba, age 29, 6 ECT (Healthy Place Depression community)
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However very forthright and positive testimonies are usually from people who have had ECT

very recently or at least within the last six months.

My experience ha., been great, and I would lilrE to share it in the hope that anyone out there

lookingfor info on thi, controversial procedure can be that much more informed. Today 2

months after my ECT treatment,. which did happened to be BILATERAL, I have no lingering

side effects and Ifeellilee the proverbial cloud ofdepression that has smothered mefor at

least the last 5 years has been lifted I am on 'maintenance doses ofEffe:ror and Buspar, and

while not 100 % lillie Mi<s Mary Sunshine all the time who is? Ifeellike a normal person.

Lay1a23 age 21, one series ofECT (ECT.org lets talk)

I can tell you Ifeel really good and am no longer depressed. That has to say somethingfor

this treatment when nothing has ever workedfor me before. I do see memory loss as a

problem and hope it ir a short lived one. 1honestly do feel beller inside though and I am

loving ;1 so far.

Molly age 23, 6 ECT just finished (Health Place Depression community)

Ofa total of 139 testimonies, 108 specified a timescale. As Table 7.3 shows, those who have

had ECT most recently are more likely to be willing to have it again. This is the same pattern

of results as was found in the research studies.

TIMESCALE Never again Not sure Would bave again

After 6 months 61 10 17

Within 6 montbs 4 I 15

(ChI - Square - 12.9 df - 2 P <. 01)

Table 7.3: Contingency table or Interval since ECT and willingness to bave treatment

again.

The errect Is temporary

No consumer testimony reviewed said thaI ECT has a long lasting effect and some people

refer to the short-lived nature of the benefits:

I finally tried ECT. I was amazed at how good 1felt. / had short-term memory loss. I would

say that I felt goodfor about a year. The depre.,sion came bacle and I was bacle to square one.

All I wanted to do wa., die.
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LaUIll, age unknown, one series ECT (Healthy Place Depression community)

Trade orr,

Many people's testimonies describe how they lIade off damage to their memory, cognitive

ability and personality in order to gain relief from depression:

Bur I did Ihe ECT Irealment, and leI me lell you; it pulled me out ofmy suicidal stage. Things

began to look brighter in my life. Unfortunately I am now having a relapse. I am starting

again my ECT treatments Monday. Yes is it scary. yes it is expensive. yes some people do not

benefit. bUI I have complelely benefited by it. The only problem is now is that I need more of it

to go on. The only problem that I had during my sessions and even now is the memory 10.«

that / have. I cannot remember things back /0 2 years ago.

Shari, age unknown, 15 ECT (going mental no ,hock web site)

My wife thinks the memory loss is from ECT and doesn '/ want me ever to have another

Ireatment. My Psychiatrist says it could be from either the ECT or the anxiety ofreturning to

work or a combination ofboth. I am still an ECT advocate, I don't believe it is a total cure for

depression, bUI perhap., we don 'I have a tolal cure for everybody yel. I knowfrom my own

experience .when you are in so much pain that you want to die in order /0 stop the pain and a

moderately simple procedure if available that cao eliminate that pain even ifonly temporally

then I want 10 use it.

Jim, age unknown, 3 series ofECT (windsofchange website)

II is a commoo belief expressed io the testimonies that the maio benefit ofECT is selective

memory loss:

..11 just helped me. It helped me get my acl logelher, and gel my life logelher and I forget.

Could..jorgelthe horrible bil." deep down wilhin side ofmefor a while as well.

Ann Marie RandeUage 41, number ofECT uoknown (Testimony archive)

Consumer dis-satisfaction is represented as satisfaction

There are indications in several testimonies of bow professional sod consumer perceptions of

the outcome ofa cour.;e ofECT may seem to be uniform yet differ greatly. It appears that one

consequence of the patienl/doctor power imbalance might be that some patients are unable to

express their true feelings to their psychiatrist:
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After every treatment he would say how do you feel andI'd say Gad Ifeel miful, just awful.

What Iftnally realised was that as long as I saidIfelt badI kept getting them because he

thought I needed more treatment. So the next time I said Ifeel much better now •..He said oh

maybe we'd be able to stop these soon. After the next one I saidIfeel great. And then he

stopped them. That wa, what all the other patients around the hospital taught each other- that

ifyou wanted to stop getting these things, don't say how bodyou feel, say how goodyou feel.

Then they will think they're working and leave you alone.

Anita Courtney, age 32, number ofECT unknown (Southern Exposure 1989)

Unsure

9% of people whose testimonies were collected were unsure wbether or not they would have

ECTagain:

Would I undergo ECT again? I have no idea. Where medication doe.'i not work, 1 believe the

doctor's judgement that ECT is still the most effective treatment. For people who are sick

enough to be con.,ideredfor ECT- as I was -I believe the benefitsjustifY the potential loss of

memory. Losing my ~emory. my career, my connectiolL'i to people andplace.r may seem /00

much to bear, but I see all that a' not a huge price to payfor getting better. What I have lost

is enormous, but ifit i" health I have gained, that i.' obviolL'lyfor more valuable than what I

lost.

Ann Lewis, age 37,18 ECT, 1999 (Washington Post 2000)

ECT offers no benefits

61 % ofthe consumers wbose lestimonies were collected said they would nol bave ECT again.

Some people describe lbeir experience of ECT as damaging but not overwhelming so:

I had a series ofECT treatment.' several years ago and I am still recovering. I would say that

the ECT sort ofnumbe'd my brain. It '., not paralysing to my life because I still work and have

a family and my memory i, not too bod.

Eric, one series several years ago (nosbock e-mail forum).

Others say tbat they bave experienced some benefits but that overall il was a negative

experience:

I would never have ECT again, I know it was beneficial in some respect, I om no longer

depressed; I can have fun now. But I am a totally different person.

Colleen Tate, age 34, Eigbt ECTs 1991 (Special report 1991)
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Some people believe so strongly that ECT damaged tbem tbat they are determined never to

have it again:

So 1..1 would never have it again and 1...1 am quite determined that ifI war ever sectioned

again, I .../ would never have it again and 1..1 had somebody, like my solicitor or somebody

there, who ...who was going to... /O make sure that I wasn'/ given it without my

con.rent ... 'CQU'if! Ijustfeelthat .. it waf going to do me damage.

Mo Hutchinson, age 52, nine ECTs in 93 or 94 (Testimony archive)

Within the testimonies some people say that it is ECT that pushed them toward suicide:

1/ is a barbaric practice. Psychiatri'iL'i say it save.v lives, but I would .ray it is more likely to

push you toward, suicide. It ruined my life and robbed me ofmy personality and memaries.

Beryl Maoklow, age 61, 3 or 4 ECT before treatment was terminated by her husband (BBC

online 2000)

Severnl people say that ECT catapulted them into manic or psychotic states, which they had

never experienced before.

Two days after the second ECT treatment, I war hospitalised with mania. I was manicfor four

days: this wa'i' myfirst epimde ofmania.

Leigh Murry, age unknown, 6 ECT ( Healtby place Depression Community)

In 43% of the consumer testimonies reviewed, people describe their experience of ECT in

extremely negative terms and said that for them ECT was damaging and traumatic:

I call ECJ a rape ofthe .<oul. PsychiatrislS call it life saving therapy.

Barbara Cody age 5913 ECT in 1983 (Texas Public Health committee 1995)

ECT equals EVERY CELL TRAUMATISED, I've been tortured in civilised fashion, and all

the lime have 10 struggle again.fit the victim mentality iLs helpedproduce in me.

Oliver, age 29, one series ECT in 1990s (going mental no shock web site)

Some individuals are so convinced that ECT has damaged them tbat they are considering

taking legal action:
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Please help me ..1 had ECT 3 years ago and my life has been ruined What can I do? I want to

sue the doctor. Can I ? someone plea'ie get back to me.

Annie, age unknnwn, number nfECf unknown (Healtby place Depression community)

Some people seek validation for their experiences througb involvement in campaigns against

ECf.

I am finding strength in speaking out against this bia,ed, archaic, barbaric, poorly

researched, unscientific and detrimental psychiatric treatment.

Susan A Whal, age unknown, ECf 3 )lIS ago (Healthy place Depression community)

CONCLUSION

Despite the evidence that critical consumers are somewhat over-selected by consumer·led

researcb, it bas been sbown that other metbodological variables exert a powerful effect upon

consumers' expressed satisfaction witb ECT. This conclusion can be drawn with confidence

particularly in relation to when consumer.; are asked about or express tbeir view on baving the

treatment again. In clinical and consumer researcb studies and in the testimony data, the

lengtb of time that has elapsed since treatment is strongly associated with expressed

satisfaction. The conclusion is that studies which interview consumers immediately after

treatment, especially iftbey do so in a medical setting using brief interviews, over-estimate to

a considerable degree tbe extent of satisfaction witb ECf. Estimates of 80% to 95% of

consumers as content witb the treatment are, in the judgement oftbis Review, not valid.

The evidence that legal or felt compulsion affects satisfaction suggests tbat both do sn

negatively. There is one clinical study Wbeeldon et al (28) that reports that compulsion does

not reduce satisfaction rates (wbicb are found to be bigb) but there is other evidence that

compulsion has 8 negative effect upon consumers' expressed satisfaction with ECT.

The testimony data makes it clear tbat 'perceived benefit' from ECf may be botb discrepant

from and mucb more complex than clinical concepts of symptom improvement. The

testimonies covered issues tbat are never toucbed upon by clinical researcb. These include

extreme trauma, lying about improvement in order to stop treatment, the desire to take legal

action and tbe need to seek out support and validation from otber individuals and

organisations. No clinical researcb psper asks respondents iftbey became manic or if they

felt more suicidal after ECf. Additionally, it is clear tbat many consumers' views are

complex. Individuals will make trade-oflS between side-effects and benefit and some may be
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so concerned with the manner in which the treatment was given that whether or not it helped

them is not the major issue. For these reasons, it is over-simplistic to assume that there is a

uni-dimensional 'attitude towards ECT' even on the question of whether or not it is helpful.

ECT is a treatment that provokes strong reactions in those who have experienced it Despite

the variety and complexity ofresponses, only 9% of those testifying express uncertainty or

ambivalence about the treatment. It is common among those convinced of the effectiveness

ofECT to characterise consumers wbo are opposed to it as a small and vocal minority. In the

context of the testimony material. people who receive benefit from ECT are in the minority.

However, people who clearly feel tbe treatment works for them do not feel silenced by those

who oppose it and a noteworthy feature of the consumer discourse is an awareness ofand

respect for diversity of opinion.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. METiiODS

1.1. The methodological diversity and variable quality ofresearch studies examining

users' 'attitudes' to ECT posed problems in both assembling and drawing

conclusions from this material.

1.2. The inclusion of the testimony data therefore increased the validity of the

conclusions, when it complemented the more robust research evidence.

1.3. The strongest methodological correlate of consumer satisfaction with ECT is the

interval since treatment. In all data sources, the time elapsed since treatment was

negatively associated with satisfactioo with ECT.

104. The testimony data in particular suggests that consumers' beliefs and perspectives on

ECT do nol take the form ofa small set of 'uoi-dimensional attitudes'. They should

therefore not be measured as if they do take this form.

2. Aim I - Systematic Description of Consumers' Views on ECT

2.1. There is some evidence of subjective short-term benefit from ECT from all data

sources although it is likely that some research studies over-estimate this because of .

the methods used.

2.2. The short-term nature ofsubjeclive benefit reduces satisfaction with the treatment

in the long-term Bod the willingness to have it again.

2.3. There is conclusive evidence of persislent subjectiy"'e._memory loss for a significant

number of consumers.

204. This memory loss is retrograde and not detected by measures that focus on

anterograde amnesia.
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2.5. All data sources show that approximately one half of consumers feel they were

inadequately infonned about ECT.

2.6. All data sources show that a significant number of those who sign a consent fOIm do

not feel that they freely c'onsented to ECT.

2.7. Memory loss, felt compulsion and inadequate informatinn are not specific to

dissatisfied consumers.

2.8. Consumers may respond with feelings ofanger about their' experience with ECT

particularly when this is dismissed or not acknowledged as valid by health care

professionals.

3. Aim 2 - Controversy Between Some Consumers and Mainstream Medical Opinion

3. I. Different issues are interpreted differently by consumers and clinicians:

3.1.1 Relief of depression on a symptom rating scale may not correspond with

subjective relief.

3.1.2 Persistent memory loss that consumers understand as a side-effect of

treatment is. when acknowledged, understood by clinicians as a consequence

of other factors including concurrent symptnms, age and alcohol use.

3.1.3 Some research papers cnnclude that consumers do not wish to be over·

burdened with information and wish to leave medical decisions to doctors.

What clinicians perceive 8S trust in the medical profession some consumers

experience as powerlessness when confronted with a confident professional.

3.1.4 There are research papers thai represent the views of consumers dissatisfied

with ECT as insignificaot. However. consumer discourse accommodates and

allows diversity of opinion.
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3.2 The testimony data show that disagreements between consumers and their clinicians

about ECT can lead service users to take up a stance against the treatment generally:

3.2.1 Failure to acknowledge the factors under 3.1 on the part of professionals may

lead an individual to seek the support ofothers with similar experiences and of

consumer organisations.

3.2.2 In the context of this Review, it is not surprising that organisations should

emerge which provide a forum and platform for those consumers who feel that

their experience ofEeT has been damaging and coercive.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Persistent memory loss

A comprehensive piece of research should be undertaken on persistent memory loss as a

consequence ofECT. The main issue arising from the Review has been to differentiate

autobiographical memory from anterogra~e memory, which, while distressing, seems to be

less important and more temporary for consumers. Studies need to have long follow-up

because losses of memories prior to ECT may only become apparent after a long interval.

One approach could be to adopt the lead of the small-scale work of Janis undertaken in 1950

and which has never been repeated. This study adopted a narrative approach to memory,

asking individuals to relate their life story in their own terms, highlighting what was

important to them and with a limited number of prompts about significant life events. The

study would not only collect this observational data on loss of memories but would also ask

about subjective distress following the discovery ofpersistent memory loss. The effects of

medication levels and current symptoms in relation to memory loss and levels of subjective

distress would also need to be investigated.

Information and consent

A systematic research programme should be undertaken on legislation concerning ECT, the

effects of this legis~ation on consumers' attitudes towards compulsion and on 'felt

compulsion' in the absence of legal coercion. This researcb programme should be cross

national and cross-state and territory for tbe U.S.A. and Australia. It will need to include non·

Englisb speaking countries and will require a team of researchers who are anuned to cultural

differences. It should also examine countries, states or territories where there have been

major changes to legislation or to central guidance concerning ECT in the last 30 years.

Factors which should be investigated include:

i. The relationship between legal compulsion and beliefS, anitudes and feelings about
ECT at a later point in time <at least six mooths)

ii. The relationsbip between felt compulsion and perceived coercion and the general -
legal context and between felt compulsinn and post-treatment anitudes.

iii. The extent oftbe belief that patients should have absolute confidence in the medical
profession and the relationship of this to the general legal and cultural context.

iv. For countries or states that have seen major recent changes to legislation or central
guidance concerning ECT, the forces that brought this about and the subsequent
responses on the part of professionals, consumers and policy-makers.
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v. The relationship between the use ofECT and access to resources, particularly in
developing countries but also for poor consumers in developed countries based on
insurance systems.

- The difficulty of such a resean:h programme should not be under-estimated. For example, the

EPSILON study (British Journal of Psychiatry, Special Issue, 39, 20(0) encountered great

difficulty in translating instruments between languages/cultures within Europe. However, as

the UK becomes more integrated into Europe and subject directly to the European Convention

on Human Rights, and as Western forms ofpsychiatry spread to other parts of the world, it

would seem that such a programme of research is timely. Care should be tnken to avoid Euro

centrism.

Perceived benefit

As the Review has shown, estimates ofperceived benefit seem to be related to several

different methodological factors, the main one being the timing ofthe assessment. The effects

of this should be more thoroughly investigated and may be transferable to other mental health

domains. In particular, ftrst-time recipients of ECT should be interviewed immediately after

traatment and then at a 6-9 month interval with other methodological factors found to be

important in this review controlled. This could include a comparison between user

interviewers and clinical interviewers in tbe UK. context as previous studies were conducted

in North America.

The way in which both new and experienced consumers trade off, or balance, the risks and

beneftts ofECT should also be examined. This could be done thmugh vignette studies

depicting various scenarios associated with ECT which the users would rank or cluster in

terms of the risks and benefits. The full range ofexperiences should be depicted including

very negative and very positive experiences on 8 range ofdifferent dimensions. Some of

these have been delineated in this report.
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Appendix 1: Full corpus of research studies tabulated by methodological variables

Authon Country Design Sample % Interval since Interviewer/ Quantitative/ Author type
and date size Returns ECf selline Qualltallve

1. Gomez UK 1975 ? 96 N/A Same day Medic/same Quaotitative Clinical
Hosoital

2. Hillard & Folger USA 1917 Quasi-Exp. 20 v 10 N/A Varied Non-treating Quantitative Clinical
doc / Mixed

3. Freeman & Kendell UK 1980 Retrospective 166 89% Mean I year Medic/Same Quantitative / Clinical
Hosnital Mixed

4. Freeman et al UK 1980 Survey 26 N/A Varied Non-treating Mixed Clinical
doc /Mixed

5. Hughes etal UK 1981 Retrospecrive 72 90"1. Mean 19 wks Med student! Quaotitative Clinical
Same hoso.

6. Kerr et al Australia Quasi-Exp. 88 ECf 52.8% Varied Medic/Mixed Quaotitative Clinical
1982

7. Squire & Sialer UK 1983 Prospective 31 ECT 88% 3 years Medic, Quantitative Clinical
Research

8. Cowley UK 1985 Part ofRCT 96+23 N/A Medici Same Q-sort Clinical
Hosoital

9. Freemao &Cheshire N/A 1986 Review N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Clinical
10. Freemao N/A 1986 Review N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Clinical
11. Aperia Nordic Prospective 30 86% 2-8 years Medici Same Quantitative Clinical

1986 Hosnital
12. Baxter et al USA 1986 Quasi-exp. 35+20 75% Durine Same bosp. I Quaotitative Clinical
13.Benbow UK 1988 Prospective 54 92% Pre.<Jiscbarge Medici Same Quaotitative Clinical

bosoital
14. Malcolm UK 1989 Prospective 100 98.5% Before Non-treating Mixed Clinical

I week doc/ Hospital
15. Calevet al USA 1991 Experimental/ 23 56% Repeated up to Medici Mixed Quaotitative Clinical

Time 6 months
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16. Szuba et al USA 1991 ? + Quasi-exp. ,25 pis 56.8% Before/soon Medici Same Quantitative Clinical
25 rels after? Hosnital

17. Fox USA 1993 Case studies 4 N/A Years N/A Histories Clinical
18. Ballersby el al Autralia Quasi-Exp. 24ECT 85% Varied Self! Hospital Quanlilalive Clinical

1993
19. Rogcrs & Pilgrim UK 1993 Swvey 231 N/A Varied Researchers! Mixed Social Science

Dav Carc
20. Riordan el al UK 1993 Prospective 37 75.5% Mean 2 months Non-trealing Quantitalive/ Clinical

docl Mixed Mixcd?
21. Pellinali el al USA 1994 I Ouasi-Exo. 78 64% 6 months Mixed I Ouaolitalive Clinical

22. Wallcraft UK 1995 Pilot swvev 10 N/A Varied SelfI Poslal Mixed Consumer
23. UKAN UK 1995 Swvev 308 N/A Varied SelfI Postal Mixed Consumer
24. Mental UK 1997 Survey 107 N/A Varied Self! Day Care Mixed VoIOrg/
Health Fnd'n ECT Consumer

25. Seslofl el al Nordic Retrospective 113 54% Varied SelfIPoslal Quantitative Clinical
1998

26. Bernstein el al US 1998 Survev 52 11 Varied Mixed I Ouanlitative Clinical
27. ECT Annnymous UK 1998 Swvev 200+ N/A Varied SelfI Postal Mixed Consumer
28. Wheeldoo et al UK 1999 Prospeclive 150 93% 5-10 days Medici Same Quantitative Clinical

hosnital
29. Johnstone UK 1999 Survey 20 N/A Varied Researcherl Qualilative Clinical (Psychol)

Choice
30. Goodmao cl al USA 1999 Quasi-exp. 24ECT 45.3% Duriog +2 Researcherl Quantitative Clinical

weeks Mixed
31. Lisanby el al USA 2000 Quasi-Exp. 33 ECT '60% 1 week + 2 Medic?1 Same Quanlilative Clinical

monlhs
32. Donahue USA 2000 Review N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Coosumer
33. MIND UK 2000 Suryey 418 N/A Varied Self I Postal Mixed Vol Org I

Consumer
34.Communicale UK 1.0 Survey 45 48.6% Meao 19 weeks Mixed Mixed CoUabonllive
35. MDF UK I.n. Swvev Varied SelfI Pnslal Mixed Consumer
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Appendix 2: Studies tabulated by year, perceived benefit, wiUlngness to bave ECf again and five metbodologlcat variables (ranked).

Autbon Country and % % Have Intervat since No.Qs Complexity SetdngllnL CUnlcal
date Benefit Again ECf (Note 1) (Note 2) Scbedule (Note 4)

(Note 3)
Freeman & Kendell UK 1980. 78 59 3 3 4 2 Yes
HU2hes el al UK 1981 83 72 2 3 2 2 Yes
Kerr et al Australia 1982 73 2 3 I 3 Yes
Aperia Nordic 1986 70 63 3 2 3 2 Yes
Benhow UK 1988 73 I 3 2 I Yes
Szuha el al USA 1991 76 72 1 I 2 I Yes
R02er8 & Pilrnm UK 1993 43 3 3 3 4
Riordan et al UK 1993 56 67 2 3 4 3 Yes
Pellinali et al USA 1994 98 I 1 I I Yes
UKAN UK 1995 30 18 3 3 2 5
Ment Health Fnd'n UK 1997 30 3 2 3 5
Bernstein et al US 1998 83 79 0 2 I 1 Yes
ECT Anonvmous UK 1998 29 3 5
Wheeldon et al UK 1999 81 77 I 1 1 1 Yes
Goodman et al USA 1999 82 0 3 1 2 Ves
MIND UK 2000 36 3 3 3 4
Communieale UK Forthcomin2 44 41 2 3 I 4
MDF UK FortheomiDl' 30 3 3 5

Nole 1: 0 = during course or mainlenanee ECT; 1= within 4 weeks or pre-discharge; 2 = 1- 6 months; 3= > 6 months
Note 2: I = 5 questions or less; 2 = 6-14 questioDs; 3 = 15 Dr more questions
Note 3: 1 = 3-ptlikert; 2-simple likert; 3 = complex likertl multiple choice; 4 = semi-structured iDterview
Note 4: 1 = in-patieDt; 2 = same hospitaVtreating doctor; 3 = non-treatiDg doclor/al home; 4 = voluntary or collaborative, day care or choice;

5 = soW'cc is consumer organisation, choice ofsetting.
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Appendix 3: Demographic Features of Study Samples in Chapter 7 and UK Norms 1999

Study Age: Mean! Older consumers % Female 8E8 Sectioned Legally
Median compelled

UK nonns 1999 59 41% > 65 yrs 68% Low? 25% 19%

Freeman & Kendell (1980) 50 None>70yrs Med.
(1976 samnle)
Freeman et 01 (198m 51.5 77.3% Med.
H02hes el 01 (981) 49 59.7% 7%
Kerr el 01 (982) 65%
Aoeria (1986) 57
Baxler el 01 (1986) E 39.6 E57% 0%

C 60.2 C70% 0%
Benbow (988) 41% > 60 vrs 69% 0%
Malcolm 11989) 68.5 59% > 65 vrs 68% 27%
Calev el 01 11991\ 48 Nnne> 65 vrs 69.5% Hi2h 0%
Szuba el 0111991\ 45.2 72% 0%
Riordan 11993\ 53.6 38% > 65yrs 69.4% 16% 10%
Peltanati el 01 (994) 60 66.7% 0%
UKAN (1995) 40 18% > 60 vrs 52.6% 27%
8eslofi el a11l997\ 68 77%
MDF
Bernstein el 0(11998) 0%
Wheeldon el 01 (1999) Inf. 55.2 1of.65.% 11% 7%

83 44.8 8366.7%
85847.8 85872.%

Goodman et 0111999) 58.3 50% Hi2h 0%
Johnstone (1999) 60% Low 30%

MIND (2000) 52 10% > 65 yrs 57% 35%
Communicate 63 2%
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APPENDIX: 5

SAMPLE TESTIMONIES AND ANALYSIS GRID

1) Mental Health Media Testimony Archive.

The following is extracted from the transcript of Pauline Stott's video interview. See Grid (1)

for analysis.

'So it was mostly drug treattnent but I did also bave several courses ofECT, sbock lreattneot

as it's oormally, as it's normally called. Sbock treattnent's in disfavour nowadays in a lot of

areas. I don't know that it particularly belped me a great deal, but baving said that, I bave

seeo people make very good recoveries after ECT so perhaps it was over-used in the sixties,

early seventies, but I still thick, I persooally still think it, it can be a very viable treatment and

it can belp some people. Really I, wben I was in bospita~ there used to be literally queues of

trolleys going in for ECT. There was a long corridor, tbe trolleys would be lined up in the

corridor tben you would be pusbed into this long room, the, sort of, tbe trolley sort of

sideways, one after anotber. The anaesthetist would come rouod with tbe, the jabs tbat tbey

give you before tbe actual anaesthetic. So, sbe, this, sbe were a lovely lady I remember ber to

tbis day, so, so cbeerful and kind to everybody and sbe'd come along witb ber, a disb full of

syringes and give you tbe, tbe pre, the thing you have before tbe anaesthetic and tben you

would be wbeeled one by one into tbe actual room wbere tbe treatment was given. You

would be anaesthetised in there and that would be it then until you, you woke up, often with a

beadacbe, but for myself! never bad any, any long term effects. I haven't suffered any sort of

permanent memory loss, you could lose memories for the, you know, the few bours before

you bave the sbock treattnent, but, no, 1 baven't suffered any long term damage. It's, it's one

ofthose things at the moment that people are baving strong feelings about it's usc, but in my

experiences of seeing what it's done for other people I do think it bas a value, but perhaps, as

is happening nowadays, it's, it's used mon: selectively, perhaps that's tbe secret.'

'Can you remember when you werefirst lold that you would have ECT, or perhaps you were

asked ifyou wonted it, I don't know. '

'I tbink it was probably more told than asked cos if you were Sectioned you weren't really

asked. But baving said tbat 1 wasn't unhappy to go along witb it because 1bad seen bow it

bad belped people.'

'You'd already seen, seen it being done to other people before you had the course?'
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'Ob yes, yes, yes, so it, 00 it, I was obviously a bit apprebensive because I waso't sure exactly

wbat to expect, but because tbere was so many people 00 tbe ward wbo were baviog ECT it

was done sort of, you know, on a twice week.ly rota and you were seeing people go down to

tbe ECT treatment area and comiog back from it, you know, sort ot; perhaps with a beadacbe

aod a bit ofmemory loss but withio a couple ofbours they seemed fioe. So it waso't a

problem aod I'm oot, I'm oot easily scared about medical procedures aoyway, so, for, for me,

no, it wasn't a problem Bod I, I certainly wasD't reluctant to, to have it done because it was, it

was so mucb part of the, of the, you know, the meotal bealth treatmeot plans aod tbe bospital.

It was a fact oflife, a fact oflife and it dido't bother me tbe thougbt ofbaviog it dooe because

I really boped it would, it would belp. So, yeah, some people bave had bad, bad experieoces

of it, but my own experiences wereo't bad aod I certaioly feel it, it still has a role to play for

some people but other people obviously feel differeotly.'

'It was done quite routinely to most people was it?'

'Well oot, lots of, wbat would bappen, people would go ioto hospital and they would be

treated, possibly for some mootbs, well certaioly weeks, more likely mooths with, with the

aoti-depressaot drugs and it was a son of, I think, you know, they'd bave a look rouod aod

tbink wel~ you know, 'Such a body's oot doing very well are they, so we'll try them with a

course ofECT' aod nf course that bappened to me also, you know, I had several courses of

ECT BOd I think it was a result ofpeople lookiog BOd 'oh wel~ sbe's oot really doiog very

well 00 such BOd such, sucb and such a drug so we'll try the ECT', BOd yeab, it was, it WBSo't

very selective I doo't think, 00 I doo't.'
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2)GOING MENTAL NO SHOCK WEBSITE

Web address bltp://member.;.aol.com/nosbockectforum.btm'

Part one: Front page:

This is tbe web page that precedes entIy into the forum area:

ECT FORUM
Welcome to the ECT Message Board. This board has been created in order to
give like-minded people an opportunity to debate one of the most controversial
procedures used by psychiatrists; so that people can talk about their
experiences; and as a place in which to give and receive advice.

All I ask is that we respect the opinions of others even when we don't agree
with them; and that we not criticise or be abusive to people just because their
views are different to ours. Messages that are abusive to other contributors
will be removed. That said, enjoy the Board.

PART TWO: SAMPLE THREAD

The thread is entitled Survivor of9 treatments and tbe originating message is from Lisa: User

!D: 9823593. for analysis see Grid (2)

~it~~~illl-""

II~I• .I!~;I
1 NB since our download, noshock and ect.org have created much closer links and merged
their email forums.
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Grid (1) PauUne Stolt Testimony Archive

Tetdmo.y
.~.I"e

p..Un Stott

F58 ....no!
c.......

wW>oWD •but for mysdfl Dever had lOy,
my looa-4etm eff«ts. I uvco'l
suffered lOy 10ft ofpcrmlOCDt
memory lou, you could lose:
memories (or the, you bow. the
few boun bcfon: you have the
shod treatnllnt, but, 110,1 havco't .
suffered any 10Da tam damuc.

"I think it wu probUly more
wid Ibao uk.ed COl ifyou
were sedioacd you reaJly
WCR:Q't asked. But b.lving
said lhaI: I w... '1 unhappy to
go aloag wd..b it because I had
seen bow ir. bid belpcd

Ie"

''So it WUD',. problem and
I'm oot.l'm DOt eaJily IC~
abn<d medical procal=s
anyway, so, for, for me, 00, it
wlm't. probLem and 1.1
certainly ""'aso'l reluetan1lo, 10
have itdooc"

"It was. fad oflife, a fact ofliCt
and .. dido't bother me lhe
tbougbl ofhlviag iI: dooc
becalde I really hoped i1 wouSd,
ic woWd help. So, yeah. same
people have had bad. t.d
apericDoes arit, but my OWQ

'rieoccs weren't bad"

Grid (1) Survivor of 9 treatmenl.s Noshock emaU forum

Un F39 9 5 )'I'1lSo "Permanent fIIIe~ lou" No one UDdentaods iD my Feds wone pbysic.aUy aDd
family - wants .uppon aDd menuJly, oeM wodiDa
undcntaodin.ll

O"b F 3 serics Last tenet X "ECT disabled me and the damage to ~ last bUtmcIIt. were
1983 as out my brain I. verified", cnemiall)' the eud of woo I \If'''~

oaticnt
LI.. X ECT affected aU my

relatiOllJbjp. with my family. I
fcellikc • JtrI.n8er ill my own
bod,.

JloplJll F X treatmeots bad profound effect "lOmeitmc, I think i probably
DO life and rtlatiorubipJ woo't live very bla because of

bow nwna.lic the e.apcricocc of
the ~trUtmeuts" ......s.
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Appendix 6

The following are extracts from the Royal College ofPsychiatrist's Factsheet on ECf that are

particularly relevant to the themes covered in this Review. When the Review refers to 'the

medical consensus' or 'establisbed medical opinion' it is this published statement ofa

professional body that is iodicated. This is the information most commonly seen by UK

consumers and it was current on the Internet at the time of writing.

Royal College of Psychiatrists Factsheet on ECT - emacts

"For most people ECT is a short-acting treatment, but it does act more quickly than drugs.

This can he life-saving." (Ppl-2)

"Over 8 out of 10 depressed patients who receive ECf respond well to it. In fact, ECf is the

most effective treatment for severe depression. People who respond well report it

makes them feel 'like themselves again' or 'as irtife was worth living again'." (p. 3)

''What are the side-effects of ECT?

Some patients may be confused just after they wake from the treatment and this generally

clears up witbin an hour or so. Your memory ofrecent events may be upset and dates, names

of liiends, public events, addresses and telepbone numbers may be temporarily forgotten. In

most cases this memory loss goes away witb a few days or weeks although some patients

continue to experience memory problems for several months. As far as we know. ECT does

not have any long term effects on your memory or intelligence." (pp.3-4)

"Can I refuse to have ECT?

You can refuse to have ECT and may withdraw your consent at any time eveD before the first

treatment has been given. The consenl form is !!..Ol a legal document and does not commit you

to having the treatment. It is a record that an explanatioo has been given to you and tbat you

underntand to your satisfaction what is going to happen to you ..

Very occasionally a person may become particularly seriously ill with depression. They may

be suicidal, convinced they are too wicked to be treated, or even eating and drinking too little

to stay alive for mucb longer. In these circumstances ECT may be given to patients without

tbeir consent." (PA)
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P. J. SHAH. M. F. GLABUS, G. M. GOODWIN .nd K, P. EBMEIER

Chronic, treatment-resistant depressi~nand right.

franta-striatal atrophy

I I

I, -

Background Treatment-resistant

depression (TAD) is relatively common

but its neurobiological basi$ is poorly

understood. Fronto -striatal structural

brain changes have been reported in

patients with depression but their

association with trealment resistance and

chronICity has not been established

Method Magnetic resonance images of

20 patients withTRD were compared with

images of 20 recovered patients and 20

healthy con~ls.lmageswere compared

using a voxel-based analysis (VBA)

method: the results were validated by

conventional volumetric analysis.The

clinical associations ofmagnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) changes with illness

duration and severity were examined by

VBA.

Results Only theTRD group ~hibited

right fremo-striatal atrophy, and subtle

MRI changes in the left hippoampus on

VBA. Atrophy was confirmed on

vclumetric analysis, the degree correlating

with the cumulative number of

electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)

treatments received, suggesting an

acquired dericit.

Conclusions This is the first study to

demonstrate frento-striatal atrophy in

.patients with depression with poor

outcome; the atrophy is more maria:d in

those with more seven: illness.
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Up to 20% of middle-aged patiCDtI with
~on .=ding • paydUalrist fnI10w
a treaODenHc:aia:am: c::onne .Iasciog more
than 2 yeus (KdIer a <II, 1982; 5a>a,
1988). T=ODCOt-......... depr=;on
(fRD1 is associated with .I.onger duratioD

01 ilIn... bel"", !rea=< (Kd1cr .. <II,
198-4; Scott, 19S5) and • p .....,.,nriaJly
reduced r.a~ of recovery after me first 2

I'=' 01 ilIn... (I(cJlcr " <II, 1982, 1984).
Such p2Dmts ace p"sumably ~ mou
likdy to show strue:tor.l1 brain ehaoges.
The most coasist:ent~ findings
from scuWes of mixod-oun:omc patima
with depreuiOD are frontal and striatal
atropby (Soares & Mann, 1997). but it
hal DOt bee.a esublisbcd. wbcthcr or DOl

the5c changes are related to oUttDme.
Previously we havc uaed voxd-bued
anaJy.is (YBA) to compan: mag=jc
resonance ~ging (MRI) grey manu
tegmeDts betw=n middle-aged paticnb
with TRO. patients who bad recDve:red
from &preWoo and DOrma..l healthy voJun
teen (Shah" <II, 1998). F.lieoa with TRD
had redu~ grey maaer dcmiry in the:
Itootal and temp<=! """"" indudUlg the
hippocampus. Additionally. rcduc:c:d hippo-
campa) &ttY manu dc:n&ity was amdated
with vubaJ melDOI)' impainnmt. implying
an aiSOCiarion between obocncd cbansc
OlDd function. It is not posaibJe to be sure

wbetbcr VBA cbaos<s n:pracut<d .uopby
or j~ changel in ymd im:cmiJy. This

requimi cnm;"rioo "" ",clition.!
volu=uy .nd will be dea:ribcd II=.

METHOD

S.ubJects

Twmty palieoa aged bctw"'" 21 and 6S
I'=' who Iulfi1Icd DSM-IV (Amcricm
Psycbiaui<: /wociation, 19!14) aitcria lor
maiO[ depreuiYe clliotdc:r (chronic),
resc=b cIiagnooti.c cria:ria (ROC; I!ocIia>a
&:: Spiacr, 1978) fOl' a primary major de
prcuive disotdu and WttC a1ao treatme:IlI:

493

resistant, wac recruited from genera.! adult

in-paocot units and. from Out-P;lticnt clinics
in the south-eut of ScotLmd.. With this

&elea:ion we cndc:avonred to maximise our
chaoa:s of identifying sttuetw"al br.aio
chaoges. All subjects gave writte:ll
infonned consent following ;:L prococo!

approved by the lcal~ ethics com

mittt:e priOl' m participation. CAmnicity
waI de5ned all IDCCtiog DSM-IV cWgnomc

aitaia foe a majord~vcepisode for;lt
least 2 yean (American Psycbiarri< As>ocia

tion, 1994). Trcatmew: ~e was
ddiacd as IlOJ:HeSponsivmt:SS to at last
two treatmeDtI from diHete:Dt pb.annaco
logica.l gtoOpl employed for at least 4 wcUs
each at the foUowing doses:

(a) at least 150 mg of imipramine Dr an
equivalent aicyclic ;wtideprcssanr;

(b) at lean 60 mg of pbe:ndzioe Dr an
equivalo'lt n .....D?miDC axidasr: inhibitor;

(c) at least 4() mg of fluoxecine or an
equivalClt scl:crive 5ottotonin rcuptalc.c:

inhibitor;

(d) at lew sis: ttaanents with deena
convulsive menpy (ECT) with s.ei1un:s
Luting Iooger dun 20 I e:lch.

10 reality, all pacientI c.xc:ceded tb.c: mini
mwn c::ri.tc:rU for tr ·2tJMIU rcsisance.

Maay were 00 malriplc .lncl/or combiJ1i1rion
tre:umtDcs. All patients ~ DO a luble

medicatioo regime: for:it kut 2 wecb prior

to the .nuiy. Patients had not received ECf
for at lean 3 months prior to the study ;lnd
bad no history of ioaaaanial p:lmology or

''''I!C'Y.
Twemy recoi'ercd patients who

previously ful6Iled DSM-lV ..ntcia for a
major depressive. disorder and 20 oont\;ll

bcaJthy voluoteeR with no lifetime hisrory
of P')'thiaaic illne:a WCR also a:amined.
Subjects from bodl of these groups were

individually ma.cch.ed widJ patients with
TRD for age, gcnda, prcmorbid IQ and
yean; of eduCOlliOD. Recovered patients were
matdtc:d (or age ofonset and (or onset o( the

index episode with the ueaunmHcsistant

group. The rte.Ovtted group all had had
&acre illnc:s:si cpis.cxlc:s (details below).

Recovery was defined u ICOring S or less
on the Ifunilrao Rating Seal, lor !l<p=
lion (HRSD; Hamilton, 1960) for at least

3 monm. prior to cW: nudy. and fUbjem;

were either mc:dicatioo-&c: Dr on stable
medication for at least 2 wtt.k.s prior IO

the ""dy,
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arc .Yailable from the authon upon
n:queat. The hippocampus WaJ divid.c:d iato
acm:rioc and pDlXttior portio~ using the:
mamiIlary bodies as a Iaodmatk. No
9ncmpt wa.a made to m.easurc amygcW.a
volume separately. Caudale and pu.tamcn
were measured bi.l:lr:erally, as was pre
&ootal tissue, 'postErior frontaJ' tissue and
th< remporallobcs.

Se,mentatlon ofmarnetic resonance imoiCS

Two invcstigamn received training to

id=uify Iaodmatks a=ldy aod to

segment images reliably into objca: maps.
A third investigator thea removed identify-
ing infomw:ion from the magru:ric

lQOIWlCC images. He: randomly chose half
of the images from each subject group to

be minored in the midsagict:LI plane so mat
the left a.nd right sides were exchanged. Tht:
two i.ovestiptors who scgmcnced lhe

.magt:Ie[ic n:sooaDCC images were thus blind
m lc:ft-rialu oriau.aacm and the diagnOlbC
poup of the imap. Each invcstigawr
iad<pcad=Iy aoalysod th. images from
half oJ. W lOW lubjeca.. Fiv~ randDm
images were analysed independently by
both investigaton, allowing 9 measurement:
of imuncer rdiabilicy_ One of me investi
gators pc:dormod a repeat analysis of the
a.mt five im.::Jgcs 2 months Later, producing
• JDCaSUR of inuualU n:liability. One
tailed t-teSU were used (SPSS for
MaciDlDlh, vcnioa 4.0) ~use thc
dircaioa of change was pttdimd, and no
c:orrcctioa for multiple comparUoo wu
ued because tbue were .pcci6e hypotheses
.boDt the regiOI1l expected to show . _,
yolum=ic reducrions in pacieucs with
TaD. Because the total ecrebril.1 cWuc
volume did POt differ bC'tween the three
croup&, conaollin& for IOtoll cercbr.1l
.olumc was DOt required.

Group demographia and cJ.iniQI data
were: compared wing univariarc: analysis
oEvariana: and posl hoc independent I-testS .

co ldmrify specilU: group diHt::rCOCCS. Noo
c:oncinuoua variablt5 were compared u.Ung
th< Maao-Wbitney U aod l' rest>, .nm
Qltn:latiDaJ macL: U5ing Spearman Don
~ coctd.arioa as 9ppropria~Data
~D wu done with the appropriate
ProgramI' of SPSS ]0.0 for Wjodo~.

Tbt: three groups did Dot differ in age,
pdcr, handedncu, years of eduatiOD or
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Vox.e!·based anaJysIs .~.~,., '.',
". :,£.1.; ••

Image .....ysis .... pcdormod 00' SPARC
wodwadoo (S;" ~"Europe
Ill'. SWTeY. UK) Using ANAL'YZE software
(venia. 705.s; ~S; Biom<dicaJ lmagiag
~ Mayo F,,:,md·ri";'. R.ccbatt:r,
Mioocsou, USA), aad- SPM~ ooItware
for spitiaJ.' ;,,,;,.m,JjsarioO::'~- swisaial
parammii: ';"JlIliaI CW.ua... fuDaioaaJ
lmagmg I a!vxa'!"l',I.ma."oINcuroIot<Y,
Quem Sqw=, i.oado.;, IljCi; ......u.s in
MAlUll (_ 4.2r, 199t, The Mad>
wnrtlu lPc:.,~"M·';Z:=n, USA).
The t<ebai~ ii·fully~ by Shah a
aI (1998). ItA ANCOV,I:·~ was
applied, =viDg th< sJoba1 d<D.iq 01=h
...... compamacm ia< cado·mbjca. mH...
enczs between iJ'OUPI wctC•. displayed u
swiIcial~ mapi (SPMo), wim •
1% ducabold· probability. Swim""
dustU1 were; also ptojc:aed DOlO the Tl
weighted I"Y maacr dc:osity ranplare. tD

£aci.1irate i.nu:ap l.boa .ol the "suhs..
Com:ca:d pmbahlliry n1uca ,.Jo, inro
ace:owu: the ~o1Dme examined die sr:nooc:h--,
nt:$$ of the data, the Iiz:c of the dumr widt
P<O.OI aDd tho peale dIa:t (z vaJw:).

Volumetric analysis

Images w... RaaJy..d UIiai ANALY7J!
(CNS SofIwan:) runnina on • Unix·based
Suo w",b,,"io. (Suo " Microoyw:oaJ.
Images initiaUr were caGvemd. 10 8-bit
images.. The _old v=1 iaa:ality be
,,"ceo 8'"1 iaa= a.wI =broopioal Bold
ICSP) was~ T..... below Ibis
_old (sunouadiag CSF) aod <=rio'
to Ibis rim 01 CSF (ikuIJ, scalp aod

mcainges) .... cadudcd. McaiogClI """"
abuaing on c:znhraJ tia:ue WaI mnoved
manually wing an an.mmin l atlas ;u a
guide. Widlia' ANAL)'ZE,' imqcs wen:
corrected for mi.oot dqrec:a 01 tilt, roll
and yaw. Partial 't'01ume t:ffcca at the
c:xrerior cdae of cadal tiaue were
=ved UIiai • l-bit: uD.g. t=ptare
multiplier. tHXic:nrated in an idc:ntica.l
maaoer to th< original imqe UIiai 0=

cu-ndgbbo", imupaIarioo. TOQ/ =bral
volume thUi remained~ aha
re-orit:ntaoon.

Londmorl<. used to del_ c=lvaJ
S!1UCDlrOI

Tlu: Iaoduwb ddincd hr· 5I=to. a .1
(1992) aDd Saddath It til (1990) w= used
as a guide to diaection. The aiteria used

Clinical assessment

AU subjeas were inten'iewed using the life
time version of the Schedule for A£fzaive
Disor&n and Schizophrenia (SADS-~

Endicott & Spiacr, 1978). All .,.ai1ablc
psyclliattic cue DCKCS wen: n::vicwcd in
dcail, proridiag RDC~ awl
aUowing lilerime histories of pl)'thiatric
iUneu and ttcallDc:D.t hiJtorics 10 be
reconstI'UCted. The total number of
bospitalisaciODl, cumulative 1mgdl of
p'ychi.atric hocpiJ::ali.lacion and cumulative
number of Ecr ueat:rnentl wee used as
indices of cumula.r:ive i..UnaI severity. &0..
I1l:1ted tocaJ likrime ilInCSI duration was
duived from psyebiaaic: case-note
histori~ Healthy volunteerS had no life
time hinoty of aignific:aot p5YChiatric ill·
ness.. established by me SADs-L ituuvie9i
schedule.

Exclusion criteriOl were previous manic
episodes, other otganic cerebr.aJ pathology,
signi6C2J1t akoboJ or~ misuse,
head injury aAOcia~with Ugni..6a.at ICl&I
of consciousnes.s, or concurrent u: of
s~roids.

All subjects had standardised nmro
psychological and clinical teSting within 1
<by of =h odou aod within 1 -Jt 01
the MRL Symptom severity W25 measured
using the HRSD, the: l5C:ve:rity of psycho
IDotOr retardation 'Nat meuurcd w.ina me
observer-rated Wid10cbu Sale (W"ul1lkhc:r,
1983) a.wI cuebral _om;.,,..,. was
measured wim a handednCSl acaJc (Annett,
1970). Subjoas ilio pcrlon=! th< .mS<d
National Adult Reading Test (Ndaoo. ,&

Willison. 1991J, which estimated
prernorbid IQ.

Ma&netk resonance lmate
acquisition

Subjcea were imaged within 1 wed: of
dinicaJ 91Y'Stment Images wen: .acquired
on a 1.0 Tc:sb Siemms Magoctom SPE
system, with subjects~ a
magnetisatiori.prtpared rapid-acquiaition
8'aded echo (MPRAGE) sequ=,
acquired papendicu.lu to a line manecring
the anterior and pcxtuiO[ mmm;nure
(AC-I'C). TWa yidded higb-resolucioo
Tl-wcig.hted images with good cootrast
betwa::o white and grq matter (RpCtic:ioo
time=10 IDI, deb.y Umc=SOO CIS, inversion
Dme=200 "'" ffip aogk=U', block
size=240 nun, 128 contiguous dices with
an effective slic.e thicknca of 1.875 mm).

.35
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the total number of years s:molciDg
(T::1ble 1). The mean age of onset of me
first ::1nd most recent ~d the lifetime

number of depressive episodes did not

differ between the TRD and recoveRd
groups. The TRD group had longer
current episode and total duration of
illness and had longer total and a grea.tU

number of hospitalisations.

All TRD p.atie:nt5 were taking anti·
dl:prc:iSa11t drugs. Additionally, twelve
patients rook regular neuroleptic medi·
Cltion, five took lithium and three rook
bcnzodiaupines. Eleven patients in the
recovered group were mcdicatioo·&ce..

Nine of the re:covend patie.nr:s were ~
&cribed antidepn::ssanm; one ilia received
neuroleprics and one lithium.

Both the patients widl TRD and the
recov~red patients had, or p~viously

hdd, melancholic depressive episodes.
The TRO group had endogenous symp

(oms l1S measured by me Newcastle Sca.le
(Colmey et Ill, 196.S) and fulfilled the
DSM-IV critui::l for a lkpressive episode
with melancholic features (Ame.ricaD
Psychi:nric Association, 1994). The re
covered p::uients also previously fulfilled
DSM-IV cri~ria for having ~resliin

episodes with me.J.a.ncholic fcarores:.

The TRD group had modu:uely rlert

depressive symptoms and psychomotor
reurd:uion. AJcbougb DOC clinic:aUr

depressed.. the ttCOvercd PaDOUS bad

significan1Jy more deprCSiive ')'JDpmDlS
and more observable mo[Dl' retardation
than the' conttols.

Voxel·based anaIysls
~ ~up comparison of iIaat:ucs
and d=cascs in cad> of the. 1hra: timl<
companm<nlS y;cJdcd 18 SPM&. 0uJr the
TRD group IwI cIwqp in all 1hra: timl<
compartlDCD%S in c:.omparison with the
other twO gt'OuJ& Because die. areaa of
diffuena:a were virtually ~dentiCal when
compari.Dg the TRD poup with couao1s
and recoveced patimra, and bccaUllC Iberr:
was no lignificant Iiauc diffaaK:e~
the recovuod group aDd the cooacIs, the
TRD group wu COlJlIlO'U! q.;"., the
pooled recovcn:d and cooaol groupt..

Umble and ItrlataJ changes in
compartmental densities InTRD

The TRD group had reduced tWue dc:nsity
in the righ[ pw.une:o and a corrCliponding
i.ncrT.asc in rigbJ: lateral ventticuJar CSF
overlying the right mia~ not~
statisrial signific:a.w% because of the small
volumes involved bw: complunmting the
.volumetric analysil. In addition, a paUE:m

of reciprocal grey manu reductions with
overiappiog apparent whitt maaa' in·
crases wa5 found in bilateral hippocampal
and parahippoc=paI =:u, panicuWly
anuriorly, and matt markedly on the left

(Fig. 1), upon VBA but nor volumeuic
analysis. Reciprocal changes in grey and

whitt: matttr, with DO i.nc:rcasc: in CSF,

suggest that volumetric change in these
:ucas will not be dttocted euily.

Cortical chanlO (Fig. I)

The TR.D group bad reduced gre:y mim~r

density in the right superior fronCll gyrus,
with I:uie reduaioos in white nuner densit},
in the righr medial and superior fronl:i11 gyri,
There were corresponding bege CSF
iDau£cs over the rigb[ medial and supero
Iro=I c=ex (= T.hl< 2). Th= dung<s
prediCt right pronmcal auophy in
yol~ analym.. The large grey matter
dcmity ttduaiOQJ in the left superior and
cnedial temporal gyri did DO[ have a.ssociala:!
CSF changes, 5u.ggesting that this change
would no[ be detected by volumetry.
Finally, an unpredieted finding upon VBA
was ioro:ased~ m.au~r density in [he left

cuneus. p~us :md lingu.:tl gyrus in the
TRD group, with a lessu inouse in
bilacaoa.J cerebcll.ar grey dCJWty (see Shah
.. aI, 1998).

Volumetric object mapping

The TRD patienu had les.Ii right prefrontal
lobe tiuue than concrols (6S.18 em,1 v.
71.17 em3, t=-2.34. P=O.012, effect
W=O.7") and less right C3ulbte [issue'
than both COf1uols (3.51 v. 3.n onJ,

I, ;

T;a,bI.. I Group ccmpat"is0r5. wtch IUIldant de¥b1bn (s.d.) In puenthc:s.u ~,",,10)

Pu'ameo:r Tn:wnenr.-resJsam: R=ve"" Conu-ob Frun (probability) or t-teSt Post-hoc

depreakJn CroYp ,"",p (probability (or two-CroYp comparisons!) Nest

M~n~e 48.9(9.B) 47J (9.9) 49.3 (II.B) 0.89

Male:f~er:Ilio 13:7 13:7 13:7

Handednen score 11(16) 16(11) 19 (5) 0.27

Tun of education IIJ (1.9) IH(H) 115 (1.9) 0.11

NARTIQ 107(11.7) 113(10.1) liS (8J) D.06 TRD=RO

TRO<C

HRSD score 206(5.3) 2.6(1.7) 0.2(0.7) <0.0001 TRO>RD>C

WldlOcher SCCI"e 26.1 (B.6) 2.2 (1.6) 0.3 (0.7) <0.0001 TRD>RD>C

Toul )'~n lmoklna: 20(11.6) 12(11.7) 17 (17) 0.J<

Ate of 01Uol!.[ of fin:tepisode 38.9(115) 38.1(10.1) 0.89

Ate ci ome[ 01 Ian. epUode '5.8(10.1) ".8(9.B) 0.76

Tou! number of epb.odc:s U(I.•) 2.5 (1.9) 0.52

LDnltst duration of episode (weds) 197 (12S) "(36) <0.001

Lifetime totall1lnc:ss duratlon (weeki) W(ID) 76 (Sa) <: 0.00 I

Toul number of hospkaJlsatJons 3JI(5.3) 1.3 (1.2) 0.05

NAAT. Nuional A4n~"I«SC,~ A.aIrc Sed. b- D.pr.aIan.
I.n. [WQ pWwi~~ _ ~"""'l'Il:IdIQ...-.lbb6efOl'"C«lt1dJ;(bsl;J1.~}.
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-14nm •2 ... .......
Fil_ r The Z-mI;P' dduue~ (Z>1.JJ. '<QDI) In the~~ P'OUf' n.. ban rob ! and u., ...-Im, cd onU) the appn>

priOlU! tnt'lSVenl UlCtion to fad/lata~The le.1*l1ndIcag che chwa__ orbllaw eM tnllI¥WM pan. tanned by II,.. puslnc '""" the etrtarior to the

posterior eommlauru. Blue,~ In vrt mm.rdenmy; purple, reducdonlll'l ..... mmwdetl*y;lJ"'Mn.~ inJI"IY rna:ardenlky; yellow, Incnases in

white m;r,tt&r density; onna:e, Inctuses in CSf; red.~bw.

1= -1.7, Pa:0.048, effect £itt=0.54) and
rccovcn:d p,atio:Jts (3.5] u. 3.80 em3,

t= -1.77, P=O.04, effect ti1.e=0.56).1Drer·
ra~ reliabiliry of volumeaic object map
ping varied from 0.85 (right ana:riar
IUppocampus) to 099 (postorior &0=1
tissue), and intrarater reliability from 0.16
(Ieh anterior hippocampus) to 0.98 (pc»
terior frontal tissue).

CorrelatJon of grey matter density
InTRD with selected clinical
variables

Severity of illness over time was thought to

be represented best by the rota.! number of
ECf tn::annc::nts edminivered, the tota.I
duncan of bospitalisarioQ and the wq1
number of a.d.m.iai.OQL Data rcduaioo with
the nwnbe' of ECf [(euments in both
patient group£, duration of bospit2li£atioa.

number. of adrnisl..ions and treaonatt
resistance entered as (dammy) vuiables in
a principal<omponc:nlll aaalyw with sub
sequent varUna=c roca~ resulted in twO
rotated foIeton: o~ reprcsc:med du: two pa.
tient groups and accounted for 35% of thc
overall vari..net: md loading on duratiOD of
hospitalisation (0.86) and tteal:D1eDt rem

= (-0.83); and the otbu aa:ou=d
for the majorip;y of the va.riance (53%)
2nd loaded 00 Dumber of ECT tteatmeotl

(0.96) and Dumber of hoIpit:Ll adm..iui0Ql
10.98). Electroconvulsive tUnpy at me

Royal EdiobWBh Hoopilai iI u..ally
resuved for 1CYc:rcJr ckp.n::ued patie:oa
requiring admi.ioo and. for "tbo5c
unccsponliTe to cooYmtiooal pharma
cotherapy. Akhougb. variability in iD use .
between consultaDtI cannot be oqIcc::tcd.
the variations oboaval wUhin the hoopital
an: probably Icoa lhao _ obocrvod
nationwide. Nevc:nbc1ca, t:bc: UIC of ECT
u a measure of illDt:u -=vc:riry dearly
h.u ia limicaDODL M the roa.I nambcr
of ECT t=_ total dwoD<io 01

bo&pira&atiOD aDd total number of
admissions were hiah1r incer-eoadated.
we clcettd to use me total number
of ECT tteattDOltl as me mcasutC of
cumu1a.cive iJ.J.Dl:u 1CYttily. aware th&r a
,;gniliant ·""";·rioo 01 ECT wUh
cortical ti.uuc rcduc:tiooI may hawc alter·
native ~tiooa.

In=asios c:umuWi.. ECT a>adalaI
ateDlively wUh ...load biIaanJ JUIlOrio<

. &0=1 gyri, bila...-aJ ..pcrior &0=1 UId
inferior parietal 8)'ri, bilateral medial aDd
IUperior umporal I)Iri and bil.a.trnl
caudate grey maaer demity in cbc TRD
sroup (Fog. 2) __VBA. The...load Il'"Y

"",au dcWty =rdatiooo with ECT """"
wWI=<d, .... aIu:r aa:ounting for the
=t lCVerity 01 depraaioo (uoina the
HRSD score: &5 • covar:iatc). Thu&, nco
eotrieaJ and wiauJ 8'<f maacr reduaioDI
appeared to be proporriooa1 '" the
cwnu1&tive IC'Ycricy of dcprcsaion. We re
peated che group compariloo ofgrey mana'
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dcm:i.ty bctwcc::n me 1lW and recovered

group6, CODUolling for age and the nwnbc.r
of E.Cr tRatmeDa admi.niJrued., and found
that ooIy reductions in grey dtDsiry in the

left hippocampus remained. Thus. reduced
hippocampal Il"'y maau dcWty in 1RD
ICCmcd to be wudatal to the cumulative
lCVeriry (or cumulative ECT received) or

duration oJ i11ocsa. Additionally, the

estimated toQ1 duntion of illness did Dot

eondaa: wUh aeoectrieaJ Il'"Y d=ity
rcduairms.

DISCUSSION

This study confirms our prediction that
patients with TRD ahibit righr supuior,

mcdi~&ouaJ and miatal auopby. The
degree. of urcphy was proponiona.l to a
proxy of i.J..loeg 5t\'crity over time.. It also
coofitmcd that only patients with TRD
have hippocampal and rostral ana:rior

ciDgulare changes, possibly reflecting an
aJtt:red focal biochemial environment or
dsme compolitiOl1 reOeca:d in altered T]
values. No diHerencc was found between

cooao15 and patients cccovercd from

de:preuion. The findings of aO'ophy in right

&ooro--striatal atructun:s were replicated
wiDg the 'Sold 5ta.Dda.rd' of conventional
volumcuy, thus providing validiry for the
UK: of SPM'96, • voul-bued approach

to ana1}'&iD& IriP-n:soJurioo tttuantaJ
mapet:ic raooance images.

"7
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TabJe 1 SlJ:niflQlltCOlTlp¥UnO'1W cfwlres and fUIproa.I ettances In .dpc:entc:cmputrnenU In puiena:

with tl'QUT'lell",re.sbtant depraDonccm~with the a:mblned mncrd and~ jroups

Compartment densit)' chanCes Size d duster, all Coonl......olpak_
Z> 2.33 (uncorTeeted P. wlthlndua.

a::rtTeCted at duster' len!) (~f)

left hippoc.m~grey m;r,tter decl"'e'ae 7.0 em) (P=O..oo I) -:I'. -Tl. -11«=')
CorTect.ed P=O.04 -)0, -'8, -11«=')

-36, -IS. -:l6«= I)

Redproal white mu:ter incn:as.e 2.9 em' (1'=403) -19. -1~, -14«=1)

Corrected P=NS -38, -l2. -18«=1)

-'11. -10. '::18«=1)

left wpetior umponl and pn!Ul'KnJ rret 13.8 an' (P<= I) -64, -13.8«=')
matter deac::uc c:c....a.d I'-o.DO I -56.1. n «=')

-59. -17.36«=')

Right superlor:ll1d medial fronal white matter 10.7 an'(P<o.OOI) 11.""4«=')
decreue c:orr.cted P=O.o I 36,41.10«0.001)

18,""14 «=1)
Right superior rronul grey m;r,tter dccreue 2.1 an' (......04) 22.41.48 «=1)

Corncted r=NS 34, :l6, 51 «0.00 I)

:l6, 52. n « 0.00 I)

Reclproal rigkt frontal crrebn::4plnaJ fluid 1.8 ani (P<O,oo I) 18, 53, n « 0.00 I)

Increue Corrcc:t.td P=O.rXJ7 <fl, <48.1... «0.00 I)

".42.44«0.001)
Increased left rronuJ ce.rebrospIruJ fluid 11.4 an' (1'=<l.llOl) -19.53.14«=')

c:c....a.d P=4Ol -38,53,14«0.001)

-41. 19.54 (D.OCl2)

Reciprocal left medi4J and superior fronul whIte 3 anJ (P=Q.03) -14..... «0.001)

m;r,tt..er deac:u.e CorTecwf P=NS -:l6, lS. 18 (0.005)

1-

Methods of analysis

ConventiolU.l volumeuy bas ;J. number or
limirations. It involves manual q

rncnt;Jtion of br;ain region&., reducing iparial
precision :md reliability. h as:swnes func·
clonal and 5trucrur.tl bomog~cy and,
be=CJ.use rt:gions ace colUUaioe.d by tJ priori
hypotheses, only~ pans of the: <bra
set (Qr Un3ge). Only volumetric aspt:aS of

me d:Il:l are examined, making the aunmp

cion that MRJ reikas struCture. Because

T I-weighted image5 arc C1C15S"'SeCtionaJ
measuremeolS of water dimibwioo and
chcnUur')', they ace inflll..CllXd by tis5ue

ch3.r:lcterinics (e.g. br CODlenr), rqion.:a.l

metabolism and blood flow. Thus. they
m:l.Y reflect both ltate-dependenr IlDd
an3.[QnUC;J.1 differences.

In contrast., VBA deto:::ted. a n.ngc: of
MRJ ch:lnges. With atrophy, CSF replaa:s

grey and white matter. Thus, :Ittophy it
repcCS(:O!e.d by redllCtions in grey andIor
while matter togMcr with a corresponding

08

i.ocn:.asc: in CSF.l£, however. water density
d==<xI wilhout cdlloss, then tho voxd
~gnahmay be briPtu.1n a=s wb= I"'Y
and white matter are in close proximiry,
brigbtu voxdJ bave • lUgber probabiliry
01 bdng ..,jgoed '" tho white _Iter
compamnent i=d of 1"'>'. prodociDg
reduced grey mana density bue aD over
lapping IIppueo: iacttased whi~ matxer

cknnty. Th... tho tcciprocaJ I"'>' aDd white
matter changei K:CD in the ameOor
hippoc:unpus, roara1 anterior ci..agu1ate
(Brodmann .... 24) and po<teriot

cio,ulateJpCCCUDCWi ace DOC likdy to be
fta:n.k atrophy b~ tatbe:e. io.diative of a
change in tWae c:ompmitioo.

Fronto-strlatal atrophy

Out 6ndiDgs of &otlUHlriatal aaophy &to

c:omisrme with pR'riODI .wdies (Husain
.. al, 1991; Colley d al, 1993; Dupe..
a aI. 1995). Raluc<d .....bolWn in tho
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1'05t:ra1 a.nu:rior cingulare in ueaunenr

Don-responsive p:ouiml$ has also bttn
shown (Maybag d ai, ]991). However,

findings of temporal lobe changes have

been more equivocal (Coffey et al, 1993).
AI. pccscnc, then: is no clear hypothesis

as fO which nruronal synuns are involved

with the atropby. However, :a brain
morpboau:uic: study (Rajlcowska ct al,
19991 of paricots with major depression
found cd) lltrOphy in c.ortiallayecs of me
roma1 orbito-&ontal cot"rU (Brod.mann
areas ]G-47) associ.ared with sccoroncrgic

neurons, and in layen a..s.sociatcd with
dopam.incrgie and gJl.Itaminergic. neurons
in do~latttal prefronw COttU (8rad
mann area 9). exrerW.vely conn~ with
miawm. We abo found right frontal
atrophy in these Brodnwm areas. Interest

ingly, in u;uo studies have found reduced

lai:II::ll dopllmine release: in depression,
proportion:a..l [Q the severity of moror slow

ing (Ebert cl tJ/, 1994; Shah el tll. 19971 :lnd
th.:at me mood-activ:ating properties of
psyc:hostimu1:Lnts are panicuJacly lin1:ed to

dopamine (Swerdlow & Koob, 1987). The
characteristics of possibly irreversible

cognitive: deficits in depression also suppon:

fronto-suiaw involvaDau, raising the

poWbiliry of a "&OWo-stI1llW dementia'
(reviewed in Robbim er ill, 1992). Thus, it
could be: speculated that treannent

resistaoe:e in depression m:ty be: related to

a loss of dopamine neurons or their

function.
Fconto-striauJ atrophy, however, is

not diagnosis-specific; simil:u fromo

SlJ'i.;ltal cha.nges ace foWld in 5Cbizophrenia,

and may be: related 10 the 'poverty

syndrome' cbanaeriscd by poverty of
affect, movement and ilUtiation. AI a

5peculacive level, such lluophy may be
the final common pathw:lY for severe

melancholia, abo chara.ctuiscd by poverty

of affect, movement and initi.ation, :ll1d for

chronic sdllwphcmia.

Tissue changes In hippocampal

and rostral anterIor dna:ulate

Much atWJcoD b.;as been p.aid to hippo
campal changes in depression owing 10

~ DOtion that nrcss may produce ceUular
damage. We did nOf find volumetric

change, in CODttut to other studies (e.g.

Shdine cl aI, 1999), but rather evidence of

change in tissue composition, which
appeared to be: unrelated to illness severity
(or to Ecn. Our rostral a.o~rior cinguhue
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chang" (Brodmann ..... 2.1 a1so ag=
with May~. (1997) DODon of .pecific
JDe~bolic changes in dm area in
ucaancot-a:5UtaDt patients. Ow' results
suggest t!w: thiI may represent I'T\Ct';lbolic
ramer than struetur<LI change..

Umltatlons

Although it could be argued that the
differences were the effects of ECT,~
is little current evidence thar Eer can
produce pamanmt hippocampal oc other
structural bra.i.n changes (Devaaand d t2i,
199.). Il<ca... 01 tbit, and bca... !he
total number of ECT tteltmtDts, total
duration of in-patient my and rotal
number of boIpitallutions were do&dy
inta-cotl"ebted., it IIiCCtDCd reasooable m
regard the roral Dumber of fer E!'CaC

ments ad.minis.telUl as being an iD.dcx
of cumulative IC'\"C:riry. HowC't'Cr~ the
pos>Jbility !hat !he fiadiop ... ECr
related canoot be discowm:d.. Similarly,
all the patious with TRD were medkarrd,

lU were .bour hall of the: recovered
patients. It waJ DOC possible to withdraw
medica.rloD on thcx: subjeca..

Bcc.ausc me study is c:ro&HC:CtionaJ in
lksign, it ia 110< pocabk 10 distioguidl

berweco.~~ acquir<d and
pcrm=t c:hangea, cspcciaIIy .. appan:or
atrophy on MRI hal been Iouod 10 be
pania1Iy rov=ihIe wilh ilIacoI ....,Jurioo
in mndiriool mch as an.ote:J:ia oervos.a
and alcohol dep<odeo<.. I'aticna wilh
depression oItea Iooe weigh<, which could
produce a seoeaI effect. However, it iI
di.ffia.tJt CD Ice bow this would prodl.lll::C
.po:ifu: loal br2in cbacg... The aaa time
counc of r.bcx~ in relation to the
i1Ineu oecds ., be detcnnioed. One
pocability ia !hat d>co<: bnin difIereoa:&
are present prier 10 i.11nr3a and confer
vu1Dcrahillty to treatment rc:siscuu:e.
However. given WI tht: TR.D croup had
no clinK:aI eridcoc:e of prcmorbid
i.mpairtncnt and char the: arropby was mote
IC'Vcre in thoee wiIh the tIWIt Il:VCR i11oca,
i.t is more 1ikdy that these diHcrcoc:cs were:
acquired.
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A Long-Term Slndy of .he Effeels of Electro-Convulsions
on the Slruelure of the Cerebral Cortex

E. J. Colon nnd s. L. H. Notermnns

Dcpl\ttmcnt of Nourolog.'". St. Rndhondr.lekenhuls, Nijmcgcn

lteccivod November IU. IU74j Acccpt.edJanuary 28,1976

Summary. In this study Is deecribod U,o quantitAtive lIloftlotUro of one einmmacrihcd ftron
of tho ccrohrnl cortex 2 months n(tor n series of eloctro·conaulaiona. Tho l'CIIullll indicl\lo n
pcrsietcnt chango in tho nuclear volume of the cerebral neuronfl in this area. Thero wall no 10M
of neurona in the cortex. The changee described are diffullI in the cerebral cortex Dnd not
restricted lo particular architccoonio layers.

ICey words: .Electro.Convulsions - Cerebral Cortex - Quantitative Cytoarchit.cctonics. '.
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Introduction

One of the methods used in the study of epilepsy in the animal model is the
electroconvulsive method. Roelofs (1007) hn. stated that elcotri..1 currant hns n
great advantage over other methods since all stimulations are comparable within
a serice. In particular, bioohemical research on tho influence of electrical stimu
lntion of the brain in short term (Orrego and Lipman, 1907; King d al., 1967) and
long term (Pryon nnd Otis, 1969; Dunn and Giuditta, 1971) studies suggests thnt
in the mouse brain glucose metabolism is disturbed for a considerable period
following electroconvulsive treatment.

Inhibition of protein synthCBis (Cotman el al., 197t; Sellinger d al., 1972) nnd a
long lasting change in cerebral ribosomes (Wasterlnin. 1073) have been described.
However, biochemical changes Buch as the inhibition of brain protein synthesis
nrc only induced if the electroshock (E.S.) levels arc above those necessary for
eliciting brain seizures (Cotman el al., 1071).

Jn most ClLSC8 of cpilcpAy no IOSA uf cortical nerve celie more sovere Lhan t.hnt,
conecnlcd behinu the mar inal glioRiR is founrl. Col'ticllllcsions arc either focnl or,
more eharacl,rristienlly, affect the t, aird anrl, less frcqucntly, Lha second Inr('1" ill n

laminar fnshion. The (~f)rt.(~x in the (\(:4'\11)1' part.s of '.he Rt~~ei is probably I'nrl.i<:lIlarl)'
\'lIlncrn.blc. Apparently nlllohcR lIlar bl\ ILffcded, hut. in n few cn~cs t.hn (.('ll1pOrll[ ,
luhe IHlS lll~(m c1C!'H:riht~d as IJcin~ I'lu'(,il:ulnrly s('vcn'ly involved (Me)','" d (1/,.
1!J5G).

\VIL~I,('l'Iain (lH7:I) ('llLilll(~d 1.11Il1. I'Ilt,g cO!lvlll:-.;cl! "Icel-ri(:nll)' IIcl.W(~f:1l !l nllll
18 dn,}'R uf life IImlcrwcnL n retluet.iul1 in hrain proteins and hrain RNA, suggest.ing
n reduet,ion in cell f1i7.C wiUlout change in cell number. The largely post.lIlil,ol.ic
hraln (If nnilllnlH shocked Inter in lir(~ (I U-28 days) showed no change in t.he cell
number in Um urnin nor in cell size. It. WIl8 the n.im of t,his st.mly to ('xtrml Hw
nhove ults('r\'n.t.ionR hy nnnlysis of Ow (~ffccts of ('lc~t.ro·con\'I1IRions011 t.he ('.C'I'C'IJI'nl
cort~x t1~in~ n fI'Hlnt.it.ali\'c hist.llltlJ,!.it·.lll mct..hod.
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Elfccla of Eloctro UlnvLoilllOU4 on L.." _.obral JC _LJ
Alalerl•• and Melhods

111Cl onnlyRil'l WOIl cnrricc:1 out in pn:Jlornl,ionl'l from 6 montl.I'I old Willl.nr rAIII of 21)(} g
',t.ninod from tho Ccntml Animnl J..nborawry of tho Unlvcnity 01 Nijmcgflll, Two RrOIlJlft of
nuimftls WN'O choecn I\t rn"dom, Ench I\nimBI WIUI plftccd in an individual CflgO. Aftor
wook. acdimnt.illU\t.ion tllo experiment. tVU begun and continued for 3 mouth,,; At which timo
rtlUl were clKJMn·at. random from each group and docaplt&tod for hiewlogical oxo.mination.

nle rAt. of ~o lint. group tOClOivcd E.8., tho .aoond group aorvori &II tho cont.rol grouJI.
~.s. '\11"&11 pcrfonned with an Elter ~,B. In.tnlment. Tho two olectrodoe were attachod W the
lint of tho nnlm,,1II and r,o V wero adminhltrod for 3 100. All .nlml\ls roft.Cll«! w this d080 of
1("C"riml nC'1 i\'lt.y ""iUI a tonln phl'lRO of "hout. 30 N)O followed lty .. 00 fIOO atonia phAaO. Tho

I':..'). treatmont wu CArried out 3 timcel1 wook Cor" wook•.

Ap..ri· from the E.8. ~th groUJ- or animalll wore t.roat.ed identically._ Two montllft after
IhC'll'lIt el('('lrio IhOck UU~ animal. wore aftcriliood. Tha weight. of the animals In the control and
E.G. groull8 ahowed 110 NtisUCAI dllforenee- at. U,o bcs1nning or at tho and of tho experimont
(I' > 0.10). The behal'iour of tho animall waa UoquenUy obeenod at. the end of the trial and
no dirforenc:a were eoen.

"'or hiBt.ology the Galgi-Cox staining technique (modified according to Van Der Looe, 19li9)
WA. need. wit-n creeyl'Ylolet U oounter Btain. SeotiOM were out perpendicular to the BUrreCO
of the cortex to ba analyaed. and perpandicular to the COrpUII callOflum. SeotiOnl of aUemating
thirknt"A were cut (80 liand 40 li).ln the 80 IL eectionla qualitative and in the 40 It eeotion. e
qnantilnth'o "nal'>'lIia 1\'all dono. Tho analyBie WM performed in tho lint. acr.tion. (rom frontol
to O("('ipital, in whloh tha corpus callosum wu ICIeR. In thi. w.y it 110'&& alwaY' POfIlIible to
1000"te tho Iflmo area. ""ith relative eaee. The Zei. Standard OLF, lpocial purpoee. microeoopa
(Colon. 1912). made it. poesib1e to locate the artl& (n a I'tandardi&ed manner. Going from the
uppermost. part oC tho corpua calto.um In the .lioc in an horizontal direction t.owardl!l the left
cortn. the cortica111urCaoo ill Intenccted at a lpaclfio point. From thill point of interBClCtion a
roll1mn of 40X40 ILt from pia to white matter w.. meuurod, perpendicular to the lurfaoc of
tha cortex. Each neuron located for more than 60'(. in the oolumn wu analyeed. For eaoh
neuron the dept.n below the pia .u meuured, and with the UI!ICl of & plenapochrom&tif100/1.30
immenion 011 objecti-Ye and & 12.5 wide angle ocular wit.h int.raooular device, the length (I)
Ind "'idllt (w) of t·hc nucleu. ",aeelllO det.ermlnad. Tho nucleull w" coDlidercd ILl an ellip&Oid
of ITvol;ll.ion ,,"ud ita volumo calculated .. 1/6.n. h.wl. VariationB in thicknOAll of the oortox
lIC'l WN.'n indi\'idunl nnimnl. mnkCII " atandnrdiUltion procedure for tho depth mCAfluromontB
nC('('SMr,\·. LRJ'cr 1 r.nn bo readily dietingnilhod from tho reel. of tho oort~x nnd oontninll

rndiralh' no nl:llro . Therefore, the ltandardiution refen w the distance from tho margin
rR • WIile "lAtter 10 tho rna in bot.woon layon I a.nd II. Thill distanoo \\'1\8 divided into

-2QUO. "rbil.mry nUlla. IVIlion inw logarithmically cquidiatant. depth c1a8BCB WlLB made in
order to de8t"ribc the l"C8ulta (Tablo 1),

For {"nt"h depth elAftI'I tho meana of tho vohunca (with t.hcir f1tanl1o.rd orror) nnd MID nllmber
oC nourolls WM ('.nlclllo.ted. The JDM·370 of the Univcl"8ity Co.lcllintion Centro NijlTl(';gon waa
cmployed. \Ising tho PL-1 langllsge.

VI
·0

N TAhlt~ L Depth lovolll oCt.lIo dirfcrent depth d/lMCft cxprc8flcd illllllilJlll(~ln\V Inyflr I

nt'ph rlll~l( Ih~f1t.h dnK,q

I CI- 4tt H fifili - (i!l,l

2 4tl-101'i !I 01.14- R!i4

:1 105-170 III Aa4-104J

4 170-246 II 104I-J2!i8

a 246-334 12 1258- 1510

a 334-437 13 ·1610-1811

7 437-556 14 1811-2142

Table 2, Menn Bnd 8Lnndanl errors of Ute nuclear volumes. fturl tho number of nmlrona, ill
the diffcrent depth e1aMC1\ ill tho electroconvulsiva and control grollJl!l

I)iHl'.lIBHiOIl

'J'hi~ Hl.lld,\' l:olltllins nn nllidy:-;i:; IIf 'lunlit,nlive nnd qunI11.il~1t.ivc parnnwl('rs jll

It I'lrnnll pari. of UII~ l:t:n'hrnl ('Urll'X flf rull'l :! multl.hs nfl-f:r IL SI,,'j(,J.: Hf 12 (.IN'lm.

:ihOr.ltR. 'l'I1t~ I't~Htill.:; indit:aLc n (:h:lll14f' ill flIH:It'nr volullw ill nil' ('('n'LJml C'C1rfn;

nCtlrnllli. 'l'hiH change iii diffuse throughout the whole curtex in the (lron llrrm~cnrch.

The nllmher of neurons did not chnnge. A C)unHtnLivc analysis of (.he dcndril.k
struct.ure in LlliR cortex did not give any indication of probable alt..erntione, No

- differences in the t,rcatmcnt 01 the animals during the experiment or in their
hehaviour nL the eml of Ute cxpPorimcnt.nl p("riod could be observed. TheBe rC~lIlt.l'i



Fig.2. TIle numhcr of ncuronR in di(fcronL dopth c10MCJ1 (3 X40 X<to l.l1 below tho corti('.nl
IIlIrfooo), for clcct.l'oconvuleivo and control grollJllI
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Abstract

Background: Depressive disorder is a common mental disorder in old age, with
serious health consequences such as increased morbidity, disability, and
mortality. The frailty of elderly may seriously hamper the efficacy and safety
of pharmacotherapy in depressed elderly. Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) in
depressed elderly therefore may be an alternative to treatment with antidepressants.

Objectives: To assess the efficacy and safety of ECT (compared to simulated ECT
or antidepressants) in depressed elderly.

Search strategy: We searched the CCDANCTR database, Medline 1966-2000, EMBase
1980-2000, Biological abstracts 1985-2000, CinahI1982-2000, Lilacs from 1982
onwards, Psyclit 1887-2000, Sigle 1980-2000. The reference lists of relevant
papers were scanned for published reports. Hand searching of the Journal of ECT
and the Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry was done. Based on the title of the
publication and its abstract, non-eligible citations were excluded.

Selection criteria: Data were independently extracted by at least two reviewers.
Randomised, controlled trials on depressed elderly (> 60 years) with or without
concomitant with conditions like cerebrovascular disease, dementia of the
Alzheimer's type, vascular dementia or Parkinson's disease were included.
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Data collection and analysis: Data were independently extracted by at least two
reviewers. For continuous data weighted mean differences (WMD) between groups
were calculated.

Main results: Randomised evidence is sparse. Only three trials could be
included, one on the efficacy of real ECT versus simulated ECT (O'Leary et al
1994), one on the efficacy of unilateral versus bilateral ECT (Fraser 1980) and
the other comparing the efficacy of ECT once a week with ECT three times weekly
(Kellner 1992). All had major methodological shortcomings; data were mostly
lacking essential information to perform a quantitative analysis. Although the
O'Leary study concluded that real ECT was superior over simulated ECT, these
conclusions need to be interpreted cautiously. Only results from the second
trial (unilateral versus bilateral ECT) could be analysed, not convincingly
showing efficacy of unilateral ECT over bilateral ECT, WMD 6.06 (CI -5.20,17.32).
Randomised evidence on the efficacy and safety of ECT in depressed elderly with
concomitant dementia, cerebrovascular disorders or Parkinson's disease is
completely lacking. Possible side-effects could not be adequately examined
because the lack of randomised evidence and the methodological shortcomings.

Conclusions: None of the objectives of this review could be adequately tested
because of the lack of finm, randomised evidence. Given the specific problems in
the treatment of depressed elderly, it is of importance to conduct a well
designed randomised controlled trial in which the efficacy of ECT is compared to
one or more antidepressants.

Issue protocol first published

2002 Issue 2

Date of last minor update

26 February, 2003

Issue next stage

Issue 4, 2002

Issue review first published

2003 Issue 2

Background

The prevalence of depressive disorders in older people in the community lies
around 12.5%. This includes major, minor depressive disorder, and dysthymic
disorder (a chronic form of depression). The prevalence of major depressive
disorder in people over the age of sixty is estimated around 2% (Beekman 1999).
The prevalence of depression in people suffering from dementia, Parkinson's
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disease and cerebrovascular accidents is higher. The burden of depression both
to the individual and to society is huge. Depression in the elderly is
accompanied by a high (cardiovascular) mortality (Frasure-Smith 1993; Penninx
1999) and a negative effect on well-being and daily functioning (Ormel 1999).

Depression in late life is thought to differ from depression in younger subjects
in etiology, presentation, treatment and outcome. Although social, psychological,
physical and biological factors interact, depression in the elderly is only
partly explained by risk factors like physical health, live-events, social
support or personality (Beekman 2000). Biological factors may play an important
role in the etiology of late-life depression, and this may be of particular
significance in some subgroups of the depressed elderly. It is not clear how
these factors interact, but hyperactivity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical
(HPA) system and an increased production of immune-mediated cytokines like
interleukin-6 (IL-6), may be major biological risk factors in the pathogenesis
of depression (Holsboer 1995; Maes 1995; Song 1998). Old age is accompanied by a
hyperactivity of the HPA-system independent of the occurrence of depression
(Deuschle 1997). Psychosocial stress-factors induce an even stronger HPA-system
hyperactivity (Holsboer 1996). The high prevalence of depression in the elderly
may thus be explained by the effect of psychosocial stress factors on the
HPA-system, which finally lead to depression. Cerebrovascular disorders also are
a risk factor of major importance in the pathogenesis of late life depression
(Alexopoulos 1997). Lacunar and cortical infarcts occur regularly in elderly
with depression. So-called white matter hyperintensities appear often on
MRI-scans of depressive elderly (Alexopoulos 1997). These white matter
hyperintensities may have a vascular pathogenesis (Pantoni 1995, Pantoni 1997).
Depression in older people with concomitant cerebrovascular disorders is
therefore sometimes called 'vascular depression" (Alexopoulos 1997).

There are two major forms of biological treatment for late-life depression:
treatment with antidepressants and electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). Various
antidepressants are now being marketed, and the efficacy these was the topic of
a recent systematic review (Wilson 2001). It is generally acknowledged that
older, frail depressed patients are particularly prone to the side effects of
antidepressants. Cardio-vascular side effects of antidepressants occur more
often in older than younger patients (Woodhouse 1992). Many of these drugs also
have serious anticholinergic side-effects (Moskowitz 1986), that may seriously
affect compliance to treatment. Although approximately 50-60% of patients are
thought to improve clinically as a consequence of antidepressant treatment
(Schneider 1995), in subgroups of the depressed elderly, the efficacy of
antidepressants may be lower. For example. white matter hyperintensities and
lacunar infarcts on MRI-scan are thought to markedly affect the outcome of
treatment with antidepressants (Simpson 1997, Simpson 1998).

ECT involves the application of an electric current to the head with the aim of
inducing a controlled tonic clonic convulsion, and is usually carried out at
intervals of days. Although the efficacy of ECT has been established in a
considerable number of studies. it is still a controversial treatment. The use
of ECT is subject to legal restriction in parts of the world. Some reports
suggest that ECT is particularly effective in late-life depression (Flint 1998).
and that it is effective in therapy resistant depressive elderly people with
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extensive white matter hyperintensities (Coffey 1988). Currently there is no
evidence to suggest that ECT causes any kind of brain damage, although temporary
cognitive impairment is frequently reported (Devanand 1994; Scott 1995). ECT
seems to be a safe procedure, even in elderly with cardiovascular disorders
(Rice 1994). ECT is used to treat the depressed elderly more frequently, and its
use is declining less rapidly than in the general population (Glen 1999).

ECT may be safer and more effective than antidepressants in the treatment of
late life depression. This greater efficacy may be more pronounced in subgroups
of the depressed elderly that suffer from co-morbid cerebrovascular disorders,
dementia and Parkinson's disease.

Objectives

To perform a systematic review and meta-analysis on the evidence on the efficacy
of ECT in late life depression, and to assess the methodological quality and
generalizability of the trials in this area.

The primary objectives of this review were:

To test the hypothesis that modified ECT has a greater and/or more rapid
antidepressant effect than simulated (sham) ECT, antidepressant drug treatment
or non-pharmacological interventions in the early phase (the first six weeks)
and longer term (six months post treatment) treatment of late life depression.

The secondary objectives of this review were:

1. To determine whether ECT produces a differential response in depressed,
elderly patients with concomitant conditions including:

a. Evidence of cerebrovascular disorders (cortical and lacunar infarcts, and
white matter hyperintensities);

b. Dementia of the Alzheimer's type or Vascular dementia;

c. Parkinson's disease

2. To determine the effect of electrode placement (unilateral versus bilateral
forms of ECT) and dosage (both the amount of energy supplied and the frequency
of ECT-application) on the efficacy of ECT in late life depression

3. To examine the immediate and long-term side effects, and in particular, the
co\lnitive side effects of ECT in the depressed elderly.

Criteria for considering studies for this review

Types of participants

Randomised and non-randomised (observational studies, retrospective studies and
case series) evidence was obtained. The review and meta-analysis included
randomised, controlled trials only. At present no validated methodology is

11I51UJ
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available for summarizing non-randomised evidence. The results of non-randomised
studies were therefore not summarised in this review. They will be submitted for
publication in a narrative review to the International Journal of Geriatric
Psychiatry.

Typel:! of intervention

The intervention of interest was unilateral or bilateral ECT, that is, the
electrical induction of cerebral seizure activity after the intravenous
induction of a brief general anaesthesia and the pre-administration of a
skeletal muscle relaxant drug. Trials that evaluated the acute phase treatment
of depression were included. Trials that examined the effectiveness of
maintenance ECT were excluded.

For the primary objectives trials were included that compared the application of
ECTwith:

1. "sham-ECT" or "simulate-ECT";

2. treatment with antidepressants;

3. non-pharmacological forms of treatment;

4. any other form of placebo treatment.

For the secondary objectives trials were included that compared the application
of:

1. ECT applied in groups of depressed elderly with or without concomitant
conditions including Parkinson's disease, dementia of the Alzheimer's type,
vascular or multi-infarct dementia and cerebrovascular disorders;

2. Unilateral versus bilateral ECT;

3. ECT applied at different energy levels;

4. ECT applied at different frequencies, for example once or twice weekly.

Types of outcome measures

The primary outcome measure to assess antidepressant efficacy was the reduction
in symptoms of depressive illness measured as changes in scores from baseline.
It was anticipated that reduction in symptoms would be measured on:

1. continuous symptom scales like the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
(HRDS), the Montgomery Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), the Clinical
Global Inventory (CGI) which were then analysed as a continuous variable, or

"

I.,
2. clinical global outcome measures such as "recovered", "much improved" or "not
improved". For trials in which categorical outcome data were, available, these
were summarised as the number of people who experienced those outcomes in each

510
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comparison group and the total number in each group, and were then analysed as a
dichotomous variable.

Secondary outcome measures to assess efficacy were if possible determined by:

1. the number of patients in each group who showed significant clinical
improvement in the long term (six months post treatment), either measured as a
decline in symptoms on continuous scales like the HRDS, MADRS, CGI or dichotomous
variables like "recovered", "much improved" or "not-improved";

2. the number of drop-outs;

3. cause specific and non-specific mortality;

4. suicide;

5. functional outcomes like quality of life and cognitive functioning.

The main outcome measures for assessing side effects in controlled trials were:

1. cause specific mortality;

2. Severe somatic complications like myocardial and cerebral disorders;

3. Immediate and long-term cognitive disorders like disorders in attention,
orientation and memory measured on the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) or
any other neuropsychological instruments.

Types of studies

Randomised and non-randomised (observational studies, retrospective studies and
case series) evidence was obtained. The review and meta-analysis included
randomised, controlled trials only. At present no validated methodology is
available for summarizing non-randomised evidence. The results of non-randomised
studies were therefore not summarised in this review. They will be submitted for
publication in a narrative review to the International Journal of Geriatric
Psychiatry.

Search strategy for identification of studies

The search was performed in collaboration with the John Geddes and others, who
were kind as enough to share their search results with us. The Geddes' group
have conducted a review on the safety and efficacy of ECT for depressive
illness, but not specifically in the elderly. Therefore a two-stage search
process was conducted for our review.

A. Firstly, we used the search results of Geddes et al. The search strategy was
as follows:

1. The Cochrane Controlled Trials Register and the Cochrane Collaboration
Depression Anxiety and Neurosis Controlled Trials Register was searched using

]]/5103
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"electroconvuls*" or "electro-convuls'" or "electroshock'" or "ele~tro-shock'"
or "convuls'" or "ECT" as search terms.

2. In addition a number of other electronic databases were searched:

The following databases were searched in using the CCDAN-search strategy

Biological abstracts 1985-2000

Cinahl 1982-2000

EMBase 1980-2000

Lilacs from 1982 onwards

Medline 1966-2000

PsycLiT 1887-2000

Sigle 1980-2000

2. Hand searching of the reference lists of the handbooks on ECT of Abrams and
Fink and the latest APA Guidelines were performed.

3. Hand searching of the Joumal of ECT/Convulsive Therapy was done.More than
3000 references resulted from this process, of which John Geddes' group selected
just under 600 studies initially satisfying their inclusion criteria. These
references were held on Reference Manager Version 9 and this database was shared
with us. FvdW searched this database for references in which elderly or aged
were used as keywords or appeared in the abstract.

B. Due to the difficulty in locating trials in older people, additional
electronic and hand searching was done by the first author (FvdW). In this
additional searching, the target was to locate randomised and non-randomised
(observational studies, retrospective studies, case series, case reports)
evidence on the field of ECT in depressed elderly.

1. The CCDAN and CCTR was searched using "electroconvuls'" or "electro-convuls'"
or "electroshock'" or "electro-shock'" or "convuls'" or "ECT" and senil' or
geriatr" or older or elder" or late-life or later-life or "late" life" as search
terms.

2. The following databases were additionally searched using the CCDAN Trials
Register search strategy in combination with search terms on elderly, dementia,
cerebrovascular disorders and Parkinson's disease, case reports, case series,
retrospective studies:

Biological abstracts 1985-2000

Cinahl 1982-2000

11/5/U3
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EMBase 1980-2000

Lilacs from 1982 onwards

Medline 1966-2000

Psyclit 1887-2000

Sigle 1980-2000

2. Hand searching of the chapter on "Electroconvulsive Therapy in late-life
depression" by Harold Sackeim in the handbook on Clinical Geriatric Psychopharmacology
by Carl Salzman was carried out.

3. Hand searching of the Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry was done.

4. Additional hand searching of references cited in all included and excluded
trials was carried out to identify any missing studies on the basis of the
title.

5. Two experts in the field, H. Sackeim and C.H, Kellner were contacted to ask
whether they were aware of any additional eligible studies.

Through this process, more than four hundred citations potentially fulfilling
the inclusion criteria for the review were selected. The title, abstracts or
full copy of these references were assessed independently by the first two
reviewers for inclusion into the review. Following assessment of the references,
160 references that included ECT and depression (with or without dementia,
cerebrovascular disorders or Parkinson's disease) in the elderly remained. Of
these 160 references, the abstracts or full copy were assessed independently by
FvdWand MS. A inter-rater agreement (kappa) of 0.96 was obtained.

Methods of the review

Selection of studies:The first reviewer identified the studies. The first two
reviewers independently assessed the relevance of each trial, blind to the
decisions made by one-another. Each trial was assessed against pre-set criteria.
In cases of disagreement, decisions were reached by consensus through open
discussion. Based on the title of the publication and its abstract, and if
necessary full copy of the article, irrelevant citations were excluded.
Potential studies for inclusion (randomised and non-randomised evidence) were
obtained in hard copy. Reasons for exclusion or inclusion were recorded.
Reviewers were not blinded for authorship of trials, journals and institutions
from which articles came. The four reviewers judged the relevance of the
included trials independently. FvdW has a special interest in the topic of
depression in the elderly with concomitant cerebrovascular disorders or
dementia. The second author (MS) has a special interest in ECT in late life
depression. AB and WH are acknowledged experts in the field of late-life
depression. The latter two reviewers were not involved in the search and
identification phase. They were active in the selection process of included
trials and in the editorial phase of the review.

11/5/OJ
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Data collectionData were extracted from studies using a preset form. Data were
entered into RevMan 4.1.1. Where data were missing, the principal investigator
of the study was contacted for more information.

Methodological qualities of included studies:Assessment of the methodological
quality of each trial was carried out according to the guidelines in the
Cochrane Reviewers' Handbook (edition 1999). Concealment of allocation was the
main quality criterion for included studies. The adequacy of allocation
concealment was judged as adequate (A), unclear (B) or inadequate (C) (for
example an open list of random numbers, the use of alphabet or data of birth) or
not used (D). Other major aspects on which the methodological quality were
assessed, included the blinding of participants and assessors; the adequacy of
outcome assessment (intention to treat analysis (ITT), and the adequacy of
follow-up assessments. Only trials in category A or B were included in the
review.

Data and statistical analysis:We hoped we would be able to find enough studies
to be able to analyse data as described in Chapter 8 of the Reviewers' Handbook.
Categorical data would be transformed into dichotomous outcomes as described
earlier. Relative Risks, Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals would be
calculated for the individual studies and pooled using the fixed effect model of
Peto. The random effects method would then be used as a test for the robustness
of the findings from the fixed effect analysis. We hoped to present data as 'the
Number Needed to Treat" (NNT). In case continuous data were normally distributed,
they would be analysed by calculating the weighted mean difference or the
standardised mean difference depending on whether the same or different scales
had been used for measuring outcome. .

Sensitivity analysis:When possible, we wished tei investigate the effect of
inclUding or excluding studies with methodological shortcomings. We hypothesised
that clinical factors, such as the presence of co morbid cerebrovascular
disorders would influence the outcome of trials. Therefore, our intention was to
perform subgroup-analyses to investigate whether there were differences in
response between:

a. Depressed elderly with or without cerebrovascular disorders (cortical and
lacunar infarcts, and white matter hyperintensities);

b. Depressed elderly with or without Dementia of the Alzheimer's type or
vascular dementia;

c. Depressed elderly with or without Parkinson's disease

Assessment of heterogeneity: If a meta-analysis was possible, the random effects
model would be used as a test of the robustness of the findings from the fixed
effect analysis.

Description of the studies

For s'ubstantive descriptions of studies please see "Included and Excluded
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studies"

General remarks

Randomised evidence on ECT in elderly was sparse. We were only able to select
three trials that studied one of the primary or secondary objectives of this
review. Only one controlled trial was found that investigated one of the primary
objectives of this review, that is, the efficacy of real-ECT to simulated ECT
(O'Leary 1994). No controlled trials could be found that examined any of the
other primary objectives of this review, for example the efficacy of ECT to
antidepressants. Two RCTs were located that investigated one of the secondary
objectives of the review, one of which compared the efficacy of unilateral
versus bilateral ECT (Fraser 1980) and the other comparing the efficacy of ECT
once a week with ECT three times weekly (Kellner 1992). Randomised evidence on
the efficacy and safety of ECT in depressed elderly with concomitant dementia,
cerebrovascular disorders or Parkinson's disease is lacking completely. One RCT
that may meet the inclusion criteria for the review is waiting further
assessment (Krystal 2000). It reports on the predictive power of ictal
EEG-changes on outcome. Contact has been made with the principal investigator to
determine whether data on the outcome of depression in the participants are
available. To date no additional information has been received.

Although randomised evidence is sparse and the three included trials had several
methodological problems, we decided to present the reader an overview of the
different methodological aspects of the studies. In one comparison a quantitative
analysis on the data was performed (the effectiveness of unilateral versus
bilateral ECT). In case this quantitative analysis was not possible, the major
results were summarized as reported by the investigators for each study.

All other identified studies consisted of non-randomised evidence, including
observational studies, retrospective studies, case reports and case series. As
stated earlier, they will be summarized in a narrative review.

1. Excluded studiesOne hundred fifty seven possible studies were excluded. One
study was an open trial without a control condition. Thirty-three were
prospective, mostly naturalistic follow-up studies, but without randomisation or
control conditions. Thirty-five were excluded because they were retrospective
studies and forty-eight because they concerned case-reports. Another forty
studies were excluded, either because they were reviews or because they did not
fulfil inclusion criteria (for example they examined the effectiveness of
maintenance ECT, or the effectiveness of ECT on the motor symptoms of Parkinson's
disease without concomitant depressive disorder, or considered epidemiological
aspects of ECT in elderly).

2. Included studiesFor the primary objective, only one RCT meeting inclusion
criteria was found (O'Leary 1994). Some remarks need to be made concerning this
study..This study was a post-hoc analysis of data in elderly people who
participated in the Nottingham trial on ECT (Gregory 1985). The Nottingham trial
is a RCT in which the efficacy of ECT (unilateral and bilateral) was compared
with simulated ECT in 69 patients, but not specifically the elderly. The
presentation of the data in the O'Leary study was sparse, mean scores in the
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treatment conditions and/or standard deviations for the different comparisons
the investigators performed were not available. Therefore we were not able to
calculate a standardised mean difference, necessary to perform a quantitative
analyses. We contacted the principal investigator in an attempt to obtain the
relevant data to be able to perform a quantitative analysis. Because of the
post-hoc nature of the report and all the other methodological limitations,
which we will describe, the results of this study need to be interpreted with
caution. But because of the lack of randomised evidence for the primary
objective of this review, we decided to include this study in the review and to
provide the reader with its major results. There are a large number of
non-randomised studies on the primary and secondary objectives of our review,
but as stated before no validated system exists to summarize them and therefore
they cannot be included in this review.

For the secondary objectives two RCTs meeting inclusion criteria were found.
Fraser 1980 compared the efficacy of unilateral versus bilateral ECT. Kellner
1992 performed a randomised trial on the dosage of ECT comparing the efficacy of
ECT weekly with ECT three times weekly. In only one of these studies data could
be extracted for inclusion (Fraser 1980). Data in the study by Kellner 1992 were
sparse. Means and standard deviations were not reported. We contacted the
principal investigator, who informed us that the necessary information to
perform a quantitative analysis was not available. Again, because of the lack of
randomised evidence, we decided to include both of these trials in the review,
but of course the results of this study need to be interpreted with caution
because of the methodological problems that we will describe hereafter.

a. Length of included trialsThe Nottingham trial, from which O'Leary 1994
re-analysed the data, took place between August 1981 and February 1983. More
than ten years later O'Leary 1994 performed their analysis on a subgroup of
elderly participants. In the Nottingham trial participants were followed up to 6
months. Fraser 1980 and Kellner 1992 did not specify the length of the trial and
no relevant follow-up took place,

b. Participants of included trials

All of the studies included participants of 60 years and older. Both sexes were
included.

In the Nottingham trial a standardised psychiatric history was taken and all
patients were assessed using the MRC and Feighner criteria for major depressive
illness and the Present State Examination (PSE). Fraser 1980 operationalised
diagnosis according to the Feigner criteria (1972). Kellner 1992 used DSM-III
criteria to diagnose depressive illness.

None of the studies used a structured clinical interview to establish diagnosis.

The participants in the Nottingham trial were for the most part referred for
ECT-treatment. Fraser 1980 provides no information on preliminary treatment of
the participants. The participants in the study by Kellner 1992 were referred
for ECT.

1115103
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More specific information on earlier treatment with antidepressants prior to the
episode in which the patients participated in the studies, was missing in all
the included studies. In addition, no information is provided on the treatment
of possible earlier depressive episodes of the participants. Information on the
mean number of admissions is also lacking in all the studies.

As adequate information on somatic and psychiatric co-morbidity and history is
important in the treatment of depressed elderly, the lack of data about physical
disease and psychiatric co morbidity is a serious limitation. Only Fraser 1980
mention that "mild or moderate senile dementia did not by itself exclude a
patient from ECT'.

c. Setting of induded trialsParticipants in the studies were inpatients as
well as outpatients.

d. Study size of included trials

O'Leary 1994 analysed data on thirty-five patients aged 60 and over from the
Nottingham trial (Gregory 1985), in which sixty-nine patients originally
participated. Twelve of the elderly participants were withdrawn from the
Nottingham trial before completing the six study treatments. Three of these
non-compieters were withdrawn because they improved before the six study
treatments were finished, eight of them because they failed to improve, and one
because of physical illness. A separate analysis on the completers and
non-compieters was performed, but not an intention-to-treat analysis. Some
serious doubt is necessary therefore on the value of the results they describe.
In the Nottingham trial seven elderly patients completed treatment with
simulated ECT, eight patients completed treatment with unilateral and eight with
bilateral ECT.

Fraser 1980 initially included thirty-three patients. Four of them dropped out
of the study, two of them died, two left treatment "against advice". The authors
did not include these drop-outs in their analyses. Kellner 1992 only included
fifteen patients. It seems that all of them completed treatment.

e. Interventions of included trials

O'Leary 1994 (based on re-examination of data on elderly in the Nottingham
trial) randomised between simulated ECT, unilateral or bilateral ECT. Treatment
was twice weekly. Six study treatments were given. An Ectron Duopulse Mark IV
machine, waveform 1, was used, delivering energy in units of Joules rather than
charge, which made it impossible to quantify the amount of electrical stimulation
administered. Bilateral treatment was applied using the bitemporal position and
unilateral ECT was administered using the Lancaster position, applied to the
right tempero-parietal position (Lancaster 1958). Anaesthesia consisted of
methohexitone 70 mg and suxamethonium bromide 50 mg. Patients in the simulated
group received the whole ECT procedure, but no shock. Adequacy of seizures was
determined by means of the cuff method without further details. Low-dose
benzodiazepines were allowed during study.

Fraser 1980 randomised participants between treatment with unilateral or
IliS/UJ
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bilateral ECT. They used an Elektron Duopuls mark 4 machine,. delivering 30 to
120 Joules in a unidirectional "chopped" sine waveform, making it impossible to
quantify the amount of electrical stimulation administered. Patients were
anaesthetised with thiopentone 150-250 mg, and the muscle relaxant was
suxamethonium 25-40 mg, doses depending on body weight. The electrode placement
was according to the method by Stromgren (1973). No information is provided on
the adequacy of seizure induction and the parameters by which this was
established. All psychotropic medication was stopped 24 hours before treatment.
The number of treatments ranged from 4-11, twice weekly.

Kellner 1992 randomised between two treatment groups. Group 1 underwent ECT once
a week for 3 weeks. Group 2 underwent three-times-weekly ECT for 3 weeks.
Slow-responders in group 1 were switched to three-times weekly treatment after
treatment 3. Slow-responders in group 2 after nine treatments were given ongoing
three-times-weekly ECT until clinically well. Bilateral electrode placement was
used for all participants. A MECTA SR2 ECT device was used, delivering a
brief-pulse, square-wave stimulus. Anaesthesia consisted of methohexital (1
mg/kg) and succinylcholine (0.75 mg/kg). Dose titration was not performed.
Stimulus dosing was adjusted to produce a motor seizure >20 s. Motor seizures
lasting

f. Outcomesln all studies improvement was measured on internationally validated
instruments like the Hamilton Depression Rating scale (HRDS or HAM-D) and the
Montgomery Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS). They were all continuous
outcome measures. None of the studies used pre-defined criteria for responders
or non-responders, and therefore no dichotomous data can be generated.

Primary outcome measures in the Nottingham trial (O'Leary 1994) were scores on
. continuous outcome scales, the Montgomery &Asberg Depression Rating Scale
(MADRS) and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HRDS). Study patients were
scored after every two treatments and within two days of the last ECT. Raters
were blind for the treatment group. No information is provided on how this
blinding was achieved.

In Fraser 1980 scores on the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D) was
the primary outcome. It was measured before treatment, within 24 hours after the
fifth treatment and 3 weeks after the last. Fraser 1980 also made comparisons
between good outcome and moderate outcome patients. Information on this point is
so scarce, that the reviewers have serious doubts on the interpretation of these
data. A rater who was blind to the patient's treatment condition measured the
depressive symptoms. No information was provided on how this blinding was
achieved.

Kellner 1992 measured outcome by means of the Hamilton Rating Scale for
Depression (HAM-D), the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), the Clinical Global
Improvement Scale (CGI) and the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS), all of
them being continuous outcome scales. A researcher who was blind to the
patient's treatment condition rated the depression scales. No information was
provided on how this blinding was achieved.

In the Nottingham trial no information on cognitive or other side effects was
IliS/UJ
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collected.

Fraser 1980 examined cognitive side effects by applying the Wechsler memory
scale before treatment, not less than 24 hours after the fifth treatment and 3
weeks after the last treatment. The principal investigator also administered a
"simple ad hoc questionnaire" at the moment the second Hamilton test was
applied, intended to score potential side-effects such as headache and nausea.

Kellner 1992 examined cognitive side effects by applying the Mini-Mental Status
Examination (MMSE) at baseline, weekly on non-ECT days, and 1 week after the
last ECT. Thereby, the Wechsler memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R) was administered at
baseline and 1 week after the last ECT treatment.

None of the studies provided information on any of the other outcome measures as
described in the methodology section of this review.

Missing outcomes

All trials presented findings in graphs or p-values only. They did not provide
standard deviations and/or means. Only in Fraser 1980 was it possible to
calculate this information from the data provided in the report. Because none of
the trials used pre-defined criteria for responders or non-responders, it was
impossible to obtain or calculate any dichotomous outcome measures on this
point. Information on the efficacy and possible side-effects of ECT on the
medium and long term was sparse or lacking completely. In the Nottingham trial
data on cognitive side-effects were not collected. None of the trials provided
information on cause specific and non-specific morbidity/mortality or suicide
rates in the short and longer term. Data on physical co morbidity and mortality/suicide
rates were not collected in any of the trials. No trial reported on economic or
functional outcomes.

Methodological qualities of included studies

See: Table of included studies

Randomisation

No studies achieved a quality rating of "A" for their descriptions of methods
used to randomise. It was not clear exactly how randomisation had occurred in
any of the studies, resulting in all of them receiving a rating of "B" (methods
used unclear). The information provided in the studies did not rule out that
bias could have been introduced.

Blinding to interventions and outcomes

No study clearly described their procedures for blinding of assessors. They all
described that assessors were blinded for the procedure under study, but
adequate information to determine this with certainty was missing.

Follow-up

1lI5/U3
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In the Nottingham trial participants were followed up until six months after the
end of treatment with ECT. O'Leary 1994 mentions that "at 1, 3 and 6 months
after the study there were no significant differences in the change in HDRS or
MADRS score between the three treatment types". No analysable data were provided
on this point, and the statistical procedures on which these conclusions were
based were not clear. The number of drop-outs was not reported, neither was it
clear how the significant differences had been calculated. Fraser 1980 and
Kellner 1992 make no mention of follow-up data. No study analysed their data on
an intention-ta-treat basis. O'Leary 1994 performed a separate analysis on
completers and non-compieters.

Because of the lack of information on the adequacy of randomisation, the
adequacy of blinding of outcome assessors and all the other limitations,
interpretation of the results of the included studies is difficult and
necessitates caution,

Results

List of comparison

No study addressing the primary objective of this review was identified. The
study by O'Leary 1994 was the only study to examine one of the primary
objectives, but the methodological problems and insufficient data prohibited a
comparison. Only one study on one of the secondary objectives was available for
inclusion in a comparison (Fraser 1980). The trial by Kellner 1992 could not be
included in a comparison because the relevant data were missing and could not be
supplied. Other well-designed randomised controlled trials evaluating ECT in the
depressed elderly were lacking, especially trials in which the efficacy of ECT
were compared with antidepressants, or trials in which the efficacy and safety
of ECT in subpopulations of depressed elderly was studied. Therefore it was
possible to undertake one comparison only, on the efficacy of unilateral versus
bilateral ECT, on the basis of the study by Fraser 1980. A comparison in
MetaView could be presented for this outcome (see Comparison 2). We decided to
give an overview of the major findings as reported by O'Leary 1994 and Kellner
1992 given the fact that no other randomised evidence was available. We provide
these findings in Comparisons 1 and 3, without being able to present them is on
in MetaView. Because of the small numbers of studies that found, heterogeneity
and sensitivity analyses could not be performed.

Comparison 1 Real ECT versus simulated ECT

One study compared real ECT with simulated ECT (O'Leary 1994). The authors
performed an analysis both on the compieters and non-compieters. No intention to
treat analysis was performed. Post hoc analyses of the compieters showed that
after six study ECT-treatments the mean MADRS scores of the unilateral and
bilateral groups differed significantly from the simulated group (p ? 0.05).
Because the investigators had not supplied means and/or standard deviations, a
quantitative analysis could not be made on this outcome. A two-way analysis of
variance of treatment group and number of ECT-treatments showed a significant
interaction between treatment group and number of ECT- treatments (p? 0.01).'
AQain, because means in the treatment and control conditions were not provided,
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the analysis we had intended to undertake (change of baseline scores using a
fixed effect model) was not possible. The authors of this trial performed a
separate analysis on the non-compieters. Among the non-completers, there was a
significant improvement in the real treatment group compared to the simulated
group as measured by the mean and percentage changes in the HRDS and MADRS (p ?
0.02). In our opinion interpreting results on non-compieters without performing
an intention to treat analysis necessitates caution.

Comparison 2 Unilateral versus bilateral ECT in elderly patients

Two trials compared unilateral with bilateral ECT (Fraser 1980 and O'Leary
1994). Only continuous data were available. O'Leary did not provide means and/or
standard deviations, therefore the comparison could not be included in the
quantitative analysis. The analysis was therefore only based on the data
supplied by Fraser 1980. Although the estimate suggested superior efficacy or
unilateral ECT over bilateral ECT, Fraser (1980) not convincingly demonstrated
efficacy of unilateral ECT over bilateral ECT, both after 5 treatments (WMD 6.06
(CI -5.20,17.32), and after 3 weeks of treatment (WMD -0.37 (-5.02,4.28). It
should be noted that the sample size was small (13 receiving unilateral ECT and
16 bilateral ECT). Fraser 1980 did not provide standard deviations on the
outcomes for the cognitive side effects. These outcomes therefore could not be
included into the quantitative analysis.

Comparison 3 Once weekly ECT versus three-times weekly ECT

Kellner 1992 compared once-weekly ECT with three-times-weekly ECT. Scores on the
HAM-D showed statistically significant improvement in both groups (p? 0.001),
with HAM-D scores significantly lower in the three-times weekly group compared
to the once-weekly ECT-group at week 4 of treatment only (p? 0.001). No
statistically significant difference was found between pre-treatment and post
treatment or group-differences on cognitive measurements. Information on
standard deviations was lacking for both the outcomes on the HAM-D and cognitive
measurements. No quantitative analysis could be performed because the principal
investigator for the Kellner study has informed us that no additional information
is available.

Discussion

Methodological considerations and limited data

Given the fact that that older, frail elderly people are particularly prone to
the side effects of antidepressants and that ECT in the elderly may be a more
effective and safer treatment, it is of importance to have randomised data
available on this specific topic. The lack of well conducted randomised
prospective trials in which the efficacy and safety of ECT was compared with
antidepressants, made it impossible to test the major hypothesis of this review,
namely that modified ECT has a greater and/or more rapid antidepressant effect
than simulated ECT, antidepressant drug treatment or non-pharmacological
interventions. Evidence on the superiority of real over simulated ECT in elderly
could only be based on one study, which contained several methodological
shortcomings (O'Leary 1994). Ethically, it does not seem justified to employ
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sham ECT in further trials because comparative active treatments are available
for depressive disorder in the elderly. Evidence for the superiority of ECT over
antidepressants in depressed elderly was simply lacking. There was no clear
evidence to support or refute the use of ECT for particular subgroups of
depressed elderly, like those with concomitant dementia, cerebrovascular
disorders or Parkinson's disease, because randomised evidence on this topic is
also lacking. Although a large number of studies appeared on the major topic and
subtopics of this review, they mostly consisted of non-randomised studies.
Summarizing the results of these non-randomised studies was not the objective of
this review.

Only one study on one of the secondary objectives of this review (Fraser 1980)
generated data that could be included in the quantitative analyses. It did not
convincingly demonstrate the efficacy of unilateral ECT over bilateral ECT.
Because of the small number of studies on the efficacy and safety of ECT in
elderly, considerable caution must be taken in generalising these findings.

Generalizability

Randomised evidence on the efficacy and safety of ECT in depressed elderly was
sparse. The three eligible studies randomised participants without operationally
diagnosed disorders. Extensive information on somatic and psychiatric co-morbidity
as well as information on previous treatments and depressive episodes was
missing. How the participants therefore resemble those seen in general practice
is hard to know.

Limited data

Randomised trials on the efficacy and safety of ECT in depressed elderly was
sparse. The collection and quality of reporting data was disappointing. In two
of the three included trials means and/or standard deviations were not given, or
data were presented in graphs that made it almost impossible to extract useful
information.

Sensitivity analysis and publication bias

It was not possible to undertake the proposed funnel graph for publication bias
or undertake a sensitivity analysis on subgroups of depressed elderly (those
with concomitant dementia, cerebrovascular disorders and Parkinson's disease).
The absence of any co-ntrolled studies that attempted to replicate the included
studies was surprising, given the daily use of ECT in depressed elderly. This
leads to the question of whether there might be some bias against research in
this understudied area.

Conclusions

Implications for practice

The main conclusions from this review are as follows:

1. Randomised evidence on the efficacy and safety of ECT in depressed elderly is
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sparse, based on trials with a limited number of participants and with
shortcomings in methodology and in presentation of outcome data. This leads us
to conclude that none of the objectives of this review could be adequately
tested. These findings are noteworthy given the relatively frequent usage of ECT
in elderly people;

2. One trial concludes that real ECT was superior to simulated ECT. Because of
the many methodological problems of this study, replication of these findings
with a larger number of participants may be justified;

3. The efficacy of unilateral over bilateral ECT or vice versa is not convincingly
proved;

4. The superiority of three-weekly ECT over ECT once a week is not convincingly
proved;

5. Randomised evidence on the efficacy and safety of ECT in subpopulations of
depressed elderly is completely lacking.

Implications for research

1. Given the specific problems in the treatment of depressed elderly, it is of
importance to conduct a well designed randomised controlled trial in which the
efficacy of ECT in compared to one or more antidepressants or transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS).

2. In such trials, it is of importance to establish the medium and long term
effects of ECT in outcome, morbidity, mortality and economic values.

3. More studies on the safety and efficacy of ECT compared to antidepressants in
specific subpopulations of depressed elderly (like those with concomitant
dementia, cerebrovascular disorders) need to be performed.

4. Attention should be paid to the presentation of outcome data in future
~als. .
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Contribution of Reviewer(s)

Frits van der Wurff (FvdW) and Max Stek (MS) are the main reviewers, they will
perform the review. FvdW will undertake the identification of the studies. The
two reviewers will independently assess the relevance of each trial. In case of
disagreement whether to include a trial, this will be resolved by discussion and
consensus together with the third and fourth authors, Aartjan Beekman and Witte
Hoogendijk.

Synopsis

The reviewers examined the effectiveness and safety of electroconvulsive therapy
(ECT) in elderly people with a depressive disorder.

The reviewers performed this review because antidepressants in elderly people
regularly cause side-effects which hamper the effectiveness of treatment with
antidepressant. ECT therefore can be an important altemative to pharmacological
treatment of depression in elderly people. The reviewers extensively searched
the literature for well-conducted (randomised) studies, both comparing real ECT
to simulated ECT and antidepressants. Only three studies were found, which all
had serious problems in methodology. Presently, no definite conclusions can be
drawn whether or not ECT is more effective than antidepressants. Neither can be
definite conclusions drawn on the safety or side effects of ECT in elderly
people with a depressive disorder.

Table of comparisons

Fig unilateral versus bilateral ECTlafter 5 treatments

Hamilton Depression Rating Scale

Table of comparisons

Fig unilateral versus bilateral ECT/after 3 weeks treatment

---------------_.
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale

Characteristics of included studies

Study: Fraser 1980
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Methods: Allocation: Randomized controlled trial, randomisation procedure not
described and allocation concealment unclear;

Duration: not specified;

patient and outcome assessor blinding seems appropriate;

no follow-up period; Intention-to-treat analysis not mentioned, possible 4
patients dropped-out, authors seem to have used an end-point analysis;

Participants: Diagnosis: Depressive illness, based on Feigner criteria;

Age 64 - 86 years;

N =33, 5 participatns dropped-out;

Sex: 8 M, 25 F;

Inclusion criteria: depression of a least a month duration, dementia was not an
exclusion criterium, other inclusion criteria not specified.

Interventions: Unilateral versus bilateral ECT; no information is provided on
the adequacy of seizures or the method by which seizures were induced;

unilateral ECT n = 13

bilateral ECT n = 16

Outcomes: Mood change: Hamilton Rating Scale (HAM-D) and the Nursus' Observation
scale for Inpatient evaluation;

Cognitive side-effects:

the Wechsler Memory Scale

Other side-effects by questionnaire

Notes:

Allocation concealment: B

Study: Kellner 1992

Methods: Allocation: Randomized controlled trial, randomisation procedure not
described and allocation concealment unclear;

Duration: not described;

No follow-up period;

Patient blinding: not possible;
1115/UJ
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Outcome blinding: procedure not described, bias seems possible, cannot be
excluded;

Intention to treat analysis not mentioned, none of the participants dropped out
of treatment.

Participants: Diagnosis: DSM-1I1 criteria for major depression;

Age 53-87 years;

participants had been referred for ECT treatment, no information is provided on
earlier antidepressant treatment in any of the participants;

N = 15;

Sex: 11M and 4F

Interventions: ECT once a week versus three-times-weekly ECT;

bilateral treatment in all participants;

method of seizure induction adequately described

Outcomes: Mood change: Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D), the Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI), the Clinical Global Improvement Scale (CGI) and the
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS)

Cognitive side effects: Mini Mental Status Examination (MMSE) and the Wechsler
Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R) .

Notes:

Allocation concealment: B

Study: O'Leary 1994

Methods: Allocation: Randomized controlled trial,

Duration: not described;

Follow-up period: six month;

Patient blinding adequate;

Outcome blinding: seems adequate;

Intention to treat analysis not mentioned, 12 of the participants dropped out of
treatment.

PartiCipants: Diagnosis: DSM-1I1 criteria for major depression;
1I/5/UJ
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Age 60 - 85 years;

participants had been referred for ECT treatment, no information is provided on
earlier antidepressant treatment in any of the participants;

N =35;

Sex: not provided

Interventions: Sham ECT, versus unilateral or bilateral ECT; maximum number of
study ECT-treatment 6;

method of seizure induction described

Outcomes: Mood change: Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS), Montgomery
Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS)

Side effects: no information provided.

Notes: Reexamination of outcome data from the Nottingham ECT trial from 1985

Allocation concealment: B

Characteristics of excluded studies

Study: Alexopoulos 1984

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - retrospective chart
review

Study: Alexopoulos 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - review

Study: Allen 1982

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - case report

Study: Allman 1987

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled .trial - case report

Study: Andersen 1987

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial on depression in
Parkinson's disease

Study: Asnis 1977

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - case report
1l/S/UJ
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Study: Atre-Vaidya 1988

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - case report

Study: Avery 1976

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Babigian 1984

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - epidemiologic
follow-up study

Study: Ball 1995

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - retrospective chart
review

Study: Balldin 1980

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial on depression in
Parkinson's disease

Study: Barnes 1997

Reason for exclusion: not.a randomized controlled trial - case report on
maintenance ECT

Study: Beale 1996

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - case report on
maintenance ECT

Study: Benbow 1987

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - retrospective chart
review

Study: Benbow 1988

Reason for exclusion:

not a randomized controlled trial - letter

Study: Benbow 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - traditional review

Study: Blackburn 1994
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Reason for exclusion: not a randomized"ccntrolled trial- case report

Study: Bracken 1987

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - case report

Study: Brodaty 2000

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Brodaty 2001

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Burd 1998

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Burke 1985

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized ccntrolled trial - retrospective chart
review

Study: Burke 1987

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized ccntrolled trial - retrospective ch"art
review

Study: Burke 1988

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized ccntrolled trial - case report

Study: Calloway 1981

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - retrospective chart
review

Study: Casey 1994

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - traditional review

Study: Casey 1996

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - retrospective chart
review

Study: Cattan 1990

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - retrospective chart
review
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Study: Chacko 1983

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - case report

Study: Coffey 1987

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - case report

Study: Coffey 1988a

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Coffey 1988b

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - retrospective chart
review

Study: Coffey 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Currier 1992

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - retrospective chart
review

Study: Cybulska 1997

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - case report

Study: D'Melio

Reason for exclusion: not a randomizedcontrolled trial - case report

Study: Devanand 1994

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - review

Study: Dighe-Deo 1998

Reason for exclusion: not a randomizedcontrolled trial - case report

Study: Douyon 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - case report

Study: Drop 1988

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial - case report

Study: Dubin 1992
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Reason for exclusion: maintenance ECT, not a randomized controlled trial

Study: Duncan 1990

Reason for exclusion: maintenance ECT, not a randomized controlled trial

Study: Dysken 1976

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Ehrenberg 1955

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, not modified ECT

Study: Erman 1979

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Faber 1991

Reason for exclusion: traditional review on Parkinson's disease and ECT

Study: Fall 1999

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Figiel 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Figiel 1990a

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Figiel 1990b

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Figiel 1991

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Flaherty 1984

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Flint 1997

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized trial, open study
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Study: Frances 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Fraser 1978

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case reports

Study: Fu 1999

Reason for exclusion: not a randomised trial on the efficacy of ECT in depressed
elderly

Study: Gallinek 1947 .

Reason for exclusion: Not modified ECT

Study: Gaspar 1982

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Godber 1983

Reason for exclusion: letter

Study: Godber 1987

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Gormley 1998

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Greenberg 1992

Reason for exclusion: traditional review

Study: Greenwald 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial on the outcome of ECT in
depression

Study: Guttmacher 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case series

Study: Hay 2001
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Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospecitve chart
review

Study: Heshe 1978

Reason for exclusion: mixed unipolar and bipolar group, no separate analysis of
unipolar depressive elderly possible

Study: Hickie 1995

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Holcomb 1983

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Hunt 1998

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Hussar 1968

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Jenike 1983

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, traditional review

Study: Jenike 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, traditional review

Study: Karlinsky 1984

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Kelly 2000

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, traditional review

Study: Kelsey 1995

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Kramer 1986

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Kramer 1987
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Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Krause 1988

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Kroessler 1993

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Krystal 2000

Reason for exclusion: randomized trial on the predictive power of Ictal EEG
Indices on respons of unilateral or bilateral ECT. No outcome measures of
depression provided. Therefore, study excluded. Authors have been contacted to
provic;le additional information.

Study: Lambourn 1978

Reason for exclusion: allthough randomisation took place, no reliable extraction
on data in elderly possible

Study: Lebensohn 1975

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Levy 1983

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Liang 1988

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Liberzon 1991

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Lipman 1993

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, follow-up study

Study: Loo 1991

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Lovell 1948
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Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, traditional review

Study: Magni 1988

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Malcolm 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, letter

Study: Mandel 1980

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Manly 2000

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Martin 1992

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case series

Study: Mattingly 1991

Reason for exclusion:-not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Meyers 1985

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Mielke 1984

Reason for exclusion: not a r.andomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Morris 1991

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Mulsant 1991

Reason for exclusion: not a -randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Murray 1986

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review
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Study: Nelson 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Nelson 1991

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: 0' Connor 2001

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of ECT,
randomisation on maintenance ECT versus pharmacotherapy

Study: O'Leary 1996

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: O'Shea 1987

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Palmer 1990

Reason for exclusion: not specifically on elderly with a depression

Study: Pande 1990

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Petrides 1996

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Pettinati 1984

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Philibert 1995

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Price 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, traditional review

Study: Rao 2000
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Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Regestein 1980

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Reynolds 1987

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Rice 1994

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Rosen 1992

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Rubin 1993

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Ruxin 1994

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case reports

Study: Salaris 2000

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Salzman 1982

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, traditional review

Study: Scott 1990

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, letter

Study: Scott 1991

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, letter

Study: Simpson 1998

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Smith 2000
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Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Sommer 1989

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial on the efficacy of ECt
in depressed elderly

Study: Spear 1997

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Stack 1988

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Stern 1997

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Stoudemire 1990

Reason for exclusion: not a trial on the efficacy or side effects of ECT in
depressed elderly, naturalisitic study

Study: Stoudemire 1991

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Stoudemire 1993

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Stoudemire 1994

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Stoudemire 1995

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Strain 1971

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Swett 1977

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Tancer

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report
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Study: Tew 1999

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Thienhaus 1990

Reason for exclusion: study of the efficacy of maintenance ECT

Study: Tomac 1997

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Van Marwijk 1988

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Van Waarde 2001

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Ware 1990

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Weiner 1982

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, traditional review

Study: Weisberg 1991

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Wesson 1997

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: West 1999

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Wetterling 1998

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Wijeratne 1999
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Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Wilkinson 1993

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Williams 1997

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized control trial, naturalistic study

Study: Wolff 1954

Reason for exclusion: no modified ECT

Study: Yesavage 1980

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, retrospective chart
review

Study: Young 1985

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Yudofsky 1979

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report

Study: Zorumski 1988

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, review

Study: Zubenko 1994

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, naturalistic study

Study: Zwil 1992

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, traditional review

Study: Zwil 1997

Reason for exclusion: not a randomized controlled trial, case report
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Method

From the results ofpreviolls studies ofdepressed patients ""'ith the
Hamilton12 depression scale it was calculated that a sample of 70
patients would be adequ:l.1c to clarify the question ofwhether or not
the convulsion is an imponant element in the therapeutic df1cacy of
ECT. The patients were se:lmed from those aged 30-69 years who
required inpatient tre:lIIm:ot for depressivt= illness and W~
admined to Nonbwick Park Hospital nndc:r the: care of tbe:
participating psychi:urists. Mler admission, the Present State
Enmination13 was conducted and the following criteria for
inclusion in the trial were applied: the MRCl crileria for cL:pressive
illness (modified by the extension or me age nmge 10 30-69 years);
the Feighnerl4 criteria ror primary depressive illness; the
Newastlel5 criteria for endogenous depressive illness; and the
NewC2StJel5 criteria for predicting a good outcome from ECT.
Patients who fulf1lled these criteria were asked ror consent to ECT
and inclusion in the trial. Rebtives' consent '0lS aJ.s.o obtained.. In
those who CQDSenied the risk or amesthesia "'-"as assc:sscd by the
anaesthetist conceroed and if this~ thought to be: increased the
patient was excluded.. Patients were entered in the trial until the
target figure or 70 ca.ses was reached. During this time ]09
depressed patients orappropriate age were admitted.. orthe 39 who
were nOI included 2 "'-ere detained under the Menial He2hh Act, 6
were regarded as poor anaesthelic rnlts,4 refwed ECT, 8 refused to
panicipate in the trial, and in 19 the chat2ctcristir:s ortbe illness did
not meet the criteria.

Having been included in the triaJ p;uieDts were allocated, for tbe
purpose or randomisation, to !ep;lrale groups according to the

820819 ", The L;lncel Ltd, 1980

" offered DO advantage over the administration of anaesthesia
alone. This issue has lately attracted anention. Freeman et
al.e presented data which suggest~that a courseofbilaterally
applied ECT which b'llan with two psoudo-ECT, effected
significantly" slower improvement than a COUr.ie which
included real ECTs from the fInt treatment. On the other
hand, Lambpum and Gill' ttpOned thaI depressed pali""..
improved as quickly with six sessions ofpseud~ECTas with
six real unilateral. tre:uments.

The prcsClt study concerned 70 patients diagnosed by
wcll-dcfmcd criteria as having endogenous depression and
randomly allocated either to eight real or to eight pse:udo
ECTs. The mental statcs of the patients were assessed} by
psychiatrists who were unaware of the treatment allocation,
throughout the course oftrcatment and again one month and
six months after completion of the course.

In addition to the question of the role ofthe convulsion in
the efficacy of ECT} possible short and long term effects of
tbe convulsion upon memory are of considerable intercst.
This topic has received substantial studylO but the effects of
ECT have been hard to disentangle from those ofchange in
moocL 11 The present study provided an opportUnity for
"clarifying this issue. Memory was tested before: and during
the study and at the siJ:·montb follow-up.

Introduction

ELECTROCONVULSIVE therapy (ECT)J introduo=d by
Cerletti and Bini l over 40 years ago, has been a major
treatment of severe depreisive illness. The antidepressant
efficacy of the whole procedure is well established2.3 but,
although the convulsion is often held to be a critical clement,
the evidence that this is so is slender. Cronholm and
Onosson4 found that 46 4epressed patients" treated with
electrically induced convulsions improved more than 23
patients in whom the: convu!::!ons were shortened with
lignocaine, but the trc.atments were not allocated at random.
Robin and Harris5 reported that a group of 15 depressed
patients treated with ECT and placebo tablets did
significantly bener than 16 patients treated with "pseud~

ECT" (an anaesthetic with no shock) and imipramine:. Other
worke:rs,l>·7 ueating diagnostically mixed groups ofpatiems,
found that the addition of electrically induced convulsions

THE NORTHWICK PARK ELECTROCONVULSIVE
THERAPY TRIAL

EVE C. JOHNSTONE J. F. W. DEAKIN
P. LAWLER C. D. FRITH

MAR.n.YN STEVENS K. MCPHERSON*

T. J. CROW

Divisians.of Psychiatry andAnaeuhcU;
C/imClJ/ Raearclt Cmm and NonmuicA Park Ho~ila4

HarrorD, Middla~ HAl 30]

it}., ("iJl't\p/~-/-d
Summary 70 patients with endogenous depression,

defmed by strict criteria, .who fulf111ed the
Newcastle indications for electroconvulsive therapy (EeT)
were randomly allocated either to a course ofeight simulated
EeTs or to a course ofeight rCll ECTs. The imprDv~entin
terms of psychiatrists' ratings in the group ofpatients given
real EeT was significantly greater (p < 0·01) than that in
those given simulated ECf, but the difference berween the
rwo groups was small in relation to the considerable
improvement of both groups over the 4-week treatment
period. No differences were found between the two groups at
Doe-month and six-month follow-up. The therapeutic
benefits of electrically induced convulsions in depreision
were of lesser magnitude and were more transient than bas
sometimes been claimed. In the rcal-ECT group memory was
impaired during treatment but memory tests revealed no
difference between the groups at six-month follow-up.
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TABLE J-TREATMENT IN MONTH AFTER COMP1.E1l0N OF COURSE
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L
L

attn"bute the loss ofthe advantage ofreal ECT to differences
in the subsequent treatment of the two groups. In order to
checlt the blindness of the srody the investigatOI1 guessed
which treatment they thought the patients were having. The
accuracy of[hese guesses was no bener than that predicted by
chance.

RWlltS of lh~ M~mory T~su 7 I
These will be dealt with in detail in another publication and t

are only referred to briefly here. MemorY deficits were clearly
demonsmued in the real ECT group during the co~rseofthe I

!

the real-ECT gro~p_ The advantage. of real over simulated
ECf"was not retained and at the one-month and six-month
follow-ups the Hamilton12 scores of the two groups were
almost the same (see figure). The Leedsl6 selfratings showed
similar ttends but these were never significant, and this was
also true of the ratings by nurso using the Bunney md
Hamburgl 7 scorc_

The effe:cts ofECT were assessed by analysis ofvariancc at
the end of treatment and one·month and six months after
cOmpletion of treatment. The tests ask whether the two

groups (real or Simulaled EeT) differ signilicantlyin terms of
mean improvement at each time ofassessment. At the end of
week 4-Le., after eight treatments-t:his effect is significant
(F [1,54] - 7'8, P < 0'01) but at one month (F [1,51] 
O'I,NS) and six months (F [I,49J - 0·4, NS) there was no
difference between the groups.

The patients' ueatmc:nt CC2Sed to be determined. by the
rules of the ttial after the rating which immediately followed
the course ofreal/simulated. ECT. When the one-month and
six-month ratings were done the patients had been on various
treatments as dictated by their clinical condition. The
treatments given to the two groups of patients during this
time were very similar (table I) and it is not pcmible to

"'
5<l \",,

'OJ§
.§JO
~.

;;20
10

0 i
0

Grnn-al

The sample: consisted. of 52 females and 18 males ofmean
age 49-4 yean_ 46 patients had had defInite previous episodes
ofdepressive illness and 7 h2d had defmite previous episodes
of mania. 15 patients had received. ECT for a previous
episode. 49 patients had had antidepressants prescribed for
the ioda episode.before admission to the trial 62 patients
completed the full course of eight ueatmeD.ts. Of the 8
patients who did not, 4 (3 on simulated. ECT, I on real) were
withdr.lwn bccIusc: offiai1ure to progress; I on ,eal ECT was
withdrswn because he had a minor :vascular incident
involving hi> mina; 2 (Ion rea1 ECT and I on silnw.'ed)
withdrew consent 10 ECT; and I (on ,eal EeT) became
1DIIDic. Ofthe62 pariOOlS who finished the course 18 (8 on real
EO and 10 on simulated) were given bcnzodiazepincs,
main1y either as diazepam 5 mg regularly thrice d2i1y or as
diazePam 10 mg in OCCISional doses to relieve distress.
Improvement scores were similar in patients with and
without diazepam. The only other psychouopic medication
was a benzodiazepine hypnotic prescribed for all patients. No
antidepressant mcd..ication was given during the trial. 57 of
the 62 patients who completed the course were seen one
month and six monw later.

Results

Chtlamr~Asussed by Clinical Ralings

Patients in both groups improved considerably during the
course of the treatmCl[ but the improvement was greater in
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prcscnc:c or 2bIcna: of ddw;ions, agitation, or retardation. The
alloc::;rioo. olthe treatments~ known only [0 the P'Ychiatrist who
pdmjnipttcd the ECT and (0 the ame3theti.st. Neilher of m=c:
doaon wzs inYotved in the are or assessmeIll ortbe: patients. The:
n,esmrnts used were the Hamilton12 deprasion Drings, the:
Leeds" saIo for depression, and the nurses' rating scales demed
by Bunney and H2mburg. 17 The Hamilton ratings wuc: conducted.
by one: oflhc: two comultant psychiatrists and wc:re done before the
coune crECT. weekly throughOUt the cOune, and DOl: month and
sis: months after CQ~letiol1oflhl: CCIllne. The p:nic:nts were asked
to complete Lecds l6 sc:ales at the same time. The U"CIUD.eDts were
givt:I1 on Tuesd3ys and Fridays. Patients who began their course of
ECT on a Tuesday WUI: rolled on five: COIl5CCUuve Mondays and
those who began their COI.1DC on a Friday were fated on five
consecutive Thund2ys. The mean time between admission and the
stan crECT was 9·4 days. After the fint four trciltments a third
psychiatrist independently ass=scd the advUability of continuing
with the study. Alllhc: patiena wen: trc:ned as inpatients in the
rtSC2I'Ch ward aflhe psychianic unit at Nonhwic:k Park Hospital.

Bath grouPs of pmenb received mc:thohaitone 1-5~
atropine D-6 mg. and suzamethonium (}oS mglkg. No electriciry Was
passed in the simul...d ECT group but in the rCl! ECT g<oup
electrodes were placed in the: bifrontal position and II cum:.nt of 150
V duopu1se.........ve form I was passed for 3 s. To allow confUlIlation
that a convulsion had tUen place II sphygmomanometer cuff
i.nfiatcd apove ancri2l pressure was applied to one arm. In this way
the: convulsion could be obsaved unmodified by muscle relaxants,
No other antidepressant Irtaunent was given. All patients had a
benzodj27epinc: hypnotic. every. night during the trial and if
additicoa1 sedatiou was necessary diazepam was proaibed.

Memory tests were: conducted by psychologists who, like the
clinicd inn:srigato~. remained. blind (0 the allocation of the
treatmalIS until all the six-month follow-up assessments bad been
completed. This selection oftcsa was intended to assess both the
immediate and the possible long~tc:rm effectS of ECT.

After the ei&h1h treaUDent the Hamiltonl~ and l.ttd:J16 ratings
were completed. ana the patients were then treated as the
coosuhants in charge ofthem thought fit.
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This 1rial ,,...s conduanJ under tbe IUspicc:s and according 10 lhe rules oflbe
Ellual Committee oCNonh...iclt Park Hc.pital and with Ibe ad\;tt oftbe
Dru! Tri:l1s in Psyc:biauy Subcommilltt oftbe Medial Rc:xarcb Council
under the cbainNIlllhip of Prof. M. Shepherd. We thank sisten L CricblO'\li
and G. Andrew., eUfle nunes M. HoweD and C. Morrii. mIT nunc V.
r.lmc:r,lnd the nunin&lIafTofEutIake Ward, NanbYick Park Hospital, who

.months (figure). Although the use of antidepressant
UeatmenlS (including EC1) during the follow-up period was
n~ restricted by the trial design there were negligible
differences between the groups in the atent to which such
treannents were consider~ necessary. The findings of this
study offer no suppa" Jar the view that the benefits of
repeated coDvulsiom.are substantial and long-lasting; they
indicate that the benefits lie in speed ofresponse rather than
in long-term outcome. Because both our treatment groups
had general anaesthesia we cannot assess the atent to which
this, either by pb:mnacologieal or by psychological
m~ms, may contribute to the previously reponed
adv:antages afthe ECT procedure over other antidepressant
regunens.2,J Moreover, since no antidepressant-drug trI~a!ed

group was included, we cannot assess the question ofwhether
optimal drug treannent can achieve as rapid a response as that
seen with eight episodes ofanaesthesia either with orwithou!
a convulsion..

Although these results indicate that electrically induced
convulsions offer less benefit in terms ofantidepressant dTect
than has sometimes been thought, they also indicate that such
convubions are not as harmful as has been supposed.
Subjective accounts have indicated that some patients
experience persisting impairments,18 but in our widC:-JOInging
series of tests no differences were established at six months
between the real and the simulated ECT groups, who had at
that time very similar JOItings on the Hamilton12 scale. We
thus found no evidence that a series of eight electrically
induced convulsions gives rise to lasting memory impairment
but we can make no comment of the effect oflarger amounts
ofECT,

In conclusion, our .findings suggest that the antidepressant
effects of rept:iilted electrically induced convulsions arc of
relatively shon duration. No lasting effects upon memory
were detected. The results conflfm that many depressive:
illnesses although severe may have afavourableourcome with
intensive nursing and medical care even if physical
treatmenlS are nOI given.

'09'0 _

J 1_'
Rul OU SimulJlted Rell
ECT ECT ECT

t1-! ?1.r-3'I~
TABLE II_RESULTS OF M~~~Yt.n:yrS BEFORE. DURING, AND AFTER THE COURSE OF ECT

No. ofpa[ienl~,~:,trJN Before ueatment During/grief Irelltmtnt

Discussion

Although significant differences were established for only
one of the three methods of rating used, the fmdings show
that electrically induced convulsions do enhance the rate of
recovery from an episode ofdepression. The findings differ
in imponant respects from those ofboth Freeman et al.a and
Lamboum and Gill,' although in terms of initial Hamilton l2

scores the patients in these: studies had depression ofsimilar
severity to those panicipacing in ours. Thus in a series of70
patients treated with a course of eight bilateral real or
simulated ECT over 4 weeks 'Ye found a significant effect of
the convulsion while Lambouni and Gill,' using six
unilaterally applied real or simulated treatments given over 3
weeks in 32 patients, found none. On the other hand Freeman
et al.,8 studying a group of 40 patients, reponed that
significant improvements could be detected on some rating
scales after two real as compared with two simulated ECTs.
lQ our l2rger series no significant difference .was found after
two treatments. In the study of Freeman et al.8·clinicians
seem to have been able to detect group differences at the end
ofthe course ofueatment and gave significantly more ECT to
the group ofpatients in which the initial two treatments were
simula.ted. By contrast, the clinicians responsible for our
patients (who, unlike those in the study of Freeman et al}
received no antidepressants during the 4-week course of the
treaODent trial) gave similar amounts of antidepressant
t!J.erapy to the two groups of patients after the trial period
(t2ble I).

While our trial reveals a slgmflcant advantage(p < 0-01) for
the electrically induced convulsions, the size ofIhe difference
between the two groups is nOll2rge. The group receiving real
ECTshowed a mcm improvement of38') (SE 3'0) points on
the Hamilton scale ove:r the 4 weeks of the trial while those
receiving simulated ECT showed a mean improvement of28
(SE 2-7) points,

The most 5Uiking fmding is that the differences which were
pre:se:nt at me end of the course of eight treaunents had
disappeared one month later and were undetectable also at six

trcume:nt but there was no evidence of persisting memory
impairment at the six-month follow-up (table n). For this
comparison patiena who received ECT at any time other
than during the trial were acluded.

T~I I~

Subjective memory (... of \..-P5I
plItients comDlaininLI 1 - ~

Com:emntlon 16 20 62 80 67 56 SO 32
15 min vigiltnC'e task 20- 19 76 74 57 32" - It- )U Ji'

(tFo ofpatiems mming signals) -,..... ;-0\
~:''::'''7:20) 20"'" 0,0 ,,5 0,' 0,' n,v2'/1';,f) r(
Non-nrbalrea.ll1COt'e 17 23 - - 9·1 2O'2t - - YJre C:::-L
(all:npla line drawing) r 5

Lc:aminll: lakb for' 29 2B - - 2·6 4'6* 5-0 5 2 {7jUrf
&= Icomi"l~ , ,- I ':v{""-

Lonl·ltrm memory (X!lIUla: 26 27 - - 2·4 3·6S - ~
CQmp~bcmion time) - ,~ ...

LonS'lum mcoory (discrimination 14 ]2 2·16 2·08 - - ',08 5{l
~~~~=-=~~-:-:::-L-~-.L---:-:~__L-_-L_--L_-l_"09---.!C~/I~rll tL--~of names from Ibe JXSl) C/v 11.

·xl - 2·8 (p <0']0); tF{I.36) - 16·1 (p < 0-01); *F(1.53) • 5'2 (p < 0,05); §F(I,45) • 6·4 (p< 0-05)
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comribued 50 much to the C'ODdUct of tbil: trial, Dr h. [b~Dpon2nd Dr D.
Whirr. fill' ::uucshrtk":asistanrc., and Dr J. F. McMillin, Dr D. G. C. Owens,
aDd Dr 1. S. Pria..

JUquau fot ,eprinu should be ::r.dd,c:sscd to E.e.].
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ALLOGENEIC BONE MARROW
TRANSPLANTATION USING STEM CELLS

FRACTIONATED BY LECTlNS: VI, IN VITRO
ANALYSIS OF HUMAN AND MONKEY BONE

MARROW CELLS FRACTIONATED BY SHEEP
RED BLOOD CELLS AND SOYBEAN AGGLUTININ

YAIR REISNER NEENA KAPOOR

RJCHARDJ. O'REILLY ROBERT A. GoOD

Ml!nfDriaJ Sioan-&ruring CaIla'T CmtlT,
N.., Y.,., N. Y. 10021, U.s.A.

S.,mmary A prixedure was d~elopcd for the isolation
from human bone marrow ofa cell fraction

enriched for haema(opoietic precurson and depleted of T
lymphocytes. T ccl1s are eliminated from bone marrow by
rosetting with sheep red blood eells, rollowed by diJTerential
agglutination ofresidual T lymphocytes in the non·rosetting
popubrion by the lectin, soybe:iln agglutinin. The fraction
unagglutinated by the lectin contains a high proponion of
colony-forming cells and non detectable T cell a1lorc:2ctivity
in vitro. Similar results were obtained with monkey bone
marrow cens, suggesting that monkeys can be used for
evaluation of this fractionation technique for bone-marrow
transplant3(ion across hislocompatibility barriers.

Introduction

Is the past decade, marrow transplanl3(ion has emuged as
a promising curative approach 10 (he tre:llmolt of lethal
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congenital immunodeficiencies, I aplastic anaemia,Z and
leukaemia.) At pn:sent. a marrow (raasplant can be used only
for the minority of pa6enls who have a suitable donor,
matched for determinanls of the HU system, since
transplants frOID HLA-hisloincompalible donors commonly
induce lethal gran versus hOSI disease (GvHD).4 However,
results in rodents suggest that lethal GvHD can be avoided if,
before administration, the histoincomp:lIible marrow graft is
depleted ofalloreactive T lymphocytl:s.s.&

In earlier work, Reisner et al. showed tha( the plant lectin
soybean agglutinin (SBA) binds to the B lymphocytes and
haematopoietic precursors in the marrow and spleen of the
mouse, andd~ not bind to T lymphocytes in (hese tissues_5.9

Marrow or spleen cells could thus be fractionated by
agglutiDation wirh SBA and differential sedimentation of
agglutinated cells on 5% albumin.'·IO The agglutin:ued T
lymphocyte depleted merion can be disp=ed by washing
with D-galaaose, the specific sugar inhibitor ofSHA'. Reisner
et at. subsequently showed mat this cell fr2ction could be
used (Q reconstitute b2ematopoietic function in lethally
irradiatcc! H-2 incompatible mice, without GvHD.'

We record here the. SBA lectin-binding characteristics of
lymphoid and baematopoie.tic elements from hu.aiad and
cynomolgus monkey marrow. '.

Materials and Methods

Humo. Bone-rnam,., (BM) Cells

BM cells from hcdthy volunteers were cbtaioed by aspiration
from Ihe iliac aat as previously desaibed.11 .

Monkry BM C<J1s

BM cclIs from cynomolgus n>o0kcy3 (Ma= !esia.laris) were
obtained eitherby aspinnioD from the. fc.mon, tibiae, and ilillCcrest1

of living animals or by flushing ofmarrow from the long ben= of
killod animals.

Iso/arion oj BMMononucl~rCells

Mononuclear cdls wac: isolated from the hcparinised marrow cell
suspension by density gradicot ctDtrifUgation over "Fieoll
Hypaque' lLymphopn:p. Nygaard, Oslo, Norway) as previOlUly
dC$Cribcd. I)

Lecrin

SBA was purchased from Vector Labor-nories, Burlingame,
California.

&parario. ojBM M""".ud",r Cdls by SBA

FieoU·isoLated BM tIklDOnuelear cells (2X 101 cd1sIml, ()oS mI)
were incubated in polynyrcne rubes (17X 100 mm) with SBA «()OS
mI, 2 mglmI pbosplw. buffllod saIiJle (PBS!) r... 5 min It room
u:mpef2turCo The cells were then gently laytttd 011 top oflllOluoOD
ofbovine serum albumin (S~w/v in PBS, 8 mIl in .1115 ml comal
bonoal plastic rube. After 10 min at room 1emper2tU.R the·
agglutinau:d cells sedimentcd while the Wl2gglUtinated c:dIs
remained at the interface with the bovine serum albumin sulutioa..
Top:md bottom fr.aaioos were removed scpamdy and transfc:rrcd.
to 1Sml conic:ll bottomplasdc tubes. Theedbwcrethen suspended
in 10 ml ofD-gaJaclosc (D-2 molll) in PBS. After 10 min at room
temp~r;nuTl: the cells werc col1eaed by cc:nrrifugalioD(200 g" S rrun)
:and w:lshed once morc ",itb D-plaetose and (hen twice witb PBS.

FroeticJ1/llrion oj Human BM Qlls by Shup R~ Blood Cells
(SRBCj "nJ SBA (fig. I)

Immedi:lld)' after 3!ipir.uion, the bonl:"marrowcell suspension is
mixed with 'Hct:lSlllfCb' (McGaw ubor:ltories, Irvine, Califamia,
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What do a nuclear physicist, a chef,
a Royal Marine commando, a plumber.

and 7 nurses have in common? '';'."
Answer: they are all linked by the same experienca - powetfulelectricshocks through ,
their brains that lefta legacyofprofoundafter-effects.

And these are just a sample from literally hundreds In our files - all shocked, not
acddentally, ' but deliberately, by doctors who assured them It was a safe and effective way
to cure their mental problems.

They have never met each other, yet again and again they describe similar effects that
have disrupted their lives, ended their careers and left them with dull and blunted minds.

They ask: why do I feel like a robot? •• Why have I no feelings any more?... why
am I so fatigued all the time? •• why can't I remember day to day things like I
used to? .. are others as scared as I am ofvisiting the doctor?

After first hearing of us, many spent weeks gathering the courage to ring and tell their
story. Some spoke for hours, relieved beyond measure to find at last someone who
understood and beiieved what they were saying. f'.lany felt they had ooen -mentally rnp~d".

Just what exactly are they saying?'

In September 1998, to determine jUst what had happened to all these victims of
Electroconvulsive Therapy (EeT), we send out over 500 detailed questionnaires. In
particular, we included a list of the most-reported symptoms and asked victims to indicate
any they had developed AFTER their shock treatment.

We didn't expect a very high response. It is a great credit to these fragile and damaged
victims that so far over 200 have replied - with only a handful of anonymous ones. Better
stlll- almosthaffof them have agreed to 'come out"and teli theirstory In publici
(see back page). '

Survivor-group The US-Wales Network have since sent out a further 600 forms to
their membership. Other groups are doing the same. What we've seen so far Is just the tip
of a scandalouslcebern,

When i1sting questionnaire results It Is easy to lose, amongst the numbers, the humanity
of what Is behind them. Please, when you read them, try to keep deariy in your mind that
these figures equate directly with real humen i1ves - with lost hopes end dreams and
ambitions and loves.

We can't show the personal details that might fully bring this home to you. But a person's
occupation can offer a glimpse Into the reailty of their i1fe. Take a look at the i1st In the left
margin. It goes on page after page. It Is a catalogue of destroyed lives; and It's just one
part of what being ECr-shocked can mean. 'Somewhere down Its long length there Is
Indeed a nuclear physidst, a chef, a Royal Marine Commando, a plumber and seven nurses.
Amongst a host of varied occupations there are also seven teachers, seven secretaries, 16
housewives, 18 students and rrve children, for goodness sake, one as young as thirteen
years.

Think ofthJml when you read the mere numbers In the following pages•
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• What was the illness for which you 'were given Shock Treatment?
We expected this to be mainly depression. However, although two-thirds did Indeed answer
.'Depresslon' or 'Nervous 6reakdown', 13% had been given It for schizophrenia and the remainder
for a wide variety of otten Inappropriate reasons such as "Asthma" or "Epilepsy" or 'Paln In joints"
and even "sexual abuse-.

• How effective was the Shock Treatment against this condition?
~, you can see, about half our respondents were able to report that ECT Inl~ally had some effect,
although a large propo~on of even these deemed It to be "poor".
However, when It came to the long-tenn result, almost three-quarters reported that the treatment
had been completely Ineffective, and most of the rest now felt It had been ·poor".

Prompt effect

.......
""

Long-term effect

• What conditions have you developed SINCE your ECT?
Whatever the effect of the treatment on the original condl~on, ALL our respondents found the·
after-effects widespread and devastating. Against a list of previously-reported symptoms, we
asked them to mark A.6 ore (or nothing) according to how severely they had been affected.
We knew to expect a high incidence of the first few conditions shown below, but we were utterly
unprepared for the sheer scale and severity of the damage that each Individual reported.
Almosteveryone reported a hostof symptoms. And their forms bristled with 6s and Cs.

Long·term/permanent mental effects following Eel.

% of respondents aHecled: o 10 20 '0 40 60 60 70 80 90 100

Lo•• of past memories

Impaired present memory

Impaired concentration

Impaired organisation skills

Impaired number skills

Impaired language/writing

Panic attack.

Sad dr••m. or nlghtmu••

F••Ungs of remoten •••

Peraonallty change.

Feu of doctor. & hospital.

Agoraphobia

Clauatrophobla

Sucldal Tendencl••

Oegr•• to which respondents wet. effected;
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2

22

3

2

41

36

~Mod.r.l.ly
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In the early days of ECT, despite rubber gags and the like, broken jaws and spinal or back Injulies
were fairly common, due to the violent convulsions caused by the shock.
Nowadays, powerful 'musde-relaxant" drugs are used, which paralyse the entire body. Despite
this, It Is evident from the disturbing results below that widespread physical damage Is still
occurting to a selious degree and which Is all too often permanent.
Detetioration In hand-wlitirig, muscle-spasms (and others) are really "brain damage" problems,
but are Induded here because, having physical manifestations, they can be easily shown to be real.
The high percentage of respondents reporting weight problems may be quite significant - the
BBC2 Horizon selies recently showed a connection between brain damage and weight gain.

Long6 termlpennanent physical manifes18tions (some Indicative of brain damage) following ECT.

% of respondents afiected:O 10 20 30 40 60 60 70 DO 80 100

Muscle spasms

Palpitations

ME 1 tiredness 'weakness

Sluplng problema

Vision problema

Head pain/headache.

Back pain

Joint pain.

Muscle pain.

Neck pain

Weight problema

High blood prU5ur.

Bowel problema

~l ."

17

..

•

19

•

•

II _

J.

I.

Degree to which respondents were aHeeted: I_Slightly OModera'ely CSeverely I

Below are the categories which were reported by only a relatively small number of respondents.
Even so, there are some distUrbing results here that are worth looking into further.

"'" 01 respondents affected: • 2 • • • 10 12 ,. ,. ,. 20

Stress Ulcer. '". -.. .... -.. 7

Anorexia S
i

,
Lupul 1 I

Altzhelmlr'a 1

Brain haemorrhage 2

Renal disease

Thyroid problema .. ,
IEpileptlc flti _.

Undl.g. nerv. 'yltem condition , 0

Angina I
Stroke I

Heart attack I
,,

Degree to which re.pondents were affected: I .SII"htly CModera'ely OS.v.rely I
.. - -- . -~

, . "." ,. ~-. - .. ..

We asked respondents to tell us of any conditions they'd developed which weren't Included in our
list, Six people reported asthma, which may well be linked with repeated anaesthesia.
Many people reported a wide variety ofdistressing conditions - see Insert.
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Phobia, Loss of confidence.Developed brain abnormality (diagnosed In
1991-scan).
Asthma.
Pain In all ieft side of body.
Paraplegic as result of brain damage
Incurred during treatment.
Displacement of neck joints.
Pains In legs and feet despite months of
drugs.
RIght/left confusion - spacial awareness
problems. '. ",
Visual memory wrecked.
Loss of taste.
Difficulty recognising familiar faces; noises
In head before going to sleep;
Asthma.
Muscle spasms - Involuntary jerks of legs.
Given brain scan and then asked If I'd had a
stroke.
No sense of balance. Speech ~nd hearing
problems.
Widespread brain damage verified by EEG's.
Lost 15-20 years of past.
Fracture of jaw; spinal degeneration.
Jaw &. neck problems - damage caused
during Ecr.
Lost one knee cap during Ecr due to
dislocation.
Large benign tumour on neck.
Allergies - bad drculatlon•
Almost totally blind - retina damaged.
Possibly epileptic fits (awaiting
confirmation).
Noises In head before going to sleep;
difficulty following simple books and films.

.Epllepsy•.. , .
;peteriOratlCln of sight - registered blind.

Incontinent.
Vertigo.
Clumsiness.

'"

Sexual dysfunction.
"I
:loss of creativity.
'Neuralgia, face and neck.
:Beeame docile, remote, speech shaky.
Loss or. smelt. .

..'f •.

,eontUslon when outside, difficulty shopping.
;jJngling sensations In head and face.
,.~amage to teeth during ECT: .
~sslng out for no reason.
'Hand tremors.,.
f,requent severe migraines.

olse sensitivity.
; continence.
(l;eeth broken, crumbled. (letter attached).
_11,

·Dlzzlness.

-'Involuntary jaw movements at night causing
:i'ongue biting.

eveloped asthma.
avlng out letters when spelling words;
ck of coordination; confusion.
earing loss.
continence; loss of speech; require full

'me care.
mao

l. uldn't draw anymore, couldn't think
~Isually; fear of travel.
'losing balance.

L_~~.."=,."","",,,,,,~==l<"""~,,",,' """".""""-"I'I'l";;;;--;;;"ill!LIaIlIiBilit . roblem remembering events In eariy life.
Unable to put things In chronological order.
Bums on head after treatment.
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• Were you able to return to your original occupation?

Yn
30"

Our respondents answered a resounding "NOI" to this question. Take
another look at that list In the left margin of page one, and Imagine It
running on, page after page, not only for all our 200+ respondents, but
for the hundreds more stili In our files who didn't reply, and the
thousands more who've never heard of us. Then look at the bald

statistics Illustrated here and try to Imagine
the wholesale destruction of peoples' IJves
that ECfls routinely causing.
Writer Ernest Hemingway said, after
receiving forced ShockTreatment:
"What Is the sense of ruining my head and

erasing my memory, which Is my capital, and
puWng me out ofbusiness? It was a brilliant
cure but we lost the patient. •
38 years laterwe're still putting people
out of business and losing ·patlents.

Could you take up other,
less demanding work?

Did you feel you were pressured to have ECT? •• and were the
risks FULLY explained to you?

Our correspondents have often complained that they were pressured to have ECT, sometimes under
the threat of sectioning, but more typically by Its being 'oversold' by psychiatrists as "qUick, safe and
effective", In reply to our questions on this aspect of ECT, 87% felt they had been pressured, and an
even more decisive 98% felt that the risks had not been properly explained to them.

We were astonished to find that 11% had been outpatients (and were
thus probably not 111 enough to have needed such an extreme therapy),
and a sobering 24% were forced to have It under Section 58 of the
Mental Health Act. For only 24% of the volunta;y pationts was a
relative or other supporter involved in making the decision.
This chart (left) shows the alternatives offered ~fore resorting to ECf.
Despite Rep recommendations that ECf Is used only as a last resort, a
disturbing 21% were offered It first. The extreme paudty of any kind of
talk therapy speaks for Itself. (no pun Intended).

•

Were you able to return to your
orlglna' occupaUon?

Would YOU be prepared to appear OD TV?
One of our main functions II to publlclae the truth obout ECT as widely .. posalble.
and In this rnpecllt I. vllal we gain the maximum media coveragll. A single television
or radio program or newspaper .rUcle can do more than yean of lending out
Information pecka. In thll Ihrlle year. since ECT Anonymoua wal IIrll nl up our
aurvlvorl have appeared on New. at TIm, Look North, Her. end Now, Over tha EdQa,
North of We.stminater, KUroy, The Cook Report, Radio 4'. Allin Ihe Mind, Radio WaIn
NI ds Radfo, and In many newl 8 nine arllel

Yoo(lLt
rUwry
~
11%

Yes-
\.(l;irly
~
18%

This was the last and perhaps In many ways the most Important question
we asked. Only by victims standing up and telling their stories loudly and
pUblldy will we ever hope to bring about the kind of outrage needed to
change things. We were thus astonished and delighted to find that almost
HALF our respondents were prepared to do just that, to 'come out" and
tell their stories publldy.
So, you media people out there, we now have a list of over 100 people
ready to talk. More are being added dally (the US Wales results are
starting to come In). Over 40 are ready to shout It from the rooftops! 19"-'

You want personal stories? we're ready when you are. '-........~.--------.....;::\..,"'.
Q\lES11o~AUL£. I

@ .. • • •• • .. . Id.~"''fll...-Pef1rIlukHI. auIDnutkally gtVIiIod to~ any of 1M mlltarla1 c.ontalrMd twt.ln In J*l or In lui PftI"t\dIod UI8l ECT MonymOUl' copyrtgN: '-~ and the coNu:l.1N1nta1IIed.
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20 Valley Creek
Norristown, PA
July 17, 1990

Dear Sir:

Road
19401 -",

Because of the severe brain damage and furthering disability
that I received from ECT (Electroconvulsive Therapy), I am
sincerely requesting that FDA's proposal to reclassify this
deadly device from Class III to Class II be disapproved,

The confusion, memory loss, (in my case, much of it permanent,
is a great price to pay and still remain as a functioning individual
in a family and place of work. Although functioning. while in
a severe depression comes to a halt, the super-imposed damage
of ECT does not make things better but worse. The consent form
used by the APA·which states that there is only temporary memory
loss in and around the time of the treatments is a total lie.
The only thing I c~~ld remember was the treatments and the daze
that followed me from day to day as I Qould not remember who
I was, where I was. or what I would ev~r do now in this condition.
This is NO SMALL MATTER. The American pUblic is not as uneducated
as they were at one time in medical matters, However. I fear
that enough education is not available to those 'considering
such a drastic measure for themselves or for a loved one. Temporary
memory loss does not exist. The ·loss is frequently over a period
of previous years as well as the loss of the ability to process
information that is necessary for daily living. Our brain is
our computer and with it damaged,; we are limited in our capabilities.
The damage from ECT can be extreme and completely disabling.
to a degree inconceivable except by those who have undergone
this horror. Ridiculously enough. though there are support
groups in this country for just about everthing, there is none
for those who need help after the ravages of ECT. This is no
doubt because of the denial by the psychiatrists that ·it does
little or no damage and is no doubt due to the person's "depression".
That is one easy way to push away the real facts. Ernest Hemingway.
who was treated for depression by electroshock "therapy", later
committed suicide because he could not remember how to write,
and that was his livelihood.

Are you aware that the FDA files are filled with reports from
persons just as myself? All of us want to be HEARD. This is
an archaic treatment and needs further investigation--but not
on humans. or for that matter, animals either. It holds no
place in this world of modern science. It is a quick "cure"
just as a good blow to the head would cause a person to forget
his troubles until the daze left, perhaps days,·weeks. or months
later. It is no different than the punch-drunk affect exhibited
by the boxer after he has been knocked out.

L Aft.er 5 years, my brain is beginning t·o heal to some extent,

L.~,,-f-03J<'" ~~7:J.
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but the horror of ECT will never leave.
facts and do not lay the path for future
~achine, the ECT device." ..

Please consider these
victims of the Ilmonster

Stop ECT before it stops the lives of more of our American pUblic.
How do we know how many of those who were shocked have never
been able to get out of institutions because of ECT, because
of the further damage to body and soul. Please keep in mind
that the business of psychiatry and the medical profession is
to heal, and not to destroy.

Thank you for your consideration in reading this letter. Though
I am certain you are a bUsy administrator, I would so appreciate
a reply.

Sincerely

Patricia A. Gabel

fo-~/}.~
Enclosure: James B. MacRae, Jr.
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Dockets Management Branch
Food and Drug Administration
5600 Fishers Lane
Room 4-62 '
Rockville, Maryland 20857

i'!ay 2C,

/983 JII/\/ - ') P'J I
-, L " : 53

He: DOCKET NO. 82P-0316
RECLASSIFICATION of ELEC'l'ROCOliVULSIVE THERAPY DEVICE

By personal experience as a patient, shock treatment is

intrusive therapy. I saw my physician'once when admitted. To

my knowledge, I never saw or spoke to my doctor after entry inco

the hospital. Blue Cross, Blue Shield pays for a quick fix. I

"ad 1:0 after-care followup in the communit;s!'. The experience of

going back to work was horrendous. I could not remember names of

fello,1 employees, code numbers for the computer department was

'"iped out/of my mind. Fortunatel;jJi, my job was protected by the

union regulations. The episode of a mental exhaustion happened
.. ..

c;-;. ;:~~ .Joo.

~efore this hospitalization, I was attending business school

i'cr s.cccunting. All that I lea.rned was wiped out of my mind. J':y

vocal studies were brought to an abrupt halt. l1y repertoire of

music was wiped out of my mind. There has been much written about'

Diemory loss. Followups of each and every patient who have had "

shock treatment should be a matter of necessity. A Pet-Scan or

Cat-Scan would be a necessary, cautionary followup procedure.

Pretesting with the Cat or Pet-Scan to have a view of the brain

before and after treatment.

PLEASE DO NOT CHANGE SHOCK FROM CLASS III to CLASS 11.--- ---

I
X-Rays indicate that I have a split spine. There are difficulties

with sitting, lifting, standing, lying in one position is painful.

I have had problems holding a job. Rehabilitation should be

1_ ~~C~Ud5d after shock treatment. Currently I am counseling at a

university for investigative search for causes for memory loss.

[
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STA'l'E HOSPITALS IN ~lICHIGAN DO NOT US!!; SEDCK. 'l';-,ey clair:.

to be more progressive than the private hospitals.

There also has been abuse of shock treatment. i~ch has been

Hritten about this.

Please send me the documented· evidence that the 1;'1,,'. :-,[,s 8~

the safety of shock.

Citizens for Action in Mental Health would like to be info:,:·,e:::

of further action on this matter. Please inform for further r:e[Cr~"2S.

Elizabeth Plasick

Citize~s for hction i~

Hental Heal th

1019 Karendale hve~u~

Porta~e, l·ti chi gen

49002

~nc: _
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November 2, 1990

Food and Drug Administration
Dockets Hanagement Branch (HFA-305)
Room 4-62 .
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, HD 20857

Re: Proposal to Reclassify the ECT Device, as published in the Federal Register
of September 5, 1990

I am writing to urge the P.D.A. not to reclassify the ECT device, but to
keep it in Class III where it has been since medical devices were so
classified. This would ensure that performance standards are carried out and
that consumers are protected from the harm that is a result of use of the BCT
device.

I write from personal experience, which is why I feel very strongly about
this issue. I was 18 years old, in my first year of college, when ECT was
administered to me for treatment of depression. My doctor informed me that I
would experience some short term memory loss, but reassured me that my memory
would return to normal within six weeks following the end of the treatments.
Upon discharge from the hospital, he pronounced me cured, and urged me to return
to college. I had to drop out of school whclI I rellli""c! that I cOl']d not
remember what I had studied before entering the hospital, and I was totally
unable to absorb neW information. I suffered for many months from a complete
inability to concentrate, and was not able to even read a newspaper or magazine.
I have been left with permanent memory loss of events that preceded the BCT by
several months. I continue to have difficulty concentrating for extended
periods of time, which I believe is a result of the BCT.

577

Sincerely,

9ki ~../l"i ... ' /,
'. :.<.. I iA: 1.h.....

Sharon Heim
1870 Beacon f:t. 115-3
Brookline, Mh 02146

OJ16

I believe that stringent regulations are necessary to protect patients from
being easily pressured into consenting to ECT. In my case, there was no
"informed consent" because I wasn't properly informed of the risks involved.
Patients suffering from depression are especially vulnerable to believing that
BCT will provide a quick cure. Doctors must be responsible to not use ECT as an
easy solution in a difficult situation, at the risk of their patients. BCT does
not provide a magic cure, and the price paid is too great. I therefore urge the
F.D.A to not reclassify the device.
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.f.·:F~:':: ....
102 W. 79th St.
Apt 20
NYC, NY 10024
]'eb.4, 1988

:Uear Mr. Villforth,.

i~ow 56 years old, I spent alluostan entire lifetime to date
, shadow. p0x.ing'o' W~;c.,!:li: E!om,e:!>@t~~~f.::;b),l~f\-:~~~;l!!Ystify.ing,syml?toms
whl.ch notonly:I h?-4·but. also·.iDi1. mothe·rC:a.n,done. brother. ~'hls

is known bY theprofessionaLmedical. 60i!ADunity, by dia~nosisJmostly
spoken"behind clos'ad doors-in:ths'.past/.:il.s a 'sch'i'z'Ophrenic family' 
i "e'~ more than one case of this syndrome of symptoms.

'roday my mother is dead; the brother is dead also. liowevcll' 1
myself set out on a journey from young adulthood to the pI'8Sent to
find the 3-nswers to the veritable hQlocaust which struck OUI' fa;nily.J
(l..yu;i. Id.l..Il..uI 1:t-. " . ,

-r spent 25 years', on and off, vnth psychlatry. These years,
with the drugs"and.i£OT, ,were horrendous,~':...I·6an assure you that
these modes of treatment ~nothing:" In, truth, these treatUlents,
particulaIbthe .i!lCT, compl~cate tli;:l plcture: enormously. because
i 11 persons become. dependent on drue;s and ,are permanently dallliised
by -,"CT, illyself included. ' ' ,

The receipt of ~CT illight better be described as the ecdin~ of
life for nost persons who receive same. The raason is that on top
of, either unsolved probl~lns or untreated unknown illness etloloi,~y

is suparimposed p3rmanent daillage to the brain.

'rhus alon-5 with either .e:Ilotional disturbance and/or p"ysical
severe health problems, ons goe!, home to,cope with the reality that
ona's brain is no lonser trustworthy. une reacheG to tha ml.nu to'
:Ol.e;:e SOille well known factor 'skill and most' often one :sdts back,
in nerve response -a blank.'. O;r;',:oue 'l;ake,s'much longer to be able to
(iI'aw back so'ne recall. 01' whQle"',yClars : are :missing .ioI'ever. 01'
araas of 'education' apd/or s,dll'ij.can be;"t'otally erased from the
miuD and. memory. ~Iy"'i:latural' ~'~i'ft" vias·:'that" 'of a styles-playing
act:eess .· ...Jl.ny chance','of40\-:ving'IDyi own:"pr.pf,s'ssion died with .-,"<.;T as
I no longet,'have tne'ar),memory; •..:.Io:,knql'i: oer$6ns::who ..have'.had 'just
about every"skill, knowleclge'or"lilemor;{ e.r~·a"destroye.d',.. who had to
learn to.. ·':tie:snoe-l!lces a')ain ...:;' to 'addthl3'<sirnplearithmetic to
pay bills·'": who had'lost'th;:tr.easured,ab;i.'lity to Bing - who could
no lon~er'paint~th:j.s oJ~.e _w~s. ,a mac'!Hficent arti st) ...:; who had to
closa a desk and ~o~l of the professlonal knOWledge was
~one-and on and on;"

. :u. Villforth, lS this true o~"P'otj"iia~..JJ).LJI);;n bein,,; is ll: essence
tcu su.n total of experlilnces in lir:~,cDJK: 11S',""!diowled3e', acqual.Ilt",,,ce::;j
Lei a 1'.<.1 s 'rr. ~,he;:; tlle Sd C'in be destroyed instant ly just b,y the f lip of
li button, what is l"ft? .00 you' clai:u that this l.ndivici.ual is r~ally

still ~eft livin~ as that individual - or, in essence did that in
ciividual truthfully have to be killed to somd ~ de3rcle in ordilr to
aIle sedlyC:cure) t'J sam';) de ~rea? Is killiu'S to cure I'eally an answer
the FDA can accept?

;t: 0<Yl{ Lt1'CJ'7T>tWl ~d wi.>' /#J.> (!TTJn u.;a.o u;/u Stru.-o«[ v.p to = hu o¥u EcT. Ii- woo hu~Ar-d,
,.... .~ ?'1.J" <'lc-n')U /duW W-i aum~ ,
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After the niihtmare of the30"years post-~CT, I sat in a
self help meetin'S aod was astounded. to hear '" joun:5 \'loman sittin6
next t0e&\l..Ji,~~ to m,y exact tYP;j of experience '.nth Ji:C~' 30 yecu's
earlie'llJ ,,""'!i:i c'ase, her ,budding career as Ii writ~ was totaJ.ly
destroyed. In: essence I at 24- 'years " of' a'3e I she now has no futura
'l:h",tso ever. (~caILJE'C<~/t.l.l!lW'~-rnb,lb,J">C.ll1(:la>.o ~iw--n 3o'D-r%)

&.IJha1n <rriZ "LV5 4""1.rtJ1O a- u> e=:~toU.l;\'t\

To my horror, I suddenly L'eali:l:ed that all of the nama;>;" and
a·~ony vi post-,;CT was still simply unknown or partaps mora accuI':ft"ly,
unaknowled3ed three decades later by people who saem to ~~nt to
battle to' ·'the death' t'o continue· .this", dark-ages treatment.

:ily twenty-five .years with psychiatry finally caused IUd to
conclude th:lt ps,!,chiatry isn't aven an authentic specJ.alty of
.:dedJ.cin'a. It is rath":lr a fraud.. It is an atte:'iIpt to convince
society ar.d :lladicioa _th·at there is such a thiLliS as the possi)~uity

,)f craatin~ a hybrid dpecialty of (p-'iycholo,~y-.saill-or;anic.,cc!icina,'
f~;ycholo~y is ~t e medical fi:lld. It is a field of aCCldelUia 
a~tra~~ly -'iubjective, specu1atJ.ve aDd unt~stable. It ha5 no v~ace

in madLcioe whatsoever.

Psychiatry is in ~adicine to meet specialized needs at ~h~s

tim; f'Jr society. Dut being oeeded at a specJ.fic time by s')ciety
dOJS ~ot ~a~e the so-c~Llad specisLty or medicine a valid and
,;uthu,tic. specu.lty of ill:.1dicine. Ij-w nat-a.n~~Sp2CJoHtJ.

t ....tis is '.\'!qr PS,'{cJ.lis.try n-Jeds locks, b8.l.'s, stl"ll t !ack8ts, pr:L~j()Il~1,

:';::1(1 t')~ Inrsh d3.:J3.3in,,; tr;'it'uents it inflicts - b·~caU'B 1.n tr'utii. it
is 3. ho9.x as :J. specbity of ifladJ.cine,.rfJ.,-nfi-v~/..I)-rLUcA-t>..2</,

i f.:Lol thdt SUlce JOu ware "Eiv~ll oi1(; J.'aspollsib'ilJ.o] to 'O::<K<l

~3jic~1 trd~tmant safe for pKti~nts th'it you B ,auld meet ti'dt
public trust. You ori::;inally found ,.,;GT a ili.~h1;r hazaraous tr'~dl"."e!Jl"

fro:rl your stUU.7 of it. Y'Ju·~;nould 'thertlfore :I!eet the responf;ib;l~t,y

to keep this alle~ed 'treit~ent' in 01ass 111...... .

The last 12 years: The l;J,st 12 years I ,iJ.scovered O.l.'tf,v''';O.leCllL"J.·
medicine. I feel it was just in,time as I am fJ.rmly convJ.uced i was
appr'oachin,~ death after~5 yearsi"of ·p;,ychiatry. '

~'ha ortrlomolecular ~etnod Lllmediat"ly be:?;!l.n reversin-; my I
hellis1 s,mptollls and I have bean on the upward path ever Ul.nce.
However what I lived for - the thaater - will never be - as BCT
permanently dama~ed my ma~ory. I

Yours truly,

Jl.lXLd~~ j

I

I
I
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- p- 0 31 C,

1137- Miramar Plaza, #41
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
November 28, 1987

Frank E. Young, M.D., Ph.D.
Commissioner, Food &Drug Administration
C/O Dockets Management Branch (HFA-305)
5600 Fishers Lane (Room 4-62)
kockville, MD 20857

RE: Docket No. 82P-0316 (EeT)

Dear Sir:

Please add my name to those strongly urging you
to thoroughly investigate the safety of Electroconvul
sive Therapy.

From personal experience, I can vouch for the fact
that EeT does permanent damage :which inhibits -the -brain '_ s
facility for memory (particularly-short-term~ and concentra
tion.

I know many others who have had EeT and there is not
one who is positive about it. It is hard to imagine how
such a barbaric form of "treatment" has been allowed to
continue!

Sincerely,

~~alfJ6~J
Eliith G. Harris

IDH/egh
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For VOLUNTARY reporting
by health professionals of adverse

events and product problems
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Dockets Management Branch
Food and Drug Adminlstration
5600 Fishers Lane Room 4-62
Rockville, MD 20857

··5300 Konrad Dr.
Temple Hi 11s, Me .
20748
April 21, 1983

"

Gentlemen:

Docket No. 82P-0316

I
I, .

This is to inform you of my opposition to the reclessification

of ECT devices from the high risK category of Class 111 to the

low risk Class 11 of medical devices.

I know of no equipment devised for use on humans that is more

profoundly damaging to the individual's brain function.

From personal experience I can verify that the 20 ECT's I had,

left permanent brain damage in the form of amnasia. This covered

·the preceeding years before the ECT5 and still exists. In ad

dition, I have suffered impaired retention for 24 years. Thirdly,

my college education has gone down the drain as I'm unable to per-

form my duties as a teacher since 12 years past.

May I add, I did not sign, nor did I want the horrible hell the

trauma of those shocks left on me until this day when I still

suffer from nightmares of them. Finally, four friends Elnd two

reLatives who also had ECT are now dead, one having died during

the seizure.
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x
Joy Rose

414 S. Olive st.,
"edia, pa., 19063

..-:

,-

Ja::.uar:i 27,19£1'::

,Iohn Villforth, Director (HFZ-l)
Center for Devices and Radiological Health

Pood and Drug Administration
5600 Fishers I,ane
'-'ockville, ltD 20857

near Mr. Villforth:
As one who has suffered the results of shock "treatmer.t I I ,

(~here are parts of my memory that are forever lost to me), T

urge you to reconsider rescinding the "Notice of intent" to

reclassify rCT devices.

As I testified before the American Psychiatric Association:
"If shock ·therapy~ is so safe and so affective, then why is the

psychiatric association fighting so hard to get the FDA from
testing it for safety?"

J have offered my br~n to be cat-scanned to see if I am

ril'ht about the perme..nent damage I feel I have sustained. This

haioibeen re jected because of lack of funds. I am oihly hopin[ that "
'~7) It. -I. ...p

y011 wiJ.l«it classified in Class III until such time that there

Q.\iff;.. funds to test it for safety. I only ho!'e to I<eep others from
suffering as I have.

Very truely Yours

~~J
Joy !<ose
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85 Douglas Road
Glastonbury, Ct. 06033
January 20, 1987

Hr. John Villforth, Director
~enter for Devices and
P.adiological Health
Food and Drug Administration
5600 Fishers Lane
I'.ockville, }o,aryland 20857

t<e: ECT CLASSIFICATION

Desr Mr. Villforth:

I implol-e you, please rescind the 1983 "notice of intent" to
reclassify ECT devices to Class II status. The American
Psychiatric Association is asking you to gamble with the lives
of psychiatric patients by reclassifying the devices without
actual scientific.evidence that they cause no permanent h~rm.

I am one of mal!y ECT patients who cannot hei p but suspect that
ECT caused brain damage and until there are longitudinal
and cross sectional studies successfully carried out \oihich Drove
otherwise, my opinion will remain the same. I would like to
t~ink that someday, thanks .to the FDA, the truth about hCT
\·,ill be Imo\m, vlhatever that truth may ultimately be. I I-.'ould
like to think that my brief description of my e~ricnce \·,i th
~CT will aid you and your colleagues in your pursuit of a .
truly informed deci~on. I know that many of us who joined the
Committee for T:-uth in Psychiatry are \'Iriting to you; I hope
you will realize that all of us, past and future SCT p' tients,
are depending on you and your associ ates.

1:1r. V~llforthl .1 can write a pretty good letter, I think, but
~n th~s case ~t's Hhat I can't do that counts. I am const2!1tly
reminded of what '1 can't do ••• although I could do it once.
:\nd what is "it"? I can't remember nel-l information Hith the
eLIse I could before ECT. Distractions and interruDtiDns seriously
interfere with inform~tion retention••• any new bit 0: information
[;\l'Iy "cancel out" the bit that preceded it. My auditory <.nd visual
memory seem to function episodically ••• enough s:> that I .knml
they e):ist and remember how Hell they functioned before ;;;CT.
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•

Ho" have these deficits, which developed immediately after
ECT, affected my life?

1. When I returned to my 6th grade teaching job after
ECT I could not remember how to teach, I could not
remember my own or others' instructions/directions/
information, I could not function "ith the interruptions
that are a unavoidable part of a teacher's life.
Therefore, in 1968,5 months after ECT, I attempted
suicide. r,ehospitalization was for a months.

2. For two and a half years I worked in a kitchen. The
loss in income was dramatic but worse was the total
loss of confidence and the perception that I '" as a
complete failure.

3. \~en I dared to take a college course in the hopes that
I could rebuild my financial security (seven years later)
I had to memorize information because even mUltiple
readings of the same material yielded next to nothing
recalled. I programmed my course material on file cards,
sentence by sentence, and quizzed ·myself - studying about
20 hours a week minimum, often more, while working full

.time as a secretary.

4. In September of 1987, after taking one murse a semester
for 4 years at a school of social work, I matriculated
and star.ted full time. However, because there no longer
.was time to memorize information, because the infor
mation was complex and often theoretical, and because
I found it ha~d to remember instructions on my field
placement - I finished the semester (after '·.'i thdra,·,ing
from ·3 of fou:- m urses) and withdrew from school. I am
very ·for.tunate that I survived the subse~uent depression.

5. Today I interviewed for 3 jobs. At one the employer
asked 1 "l-ihy aren I t you teaching? Teachers Ira ke such good
salarJ.es." Indeed why, why am I not making the :;4(;,01'0
I would be makinG if l'd remained in teaching like my
roommate who started the same year I did in the very same
school system. Why am I inst~ad praying that I'll find
a job that pays me at least what I earned in my
previous job - $16,000. Uhy am I likely to settle for
less if it will make few demands on my memory.
1 ' m sure I need not ansv,er "Hhy."
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I survived the "psychotic depression" that put me in the
hospital in 1968. However, I don't knoH hOlY I Iyould have
survived the aftereffects of the ECT if I had not had endless
love and support from family and friends. I say aftereffects
of ECT because I can't imagine what else could have had such
a disastrous effect on my ability to learn and to remember.
I only know I had a high "B"'average in college, I remembered
ideas better than facts, I "read material rather than memorize,
I was not a slave to my studies. One year six months later
functioning like that w~s just a bitter memory.

Did it hnve to be like this f or me? Has l::CT necessary? \.Jas
it harmful? ilere there alternatives tn. t:CT th~.t could he.ve been
used, 0:' tested, first (besides 3 weeks of drug ther.:wy)?

Did it have to be like this for others Hho hr.ve similar
stories to relate?

If SCT is harmful, ,can we save sane people fran unnecessary
suffering by determining th.'\t it is so and using it ·.:t.cn truly
there is ~ alternative •

.'\nd if it must be used in spite of its damAging effects, Cim lye
not develop cognitive retraining programs to help people adapt to
their new deficits •

I lmo~1 in the first page of this letter I referred to my
"brief" description of my eJ::perience. Is this brief? It is
for someone' who feels she struggles with the consequences of
seT still -- after 20·years.

This is not a request that you hegin an investigation of ~CT
devices irrrnediately. It is an earnest a"peal tha t you re .ccind
the "notice of intent." TI10s e of us "ho have "c erne out" 1:0
protest a reclassification may be just the tip of an iceberg.
I know three people whose l~ves changed ~ter ECT, who suffered
considerable career "dislocation," but you will nev"r hear from
them. Hho else· won't the FDA hear from?

I do sincerely appreciate the time you or your staff have spe~t
~eading this letter.

Sincerely,

c?a.-~
Pam Haccabee

cc: American ?sychiatric
Associatiun
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Truth In Psychiatry-------------;M:-;-a---:-rjo~ri-:e E;::-.-;::-Fa-ed-;-er
Apartment 307

2424 North Federal Highway
Boynton Beach. Florida 33435

(305) 734-3458

January 21, 19E8

John Villforth, Director CHF2-1)
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

Dear Mr. Villforth:

I am requesting that as a senior official of the FDA you
recommend that the "Notice of Intent" to reclassify the
Electroconvulsive Treatment (ECT) device be rescinded. I am
also requesting that the device remain in Class III until a
complete and unbiased investigation has been made as legally
required.

I commend the FDA for the original Class III classification,
and my feeling is that the American Pyshciatric Association has
been unreasonable to ask your agency to vouch for ECT's
unproved safety without a proper investigation.

Our small Truth in Psychiatry group, each member of which has
been brain damaged in varying degrees, is only a very small
sample of the hundreds and thousands of patients who have
suffered long term memory loss as well as other side effects of
ECT.

fly feeling is that our "anecdotal complaints," as snidely
referred to by psychiatrists at FDA hearings, are not given
enough consideration, and that because we are considered
"ex-mental patients" we are not credible. One psychiatrist
wrote patronizingly in The Washington Post Magazine that we co
not sound like brain damaged people. He saw only what he~anted

to see, unwilling to dig deeper to verify our losses.

It took me five years of hard work and frustration to restore
my reading comprehension to the college level. And I had been a
Reading Specialist. For some twenty years I could not play the
piano; only in the last three months has some.of that skill
started to return. I doubt that I'll ever reach the level I had
before I was subjected to ECT.

,
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It has taken me the past twenty years, and will take me the
rest of my life to approximate the education I lost. My career
as an Intelligence Officer for the Federal Government was lost
forever.

The effects of ECT not only ruined my life, but it nearly
destroyed my family and my marriage. I find that a large
precentage of patients suffer a divorce because they no longer
function well. Many .others I have dealt with have had to be
supported by public means, avoidable burdens to local, state,
and the Federal governments.

Our patient group is not seeking a ban on ECT because this is a
democracy and there are thos, who say that it benefitted them,
that in spite of their recognized faulty memories they would
have it again. We have such members in our group. However, we
do advocate that there should be a proper and truthful consent
so that the patient really knows the potential danger.

\;hile the immediate goals of our Committee are to rescind the
"Notice of Intent" and to require a meaningful consent
procedure, my personal belief is that an investigation is in
order to prove that ECT is'indeed beneficial and not brain
damaging. How can I feel 'differently when that so-called
therapy has wrecked a major portion of my life?

Respectfully yours,

iJ.:tvy~ ('·';;;u d~.e.-v

7t. ub.MUL1 ;t!tjC/{.£>Cf.-.«-(-n..t;c..,..... C 11/~

Marjorie E. (Mrs Gustav S.) Faeder
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